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Chapter XX

FAIENCE AND STONE VESSELS

Faience Vessels (PI Cl, i-io
,

PI CLVII, 32 and 33 ,
PI CLIX, 3 and 4)

F
aience ware is found m both the Intermediate and Late levels at Mohenjo-daro, Levels

and It will probably also be found in the Early levels when we get down to them
Not many complete vessels of faience have been found at Mohenjo-daro, for this Reasons for

relatively soft material is easily broken or damaged by salt Hence the scarcity of faience scarcity

vessels does not prove that they were not in common use All those found are of small size

and very well made It is probable that they were used for cosmetics
,

indeed, a trace of Suggested use

a yellow subilancc is ^lill to be seen in one of them (No 8 in PI Cl) None of them contained

eye-paint, as anything of this nature invariably leaves traces behind Judging from the

comparatively large apertures of all these jars, the subftances they once contained were fairly

thick, and an unguent suggcfls itself as their probable content, though in few of them is the

aperture large enough to allow of a finger being inserted I would, therefore, suggeft that some
kind of powder was kept in these jars

,
that it was coflly is implied by the very small size of

the jars Indeed, Nos i, 3, and 8 are so small that they might almost be children’s toys, were

It not unlikely that children would be given playthings made of such a material as faience

It will be noted that few of these faience jars have a substantial base
,

they are moSlly Bases

incapable of Standing alone On this account it is probable that they were kept in toilet

boxes or other receptacles

Several of these vessels Still show traces of colour
,
those illustrated in PI Cl, 4, 8 and 10, Colour

are smoothlj coated with a glaze of a light apple-green colour The glaze of Nos 3 and 9
is well preserved and Still retains its original colour, turquoise-blue The remaining

jars have loSt both colour and glaze

There is a small hole in the side of the neck of No 10 in PI Cl to take a thread to Holes for

fasten on a cover No 3 has two small holes, one on either side of the neck The neck of covers

No I is grooved to take a cord for tying on the lid which is missing ^

Some difficulty seems to have been experienced in making these jars
,

their sides and Manufacture

especially their bases are remarkably thick No 8, for inStance, would hardly contain

anything at all, and Nos i and 6 would hold but little The makers were evidently uncertain

of their material and feared to risk making the jars any thinner

The paSle of those jars which were broken and could consequently be properly examined Paste

was white or ash-grey in colour, and in moil cases the glaze had penetrated well into it, both

on the inside and outside of the jar In the manufadlure of the little jar, PI Cl, i, a certain

amount of frit was mixed with the paile itself as well as being applied to it both inside and

out This process, which results in strengthening the articles so treated, has also been

^ Possibly in this case the cover was made of cloth or leather

365 B b
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Not

importations

Descriptions

Imitation oi

pottery forms

Glazed pottery

Inlaid

decorations

Painted bands

noticed in other faience objedls at Mohenjo-daro This treatment, of course, requires

considerably more heat than if the surfaces alone were glazed

It IS quite evident that these jars were not imported from outside India, and quite

possibly they were adtually of local make Many of the shapes are copies of pottery ware,

and in the lift below I have made the necessary comparisons —
Plate Cl, No i (HR 994) is a beautifully made little vessel that was found 9 feet below

the surface in the NW cornei of House III, Block 2, Seftion A of the HR Area It has

a groove around its neck which obviously took the ftring which tied on the cover In shape

It resembles some of the ftorage jars , for inftance. Nos i and 2 in PI LXXXV
No 2 (SD 1 705) seems to be a portion of a faience jar that was made in two pieces, the

part preserved being the neck On the other hand, it might equally have served the purpose

of a jar-ftand It came from 8 feet below the surface of the ground in the lane between Blocks

4 and 5, Southern Buildings Seftion

No 3 (HR 5024) with Its deeply scored middle is a passable imitation of the “ B ”

type of pottery illuftrated in PI LXXX It was unearthed from 5 feet below the surface in

Room 1 1 8, House XI, Block 2, HR Area

No 4 (SD 258) was made in two pieces and skilfully joined together at the junftion of

the shoulder and body In shape it resembles the pottery jar No 21 in PI LXXXI, but

It has a wider aperture

No 5 (C 364) resembles a shape that was very commonly made in pottery, and so we are

juftified in reftoring its upper portion as has been done (cf PI LXXX, 9-27) Chamber
1 1, Block 12, Seftion C, DK Area, Level, 4 feet below the surface

No 6 (HR 5548) came from 4 feet below the surface in Room 65, House XXXI, Block 5,

of the HR Area It is evidently an imitation on a small scale of the large water-jars illuftrated

in PI LXXXV, 7 and 8

Except for the beading; around its base. No 7 (E a 8 7") is clearly duplicated by the pottery

jar piftured in PI LXXX, 46
No 8 (DK 1933) IS evidently copied from the pottery forms seen in PI LXXXI, 50—2

Found in the room north ofNo 4, House XIV, Block 4, Seftion B, DK Area, 2 feet below surface

No 9 (SD 2390) was found at a level of 5 ft below the surface in Chamber 15 of the

Great Bath building
,

it is evidently a copy of some of the pottery illuftrated as Type G in

PI LXXX
No 10 (C 3063), like No 4, was made in two pieces In form it is quite unlike moft

of the pottery of Mohenjo-daro The neareft approach to it is No 7 in PI LXXXII
From Room i, Block 6, Seftion C, DK Area Level, 2 feet below surface

PI CL/A"—Nos I and 2 in PI CLIX are two fragments of great technical intereft
,

they are the only examples of glazed pottery that have as yet been found at Mohenjo-daro
For this reason they are reserved to and fully described in Chapter XXVIII on ivory, shell,

faience, and other objefts of technical intereft

No 3 (HR 5843) in PI CLIX IS also fully described in that chapter owing to its

being exceptional in its make It is but a fragment of a medium-sized jar, measuring 3 inches
across Its ground colour is a light-blue and the inlaid bands that decorate it are white The
composition of its pafte is a powdery-looking material that has apparently been plentifully
mixed with a coloured frit and then baked until vitrified Found in House XXXII, Block j',

Seftion B, HR Area, at a depth of 2 ft 6 in below the surface
No 4 (A 129) on the same plate was part of a jar about 2 inches high It is of

ordinarj faience, now a light-blue colour and decorated with thin bands of purplish-
black paint These bands were painted with a frit that had been coloured with manganese.
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ind not fused properly, owing perhaps to the risk of the colour spreading and flaming

the surface of the jar This fragment was found at a depth of 3 feet below the surface of the

ground, in Room 13, Block i, Seflion A, DK Aiea

Stove Vessels (PI Cl, 11—32, 34, and 35 ,
PI CXXXI, 36 and 37)

Stone vessels are comparatively rare at Mohenjo-daro
,
only twenty-six in all have been Stone vessels

found, mofl of which arc in a fiagmentary condition This does not include Nos 33 not popular

and 36 of PI Cl, which are alabafler jar-flands

All the vessels are of alabafler with the following exceptions No 21, a dish of red Materials

flone that resembles sandflone
,
No 24, brown limeflone

,
No 26, a greenish-grey slate

,

and No 32, a dark-coloured limeflone that is almofl black The two boxes illuflrated m
PI CXXXI, 36 and 37, aie of fleatite

The soft white alabaflei used to make these vessels is of very poor quality It closely Alabaster

resembles Italian alabaflei and is quite unlike the harder veined varieties that were used m
earl} Sumer and Egypt * Mofl of the vessels made of it have been badly damaged by salt

The frequent use of alabafler despite its poor quality was doubtless due to its being easily

worked This was a consideration when, as at Mohenjo-daro, the technique of making flone

vessels was not of a very high flandard

Mofl of the vessels are thick and clumsy-looking and it is evident that no particular care Clumsy make

wns taken in their manufaflurc It is rather difficult to account for this faft, for that the

inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro clearly underflood the art of working hard flones, is proved

by the excellent beads that they made * One w'ould have expefled their flone vessels to

have been as good

It appears that flone bowls W'erc sometimes used as flrainers, for a small portion of a dish Strainers

was found perforated with holes, each 017 in in diameter This flramer mufl have

been used for thicker liquids than water, for alabafler is to a certain extent soluble m
the latter Oil also penetrates this flone

Plate Cl, 11—36—It will be noticed that the smaller vessels. Nos ii—16, are very Details

clumsy and moflly only half-bored Yet that they wcic finished specimens is proved by the

polish of the outside The little alabafler vessel (VS 2868), No 1 1 in PI Cl, was found

m House XII of the VS Area at a depth of 2 feet below the surface of the ground ,
No 12

(VS 2671), made in the same material, came from Chamber 76, House XIII, VS Area, and

No 14 (HR 2656), also of alabafler, from House IV, Block 2, Seflion A, of the HR Area

No 15 (VS 2877) w'as unearthed in Chamber 76, House XIII, VS Area

In No 16 (HR 3729) part of the core was left adhering to the base inside, showing “sed in

that It W'as bored with a tubular drill This was the method employed in making all these 1’®*^®^

flone vessels, and the softness of the material would allow of even a hard wooden drill, such

as a piece of bamboo, being used, especially if wet sand w'ere employed as an abrasive This

vessel. No 16, was found in the 100m south of Chamber 43, House V, Block 2, HR Area,

at a depth of 5 feet below the surface

No 18 (HR 146), which resembles the pottery vessel in PI LXXXIII, 20, is of Feeding cup(?).

considerable interefl * It may be a poition of a spoon whose hollow handle is missing or,

more likely, the missing portion was a hollow spout, though why a spout should be at the base

of a vessel it is difficult to underfland, unless this objefl is a feeding cup

^ Cf p 33 supra

^ Fragments of hard ilone vessels Inve been found at HirappI—[Ed ]

^ Cf a vessel in Surv Nuiia, 1910-11, pi 25 (e)
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No I q (HR 796), of ahbafterj in shape is cxiftly like some of the pottery cups so common

at Mohenjo-daro Found m Couit 13, House 11
,
Block 2., Seiftion A, of the HR Area,

at a depth of a feet below the surface
, , r r

No 20 (VS 2304) IS a badly weathered alabaftcr dish that was found at a depth of 13 tect

below the surface in Room 28, House XXXI, VS Area No 21 is made of dark-red

hmeftone, and, though thick and heav}, is better finished tlian the majority of the dishes It

came from Chamber 76, House XIII, of the VS Area, from a depth of 13 Ret below the

surface

Nos 22 and 30 (HR 1887), which were found m House 11
,
Block 2, Scftion A, HR

Area, at a level of 6 feet below the surface of the ground, formed the top of an alabafter jar

that was made in more than one piece The jar to which this neck and rim

once belonged was probably globular in shape, and as it proved impossible to bore it

satisfadlorily through a very narrow neck, it had to be made in two portions Vessels

haa'e been made from more than one piece of ^lone at all periods in the ancient Ea^I

No 23 (HR 52x4) IS a small alabailci vessel that was found in the space (92) caA of

House XXXIX, Block 5, of HR Area, where it was lying at a depth of 6 feet below the

surface, and the small but hcav) browm limcftonc dish, No 24 (\^S 2646), came from a level

of 5 ft 4 m below the surface in House IX, VS Area

Nos 25 and 29 (HR 5780), which arc both of alabaAcr, were found together m Room 54,

House V, Block 2, of the HR Area, at a depth of 8 feet below the surface

No 26 (HR 5212) IS a dish of a grccmsh-grcy slate
,

it was uncaithcd in the open

space (92), ea^l of House XXXIX, Block 5, HR Area, where it was found at a depth

of 6 feet below the surface

No 28 (HR 5985), of alaba^ler, comes from a depth of 8 feet below the surface of the

ground in Room 87, House IX, Block 2, HR Area

No 31 (SD 2552) was 111 a very fragmentarj condition, but enough remained to allow

of Its shape being drawn It was found in the Great Bath Scftion, at a level of 1 8 inches

below the surface

No 32 (VS 2941) IS a dark-brow'n, almoft black limc^Ionc and, though thick and hcai9,

IS carefully made and has a scmi-poIished surface It was found in two pieces, at a depth

of 5 ft 6 in in Chamber 76, House XIII, VS Area

No 33 (VS 2939) IS an alabaster jar-fland that w’as broken into two pieces It was
unearthed from a depth of 5 ft 6 in in the same chamber as No 32 Another jar-5land,

No 36 (HR 4944), which IS also made of aiaba^Ier, came from a depth of 6 feet in Room 37,
south of House VI, Block 2, in the HR Area

Nos 34 and 35 (DK 2798) are shallow dishes of alabaftcr, w'htch W'cre found together
in the DK Area Both were badly broken, but enough remained of each to draw’ them
Room 3, Block i, Sciflion B, DK Area Level, 3 feet below surface

There is but little difference in the shapes of the dishes found at the various levels For
inllance, No 20, found 1 3 feet below the surface of the ground is juR as poor in w'orkmanship
and as simple in design as No 28, which was 8 feet down, and No 31, which
was only i ft 6 in below the surface

It will be seen that some of these ftone vessels resemble certain pottery vessels in shape
For instance, Nos 14 and 17 very closely resemble the goblets seen in PI LXXXI, 50—2 ,

like them they have solid bases The resemblance between No 18 and the feeding-cup ('*)

seen in PI LXXXI 1

1

, 20, has already been noted No 23 is obviously a copy of a type
of pottery vessel which is found in hundreds at Mohenjo-daro (PI LXXX, 10) The badlj
broken alabaSler vessel, No 27, has a base exadliy similar to that of the pottery jar illullrated
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in PI LXXX, 29, and as there is every reason to think that its upper portion was similar in

shape, It has been so restored Yet none of the ^lone dishes closely resemble the pottery

ones, and we have yet to find examples of the latter with rounded bases These round-based

^lone dishes muft have been kept on ^ands of some kind, otherwise they would have spun

on hard brick floors

No 35, of which only two very weathered fragments remain, was broken anciently and Rivet repairs

repaired with rivets
,
there are rivet holes in both pieces This method of repairing ^tone

vessels was also praftised in ancient Egypt in the earlieft times and in Mesopotamia in

pre-Sargonic days In the latter country, copper, lead, and silver wire were used for

riveting, but there are no indications on our pieces of what metal was employed ^ It is evident

that these dishes, though made of inferior ^tone, were greatly prized at Mohenjo-daro

,

otherwise no attempt would have been made to repair them

The interiors of the dishes appear to have been hollowed out by means of a hard ftone Grinders

grinder, such as that illustrated in PI CXXX, 35 At firSt sight this grinder appears to be

a kind of battle-axe, but one side is slightly concave and the other convex, and the two edge-

hke ends are rounded A forked Stick was probably used to grip this tool, which was rotated

by means of another Stick at right angles at its upper end A very similar method
was adopted in making the harder Stone dishes of early times in Egypt, emery or very fine

sand being used as an abrasive -

Plate CXXXI, 36 and 37 —The firSt (VS 2881) of the two vessels illustrated in Stone boxes

PI CXXXI, 36 and 37, is a badly broken box, 2 5 inches high, with undecorated

sides o 25 in thick It had four compartments, of which the only intaft one

measures i 5 by i 6 inches There is a slight rebate at the edge to take a cover, which was

tied on by a cord carried through a small horizontal hole bored diagonally through the corner

of the box This box was found 7 feet below the surface in Chamber 76, House XIII, of

the VS Area

No 37 (VS 2505) IS a better preserved box of four compartments, each of which measures Incised

I 4 by 15 inches at the base The partitions between the compartments are o 3 inches decoration

thick at the base and thin out to o i at the top When complete, this box mu^l have measured

3 8 inches square by 2 45 inches high The rim is rebated to take a cover, and a small

horizontal hole runs diagonally through each corner at a depth of o 4 in below the rim

The sides and remaining end of the box are divided into two registers by a thin border of two

parallel lines with vertical lines between Each register is decorated with an incised motif of

triangles set one inside the other Though there is no trace of a white filling in any of the

incisions, there is reason to think that it originally existed, for the box which was probably

used for cosmetics, appears to be an imitation of the black, incised ware of Sumer and other

places, in which the designs were inset with gypsum or a similar white material Indeed,

this box might easily be taken for Sumerian work in shape as well as decoration ® Level, 5 feet

below surface Room 76, House XIII, VS Area

^ It may also have been leather or some sort of fibre

2 Cf a similar objefi illuflrated m Petrie, Tools and IVeapons, pi In, fig 73
^ It may quite veil have been an importation , its decoration sugge^ls Sumerian work
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Chapter XXI

SEALS AND SEAL IMPRESSIONS, COPPER TABLETS, AND TABULATION

T
he seals and fragments of seals found in such remarkably large numbers at various

levels at Mohenjo-daro are perhaps the moft intereftmg of all the objefts that have

been unearthed there

Up to date,^ 558 specimens have been recovered, the majority of which bear one, and

sometimes two, lines of piftographs in addition to the representation of an animal In this

chapter, I purpose only to deal with the technical aspeft of these seals, leaving to others the

interpretation of the signs engraved upon them And fir^l let me remark that the illustrations

of the seals reproduced in Plates Cl I to CXV are photographs of impressions on wax of the

adbaal seals It should, therefore, be borne in mind that these illustrations are the reverse

of the seals themselves Thus an animal that faces to the left on the aStual seal faces to the

right on the seal impression In other words, the seals are shown as they would appear

Stamped on a bale of merchandise or on the sealing of a jar In speaking, therefore, of the

direftion m which an animal is facing, it is to the impression of the seal and not to the aftual

seal Itself that reference is made MoSt of the seals in the illustrations have been

photographed to natural size

Seals of this type were firSt published by Sir Alexander Cunningham, who secured

several specimens of them from villagers in the neighbourhood of Harappa in the

Montgomery DiStnft of the Panjab -

Types of Seals

The seals of Mohenjo-daro can be conveniently classified in ten different groups —
(ft) Cylinder seals (^)

(li) Square seals with perforated boss on reverse

(c) Square seals with no boss and frequently inscribed on both sides

(d) Rectangular seals without boss

(c) Button seals with linear designs

* Ma}, 1927

Cunninghams Archecol Repor/St vol v (1875)? P 108 , pi sx\in, fig I A short note on these particular

'cals bj the late J F hlcet appears in the JRAS for 1912
According to Professor Sa>cc, a seal from Harappl, now in the possession of the British Museum, was published

many years ago by Tcrrien de Lacoupene m the Proccedirgs of the Society of Biblical Archaology See Antiquity, June,
1927, p 206, note
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(/) Reftangular seals with perforated convex back

(g) Cube seals

(/i) Round seals with perforated boss

(t) Reftangular seals with perforated boss

(j) Round seals with no boss and inscribed on both sides

(a) Cylinder Seals (?) (PI CXIV, 529-33)

Seals of this group, if indeed they are seals, are very rarely found at Mohenjo-daro, Cylinder seals

only five specimens being obtained in all They are all made of ivory and differ from the

cylinder seals of other countries in being very long and thin
,

nor are they perforated for

suspension on a cord It is possible that these so-called seals are not true seals at all The incised

charadlers upon them might conceivably be identification marks for a game or something

similar On the other hand, they are certainly suitable for use as seals and on this account

they are included in this chapter For the sake of clearness the aflual seal is shown side by
side with each impression

No 529 (PI CXIV, HR 5515) Ivory 27 inches long by 025 in in diameter Details

Double groove at one end for attachment of cord The other end is decorated with three

parallel grooves Level, 4 feet below surface Central Courtyard (30), House LIII, Block 7,

HR Area

No 530 (PI CXIV, HR 4985) Ivory 205 inches long by o 25 in in diameter

Double-groove at one end for a cord , the other end is broken Level, 3 feet below

surface

No 531 (PI CXIV, DK 2666) Ivory Now 2 05 inches long by o 3 in in diameter

Its polish shows that it has been much used About one-half of the seal is covered with an

inscription, deeply and roughly incised and bordered by two deeply cut lines One end of

the seal is shaped into a conical head with a deep groove possibly intended for a cord The
seal IS not bored

,
nor is it perfectly round Level, 4 feet below surface Street between

Blocks I and 2, Sedlion B, DK Area

No 532 (PI CXIV, VS 875) Ivory Now 2 inches long by o 3 in in diameter

One end is broken and a small piece is missing The seal tapers slightly towards its complete

end Five deeply incised charadlers occupy a space of about two-thirds of the circumference

of the seal Level, 12 feet below surface Found in front of Room 70, House XXVII,
VS Area

No 533 (VS 958) Ivory 2 75 in long by o 3 in in diameter Decorated

at o 5 in from each end with a deeply incised cross-hatched border Towards one end of

the intervening space are two deeply incised charafters This seal is not perfedtly round

Level, 10 feet below surface of ground From Room 69, House XXVII, VS Area

It will be noticed that there is a considerable variation in the levels below ground at Reed-like shapi

which the above specimens were found, and that, therefore, they cannot be relegated to one

and the same period In shape they closely approximate to what is supposed to have been

the origin of the cyhndei seals of other countries, namely, a short piece of reed or cane But

It IS not suggested that cylinder seals originated in Sind

The ends of three of the seals are knob-hke, which certainly supports the idea that they

were once tied to a cord
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Most favoured

sizes

{b) Square Seals with Perforated Boss on Reverse (PI CII, a, b, and c)

Seals of this type appear to be always made of steatite, and they have been found in such

numbers that it is impossible to deal with them individually, beyond mentioning those that

are in some way peculiar Topical seals of this group bear a representation of an animal

with one or more lines of piftographs along the top They are nearly always perfedlly square

and vary considerably m size The following hit of the sizes of 328 perfeft specimens

IS given for the use of those interefted m metrology

Inches Examples Inches Examples

05x05 5 0 55 y 0 55 6

06x06 9 065 X 065 8

07x07 20 075 X 075 14

08x08 t6 0 85 X 0 85 23

0 9 X 0 9 18 095 X 095 16

I 0 X I 0 22 I 05 X 1 05 20

I I X I I 28 115x115 17

12x12 23 1 25 X 1 25 9

13X13 15 1 35 X I 35 10

14X14 14 145 X 1 45 4

15X15 5 1 55 X 1 55 3

I 6 x 1 6 4 I 65 X I 65 I

\i y, 11 I 1 75 X 1 75 I

18x18 3 I 85 X 1 85 5

19x19 I I 95 X I 95 Nil

20x20 2 2 05 X 2 05 Nil

21x21 I 2 15 X 2 15 Nil

22x22 Nil 2 25 X 2 25 I

23x23 Nil 2 35 X 2 35 I

24x24 Nil 2 45 X 245 Nil

25x25 I 2 55 X 2 55 Nil

26x26 Nil 27 X 2 7 1

From the above figures it is clear that the favourite size for seals of this type was
I I by I I inches, followed fairly closely by seals measuring o 85 by o 85 in and i 2 by
1 2 inches Seals of very large size were not popular, none being found above
2 7 by 27 inches^ Parenthetically, it may be obseived that after these seals had been cut
to a definite size, subsequent trimming and polish would reduce their sizes considerably

The thickness of the seals was not measured, as it was found to vary greatly in seals from
the same area The average thickness of a seal measuring o 5 by o 5 in was o 2 in ,

and of a seal 2 6 by 2 6 inches square, it was o 75 in These thicknesses do not include
the boss at the back

(r) Squatc Seals with no Boss and fieqhently Inscribed on both Sides (PI CII, n, 0, and p)

Altogether twelve seals of this type were found, all except five (C 2631 , E 904 ,HR 2739 , HR 2240 , HR 4264) being pierced with a small hole to take a cord Nine
arc of fine white steatite, one of black ileatite and two of pottery, a very unusual material
Of the la5t two, one (HR 4264) is not cut, but moulded from the impression of another seal

1 Seals of equal weight but of a diflcrcnt shape were earned on the tvnft m Mesopotamia
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Seals of this type vary in size from i i inches square and o 5 in thick down to o 55 in

square and o 3 in thick The majority are well made with clean sharp edges

Four of these seals are inscribed on both their faces (E 904 ,
HR 2739 >

HR 2596 ,
Inscribed on

HR 4503) Two are inscribed on two of their sides as well as on their two faces both faces

(L 323 ,
HR 2240) On one of these (L 323), there is a unicorn on both faces,

but not the same inscription A very curious figure is cut on two of the sides, which may
possibly represent the Sumerian hero jEnkidu On another seal (HR 2596), one side bears

the representation of a fabulous animal and the other a unicorn The inscription, consisting

of two charadters, is the same on both sides of this seal There is a short-horned bull on

one side of HR 4503 and a svalhka on the reverse HR 2240 has an inscription on each

face, and also pidlographs on two of the sides

HR 2739 is very thin for its size, measuring i inch square and only o 15 in thick

On one side there is a svalltka and on the other an involved design of triangles

It IS m a much-weathered condition, and for that reason no impression could be taken of it

It IS somewhat surpiising that seals of this type were not more popular They are Type not

convenient in size and shape, and lack the ugly boss at the back For the latter reason, they popular

were made of a convenient thickness to hold with the fingers Two of them, however, differ

from the re^l in being exceptionally thin, viz about o 12 in in thickness Some little

difficulty mudl ceitainly have been experienced m holding these two seals to make their

impressions

The average diameter of the hole in those that were pierced is o i in In every case, even

in the smalledl specimens, the hole was boied from both sides of the seal The edges of the

holes show little or no evidence of wear (Nos 120, 31 1, 356, 378, 471, 472, 475-7)

(d) Reilangular Seals with no Boss

Of this type of seal only six examples have been found Five are made of fleatite R®*"® typ®

(A 148 , E 2039 ,
HR 3732 ,

HR 5248 , and VS 208), two yellow, one grey, one black,

and one white The sixth (HR 1695) made of faience They are all simple blocks of

reftangular shape, and with one exception perforated by a small hole that was bored

from both sides of the seal All six bear plain inscriptions, without any animal devices

Only two are inscribed on both sides (A 148 and E 2039), and on none of the seals are the

sides or ends inscribed (Plate CXIII, Nos 412, 413, 435, 440, 441, 442, 459)

(e) Button Seals with Linear Designs

Altogether, twenty-tv o examples were found of this variety of seal, twenty of which are Pintaderas (?)

illustrated in PI CXIV All are square, thin, and provided with a shallow perforated boss at the

back Five of these seals are of Steatite (B 650 , C 2927 ,
HR 2728 ,

HR 6207 , Mus 8)

The remainder are of faience, which in every case is colourless The paSte itself varies in

colour from white to light-yellow The button seals that were made of faience were all

moulded and vary so little that it is hard to believe that they were used actually as seals,

which necessarily require a measure of individuality They may have served to stamp

impressions for some religious purpose, like the caSte-marks of to-day ^

The seals of this group range in size from o 5 to o 95 in square The boss at the back

IS in moft cases a mere loop It is beft finished in the seals made of ilone, where the boss is

divided into two by a shallow groove, as in the seals of Type b

^ In a similar manner to the pintaJcras used in Danubian II, Thracian copper age, and early Greece, etc
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The design moft frequently found on seals of this description is the sv^Etka (Nos 500-

f I 0 This symbol was known in moil; parts of the ancient world, and it is quite impossible

to determine the country of its origin It is found in Crete 1 and Cappadocia,^ and was

common at Troy, where it appears among the motifs with which spinning whorls were

decorated It occurs on pottery from Susa and Musyan => in its simple form as well as in its

derivatives * For some reason, not yet explained, it is not known in Babylonia,® neither docs

It occur in Egypt In India at the present day, both name and symbol arc emblems of

good luck

It will be noticed thfit tbe 'irms of the svd§ltkd turn sometimes one wiyj sometimes the

other In hiiloric India the diredion of the arms has generally been towards the right, for

the symbol was considered unlucky if the arms were turned towards the left That no such

feeling exiiled at Mohenjo-daro seems evident from the impartiality with which the arms

were turned in either direflion, though a clockwise dircdtion is, if anything, less common than

the reverse ®

The seal illuilrated as No 5 1 6, which bears a design consiiling of a number of squares

set inside the other, is the only one of its kind found at Mohenjo-daro It is known, however,

at Susa and dated there to the proto-Elamitc period ’ The designs on seals Nos 536 and

537 are also unusual, though of a very' simple nature

The motif in Nos 520 and 521 is again very rarely found It appears to be a simple

adaptation of the stepped triangle motif that is so common on the pottery from Nal, a design

which is also known in some of the shcll-inlay found at Mohenjo-daro (PI CLV, 33) and on

a cylinder seal from Susa ®

The design shown in No 522 appears to be made up of two parallel lines enclosed in

a square and linked up in the middle by rough scratches

Unfortunately, the largeil seal of this type (HR 6006) was too defaced to be

photographed

There is a very similar motif to that of seal No 528/> on a jar belonging to the Firil Period

of Susa,® but this motif is rare at both Susa and Musyan

(/) ReEangular Seals with Perforated Convex Back (PI CII, d, e, and f)

Of this type of seal there are sixty-four examples, ranging in size from o 6 in to

2 2 inches long Moil of the specimens arc of white ileatitc, but there arc eleven seals of

black ileatite, three grey (C 1878 , D 114 , HR 1050), and one yellow ileatite (HR 6210)

^ A very complex form of the soailtha appears on an uor> seal from Higia Trnda, dated to the E M III Period

See Evans, Palace ofMtnos, vol 1, p 1 21, fig gotf In the same period it appears on seals m a simple form with curved

arms Later on in the M M I Period it is found on potter) , firft v itli the arms curt cd, then \\ ith straight arms I&id

,

vol 1, pp 185,515,640, tol II, pt 1, p rg7
^ Catalogue des cylwdres orient

, Music du Lottirc, to' ii, pi g8, fig 12 ^ , I rankfort. Studies in Earl\< Pottery of
the Near EaSl, Yi, n, fig 2 , p 164, fig <7

Mem Dil en Perse, X viii, p no, fig 176, t xiii, pi xli, fig 3 Dclaporte, Cat cyl crient

,

t 1, pi 17, fig l

* Mint Dil en Perse, X \m, p 71, fig 193
® See, however, Herzfeld, Die Ausgrabungen von Samana, 5, pp 13, 16, 17, etc

For convenient illuftrations see de Morgan, La Pr,hiSloire orientale, t 11, p 266, fig 293 The potter of Elam
seems to have drawn the arms of the svaPtka clockwise or counter-clockwise inditFercntly

’ Mim Del en Perse, x xvi, pi i, fig 8 The same motif, but on painted pottery, has been found by Sir Aurel
Stem In northern BaluchiflSn Mem Atchl Surv of India, I4o 37, pi \v

® Catalogue des cyhndres orient ,Musee du Louvre, X i, p] xvi, fig lo
® Mim Del en Perse, t xm, pi xxi, fig 4
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Three pottery seals of this type (C 656, HR 116, and HR 6187) are of particular Pottery seals

intereilj inasmuch as pottery seals of any type are comparatively rare at Mohenjo-daro Two
are somewhat roughly made with rounded backs in^ead of the flat back and bevelled ends that

are usual in this type The third example (HR 6187) is better made
,

it is smoothly coated

with a polished red slip The inscriptions on these three seals were cut before the seals were

baked On the be^l finished specimen the cutting is exceptionally well done, the charafters

being very even and clear (seal 402) And this seal has a hole through its width for a cord,

whereas tlie other two are not peiforated All the steatite seals have a hole, which was bored

from both sides for threading on a cord

The seals of this type bear inscriptions only, some of which are exceptionally well cut

No pidtographs ever appear on the sides or backs of these seals

(g) Cuhc Seals

Only five examples of this type of seal have been found at Mohenjo-daro, averaging Yellow paste

in size o 7 in each way They arc all roughly made of a sandy-yellow pa^le, which
appears to have once been glazed Evidently but little care was taken in their manufadlure

On four of these seals sets of parallel lines crossing one another have been roughly scratched

on tuo opposite sides On the fifth seal the same motif occurs, but on one side only, the

opposite side being slightly rounded as if to be held between the fingers The remaining

sides of three of the seals bear representations of the unicorn in relief, apparently impressed

by a small seal of the usual type The pidlographs above the animals on all these seals are too

weathered to be legible

The fa£l that some of the sides bear seal impressions, whereas the other sides might serve Hatching

as aftual seals, makes it difficult to say what these specimens really are A series of parallel

lines crossing one another at various angles was a favourite design in the ancient world for the

less elaborate types of seals Examples have been found at Kish and at Jemdet Nasr, in

Mesopotamia, and the motif is well known at Susa,i where it has been found on seal

impressions in clay It is known, too, on a rough steatite seal from Cappodocia,^ and

the design occurs on some early seals from Crete and Egypt ®

One might be tempted to think that a uniform design of this sort would be useless for

the purpose of a seal
,

as a faft, however, it is extremely effedtive, since the irregularity of

the lines makes it almost impossible to forge It had this added advantage, moreover, that

the ver}' poor could make such seals for themselves and thus avoid resorting to an expensive

seal-cutter (See PI CXIV, 523, 524, 525, 526, 528 )

ill) Round Seals utth Perfoiated Boss (PI Cl I, k, I, and vi)

Only three of these seals have been found (E 1886 ,
HR 4393 ,

and VS 3027) They Resemblance t

arc all well made with flat base and top
,
and the boss in the centre of the former is partially seal from

subdivided by a groove across the middle and is perforated with a hole averaging o i in in Telloh

diameter Unfortunately, two of these seals are broken and all show signs of a considerable

amount of wear
,

their edges arc rubbed and slightly rounded The edges of all three

were originally slightly bevelled, a feature that is especially noticeable in HR 4393 The

1 M^m Del en Perse, t xvi, pi i, fig i

- Catalogue des cyltndres orient ,Mtts(e du Louvre, \o\ i, pi xxxvin, fig 6, vol 11, pi xcviii, fig 63 Also Legrain,

Culture of the Babylonians, pi i, fig 4
® Hall, The Civilization of Greece in the Bronze Age, pp 70, 71, figs 73 and 75
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designs on these seils arc illuilratcd in Nos 309, 383, and 478 A seal of cxaftly the same

type as those juft described was found by dc Sarzee at Tclloh in Mesopotamia It very

closely resembles No 309, and is described » as being made of a soft, greenish-grey ftone,

probably fteatite

(/) Rcflttugiihir Seals with Perfoiatcd Boss

Only one seal (VS 2846) of this type was found It is of fteatite and measures o 9 bj

07 in The inscription upon it, of three charafters only, is illuftrated in No 460

Though well made and finished, this fteatite seal looks as if it had been cut down from a larger

one since it is unduly thin for its size The boss, however, is exceptional!) well finished,

which IS not usually the case with seals that have been cut down

(/) Round Seals wtllt no Boss and Inset tied on both Sides

Seal E 1908, which is badl) broken, is made of calcitc and measures o 75 in in

diameter and 015 in thick Both sides arc deep!) incised On one side arc charafters

arranged in three regiftcrs , on the other side is the representation of a large tree, a aery

unusual motif for a seal This seal has no boss to hold it by, nor has it a hole If it was

aftually used as a seal, it muft have been difficult to hold because of its thinness Both

sides of this seal are illuftrated (No 527)

Seals 0/ Unusual ClmaClet

Such of the seals from Mohenjo-daro as exhibit exceptional features arc described

settattm below

Seal 9 (C 1895) Type B The inscription at the top of this seal has been entirely

removed by saw'ing off a piece o 3 in deep by o 5 in wide As the seal is badly broken,

though It shows signs of but little wear, the possibility muft not be loft sight of that it had
been discarded and was being cut up for its material It is possible also that a new piece

of ftone was inserted to take another inscription

Seal 18 (HR 5804) Type B A part of the boss of this seal has been split away
,

and on the remaining portion that waas roughly smoothed down, a single charaftcr, like

the third sign on No 463, w'as cut

Seal 304 (L 385), which has no inscription, has had its corner sawn away Perhaps
this seal was discarded and a piece taken from it to serve some other purpose

Seals 335 (HR 2657) and 337 (B 588) Type B In No 335 the two edges m
front and behind the animal were bevelled = In No 337 the edge in front of the
animal only is bevelled This bevelling was possibly due to the ftone being faulty and
splitting when the seal was engraved, or a miftakc made in the cutting of the device was
reftified by lowering the ground Whatever the reason may have been, both seals give
perfeftly good impressions

Seal 376 (HR 4212^), type B, has two rcgifters A fabulous animal with an elephant’s
trunk occupies the upper, and an elephant the lower division

1 Catalogue Jes cyltndres orient , Mutle Ju Louvre, vol i, pi 11, figs Sa ind 8/5 The same seal is published m
L Heuzey, Dicouvertes en Chaldle, pi xxx, fig 311

“ This IS quite apparent, though the greater part of the front edge is missing
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Seal 389 (D 171) Type B The peculiarity of this seal lies in there being no
representation of an animal upon it The same remark also applies to seal 39^ (VS 1190)

Seal 396 (HR 5676) and Seal 400 (HR 3005) Type B These two seals are unusual Tnple row of

in that their faces aie entirely filled up with three rows of piftographs
,

the animal figure pictographs

that is a legular featuie on seals of this type is omitted

Seal 394 (C 31 58) Type B The face of this seal is divided into two equal portions

by a thin incised line, on one side of which are two charafters, while the other half of the seal

has been left blank

VS 3480, which IS not illustrated, is an unfinished seal of type B without any engraving

,

It measures o 8 in square Such unfinished seals are very rare

A few of the seals, besides having devices and inscriptions on one or both faces, also

have, as already Slated, either figures or signs engraved on one or moie of their sides

Seal L 323, whose two faces are seen in Nos 227 and 230, has the figure of a man with Mythological

bull’s horns, legs, and tail, on two sides These figures are identical and are illuSlrated figure

m No 356 As suggested above, they may represent the Sumerian hero, Enkidu
Two fragmentary seals (271 and 293) have a single pidtograph on the upper edge The

fine seal figured in No 325 also has an inscription along its upper edge, as shown in the

illustration

Nos 471, 472, and 473 are illustrations of different faces of the same seal The firSl

two are impressions of the obverse and reverse
,
the laSl shows two of the sides The upper

and lower edges of the seal are blank

The seal whose obverse and leverse are illustrated in Nos 252 and 378, is especially

interesting in that the same inscription occurs on both faces above animal devices which are

entirely different

It will be remembered that the comb motif appears on the painted pottery of both Comb motif

Mohenjo-daro and Elam, and on Hittite ware It also seems to figure amongSt the

charadters on the seals, eg Nos 142, 161, 329, and 413

Method of MatitifeifJure

The Stone seals were firSl cut into shape by means of a saw, the marks of which are Use of saw

clearly seen on unfinished seals or those that have been altered The average thickness of

the saws used in this process was o 025 in After the seal had been cut to the size required,

if It was to have a boss, this was roughly cut into shape with the saw
,

a horizontal cut was

made from each side of the seal towards the centre and four vertical cuts were then made
downwards to meet the horizontal ones A rough square projedtion, the size of the boss,

was thus left at the back of the seal The boss was then carefully rounded off after the groove

that always runs across its centre had been roughly made by a V-shaped cut The rounding

of the boss was apparently done with a knife and finished off with an abrasive, after which

a hole was bored through it from opposite sides to take a cord The hole for the cord was

sometimes bored horizontally, but more generally it dtps slightly from the two ends towards

the centre As steatite has a tendency to split along the cleavage planes, the probable idea of

these converging holes, which are too common to be accidental, was probably to carry the hole

into the substance of the seal itself rather than to rely solely on the boss, which owing to its

prominence and the nature of the ilone was always liable to be knocked off Indeed, this

adtually happened to many of the seals and was remedied by cutting fresh bosses with

a consequent thinning of the seal
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Such an accident happened to seal I 384 (No 382), which was apparently repaired by

the owner himself
>
he cut another boss very rouglily with a saw, but did not take the trouble

to round it oft or even to remove the saw-marks

From the evidence aftoidcd us by seal I 351 (No 307), it would seem that in some

cases, at all events, the device and charafters on the seal were cut cither before the preliminary

shaping of the boss or before it was rounded off and finished This seems a sensible

proceduie, fot if a seal were damaged in the engiaving or a miffakc made, not much work

would be wailed The seal in queilion also seems to have been the work of an

inexperienced engraver, foi the cutting is very shallow and roughly done

As a general rule, the bosses on the seals occupy about a third of the area of the back of

the seal, and but for the grooves down the centre of each, which give them an appearance

of being double, they are hemispherical in shape In laic cases, however, the boss is very'

much smaller in proportion to the sire of the seal, and in seal L 386 (No 34 *) elongated

and slightly concave, with a slight raised beading at each end

The designs appear to have been cut w'lth a burin, and m the majority of seals the worl

IS cleanly done, even cuiwed lines, such as those needed for the horns of animals, being cut

without the slighteil trace of hesitation Though carefully looked for, there is no evidence

that a drill was firil used for outlining the figures—a common feature of the archaic seals

of Elam and Sumer But both pointed and hollow' drills were used to put in details, eg,
the roughnesses of the hide of the rhinoceros, the ornamentation of the cult-objefl in front of

the so-called unicorn, and the spots on the fabulous animal in No 385 In no case did the

seal-cutter use the drill to portray the eyes of any of the animals, with the 'ole exception of

the fabulous creature above mentioned

No 256 is a good example of a seal that has been left unfinished In this case we know
that the seal itself was finished before the engraving was ilarted, for the boss is complete

and perforated, and even polished* In engraving the seal, the artiil ilartcd his work in

a somewhat curious way Inilcad of firil outlining the whole figure of the animal and then

cutting deeper, he ilarted on the body and apparently completed it before outlining the other

parts Even the trappings over the withers of the animal are finished, a detail that one would
have expedled to be left to the lail It is clear that the engraver was so fimiliar with his work
that he could ilart on and complete any part of an animal without having the whole outline

before him
It IS, of course, possible that the outlines of the animal weie firit drawn with paint or

ink
,
the seal, however, shows no evidence of this, though on a damp site like Mohenjo-daro

It IS unlikely that any paint or ink would remain
The crookedness of some of the charafters in the inscriptions suggeils that they were

added later This seems the more probable, as ow'ing to the great variety of these inscriptions,
they can hardly lefer to the animal below When, if ever, these inscriptions arc deciphered,
we shall probably find them to be personal names, perhaps coupled with titles or occupations
The seal-cutters probably kept a ilock of seals by them and added the inscriptions as
required

^

The inscriptions as a rule are neatly arranged in a single line along the top of the seal
If there was not sufficient room, a second line was added, and sometimes the charadlers of
this second line, owing to lack of space, are smaller than those in the line above (Nos 10 1,

237, 253, etc) Occasionally—also on account of lack of room—the arrangement
of the charaders is quite haphazard, inilead of in two definite lines, though this is very rare

This seal, which is thin, may have had the face removed for the purpose of re cutting
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(Nos 52, 247) The seals shown m Nos 93, 302, 387, 550 are the only ones on which

the charafters are placed otherwise than along the top, except for No 387, whose motif is so

entirely unusual that one hardly wonders at the inscription occupying a different position

Almoil all the seals, of whatever type, are coated or have been coated, with a smooth. Coating

glassy-looking substance which was at firft thought to be the remains of a glaze, whose colour

has entiiely disappeared Under a ^tiong glass, this coating shows definite cracking on some
of the seals All the seals have been carefully examined for traces of colour, but without

success The coating has, moreover, been analysed by the Archaeological Chemist

in India, who reports negative results as legards traces of copper On the other hand,

the glaze of a seal of exaftly the same description as those of Mohenjo-daro and Harappa,

which I found at Kish in Mesopotamia, ^lill showed traces of its original blue or

green colouiing There is thus no evidence that the seals of Mohenjo-daro were originally

coloured ^ If they were so coloured, all traces of the pigment have entirely disappeared

through long deposit in the damp and salty soil of the site That a coppei compound can

be entirely removed in the course of time through the adlion of salt is well known, though the

glaze may remain quite intadl:

Mr Sana Ullah has since made an exhauilive analysis of the surface coating on one Analysis of

of these seals (DK 4479), and his results are given below — coating

Silica

Per cent

61 2

Oxides of aluminium and iron 2 +

Lime Nil

Magnesia 346
Water (by difference) I 8

Total ICO 00

In another seal (DK 3557), the amount of water was found to be 2 17 per cent The
analyst remarks that “ this surface substance is ileatite or talc that has been deprived of

the greater part of its water, which is only possible by ignition
”

It seems certain, therefore, that the coating upon these seals is made of the same material Coating same

as the seals themselves There is reason to think, however, that the coating was an applied matenal as seal

one, for it scales off in the same manner as a slip would do Possibly, before a seal was

considered ready for engraving, it was coated in order to conceal blemishes and then was

baked in a kiln The result of the firing was undoubtedly to whiten and improve the outside
,

for many of the broken seals show that the colour of the ^lone of which they were made was

originally grey Besides whitening the surface of a seal, the baking would materially

assist in hardening it owing to the loss of water that would result The process appears to

have been carried out before the seals were engraved, for the deeper incisions frequently

betray the inferior colour in the core of the seals

Purpose of the Seals

It IS not quite certain whether these objedls should rightly be classed as seals only or as Sealings

amulets, for the reason that up to the present there has not been found at Mohenjo-daro a single

true sealing
,

that is, an impression on a piece of clay or other substance that had been attached

^ That the art of glazing v\as praflised at Mohenjo-daro is amply proved by the number of faience objedls that

have been unearthed
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to a jar or other article of merchandise, of the kind so well known at other ancient

sites, whei e they were fa^ened to the objeft to be sealed by means of a corc^ or else they

bear traces on their backs of some fabric to which they were once attached The only seal-

impressions which have been found at Mohenjo-daro are on baked clay or faience, and as

there is reason to infer that they served as amulets, they are described as such later in this

chapter

Though clay may not have been used for seal impressions, it is likely enough that some

other plastic material, such as bitumen, may have taken its place Bitumen, when old, breaks

up into granular fragments except under favourable circumstances, and sealings in this

material would be very difficult to deted in such a site as Mohenjo-daro Another subSlance

that might equally well have been used is resin, and this material is sometimes liable to

granulation in a damp climate We have, actually, found no traces of either of these two

materials, except for the bitumen that was employed, m one building only, for water-

proofing the walls of a tank

Personally, I am of the opinion that these seals were used almoSt exclusively

for Stamping sealings of clay, which, unless it were baked or of a special quality, would be

unlikely to survive in a site that is, or has been, damp ^ It is quite possible that clay sealings

have not been found at Mohenjo-daro for this reason

That these objefts from Mohenjo-daro were aftually used to Stamp sealings

seems to be proved from an impiession found at Yokha in Babylonia, which has been published

by Dr Scheil - This clay sealing bears the figure of a bull with a line of piftographs above

It, and both the form of the bull and the characters of the script are identical with those on

the seals we are discussing The back of this sealing bears the impression of some woven
material, showing. Professor Sayce suggeCls,® that it was once attached to something in the

nature of a bale, which would probably have come from India

Another suggestion has been put forward, namely, that these seals were used, not for

Stamping plaStic materials, but foi makmg coloured impresses on other subStances This
theory is, I think, untenable

,
for if they had been used for this purpose, they need not have

been cut so deep And details on the lower parts of the engraving of the seals would not
have shown at all in an impression made with colour

It has also been suggested that these objeCts were used as amulets The faCl, however,
that moSl of them have a projecting boss at the back seems to me to disprove this theory,

to which I was myself at firSt inclined An amulet to be effective muSl be worn on the person,
suspended either by a cord or enclosed in a case It is certain, I think, that the primary
objeCt of the boss was to piovide a finger-hold As a means solely of suspension, it would
not be so convenient as a hole through the amulet itself Moreover, the boss would
prevent the seal from lying close to the skin

The amulet theory finds some support, however, in the shape of seal HR 4629
(PI CII, q) This seal measures o 77 in square and o 3 in thick, excluding its boss
The interior has been carefully hollowed out to form a compartment measuring o 65 in
square by o i in deep This little chamber was formerly closed by a sliding covei that
fitted into grooves cut in the two sides of the seal PraCtically all the face of the seal is missing,
but enough remains to show that the animal represented on it was the unicorn and that there
vas the usual line of inscription above it An impression of this broken face is shown as
No 293 in the seal plates Two of the sides of this seal bear a single charaCIer each Except

> Ins vorthy of remark, however, that quanuues of clay sealmgs have been found on sites of the hiftonc period in
India, where the rainfall is much heavier than m Sind—[Ed ]

= Revut d'A,,yno!og,f, ixii, a (1925) a
June, 1927, p 205, note
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for the compartment inside it and the charadters on its edges, this seal resembles the others

of Its type in ever}' way
Owing to Its necessarily small size, the compartment would be of little use except to

hold a sacred objedl; This may have been an inscribed copper tablet, similar to the many
found at Mohenjo-daro, or an inscription written on some material such as bark or leather,

which could conveniently be folded up small This type of seal would, like the Egyptian

scarab, serve the dual purpose of amulet and seal ^

Were it not for the inscriptions upon them, these seals would be useless as such, for it Animal device

would be difficult to tell them apart owing to the sameness of the animal motif on the majority itself useless as

of them The animal itself should be regarded, I think, as possessed of special powers
,
a seal

and it was perhaps primarily for this reason that it was engraved on the seals

The inscnption, which from its variation seems to beai no reference to the animal figured

below It, may be assumed to be the name of the owner of the seal Of the five fragments

of potter)' that have been found bearing seal-impressions, three appear to have been marked
with a redhngular seal, and two with a square seal - In one case, however, the animal appears

faintly below, as if by mistake (PI LXXVIII, 3)
It •Rould, therefore, appear that these so-called seals were in faft actually used for sealing Dual use

purposes Of this use the Yokha sealing •seems conclusive evidence Sometimes the whole

seal and sometimes only its inscribed portion was employed The certainty that these seals

were used to ilamp potter}' vessels, the impressions being made before the jars were baked,

IS significant

On some of the seals there is barely room to accommodate the inscription, e g ,
on Inscnptions

Nos 237, 253, 373, etc
,
whereas on others only two or three signs were required, as in

Nos 244, 252, 254, 378, etc It IS possible that the shorter inscriptions are simply

the owner’s name and that the longer ones include titles that the owner of the seal happened

to possess It IS noticeable, moreover, that many of the inscriptions begin with the same
sign, which may possibly be an invocation

,
it would more likely occur at the beginning of

an inscnption than at the end On the other hand, many of the inscriptions, if they are to be

read from left to right, terminate in the same sign, as, for instance. Nos 105, 109,

no, 134, 148, etc

None of the seals of other ancient civilizations resemble those that have been found at No resemblance

Harappa and Mohenjo-daro, cither in their devices or the pidlographs they bear, or even in to foreign seals

shape It IS difficult to understand why the superiority of the cylinder seal over the Stamp

seal was not appreciated by the people of the Indus Valley civilization “ That they muSl

have known it is indicated by the fa£t that seals from Mohenjo-daro or similar sites have been

found both in Elam and Sumer, which argues that these two countries were visited by Indians,

probably in the way of trade We have, however, no definite evidence that India was

equally well known to these two countries, although the painted pottery and other objedls

demonstrate a connexion between them all

The large number of the seals found at Mohenjo-daro and at Harappa seems to call for

explanation

* Since the above was written, other hollow seals of this type have been found at Mohenjo-daro and elsewhere

* See PI LXXVIII, i and 3, and PI CXV, 558, 559, and 560
^ Since writing, a cylinder seal has been found at Mohenjo-daro The devices upon it are quite unlike anj thing

that we know outside India It is not known avhether the ilamp form of seal antedates the cylinder seal or not The

probability is that it docs In Egypt, however, the cylinder seal gave place to the ilamp-seal At Jemdet Nasr, the

oldeft site that has hitherto been found in Mesopotamia, tlie ilamp and the cyhndrical form of seal are found together

In Elam, ilamp-seals are only found in levels belonging to Susa I the time of Susa II, the cylinder seal appears

c c
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TudRins from the number thit have been found m the houses of the poor nnd rich alike,

It IS reasonable to surmise tint they were not always earned on the person
,
indeed, the very

large size of some of them would make them awkward things to carr)'
, r ,

We have as yet no definite knowledge of how the Indus Valley people disposed of their

deadi If cremation was praftiscd, the seals seem to have been removed from the

bodies, as they are for the moil part untouched by fire If the bodies were buried, the

seals may also have been removed, though this was not the ease in Babylonia, where men

and women took their seals with them to the grave Assuming that the seals avere used

for legal purposes by the people of Mohenjo-daro, they would doubtless have been regarded

as valued possessions, and, to avoid forgerj'', care would have been taken to prevent their

getting into unauthorized hands They would thus have been removed from the dead and

kept by relatives until time rendered them of no further use

The number of broken and damaged seals that have been found, which ma> have

been accidentally loit or purposely discarded, is comparative!) small The majority are in

a good ilate of preservation ,
indeed, some show but little evidence of use

The Animals Represented on the Sfals

T/ie So-called Untcorn

One-horned (?) The animal moil often represented on the seals is the apparcntl) single-horned beail

beast seen on Nos 1-297 and 537-57 There is a possibilit), I think, that the artiil intended

to represent one horn behind the other- In the other animals, however, the two horns arc

shown quite diilinflly

In some respefts the body of this beail, which is alwajs a male, resembles that of an

antelope of heavy build, such as the eland or or) \, and in others that of an ox The long

tufted tall may belong to either class The horn is sometimes smooth (Nos 2, 4,

15, r8, etc)
, sometimes it has transverse ridges (Nos 6, 9, 1 1, etc) In the latter ease, the

possibility of the creature being an ox is ruled out The long pointed cars arc also

charadleriilic of the antelope Perhaps we have here a fabulous animal which is a composite

of the ox and the antelope And yet to the casual c)c there is nothing fantailic about it, as

about some of the other animals represented on the seals
,

nor docs it in an) way resemble

the unicorn of heraldry, which is made up of different parts of a number of animals, though
it muil be noted that the traditional unicorn was supposed to have originated m India It is

mentioned by Ctesias and Ariilotle as peculiar to that country and is called b) them the Indian
ass For the sake of convenience, however, we shall designate this animal a “ unicorn ”,

until a more fitting name has been found for it

Markings The curious markings that occur on the shoulders of these animals, and of these alone,

appear to represent trappings of some kind rather than muscles or wrinkles in the skin The
curious lines around the neck of the animal on some of the seals (Nos 4, 12, 36, etc ) certainly

folds of skin, but they do not occur in all the animals Possiblv' they represent wire
ornaments suspended round the neck, but againil this theory is the fafl that similar markings
occur on the heads of the animals jPerhaps these lines are intended to represent hair

In other cases (Nos 2, r 5, 22, 23, 29, etc ), a more or less elaborate necklace is subilituted
for these lines

L See, however. Chap VI supra—[Ed ]
2 The 'ame type ofanimal, but with two horns, has now been found on a seal from HanppI These horns, how ei er,

resemble in shape the horns of an 01 rather than the long projeding horn that the unicorn on our seals alna)-s has
Animals in profile are quite commonly represented with one horn on Sumerian seals
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‘\ prominent fciturc nliout thi*; bcT^l is tlic linking c)c and the \\cll-mnrkcd eyelid above Eye

It It IS, ho\\c\cr, not clnridcnflic of all the aniimls of this type, as may be seen by
comparing Nos c and 4 avith Nos 16 and 17, for in-ilancc In the former, the eyes are

definite h cow -like and, morcoacr, set in their proper place in the head, whereas in the

latter, the e\e is entirely di/Icrcnt and has something of the camel’s eye about it ‘

rhcrc IS alwaas a aery curious <lindard-!ikc objcdl in front of this so-called unicorn Standard in

that appears in conjundlion aaith no other animal =
'I he loaaer portion of this objeft appears front of animal

to be a boaal-likc receptacle on an upright support In some eases this boavl—if indeed it is

holloaa—appuars to be made of basket-aaork (Nos 4, 21, 22, 25, 32, 33, etc), in others of

some embossed material, perhaps leather (s) (Nos 3, 9, 11, 15, 16, 18, etc) Sometimes

the bosses entirely coacr the outer surface of the boaal, in appearance recalling the knobbed
poitcra illu<Iratcd in PI lAW III, 16=’ I suugc,<t leather as the material used for these

bnaal-likc objcifis, as rosettes could hardly haac been attached to basket-aaork, but aaood

maa haac been cmploacd as aacll

It IS not clear aahether or not these boaals aacre closed in at the top I am inclined to

think that fhea aacre, for the supports of the upper portion of the objcift apparently' reft on

the upper surface of the boaal riicsc supports appear to be single on some of the seals

(eg, No** It and r8), on others thea haae a stay-likc appearance (eg. Nos 15 and 38)

i\ a era curious aanation, of aahich onla one example is knov n at present,^ is a scries of points

placed either around the run of the boaal or oacr tt< upper surficc (PI. Cl I, c, and No 38)
Hach of thtre apparent <hndards lias a Qifr-likc •^upport that appears to run right up Support of

through the bovl to the obiefi aboac it A pin r 'omctimcs shoaan run through the ^laff standard

to preaent the boaal from slipping clovn, a*- is seen in seal 38 and less di<lindlla in others,

eg, No' 2, It, iG, GG, etc I he ba'c of the <Ia(f inaariabb thickens toaaards the foot,

as vould be the ca'c aaith any pole, if not especialla tnmmcd We may take it for granted

that the il-’fr IS of aaood or metal, and not of pottera lil e the ordinara ofFering-<Iands that arc so

common at Mohenjo ci-’ro and I larapp" I he slem is much too thin to be made of anything

but a\ ood O' metal and the deep bov l-lil c objc£l aboa c it is quite unlike the shalloaa pans of the

ofixnng-'l-’nd' It u not apparent aahether the ba'c of the <lafFaaas fixed in the ground, but

as It IS alaa-ays rcp-c'cnted as bring on cxaiflla the ‘•amc lead as the feet of the beait behind it,

aae maa 'upiMasc that it vas 'o fi>ed

'I he objeft aboac the bovl is abo a era pu/vling On all the better finished seals it Possible cage

appears to be openvod
,
aahe'hcr made of metal, aaood, or ba'kct-aaorl ^ Its shape is fairly

unifo.-m—either bcc-hiac •'haped or square aaith inclined 'ides It vas possibly’ a cage, and

a'c maa perhap' compa'c it vith the jiottcn cage' ‘cen in PI LXXXIV, i and 2 On some
of the 'eals it appear' to be clo'cd in aboac (No- 2, 3, 9, 1 1, 15, 16, 17, 18, etc), so that

It could Intdla haac been used as a manger Indeed, in Nos 3, 15, 17, 19, etc, it appears

to haac a I nob or handle on the top

W hether the ^afl nn right tlirough the upper objed aae do not knoaa, though the general

* at j)3t '‘r I lo be the iin' nil tul, lut fn(>dcllcJ in eh), IS >lio an on PI \CVI, 13
* n ere js’r, I r c t , creep! oat In froni of llic Rniinal on eal 550 there is a Int im) be either a piflographic

iipn O' a feeding Ito iph diaideJ i .to compartments ‘teal 9;, a* Inch is il'o peculiar in other aa i)S, is another exception,

s id a tin d 15 ho 1G7, on ’ Inch a phntora ' iiilioIofsonieJindflands in front of the animal

“ No boa ’ , 1 m eac', haae as /ct lytcn foiird mide of 1 nobbed aaare, aahich is nt present only Inoian in tavo

par. cuhr sbapa
*

I hat IS, at Mohenjo duo Other cnmples occur at Hirappt lor in cxphmtion of these “points", see

p 69 m/oj— [I p]
‘

'I lie aaijinp a caaes arc certainl, supEcnne of bislct a orh
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nppc^nuKC of thc^c nppnrcnt sT uul irck art unlv • tint it .itci On t!,c othc' Innci,

,n seal 17 the portion of the -upport hetvan the Uou! ind the upper ohjca tnJ e-. n

httice-uork form
, , ,

These anndnrds *’ ippenr nlvi)s to hnc been nndr o! p'-rr!ni> c nnterni, incl it

seems Iikclj tint uc sinll nc%cr find mn taud cximple-' u MohcniodAto to eluci Ire their

iinkt and purpose
, . 1 n

lhevnnct)of\vi>smuhKhthca ippircnt luuhras ,re JK-Ttrttc I tmo 1 the ''•t! nr'rca

tint the} uerc not dl copied from 1 nu(;lc orititnl I ept in -otn te np'e o' o'hc' Ini-Id-no

'Ihe represent itions on the seds ire ctidcnth top'c n! o[)|r».l o' v hi< n nnin cti Ic i, tu* in

the nnkiiig of uhich i artun -imoimt ot Iititiuic \ is p-'Mittc i I o’ ind-Uti-c, th'TC arc

scseml points of dificreticc in tlio'c Ttn on 'r ih i^nn'l t ind e mn on No "^7,

'Ihc upper portion nionc sirici in •'Iiipc, hut Ii'i^h tin iipin' 'in I lo, c' ohjea'" utter

in aniaure nnd mode of dceorntion

Unfortuintcl), I nm iimhic to 'uitt'e-’l the -'I'nificiner o‘ f‘ npp:ircnt a^ndi-d.

Cult objcAs such ns these ‘•cem rirei) to he titnnie ot ctp*irt!''o v, u'l'e o i*- hi' th'" nv.tml

objeas to t\nminc nnd not onh rcprc'cntntion' o* fin n 1 h'* hw ^ n' oi foe \ ca c ot t'lc

upper portion of the anminru ccrtiinU 'ii'n'r I' n cis'c, nnd ith d'* ,
ir ice I '.1

> c t tint

It held n bird As is ucll Inovn, birds nr^. oltrn .ritirintcl, to i >'i"i a id o'nc-

crcnturcs, helping to rclicic them of tid' nnd •n’lctir'— pni-o n at t'

e

ap.i'oich o'

dnngcr If siichnn nnimnl ns thr ^o oiled unitor.i red!, o 'v.r exi'’r !, n 1 1 it it "is ton i Ic'cJ

snered, it seems to me tint nri) nntrinl n'-sonUcl v ith it uoild n! o h" co 1 le*c i s->crci *

On tuo imprcssioin uhieh were c.ulc.itli unde Irom the 'i ne (Ih CXN J, 5 ar 5 S ,

PI CXVIII, 9), there is n moa intcrcaitu: little scene 'hm in 'oir . 1- 1 n fde, each canning

n anndnrd Owing to the impression hnn ^ --mnllc' thnn t'le 'cal, tnc uppe* pi'ts the

anndnrds nnd the legs of the bcircrsnsc mr on' I o'iUrntc'.
,
ho e.c', c 10 1 ui 'cTn’r ' of the

two Ina anndnrds to show tint the niumil on the in • but oi"- . the nc ns the " unieo'n
"

t}pcofnnimnI Ihcobjtaon the slnndnrd behind ’p.'-'ir to he idcn'ica! n t»i tne nuppo ed

ailt objea tint is nlwn)^ plnccd in front ot the unieo-n 01 tiie 'enb I n'-e r no do ibt,

I think, tint on this impression ue hn\c the rcp-c.cntition ofn sjcrcd animil be n" OT.ed
along in procession

"

Phis little scene opens up n new eiAn
, it tndteUe, that nt lei't one n u.nal

wns worshipped either ns n god itself, or, whieh r nio-c p'obnblc, ns n rtnrufe tnt.o.n of a god
If tins should subsequenth prone to be true, there t- cicn p'obihihti thit the o he' nnimais
portrn}cd on the senis niso represent deities, po'sibln of ics‘>c' ran' , 'incc then fiau'c Ices

frcqucntl}

If we cicr find the scnl from which these two impressions were tnken, we shni! perhaps
find others or nil of the nnimnls represented on the 'cnls tnl ing thci' places m the procession
As before mentioned, the scnl wns considernbl} Inrgcr thnn the imprciSton, nnd it is possible
thnt the owner of the scnl required onl\ the impression of the “ unico'n ’’ fo" his nurjiosc

It should, however, be borne in mind thnt these nnimnls mni pcrhnps represent the
deities of provinces, in cxnftl} the snmc wn} ns do the **

; oir e ’’ nnimnls of Egapt, nil of which
nrc commonly shown on ^Inndnrds aery similnr to the ones earned ba the men in the
Mohenjo-dnro impressions There is, hoaacacr, n serious argument ngun^I this latter thcon
The unicorn type of animal occurs juA ns frcqucntl) on the seals from Ilnrnppl, 400 miles
away, ns nt Mohenjo-dnro, which would hnrdl) be the ease if the nnimnl wns the sambol of
n province

^ Tor 1 different explanation of these curious objects, see sj/n., p Cj [Ld ]
- Cf this scene with one on tlic mace ofNarmcr Sec Quibcll, Jlteral^-f In, pt 1 ( 1 900), pi xn i
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I do not suggest that Mohenjo-daro had anciently any considerable conneftion with Nome--

Egypt But in some small respedts the beliefs of the two peoples were clearly similar The ®y™hols

fafts that at Mohenjo-daro certain animals were probably sacred, that a cult objeft was associated

with the chief of them, and that both animal and cult objeft were sometimes carried on standards

in procession, are dtrongly reminiscent of the praftice of ancient Egypt, where cult objefts

were always associated with the sacred or “ name ” animals carried there on dlandards

T’he Short-horned Bull

The animal next in order of popularity was the short-horned bull seen on seals 308-26, Character of

4873 5365 and 557i^ There is, fortunately, no doubt whatever about this animal, which hull

IS also very commonly represented in pottery, sometimes roughly made by children, sometimes

exceptionally well made, presumably for votive purposes It is remarkable that in all its

representations, both on the seals and as pottery figures, the head is always lowered and twidled

slightly to one side, as if the animal were juft about to charge ^ The faff that the bull is

always shown in angry mood suggests that this aspeft of it was significant Possibly the

animal may have been the emblem or vehicle of 1 god of war or deftruftion

In moil cases the heavy wrinkles on the shoulder of the bull are shown with fidelity, WnnUes.
and sometimes the dewlap also The fadl that these wrinkles somewhat resemble those on

the unicorn’s neck and head lends some support to the view that in the latter animal also

wrinkles and not garlands are indicated On several of the seals. Nos 310, 312, 316, 318,

etc
,
the animal wears an ornamental collar or garland around the neck

In every case there is a low manger (i*), flat-based and with concave sides This manger Manger
IS diilindlive, and though the bull itself is duplicated in the art of the surrounding countries,

yet the unusual shape of the manger is charadleriilic of the art of the Indus Valley civilization

The point is ilressed because the occurrence of the same form of manger on a cylinder-seal

of bone found at Susa ^ leaves no doubt, I think, that this seal either came from India in the

firil inilance, or, as is suggeited by its very rough workmanship, was engraved for an Indian

visitor to Susa by an Elamitic workman
At firil sight the attitude of the animal suggeils that he is about to eat from

the manger
,
but that his head is really intended to be lowered in anger seems to me indicated

by the pottery figures of the same animal being obviously made to represent him in angry

mood (PI XCVII, 23-6)

The manger appears in moil cases to have been of some such material as pottery, but Materials

No 536 suggeils that it was sometimes made of basket-work The manger on this particular

seal seems unmiilakably to be made of reeds, or a similar material

The bull represented in seal No 542 is differently portrayed from the other bulls on

the seals The head is not lowered as if to charge, and a kind of cup is subilituted for the

usual manger
A moil intereiling seal found by Mr Woolley at Ur ® bears the device of this type of

bull with head lowered exadlly like the bulls on seals 308—26 from Mohenjo-daro

The curious thing about this seal is that the inscription upon it is in cuneiform charailers,

^ There can be little doubt that the animal in question is the Indian bison or Gaur
(
5w gaurus), of which the

attitude portrayed on the seals is a moft linking charafteriftic—[Ed ]

2 Catalogue des cylwdres orient ,
Musie du Louvre, vol 1, pi xxv, fig 1 5

See also J de Morgan, Prehistoric Man,

p 261, fig 171 , Mlm Dll en Perse, t 11, p 129
3 Sidney Smith, Early HiSlory ofAssyria, p 50, fig 3 , The Antiquaries’ Journal, vol viii, pi xi
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niid not in the script of the c-irly Indus Villcj, but the s>ll ib.c mU.c' of the • igns nrc unccrtun ‘

From the forms of tlie signs upon this psrticul ir stil, it cnii be dnted to the prc-Ssrgonic period

It IS not outside the bounds of possibility tint the hngingc ircd on this sesl is m Indnn one

and tint the seal belonged to an Indnn trader who was residing at Ur bor business

purposes he naturally preferred to use a script on his -cal lint his Ihb) Ionian cuaomers vovilti

underiland At the same time, the figure of the bull with its mans>cr ’w-’- retained, perhaps

to show' that the trader w is in Indiui

To whomsoeser this seal belonged and vlntcier its inseription, it n of c-pcen! value

because it confirms our diting of the Indus ^ illev ciiili/ation I he po'ilurc of the bull,

together with its manger, proves it to hive bciongeil to a min v ho was acfjiiaintcd with

Indnn culture, and its inscription shovs that that eulturc v is tris'lirig at or before the time

of Sargon the Great

Ihijftilo (RoJ /•i/ts/if)

This animal is rare and onh appears on three of the -eals (Nos 30 *-6) On all three

It is in a \er} t)pical attitude, with no-e up ‘nifTing the air In faft, lil c mo t of the bufnlocs

of the modern Indian Milage, it appears to be in a belligerent moo 1

On two of the seals, there is c\a61U the - imc form of maiu'cr as in front ot the bull-, but

on the third (No 304) this fciturc is missing and there is notliinr'—there is no inscription

either—to tike Its place Ihis sell, howcicr, appears to be unfini-hcd I he portrasal ot

the animal is cxcccdiiiglj natural, and we can oiiK regret tint the worJ manship of these three

seals docs not approach the lc\el of some of the others I he manger on seal 306, again,

appears to be made of basket-work

-

BnihmtiiJ Hull (^Bos tu.lt

We have certain proof in Nos 327-40, and possiblj No 542,* that this tape of
bull w'as knoavn in India in a era carl} times I he cliarKflcri'Ttic hump on the shoulders
alloavs of no doubt avhatea’cr Fortunatcla, the majonta of the seals on aafiich this animal is

represented .arc ivcll preserved Indeed, rather more care seems to been haac taken aaith

the portra}al of this animal than aaith some of the others No 337 is maracllousl} well

engraved and finished, in feeling and in the careful portn}al of the muscles it will compare
favourabl} with early gl}ptic art an) where The liena’} wrinkled dewlap is cspccialla well
done, as is the case also with the bulls of seals 333 and 339 On senl No 337 a band or
garland of some kind has been thrown oa'cr the bull’s shoulders

, and on seal 333
the shoulders together avith a portion of the hump appear to be draped aaith some material
It is possible that in the latter ease the seal cutter has made a slight mislakc ,

for, if rolls of
skin are intended, the hump should haa'c been left round and smooth There is no cultobjcdt
of any kind represented in conjundlion with these bulls Apparcntl} the Brahmanl bull

^ See pp 406, 412, and 413 tr-fra

- Compare the setting of the heads and horns of these buffilocs «itli the method of portmal on Sumerian seals, as
for mftance, the seal said to have belonged to Sargon ofAgadc Peale and Plcure, PntHs a-J ktrp, p 55, fig 24.

= The humped bull 13 more full^ dealt nitli m Chapter Will, on Pigurmcs and Model Animals
I regard ihc 'inimal on this seal as being of the humped \anctj uitli short horns
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does not appear on any of the seals or pottery of either Sumer or Elam ^ It fir^l appears in

Babylonian art about the time of Gudea on a limeilone bas-relief “ It is also shown
on a painted sherd from Nal in Baluchistan ®

Rhinoceros {R untcormi)

This animal also rarely appears on the seals, Nos 341—7 being the only examples that Great Indian

we have as yet In every case it is the single-horned animal that is represented, probably rhinoceros

the great Indian rhinoceros which was formerly found along the base of the Himalayas as

far as Peshawar, where it was hunted by the Emperor Babar

This animal’s thick hide is well represented on seal No 34^, where the wrinkles and Excrescences on

folds of skin are very true to life Rough excrescences on the skin are indicated in hide

some of the examples by means of holes made with a fine drill In others hatched lines

are employed In every case the animal is rendered with extreme fidelity, even to the wicked

pig-like eye ^ From this, I think, it can safely be affirmed that the animal was very well

known to the people of Mohenjo-daro
,

in ancient times it was probably very common in

Sind and perhaps ftill further we^l It does not appear on any of the seals from Elam or

Mesopotamia

The rhinoceros is, curiously enough, provided with the same kind of manger—more Manger

probably a cult objeft—as the short-horned bull

The animal represented on a fragment of a seal (No 354) is difficult to identify At
fir^l glance it seems to be a rhinoceros, especially as the fore and hindquarters bear drill-marks

similarly arranged to represent roughnesses as on the other rhinoceros seals The legs of

the animal, however, are much too thin for those of a rhinoceros
,
they resemble rather the

legs of a bull or ox

The rhinoceros was very commonly modelled in clay and was a favourite with the Clay models

children It mu^l, therefore, have been very well known to them (PI XCVII, 8-1
1)

’Tiger (Fells Signs')

That the animal on seals 349-53 and 355 is the tiger is proved, I think, by its being Existence in

Griped This animal is now extinfl: in Sind,® though it is found in moil of the wilder parts Sind,

of India Unfortunately, some of the seals upon which the tiger appears are badly broken

In two (Nos 350 and 351) the animal is very quaintly represented with a manger before it

of identically the same pattern as provided for the short-horned bull and rhinoceros ® Two Tiger and man
seals in this group are of especial intereil (Nos 353 and 355) On both a man is seated in

^ It appears, however, carved on archaic bitumen vessels from Susa MIm Dll en Perse, t xiii, pi xxxiv See

also Schell, Recuetl de signes archasques, p 1

1

^ King, HtSlory ofSumer and Akkad, p 6g, fig 2

1

® See PI XCIII, 30 of this work Also Mem Arch Sum Ind

,

No 35, pi xvii [It should be added that it is

a very common motif on the Mehi-Kulh ware of Baluchiftan See pp 98-9 supra—Ed ]

^ Seals Nos 342-5 are good examples of this fidelity The great Indian rhinoceros is charaftenzed by the skin

of the sides of the body being thickly studded with large rounded tubercles and also by the great folds of skin which

surround the back of the head like a coif Lydekker, Game Animals ofIndia, p 28

® The laft specimen was bhed in 1883

® A sealm the Louvre bearing the device ofa tiger standing over a manger is illuftrated in Pecue d’Assyrtologie, xxii, 99

M Thureau-Dangin, who pubhshed it, suggests that it came from Telloh
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a tree with a tiger below regarding him attentively In each case the man clasps the tree

with one hand ,
the other he is holding out as if he were apostrophizing the animal As

this scene occurs on two of the seals it seems that it was not entirely an unusual one

The nearest analogy we have to it is a scene on a limeStone cylinder seal of the neo-Babylonian

period from Kish ^ In this a man is seated in the same attitude in a tree, with a hyena

at its base

Elephant (Elephas maxmus)

This animal figures on fifteen of the seals, Nos 362-76 In faft, it may be said to rank

next in order of popularity to the bull On moSt of the seals it is carefully portrayed, in some

cases even to the wrinkles along its back On one seal only (No 3 ^9)? same low manger

or cult objeft is placed before the animal as on the seals representing the short-horned bull

In some cases the elephants appear to belong to the present sole exiting species in

India, but in others (Nos 369-72) the back has a pronounced slope which recalls the African

variety The comparatively small ears, however, are again^I any connexion with the African

elephant The animal is no longer found in Sind, but it occurs wild in places along the base

of the Himalayas as far we^t as Dehra Dun It is not certain whether trappings are

represented on seals Nos 369, 370, and 373, or the vertical folds of skin at the junftion of

the limbs This animal is sparsely represented in pottery For an example see PI XCVI, 10,

where, however, the trunk is broken and missing

Lydckker remarks that one of the differences between the Indian and African elephant

IS that the former has a finger-like process on the front edge only of the tip of the trunk,

w'hcreas the African species has two such processes, on the front and hind margins

respcdlively - In seals 367, 371, 372, 534, and 535 two processes are definitely shown,
though the animals portrayed belong to the Indian species, as shown by the smallness

of their ears, the flatness of their foreheads, and the profile of their backs It may be,

how'ever, that the animals seen on these seals represent a species of elephant that is now
extinft in India The presence of two processes on the trunk on no less than five seals

can hardly be regarded as a mistake on the part of the seal-cutter, though that mistakes
w'erc sometimes made is shown by the wrongly placed eye on seals 372 and 534, and the
absurd ear, if it is an car, on seal 369 Possibly the elephant was not so well known to the
inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro as we thought at fir^I It may never have been wild in Sind
and have been used by a few people only for purposes of ^late

Ghartal {Gavtalts gangettcus)

The reptile shown on three of the seals (Nos 359~^^) two of the sealings

T^j
CXVI, 14 and 20 ,

PI CXVIII, 10) is the fish-eating crocodile which ^lill inhabits the
nidus and other rivers of India It can be readily identified by its very elongated, thin snout
On both seals and sealings a fish is generally represented between its jaws On No 360 the
sea es arc represented by hatching, but in No 361 holes were drilled to indicate the scaliness
of the creature If this animal was sacred, it mu^l have been selefted for some other
attribute than fierceness

, for it is harmless to man

' In the Ashmo'can Museum, Oxford Game Amnals of Irtdta, p 10
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Arttelofes

Antelopes are very rarely represented on the seals of Mohenjo-daro (Nos 302—3),
whereas the motif is very common on the Sumerian seals

That the animal portrayed on Seal No 302 is an antelope is suggested by the shortness

of Its tail In general appearance, however, it resembles the so-called unicorn, with the

difference that it clearly has two horns This seal is also unusual in having two charafters

in front of the animal

That No 303 definitely portrays an antelope is shown by the long curling horns The
little shrub in front of the animal is charadleriftic of many of the archaic Sumerian seals,

where also it occurs in conjunftion with an antelope The animal wears a collar, apparently

made of some woven material, with a pendant in front which may possibly be a bell

Mythological Creatures

Of these. Seals Nos 356, 357, and 358 represent human or partly human forms The
human figures in No 356 occur on the two ends of Seals Nos 227 and 230, which bears an

inscription together with an animal on each of its larger faces These human figures have the

hoofs, horns, and tail of a bison,^ and the left arm of each is raised above the head while the right

hangs down by the side Both these figures closely resemble Enkidu, the companion of Gtlgamesh,

whose head, shoulders, and arms were human, but with the addition of a pair of bison’s horns

The same figure appears again on Seal 357, where he is struggling with a fabulous beaSt,

the greater part of which is tiger-like On seals and other objefts from Sumer, Enktdti is

always shown Struggling with a lion and his companion Gtlgamesh with a bull, but it is possible

that at Mohenjo-daro the tiger was substituted for the lion, which animal never appears on

the seals The treatment of the tree behind the hero is extremely realiStic, both in its very

careful drawing and its pleasing irregularity One feels that such a tree could be found

almost anywhere in the eaSt, cropped by animals and broken down by man The horns on
the head of the animal, whose Stripes show it to be a tiger, do not resemble those of any

particular beaSt
,
without them, this would be an exceptionally good representation of a tiger,

for the mouth is open and the canine teeth are showing

The man in No 358 is probably not mythological at all He is evidently engaged in

working a shadooj, whose counterpoise is seen at the end of the pole above and behind

his head

The animal on Seals 376 (upper figure) and 377—81 appears to be a ram, with the horns

of a bull, a human face, and the trunk and tusks of an elephant That the body of this

composite beail is a ram’s body is indicated by the long locks of wool on its fore-quarters

The hind-quarters and hind-legs are, however, those of a tiger On those seals where the face

IS not broken away, it appears to be human, and the eyes, like those of the statues, are very

elongated and slit-like

In No 381 the beaft has three ornamental collars In Nos 378, 380, and 381 it

has its tail flraight up in the air and m No 378 this tail is armed with pincers ^ This fabulous

^ The horns are certainly those of a bison {Bison bonasus or Bosgaurus) See on this subjefl. Ward, Cylinder Seals

of Western Asia, pp 426-7

^ Compare this animal with the creature described by Ctesias, called Martikhon It was said to be as large as a lion,

with a human face, and to shoot flings out of the end of its tail
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bea^l closely resembles the ^lone figure of the ram illustrated in PI C, 9, but, unfortunately,

in the Statue the head is very badly bioken and \vc are unable to say whether the resemblance

IS complete in all respedts The elephant’s trunk is, however, clearly indicated in the Statue

Seal 384 IS very badly weathered, but on the right side the two horns of an animal and

a portion of its head can be traced The horns somewhat resemble those of the composite

animals juSt discussed *

The three-headed beaSt on seal 382 appears to be a composite of three animals The

heads and horns seem to be those of antelopes and the body that of a unicorn The heads

have been joined to the body very carefully One is eating, the second looks straight ahead,

and the third is looking backwards in apparent alarm If any two of the heads were removed

and the tail shortened, quite a normal animal would be left From the way in which the heads

are arranged, it is probable that the seal-cutter carved the central head and the body of the

animal fir^l and then added the extra heads

Owing to insufficient room, the horns of the loweft head are rather different from the

others
,
they resemble a bull’s horns rather than those of an antelope Again owing to lack

ofroom, the horns on the middle head, though obviously an antelope’s, are reversed in position

Judged by the shape of the body, the markings on the necks and the trappings over the withers.

It seems evident that the animal, except for the horns, was intended to be the so-called unicorn

The design on No 386 is mo^l: complex The animals appear to be tigers whose three

bodies cross one another in the centre In archaic fashion, ever}' available space on the ground

of the design is occupied by piftographs -

On the broken seal. No 383, the heads and necks of six animals radiate outwards from
a ring-hke motif Of the four unbroken heads, one is a unicorn’s, another a short-horned

bull’s, the third an antelope’s, and the fourth a tiger’s The remaining two heads were
probably those of a rhinoceros and an elephant

The fanta^ic creature on No 385 is unique The drill marks on the body arc apparently

intended to represent spots, and the long horn juft above the nostrils is evidently taken from
the rhinoceros

Plant-Forms

The representation of plant-forms on the seals is rare
,

they occur only on twelve seals.

Nos 22, 126, 167, 303, 340, 352, 353, 355, 357, 382, 387, and 527 On only two seals is

a plant-form the central motif (Nos 387 and 5^ 7) The plant on the former has been
identified as the pipal tree,® which in India is the Tree of Creation The arrangement is

very conventional and from the lower part of its item spring two heads similar to those of the
so-called unicorn The very conventionalized arrangement of the leaf-ftems is not only
decorative

,
it enables the whole ground of the seal to be filled up by the sterns and leaves

without confusion The lower portion of the seal is filled in with pidtographs It may be
Ae babul or tho jhaiidt tree, that is represented on four other seals (352, 353, 355, 357)They are the commonest trees of the neighbourhood of Mohenjo-daro at the present day.

This linking together of the ram, elephant, tiger, bull, and human form may be an attempt at the fusion ofseveral
deities

, It IS perhaps a ftep on the road to monotheism
® Compare the designs with some seal impressions of the Persian Period, dated about 464-404 b c , found at Nippur

Legrain, Culture of the Babylonians, pi Iv

Ficus Teltgwsa The leaves of this tree conftitute a common motif on the Nal pottery (PI XCIII, 2 and It
does not appear on the pottery of Mohenjo-daro See PI CLIV, Fig 9
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and ire rather draggling jn growth, with small leaves ^ That it was intended to represent

trees and not shrubs is proved by there being a man in the tree on two of the seals

Out of 387 seals bearing non-fabulous animals, the unicorn appears on no less than Order in

312, showing the great popularity of this animal The short-horned bull is a poor second, popularity

appearing as it does on twenty-two seals There are seventeen examples of the elephant

and fourteen of the BrahmanI bull The rhinoceros and the tiger come next with seven

representations each The buffalo and the gharial appear three times each, but of the antelope

there are only two examples, excluding the heads on Nos 382 and 383
It IS a curious faft that the lion is not represented on any of the seals, the more so, as it Lion

appears repeatedly on the archaic seals from Elam and Sumer In the early seals from Kish

It was one of the moft frequently portrayed animals It was generally represented as attacking

a herd of antelopes, showing that the herdsman in early Babylonia was perhaps better

acquainted vith the beaft than he desired The lion though extinft m Mesopotamia is ^lill

found, it IS said, in remote parts of Persia In India it is now rare, but in the early historic

period it extended over a great area of northern and central India On the seals of

Mohenjo-daro the tiger takes the place of the lion, though, it is true, it is but rarely

represented

Another significant feature is the rarity of the antelope on our seals, though, as before- Antelope

mentioned, it appears very frequently on the seals of Elam and Sumer The short-horned

bull is common to the seals of Mohenjo-daro, Elam, and Babylonia, especially on the seals

of the latter countries The BiahmanI bull, elephant, gharial, and rhinoceros are not to be

found, to my knowledge, on any but the seals of the Indus Valley civilization

These fads are of considerable intereil as they tend to show that the fauna of ancient

Sind was radically different from the fauna of both Elam and Sumer If this be granted,

we can safely say that the physical nature of these countries mu^l have been juft as different

The lion and antelope, for inftance, inhabit rocky and sandy waftes, and are not to be found

in a country of forefts On the other hand, the tiger, the elephant, and the rhinoceros live

chiefly in foreft country and in high grass near water- These fafts would also argue that

the climate of Sind was entirely different anciently from what it is at the present day
,
at leaft

that portion of it in the vicinity of the Indus river, which even now cannot truly be called

a desert That the rainfall weft of Sind, 1 e in Baluchiftan, was by no means negligible in

very early days is proved by the observations of Dr Vredenburg, who found in southern

Baluchiftan ample evidence of a greater rainfall in ancient times, which he suggefts may have

been modified by foreft denudation ^ Sir Aurel Stem is also of the opinion that desiccation

can alone account for the depopulation of southern Baluchiftan The very numerous city

and village sites in that part of India prove that in ancient days the population muft have been

very considerable

The presence of what seems to be a fecding-pan in front of some of the animals on the Captive

seals suggefts that they may have been kept in captivity as sacred animals This manger animals

was always placed before the buffalo, the short-horned bull, the rhinoceros, and sometimes

even the tiger and elephant The keeping of animals in captivity as emblems of various

deities IS especially well known to us from ancient Egypt, where this was an eftablished

religious praftice If it be admitted that the animals represented on the seals were captives,

^ The babul = Acacta arabica , thejhandi or kandt, is it is othcnvise known = Prosopts sptagera —[Ed ]

- Wc have been struck by the number ofantlers and bones ofthe Sambur deer that have been found at Mohenjo-daro

This deer is 1 foreil-loving animal and does not frequent the and or semi-arid plains

2 Mtm Geol Sura of Ind

,

vol xxxi, part 2, pp 179-302 See also Pumpelly, Explorations in TurkeSian,

Expedition 1903, pp 300-15
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the additional faft that some of them are provided with trippings suggests that they were

open to the inspedtion of visitors, ind regarded as sacred animals ^

On the other hand, it is within the bounds of possibility that models of these animals

were kept within the temples, either together or each m i temple devoted to a^ particular deity

The existence of the curious composite animal with rim’s body ind clcphint s trunk, etc
,
of

which we have found more thin one example in ^lone, suggests thit something of this kind was

done The people of Mohenjo-daro may have believed that the god occasionally took up his

abode in the animal itself and that at Elated times offerings were required to be placed before it

Again, models of animals to which levcrence was pud might easily alter in appearance

as time went on Figures of this description would require replacements, and as each was

made, some slight change would creep in For initance, the onc-horned beail, which is

not far removed from an aftual animal, might easily have assumed, from constant copying,

the form that we now see on the seals, the animal itself having become rare or cxtinft

In Chap XXXI on the animal bones recovered during the excavations at Mohenjo-daro,

which has been contributed by the Direftor of the Zoological Suta'cy of India, it will be seen that

amongst those of other animals which are not pifhircd on the seals, the bones of the following

animals that do appear on the seals, were found, namely, of the gharial, the Brahman! bull,

and the elephant

It will have been noticed that the majority of the animals on the impressions of the seals,

from which the photographs were made, face to the right On the aftual seals, the direftion

is, of course, the reverse There are only ten exceptions to this rule (Nos II2, 167, 272,

302, 304, 307, 341, 352, 376, and 382) Of these there arc only three amongSl the many
“ unicorn ” seals Two are buffaloes, one a rhinoceros, one a tiger, and one an antelope

One IS an unknown animal and one a composite bea^l

It IS remarkable how few animals are used as charaflers in the inscriptions We can

identify the jungle-fowl, the duck, the fish, and the man Two of the signs above the bull

on seal 338 almoft certainly represent jungle-fowl, their long legs and turned-up tails

unmistakably marking them as such We do not } et know whether this bird was domeSlicated

or not It also appears in seals 36, 207, 228, and 237 = On seal 93 there is a delightful

sign representing a duck (shoveller m a pool of water This is drawn with great fidelity,

even to the turned-up end of the beak A pea-fowl is perhaps represented in seal No 144
A goat, as shown by the short and uplifted tail, appears on one seal (No 150) ,

and an animal that may be a scorpion on seal No 262
It IS likely that the animals portrayed on the seals represent a decadent totemism and

that they gradually passed into the religion and became deities, though ^lill retaining their
animal form They appear on the seals of rich and poor alike, as well as in figurines These
latter might perhaps be explained as being due to conservatism

,
the seals, however, were for

use and, in consequence, had to be understandable by even the pooreSl person, avho would
recognize the animal, even if he could not read the writing

In some of the inscriptions a man appears to be holding a bow and arrow in one hand
(Nos 12, 15, 60, 65, 69, 70, 92, 400, and 406) On other seals he holds a bent Slick or some
other objeSl (Nos 37, 42, 43, ri6, 118, 343, and 348) In some cases he carries his bow^

1 On the trappings of cacred bulls m Crete and Cappadocia, see Arthur Evans, Palace of Mtros, 111, pp 204-6,
and figs 139 and 140 a and

appears on Mesopotamian seals at a late period For a good example see Ward, Sea!
•jlinders of WeSlem Asia, p 339, hg 1 126 It was probably n ell known in that country long before In Egypt this

typical Indian fowl is shown on an oftrakon dated to the eighteenth dynasty See Jour Eg Arch , vol ix
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on his Inck (Nos i8, 38, loi, in, 116, 478, nnd 496), ind his arms are drawn up to the
brcail, as in the figure on tlic ivorj tablet pidlurcd in PI CXXXII, 10

SiAL Impressions

In addition to five seal impressions on jars, thirty impressions have been found on tablets

ofaarious shapes found at Mohenjo-daro, twelve made of faience and the remainder of baked
ch} As, with one or U\o exceptions, they arc not perforated, it is possible that, like some
copper tablets, thc\ were used as amulets

These impressions, which arc illuilratcd in Pis CXVI and CXVIII, can conveniently Grouping
be di\idcd into four groups for description, namtlj, impressions on —

(/}) Rcflangular or Square Tablets

(!’) I riangular Prisms

(() Round Tablets

(f/) Imp’'C‘:sions on Potter) Vessels

(n) Relhn g.tlrr or Sgtutrc ’Tablets

There arc altogether eighteen examples in this group which var)' slightly in shape,

die majonta being well made, with flat ends and sides Others have slightl) rounded faces,

and one with a flat base has a lughl) rounded back The members of this group
%“tn somewhat in swe, as will be ••cen in the detailed list below'

Onh one is pc-forated, probabK b) the owner, who apparent!) tried at firil to drill a hole Perforations

through the side and ga\c it up when he rcalircd that it was quicker and safer to make holes

through the f’cc The two that he made disfigure both sides of the impression
,

and,

inorcoacr, the) arc cut obliquel) (PI CXVI, i)

No j on PI CX\ I ,
PI CX\ III, 7 (B 426) Grej -coloured paitc Size o 8 by

o 77 b) o 35 in On the olncrsc is a row of si\ nude human figures in the upper register,

slanding side In side v ith the arms held close to the bod) It is impossible to determine

aahether these figures arc male or female In the lower rcgI^lcr is a kneeling figure on the

left holding a broad-bladed objcfl in one hand In front of him is a goat, before w'hich

is a parti) defaced objcfl that lool s like a tree In the centre of the tree is a human figure

T he reverse has cxadl) the same scene, but it is not so diftinft

Two small holes irrcgularl) placed and running obliquely through the amulet probably

sened to attach it to the clothing I^eel, 8 feet bcIow' surface Room 17, Block 3,

‘'ciflion B, DK Area

The interpretation that I incline to place on this mofl interc^ling scene is that a pneil Tree worship

IS about to s'cnficc a goat to a trcc-spirit In moil parts of India at the present day, offerings

and occasional!) animal sacrifices arc made to certain trees to placate the spirits that dwell

within tJicm * The cult of the tree was also common to moil ancient religions throughout

the world Tor example, we have the Dr) ad and the Hamadryad of Greek mythology,

and Hathor who dwelt in the sjeamorc fig-tree of ancient Egypt =

The leaves of the tree on the scaling arc not unlike those of the pipal,® a very sacred Pipal tree

tree in India in pail and also present times The tree itself appears also on seal 387 in

a conventionalized form

* Pariicukrly pipit and banyin trees

- Tree spirits also frequently .appear in Buddhift art

^ heu! rehgtesa For an ilIuAration of the leaf of this tree, see PI CLIV, 9
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Several examples of this figure in a tree appear on sealings from Harappa, but without

the accessory figures This sealing from Mohenjo-daro is the only one of its kind that has

been found on that site ^ The nearest approach to this motif in Babylonian art is shown

on a seal in the Louvre, avhere a goddess is pidtured beneath a tree that has its top bent over

to form a canopy =
, , , , ,

No 3 on PI CXVI (SD 1923) Pottery Formerly coated with a red slip i 7 by

o 47 by o 3 in Same design on both sides ,
two signs on the left and an animal on the

right, which appears to be the same as the fabulous beasts on seals 377-81 Its tail is

straight in the air and it appears to have an elephant’s trunk Level, 6 feet below surface

No 4 on PI CXVI (VS 3063) Pottery Broken, and a piece missing Size, (?) by

0 63 by o 1 5 in Indi^Iind charafters on one side and a rhinoceros on the other Level,

6 feet below surface From Room 76, House XIII, VS Area

No 6 on PI CXVI (E 232) Pottery Size 12 by o 75 by o 5 in Face flat
,

the rounded back and sides of the impression have been carefully smoothed avith the fingers

Five charafters above a “ unicorn ” This impression was made with a large seal, but from

the way the seal was used, it appears that only the inscription was required Level, 5 feet

below surface Trial Trench E, DK Area

No 10 on PI CXVI (HR 1056) Pottery Coated with a smooth, red slip Size

1 55 by o 62 by o 3 in On both sides of this impression there is the same scene as on

No 1 1 Level, 2 feet below surface Chamber 9, House II, HR Area

No 1 1 on PI CXVI (VS 3513) Pottery Coated with a red slip Size l 5 by o 6 by

o 2 in Both sides alike
,

a rhinoceros facing to the right and two signs enclosed in

brackets (?) Level, 9 feet below surface From Room 30, House I, VS Area

No 12 on PI CXVI (VS 928) Faience A fragment only Charafters on one side

Level, 5 feet below surface Room 11, House XVIII, Block 4, VS Area

No 13 on PI CXVI (HR 4275) Pottery Coated with a red slip Size i 55 by
o 65 by o 2 in The same scene on both sides as on Nos 10 and 1 1 Level, 2 feet below
surface Chamber 25, House XV, Block 3, Seftion B, HR Area

No 15 on PI CXVI (HR 4505) Faience Size 095 by 04 by o 15 in Six

very clean-cut charafters impressed on one side only Still bears traces of original colour,

either green or blue Well made and shaped Level, 3 feet below surface House XLVIII
Block 6, Sedlion B, HR Area

No 16 on PI CXVI (HR 5971) Faience Size i 8 by o by o 3 in Inscribed
on both sides with clear charafters Each inscription is bounded on either side by a band
of three vertical lines Exceptionally well made Level, 8 feet below surface Room 87,
House IX, Block 2, Sedlion B, HR Area

No 19 on PI CXVI (E 1449) Faience Size 10 by 07 by o 15 in Both
sides inscribed

, four charafters visible on one side, other side illegible Level, ro feet
below surface Trial Trench E, DK Area

No 20 on PI CXVI (E 2500) Pottery Size i 55 by o 45 by o 3 in Slightly
rounded ends One face flat and the other rounded A ghanal, or fish-eating crocodile,
on the rounded face, with a fish between its jaws On the reverse a svalhka on the left,
followed by a tree and three charafters Level, 2 feet below surface Trial Trench EDK Area

1 A seal illuftrated m PI XII, i8 and recently found at Mohenjo-daro bears pra&caUy the same device
The animal is not intended to be a sacrifice m the new seal It is a deity of some Lind, for it has a humin face

- Ward, Seal Cylinders of WeSiem Asia, pp 149 and 150
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No 22 on PJ CXVI (HR Faience Size, 12 by o £ by 04 in Both
sides are slightly rounded Four signs on obverse Reverse blank Traces of original

glaze ^lill remain Level, i ft 6 m below surface Southern end of Deadman Lane,
HR Area

No 26 on PI CXVI (HR 2289) Pottery Formerly coated with a red slip Size, File of animals

I 75 by o 65 by o 3 in A row of eight charafters on one side and a file of animals on
the other, the latter very indiilinft Level, 12 ft 8 in below surface Room 127, House X,
HR Aiea

No 27 on PI CXVI (DK 1323) Faience Yellow paile inside Size, i 2 by o 3 by
o 35 in Inscribed on both sides with charafters which are now undecipherable Level,

3 feet below surface Room 1 8, Block 4, Seftion B, DK Area
No 29 on PI CXVI

, PI CXVIII, ii (VS 210) Faience Size, 13 by o 6 by Figure in yogi

o 35 in On the obverse is a seated figure on a dais,^ flanked on either side by a kneeling attitude

worshipper Behind each worshipper is a cobra in a vertical position On the reverse there

are five or six charafters, some of which are partly obliterated Level, 2 feet below surface

Lane 5, House XXVII, VS Area

Not illuftrated (HR 3959) Faience Fragment only Inscribed on both sides

Still shows traces of blue glaze

(i>) ‘Triangular Prisms

Five impressions of this shape have been found, one in faience and the remainder

in pottery In four of the examples, all three sides are used for inscriptions or for scenes

Included in this class of sealing are two of slightly different shape

No 5 on PI CXVI (HR 1443) Pottery i 15 inches long, sides o 36 in wide

A single row of chanuflers fills up two of the sides of this prism, the upper half of the row being

impressed on one side and the lower half on another side The third side contains a mo^l

intereiling scene of four men in file, each carrying a standard Unfortunately, we cannot

see what is on three of the standards, but the central standard appears to show the well-known
“ unicorn ” This particular scene is certainly Egyptian in feeling

, indeed, if it had been

found in that country probably no particular attention would be paid to it Level, 10 feet

below surface Room 14, House HI, HR Area

No 8 on PI CXVI
,

PI CXVIII, 9 (HR 1546) Faience i 15 inches long with

two sides each o 5 in wide, and one side o 25 in -wide This prism bears identically the

same scene as occurs on No 5, but it is rather clearer Evidently both impressions

were made from the same seal Apparently the objeft carried on the ^andard behind the

one with the unicorn is the basket-like objedl that always appears in front of this animal Both

these triangular prisms were too small for the seal used upon them, with the result that

much interesting detail has been loSl Level, 7 ft 6 in below surface Found in

the area between Houses III and VI, in HR Area

No 14 on PI CXVI
,

PI CXVIII, 10 (Mus 4) Pottery Average size of each

face, I 6 inches long by o 35 in wide

(a) On one face, from left to right, there are an elephant, a rhinoceros, a tiger

or leopard, and another cat-like animal Above these animals, which are en file, is a fish

on the left, followed by a gharial with a fish in its mouth

Ensign bearers

Egyptian in

character

Pnsm sealing

Animals in file

The position in which this figure is sitting is typically Indian
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(b'\ From left to right, i file of animals a unicorn, what seems to be a cow, a short-

horned bull, and a rhinoceros Above the file there appear to be a jungle-fowl and a gharial,

but these figures are somewhat indiilinft

(c) From left to right, there are two goats eating from a tree, a jungle-fowl, a man

apparently pushing a goat or similar animal along, and finally, an antelope-like animal with

two heads, similar to those on the copper seals

A hole, o 3 in deep, at each end of this objeft, suggefts that it was used as a kind

of revolving bezel The animals are too close to the ends of the impression for it to have

been capped with metal

No 17 on PI CXVI (HR 5713) Faience i 05 inches long This impression

is five-sided, but only one side bears an inscription, which is entirely illegible owing to

weathering Level, 6 feet below surface Room 43, House LXIV, Block 8, Seftion B,

HR Area

No 21 on PI CXVI (E 1260) Pottery 1 65 inches long with sides o 38 in wide

On one side there is a row of eight or nine charadlers ,
the other sides are blank Trial

Trench E, DK Area

No 23 on PI CXVI (E 1517) Light-grey pottery i 25 inches long by 04 in

thick This prism was evidently fir^l intended to be triangular, but in the removal of

wa^le material in the process of shaping it, it acquired four unequal sides On three of the

sides there are inscriptions in small, fine charafters which are difficult to make out Level,

10 feet below surface Trial Trench E, DK Area

No 25 on PI CXVI
,

PI CXVIII, 12 (HR 3766) Pottery Coated with a red

slip I 3 inches long with sides o ^ in wide Level, 10 feet below surface House XIV,
Block 3, Seftion B, HR Area

(a) On the left, a tiger, standing over a manger
, three signs on the right

(F) From left to right, a unicorn and three signs

(f) On the left, a short-horned bull ^landing over a manger
,
on the right two signs

(c) Round Tablets

Only SIX seal-impressions were found on rounded tablets, all varying slightly in detail

No 7 on PI CXVI (C 696) Pottery i inch in diameter and o 4 in thick One
side of the objeft has been Clamped with a square seal, and more care was taken to secure
the impression of the charadters than of the animal The other side was Clamped with a seal

of somewhat indefinite design Level, 8 feet below surface Chamber ,17, Block 12,
Sedfion C, DK Area

No 9 on PI CXVI (E 1450) Yellow sandy pafte o 7 in in diameter and 032 in

thick Of the roughest make Charadlers on one side, and an animal that cannot be
identified on the other This objedl seems to have been made in the same mould as No 24
Level, 10 feet below surface Trial Trench E, DK Area

No 24 on PI CXVI (E 1451) Faience o 7 in in diameter and o 3 in thick
Roughly shaped and Clamped on both sides with a seal There is an animal that looks like
a bear on one side, and a row of five charadters on the other Level, ro feet below surface
Trial Trench E, DK Area

No 28 on PI CXVI
, PI CXVIII, 8 (HR 1051) Pottery i 5 inches m diameter

and o 7 in thick This impression was carefully made in a mould It is globularm shape with a projefting ring around its equator On one side is a short-horned bull.
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and on the other a rhinoceros There is a manger in front of each animal The inscriptions
above the animals are not the same See also PI CII, / and_; Level, 6 feet below surface
From Deadman Lane, HR Area

No 30 on PI CXVI (E 444) Pottery i inches in diameter and o 6 in thick
Very roughly made The rounded face has been stamped with a square seal The signs
are clear, but it is evident that no trouble was taken to secure a good impression of the unicorn,
which can ju^l be seen below the charafters Level, 3 feet below surface Trial
Trench E, DK Area

Not illu^lrated (Mus 1 1) Yellow sandy pa^le o 7 in in diameter and o 3 in

thick On one side is an animal which it is impossible to identify
,
on the other, there is an

inscription in four charafters which are very faintly marked

(d) Impressions on Pottery Vessels

A reftangular seal bearing charadlers only was used in Clamping some of these impressions

(e g ,
PI CXV, 558, 559, and 560) For the impression shown in PI LXXVIII, 3, a square

seal was evidently employed, but more care was taken to impress the inscription than the animal

The same inscription occurs on two potsherds (PI LXXVIII, 3, and PI CXV, 560), but it

IS evident that the same seal was not used for making both impressions No (HR 275')

in PI CXV comes from Courtyard 18, House I, of HR Area, and No 560 (VS 2269) was
found 3 feet below the surface of the ground in a pit dug to the south of House XX, Block 3,

VS Area

Unclassified Impressions

No 2 on PI CXVI (C 2105) Grey pottery This is a fragment of an impression

which IS so broken that it could not be placed in any particular group It is a portion of an

inscription in well-preserved charadlers Chamber i. Block 8, Sedlion C, DK Area

No 13 on PI CXVIII (Mus 5) Bronze A cail of a seal impression measuring

I 8 inches long by o 25 in thick Of very rough work with no attempt whatever at finish

The reverse is blank Perhaps experimental

That the impressions on baked clay and faience were regarded as talismamc seems likely,

though they may also have been ex-votos One tablet Clamped with a seal impression is

pierced with very roughly made holes (PI CXVI, i), with the evident purpose of securing

It to something, possibly to the clothing Moreover, all of the tablets which are stamped

on one side only have smooth backs, which shows that they had never adhered to anything

and, therefore, were not labels for merchandise Again, many of the objedls Clamped with

seal impressions were inscribed on more than one side, which would be suitable in an amulet

but could serve no other purpose Also some were coated with a red slip, which is never

present and would be useless on sealings

If they were not used as amulets, it is perhaps possible that the objedts that have been

described were votive offerings Or they could have been used for either purpose The

fadl: that no less than three of these objefts bear the same impression in addition to being

made in the same mould rather suggests their being votive objefts They may have been

given by the prieft to visitors to a temple, or, as seems more likely, they were bought from

the prieft as a proof that the visitor had fulfilled certain religious duties, like the embossed

cake of sacred earth that is carried away from Kerbela by all devout Shias Such an objeft

would doubtless be carried on the person

Pottery

impression

Bronze

impression

Talismans

Votive objects
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The fad also that many of the impressions are in faience proves that they were not

ordinary sealings Faience requires a very considerable heat to fuse its glassy coating, which

could not, of course, be applied, if it were attached to merchandise

It IS intere^ing to find that a file of animals is a feature of some of the seal-impressions,

for this motif is very common on the archaic Mesopotamian and Susian seals In place,

however, of the antelope and lions that almo^l invariably figure on the latter seals, we find on

the seals of both Mohenjo-daro and Harappa the unicorn, the rhinoceros, the ghanal, the

short-horned bull, elephant, and tiger

The seal impressions on triangular and other prisms are especially intere^ling as nothing

at all similar has been found in Babylonia or Elam The nearest approach is a triangular

seal with figures on all three sides,^ which was found in the south Kurgan at Anau, and dated

to Culture III Three-sided seals are, of course, well known in Crete and Cappadoaa-

CoppER Tablets

Curious flat pieces of copper, either reftangular or square in shape, have been found in

moft parts of the Mohenjo-daro site, chiefly belonging to the Later Periods

The redlangular pieces are of various sizes, ranging from 12 by o 5 in to i 5 by

I o in The square pieces, which are rarer, average o 92 by o 92 in in size These

tablets vary greatly in thickness, from o 07 in to o 1 2 in One especially substantial

tablet (HR 4799) measures o 85 in square by o 23 in thick

Owing to the salty nature of the soil of Mohenjo-daro, a large number of these copper

tablets are in bad condition, and it has been found impossible, even after cleaning, to make
out the animals or the signs upon some of them

On moSt of the tablets there is the figure of an animal on one side, and on the other

three or more signs forming an inscription The figures and signs were in every case carefully

cut with a burin, but, except in a few cases, corrosion has entirely filled up the incisions with

cuprous oxide, making the figures and inscriptions only legible in a reflefted light For this

reason none of the tablets could be satisfaftorily photographed and only a selefted few were
sufficiently clear to be drawn The be^l preserved are illuftrated in Pis CXVII and
CXVIII

The majority of the tablets are well made, and all seem to have been caft fir^l and
hammered smooth afterwards In some cases they were trimmed remarkably true, with
smooth faces, sides, and ends In other cases they are rough and jagged at one end, which
suggeils that they were snapped off from a longer piece In rare instances the ends are
slightly rounded

The tablets fall into two classes —
(a) Those with an animal or human figure on one side and an inscription on the other
(b) Those with an inscription on each side

Class («) are the more numerous and, moreover, are usually of rougher make
Out of a total number of eighty copper tablets found, forty-seven belong to class (a)

and nine to class {F) Twenty-four tablets are more or less illegible, but there is certainly an
inscription on one side, whatever the other side may contain

^ Eum-^&ViY, Explorations in Turkinan,\o\ 1, p 169, No 400
Evans, Palace ofMines, vol 1, pp 68-9 They are found as early as E M I In shape they resemble the prisms

from Mohenjo daro, but it muft be noted that the latter are in every case unperforated and are seahngs, not seals
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The animals on the tablets always face to the right, except the antelopes, which
represented as looking backwards over their shouldeis

Below IS a liil; of the animals on the legible tablets with the numbers found, up to

present, of each —
Examples

Elephant 6

Antelope
5

Hare
5

Rhinoceros 4
Buffalo (?) 4
Short-horned bull 4
Human figure 3

Goat 2

Brahmani bull 2

Tiger 2

Two-headed animal 2

Composite animal r

Monkey (?) i

The animals with long tails and curly horns have been provisionally classed with
the buffaloes The three tablets with human figures are similar to that illustrated

in PI CXVII, 16 One tablet seems to bear the figure of a monkey, but this was too

indiSlindt to be drawn The above liSl shows that moSl of the animals that appear on the

seals are also represented on the coppei tablets There are, however, several additional

animals, viz the hare, a double-headed animal, and the monkey, if indeed the laSl is what
It seems to be

The addition of the hare is somewhat surprising, as moSl of the animals are large and Hare

powerful, and therefoie the more likely to have developed into divinities The addition of
the hare, however, suggests that, as in ancient Egypt, the lesser animals also were objefts

of worship

The hare is always drawn in a crouching attitude with a small tuft of grass in front of

it, as if it were feeding (PI CXVII, 5 and 6) The hare is not worshipped^ in India

to-day, but it is one of the animals into which Buddha entered in one of his previous

existences One of the black spots in the moon is termed a hare in India and China,

although the animal is not associated with lunar worship No 6 was found in Block 2,

Sedtion C, DK Area Level, 6 feet

There is a composite animal on one tablet only (VS 3590) It has the hind-quarters Composite

of a rhinoceros and the fore-quarters of 1 leopard or tiger It also has the unicorn’s horn, ammal

and a manger Stands before it (PI CXVIII, 2)

A very curious animal on two of the tablets appears to have the body of an antelope

with a head at either end The faft that more than one example has been found of this animal

proves that it is not a vagary of the engraver (PI CXVII, 3)

The tablet bearing the figure of a man dressed in what seems to be a coStume of leaves Hunter

IS exceptionally interesting (PI CXVII, 16) He is apparently a hunter armed with a bow
and arrow, and he is clearly thus attired to enable him to get close to his quarry " Another

tablet (E 2215), which is, unfortunately, in a very bad Slate of preservation, bears the same
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^ Cf p 71 supra—[Ed]

^ The horns on his head indicate that he is a divine hunter See supra, p 67 [Ed ]
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design, but it is not ccrtnin whether the garment here is of leaves The firft tablet was

unearthed from Room i, House XVIII, VS Area, and the second comes from 3 feet below the

surface in Trial Trench E, DK Area

As Elated above, there appears to be a monkey on one of the tablets, but the latter

is in such a bad condition that the queSlion of the animal represented muSl be regarded as

uncertain The monkey, however, is represented in several models in faience, pottery, and

pa^Ie (PJ XCVI, tr, 12, and 13)

The antelope appears on five of the tablets, represented in a typical attitude avith his

head turned to look behind him (PI CXVII, i and 2 ,
PI CXVIII, i) This attitude is very

common in Elamitic art,^ especially on the pottery' and seals The position is also well known

on both the archaic seals and pottery of Mesopotamia

For the present, the elephant appears to take firil place amongst the animals on these

copper tablets An excellent example is seen in PI CXVII, ii, of which the original was

found at a depth of 1 foot below the surface in House XXVI, VS Area Figures of the

elephant are alw'ays roughly executed, unlike the careful carvings on the ^catitc seals, even

though there mistakes W'ere sometimes made in their portrayal

The short-horned bull is rarely dcpifted on these tablets, but one particularly good

example is shown in PI CXVII, 13 This tablet was unearthed from Chamber 22, Block 4,

of the L Area, and is dated, like the reil of the tablets, to the Late Period The humped
bull, but with short horns, is pifturcd on tablet No 14 in the same plate This la^l comes

from StruiEhire XXXIX, Block 5, of the HR Area, and was found at a level of 3 feet below

the surface of the ground

The tiger is only twice represented The bcit example of this animal is shown in

PI CXVII, 4 The position of the pidlographs aboae the animal is very unusual for an

inscription on these copper tablets This particular tablet comes from Chamber 27, Block 4,

of L Area

The exceptionally powerful-looking animal W'lth long curling horns (PI CXVII,
8 and t2, and PI CXVIII, 4 and 6), and with a manger placed in front of it, docs not

appear on any of the seals The long tail of the animal w'lth a tuft at the end is earned
well in the air, as if the creature were about to charge Tablet 8 in PI CXVII aias found in

Room 107, House XVI, VS Area, and tablet 6, PI CXVIII, comes from the pillared hall.

Block 4, of the L Area Tablet No 12 was recovered from Court 39, House XVII, Block 3,
of HR Area

The rope pattern on the obverse of Tablet No 5 m PI CXVIII is unique at

Mohenjo-daro - This tablet was unearthed from Room 30, House I, VS Area
The fadl that all of the tablets bearing the representation of a hare have the same

inscription on the obverse (PI CXVII, 5 tnd 6), and that the animals witli long curling horns
and long tail ® also bear the same inscription—different, however, from the inscription on
the hare tablets (PI CXVII, 8 and 12)—suggests that in some cases at Ica^l the inscription
on the tablet refers in some way to the animal on the tablet Of three tablets, each with an
elephant engraved upon it, all bear the same inscription (PI CXVII, 1 1), and lazily, those

1 DiJ f! Perse, t xiii, p 43, figs 143, 144
•• Compare this pattern vith one on an Eg) puan\.asc ofpred)anAic due A/ictent Egypt, K)2Z,Tpt 111, p 69, fig 2

Cord designs as ere frequently used b> the earl) Sumerians on tlicir seals, especiall) m the archaic period OxfcrJ EJitiers
of Cuneiform Te>.ts,vo\ vn, pi

® It IS difficult to identify this animal The Direftor of the Zoological Sunc) of India suggests that it may be
a buffalo (fios bubahs') It, however, bears no resemblance to the undoubted buffalo that is represented on three of the
steatite seals (Nos 304-6)
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with the figures of antelopes looking backwards over their shoulders all have the same
charadters on the reverse (PI CXVII, i and 2 ,

PI CXVIII, i) ^

Some, if not all the animals on the copper tablets were possibly dedicated to certain Captive

gods As on some of the seals, we find a manger placed before certain of them, as, for inftance, animals

the unicorn, the rhinoceros, antelope, and BrahmanI bull This suggests that these animals

were kept in captivity, and, if so, it is likely to have been for religious purposes
, a rhinoceros

IS obviously quite useless for any domestic purpose A manger is placed before the composite

animal on the tablet illuftrated in PI CXVIII, 2, despite the faft that such an animal could

never have exited
"

It would be difficult to use these tablets as seals on account of their being so thin, and not Use of tablets

deeply enough incised Moreover, none is perforated for threading on a cord They
were probably used as amulets, wrapped up in some material and worn round the neck or

wri^l, or sewn to the clothing This would account for the rough finish of some of them, for

if worn in this way they would not have been exposed to view It is possible that

the possession of one of these amulets placed the wearer under the especial proteftion of the

deity whose particular animal was engraved upon it On the other hand, the animals may
not have been regarded as sacred, but simply as possessed of a special attribute of which the

wearer hoped to avail himself For example, the hare has the quality of great speed, and

the wearer of a copper tablet with a figure of this animal upon it perhaps thought himself more

speedy for that reason Even at the present day in India, mothers who think their children

lack certain qualities provide them with amulets to oveicome the defeft, and these amulets

are frequently worn through life On the whole, however, it seems more probable that the

animals on the copper tablets were definitely symbols of certain deities, and that the wearers

of these emblems wished for the patronage of the particular deity symbolized thereon

^ The second sign in the tablet illuitratcd on PI CXVII, 2, may possibly be incorreft The artiH had great difficulty

in making out the signs on this particular objeft

- Unless this badly drawn animal is meant to be a rhinoceros

'
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07 X o 7

B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wli
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
? Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh

B Wh
B Wh

H Wli
B Wli
C Wh
B Wh
B —
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh

B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh
B Wh

B Wh— Wh

E 18.9
C 2766
HR 4054
C 3033
HR 1804
HR
C 1956
C 2823
D 90
E 348
VS 2852
r 388
HR 4629
DK 1512
vs 3172
E 976
BJ 8

HR 3841
HR 5788
E 323
C 2024
DK 3205
C 290
L 3S5
HR 3225
HR 5193
L 35 *

C 2767
HR 4393
DK. 1542
HR 4503
vs 3503
vs 2343
vs 1754
vs 59
L 904
HR 583
HR 4364
HR 3949
HR 1793
C 2382
HR 4318
HR 4387
HR 4098
DK 2797
DK. 209
C 2073
DK 681
HR 4348
C 606
vs 3093
BJ I

VS 3026
E 1346
HR 2657
£ 1846
B 588
HR 5028
DK. 2137
HR 3080
L 386
HR 5992
HR 4433
C 2S53
HR 5635
HR 5971
£ zzSz
VS Z438
C 1893
DK 426

10 X X o
I O X ?

0 75 X 0 8

?

1 05 X z 05

09 X o 9
z 6 X I 6

12 X I 2

o 65 X o 35
055 X 055
12 X I 2

055 X ?

11 XXX
o 8 X o 8

075 X 073
0 30 X ?

1 25 X I 23
113x113
045 X f

'3 X 13
13 X I 2

I 3 X f

14 X i

I IS X I 13
I 05 X ?

09s X 093

I 03 X 1 03

13 X 13
I 03 X I 03

1 +
12 X I o
10 X O 2

14 X I 4
• 3 X I 3
08 X o 2

09 X o 7

07 X03S
o 3 X f

17 X I o

15 X o 6

II XII

10 X09S
10 X o 63
I 55 X o 3
123 X 06
i 4 X o 73
I Ss X 06
21 X o 63
125 X 035
? X 04
f X 04

0 6s X 04
06 X o 43
07 X o 43
07 X o 4S
1 03 X o 3 S
o 8s X o 4
08 X03S

11 X 04s
o 95 X o 3

3' o' B
8' o' F
8 o' F— F
7' o' B
2 6' F
8 o' F
3' o' F
2' o' F
3' o' F
3' 6' F
4 6' F

C 427
HR 4469
D 392
L 860
DK 2869
L 323
VS IS74
DK 797
C 310
D 417
DK 2340
E 1631
D 104
VS 2876
HR 1963
HR 40SS
VS 34SO
C 67s
C 353

I

HR s6ii
C 20S3

' HR 1696

I

hr S972

I

hr 4355
VS 1816

I

HR42 I 2E
E 1177

' HR 2396
HR 3946
HR 4932

!
VS 1733

420 I o 05 X o 45
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Plate

No
Size

in

Inches

Lc^ cl

below

Surface

T)pc

M

0

«

atcnals

Colour

u
u
c0
r5

and

u

0
Cu

Site and

Serial

No

421 I 45 X 0 45 3' o' r Wh vs 1082
422 093 X 04s 6' 0'

I i — — FIR 6210
4:3 — 1' 9' F Wh — — C 20s6
424 12 X 04 5 3

' F Wh D 107
413 0 93 X 0 3 6 0' F Wh — — HR 2780
426 • 33 X 04s 2' 6' F Wh —

1
— HR IS74

4=7 09 X 05 4' 0' F ni Dk 2732
42S 0 65 X 04 3

' 6' F Wh — VS 16S1
4=9 1 65 X 0 6 9

' 0' F W'h — ' =473
430 I 13 X 04s 6' 0' F W'h — — HR 1121
43 > 1 65 X 0 7 l' 0' F — — R HR 116
43 = ? X 0-5 4 o' F Wh — — HR s:fio

433 12 X 075 4' 0' F III — — HR 412s
4 a-, ? X 0-4 2' 6' F Wh — — VS 1694
43 S 13 X 0 5S 5'

3
' D Ilr — — A 148

436 >= XOiS 3' 6' F Wh — 1 — HR 2674
437 09 > os 3

2*^ r HI — C 334
43S 14 y 0-6 i' 0' F Wh — , — . F logs
439 0-95 X 045 8 0' F Wh — 1 Dk 1638
440 13 X 0 ss 3

'

3
' D nr — — A 148

44 J I os X 0-5 1 3
^

0'
i

” Hr — —
;

HR s=48
44= l-os X 04 a.

0' ni — —
! HR 3732

443 — i' 6' ' 11 Wh
I

1
— HR 4434

444 I os X 0-

4 S
j

2'
3
' F Wh '

1 VS 34 S4
445 ? yossj 3

i

F Wh — — I 630
4-,6 ? > os

1 3 0 F Wh — — HR 3 S0

4^7 IS X 0 4S
'

6 4' F Wh — VS 2289
44S ? X 0 8s

1

10 0'
! I Wh — HR 6177

449 I I > o-s 6 0' F Wh ' — Dk 307
450 > 53 X 07

j
4

'

5
'

F —
j

^ ! n C 636
451 1 .3 X » ^ 0

!

II Wh .

I — VS S80
45 = — X 02s 1 3

'
0'

I

F Wh — n 290
453 12 X 0 6s 1 3' 0' '

F ni — — HR 347S

454 — St F Wh — — L 291

i

’ > o-6s 4' 0'
! F Wh — — HR 4373

456 06 y 0 2s s'
6' 1 F Wh 1 — C 204

457 I os X 0 6 10 0' 1 F Wh —
1

— VS 3 S 33
45S 1 S3 X 0-2 8’ 4'

1
> Wh — SD 1962

459 0 7 X i 3 i'
,

D W'h
1

1 — VS 208
460 erg X 0-7 9

6'
1 W'h — — VS 2S46

461 ? y 0-6 0' * F Wh — — HR 44S9
46= ? y o-6s 0' 0'

1 F Bl —
1

— HR 3767
4«3 ? y 6s 3' 6'

!
F W’h — — VS 933

46-, I 4S A 0 6 3'
i

F W'h ^
j

— HR 4109
465 16 y 0 6s i' o' F Wh 1 — VS 2100
466 IS y 06s 1 0' F Wh —

i

— Dk 1291
467 I 8 y 0-

7 S
1

3' 6' ' F ! Cr — I — C 1878
4 fi 8 14 y o-ss 4

' 0' . F Wh —
!

— HR 4283
469 II y 0 6 i 10 0'

1
F Wh — — HR 3689

470 17 X 0 6s 1 I F Wh ! — HR 4237
471 07 y 07

j 9
0' ' C Wh —

J

— HR 2240
47= 07 y 07 9

1

C W’h — — HR 2240
473 07 y 0 7

'

9
0' 1 C W'h —~ i — HR 2240

474 —
,

*,
0' — Wh — — D 263

475 07 y 0-7 3
0' C III — — I 904

476 07 X 07 3' 0' c ni — E 904
477 0-6 X 0 6 ? c W'h C 2631

478
{

Dm I 2S 1 3
' 0' II W'h — — VS 3027

479 } 5' 0'
II Wh — — SD S 33

480 1 y 0 6
I

? 11 III i — L 1007
481 a

‘

(
?

a
'i

1
?

482 055 y 0*55
1

9
'

4
'

I W'h 1 — HR 1400
483 —

1

— — — n 731
484 — I

4
^

0' a W'h — — F 30
485 0' 11 W’h C 40
4S6 — I' 6' Wh — — C 1287
487 0 65 y 0 65 — n B' — — HR 4394
4S8 — 8 0' Wh _ — 11 664
489 ?

j

? ? W'h — ?

490 -
1 5

' 0' 11 Wh — — HR 2939

Plate

No
Size

m
Inches

Level

below

Surface

Type

Materials and
Colour

Site and

Serial

No
I :

Steatite
Faience

Pottery

491 ^0 3' B Wh E 894
49= — 6' 0' B Wh — DK 59S
493 I 2S X ? 2' 6' B Wh — VS 880
494 13 X 07 2' 0' F Wh — DK 931
493 1 OS X ? 2' 0' B Br Dk 844
496 ? X ? X 0 3 > B Bl DK
497 — 4' o'’ B(?) Wh — VS 3331
498 ? X 0 4.S

7' 0' F Bl — — E 2528
499 —

s'
0* B Wh — — DK 2363

300 075 X 07s 2' 9' E — \ — D 234
SOI OS X os 2' 0' E — Wh HR 2728
302 06 X 0 6 3' 4' E Wh — HR SS72
303 07 X 0 7 Sur E — Wh — L 209
504 0 73 X 0 7S 3

0' E — Y —
a593

503 0 6s X 0 6s 3' 0' E — Wh DM 7
306 07 X 0 7

8' 0' E — Wh — HR 6147
507 0 6s X 0 6s 3' 0" E — Y — HR 4869
308 08 X 0 8 -— C Wh — — HR 4503
309 0 6s X 0 6s 6 0' E — Wh — HR 6163
3'o 0 33 X 0 SS 4' 0' E — Y — HR 5628
511 07 X 0 7 3' 0' E — Y — HR 5657
51= 07 X 0 7

— E — Y — E 17-3
313 07 y 0 7 3' 0' E — Y — VS i960
3*4 07 X 0 7 12' 0' r

—

Y — HR 1964
5«3 0 6s X 0 6s i' 6' F — Y — E 1989
S16 0 6s X 0 6s Sur E — Gr — HR 1

5>7 OSS X ? 3
0' — — Y — C 2927

318 06 X } - E — Wh MUS 8

3*9 ? y ? X 0 3
2' 9' B Wh — D 349

3-0 0 33 X 0 S3
6' 0' r Br — HR 6.07

5=> 0 S3 X 0 SS 3' 0' E — Y — VS 1278
3== ? X 0 6 Sur F Bl — — DK 1298
3=3 ? X 0 6 s'

0' G — Y — VS 928
5=4 —

3
0' G — Y — B S94

3=3 — —- G — Y — E 1261
3=6 07 X 0 7 3' 6' G — •i — E 492
3263 II X 0 40 3' 6' F Wh — — L 702
3=7 Dm 0 75 S'

0'
J Wh — — E 1908

3=8 07 X 07 2' 0' G — Y — HR 3388
3286 07 X 0 7S 4' 0' E — y — VS 34S9
3=9 27 y 0 2S 4' 0' A Ivory — — HR S3*3
330 ? X 07S 3' 0' A Ivory — — HR 4985
53* i X 0 3

4' 0' A Itory — — DK. 2666

33= ? X 0 3
12' 0' A Ivory — — vs 87s

333 = 73 X 0 3
10' 0' A Ivory — — vs 9s8

334 * 35 X I 3S
8' 0' B Wh — — Dk IS43

333 12 X I 2 2' 6' B Wh — — VS 66s
33S II XII 6' 0' B Wh — — HR 5787

337 I 13 X I IS 3' 0' B Wh — — VS 9SS
538 030 X ?

4;
0' B Wh — — C 2072

539 12 y I 2 0' B W'h — — DK 121

340 * =3 X 1

3

s'
0' B Wh — — D 208

54* I - y I 2 ^0 0' B Wli — — HR 99
54= 12 X I 2 6' 0' B Wh — — L 78s

543 113x115 i' 0' B Wh — — HR 443S

544 * 3 X I 3
4' 0' B Wh — — DK 3018

343 — B Wh — — HR 2022

346 0 9 X ? i' 6' B Wh — — F 47
347 0 9 X } — B Wh — — HR 5876

548 14 X I 4 8 6' B Wh — — HR iiio

549 14 X I 4 — B Wh — — MUS I

530 12 X I 2 2' 0' B Wh — — HR 140

55* 09 X 0 -S 3' 0' B Wh — — HR 4399
53= I 2S X I =5 8' 0' B Wh — — B 428

353 * 33 X I SS 4' 3' B Wh — — SD 92

554
2' 0' B Bl — — DK 2651

333 * 4 X I 4 *7' 6' B Wh — — DM 135

53® 0 85 X 0 8s S'
6' B Wh — — C 2077

557 12 X I 2 6' 0' B Wh — — VS 623

537* I IS X I IS 8' 0' B Wh — — B 426
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Chapter XXII

SIGN-LIST OF EARLY INDUS SCRIPT

I SOME EXTERNAL FEATURES OF THE WRITING

[Fron p 406 top 411 thu chapter expresses thejotrt vseus ofMessrs Snith arJ Gadd Fror- the bottom ofp \ii

to p 414 tt expresses the vte’os ofMr Gadd ors!^, atidfrom p 415^®? 4^^ those ofMr Smith
]

T
he accompanying of signs used m the inscriptions upon seals found at Harappa

and Mohenjo-daro is offered for the use of those who may in the future devote

themselves to the ^ludy of this writing It is published as a contribution, indeed,

to that iludy, but rather as a tool ready to the hand of scholars when time may have brought

the possibility of further achievement, than as a finished produftion in itself For the aim

of such ^ludy muft naturally be the decipherment of this scnpt, and it is proper, therefore,

to ilate at the outset that we have not succeeded in reading anything of it
,

there was, in faft,

very little hope, m the complete absence of any kind of clues which might lead to some truit-

worthy inference Hope for the future moft probably re^ls in Mesopotamia It is known
for certain that seals and sealings of this class were earned thither by trade from the Indus

valley m ancient times,^ and one such seal has already been found (at Ur) with a cuneijorm

in place of an “ Indus ” inscription - There is consequently reason to hope that some day

a bilingual record may be discovered, and very few data of this kind vould probably suffice

to reveal the secret Meanwhile, all that can be done is to prepare the material to which the

solvent may ultimately be applied

Even for the modest purpose indicated we are sensible that the lift we have compiled
IS far from perfeft Its faults arise partly from the inherent difficulty of classifying signs

simply by their outward appearance, but partly, too, from the nature of the copies which we have
used These have been photographs, showing sometimes the original seals, sometimes the

impressions, and hence the order of the signs may now and then have been unintentionally
reversed

, if this has occurred, however, the attentive ftudent, once familiar with the writing,
will probably deteft and allow for it A more serious defeft will doubtless be found in the
making of diftinftions between signs which are differently drawn in certain inftances but are
aftually identical, or, conversely, in the neglefting of adVual diftinftions between signs which
are very similar in appearance As an example of the firft, CCXLII and CCXLIV may be
quoted (these two are probably not different), and of the second, the number of barbs ” on
signs of the class CCLXIV may sometimes have been incorreftly given, and here a real
diftinftion may have been observed—though it is perhaps not very likely Faults of this

1 They have been recovered from at leaft four sites, the ancient ciUes of Kish, Lagash, Umma, and Susa , see the
article by Mr E UacUym Joumab ofthe Roya/ Astatic Society, pp 697 f and pi x, and also that ofM Thureau-
Dangin in Revue d’Assyrto/ogte, \xii, 99 for another speamen and further references

Mr C L Woolley in Antiquaries’ Journal, 1928, p 26 and pi xi, 2

406
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kind arise, of course, from the firft-mentioned difficulty, that of dealing with a script purely
from outward appearance, without knowledge wherewith to control eye and hand

The form and material of the seals, their archaeological charadler and context, will be Device and
found fully described in the preceding chapter

,
preliminary accounts of them have already legend

been given in periodicals All that need be said here is that there seems to be no direfl unconnected

conneftion between the device engraved upon the seal (usually an animal) and the inscription,

the same animal being found m company with completely different inscriptions The devices

may be presumed to have religious significance, and perhaps some amuletic value

As concerning the signs themselves, the number li^led here is 396, which muft be
considered only a very approximate measure of the signary of this writing, both because the

material is ftill, no doubt, far from complete, and because of the slight uncertainty of

di^tinftion mentioned above, but also because of the great resources of modification and
combination of signs which this writing possessed, the extent and ingenuity of which is perhaps

its moil linking feature The signs are piftographs, as in all other early scripts They are Signs are

carefully drawn as faithful representations of their originals m all cases where the original pictographs

can be identified, and the same may therefore be presumed of the much more numerous cases

where the original is doubtful That is to say, the writing remains in what may be called,

on Egyptian analogy, the hieroglyphic ^late
,

it has not degenerated nor been worn down by

use, to conventional summaries like the Egyptian hieratic, the Babylonian cuneiform, or the

Chinese writing This is certainly due in great part to the material upon which these

inscriptions are found, since pidlographs always preserve their form beft when they have

to be sculptured on ^lone, but tend to lose it when they are employed cursively on soft

substances like clay, papyrus, or parchment Whether the Indus people wrote upon more

perishable materials, and what form the signs then assumed, there is nothing to show, but the

scratched charadlers found upon potsherds and copper utensils suggeSl a more extended usage

Clearly as the signs are drawn it is a remarkable faft that few can be identified This Objects

difficulty IS familiar in other early scripts also, but it is generally due rather to imperfeft imperfectly

representation than to aftual uncertainty of the objeft intended
,

this applies particularly to represented

the archaic Sumerian signs, which, while often suggesting the original, very seldom portray

It unmistakably, and often seem very doubtful representations of the objefts which their

known meanings presumably indicate Among the Egyptian hieroglyphs only a few Still

resiSt identification No doubt further Study of this “ Indus ” writing will reveal more of the

objects represented, but at present the liSt is surprisingly short The following are some

additions or alternations to the very tentative proposals made by us in the IlluSlrated London

News of 4th Odtober, 1924, p 614

Numbers

I to XVIII

CCCLXIX to CCCXCVI
CCCLXX
CCCLXIX
CCCLXXVII
CCCLXXVIII

CCCXCVI
CCCLXXIX f

CCCLXXXV

Possible Identification

Strokes, representing numbers

Men m various attitudes

Man ilandmg

Man raising arms

Man with ilaff

Man with bow and arrow (or, more probably,

defending himself with a shield), in any case,

a warrior

Man with ^la£F raised

Man holding up three or five fingers

Man holding yoke (possibly abbreviation of the

following pifture)
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Nuflers

CCCLXXWI

CCCLXXXVII

CCCXXXI to CCCL
CCLV ff

CCLXI
CCCLI fF

CCLI f ,
CCCLWI f ,

ind pcrlnp- CCXXXVIll

CXXXVfT
LXV
CLIX
CCCXIX
CCCXXII
CCCXXIX
CCLXXXIII
CCXLVll ff

LllfF

Pomblt IPcntificalto!-

Mm cirrying on a yolc mo uiier km? (ligature

of ibote and No CL1\)

Man cirr>inE on a )olc mo v Her sVinj (licaiurc

of ibotc and No CCXXWllI)
lull, witli \arioiu addition^ and inscrlion!

Hind, mill different numb^n of fingert outilrctcbcd

Hinds (?), indicitinp the niirnbcr 13 (?)

Birds mdanmnls, ninonp wbicb CCCIAIV seems

to be a dnlc, ind CCCI 1\ a Isat

Plants

Mountiins {>)

Heirt (>)

Speir

Clnir

1 able

Pin ol (cf CCCI Will)

Uoad

Foot

Insefis

Paris of

human body

“ Fish ” signs

doubtful

Indus signs

compared with

Sumerian

Apart from the apparent numbers, which will be considered later, there arc a few rcmarlts

to be made on the foregoing lisl It is rather noticeable that, whereas men in aanous attitudes

are well represented, there arc few parts of the bod) among the signs
,
sctmingh the onl)

exceptions arc the hand and foot, if, indeed, Kos CCLV, CCXIAMI are corrcftl) so

interpreted Among the “man” signs No CCCXCVI gains ccrtiint) from the objeft

published in Times ofludtn^ aand Januari, 1928,’ which shows on a largcrscalc a man ^landing

in exadliy the position w'hich the sign depicts in miniature That Nos CCCLXXIX f rcall)

indicate a number of fingers held up is suggested b) the arcuni'ftancc that the) follow, in the

inscriptions, three and five ^rokes rcspcdlnel) 'Ihc pnftiircs of the man carr)ang the )okc,

and the two w'ater-skins or sacks hanging from it look quite unmistal able, and cquall) clear

seems the nature of the composite signs CCCLXXXVI f, particular!) as these occur m
positions w'herc CLIX and CCXXXVIll arc expected The suggcistcd "fish” signs arc

more puzzling, since the modifications to ashicli the original (') CCCXXXI is subjeded arc

not particularly natural as indicating different kinds of fish, and it is b^ no means certain that

a fish is intended at all, but the comparison suggests itself at once, and it is hard to find a better

That CCLV and the like represent the hand with different numbers of fingers extended muft
be considered a very doubtful possibiht), since there arc in^ances in which more than fixe

digits are shoxvn, although, on the contrar), there is the xcr) suggeslivc ease of the man
(No CCCLXXX) who seems to hold up fix'c fingers while he Elands next to fixe strokes,

and these “ fingers ” xvith his forearm, have much the appearance of the “ hand ” signs In
the JlliiUrated London Neus (loc cit) xxc formcrl) proposed a comparison between these

‘I

hands ” and the archaic Sumerian form of gal
, outwardl), this is <Iill sinking, but if the

“ Indus ” sign reall) represents a hand this comparison would have to be abandoned, since,
although the original of the Sumerian sign is uncertain, there is no reason to conncfl it xxith
the hand The elaborate charadler No CCLXI is perhaps to be explained as the fingers of
one hand txvice outspread, and three of the other hand held up, the whole indicating the idea
of “ thirteen " Inilruftive comparisons with this sign arc Nos CCLX and CCXXXII, but

1 Cf PI CXXXII, 10
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whether favourable to the “ hand ” supposition or not it is not easy to decide The birds

and animals arc more obvious, but it is impossible to be more precise as to their kinds save in

the cases of the drake and the bat Nearly all of the plants rnu^l be pronounced doubtful,

though No CCLII seems a clear instance
,

it would be something if No CCXXXVIII, by
far the commonest sign of all, could be identified as a plant, but aftually it is very questionable
“ Mountains ” are simply an analogy from the Sumerian sign kur

,
the analogy is perhaps

quite illusory The same remark applies to No CCLXXXIII “ (cross) road ”, and to

No LXV “ heart ”, especially to the latter, which has further modifications tending to show
that the “ heart ” form is merely an oval with one segment (inStead of four) cut out from it

Finally, the “ table ”, “ spear ”, and “ parasol ” have to rely only upon their outward form,

though tlie laSl is seen over the head of a man in No CCCLXXIII Doubtless several

more suggestions will occur to any user of this liSl , we have confined ourselves to such as

seemed moft obvious to a purely outivard view

The extensive use which this writing makes of modification and combination of signs

has already been mentioned and it is, indeed, one of its moSl Striking peculiarities While
It IS difficult to give any conspeftus of the modifications, a rough principle at leaSt may be

observ'ed by dividing them into “ additions ” and “ enclosures ” By the firSt we mean the

small Strokes, generally vertical, and Standing beside the top of the sign modified, but some
times also oblique, in which case they are contained within the sign (as indeed are the vertical

Strokes in a few cases) ‘^Enclosui cs ” are signs which Stand in the midft of a varying number,

usually of vertical Strokes, but occasionally within a kind of parenthesis Groups of this latter

kind are, naturally, of rather similar composition to the combined signs, and the diStinStion

between the two is based principally on the use of simple Strokes (nearly always) in the

“enclosures ”, whereas the combined signs are coalitions of two entirely different individuals

The “additions” arc —
11 (II

^
/ A

j 3 3 3 ' 3

“Enclosures ” arc constituted by the following •

—

I I’ II )’ ) )

The principal combinations arc given in the following table —
Corbired Sign

CXLIX
CL

riements

LXXIII and CCXXXII
LXXIII and CLII

XLVIII in a number of combinations

LXXVIII f

CXXIV f

CCCLXXIX f

CCCLXXXVI f

CCCLXX in a number of combinations

CCLXI

XLVIII and CCLXXXIII
CXII and CCXXXII
CCCLXX and CCLV f

CCCLXXXVI avitli CLIX and CCXXXVIII

CCXXXII and CCLX

Next to the signs themselves the diredtion in which the writing runs is to be considered

FirSt, however, it muSt be repeated, as M Thureau-Dangin has already observed,^ that

the impression produced by the seal, not the seal itself, gives the true order of the inscription

This may be shown beSl by turning from the seals (upon which, of course, moSt of the

inscriptions occur) to the other objeSls, pottery or metal, upon which signs have been scratched,

for there the legend is naturally to be read as it is written A pottery fragment from Harappa,

1 Revue d’Jssyriologte, xxii, p 100
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Writing
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Position

of Signs

Clay labels on

bales

Signs face to

the right and

left

No 2779, IS inscnbLd with nvo conipictclj preserved signs, the one on the speflator’s left

being No XCIX of oui li<l ,
in the pot-inscription, the opening of thi'- sign faces to the right

As an example of the same sign upon a seal wc maj cjuotc the inscription gix'cn as

No LXXIV, H 40, in the liil Here it is found in the second jilacc from tlic right, ind with

the opening again facing to tiic right But the inscription as there copied is from an tv.presmn

of the seal ,
a photograph now before us of the seal itself naturall) shov s this sign with Us

opening tow'ards the left But since tlic pot-inscription gives tlic signs in the position in

avhich the) w'crc meant to be read, it follows that the sign in qiieflion is properly placed with

Its opening facing to the right ,
that is, the impression, not the seal, presents the inscription

in Its true form An exadllj similar experiment can be made with the copper dagger-blade

from Harappl, No Here also the inscription is obiiousl) meant to be read dircflly,

and the sign furthe^l to the spc£lator’s right is No XXXI, with its " loop ” on the left Nov

this sign is found also upon the seals, of which No XXXI (II 31) ma\ be tal cn as an

example A photograph of this seal (not its impression) shows, as before, the sign rc\crscd,

1 c with Its “ loop ’’ on the right, hence again the impression gives the correft form, not the

seal There is no need to multipl) examples, since these two •iiflicc for proof, and indeed

the proposition that seals arc made for the purpose of reproducing a device, not to be looled

at themselves, flows so dircdll) from the nature of seals, and is so supported bj all analogies

that It might seem almo^ self-evident However, it can be formallj c^ablishcd in the present

case, as shown above Perhaps also it nia) be well to mention that at least one ancient

impression of an Indus seal has alrcadj been published,' shoviing that these marls vicrc

affixed to ch) labels upon bales of goods, in preciscl) the same v aj as the Bain Ionian seals

were rolled over the claa “ dockets ”, or the Lgvptian seals impressed upon the claa stoppers

of wme-jars

The corrc£t waj of looking at the inscriptions having been settled it remains to tale up
the original qucAion—in which dircftion docs the writing run ' An answer v Inch we bclicic

to be right, though based on quite insufficient evidence, has alrcadv been given bj

M Thurcau-Dangin * “ Ics inscriptions sont \ lire de droite \ gauche, comme Ic montre
I'un des signcs du no XV, rcpr<$scntant un oiscau dc profil \ droitc ” The number referred

to IS No CCCLXIV of our hit, and it is true that in the impression of this seal the bird

enclosed in a ring (it seems to be somewhat carcfull) marked as a drale) faces to the right

It IS, of course, a well-known rule of the Eg}ptian hicrogljphs that the inscription is read
from the side to which the figures face But it is cas) to show that this is no safe indication

for the ‘ Indus ” writing
, for vihilc mofl of the " men ” signs face to the right

(cf Nos CCCLXXIV to CCCLXXX in the lifl), there arc scieral birds and animals (cf

Nos CCCLIV to CCCLVIII) which face to the left I Some other criterion mu^l therefore
be sought, but is not altogether eas) to find Firil it will be noticed that in ncarlj all cases
the bull or other animal avhich forms the main subjeft of the seal faces to the right, and there
is consequently a presumption that the inscription begins from its head There is,

nevertheless, at lea^l one exception to this Glance of the animal, for in the impression of the
Seal No 341 a rhinoceros faces to the left This ma) be an inadvertence, but it s uccs to
warn us againft relying too much on the usual position of the animal as indicating
the beginning of the inscription Another small indication ma} be found in the usual manner
of writing the sign composed of seven ^Irokcs (>1||) in which the lower three arc nearl} always
placed level with the light end of the upper four A very significant example, too, is a seal

V By rather Schcil m Reree i'An^nohgti, uii, p 56
- Hid

,

p 100
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1

from Harappa (No 5629) which makes it evident that the engraver has been cramped for
space, and that in consequence not only were his signs closely bunched together, but the
space remaining on the left side was not sufficient to take another sign, which has therefore
been dropped below the line The inference that the inscription began from the right is

almoil: irresistible But there is a final instance which puts this conclusion beyond doubt
The seal H 173 found m the excavations of 1926-7, is peculiar in having no animal device,

but a long inscription which occupies two whole sides of the square and moSt of the third side

Now (in the impression, of course), this inscription occupies all the top side, all the left side,

and moSt of the bottom, thus [^, the signs being turned 90 degrees at each corner in

such a way that their tops always follow the edges It is manifeft, therefore, that the
inscription was read turning the sealing round in the hand, and the position of the second
and third seftions shows that it was turned over towards the right

, in other words, that

the reader began from the right of the fir^l and longest seftion, turned the sealing through

90 degrees, read the second seftion again from right to left, and similarly the third Proof Reading from
that these inscriptions are to be read from right to left seems herewith complete ^ right to left

Up to this point It has been possible to write with some assurance upon certain outward
charafteriftics of the “ Indus ” script, but whatever is now added muft concern its aftual

mechanism and reading, and muft therefore, in the absence of any advance towards

decipherment, be largely speculative Perhaps, indeed, it would be prudent to ilop entiiely

here, but there are a few observations that may ftill be advanced, and cannot, at leaft, do any
harm provided the reader be amply cautioned that they are no more than tentative suggestions,

which time may well prove completely erroneous

FirSl, then, something ought to be said about the possible affinities of this script Being

at that time in possession of very little evidence we once ventured to comment on a few

resemblances between certain “ Indus ” signs and certain archaic signs of the Sumerian

syllabary This hint was on the one hand taken up with exorbitant enthusiasm and regrettable

results, on the other rejefted with an emphasis which miftook a suggestion for an affirmation Few lesem-

We need not dwell upon this longer than to remind the over-rigid that conjefture has its blances

moSl legitimate place where other resources are lacking, and has played a brilliant part in between Indu

former decipherments of unknown scripts
,

nor is it likely to be otherwise here But, for Sumerian

the question in hand, we shall admit without hesitation that further experience has not tended signs

to confirm our faith in any diredt connexion between the writing of Sumer and the Indus

The liSt which we gave could not now be much extended, some of the comparisons are

doubtless fortuitous or occasionally far-fetched, and it is not improbable that a similar liSl

could be conSIrudled with the aid of other early scripts, such as the Minoan, which indeed

affords some Sinking analogies When it is reflefted how many totally different scripts are

known to have been employed within areas smaller than that which divides the Tigris from the Analogies of

Indus, no surprise will be felt that connexion in this case cannot be established Contaft Indus and

between the two peoples certainly exiSled
,
we think even that they shared certain cultural Minoan script

influences, but the presence of common elements in their mode of writing cannot be proved

What is likely to be the nature of this script ^ That it is not an alphabet muSl be obvious

from the number of its signs
,

such a notion cannot seriously be taken into account On
the other extreme, it can hardly be a pure pi6ture-writing in which every sign represents a word. Script not an

since a very short search will reveal groups of signs which frequently appear in the inscriptions alphabet

in different contexts and often with the insertion of one or more varying signs While no

great certainty can be felt about this matter, it remains true that the general impression derived

1 On this subjeft, sec pp 40 (wth footnote) and 427-8
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possibility of others not identified, it is hard to believe that a complete numerical-sy^lem
exists in these inscriptions Again, very little inspedlion of the text will reveal examples m
which the apparent number occurs near to the beginning, or m the middle of a longish

inscription, followed by several signs which have no obvious numerical value Even if it be
assumed that preceding signs are in some way higher “ powers ” of numbers, there is no
such explanation for what follows, and the mere presence of a seemingly numerical sign in

a long inscription is insufficient ground for assuming that the inscription conveys a note of
quantities Furthermore, not a few examples are found in which two numerical signs

^land side by side, as
||| |||,

or '111 |||, or Ijll
[jl,

and it is veiy hard to understand why
so peculiar a form is adopted, if they are really numbers Finally, to conclude the

examination of this queSlion, it will be interesting to take two or thiee individual cases The
firSt two inscriptions in the liSt are not uninStruftive

,
the second might be interpreted “ two

men, one water-bearer ”, but the firSt has only the second part of the inscription, with a

qualifying sign added Even so it would Still be possible to interpret this as “1

water-bearer ”, but it is then to be noted that the added sign CCXXXVIII can itself follow
“ numbers ”, so that it can hardly have been a mere qualification Even more difficult is

No H 149, where if both
|

and
||

are numbers, the whole muSt be a plain number, and that

incomprehensibly expressed Also, what should be the difference between "y

and If or
^|||[|J|

and ^| 11 [IJ,
all of which are found ? LaSfly, if the sign XV

be consulted, it will be found that this “ number ” occurs almoSi exclusively before

one or two special signs
,

there should be no reason for this if the group really denotes

the number seven The general conclusion is that these colleftions of strokes, though

obviously containing a certain number of units, are not here used in a numerical sense, but

moft probably with a phonetic value, which is perhaps derived from the native words

expressing the respeftive numbers
The peculiar and at present (it seems) hopeless difficulty in the way of decipherment is

the complete lack of exterior evidence The finds in the Indus valley have been the firil

revealers of an Indian civilization of high antiquity, which appears to have left no traditions

of Itself What may have been the race and language of this people is a question of pure

conjedhire We muil end where we began, with the hope that Mesopotamia, which has

already revealed so infinitely much of ancient history, here also will not fail The appearance

at Ur of an “ Indus ” seal with a cuneiform inscription is full of hope
,

its three signs are all,

unluckily, indi^linft, but the reading is perhaps Sak-ku-shi or ka-hi-shtf probably a name

indeed, but whether charadleri^tic of the Indus population we do not know One othei

interefting reminiscence of these seals may be mentioned
,

there are certain devices

and punch-marks on coins from NW India which have a ^Irong apparent likeness to

these ancient pidtures We may refer to the new British Museum “ Catalogue of the

Coins of Ancient India ”, where the feeding rhinoceros on No 70 (p 1 6), the bull with

the “ symbol of Taurus ” before him. No 16 (p 18), and some of the devices described

on pp 1 20 ff seem not very far removed, if not diredl: descendants, from the piftures engraved

on the seals of Harappa and Mohenjo-daro

The following note may be completely negledted by those who objedt to licence in

speculation, as it may also be decisively exploded even by those willing to try heroic measures

Firdt, then, a series of assumptions will be made, for which there is no proof, and next

Strokes

probably not

numerical

Indus seal found

at Ur

Devices on
coins fromN W
India similar to

ancient Indus

pictures

1 Ka-Ku-zvoj equally possible, might be compared to such names Lakta, already, known as used ea^l of Tigris and

m Asia Minor
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A Conjectural to no evidence ,
the third will be rejefted at the outset by the beft-informed opinion

Reading Nevertheless let them be made —
{a) That the writing is, at leall; in part, syllabic

(b) That the seal-inscriptions are, in general, names

(c) That these names belong to an ancient Indo-Aryan language ’

These are the general assumptions ,
what likelihood the firil two may have is considered

above The third, as already observed, would be denied by moil Indologifts on the ground

that Aryans were not present in India at the period (before 2600 b c
)

to which these seals

presumably belong—the date itself is, of course, not satisfaftorily ascertained Since,

however, we are admittedly guessing, we shall not even pause to make any attempt (which

muft be unsuccessful) to meet these objeftions

Next, can anything be found to which a conjefhiral meaning may be attached ? Once

more, as in settling the direftion of the writing, let us appeal to Harappa H 173 Here the

fir^l (top) line may be supposed to represent a name, ending with the very common
CCXXXVIII, which indeed, wherever it occurs, seems nearly always to end a word The
second (side) line is the fairly common group

,
the third (bottom) line may be

another name
,

it is not dissimilar in faft, to I, 218, which elsewhere stands alone The
next conjedlure, then, will be that this whole inscription signifies “ M son of N ”, and

consequently that = " son ” If now we boldly aft upon the general assumption

(f) supra^ we shall subftitute for “ son ” the Sanskrit word putra ® Of the three signs in this

group we can treat the firft and laft as doubtful, but the middle consifts of three ftrokes, and
presumably represents simply the number three If we take again the Sanskrit word for that

number, /n, an interefting result is obtained —

son piT—

From which these values would be ascertained —
ill = P(«)> HI = ^ «

Could these be established it would follow that the principle of akrophony had some application

in this writing, and further that the not uncommon examples of inscriptions ending with
the above group would be patronymics Unhappily there seems to be nothing whatever
by which the above pleasing speculation can be tefted The reader who has persevered so
far may take it that I am fully conscious of many objeftions which it would not even be worth
while to formulate here, since they could not possibly be answered out of a simple conjefture

^ On the subjed of the Vedic Arjans see pp 109-11
^ For the present purpose it makes no difference that in Sanskrit the form used is “ N’s son M **, not ** M son ofN
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II The Mechanical Nature of the Early Indus Writing

The writing found on seals and other objeds from Mohenjo-daro and Harappa was Script used
intended to be read from right to left

,
it cannot be purely alphabetic in charader

,
and it is m third

probable from the seals found at Susa and Kish, and from the analogy of a seal found at Ur, millennium

that it was m use in the fird half of the third millennium b c B C
No help is to be derived, so far as an underdanding of the inscriptions is concerned,

from the intaglios on the seals
,
jud as the same device may occur with different inscriptions,

so the same inscription can occur with different devices

It IS believed that the inscriptions on the small, done redangles from Harappa belong
to an earlier period than the inscriptions on the large seals Early inscriptions frequently

present more complications than later ones, so far as quedions of phonetic reading and
interpretation are concerned

,
the “ mechanical ” nature of early writing is generally more

simple

By the “ mechanical ” nature of writing is meant the manner in which the signs are used Mechamcal
Of those writings which are not purely alphabetic it may be said that signs fall into one of nature of

three classes, syllables, ideograms, determinatives In any one inscription a sign can only writing

belong to one of these classes, but it may in different inscriptions belong to all three If a sign

IS used with a syllabic value, it may in different inscriptions have different syllabic values

If a sign belongs to the lad class, it may determine meaning, in which case it has no bearing

upon the sound of the word, or sound, in which case it generally marks the fird or

lad sound in a syllable, or the fird or lad syllable in a polysyllable A determinative

of sound IS usually called a complement, and is particularly useful when ideograms

permit of variant readings

In this sense the “ mechanical ” nature of the writing does not include the “ material ” Matenal natun

nature The complications of the “ material ” nature of the signs arise from two mam of writing

features of the script, modifications, whether internal or external, and combinations The
modifications, when simple, consid of a droke or drokes in various positions, sometimes

placed inside, sometimes adjoined, sometimes separate In rare cases the condant addition

of modifications transforms the appearance of a sign, see Nos CCCIV to CCCIX
Combinations may be effeded by interior adjudments or by simple ligature It seems

probable that at any rate in certain cases the ligature has the same sense as the two signs in

juxtaposition, see Nos CVIII and CII In Sumerian and Egyptian, parallels could be cited

for such modifications and combinations
,
the Indus writing differs from them in its frequent

use of these compound signs, and by its use of the two together, to judge from the series

Nos CXL-CXLIV The “ material ” nature of these signs suggeds an extremely ingenious

invention, dependent upon the use of certain fixed principles
,

but it does not throw any

light on the ‘ mechanical,’ use of the signs Whether combined or modified signs retain

their separate significance or acquire new phonetic values and meanings depends upon an

examination of the “ mechanical ” use of the script

The objed of such an examination mud be to divide the signs into classes, of the three Division of

kinds mentioned Such a division of these signs presents insuperable difficulties This signs

examination mud commence by a recognition of three fairly obvious classes of signs, (a) the

“ end ” signs, (I>) the “ beginning ” signs, (c) the “ numeral ” signs Of the “end ” signs, the

commoned has not been separately entered in the present lid, for obvious reasons The

sign occurs nearly always at the end of inscriptions When it occurs in the middle it can

generally be proved that it there marks the end of a word or group A favourable indance
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of this kind may be found under sign No CCLXXXIII The form of the inscription

(No 12) in which the two fir^l signs are repeated after the fir^l occurrence of the “ end ”

sign, and the fir^l line of the inscription closes with the “ end ” sign, is sufficient to illustrate

this point But there are some peculiar cases Sign No CLIX appears so constantly at

the end of inscriptions, or at the end of groups in inscriptions, that it clearly belongs to the

class of “ end ” signs
,

yet it can appear at the beginning of such inscriptions as H 208

and 329, which consiSt entirely, it should be noted, of signs which belong to the “ end ” class

These instances are sufficient to prove that this sign No CLIX is not a peculiar form of

a phonetic sign used only at the end of words There muSt be some peculiarity in the sign

which demands that it should ordinarily Stand at the end, and which allows only of other

“ end ” signs appearing after it It is improbable that the sign denotes a syllable, for it

should appear then in more varied positions
,

or, on the other hand, if it represents a syllable

of such a peculiar kind that it can only appear at the end of a word, the inStances in which

It appears at the beginning cannot be accounted for There is a general probability that

sign No CLIX IS an independent and self-contained unit, that it possesses a meaning in and

by Itself In the inscription H 266, it occurs with a single ftroke before it
,
and the similar

inscriptions lifted under sign No i hardly permit any doubt that here this sign muft have

a meaning complete in itself

Granted that sign CLIX does not form a syllable of a word, but is a separable element,

and that it has upon occasion a meaning in itself, it is ^till impossible to be sure whether this

“ end ” sign is an ideogram or a determinative in moft inscriptions The obvious comparison

suggested by inscription No 287 which has the other “ end ” sign. No CCCLXXXVII,
does not assi^l

,
but it is intere^ling to note that sign No CXXVII, with which a comparison

is suggefted by inscription H 52 can certainly ftand alone, as it does in inscription 292 On
the whole, it seems possible that sign CLIX is some separate word, at leaft in moft cases

Inside this group of “ end
”

signs it seems possible to distinguish grades of Strength,

as It were
,
and yet no very firm rules can be distinguished Thus sign CLIX is occasionally

followed by other signs
,

thus by No CCXCII in inscriptions 554, 387, and 534,^ by
No CCLXIX in H 250 and 173 An examination of sign No CCXCII in the li^

favours the view that this sign represents a word, or at any rate a meaning, in itself
,

for

the form of inscriptions Nos 550, 386, 355, and 341 points to that conclusion Similarly,

a reference to No CCLXIX proves that this is another “ end ” sign, which appears not only
after No CLIX, but after the commonest “ end ” sign According to this line of argument
inscriptions often end in one or more signs which have separate meanings and do not form
part of the preceding words But it is ftill possible for these signs to be ideograms,
determinatives, or separate elements of personal names, and no aid is obtained for the
classification of signs

An examination of the “ beginning ” signs results in the same observation A
remarkable group of “ beginning ” signs consists of signs modified by two short perpendicular
strokes The signs without the modification can generally vary their position in inscriptions,

as in the case of Nos LXV and LXXIII
,
but when modified, in the forms LXVI and LXXV,

they occur only at the beginning of inscriptions But it is necessary to note that sign LXXIII
IS able to ^land by itself

, it therefore means something Similaily, a comparison of
inscription No 133 (under sign IX) with inscription 76, and a consideration of the form
of the inscription No 126 leads to the opinion that the modified sign LXXV has a meaning
by Itself Of the modified sign No LXVI it may be affirmed with confidence from H 255
that It has a meaning by itself

, but the question whether LXXV has such a meaning does

1 Erroneously lifted under CCXC—[En ]
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not at present allow of a certain answer Now the modified signs LXVI and LXXV are
almoil always in the initial position The cases in which they are not in that position allow
of a special explanation If they were ordinary syllables, it is difficult to see why these signs

muft always be in the initial position
,
the simplest explanation seems to be that these signs

retained in the long inscriptions the separate sense we know they would have But it remains
as difficult to assign these “ beginning ” signs to one of the three classes as proved to be the

case with the “ end ” signs

There is a peculiar charafteri^lic of the mechanical use of some of the modified signs

which mu^t be associated with the nature of the “ numeral ” signs that have yet to be Numeral signs
considered The commonest, unlisted, “ end ” sign, when modified in the forms shown by
Nos CCXXXIX to CCXLVI becomes capable of occupying a medial or initial position,

while e g the modified “ beginning ” sign CXV can only occupy an initial position as againft

the medial, initial, or end position of the simple sign CXIV This mechanical charafteriftic

of the modified signs, which throws them into a forward position as compared with the simple

signs, muft probably be explained in the same way m both cases Otherwise it would be
plausible to believe that the modification which enables the “ end ” sign to occupy a medial

or initial position represents a vowel, though this would involve the abandonment of the

reasoning which has led to the view that the “ end ” signs represent words in themselves

But this explanation of the modification as a vowel does not serve to explain why a sign which

can occupy any position muft occupy the initial position when modified

It IS fairly clear that the modification is in itself an entity That seems the

onlj reasonable explanation of inscriptions Nos 65 and H 54, lifted under sign

No CCCLXXVIII In these cases the inscription begins with two ftrokes, in H 54 in the

small form that is common as a modification, in No 65 in the large form which naturally

leads to an association with the “ numeral ” sign
,

the consecution of signs leaves hardly

any doubt that the two forms are identical The same inscriptions prove that the

modifications consifting of one and two ftrokes are similar in their “ mechanical ” effeft,

though not identical Since one, two, or three small ftrokes are used as modifications, it is

natural to inquire whethci their use in this manner is not immediately derived from the sense

of the “ numeral ” signs

The “ beginning ” signs modified by two small ftrokes are often followed by one of the

“ numeral ” signs
,

it does not seem to matter which of the “ numeral ” signs is used in this

conneftion There is a parallel between this collocation of modified “ beginning ” signs

and numeral signs, and the collocation of “ numeral ” signs, either in repetition or with one

another When the “ numeral ” signs are in such collocation, it is often, but not always,

found that one of the “ numeral ” signs is written smaller than the other
,
but no rule has been

diftinguished in the collocation of “ numeral ” signs that governs the orders large, small,

or small, large, that seem to be used alternatively It is possible that the “ mechanical
”

nature of the modification, c g by two small ftrokes, is the same as that of “ numeral ” signs

when written small, and this view is rather favoured by inscription No 1 1 3 under sign XV
The queftion then arises, what is the difference between the small and large writing ? It Small and large

has already been seen that inscriptions Nos 65 and H 54 show that the difference can only be, signs

if one may use the phrase, in intensity ,
they can hardly differ considerably in ‘ mechanical

nature If the “ numeral ” sign consifting of two ftrokes is a syllable, then the small two

ftrokes are also a (similar) syllable
,

if the “ numeral ” sign is not read, but has some

determining funftion, so has the other, and so forth

The queftion of the “ mechanical
”

charadler of certain “ beginning signs may, then,

depend upon a consideration of the “ mechanical ” nature of the numerical signs The

signs composed of ftrokes are here called
“ numerical ” as a convenient description of their
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Perpendicular

and sloping

strokes

Signs for

numbers

Small Harappa
signs are older

“ mitcrial ” nature, not because they denote numbers 'These “ numerical " signs consist of

ilrokcs of different lengths, at different angles, arranged in different ua)s It would be

conceivable that these differences arc due to differences of meaning, were it not that an

examination of the inscriptions leads to the opinion that this is probabh not so 'fbus in the

case of the arrangement of the ilrokes, the single example in which the sign with five strokes

IS not avrittcn with the strokes side bj side, li<ted as sign XII, is surcl) to be compared with

inscriptions 301 and 441 under sign XI
,

the additional element is the “ beginning ” sign,

a separable and di^Tinft part of the inscription that we know can have a meaning b) itself

Similarly, the four strokes arranged in two sets of tvo occur in a conncdTion in X No 130,

which clearly offers a comparison with the four <lrokcs side b) side in IX No 133 and

No 395 'fhesc inflanccs do not amount to a logical proof that there is no difference betv cen

signs XI and XII, or between signs IX and X ,
but it imis'l be idmittcd that, if there was

a difference, then that difference nniSl frequcntl) have led to confusion in view of the similarities

pointed out, and that it cannot be due to an) “ mechanical " difference in the nature of the

sign Or again, in the case of the difference between perpendicular and sloping <lrokcs,

an inspcdtion of the lail inscription lifted under VII should show that it muft be the same as

the laft thice signs of VI No 3 Similarl), we mav compare VII No 170 and VI No 65

It is not cas) to believe that there is an) difference at all between signs ^'I and \ II of meaning

or nature

It IS diffcult to explain wh) these “ numerical " signs can change, as is probable, their

angle, or, as is possible, their internal arrangement, unless the) arc numbers In those senpts

where numeral signs can have s) liable, or even word, values, for inftancc Sumerian, the forms

of the signs arc not variable, but as fixed and unchangeable as all other signs with sv liable

values Numerals, however, which have no phonetic value, like the Lgvptian, can and do
change their position in verv much the wa) that these " numeral ” signs from the Indus

valley do Analogies of this kind ma) be cxtrcmelv misleading lint the changing form of

the Indus vallc) “ numeral ” signs is a feature which favours the interpretation of these signs

as numbers

Certain of the inscriptions seem moft casilv explained b) the interpretation of these signs

as numbers, more cspcciall) the shorter inscriptions from Harappl Under sign No CCXIX
may be found an inftancc in which the same sign can combine with “ numeral " signs

containing 2, 3, or 4 ftrokes and the position of the “ numeral ” sign varies, being sometimes
before, sometimes after sign No CCXIX Let it be granted, for argument’s sake, that these

inscriptions contain words, and that the two signs in these inscriptions form, in the six different

cases, one word The assumption leads to a ftrangc coincidence It is peculiar that, if the

syllable represented by two ftrokes can be combined with the sv liable represented b) sign
CCXIX in two ways to form two intelligible words, the sv liable represented bv three ftrokes

should have the same power
,

it is almoft incredible that the s) liable represented b) four
ftrokes should have the same power The casicft explanation, the explanation which
immediately presents itself, is that in this particular senes we have a formula v2, vj, V4, or
lx, 2x, 4Ar It IS true that even so the indifference shown to the position of the numeral is

peculiar But it may well be that the alternation is a purcl) graphical one, of the
kind sometimes found in our own conventional w ritings, eg £2 or 2C

The small Harappa inscriptions ma) well be in a different class from those on the larger
seals They belong to an earlier ftratum than the large inscribed seals Granted that it

IS possible or probable that in certain cases in the Harappl inscriptions the “ numeral ” signs
may represent numbers, it is not necessary to assume that they alvva)s do so Some arguments
againft considering them numerals have alrcad) been ftated The moft important seem to
be that the moft natural interpretation of inscriptions on seals is that the) are names, and that
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the regular occurrence of the signs containing 3 and 7 ^frokes with certain other signs points
to a natural sequence of sounds It mufl be remembered, however, that these arguments
themselves contain assumptions, and need telling before it is admitted that we have any ground
for attempting an interpretation of these inscriptions as personal names

The final result of the examination of the “ mechanical ” nature of the “ numeral ” signs
is then as inconclusive as that of " beginning ” or that of the “ end ” signs

, there is only
the probability that in certain cases the " numeral ” signs denote numbers, and that the
significance of the Uroke modifications of some “ beginning ” signs is closely connefted with
the corresponding " numeral ” signs There is a further parallel between the modifications

and the " numeral ” signs that may be of importance A comparison of the signs CCXLIV
and CCXLV with CCXLII and CCXLIII seems to show that there is no important difference

in the meaning of these signs, or in other words that the modifications can in certain cases be
perpendicular or aslant, as is true also of the “ numeral ” signs

It IS impossible to be certain of the charadler of these inscriptions until we know whether
they consiH of one or more words, and of that there is no indication But a “ mechanical ”

analysis tends to point to certain conclusions , the typical series of initances lilted under sign

No CCCXXXI will provide an example of the kind of analysis meant H 3570 seems to

show that the sign can in itself mean something It can combine with the “ numeral ” signs

with SIX or seven Itrokes to mean something With two Itrokes in front and the separable Strokes at
“ end ” sign after, it forms a significant group in H 152 When sign No XXVIII intrudes beginning or

before the " end ” sign into this group, it is permissible to infer that another separable element end

IS present in inscription No lao, an inference much favoured by considering the inscription

No 5 lilted under sign XXVIII, since the intrusive sign and the “ end ” sign make
a significant group The molt natural, though not demonitrable, conclusion is that in

inscription No 1 20 there is a senes of signs which retain their separate characters
,

in other

\\ords, the inscription consilts of a series of intelligible expressions If the whole is a personal

name, then on this reasoning it contains four separate ideas Similarly, in inscription No 19

we have “ beginning ” sign + 4 Itrokes + fish + “ end ” sign, again conveying four

separate ideas But in those inscriptions where “ numeral ” signs occur before the fish,

2} 3> 4j 6j and 7 Itrokes arc to be found So far as we know at present, the non-appearance

of the other “ numeral ” signs may be accidental
,

in any case the “ numeral ” signs appear

to be significant in themselves

If we now consider inscription No 3^4 shall find that it consilts of at lealt Analysis of ai

five elements that seem to have a separate significance, possibly six There is the “ end ” inscription

sign, preceded by the fish, with six Itrokes m front of it
,

before these, as the second sign,

comes sign No CCLX, with the “ modifying ” clement of two short Itrokes already discussed

Of sign No CCLX it may fairly be assumed, from a comparison of inscriptions Nos 268,

H 21, and 372 that it has a separate value in itself The firit sign in inscription 314 is sign

No CXXXIX, and about this sign there is a curious observation to be made It occurs upon

a broken pot, and it is therefore not absolutely certain that it Hood above
,

it may have done so

The sign also occurs on pots from the Aegean region, of the kind called ‘ Urfirnis ware,

see eg Hall, Civtlizatton of Greece tn Btonze Age, fig 68, dating from about the middle of

the second millennium, but is to be seen on much earlier ware, ibtd
,
fig 3 ^ appears

commonly on the ” Dipylon ” ware from Attica of about the ninth century The usual

interpretation of its appearance on Aegean ware is that it is used as a decorative motif to fill

in blank spaces It is not necessary to deny this interpretation, but it is to the point to remark

that in certain cases it appears in a connedtion in which it seems to have a particular meaning

Thus on the “ Dipylon ” pots illultrated in Cambridge Anctent HiHoiy, pi 1, p 2,82, it is placed

in many blank spaces of a scene depifting a naval battle in a manner that suggelts an
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interpretation
,

the signs may denote objefts carried in the boat as articles of commerce,

and emptied out when the crew averc thrown out The moil natural interpretation of the

sign on pots would be that it denoted the fluff they contained, or the measure they could

contain Curiously enough, this sign, placed sideways, appears in the Sabaean alphabet

as the letter zayin, the meaning of which is much disputed ,
the older interpreters believed

the avord meant a kind of weapon, but more recent authorities have advanced avidelj divergent

views There is a Cretan sign avhich closely resembles the Sabacan zayttt, but there is an

important difference in that a small horizontal flrokc is attached to the centre of the sign m
such a manner that it is reasonable to sec in this Cretan sign a representation of the doublc-axc

The shape of the sign is peculiar, though the opinion that the sporadic occurrences are due to

accident rather than borrowing will doubtless appeal to some * But at leafl a possible

interpretation of all this evidence is that sign No CXXXIX dcpidls some material commonly

contained in earthenware vessels, which was carried far and wide over the ancient world,

even by sea, for very many centuries ,
this interpretation docs not impose itself, but is to be

borne in mind as a possibility

It may be, then, that inscription No 314 consifls of a series of five signs, each having

a separate meaning An analysis of longer inscriptions would show that they contain an

even larger number of elements But it is firfl necessary to mention a very important faft

in this script, namely, that the greater number of the signs in this lifl occur only once or tivice,

and a considerable increase in the number of inscriptions would result in an increase in the

number of these rare signs The form of the inscriptions in certain cases proves that these

signs are capable of flanding alone , a clear case may be found under Nos CL and CLI
It is extremely probable that these signs are for the mofl part ideograms In many cases

they occur alone immediately before a “ beginning ” sign 01 after an “ end ” sign Tuo
typical inflances will serve to illuflratc this, lifled under sign No CXV, viz inscriptions

Nos 324 and H 148 The firfl. No 324, consifls of a group of three signs and an end

sign, preceded by a “beginning” sign, which also occurs in H 148 but with a different

“ end ” sign In front of the “beginning" sign in both inscriptions there are other signs

That which appears in No 324 occurs in one other inscription, also as the firfl sign

The second sign m H 148 occurs also m one other inscription, at the end, in a group of three

signs of very rare occurrence The firfl sign in H 148 is sign No CLXXX which is probably

identical with sign CLXXXI
, it occurs five times, in various positions, sometimes before

or after an “ end ” sign, inscriptions No H 164, H 146, and 106 There is no logical proof
to be adduced in this matter

, but there is a flrong impression that these signs arc separate

and diflinfl from the groups which follow them
,

in other words that thej are ideograms As
to the signs which follow the “ end ” sign in H 148, the inscriptions liflcd under sign XLIII
are sufficient to show that the penultimate sign has a sense in itself, since it appears alone

before the “ end ” sign, and has a sense avhich frequently requires it to appear after the “ end ”

sign As to the lafl sign, it belongs to a group of signs consifling of flrokes avith a var)'ing

number of small flrokes attached, the ideogrammatic nature of avhich is fairl) clear, an obsera'a-

tion of such cases as inscriptions Nos 339 and 116 points to this inference for the group
There seems a vague, and indemonflrable, probability that a not inconsiderable

proportion of these signs are ideograms
,

but even so there are many difficulties to be
considered For inflance, the sign which seems to resemble a table avith a cloth on it,

No CCCXXII, appears at the end, sometimes after the commonefl “ end ” sign, of all the
lifled inscriptions save one. No 440 In that case the signs exadlly reverse the order of the
lafl three signs in No 435 Were it not for inscription 440, the explanation of

' The sign occurs at Selima jn the Libyan desert, Antiquity, 1928, p 283
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sign CCCXXII as an ideogram would fit But if inscription 440 were reduced to three

ideograms to accord with this, inscription 435 would necessarily be reduced to the firil two

signs, and three ideograms, thus severing the sign with seven strokes from sign No CCCIV
But this seems inadmissible, because the sign with seven strokes is very closely connected

with this sign, as m inscriptions Nos 21 1, 1 13, H 1 1, and H 8, a connexion that cannot be

accidental if sign No CCCVIII be considered as a development of No CCCIV There is

a mass of material of this kind in these inscriptions, and until certain proof is forthcoming

it will remain very problematical whether any sign is certainly an ideogram But the

expression of a purely personal opinion may be allowed, namely, that the evidence points to Suggested
inscription 435 being a succession of separate words separate words

If this view IS not altogether mistaken, then it has a certain relevance to the assumption on inscription

that these inscriptions contain proper names It mufl, under this assumption, be granted

that the inscriptions do not all contain only personal names ,
there mu^l be other elements as Not only

well Secondly, it will be evident that in certain cases the name is expressed by one single personal names
sign This may be seen from the two inscriptions liiled under sign No CXXIII In the on inscriptions

firft of these, the form of the inscription clearly shows that the sign belongs, in its

“ mechanical ” nature, to the class tentatively considered ideograms In the other inscription

there are only two signs
,
and unless we are to assume that the ideogram which apparently

forms a description of the name in one class can with the same or a different sense be part

of a personal name in the second—which is possible, but unlikely in view of its comparative

rarity in this large number of inscriptions—the personal name is reduced to a single sign

Thirdly, some of these names include rather peculiar ideograms One of the moft obvious

piftograms in this script is the chair (No CCCXIX) It is true that this is not beyond all

doubt an ideogram, but a glance at the fir^ three inscriptions lifted under No LXXX is

sufficient to show the possibility that it is such Now a chair may naturally, as an ideogram,

represent very diverse meanings, but it is of rare occurrence, and it seems mo^I probable

that a rare piftogram would retain one meaning closely allied with its origin If this formed

part of a personal name, then that name muft belong to a language which muft be classed

in this respedl with a very limited group One inevitably thinks of certain English and

German personal names
,

the mere comparison is inilrudlive because it shows how limited

this type of name is If on the other hand, the chair represents a prefixed title, the group

of languages concerned is again probably a small one Again, in certain cases very obvious

pidtograms, e g of a bird, are repeated One expedls the repetition in such a case to denote

a plural (or at lea^l a dual) Men are often called by the names of birds or fowls, but the

plural seems unsuitable for a personal name
A fourth consideration muft involve the difficult que^ion of the longer inscriptions. Long

of the kind exampled by No 400, lifted under sign No LXXV This consifts of three lines, inscriptions

of which the firft and second each have as the laft sign a common “ end ” sign
, and there is discussed

nothing in either line separately to diftinguish them from single-line inscriptions with the

same “ end ” signs We should expeft two personal names on a seal either to be joined by
the word or words “ son of ”, or by some grammatical infleftion which should denote that

relation Yet in all these inscriptions it is impossible to single out any conftantly recurring

sign or group the position of which “ mechanically ” points to such a meaning Certainly

the third line of inscription. No 400, might be so interpreted
,

but it presents no ftrikmg

analogy to groups in other long inscriptions, and therefore such an interpretation would not be

probable Much could be written of a speculative nature on this subjeft
,

thus it might
be suggefted that the grammatical relation of the firft and second “ names ” is expressed by the

very same grammatical form as that m which the names appear If, for inftance, the language

possessed a genitive, then it is conceivable that the second name is a genitive after the firft
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name, and that all the names appear m the genitive, owing to some unexpressed idea like

“ property of ” Nevertheless, these long inscriptions are a very considerable difficulty

for any “ mechanical ” explanation of these inscriptions as personal names, or even as personal

names and titles It does look as if these long inscriptions were h^ts of words, or word-

groups
,
and some other hypothetical explanation than that of personal names would suit

the case better

The attempted examination of these signs so far has led to the conclusion that mo^l

of them have meanings by themselves, and that some are probably “ ideograms ”, in that

they convey a word as an idea, and are therefore not used with syllabic values Arc there any

that can be shown to have syllabic values ? That unfortunately is beyond the limited means

of analysis at our disposal Those signs which arc constantly found in recognizable groups

may well be syllabic, but it is at present impossible to be sure that the extraordinary

permutations and combinations possible for a sign like No CCCLX (a bird of some sort)

really prove that it is such Indeed, this variety of order that is possible renders one

extremely doubtful of such an explanation m the case of the “ fish ” sign and its modifications

At present, as has already been said, the difficulties of dividing these Indus signs into

classes are insuperable There is a general probability that mo^l of them could have

a meaning by themselves and that some arc pure ideograms Were it possible to be sure

that these inscriptions were personal names, more might be said, for an examination of the

inscriptions proves, to the present writer, that those names were marked by a senes of

peculiarities which muil be very rare But there could be no more dangerous hypothesis

at present The arguments that have been adduced againft considering the " numeral ”

signs as numbers can at lea^l be countered by the observation that in certain cases they almoft

certainly do represent numbers , and the assumption that they arc numbers might
even be reconciled with the hypothesis that the inscriptions contain personal names—which

would be of considerable importance, for we know a language that not infrequently contained

numbers in the personal names But it is safer to believe that these inscriptions may m fadl

have an import quite other than personal names The analogy of the devices of certain

Indian coins to the devices of these seals has already been mentioned It is fitting to note

that certain themes in these signs may be compared to the punch-marks on those coins
,

thus,

for example, the little man who brings along two hooks, if the description may be allowed,

IS strikingly similar to the little man of the punch-marks, who holds a hook in either hand
It IS disappointing, but wise, to admit that these inscriptions may in faft mean, on the present

evidence, almoSl anything An open-minded consideration of the evidence led, in 1924,
to the conclusion that the similarity of some of these signs in form (not in use or meaning)
to Sumerian signs showed an early connexion between Sumer and the Indus valley That
connexion has since been conclusively proved to have existed An open mind may equally

find very close and remarkable similarities between some of these signs and the marks (wasm)
of Arab and African tribes

,
such signs have also been found at Selima in the Libyan desert

Some will certainly hold that the resemblances are accidental They may equally be due to

a traditional use of certain trading marks which has lafted until a comparatively recent period

N B—In the Sign Manual on Pis CXIX—CXXIX, the letter H attached to the reference number of an
inscription signifies that the inscription in queffion comes from Hanppa, and that the seal or other objeft on which it

occurs IS not illuftratedm this work All other inscriptions come from Mohenjo daroand, with aciy feu exceptions, are

reproduced in Pis CII-CXVI The exceptions referred to are diilingui'hed bv the letter S

The following corre&ons should be made in the Sign Manual —PI CXXV, Col 4 delete Sign CCLXVII

,

ibid

,

Sign CCLXX delete Inscr H 329, the correft reading of xvhich is as shown under Signs CCLXIII and
CCLXVI , PI CXXVI, Col 3, Sign CCXC the lafl sign of Inscr 534 is No CCXCII, not No CCXC The
latter sign should therefore be deleted—[Ed ]
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THE INDUS SCRIPT
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Foreword

I

N this ^tudy of the inscriptions of the early seals of the Indus Valley I have definitely Indus writing

Elated that the early Indian alphabet, known as the Brahml script, is derived from the original of

the ancient Indus pidlographic writing, and I have identified the origin of many Brahnu script

Brahml charafters with confidence In my Sign Li§l the phonetic values of the derived

alphabetic charadlers have been inserted, but I do not wish to convey the inference that these

are the correft values of the original ideograms, any more than the phonetic values of the

Phoenician alphabet represent the values of the Egyptian piftographs from which they are

derived It is highly improbable that the signs of the Indus script have reached the syllabic

^lage, that is, a consonant + vowel, as in the Brahml alphabet Many of them may possibly

be so used, and used as phonetic elements in the writing of the words, as many Sumerian

piftographs are in the oldest known Sumerian texts If the roots of this unknown language

are mainly biconsonantal, as in Sumerian and Indo-Germamc languages, then it follows that

the syllabic values, such as ba, ta, ga, etc
,
of the derived Indian alphabet, have loft a final

consonant, and may have been bad, bag, ban, etc ,
tad, tag, tab, etc

,
gal, gan, gab, etc It is Transliteration

no more possible to transliterate the Indus signs from the derived Brahmi alphabet than to of the Indus

operate in the same manner upon Egyptian hieroglyphs with the derived Phcenician alphabet script from the

Here we have, already from the seals, a sign lift approaching 300 numbers ^
,

obviously Bfahmi not

the initial consonants of a very reftrifted proportion would be known, even in the successful P°®®*hle

identification of all the forty-five Brahmi charafters

The proper names and names of professions on these seals do not supply sufficient

material for successful decipherment It is not possible to separate word and sign groups
,

the declensions and verb infleftions cannot be detefted here, and the pronouns are entirely

absent Until longer inscriptions of a literary and hiftorical charafter are discovered, not

much advance in the interpretation can be expefted A good many important fafts can be

determined, however, to clear the ground for more satisfaftory research In the firft place Indus script

this script IS in no way even remotely connefted with either the Sumerian or Proto-Elamitic nnconnected

signs I have compared some of the signs with the signs of these scripts For the references Sumenan

to the Sumerian piftographs, or the earlieft forms of the Sumerian signs,^ I have referred the

reader to the numbers of REC (Thureau-Dangm, Recherches sur VOngine de rEcrituie

^ It should be noted that at the time of writing this chapter (it vias finished in April, 1927) Professor Langdon did

not have access to all the inscriptions utilized by Messrs Sidney Smith and C J Gadd m the preparation of their

sign manual—[En
]

^ But see the Poibcript (July, 1928)
^
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Cunetfm me), TinA for the Proto-Ehmitic signs to Profcssoi Schcil’s " Pextes dc Compt-ibilitii

Proto-Elimitcs ”, in vol \vn of Munottes de la Misuon Archiologiqttc dc Perse, pp 31—66

This scries is commonly cited ns Del Per (DLlcgatio)i at Perse) The Indus inscriptions

resemble the Egyptnn hieroglyphs fir more thin they do the Sumernn linenr nnd cuneiform

system And secondly, the presence of detnehed accents in the Indus script is a feature

which distinguishes it from any of these sySIcms Although vowels muSl be inherent in all

the signs, nevertheless some of the signs and accents muSl be pure low'cl signs For this

reason alone it is nccessar) to resign further investigation to Sanskrit scholars If future

discoveries make it possible to transliterate the signs, and the language proves to be

agglutinative, it will then be a problem for SumcrologiSts I am convinced that all attempts

to derive the Brlhml alphabet from Semitic alphabets were complete failures

4^ ^ #

This Study of the script of a pre-Sanskrit cnilwation of the Indus Vallcj is made from

the material supplied by 541 impressions of small press seals Five hundred and sixteen were

supplied to me in photographs b) the Archa:ological Department of the Government of India,

togetlier wath photographs of scv’cral more which arc not inscribed The remainder consiSts

of photographs of seals (not of the impressions), published by Sir John Marshall in the

IlluHratcd London News, 1924, pp 624 IF, and 1926, p 346 , in Cambridge HiUor^ of India,

vol 1, pi XI (two seals)
,
and in the Archtcol Survey Report, 1923-4, pi xix, 15 (one seal)

Three seals found at Harappl (i 872, 1885, 1 886) were published bj J F Fleet in the

of the Ro}al Astatic Soctet), 1912, pp 699 ft ,
and five ha\c been found in Mesopotamia Since

the archaeological criteria for dating prehistoric monuments in Mesopotamia and Elam arc

much more secure than in India, they constitute the moSt \aluablc evidence for dating the

early civilization of the Indus Valley

One of these five seals is a bone roll cylinder found at Susa, apparently in the same Strata

as that of the tablets in Proto-Elamitic script of the second period of painted ware Scheil,

in Delegation en Perse,^ vol wii, assigns this group of tablets and painted pottery to the period

of Sargon of Agadc, twenty-eighth century ii c
,
and some of the tablets to a period as late

as the twenty-fourth century- The cylinder was firSt published by Scheil in Delegation

en Perse 11, 129, where no precise field data by' the c\ca\ator arc given The text is there

given as it appears on the seal, and consequently the text is reversed Louis Delaportc in his

Catalogue des C)lindres Orientaux du Music dit Louvre, vol 1, pi x"xv, No 15, published
this seal from an impression, which gives the proper representation of the inscription Now',
it will be noted that the ^tyle of the design is diftinftly prc-Sargontc witness the animal file

and the distribution of the text around the circumference of the seal, and not parallel to its axis as

on the seals of the Agade and later periods See the pre-Sargome seals of Lugalanda, Revue
d'Assyttologte, vi, 105—25, by Col Allotte dc la Fuy'c

,
seal of Eniggal by the same scholar

in Documents Presargoniqiies, pi ix
,

Delaportc, Cat

,

ii, pi Ixx, No 3 It is certain that the
design known as the animal file motif is extremely' early in Sumerian and Elamitic glyptic

,

in fadt It IS among the oldeSt known gly'ptic designs

But the two-horned bull Standing over a manger was a design unknow'n in Sumerian
glyptic, except on the small round press seal found by De Sarzec at Telloh and published
by Heuzey, Dkouvei tes en Chaldee, pi xxx, fig 3^, and by' Delaportc, Cat i, pi ii, t 24

^ This ntle no longer appears on tlie otle page of the officnl pubheaUons, wluch are now called Niircires de la

Mission Archeologique de Perse

- See my review of Schell’s lateflihidj of the Proto-Elamitic script in JRAS 1925, p 169
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The Indus seals frequently represent this same bull or bison with head bent towards a manger

See Seals 317, 318, 319, etc Two archaeological aspefts of the Susa seal are disturbing

The cylinder roll seal has not yet been found in the Indus Valley,^ nor does the Sumero-

Elamitic animal file motif occur on any of the 530 press seals of the Indus region ^ It seems

evident, therefore, that some trader or traveller from that country lived at Susa in the pre-

Sargonic period and made a roll seal in accordance with the cuSioms of the seal-makers of

the period, inscribing it with his own native script, and working the Indian bull into a file

design after the manner of the Sumero-Elamitic glyptic The Susa seal clearly indicates

a period ad quern below which this Indian culture cannot be placed, that is, about 2800 b c

On a roll cylinder it is frequently impossible to determine where the inscription begins

and ends, unless the language is known, and that is the case with the Susa seal However,

I have been able to determine a good many important features of these inscriptions and

I believe that this text should be copied as follows —

^ ’-rr.w ’1 ®
The la^l sign is No 194 of my h^l, a variant of No 193, which is a poft-fixed

determinative, denoting the name of a profession, that is “ carrier, mason, builder ”, and
invariably Elands at the end (The script runs from right to left )

As to the small circular press seal found by De Saizec at Telloh (Lagash),^ a site in the

extreme south of Sumer, which has furnished monuments anterior to 3000 b c
,
here again

no archseological data have been preserved concerning the stratum in which it was found

The text here follows the upper circumference, and for similar round and oval seals from

Harappa and Mohenjo-daro see Seals 309, 478, and 527 It is extremely probable that this

seal also belongs to the fre-Sargonic period, and it is regrettable that no exaft information

is available from the field notes of the excavator The material is a “ soft grey greenish
”

^one The text is —

The poftfix No 8 7 has here a more archaic form than on any of the seals from the Indus

Valley

A small square press seal of steatite of the usual Indian type has been acquired by the

Louvre and published by Dr F Thureau-JDangm, Revue d’Hssjriologie, xxii, He suggests

that It came from Telloh also The text is —

The la^l sign is No 195, a po^lfixed determinative of a piofession The fourth sign

may be nothing moi e than No 219, the accretions being due to defefts on the surface of the

seal The animal on this seal is the Indian tiger with head over a manger, facing right, as

in Seal 351 ,
cf Seals 350, 353, and 355

The impression on clay of a similar seal was found at Djokha (Umma) near Telloh,

a site which has supplied no antiquities later than the twenty-fourth century b c
,
and many

1 The cylinder seal has since been found at Mohenjo-daro—[Ed ]

“ This motif occurs, however, on the sealings, e g , PI CXVIII, 10—[Ed ]

^ Published by Delaporte, Catalogue des Cyltndres, Louvre, 1, pi 11, t 24
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of the greatest nntiquity This soil has the usual horned bull ‘ over a bowl-shaped iland

surmounted by a box as in Seals 40 and 115 The reverse of this clay tag from Djokha

IS impressed with another seal bearing the same simple design of a surface ruled in small

squares as found on the Indian seals ,
see Revue d'Assyiologte, xxii, 56, and compare Seals

524, 525, 526, and 528 Professor Scheil, however, thinks that this is only the impression

made by a coarse cloth The inscription on the Djokha seal is —

Here the text ends with the po^lfix No 96
Of the four Indus Valley seals found in Mesopotamia, that excavated by Mr Mackay

in the temple of the war-god Ilbaba at Kish is the only one concerning which cxadl field records

exiil It came from a chamber m the temple beneath the Samsuiluna pavement and

IS described as found lying in the ddbris used to fill up the foundation of the chamber

A planter copy is published by Mr Mackay in the ’Journal oj the Royal Astattc Society,

1925, pi \ It was originally covered with a blue glaze The text is —

^^011
The po^Ifixcd determinative No 182 shows that the text bears the name of a person,

or profession

However these five seals may have arrived m Mesopotamia and Elam, it is obvious that

they 'ivc pre-Sargonic, that is, earlier than the twenty -eighth century, and consequenth the

civilization of the Indus Valley may be as old as that of Sumer and Egypt I make
no comment on pottery as inadequately known to me, but the <latucttt published by

Sir John Marshall in the JlluSJiated London Nevs, 1926, p 343, is so entirely un-Sumerian

that any close racial connexion muft be dismissed at once The familiar design of a bull,

buffalo, elephant, rhinoceros, and tiger before a manger or sacred symbol is also unknown
in Sumerian and Elamitic glyptics The survival of the svaHda design on Seals 500 to 515,
a religious symbol charafteri^lic of India, suggefts that perhaps other survivals may be found,

which will enable us to interpret the script also For I hardly' believe that there can be any

doubt concerning Sir A Cunningham’s brilliant suggestion of an early Indian pidtographic

system as the origin of the Biiihml alphabet -

The origin of the Brahml monumental script of the ASoka Edidts has been the subjedt

of numerous theories They are summarized by Georg Buhler, On the Origin oj the Indian

Brahma Alphabet and in his Standard German work Induche PaU ograpliie, p 10 (1896)
Cunningham’s suggestion was the firSt one put forward as an explanation of the origin

of the Sanskrit Nagari alphabet It has been derived from the Phoenician alphabet by' Weber
and Buhler, from the Saba3an-Himyaritic alphabet by' Isaac Taylor and from the cuneiform
syllabary of Assyria and Babylonia by Decckc The comparisons of individual signs of the

Brahml script of early Indian epigraphy, which dates from 350 to 220 b c
,
wath the letters

of the Phoenician alphabet on the one hand, or with those of the Himyaritic alphabet on the

^ Only one horn is slioun on the design, which is merely a usual method of glyptic common to Sumerian seals also

,

one horn is hidden behind the other Sec Rfue d’Anyiologie, xxii, 100, n l See, however, pp 68 IF

supra—[Ed
]

^ Corpus Inscriptionum Indtcarum, i, 52
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other, do not inspire much confidence in those theories Their advocates claim “ obvious

connexions ” between certain syllabic signs of the Brahmi script and certain letters of the

two Semitic alphabets with an enthusiasm altogether unwarranted

In approaching an epigraphical and linguistic problem so difficult as that presented by
the new script of the Indus Valley, the chronology and nature of the script muX firX be settled

The evidence for a minimum date, twenty-eighth century b c
,
has been Xated above Is

It then reasonable to suppose that this piftographic script of ancient India survived without

any archaeological evidence of its exiXence during the long interval between the age of the

seals of Harappa and Mohenjo-daro and the age of ASoka in the third century b c ?

Obviously the geographical and hiXorical aspeXs of the problem favour an ancient Indian

piXographic syXem as the origin of the alphabet finally adopted by the Aryans of India ^

In my sign liX I have compared some of the signs with early Sumerian and Egyptian

piXographs, and a few comparisons with Himyaritic-Sabaean letters have been made I do

not wish the reader to infer that I believe in any aXual conneXion between the signs thus

compared The similarity is due to pure hazard, such as is bound to occur in piXographic

scripts The script as represented by the Indian seals is more like the Egyptian piXographic

syXem than any other known script As in the case of the earlieX Egyptian inscriptions,

this Indian script is already Xandardized
,

a large number of the original piXographs have

been reduced to neat monumental forms, which indicates a long period of evolution It will Great antiquity

be seen in the subsequent pages that the writer believes that the early syllabic alphabet of of Indus picto-

Northern India, known as the Brahmi script, from which all later charaXers were derived, is graphs

moX probably a survival of the early piXographic syXem of the Indus Valley But even

though future discoveries confirm this thesis, it does not follow that the language of the early Brahmi script

Indus Valley seals is Indo-Germamc
,
the Babylonians borrowed the Sumerian ideographic derived from

and syllabic script for writing their Semitic language and the same circumXance may have Indus writing

obtained in India

The Indus script runs from rtg/it to /efi The Sumerian piXographic writing also

ran from right to left Nothing can be determined in this respeX about the Proto-Elamitic

writing
,

for it has been preserved in liXs of objeXs only, and consequently its signs are

written in columns The direXion of the writing of the Indus script from right to left is Indus writing

proved by the following faXs = — from right to

1 All the piXographs face to the left with the sole exception of the homo-signs

Nos 189, 196^, 201, 204, and there is certainly some good reason for this These

signs convey some such sense as “ retreat, defence, ward off, backward, behind ” For
signs facing left, see Nos 74, 165—74, 250 It is curious that the 7?j^-signs, 175—80, and

moX of the homo-signs are drawn en face in the old perpendicular Xyle

2 But even more conclusive is the internal evidence The determinative No 87 Internal

Xands at the left end of a large number of the lines Now if the lejt were not the end evidence

of the line, how can we explain a text like that in Seal 52, where the material is too much
for one line, and runs over into the second line by one sign ? This is the poXfix No 87
and Xands immediately below the lejt end If the line began on the left this sign would

Xand at the left end of the line Again, compare the text of Seal 554, where No 30 Xands

juX below the left end, and Seal 355 where it again Xands below the line That this sign

is the ending is made certain by Seals 386, 387 The text on Seal 302 is interrupted by the

^ Indian tradiHon, at any rate, places the invention of writing as early as the end of the fourth millennium b c ,

3101, and ascribes it to the creator Brahma See Fleet’s edition of Buhler’s Indian Palaeography, p i

“ Cf also Mr Gadd’s observations on this subjeft in the preceding chapter—[En ]
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bull’s head and continued below with Nos 57, 87 It is cert un from the repeated occurrences

of No 87 at the left ends that it is cither a prefiv or a postfix But were it a prefix and the

writing to be taken from left to right, cle irl) it muil iland where No 237 is there placed It

will be observed that, when a line is biokcn by the design, it is continued below on the Icjt

side
,

sec Seal 167 Finally, compare Seal 101 with Seal 247 Mere is a clear ease of

bou^lrophcdon, the second line teturmng m the older Nos 48-87, as it appears on Seal loi

3 When the text contains one line and a second incomplete line, the second line runs

from left to ught, or bouilrophedon A good example was cited above b) comparing Seal loi

w'lth Seal 247 For No 99 at the end of a onc-linc text, see Seals loi, 102, 396, and 413
Compare Seal 126 w’lth Seal 340 , No 214 Elands next to the laft line in Seal 126 ,

but on

the two-hne text in Seal 340, the second line of which has onl) two signs. No 214 Elands

fir^l, which indicates bouftrophedon On the other hand, a text having two or more coviplete

lines IS not bouilrophedon See Seals 12 and 321, where No zzoh Elands at the left end of

line two, and compare Seal 397, %\hcrc this sign ends the word The longcil text is that of

Seal 400, w’herc line two ends with the usual poilfix 87, and line three with No 153, which

also has the lail place in Seal 471 ,
and often at end with po'^fix 87 But Seal 329, on which

the three signs in line two are a continuation of line one, is probablj bou^lrophcdon, No 237
standing at the right end in the hil place as in Seal 302 No 126 comes fir^l in Seal 139,

line two, and note that this sign usually comes firil on one-line texts It is also certain that

if (which IS ver)' probable) Seals 435 and 440 arc parts of one and the same text, the Seal 440
IS bouftrophedon of Seal 435, from the position of No 98r, alwaas lail, and of No 5,

usually fir^

Accfxts

Accents in

Indus writing

Signs syllabic,

writing

phonetic

Analysis of

accents

A ('S ) The mo^l cxtraordinar) feature of this script is the accents added to a large

number of letters, and the simple accents arc iinariabh at the left side, which shows that the

ideogram or syllabic ended on the left in the pronunciation I am of opinion that mo^ of

these signs are syllables and that the writing is phonetic, with the exception of certain

determinatives The accent ('S) is added to Nos 87, 88, 97, 1 18, 124, 153, 154, 233, 264,
that IS, to the signs which mo^l frcqucntl) occur at the end of words, and elsewhere Since

Its doubled forms ("or 1 ) suggest the sibilant Vtsnrga of the Sansknt, it is tempting to

compare this accent with the Sanskrit Antisvara ' or nasalization of a vowel ending
Since the accent ('S) occurs with so few signs in the Indus script, it can hardly be the

common accent for nasalization But it is curious that this short stroke, when added to the

Brahmi charadlers for A and I, indicates the long vowel
,
and note that this same stroke may be

added to signs Nos 47 (50), 125 (130), attached and not ^landing free from the sign

No 47, especially the form 48, is so similar to the Brahmi syllable sign ira, mo that they

may be identified

-

B ("S or "S ) By doubling the accent A the moSl frequently employ ed inflexion

of a syllable or ideogram (") is obtained It is found with Nos 47, 68, 87 (89, wntten
inside), 95, 1 13 (114), 120, 126, 129, 131, 149, 153, 167, 187, 199^, 200, 232, 233, 234,
238, 264 , also 72 IS probably an example, cf 89

^ Placed over the sign

‘ My references to the BrJhmi charaiScrs arc taken from Georg Bohler, Irdinhe Patitegrufhe, Tafel ii Tith

Umschnft It is possible tliat Nos 47, 48 arc different signs and consequently onl} No 48 can be compared wath
ma, mo. No 32 of Buhler’s lift
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No 87 IS probably the Brahml sign /rt, 5 35^, No 1131s 5 22, ta
,
No 125 is 5 30,

l/a
,
Nos 126 and 232 are modifications of this sign and so perhaps No 1 1 Now No 1

1

resembles B 30, io, and No 6 B 30, ha
, No 129 without accent B 30, ,

these accents

would then be not vowel pt olojtgations, but something in the nature of the dot over a letter

indicating nasalization, and the sign (J^tsargd) In other words, one stroke added to the

simple sign ba would produce ba, and two strokes added produce bo, bti
,
in this case ba = 125

(simple sign)
,

ba = No 6 ,
bo, bn — No 1 1 ,

bt would be produced by adding three

strokes, 129 (= 26)

In case of the sign for via 47 and 48, No 50 should be via, corresponding to B 32 VI,

XIX, XX No 49 IS made by adding two strokes one above and one below, producing

a straight line, and this \s B 32 XXII + XXIV nio, and B 32 VII vio, where the two strokes

are added at the right I would therefore read No 87 /a
, 88 /« , 89//?, /o, 90/1 No 224 Suggestions for

should then be ba But how then should bt, bn, be (short) be expressed if the simple sign is reading

ba ? No 132 IS surely B 8, vowel 0, and No 133 may be the same sign reversed In that

case Seal 195 would end in la-o, assuming that this script had reached a purely syllabic ^lage

If It had not, then different signs may have ilood for ba and be, etc
,
as in Sumerian, and the

suggestion that Strokes are added to signs for vowel prolongation is entirely erroneous, this

being a principle of the derived ASoka script only No 6, for example, may resemble

B 30 XI {ba) by accident only I am inclined to believe that this suggestion is not on the

right track, and that the signs 6, 1 1, 26, 129, for example, have no connection with Nos 125
and 219 as base forms

The detached accents, however, are clearly not all vowel prolongations
,

for several Detached

vowel signs of the Brahmi script are obviously derived from the Indus script, and these are accents

probably employed for vowel prolongation in this ancient writing, as the same vowels are

employed in Sumerian, or for a final elided letter, or for indication of case and mood Vowel 0,

B 8, has been identified with Nos 132-3 Vowel r, 5 3, is clearly No 269^, vowel 5, 5 7,

IS moCt likely 219 ,
and the character given as doubtfully i, B 4, is No 2741^ The Brahm!

character for a, B i, I suggest, comes from the j^owo-signs 193-4, turned 90® to the rtght

C (" S "
) Accent B may be placed on each side of a letter, which I take to be one

of the glides
, ,

or h, see under D It occurs with No i (see No 2 5) (between two signs)

D (
I ) Several signs are accompanied by this detached accent which is A doubled

perpendicularly and resembles the sign Vtsarga It occurs with No 156c, and the _;?j/;-sign.

No 175, IS followed by D + B on Seal 373
E (is!) Much more frequent is the accent D placed bejore and after a sign,

representing probably the on and off glide, which according to the nature of the spoken

language may be the “ check ” on and off glide (,), Aleph of the Semitic languages, the sonant

glide (c) A^tn, or the fricative rough on and off glide (/;), he This does not assume that

a syllable or word represented by a sign so accented begins and ends with a vowel only It

may occur with liquids and nasals, spirants and explosives See Sievers, Grtindzftge der

Phonettk, pp 150—8 This accent occurs with Nos 163 (landing between two signs), 175^
(at end), 176^ (between two signs), 178^ {at end and between two signs), 220b (always la^l)

F ( II S II )
Accent C doubled perpendicularly on both sides of the sign, which

suggests the vowel i. No 274^ On Seal 74, No 153, would be preceded by t and followed

by t Since No 162 is probably B 18 {td), the Seal 296 would read i-ta-t-la, or if No 162

in the original script had a final consonant, ita (?) ila, assuming that the Brahmi alphabet is

taken from the fir^l consonant or vowel of a word represented by an ideogram This accent

F f^ B refers to Buhler’s lift
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(or sign preceded and followed by vowel * ?) occurs with Nos (at beginning), 102 (at

beginning)

G ( 11 S ) The accent C doubled perpendicularly, only at end of the sign, with 232c

It will be noted that No 232 occurs with accents B and G I take B for an of glide, and

G for the vowel t These forms occur rcpeatedlj at the beginning of names and arc probably

prepositions or determinatives

H (X or y )
Accent A after slanted line With Nos 47 (at beginning), 99, 1 1 8,

131, 153, 160//, 233(/, 240 (264^, I do not underiland this form)

I (S) The circumflev accent placed over a sign occurs with No ^(>1,
which I

identify wath B 12, ghn, but the efFeft of the accent is entirelj obscure Also over No 177

and combined with accent E, No 177/-', No 181

J (S
)

This superimposed accent occurs with Nos i (25), 53, 98, 120, and 120

IS also accented, J + B and J -r E

Determ I NATUFS

There are certain signs which arc obviousl) determinatives, and as such arc naturally

not accented
,

for, as in Sumerian, they were probably not pronounced They may ^land

either before or eijier the name Since the seal inscriptions arc surely names of persons or

professions, or both, the material now at our disposal contains only a small number of the

determinatives, which muit have cxiftcd, such as the signs for '* ilonc ”, “ metal ”,

“ garment ”, etc It is due to the special charadicr of these texts that the signs from which

a number of the Br'ihml charadicrs were derned have not been found

The following determinatives occur on the seal inscriptions —
1 No 68 is probably a sign for a place name, or gcntilic Po^lfixcd

2 No 124, which sec for citations

3 No 130, prefixed and poilfixed This I take for the word " ciU ” It should be

noted that when Nos 130, 131 iland as prefixes, the sign 87 ends the line, wherefore

No 87 may be a gcntihc ending

4 No 1 82, simple sign for ” man ”, is a poitfixed determinative showing that the name
IS that of a person or profession, precisely as the Sumerian pidlograph for “ man ” (galu)

precedes the names of professions

5 No 87 is clearly ixpolijised determinative, usually followed by the inflexions A or B
6 No 190, poXfixed, sec this number

7 Nos 193-5, poXfixed determinatives for a profession

8 No preji'ced determinative meaning "warrior”, “soldier”

9 Nos 204-5, prefixed determinative for prince, high official

Under Nos 264-78 I have entered a number of signs, which appear at firX sight to be
numerals, but I am convinced that they arc sydlablcs, or at any rate, numeral signs used as

syllables in the phonetic pronunciation of the names For it is certain that seals, on which
the engraver patiently engraved such fine designs, could not have been used ad prasens et

pro hac vice, for the passing purpose of scaling a document with an account of a fixed quantity
of some commodity These inscriptions contain names of men and professions, as the
determinatives prove Moreover, No 264 is probably the origin of the Brlhml sign B 34
(ra) And it should be noted that Sumerian signs for the numerals are often employed as
phonetic syllabic elements of words
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In the table which follows I have drawn up a lift of those signs, from which some of the Table of

Brahmi charafters appear to be derived A notable parallel to this evolution of a piftographic Bralimi and

script into an alphabet is the Phoenician alphabet, which is undoubtedly based upon the Indus

Egyptian piftographic writing It is true that the agreement there has the additional characters

advantage of agreement in the diredton of the writing ,
for the Egyptian writing also runs from

right to left The Brahmi and derived charafters are written left to right, whereas the Indus

script undoubtedly runs from right to left Moreover, the Kharosthi script, contemporary

with the Brahmi, was borrowed from the Aramaic, and followed its parent in the direftion

of the writing Why, then, if the Brahmi was taken from the Phoenician alphabet, did it not

follow the same principle ? If one can depend upon the small five letter inscription on the

Eran com, the Brahmi script did run from right to left as its parent, the ancient piftographs

of the Indus Valley ^ The Greeks borrowed the Phoenician alphabet and altered its direftion

to suit their own purposes, after having retained the order (right to left) of the parent Semitic

writing for a short period after the borrowing Obviously the same circumftances may
have obtained in India

If one ftudies Buhler’s detailed defence of a Phoenician origin of the Brahmi script

in his On the Origin oj the Indian Brahma Alphabet, and his table on pi 1, he will find only two

letters which warrant anything like a satisfaftory comparison, Gtmel and Teth Now ga of

B 1 1 IS even more like No 100 of the Indus charafters than the Phoenician Gimel, and tha,

B 24, which Buhler derives from Phoenician 'Teth, is much more similar to No 224 than

Phoenician Teth In faft, I am unable to see how anyone can even tentatively hold

a resemblance between the Brahmi alphabet and the Phoenician, and the positive assertion of

the correftness of this theory is entirely unwarranted Undoubtedly the great lapse of time

between these seals of the Indus Valley and the age of A^oka will be regarded as

a fatal objeftion But the epigraphical material may be found, and the evolution of the old

piftographic writing into the late Indian alphabet will be traced Obviously a large number
of signs were discarded and only the necessary ones chosen

,
precisely the same procedure

provided the Phoenician alphabet If the excavations in the Indus Valley supply us with

inscriptions which contain consecutive sentences and not mere proper names and titles, perhaps

the key to the interpretation of this script may be discovered Working with the present

material, I suggeft to Sanskrit scholars that they choose the names of a few mythical heroes Suggestions for

and of deities, and with the few identifications here made attempt to separate the conftantly decipherment

recurring groups of signs and compare them with these names The pnnciples of ancient

Indian nomenclature are only vaguely known to me It is of course possible that this is not

an Indo-Germanic language So early a date (3200—2800 b c ) for the exiftence of an Aryan

civilization in India is confidently asserted to be pure legend and the dream of a national

tradition

In all this widely spread epigraphical material, ranging from the upper to the lower parts

of the Indus Valley, and to ancient Sumer and Elam, there is not a single text which differs

in archaic ftyle from the others The epigraphift has no scope for ftudying the evolution

of the script It represents a ftandardized and advanced ftage even at this early period, and

the exiftence of the accents reveals the aftomshing care and knowledge of phonetic principles

which would hardly be conceded to the scribes of this remote period But the archseological

evidence of the mounds in the Indus Valley is said to admit of no doubt in this matter The
seals come from ftrata far below the earheft Buddhift monuments With the epigraphical

1 Fleet, Indian Antiquary, xxxin, p 3 (Buhler’s Indian Paleography), argues that this com cannot be depended upon

for the diredhon of the writing
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Archeology

decisive in

dating Indus

script

Aryans in

India earlier

than history

admits

imtcrwl nlonc, I should Invc dated this script not earlier than 800 n c But the

Mesopotamian seals are also decisive on the problem of the chronology Lagash and Umma
disappear from history befoie 2000 11 c

,
and three of these seals were found there If

inscriptions of no other type are found in the excavations of the Indus Vallc), then we muft

suppose that the history of this fine civili/ation ends with these monuments, and the vaft

expanse of years between that catastrophe ind the invasion of the Aryans is filled with uncertain

traditions If, however, this script was preserved and finally issued into the alphabet of the

Buddhistic period, it proves that the Aryans muSt have had intimate contadt with these

founders of culture in India In any waj we may look at the problem, the Aryans in India

arc far more ancient than hiStorj admits Their migration across Anatoli 1, where traces of

them arc found in the inscriptions of the Ilittitc capital, as carlj as the seventeenth centur),

IS an hypothesis entirely contradidtory to the new situation revealed b) these discoveries in

the Indus Valley Far more Iikel) is it that the Arjans in India arc the oldcSl representatives

of the Indo-Germamc race^

* On this subjcdl see sttfra, p 112 — [I d ]



TABLE OF BRAHMl CHARACTERS DERIVED FROM THE
INDUS SCRIPT

BiMer PI II Syllahtc Value Number i

)l
• ^ • •

a 185. I

3 - Or
•

• •

•
t 2693

+ .

.

t 2743

« Z 0 132

9 +
+ PI IV, 7

ka I or 2

” A 100

ia, gAa 96

cb’ Jk cha 223

IS ^ 66

18 ^ € tOy ta 162

n ^ ta ”3

24 Q tha 224

« t pa 70

3° Q ha 125

- 8 ma 48

33 J|
ya 75

34 1
ra 264

35 -J
la 87 (?)

36 k h va, vu 244

Nota Bene—

1

here are many other charafters of the Brahrat script which are linking!/ similar to signs of the Indus

script, but to avoid misleading material for future research they are omitted
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SIGN LIST OF THE INDUS SCRIPT*

I

zb

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

u

12

13

i

+

1
h
fi

6

1
=P

H
H

1

6, 179, 180 f 1924. for ncccnicti fonnt, 'cc No 25

267, twice nt IiA sipn Value A'd

16

533 > V • 1 55 f . iti'. 99 . ff/f 1

1

ti. 21 Ri

•55

^88 f ^|0 f . 371 with accent Jl, 3^0, f . 3?® f . 44^. P b; No 269
2t I Cf Pro o I lamitic sifn. No 236

•588, ^o, 81, preceded b) No 270. 222, 263 f 41B 430, 539 f 3S8 404,
52 Accent I 478 , 292

580, identical with Sabran letter for BameVh

337 iS 1 , 389 1 49, follot cd I9 accent li , ItK 1924 I // \ 1926 463 1

Cf No 6

IIS' 19241 followed bt accent II

yn/fs 1912, 700 n

253, 130, 201 in alt ca'ci foPo ced b No 1 19 and termination No 87

loi 1 , 342, preceded bi No 265 , 237 f

262 f

H H
.5 f ‘V
,6 SjS*

.7 Ji^rJ
«!— 1

jTrt

'9
IrI

% M

328

32, 469, 277 1 *9®' 5° 3*1 -77 1 *9^ folio led by No lyj and tc-niril
sign No 124 540 between signs

494 1 , 360, 341, 234 Dehportc, Cl./ i, p! xx\,No 13 f

D/I Per 11, 129= Dclaportc, Cct i, pi xx%. No 13

142

329, 309 I

161 , 176

497

* Positions of signs in the text are indicated b> f = fir^l , 1 = liA
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21

22

H 5
25 ^

26 II

.7 m
11

. 8
. n

^9 0
30 51

552, twice at end, so also 542, twice at beginning on 159, 180, twice after No i

On 253, line 2, after numeral III 282 1 Stands alone 242 , 121 f These are

apparently identical signs, and employed indifferently for No 22 The firff of them
is identical with Sumerian LU (dtb'), to seize REC 456

334 , 1 01, twice at end , 16, twice at beginning as on 437 , 4, alone and twice at end

175, twice Same form as Sumerian G/U, LIE, reed mat, EEC 425 The moff
probable comparison of Nos 21, 22, and 27 is Egyptian !p-t, diffrift, determ
for province

450 Cf Proto-Elamitic sign. No 327

Accent form of No i 536

Accent form of No I 39

391 f Same as 129

424, tv\ ice at end Probably same sense as No 21 The form is identical with Sumerian

LU (uJu),she.t^, REC 454 That the sign is No 21, is proved by comparing 424 with

437 Hence the script does not diffinguish between DIB and it/ as m Sumerian

ILN 1924, twice at beginning

471 1

3H f

387 1 , 122 f , 354 1 , 386 1 , or read No 30 as second sign
'>

355 1

31 34r

3 ^

33

- 1
35 0
3^ S
37

3S M

2, 421

306 f
, 38 f , 337

34 f

55°. 139

444

89

58

i
40^

41

4.
‘t’

438

18, 406

465, a word in itself with prefix No 2321^ and pofffix No 87

191 Cf No 56

206
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4-3 cSd 65 , ILN 1924

44 ILN 1926

45 h 438. 444

46 346

47 DC
Preceded b} 1 numcnl Mgn, 282 , 456 , 47 1 , 269 , 96 , ill ln\e this sign iftcr No 178

and before tcrmiml sign No 68 no, 579, % ith No 48, vlnch indicites two
different signs

"IXi ILN 1924 f At the end this sign is mini!) followed b) the ending No 68 l2t t ith

accent B

48 0<
188 , 412 f , 170 f , 199 , 420 , 23 f , 107 , 458 , 447 f , 139 ,134 At the end

this sign IS usinllj followed b) the ending No 87 , cf 247 bouftrophedon, t ith 107,

etc Value ra, ru

19- 5 f . 29, 9 f

49 CK 245 , cm I, p! XI, 23 f , 190

C8I
33, 35 f Ligature with No 219

50 t{i
350 , 180 447, in all cises followed b> No 68, as is us cognate No 47, and preceded b/

theJill sign It IS probabl) No 47 with A accent

51 33. 335

52 tC 319

53
420, 215, 6

Accented form , 405

54 389

55
426

56 (MM
336, 191?, 72

57 302, 329

58 321

59 52

60 434

61 r J42, 340, 77, 396 Bow and arrow ? See No 198

62 JRAS 1912, 700 C

63 84. 14. 99 • 557. 553. ILN 1924, 20
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32s

343

54 f

173 • 343 • 336. 204 1 , 70 1 , 163 1 , 138 1 , 580, 116 1 , no 1, h\ice, 227 1,
Uvice, 138 1 This IS certainly a poftfii. occurring after the homo determinative,

as No 87 Cf 1 16, with 339, and 227 Valuey/r

This sign occurs repeatedly in the Jemdet Nasr script, but is unknown in Sumerian See
OECT vii, Sign Li/l, No 408

545, twice

Apparently a terminal sign, or poftfixed determinative 456 1 , 238 1 , 319 1 , 269 1 ,

96 1 , 75 1
1 180 1 , 158 1 , accented form, 51

This IS the Sumerian sign for “ plough ”, value agin, fin

444 1 Probably = No 68

403 at end followed by poflfix 87

477 1 165 f , 212 1
, 578 f , 476 f , 2061 Identical with Sabsan letter Beth inverted

The sign seems to be an infleflional ending or poftfix Value fa ILN 1926 . 1 ,

on two texts

ILN 1926

209 f Probably accented form of No 70

99 • 544
413. 131

i 3 i> 150

142 , frequently followed by numbers, ILN 1924 Value ya

557, 425, 202, 142, 147, 170, 389, 340, 30, 344, 90, with accents, 310

128 No 75 IS clearly ya, 5 33

463, JRjIS 1912,7008, 3, 464 f, 8, 38I

61

ILN 1926

ILN 1924

420

1

286, 336, 47. 367
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.. V Vf
1

1 5 , 81^ , 81

!. m 22 Cotnpnrc Lgjptnn piflognpli for “ pipjriis biisli ", I rnnn, Grj'~ralii, 2 i^, No 42

u V II

N

1924, 1926 Uncloiibtcdlj n plint pifloprapli See Dcliporte, CiJ/ 1, pi 11, No 8

286

00
TIic mo<l frcqiicntl) employed sign of llic 'cript, and cerliml) either in innefiionil ending

or dctermimtivc ifS 1 • I’O 1 • I , 222 1 , 178 1 , 432 1 , 21 1 1 , 385 1 ,

122 1 , 21 I
, 466 325 1 , 3S« I , 339 1 , 142 1 369 1 , 459 1 , 296 I , 160 1 ,

253 1 , 23T 1 , 226 1 . 305 1 , 81 1 , 99 1 , 557 1 >74 1. 95 ' * 9 ’*«

700 1) 66, 553, cm t, pi 21, 22, 4t2 DcUportc, C<t/ t, p! ii, No 8 1

Within the text 286
, 416, >39, 448, 122 262, )6o, 553, tt9

As firil sign, nre Value Ai f

«7« 1^
Accented form 122, 337

88 ^ Accented form of No 87, 234, >79, 253, 222, 442, 155, 39; f • 99

888 ^ 329 Accented form of 88 ?

88f 490 1

8,
Accented form ofN'o 87 , 535 , 29, C//I >, pi 21 , 23 f , 247

80 Xf
Accented form of No 87, 469, 348, j2o, 21, 461 70

9°^ ^ ILN 1924

9T tf 393

9:^ y 429 Sec 264A

90 V 402 Same sign ns 89 ’

¥ 434 Same sign as 90 ’

91
)j

49 , ILN 1924

V 233 . 237

9^
(j

494

mmu
93 \^ 178, 142, 97, 294, 374

« !P 415

85 52 See No 149

<
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Apparently an infleftion or poflfix xi.ii, 56 1 , 7 I
, 361 1 , 207 1 , 76 , 537 ,

35 ' 395 I ^° > 159 Commonly after number signs It is similar to the Sabaian
letter HM Value gAa This sign is found scratched upon vacant spaces of inscribed
tablets at Kish of the Fara period, area 3200 n c

Accented form, 51 1
, 397

150, 60 , 48

130

Same sign as No 96, or accented form of it Cf No 15

RjI xxii, 99 , ILN 1924, after numeral at end
, 40 , 580 , 246 at end after numeral,

35418, 6, 449, 448, 439, 411, 220, 25

If No 1 13 (cf 448) IS a numeral, 410 belongs here

For this sign within the text, 539, after No 6 See No 230 Accented form 309

179 , 209 1 , 203 Identical with Sabasan letter Tau, and Egyptian sign for “ divide,

count ”, Erman, Grammatik, 228, No 7

Accented form, 393 Cf No 130

Accented form 53 1 , 136 1 , 435 , 440

13 , 193 Probably same sign as No 99 , 21 , 412 , 413

398 Sign defaced

loof , 321, here it begins a word within the text, in both places with accent

loi 1 , 370, 102 1 , 33, 87, 396 1 , 413 1 , 101 1

Accented form , 149 , 195, 100 f , 321, 12 106 f , 390!, 149 f
, 95

ILN 1926

355 > 321. 373 1 40+ . 283 Value

391 accented form, 262

32

527

242 f , 155 f

Accented form, 400 f on line two

427 1

>

132
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105

106

107

108

109

no

in

112

113

114

”5

116

117

118

119

€

i

i
M
K
A A

A

'A

383

3°9

47 1 33 (with accent B)

219 Compare Egyptian piflograph fid, back, spine

397 . 357 . 400

319 Accented form of 109

69

357

ILN 1924

Apparently ta\o forms of the same sign Cf No 97, and 410 with 285 , 44®. 53 ®. *49

5).4f ,
RA \xii,56, 90 1 , 242, no, 211, 130, all beforc//.i sign

265 1 After No 266,00425, 127 Value /rf

Accented form of 113, 349

21

5 *. ILN 1924, 401 . 436, ^

JRAS 1912,700 CL , 185 f

Accented form 108

8 , 29 , 69 , 539 , ILN 1924

Accented form 67

Accented form 186

Cf Sumerian KUR, mountain range, 7?£'C 287, 555, 197, 459, after No 120 wth
which it forms a ligature in some texts , 160, 420, 201, 54, 247, before No 47
Eolloased by poAfix No 12400197, 459, 160 , or by the poilfix No 87,00201,
by accented poilfix No 89 on 420, by No 88 on 420 Similar sign in Egyptian

means “ foreign land ” {AyJ/i /), which is also the original Sumcnan meaning

130, followed by No 87, 186, 495

120

Ligature ofNos 119 and 120 , 416 , 526^, both followed by No 87

537, 66, 123 Cf Proto-Elamitic sign, Schell, No 839
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120/5 g T S Accented forms, 367 , 49 , 540 , 274

I 2 I &
182

4 Sign defaced, 66 f Cf Sumerian 2:«, to know

122 90

P 471

123 321

124 4
A poftfix, determinative or ending , see No 119 At end with No 175, 32, 41, 277,

103, 198, 334, followed by No 266, at end with No 178, 347, 324 At end
after 266, 147, 170, 8, 3, 168, 345 At end with No 176, 380, 583 f ,

286 1 , 225 1

Within the text, /iA'' 1926 See No 226

124/5 30 Within the text after No ILN 1926 (^)

I24f Y 556 after No 175

125 0 ILN 1924 f III Same sign as No 219 Resembles Sabaian letter Fa Idenacal
with Sumerian sign for DUG “ good ”, REC 206 , Proto-Elamitic sign, 720 + 86;
Value ba

126 Same sign as No 232 ? 305 , 94 f , 215 f , 67 The Sumerian ideograph for “heart”,
REC 25;, IS obviousl} not this sign , see the early forms, tbid 78 f , 139 f online two

126A Accented form 494 f , 340 f , 433 f , 246 f , 115 f , 326 f , 369 f
, 97 f , 181 f ,

^27 ^ > 57 I 80 f , 476 1 , 477 J Within the text, 426
, 97 On 386 this sign

flands at the beginning of the name of a profession, or N Pr 551 f

127 183 Cf tlic Sumerian sign Sirgadu, 215

12ji 0 329

128 or
362 1 Ligature of 125 and 96 Note that 96 is also an ending

128/5 99, independent sign ^landing beneath the text as No 217

129
ILN 1926 f Same as No 26

130 Accented form of 125, 360 f Cf No 99, and Proto-EIamitic sign. No 726

130/2 227 ,
accented form ofNo 125 Cf No 98

130^
Same sign as No 234 285 f before No 113, 432, 338 1 This sign probably means

“ city ” as does the corresponding Egyptian determ for city , Erman, Grammattk, 217,

No I It IS totally different from the Sumerian piftograph for “ city ”, REC 358

131
118 f

231/5
Accented form, 416 f See No 234

i3rf Accented form, 387 f
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132
1,

195 1 Value 0, u

133
37°. 267

J
549, 13, 27, 87, all after the /{rfr^ sign, No 168, as also 370

195 1

134 107 f
, 494

‘ 3 S 195 f . 475 f . 279 f , 27 , 295 , 28 , 20
, 426 , 23

136
306

137 V’ ILN 1924 1

138
Delaporte, Cat 1, pi ii, T 24 L See No 87

139
Dclaportc, Cat i, pi 11, T 24 Cf No 83

140
Delaporte, Cat 1, pi n, T 24 The sign is not \cr) clear on the impression, and its form

IS to be rcflored from 309

141
U RA xxji, 56 f It IS possible that the Brihmi charafler la, B 39, is denied from this or

0 No 142

142 RA XII, 56 , Delaporte, Cat i, pi 11, T 24 Cf the Eg) ptian sign determ for

“to bind”, f/

ILN 1924

143 vr
RA nil, 56

144 214 f

145
540 f

, 464 , 226

340

V 426 f

v
Accented form 474.

146
ft9

ASR 1923-4, pi MX, 15

147 574, in tv\o places

148 172 f

149
12, 58, 139, 265, 211 f Sec No 95

315. 39 S. 52
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150 ILN 1924 f , followed by No 68

l^oi P 446 Pardy obliterated Probably to be reflored as No 151

151 464 , 446 f , CHI I, pi XI, 22 , cf No 212

152 ILN 1924

153 ) 36, at end followed by suffix 87 , 188, 460, 311 ii, 72 before and after /{oniT-sign

473 f and 1 472 f , 471 , 1 on A after No 264 108 f , 185 Identical with
Sabsan letter Ra It has also the same form as No 162 with opposite position No
1 62 IS also identical with the Sumerian sign S US, REC 257, which indicates the fraftion

and the Proto-Elamitic sign, Scheil, No 127, 3, which indicates ^ there 257 1

on line 3

153-5 41 f , 160 f

I 53 f

)
321 f

1
444 f , after prefix 233 , also 20

O 321 Before ^si-sign

153a' 403 Before yff/i-sign 212 f

154
))

At end followed by poilfix 87 , 23 , 499 , 540, and cf No 265 also m same position which

seems to indicate an identity of No 153 with 264 and 154 with 265 461 1 , 221 f

after prefix 233<5, and compare 114, which again indicates 154 = 265 421 in text,

397 after ^ But 540 has 265-154-87, which excludes the identification suggcAed

,

see also 42

154-5
IfJ 21 f

155 » 72, after No 155

156 At end followed by suffix No 87, 120, 351, 224, 5, tvhich seems to prove the identity

of Nos 156 and 154

439 f, followed by No 87, ii followed by No 153

156^ i1
Delaporte, Cat 1, pi xxv. No 1 5 f

i^6c
1)

373

157 43 . 434 f

157-5 289

158
ns

42 , followed by poftfix No 87 Certainly Izoo signs. Nos 156 + 265

159
III II

Ufl

)

74 This IS hardly an accented form of No 153 See No 2691^ and 274^

160 186 f , 457 f , 302 f , 161 , 100 Cf No 161 piSograph of a shield ’

i 6oi5 y) Accented form, 361 f , 29 f , 160 f , 469 f 24 f , 4^9 ^>24^
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i6i 225 f Cf No 160 457

162
(

16 J
, 403 But used SMth No 153 to enclose signs Sec Nos 167, 171, 201, 175^

Accented form, 296 Viluc See rcimrks under No 153

163
.t

122

164 194, nftcr iiJr^-sign, No 168

165 8 f

166 % 431

167 6

1 77 . 3°<5

168 1 262 , 370 , 27, followed bj No 133 , 194 f This sell has Inrc, fowl, and a bird with

deplojcd wings Piflograph of a hare For some reasons these signs have been turned

90 degrees to the left

i 6U 1 ” 5 . 49

i68f % 549 , 67 Cf 370 with 549, where this sign and No 168 are followed on both seals bp

Nos 133-99-87

i68</ 1 No i68</on 87 IS apparent!) identical with No 168^

168^ 1 loi , 12, followed b} Nos 133-99-87, 179 Compare 12 with 13, same teat ?

168/ 13, follows cd bp Nos 133-99-87

168^ 1
21

169 237 The bird signs Nos 169-72 indicate aarious kinds of birds as do the corresponding

Egpptian piflographs

170 228

I’job ¥V 36 , 338, tiMcc at beginning

171
(4)

219 f

172 Bird asith dcploped asangs 194

173 207 followed bp No 267 and poilfii No 96

174
ASR j 923-4, pi M'a, 15 This sign clearlp suggcfls the emphatic or guau form of the

Sumerian sign for bird For the bird sign in Sumerian, see Thureau-Dangin, REC 33,
and especiallp Revue d’Assyiologte, vi, 142, Rev 11, 3, and Rev i, i. Sign MUD “ bird

avith egg” according to Genouillac, RA ai, 160, almoft identical aaith this sign

174^ DU Per 11, 129
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175
Probably intended for afih, but the resemblance to the Sumerian sign is not veiy close

41, 277, at end with poftfix No 124, also 32 , 198, often combined with No 178,

175-1780047, 324 (+ No 124), 14, 79, Nos 176-175001300455
Nos 178-17500 53, 534, 88, 313

(373)
Not combined with a fish sign, ILN 1924 , 1926 , JRAS 1912, 700 A
81, no, 188, 32, 211, 142, 130, 120, 104, 365, 254, 23, 261, 19, 87,

before sign
, 75 f , before No 212

175 ^ Accented form 177 1

17 SC
148

175'/ •%
Accented form, JRAS 1925, 697

175^
Accented form, 21

1

176 95. 170. 38o,afterNo 177, 455,beforeNo 175, CHI xi, 22 f After No 177,
380, 350

If6b
‘d'

1

i
156, after No 175 Accented form

177
Accented form of No 175 540, 40 f Often with No 178 in the order 177-178 , 400,

544 . 21. 404. 379. 87. 109. with No 175 in order 177-175 , 350, 321, 470,
ILN 1924 f with No 176 qv Not with a /'i/i-sign

, 420, 349, 418 f , 269,
202, 580, 283, JRAS 1912,700 c

^^^b ^ 1

'
1

Accented form 425 f , 48 1 , 66, 403, 316, only sign on this seal 156, after No
175. 147

178 Probably also a_/7r/{-sign With No 175 in order 178-175 , 534, 79, etc See No 175
With No 177 in order 177-178 , 400, etc See No 177

Not w ith another 7?r/}-sign , 198, 347, 557, 351

17815 f
Accented form, 535 1 , 36

179 i
Not same sign as No 176 370 f , 308, after No 176 Cf 370 with 549, same text ?

179/5 75 f

180 415 f

181
i

4 The unaccented form is found on a seal in ILN 1924 L

182 395

182
i

The homo sign A large number of variant forms occur and there is not complete consiHency

in regard to its direflion It occurs (i) en face, (2) facing right, (3) facing left They
are given in this order This is the only piftograph which does not consiftently face

to the left, as do the numerous homo piflographs of Egyptian The Sumerian

piflograph for man faces right naturally, but its early form is not known, RLC

,

289
It is clear that these forms of the homo sign express some special aspeft of human afhvity,

as do the Egyptian forms Lnface^ofiX, after No 87, 386, after No 87, followed

by No 30 , 225, followed by 124 214 1 , after No 87 ,
so also 115 , 536 , 295 ,

109 This sign IS undoubtedly a poftfixed determinative indicating that these are

eg
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183 1

184

185

186

187

cither N?n or mmes of professions In 218, 117, 553, 334, 117, it forms

pirt of the N Pr

1 16, followed by No 87 md iftcrNo 204 Cf 339
50 at end followed by No 87

325 It end followed by No 87

339 at end followed by No 87 and after No 204 209 (ssalking to left (?)), followed by

No 87, end of line i , at end followed b) No 87, 99

Man supporting two clubs 419 1 , 426, 28 end followed b) No 87 1

401, followed b> No 87 L , II, within text at end of a N Pr followed b) name of

a profession

D// Per 11, tigf, after No 278^ The BrJhini charafler for tf, B i, is probably derned

from this sign

yPAS 1912, 700 C f

Man holding branch or implement m left hand, 50 On No 1 88 clearlj facing nght

Obviouslj No 188 IS onlj a \ariant Cf 50 with 37, both after the same two signs

188

189

190

191

192

193

f

I

Man holding an implement, 37

410 f Man linking? Cf Egjptian piflograph /It, “to Arike," but not preciselv the

same pollutes

182 1 Man under sun shade ? In anj ease a dctcrminaiwc after a name

189 1 Determ

16, probablj not a loro sign

Man carrying yoke with baskets, 121 1 , 557 b
, at end after No 264 218 1 , 117 I ,

at end after No 96 , 315 Also on 43 1 , 360 1
, 79 I Clearly a dctcrminatwc of

a profession, “ builder, earner,” etc , at end after No IT3 , 127 See No 183

194

19s

1953

S’

i

196

1963
it

197

Probably same sign as No 193 312 1 Db/ Per ii, 129 1

Sign partially defaced 163 at end foliossed by No 66

At end after No 264 , 30 , 287 At end after No 265 , 205 RA sail, 99 1 228 I ,

475 ^ < * 7 ^ ideograph in the N Pr This is obtiously a dcterminatne and a Ac~!>-

sign, but the head is inaariably omitted Po'sibly a sign for a sun god, ic Janus
headed, as in Sumerian glyptique, cf Babyhriaca, IX, p, 78, No 128

436 1 , a comparison of 436 avith 401 suggefts a sense similar to No 184

Man with sceptre, like Egyptian piflograph !r, “prince,” “great one,” “great” Used
as a determ in 78 at end followed by poflfix No 87

As a word or syllabic meaning “great”? 118, 424, and duplicate 437 The N Pr
on 437 and 424 has some meaning like “ Mafler of the diflrift ” 32 5

f

Apparently “ man holding an implement ”
, 347 f

321, line 2 Paces left
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198 Man with bow and arrow In Egyptian this figure is kneeling and in aft of shooting, there

determ for “ foe ”, and as noun hftj, “ foe ” 12 f on line 2, 70 followed by No 66

406, probably beginning of a title 15 , 400, line 3, ideograph in N Pra 142 f ,

305 f
, 92 f , 69 f , 142 f , within text 190 , 60 When this sign is a determ ,

It usually ftands at the beginning 403 f

199 Man with boomerang 43 f

199^ W 1 42 f

200 m 165 f 4 ligature of 70 + 182 >

201 575 f On this seal the two signs, 201^ followed bj No 175, seem to be enclosed m the

parenthesis sign

20 ji

202 449 f Compare the Egyptian piftograph for “ pass over, go beyond ”, Erman, Grammatik,

p 208, No roo

203 307 1 The inscription is not clear and this sign is not entirely certain

204 348 f , 301 f , followed by No 268 and poftfix No 96, 331 at end followed by No 87

lot f
, 373 f , 339, after No 266 f, and before No 184 f and No 87 1 Same text

on 1 16, but No 183 in third place 266 after No 268

151 f

205 555 f Same sign as No 204, facing left

205 i5 482, only sign on the seal

206
i^ii

A plant piftograph, 537

207 4>
Palm leaf, 42 The Egyptian sign ml, determ for “ tree ”, is similar

208 V 473

209 473

210 191 Probably sign No 204

2 II 200

212 75, followed by poftfix No 68

213 16 1 at end followed by poftfix No 87

214 126 at end followed by poftfix No 87, 340
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216 $ 320 f 2t end followed bj poilfix No 87

217 Deficed sign on 16, binding ilonc beneath the text

218 536

219
0

188 On 325 an independent sign beneath the text , 278 f on line 2, boiiArophcdon

219^5 00 253 f

398 f

220
$)

•j;

235 f
1 369, JKAS 1912, 700 A

, 536, 215, IIS’ 1926 (in all places followed b/
No 265) 552 preceded bj No 265 315 f, 99 t 257

220<i Accented form, 321 1 , 12 I on line 2
, 397 1

221 00 80 at end followed by postfix No 96

222 409 , 467, at end, followed bv No 97 (96)

223 0(9 325, text A , followed b) Nos 268 and 188 (187), 50 1 , 37 , 303 followed b> No
Value eSa

268

224. ® 221 1
, 421 (f the Sumerian sign TEMFN, 217, xalue/ir 478, 236 f

% 400, line 3 Value t/td

225 0^ 349 f

226
<b

No 124 inserted m 219 292 1 , and note that No I24usuall comes 1

227 142, 105, ILN 1924, at end followed b} No 137

228 389. 35

229 28 77, same sign ’

230 No 96 Inserted in No 219 217 f , 173 f , 224 f 49 f, 45 f
, 540, 126

sign IS here cither in the firft position or it immcdiatelj follows the initial sign

at end followed b} poilfix No 87

Ihis

95

23°^ 161 f
, 430 after initial sign , 164, 6, 66, 467 f , 445 I

% 204 twice before poilfix No 66

231 0 552. 84

232 0
One of the moft frcqucntlj recurring signs , and usual!) at the beginning See No

ILN 1924 f, followed b) No 118, 245 at end followed b) No 87 351 f ,

Stands alone on 486

126

36 1

0 Apparently X ariant of No 232 147 f

232^

"0

ILN 1926 f , followed b)'No 178 , 32 f , 372 f , 424 f , 537 f , 232 f , 96 f ,

553 within text 19 f , 554 f > 88 f , 317, 393 f

334 f

22 f

c
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232f .“0 131 f
, 39 f

133 547 1 , iiof
, followed by No 47, and at end followed by No 666 186 at end followed

by No 96 ILN 1924, at end followed by No 666 490 twice f , 406 ILN
1926 1 , 266 , 444 f

233^ Accented form 221 f , 438 f , 61 f , 88 f

233f Accented form 79 f , 76 f , 178 f , 10 f , 400 f , 105 f
, 344 f , 327

148 f , 468 f , 498 f , 407 f , 126 f

f , 104 f ,

233 ‘2
' n Accented form 134 f

, 335 f > 192 f j 543 f > 345 ft 189 f

233^ 478 But see 2641:

234 445 f 1 59 f See No 130

23s 83 f twice, 15 1 , 47 f , 319 f

236 % Sign defaced, 3

237 s 52 f
, 302, 121, 20 f , 175, 329, 336

238 i 330 f

239 h 203 1

240 w 174 f

241 t
276 , 421 1

544

242 i
209 I

243
§

252 f

244 553 . 67 f
, 55 Value va

245 &v 574

246 i
182 f

247 4
46 f Probably a musical inftrument

248 Delaporte, Cat n, pi xw. No 1

5

249 i
253

250 ® Goose in circle ILN 1924, ftands between two vegetaUon signs, No 91(00 either side)
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Sign defaced 379, with ///-sign To be compared with the Egyptian piftograph Apr,

“ beetle,” and with the Sumerian sign GIR, “ scorpion,” RLC

,

No 4

252 1 252 I

253 52

254 548 1

255 175 1

256 302

257 325, line 2

258 21

259 391

260 mu 253 f on L 2, bouflrophedon Similar to the Egyptian determ for worm, Erman,
Grammattk, 213, No 22

261
/VA/
A/V

102 f Undoubtedly sign for water, and similar to the Egyptian sign, Erman, Grammattk,

217, No 55 The Saba»n letter Mem is of the same piSographic design, and so is

the Phoenician In aftual form the Sumerian piftograph. A, “ water,” REC , 470,
resembles the Indus script more than any known cognate sign

262
1!?

60 f

263 %
26315 K 329

264
1

336,afterNo 56, before No 237 202 f 1 17 twice as 2-N0 182-5 2i8afterNo 182,
286 between Nos 88-237, 30, before No 195, after No 124^, 318, before

No 182 106 before No 87, 97 f , before 126A

,

30, 287, at end followed by
determ No 195 336 before No 237 202 f , 28 f , 287 f , 168 f , 187 f ,

141 f, 190 f , 429, 286 450 1 189 f , after prefix No 23312' Valuers

264^
171

Apparently Uvo signs, 113

264c •1

Accented form
, 267 f What is

j. j |.
47^ ^

"1 Accented form , 66

illH Probabb two signs, 441

iiiii

ni| Apparently tiso signs, 113

2641/ 429 Ligature
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,6^
(jPJ:

II

“ III

=“'111111

M,
III II

=*'
llll

- mil

269 ij

26,*

296 III

nil

- mil

’ mill

’’’* (nmil)

274.6 IE

27 c I®
ni

276 I B

I

III

389, Sign defaced

48 after No 96r, 218 f , before No 182, 120 f, before No 175, 278 1 after No 96,
552 f , 81 f and between 8h5-I75 , 120 f

, 369, 536 before No 87 23, 549,
before No 171; 215, 77, 42, 541, 146, 263 at end before No 87 222 after

No 87/5 357 1 ) 14 f 1 after prefix No 2^26, as on 82, both before sign
, see

also same senes in the text, 324, and 468 f , 114, 79 where prefix is No 233f

342 f 48 , 47 (second and fifth signs)
, 8 , and in text apparently beginning of a

second word 406 205 f and third signs 65 f , 266 1 On 551 f after prefix

126^ before//y5-sign, same sense as 14 , 82 , 432 after vowel sign i. No 269^

429 after No 75, before No 26415, 425 before No 113 , 253 1 , 326 1 , 147, 65,

94, 105, 68, 3, 168, 345, 170 at end followed bv poftfix No 124, and 30
followed by 12415 77 f , 414, 429, 456, 431 400 f on line 3 541 , 104
The combination of Nos 26^124 occurs on 251 with poftfix No 66 It will be seen

from these citations that No 265 is usually followed by the poilfix No 87, and No 266
by the postfix No 1 24 at the end of a word

Doubled sign
, 539 , 54

No 265+266, two signs, 191

574 f and 1 on both A and B 126 followed by No 96 At end with No 96, 395
321 f on line 2

325 f,beforeNo 223 6,16, 13,2, 5oafterNo 223, in all places before No i88ori87

54, etc See 266^

Accent on No 109

Accent ? on No 241 But on 448 f , 432 f , 366 f , 257 f , Delaporte, Cat 1, pi 11,

T 24 , this is clearly a sign See No 1 59

41, 372, 361 at end followed by No 96, 339 f
, 365 f , 41 1, 220, 91 with No 96

116 f , 282 f

207 at end with No 96, also 449 , 246, 229, 418, 159, 143, 441, 31, 346,

133 453 321 1 on line 2 471 C,i9

301 between /loOTO-sign and No 96 460 f 92 51 f 6 311, with No 96, 402,
418

66 between No 120 and No 87

253 f See No 162

123 between No 120 and No 87, also 466

74 at end, followed by No 87, 296 f , 130, 400, line two, 131 , 39 See accents

F and G

439, followed by No 97, also 35 , 227, 243, 249 314 before_/f/+sign

273 f followed by No 265 , 548 f , followed by No 87
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277
nil
nil
nil

548 f , 156, 414, at end followed by No 87 3 , 79 , 404 470 f 105 f after prefix

No 233<- 415

278 nil

nr

21 1 , 442 , 553 146 f , after prefix No 232^, also 344 25 with No 96 435 f ,

after prefix No 48

278^
tiiii

nil
III

Delaporte, Cat 1, pi xxv. No 1 5 , 478 1

279 /'/
This IS a hapax and there is no similar combination, 535 Perhaps a prefix like No 23311' -f-

No 264 IS to be underftood Cf 189

280
1

580, SIC ' Cf No 66

281 Uillil.
00

282 K 426

283 ?
144 f

284 UfdM
00 A«

^ 8 ^

287
* 11

288
^

<
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POSTCRIPT

Since the preceding ^ludy of the Indus Valley script was made over a year ago I have,

in the interval, completed my ^tudy of over 200 tablets in the mo^l aichaic Sumerian script,

excavated at Jemdet Nasr, 17 miles N E of Kish, in 1926 These tablets supply an almost

complete corpus of the moft archaic Sumeiian signs, and, as they were found with a mass of

painted pottery akin to the painted ware of the Indus Valley, which accompanied the Indus

Valle) seals, it is obviously necessary to comment upon the relation between the two scripts

In the following ^udy I shall refer to the new early Sumerian sign li^l based upon the

Jemdet Nasr tablets as PI = Piftographic Inscriptions from Jemdet Nasr, Oxford Editions

of Cune.foims Texts, vol vii, Herbert Weld Collcftion of the Ashmolean Museum In the

Temdet Nasr tablets we possess the earliest large colleftion of tablets made by the people who
invented the originally pidlographic script used by the Sumerian people

As to the racial charader of the people who invented the Sumerian script, as it appears

in Its earlied known dage of development on the Jemdet Nasr tablets, and on a certain few

archaic done tablets of the same period from Nippur, Kish, and other unknown sites, I express

the opinion that the) aie Sumciian In an) case the language of these texts is Sumerian,

although the grammar is in such primitive date that the verbal sydem of Sumerian had not

)et been attained The signs have the same sense as in the later Sumerian texts A few

god names, which arc Sumerian, such as the great trinity Hn, heaven god, Enlil, earth

god, Eiili, water god, and lamina, the divine protcding genius, appear in these texts, but the

determinative for god and in fad the entire sydem of determinatives of the later Sumerian

arc almod entirely absent A good many new' signs, unknown in later Sumerian, are present

in this archaic script, and some of them arc identical wath signs of the Indus Valley script

There is, then, definite linguidic evidence that the Jemdet Nasr and contemporary

civilization of the Mesopotamian Valley at the time w'hen the painted pottery was made,

was Sumerian On the Zoological side there is from the Jemdet Nasr texts the definite

conclusion that the buffalo. Bos buhalis (No 128 of PI ), is the well-known prehidoric animal

(represented by the Sumerian pidograph DUN) which disappeared in Mesopotamia about

2600 B c The archaic period represented by the painted pottery and tablets comes down
to about 3500 B c

,
and goes back to an indefinite period, certainly as early as 4000 b c There

IS also the adonishing fad revealed by the Jemdet Nasr tablets that the ho? re was in use then ,

for the ideogram for horse {ansu-kur) “ ass of the mountain ” occurs as a pidograph here

Of the important mammals occurring on the Jemdet Nasr tablets, viz the ox {Bos prmigemus),

the buffalo, and the horse, one certainly occurs on the Indus Valley seals, the Bos primigemus

(yS 3503, etc)
,

the bison (^'S 302^ HR 2657, DK 2137, HR 4348 et passim) is also

charadendic of early Sumerian art (Hilzheimer, Die IVilnndertm alten Mesopotamien, 10—13) ^

As to the animal mod charadendic of the Indus Valley seals, with thin long nose, long

forward protruding horns, and smooth body', I sugged that the forwaid protruding horn

IS dylidic, and that this is the buffalo, so chaiaderidic of early Sumerian art, and the DUN,
so common in the domedic life of the Sumerian people from the mod archaic period until

this animal disappears about the time of Sargon of Accad -

* I am sorry to dis'cnt from Professor Langdon regarding these identifications, but seal VS 3503 (= No 312)

appears to me clearly to dcpiifl the Indian bison {Boi gatittii), as do all the seals from No 308 to No 326 Similarly,

the seals VS 3026 (= No 333), HR 2657 (= No 335), DK 2137 (= No 339), and HR 4348 (= No 329) seem to

me juft as clearly to portray tl c Indian humped bull {Ba indtcus) So far as I am avaare, the 60s pnmigeniits is not

represented on the 'cals Sec p 70 supra—[Ed ]

= The buffalo {60s 6u6rlts) is illuftratcd in seals 304-6 and appears quite diftanft from the unicorn commonly

figured on the 'cal'—[Ed ]
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It IS, however, on the epignphical side that I wish to emphaswe more definite connexion

between the mo^l archaic Sumerian script and the Indus Valley script than I was disposed

to admit in my preceding ^ludy The entire method of wilting Sumerian piftographs in

the upright and natural position exists on extremely few monuments which have survived,

notably on the earhefl of all known survivals of writing, the piflographic ilone tablet of Kish

(Langdon, Excaveiltous at Ktsh, vol i, pi xxxi) The great mass of archaic Sumerian texts

already represent the signs turned 90 degrees to the left This was done to facilitate rapid

writing from left to right, whereas the original pidlographs were written from right to left

in perpendicular position In the new system every sign lies on its left side Now the

Indus Valley system, which ftill retains many traces of its pidlographic origin, remained true

to Its original principle ,
the writing ^lill runs from right to left and the signs ^lill retain their

upright position Obviously any comparison of the Sumerian signs with the Indus Valley signs

muft be made after turning each Sumerian sign 90 degrees to the right, thus bringing it

into Its original upright position By utilizing the new material in PI
,
which provides

far more ancient and extensive material than in REC
,
employed by the author in his preceding

^ludy, the following hil of signs can be compared —

1 No T5=PI 84,^ great”

No 16 IS, therefore, plural ofNo 15

2 No 2 = PI 35, -t-
ntas, “ half”

3 No 8 = PI 6, cCi/tTO '“i “ilonc,” “jewel "

4 No 33 = PI 246,
[jiiij

S'>s<
“ beans ” or “ peas

”

5 No 29, cf PI 360, ^
6 No 37 = PI 293, disappeared in later Sumernn

7 No 63 = Sum ug, “ to die,” “ dead ”

8 No 66 = PI 408, E so in secondary position Verj common in J-N, but disappeared m later Sumcnan

Value unknown

9 No 68 = PI 125, piSurc of a plough, aalues arw

10 No 70 = PI 44, , disappeared in later Sumerian

11 No 71 This sign IS so nearly identical with the form of 7” f/jl/ in Its secondary position, PI 338,

values ti, turn, that the forms may be identical

12 No 83, cf PI 144, possibly the piflograph of the date palm, \alucs i<ig-,^iiir’/"ar

13 No 98 = PI 12, , disappeared in later Sumerian

14 No too = PI 270, , value /a/, “ lacking,” “ missing,” “ to aacigh,” “ bind
”

15 No 1 13, perhaps Sum iaJ,“o)pcn”

16 No 264 = PI I, values ai, raw, i^i/ Cf value ra, 'uggefted from Brlhmi

16 No 265 = PI 41, tab, “ double,” “ pair
”

No 266 = PI 57, cs, three Used as a syllable, not as numeral, in Indus script and usually so in PI17
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18 No 276 = PI 64,
j

ji

19 Nos 277-8, cf PI 75-6,
15

’’ and
5 || 5

'

20 No 283 = PI 192, Ati, musen, fag, dar

Among the identific-itions ibove, (2) his the value mas, but the Brahmi value ka
, (14)

value lal, la, but Brahmi ga If the two main hypotheses be assumed as true, (i) the identity

of the Sumerian and Indus signs, (2) the derivation of the Brahmi charadlers from the Indus

signs, then it muil follow that the Aryan Sanskriti^Is gave values derived from their own
language to these charafters In other words they knew the ideographic meanings, translated

them into Sanskrit, and derived the syllabic values from the Sanskrit words

The connexion of this script with Sumerian is favoured by the many similar or identical

signs noted in the sign lift and in the new comparisons above There is also the extraordinary

faft that both Sumerian and Indus Valley scripts freely employ numerical ideographs as

s) llables and that the two both read from right to left

Oxford

July, 1928



Chapter XXIV

HOUSEHOLD OBJECTS, TOOLS, AND IMPLEMENTS

T
he objefts described in this chipter hive nil been found in houses ind buildings

Rt Mohenjo-dnro Those whose uses ire obvious come nt the beginning of the

chnpter and those of unceitain or unknown use at the end In each scftion ^lonc

objefts are desciibed fir^I, followed by objedls of potter)' and other materials

Proof of

Agriculture

Materials

Dimensions

Qtienis(P\ eXXX, i6and 17 ,
PI CLVII, 54)

Judging from the very large number of saddle-querns found, the onh form of quern

apparently used at Mohenjo-daro,' agriculture muft have been in a flourishing ilate at that

place As far as w'c know' at present, wheat w'as the principal corn that was grown Samples

of this cereal have been found in several parts of the site, badl) carbonized, but otheroise

sufficiently w'ell preserved for the species to be identified No samples of barlc) or other

forms of gram have yet been found, but it is quite possible that barlc) or rice was grown as

a food for the low'cr classes

The better made querns are almost invariabl) made of basalt , in one case gre) granite

was used They are all ver) much w'orn, the depression in some of them being as much
as 5 inches deep, so that only the end of a ^tone muller could have been used The gram
appears, therefore, to have been pounded rather than rubbed

The.average size of these querns is 21 b) 9 inches The mullers, one of which is shown
lying on its quern (PI CXXX, 1 6), arc usually natural pebbles averaging 1 1 inches long by

4 inches m diameter Only the ends of these mullers seem to have been used, to judge from
the bruising of the ^lone Sometimes blocks of red sandstone or quartzite were used as

querns
,
and from the frequent irregularity of their bases one mu^l suppose that thei were

intended to be partly sunk m the floor of the house or courtyard The upper surface of a new'

quern was roughly dressed flat and then by much use was worn into a deep groove

None of the querns can be dated to any particular period by either their shape or the

^lone of which they are made, and they arc found at all levels -

^ The circular rciolving quern does not occur in cither Mesopotamia or Eg>pt until late times It is known m
India from about the second century n c

“ Similar saddle querns are known in both Egjpt and Mesopotamia and at Anau, where the} date from \er} earh

times They arc alvsays worn into a deep concave shape b) the rolling of a long ^lonc to and fro The} are also common
in the hiiloric period m India

456
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No 1 6 in PI CXXX QIS) 1925) is reilly a large natural pebble of basalt, 17 5 inches Descriptions
long by 9 5 inches wide by 4 inches high, whose centre has been very much worn down
Si\ feet below surface House XXV, VS Area

No 17 in the same plate (VS 79 o)> which measures 19 inches long by ii 5 inches wide
b} 6 inches high at the ends, is a very roughly dressed pebble of sandftone Two feet below
surface in House XVIII, VS Area

No 54 in PI CLVII (HR 742), which is of basalt, IS somewhat better made It has
roughh fashioned feet for use on a brick pavement Five feet below surface Southern
end of Chamber 3, House II, Block 2, HR Area

Pumpcll)’s suggestion that the similar querns found at Anau weie made by cracking Mode of

apart a small quartvite boulder and rubbing together the two new surfaces till they became manufacture
flat seems likcl) to be corredt ^ MoSl of the querns found at Mohenjo-daro have curved
bases, vhich verc roughly dressed It was probably found that the natural surface of the

taao hahes of a boulder allowed of too much rocking and that it was necessary, in consequence,

to roughen the surfaces

Palcftts(P\ CXXX, I r and 31 ,
PI CXXXI, 39 and 40 ,

PI CXXXIII, 4-6)

Stone palettes of good workmanship are not often found at Mohenjo-daro Four
examples, in slate, of especial interc^l; arc described below —

No 1 1 in PI CXXX (VS 416) measures 12 3 by 8 8 by o 8 inches It is beautifully Descriptions

made and one side shows evidence of much rubbing, but no trace of colour is left Level,

3 feet bcloav surface House XIX, Block 3, VS Area

No 3 1 in the same Plate (\^S 1 853) measures 1
1 5 inches long by 4 3 inches at its wide^

part bj I 2 inches thick At firdl sight it appears to be a dlone adze, but it has no edge

It IS slightlj irregular in shape, especially at the rounded end, and neither side shows any

trace of rubbing Level, 4 feet below surface House XXV, VS Area

A fragment of ^lonc (VS 2894) found in the same area mu^l have been part of a palette

ver) similar to No 31 It measures 4 85 inches wide and i 45 inches thick
,
the length

cannot be determined owing to breakage Level, 3 feet below surface Room 65, House

XVII, Block 2, VS Area

Another palette found in the SD Area (SD 2577), made of dark grey slate, measures

47 b} 4 25 by 95 inches Both faces show signs of very considerable use, the centres of

each being x’crj' much worn down on both sides This palette seems originally to have been

considerably longer, for a fracture at one edge has been partially rubbed down There is

a trace of red pigment on one side It was found in Chamber 18 of the Great Bath at

a level of 7 feet below' the surface

These palettes arc all made of a very dark coloured slate, with the exception of SD 2577, Material and

which IS somcw'hat lighter in colour They were probably used for rubbing down haematite use

and other colours for cosmetics or for painting pottery We have not found the mullers

that were used with these palettes, but these also were probably made of slate

Ordinary flat pebbles, as show'ii in PI CXXXI, 39 and 40, were also used as palettes. Use of flat

and even neatly’ shaped rcftangular pieces of sandstone (PI CXXXIII, 4~^) Some of the pebbles

latter show evidence of much weai, and as the majority were found in houses they

were probably' used in the preparation of eye-paint and other pigments

1 Ixploralions ttt TurkeSian, vol ii, p 477
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Flakes and

cores

No short

flakes

Polishers

Descriptions

r/tftt Implements (PI CXXXI, i—19)

The flint implements found at Mohenjo-daro are of the simplest description, mo^l of

them being long flakes that were probably used for cutting up meat and for other household

purposes Both the flakes and the cores from which they were struck are found in nearly

all the houses Indeed, it is probable that flakes were ^ruck by the servants of the

household whenever an implement of this kind was required

No specimens of the short flakes, both notched and unnotched, that are so common in

the early periods of Babylonia, have been found at Mohenjo-daro, nor any traces of pottery

sickles ,
and it is evident that flint was not used in the manufafture of sickles as it was m both

Sumer and Elam Nor are the well-finished lanceolate and leaf-shaped flint arrow-heads,

that are such a feature of the earlieft periods of Sumer and Elam, found at Mohenjo-daro,

though they are known in other parts of India We do not yet know what lies hidden in the

Early strata of Mohenjo-daro, but from the Intermediate and Late Virata it is evident that in

those periods metal working was in an advanced ^late and flint implements were no longer in

great demand The art of working flint had, however, by no means languished, for we
find this and allied materials in almoil universal use for the manufafture of beads and

weights The latter, especially, are beautifully made, being fir^l flaked into shape and then

ground

The form of flint mo^l used at Mohenjo-daro was a brownish-grey chert which was

often mottled Neither flakes nor cores show any trace of patina

Besides being used for striking flakes from when required, the flint cores found had

in some cases been used as rubbers, e g , No 13 in PI CXXXI (DK 774), whose edges near

its point have been rubbed down and slightly polished This core is 4 15 inches long and

comes from Space 7, Block i, Sedtion C, DK Area, 4 feet below the surface The tip of

No 14 (E 80), which is 4 inches long, has been rubbed down to a rough edge and may have

been used as a burnisher This la^l was unearthed in the street between Houses I and II,

Trench E, M, DK Area Level, 4 feet below surface

The sides of two flint flakes (HR 1821 and DK 2361) had evidently been used as

polishers and in consequence were greatly worn down
Three flint implements have been found which may have been used for agricultural

purposes
,

they seem too big to have been used as weapons of offence or defence and are

too unfinished to be any kind of tool They are rectangular in shape and very roughly
flaked The cutting edge has two sloping sides and the long sides of the implement are

square cut Nos 1 7 and 1 9 have slightly convex faces, but those of No 1 8 are plane, or

practically so In conception these implements are not unlike the shoe-laCt celts of the

Danubian culture, except that they are not ground and lack the plano-convex appearance
of the Danubian specimens ^ In faCt the examples found at Mohenjo-daro appear never

to have been used
,

they give the impression of being unfinished, and it may have been
intended to grind their surfaces

No 17 in PI CXXXI (VS 1218) is 10 2 inches long by 4 3 inches wide at the edge and

3 2 inches at the butt
,

it is 2 i inches thick Roughly made of light grey and brown mottled
chert

, neither in finish nor in the quality of the Clone does it approach No 1 8 Level,

3 ft 6 in below surface House VIII, Block 2, VS Area
No 18 (B 728) IS 9 9 inches long by 4 15 inches wide at the edge and 3 inches wide at

the butt
, It IS I 4 inches thick It has been carefully chipped into shape from chert of good

^ These i\ere used as hoes, and it is possible that the examples from Mohenjo-daro were employed as ploughshares
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qu-ility and is dark grey m colour Level, 6 feet below surface Street between Blocks 2

and 3, B Sedtion, DK Area

No 19 2079), which IS broken, is 9 3 inches long by 3 5 inches wide near the edge,

and an average thickness of i 75 inches It is made of coarse brown chert and unfinished

Level, 5 feet below surface North-we^lern corner of House XXV, VS Area

Dtsh-Borer (PI CXXX, 35)

This IS the only ^lone drill (VS 256) that has been found at Mohenjo-daro From its Egypt

shape It muft have been used to fashion the interiors of ilone bowls and dishes The
implement is made out of a hard, greyish-black ftone resembling a fine-grained basalt It

measures 7 4 inches long The upper side is slightly concave, the bottom convex, and the

two ends are very strongly bevelled This drill was worked by means of an upright forked

flick that fitted the recesses in the sides It is not known whether the movement was circular

or to and fro, but either way would be quite effeflual A very similar drill has been found in

Egypt, but its date is uncertain ^ Level, 4 feet below surface House XXIV, Block 3,

VS Area

Burnishers (PI CXXX, 10, 32, and 36)

Nos lo (HR 4612) and 32 (L 514) are spindle-shaped objefls of highly polished chert Triangular

with the ends tapering to blunt points They are triangular in seflion, but with the angles shape

rounded off No 10 was found 2 feet below the surface in House IJV, Block 7, Seflion B,

HR Area ,
and No 32 was unearthed at the level of 2 feet below the second pavement in

Chamber 30 of L Area, and belongs to the Late Period A portion of each is unfortunately

missing

No 36 (C 1853) measures 7 inches long and is o 65 inch thick in the middle It is

made of polished chert It resembles in every way the two burnishers jufl described Level,

3ft 9 in below surface Chamber eafl of Room 25, Block 1 1, Seflion C, DK Area

These burnishers could have served several purposes, but from the very hard flone Used on metals,

of which they are made and the care with which they were polished, it is probable that they

were used on metal The lafl especially is a fine specimen of the lapidary’s art

Mace-heads (PI CXXX, 1-3 ,
PI CXXXIV, 25-30)

Mace-heads of flone were certainly used as weapons by the inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro
,
Matenals

they have been found m sufficient numbers to show that they were in common use They
were made in alabafler, sandflone, cherty-limeflone, and also in a hard, green-coloured flone

somewhat resembling slate

Three diflinfl types occur, namely, (a) pear-shaped, (b) lentoid, and (c) of the shape Types

shown in PI CXXXIV, 27
T'ype (rt) (PI CXXXIV, 25 and 26)—The mace-heads of this type closely resemble

specimens that have been found in Elam, Mesopotamia, and Eg}'pt from the earhefl times

No 25 (VS 679) IS well made and shaped, of a hard black flone “ which is highly polished Pear-shaped

It was found at a depth of 6 ft 6 in below the surface, and is of Intermediate date

House XXI, Block 3, VS Area

No 26 (HR 4625) IS of alabafler It was found quite fortuitously by a basket-boy jufl

outside the HR Area

1 Pctnc, Tods and IFcapons, pi In, fig 73 Hornblende (?)
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CXXX, 1-3 ,
Pi CXXXIV, 28-30) —No 28 in PI CXXXIV (DK 2862)

IS made of well-burnt pottery and there is, therefore, some doubt whether it really is a mace-

head It certainly resembles one in shape, but the hole through it is the same diameter

throughout Ea^l of Room 5, Block 2, Scdtion B, DK Area Level, 4 feet below

surface

No 29 (VS 2393) IS made of a haid olivc-grccn ^lone with a smooth, but unpolished

surface Its hole is very regular, but the circumference of the macc-hcad is not a pcrfcfl:

circle It was found 6 feet below the surface of the ground and is of Intermediate date

Western side of House XIII, VS Area

No 30 (HR 4078) IS of sandstone with a smooth, but unpolished surface It, too, is

irregular in shape, but has a wcll'drillcd hole It was found 3 feet below the surface in

Sedfion B, Block 5, House XXVII, Room 31, of the HR Area, and is of the Late Period

Nos 1-3 in PI CXXX are illuftrations of the same type of weapon —
No I (VS 1957) IS 4 2 inches in diameter and i 8 inches thick, and made of a compadl

cream-coloured limestone The hole is 65 inch in diameter at the surface on either side

and slightly smaller in the middle of the ftonc Level, 6 ft 6 in bclov' surface Room 1
1 3,

House XVII, Block 2, VS Area

No 2 has no catalogue number ,
it was picked up outside the area of excavation It is

made of grey granite and measures 2 85 inches in diameter bj i 35 inches thick The hole

through Its centre is 1 i inches in diameter at each end and o 65 inch in the middle

No 3 (\^S 3046), w'hich IS of a dark-coloured slate, is 4 4 inches in diameter

and I 65 inches thick The hole through its centre is o 8 inch in diameter throughout

Level, 4 feet below surface Room 66, House XVII, Block 2, VS Area

VS 74 (not illustrated) is a macc-hcad of alabaSlcr, which measures 4 05 inches in diameter

and I I inches thick Its hole is also of the same diameter throughout, namclj, o 6 inch

AlabaSler is a very soft material for a weapon of this 1 ind, and it is doubtless for this reason

that this mace-head is rather badly damaged Lead, i foot below surface

There is no doubt that the Icntoid-shapcd mace-head was a verj' efFeftivc weapon, even

though the edge-like ridge around the middle was rarcl) sharp MoSl of these heads were

carefully made and they were, no doubt, valued possessions

The lentoid type of mace-head is found in both the Intermediate and Late levels at

Mohenjo-daro, and has also been found at Susa made in limcSone 1 - It docs not seem to

occur in the ancient sites of Mesopotamia, but a disc-shaped mace-head is found in the middle

predyna^lic period of ancient Egj'pt The latter, however, differs in some respedls from
the Mohenjo-daro type ^

Type (c) (PI CXXXIV, 27)
—^The only specimen of this type (HR 5035) is made of

alabafter and has been badly weathered Though the shape is verj unusual—cspeciall}

the beading around the hole at the base—the same tjpe has been found at Harappa, but

made m copper or bronze The hole by w'hich it was fixed to the shaft does not pierce

through the head
,

it only extends about three-quarters of the way through This mace-
head, which IS of Intermediate date, was found 6 feet below' the surface in Seftion B, Block 3,

House XVI, Room 3 1 of the HR Area

^ Mem Dil en Perse, t 1, p 194, fig 420
“ De Morgan, La PrihsPosre Orientale, t lu, p loi, fig \a

“ Tiie lentoid form is, however, known m pre dynamic Eg>pt Sec Brunton md Caton-Thompaon, The Badartan

Civilization, pi lin, fig 9
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The same kind of beading as around the base of the above mace-head is to be found

in several mace-heads from Anau ^
,

the shapes of these are, however, entirely different

The form of the holes through these mace-heads Is the same in all but those of Type
(c), which in shape also is radically different from the others Similar biconical holes are

known in the mace-heads of ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, and Elam They are thought to

have been bored with the aid of wet sand and a hollow reed,® the boring being certainly done

from both ends

The pear-shaped mace-head is a very common type all over the ancient world, especially

in very early times It was used by the neolithic Cretans, in early Thessaly, by the people

who occupied Sardinia in the chalcolithic period, and by the peoples of the Caucasus and

Danube regions It was common in pre-dyna^lic Egypt as well as in the early dyna^lic

period, and it was extensively used by the early Sumerians ®

Mace-heads were probably not used bare, but lashed all over and thus firmly secured

to a shaft The latter was probably made of wood or, as Professor Petrie suggests, of hide,*

which had a certain amount of spring
,
and care, therefore, had to be taken that the head was

firmly secured to it And it is likely that the lashings were of raw hide, which if applied

green, would have become taut on drying The mace-head is not used in Sind at the present

day, but it ^Iill survives among^I the tribesmen of Mesopotamia, where, made of bitumen

and pear-shaped, it is carried by nearly every man on even quite short journeys abroad

Weights (PI CXXX, 25, 26, and 34 ,
PI CXXXI, 20-35 .

?! CXXXIII, 9)

The large number of weights that have been found at Mohenjo-daro, in small houses

as well as large, suggests that the housewife realized the necessity of checking the weights

of the goods she purchased These weights range from large examples that had to be lifted

with a rope or metal ring to very small ones which were probably used by jewellers for weighing

precious metals The majority are cubical in shape, quite unlike those used in Babylonia

We have as yet found no scales
,

probably these were of very simple pattern, and if they

were made of wood, as seems likely, they would have perished long ago

The large number of the weights found is remarkable I do not think any ancient

site outside India has produced so many They are not found in any special place, which
might be a manufaftory, but are well distributed all over the city The careful way in which

they are made and the hard Slone of which they are composed suggeSl that the authorities had
some surveillance over their manufacture, it may be that the use of false weights was a

penal offence

All the weights found at Mohenjo-daro have been examined and weighed by
Mr Hemmy, formerly Principal of the Government College, Lahore, whose results are given

in Chapter XXIX
According to their shape the weights can be conveniently divided into seven types —

(a) Cube-shaped

{b) Spherical with flattened base and top

* Pumpelly, Excavations in TurkeSian, vol i, pi 167, fig 390
® Childe, Dawn of European Civilization, p 24
® Mackay, Sumerian Palace and “A ” Cemetery at Kish, Field Museum, Chicago, pi xxxvn. No 3

* Petrie, PrehiEoric Egypt, p 22
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(c) Cylindncil with flat base and top

{d) Weights with hole for suspension

(e) Barrel-shaped

(J)
Cone-shaped

(£) Hemispherical

Type (a) Cuhe-shaped IVctghts (PI CXXXI, 20-35)—Cube-shaped weights were by

far the mo^l commonly used Sometimes the cube is perfedl, sometimes one measurement

IS smaller than the other two The smalleil weight that has been found of this type (DK 140)

measures o 3 by o 3 by o 25 inch, and the largest (B 165) 6 8 by 6 o by 3 8 inches

Weights of this type were always made of chert, which is often beautifully banded or

mottled They were firft roughly flaked into shape and then ground, and finall) carefully

polished An unfinished w'eight (\^S 3210) has been found that had only passed the ^lage of

being flaked into shape (PI CXXXIII, 9) This specimen measures 4 inches square by

3 inches high, and was found 8 feet below the surface in Room 1 13, House XVII, Block 2,

VS Area

T^pe {F) Spherical weights with riattened Base and Top (I^I CXXXI, 60 and 61)—
Only SIX weights of this type have been found up to the present The smallest of these

(DK 2032), which IS made of chalccdon), measures o 7 inch in diameter at its equator and is

o 55 inch high The flat top and base are o 45 inch in diameter Level, 4 feet below

surface From the street ea^l of Block 4, Seftion B, DK Area

The dimensions of the next m size (C 2974), which is made of flint, is o 74 inch in

diameter at its equator and o 5 inch in height The top and base arc o 5 inch in diameter

Its weight IS 6 7 grammes Level, 6 feet below surface

DK 1265 IS I I inches in diameter at the equator and o 9 inch high, with the top and
base o 7 inch in diameter It is made of chalcedony and is unfinished ,

there is no trace of

polishing Level, 2 feet below surface Room 22, Block 4, Scftion B, DK Area
DK 2255 IS I I inches in diameter at its equator and o 9 inch high The top and base

are o 65 inch in diameter It is made of agate and weighs 27 2 grammes Level, i ft 6 in

below surface Room 17, House VIII, Block 3, Seftion B, DK Area
The two weights illustrated in PI CXXXI, 60 and 61, are both of large size No 60,

the firSl and larger (VS 1821), is beautifully made in a hard, yellow limeStone and measures

515 inches high It weighs 5 556 kilograms, and was found i foot below the surface of

the ground House IX, Block 2, VS Area
No 61 (VS 1173) IS made of cherty-limeSlone and is unfinished It bears pick-

marks all over its surface which it was perhaps intended to remove * It Stands 435 inches

high The weight of this objedt is now 2 792 kilograms, but if smoothed down it would
have weighed considerably less than this Level, 2 feet below surface Between Houses
XVIII and XXXIII, VS Area

With the exception of DK 1265 and VS 1173, these six weights were very carefully

made The rarity of specimens of this type suggeSts that they were used for some special

purpose They have not been found in Mesopotamia and are unknown in Egypt -

Type (r) Cylindrical Weights with Flat Base and Top (PI CXXXI, 41)—The weight
that is illustrated (HR 1 9) is the only example of its type that has been found up to the present

^ It should be noted, however, that this particular weight is praflicallj half that of VS 1821, which leads one to

suspefl that no further finish was intended

^ A weight of this type, from Aphrodisias in Cana, is in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford The type is said to

occur also in Paleiline
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It measures i 8 inches in diameter by i 4 inches high, and was found close to the surface

of the ground

J^ype (d) Weights with Hole for Suspension (PI CXXX, 25, 26, and 34) —Three heavy Perforated

conical ^lone objefls with holes bored in their tops for a cord were probably used as weights weights

Their careful finish and great size make it unlikely that they were used as loom-weights

No 25 (HR 4618) IS made of green slate and has a carefully smoothed surface It is

8 inches high and its flat, semi-polished base is 5 8 inches in diameter Holes, each o 95 inch

in diameter, bored diagonally downwards on either side of the apex, meet in the middle of the

top of the ^lone Level, 4 ft 5 in below surface The weight could not be determined

satisfaftorily owing to the ^lone being badly chipped Room ii, Strufture L, Block 7,

HR Area

No 26 (DK 3079), which is of grey limestone with a roughly finished surface,

IS 9 9 inches high Its smooth, but unpolished flat base is 5 5 inches in diameter There

IS a V-shaped hole through the apex, as in No 25 Its weight is 10 262 kilograms Level,

I ft 9 in below surface Room 2, House I, Block i, Seftion B, DK Area

No 34 (\^S 1899), made from light green slate, is 5 9 inches high, and its slightly

concave base, which shows the polish of much wear around the edge, is 7 i inches in diameter

The V-shaped hole through the apex is o 85 inch in diameter The weight is 6 903 kilograms

Level, 6 feet below surface From Room 15, House VIII, VS Area

These three weights were probably slung on a rope or metal ring If the latter, the ring Handles

muil have been included in the weight, and the weights, therefore, without such rings, would

in consequence be only approximate With such heavy objefts as these, one would have

expefted to find evidence of a great deal of wear at the edges of the base where they were

presumably dragged along the ground No 34 alone shows traces of this kind

of wear

A weight, which is similar to these in every respeft,^ has been found, in conjunftion with Nal

painted pottery, at Nal in southern Baluchi^an Weights of this shape are also known
at Harappa in the Panjab and are ^till in use in India I can find no evidence of

their occurrence outside India, despite their simple and somewhat obvious shape

Type (e) Ban el-shaped Weights (PI CLIV, 5 and 7)—Only three examples of this

type of weight have been found at Mohenjo-daro, though more specimens are known from

Harappa
No 5 (HR 1 1 15) IS made of a dark-grey slate with an unpolished surface It is slightly Description

chipped at one end, and measures i 92 inches long by o 55 inch in diameter in the middle

and 03 inch at the ends Weight 14 019 grammes Level, 2 ft 6 in below surface

Court of House VII, Block 3, Seftion A, HR Area

No 8 (VS 2509) IS 2 1 8 inches long by o 79 inch in diameter in the middle and o 4 inch

at the ends It is made of a hard black ^lone,- and weighs 33 553 grammes Perfeft and

moderately polished Level, 5 ft 6 in below surface House XII, Block 2, VS Area

C 315 IS made of a hard black ^tone similar to VS 2509 It is 3 3 inches long by

085 inch in diameter in the middle and o 5 inch at the ends As this weight was in places

very badly chipped, it was not weighed Level, 6 feet below surface Chamber 14, Block 1 2,

Seftion C, DK Area

This type of weight was used in Egypt, where it was frequently made of hasmatite It Known in

IS found in considerable numbers in Mesopotamia, where in early times (pre-Sargonic) it Egypt

^ Mem Arch Surv Ind ,No 35, pi xv (^), 78
" Apparently hornblende
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wns imdc of limcitone nnd even nlibiiler, and in the later periods of haematite Weights

of this shape were also common in early times in Elam, where they were made of limeilone,

marble, granite, and other Clones

Type (/)
Cone-shaped Weights (PI CLIV, 6)—No 6 (DK 3131) is a conical objeft

of hard black itone that may possibly be a weight It measures o 95 inch high with a flat

base o 72 inch in diameter, and is 15 264 grammes in weight It is well made and carefully

polished Level, 3 feet below surface of ground From <lreet between Blocks i and 2,

Sedlion B, DK Area

A piece of lead of conical shape (L 418) found in Chamber 104 of the L Area is thought

to be a weight Unfortunately, it w'as so corroded that its weight could not be ascertained

witli accuracy It measures i 4 inches high and has a flat base o 7 inch in diameter From
Its level It can be dated to the Late Period

An objeft that may possibly also be a weight is seen in PI CXXXIV, 21 It is made

of a hard black ^lone and Elands 2 inches high As at firil it was thought not to be a weight,

It was not put on the scales

Type (^) Hemtsphei teal Weights—A limestone objeft (DK 7056), w'hich is hemi-

spherical in shape, o 85 inch high and w’lth a flat base i 05 inches in diameter, is thought to

be a weight It weighs 26 5 grammes
Weight of Indefinite Type— 467 is a piece of limeilone, weighing 13 grammes, which

is slightly irregular in shape wath a flattened top and base Though irregular in shape, there

IS reason to think that it may have been used as a weight Level, 5 feet below surface of

ground Room 4, House XXI, Block 3, VS Area

Net-Stnkers (?\ CXXXIII, 21 ,
PI CLVII, 61)

This curious objeft (PI CLVII, 61, DM 285), of Intermediate date, appears to be a net-

sinker It is made of limestone and measures 2 5 inches high , its flat round base is

I 4 inches in diameter A shallow groove, o 15 inch wade by o i inch deep, cut entirely

round the 5tonc, even across the base, w'as doubtless intended for a cord Level, 7 feet below
the surface

A large circular piece of lead (L 394), measuring 6 7 inches in diameter and i 4 inches

high, was found juil below the surface of the ground in Chamber 88 of L Area It is flat

on one side and slightly rounded on the other, and there is a roughly bored hole through
the centre which, being almost square, seems to have been made wath a chisel From the

flat base two holes were bored diagonally, one on each side of the central hole, which they

joined in the middle of the objedl Judging from the roughness of its surface, this net-sinker

was ca^l in sand The illustration in PI CXXXIII, 21, shows the underside of this objedt

WhetRones (PI CLV, 8)

A considerable number of stone objedts that have been found at Mohenjo-daro appear
to have been used as whetStones But the great majority of them are natural pebbles of slate

or sandstone, and no attempt was made to bore or groove them so as to hang them on a cord,

or to shape them m any way Only the hone or rubber, which is illustrated and which is

made of sandstone, was cut into a more or less regular shape It was found at a level of

4 ft 6 m below the surface
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Jfivi/s (f) (PI CXXX, 24)

Two objedls of hard sandstone, both very carefully shaped into an animal form somewhat Stone animals

resembling a mongoose, seem much too heavy to have been children’s toys It is suggested

that they were perhaps used as anvils for fine metal work That shown in PI CXXX, 24
(D 457), measures 6 5 inches long by 2 i inches high The round eyes are very slightly

in relief, and the legs short and rudimentary Level, 5 ft 6 in below surface Western

end of Trench D, DK Area
The second objeft (HR 2592), which is not illustrated, is 3 i inches high and is very

similar, though not so well made as the firSl Level, 3 ft 6 in below the surface Court

of House VII, Block 3, Seftion A, HR Area

Lamces(P] CXXXI, 43 and 46 ,
PI CXXXIII, loand ii

,
PI CLVIII, 14)

No 10 in PI CXXXIII (VS 25'4o) is a fragment only and measures 7 i inches long by

o 9 inch thick It is of alabaSler, and well made and cut The Straight edge of this lattice-

work IS slightly bevelled, doubtless for the purpose of securing it in place Both surfaces

are perfectly flat Level, 6 feet below surface House XIII, Block 2, VS Area

No 1
1
(VS 2766) in the same plate is made of the same Stone as the above, but is badly

weathered It now measures 4 8 inches long by o 95 inch thick Level, 7 ft 6 in below

surface Room 76, House XIII, Block 2, VS Area

These two fragments of lattice-work do not belong to one another
,
they were probably

used for covering windows Their design coupled with the natural translucency of the

Stone of which they were both made muSt have made them effeStive window ornaments

A few fragments of pottery have been found at Mohenjo-daro that also appear to have

been gratings They are all flat pieces of pottery made of a porous clay, light red in colour

and containing a little lime The baking is rather hardei than usual

No 46 in PI CXXXI (DK 1462), which is o 95 inch thick, is typical of many other

pieces The incisions were roughly cut with a knife Level, 3 feet below surface Space 1

3

between Blocks 14 and 15, Sedlion C, DK Area

The fragment (C 160) illuSlrated in No 43 of the same plate is rather more elaborate

in design, and is further decorated with roughly scratched lines Level, 4 feet below surface

Room 8, Block 12, Seftion C, DK Area
A grating illuSlrated in PI CLVIII, 14, differs from the others juSl discussed This

objeSl (HR 6148), which is made of some soft white paSle and measures 2 32 inches long

by I 5 inches wide by o 2 1 inch thick, was made in a mould and now bears no sign of having

been glazed ^ In all probability it once formed one of the sides of a small box Level, 8 feet

below surface From Courtyard 39, House XVII, Block 3, HR Area

Objects made or Pottery and Other Materials

BalhUa Balls ('“) (PI CXXXI, 44 and 45)

A number of large round balls of baked clay or roughly chipped Slone have been found Clay and stone

in various parts of Mohenjo-daro Similar objedls in roughly baked clay, found in

Mesopotamia, chiefly at the bases of city walls of the early periods, are thought by many
to be balliSla balls,® though there is no direSl evidence that the large catapult was used in

Sumer in early times

^ The paite, however, of which it is made is so soft as to have needed the prote&on of a glaze, which seems to

have entirely disappeared ® Banks, Btsmya, p 336
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No 1,). in PI CXXXl (SD =199), mIiuIi r, -.omculnt irrcRuhr in slitpc, ivcngcs

2 6 inches in dnmettr 1 oiiiui it n Iticl of •} ft tin hclov tlic 'urfncc in conftruftions

(Block f, No 0 south of the Grent Bnth builclini's

No 45 (SD 2310), sshich -wersttes 2 6 inches in chimctcr, i. sl'-o shghtlj out of shipc

Recoseied from Block Southern BuIldIn^'• Sttflion Level, 7 feet bclo" surfscc

Both these Inlls were rouuhlv slnped from n co-’rse hudit grev chert bv bruising the ficc

ill over, prcsuimbl) with nnothcr <loiie But it is po'Mblc, of cour'c, tint the) were

themselves used ss Inmmer-Aone. to crush grim or even Inrdcr nnternP

A number of egg-slnped objcdls of Indlv bilcd cliv found in the SD Aren nvernge

375 inches long b\ 25 inches in diimeter 1 liev were found f feet bclov the surf ice

inside, not outside, n building

At the northern end of Clnmber }5 in L \rc-i, fiftv or more of these egg-^lnped lumps

of bidl) burnt cisv, svenging inches long mil 2 5 inelie'- m itnmeter, v ere found csrcfull)

^lored in s hrge potterv vcsel ' F'urther south m the simt -irct quite n number of hrge

potterv bnlls were found King m confusion upon the ground outside n vcr. thicl enclosure

will Their slnpe, mitirnl, snd the spot where thrv were found ccrtsmlv lend us to rcgnrd

them ns wenpons of offence or, nther, of di fence

.9/rr(: Utills (PI C\\\, 4 nnd 5)

We nre on '‘urer ground with rcgnrd to the sling-bnll'- of v Inch so mnnv Irvc been found

nt Mohenjo-dnro, ind it is clcnr tint in nncient times the 'ling w is Inown nnd used m the

Indus Vnllc), ns m Sumer nnd \nnu m lurleAnn

Iwo tvpes of slmg-pcllets are found nt Mohenjo dnro , one round nnd nbout the sire

of n hrge mnrble, the other, which is mo-c rnre, ovoid in 'hnpe '>nd '’vcrnginr 2 5 inches

long b) 1 6 inches m dinmcter No 4 ( 1 , 730) ind No ^ (I C t2) in PI CX\X illuC,ntc

the ovoid form ,
this tv pc occurs nt nil levels Both tvpes were mndc bv hnnd with nrvmg

degrees of finish In nil enses thev were bnl cd I'lic round pellets mnv hue been propelled

b) n sling of ordmnrv t)pc or b) menus of n bow such ns is used in Sind nt the present dnv

for killing smnll birds No 4 v ns found m Chnmbcr 9, Block 5, nnd No 5 m Chamber 65,

Block 2, of the L Aren There mufl hnvc been some renson for mnV mg the ovoid form of

bullet
,

perhaps this shape imparted n spm to the projeelilc and made it more accurate in

Its flight The form would also, I nm told, lend to a certain amount of ncochct nnd thus

mcrensc the chances of a hit On the other hand, it should be remembered that the original

sling pellet was doubtless a wntcr-vvorn pebble, which is much more commonlv ovoid m shape

than round There is no doubt that in ancient times the ovoid form of slmg-pcilct was
preferred in some countries, for it is commonlv found made both of baled clnv and dressed

ftonc

Both ovoid and round shng-pciicts have been found m cnrlv Sumer- and Turkcsian,’

ns well as in India No specimens have been found at Susn,* as far as I am aw nre, but

Herzfcld has rcccntl) unearthed ovoid shng-pcllcts in neolithic settlements on the Iranian

* The «amc 1 md of thing Ins been found m a hrge pre-Sargoate building at Kish (P ) 1 hose lumps, ho sever,

were of unbaked clav

“ I have found them it Jemdet Nisr and their use extended do sn to nco-Babj Ionian times Macla), A Sw-tner
Palace, ii, pi xli\,fig 3 Also Hall and Woollej, Ur Excc''also-s,\o\ 1, p 53

® Pumpell), Exflcraltcii tr TurhUar, vol i, p 164, fig 364
* Since this wis written I hive found i specimen from Susa illufiratcd m Dll e- Perse, t xi, p loS, fig 1

1

This IS dated to the Second Period
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table-land
,
he dates them prior to the Fir^l Period of Susa ^ Further weil, the sling was

certainly in use in later times in both Paleftme and Syria, but not in Egypt, where it was
introduced at a ilill later period ” Petrie has pointed out that in twelth dynaSy scenes in

which the sling is represented the weapon is only carried by Syrians ®

The sling probably originated in a ^lony country where ammunition would be plentiful Sling

When Its use extended to alluvial countries the pellets would naturally have been made of

pottery It is essentially a weapon for open country, and in the hands of a skilled man is

a formidable weapon * Quite possibly it was introduced into India from the weil
,
and at

a very early period, as the specimens from Mohenjo-daro prove

F/esh-rtMers (F\ CXXXIII, 13-17)

A very unusual barrel-shaped objedl of pottery (VS 3612) muft certainly be a flesh-

rubber It IS pictured in PI CXXXIII, 14, and measures 8 8 inches long by 3 inches in

diameter in the middle and i 15 inches in diameter at each of the slightly rounded ends

The clay of which this objedl was made was heavily mixed with angular grains of sand with

the result that the surface is very rough
, indeed, the sand is so plentiful that there was only

juft sufficient clay to bind it together

A flesh-rubber such as this would probably have been used for ablution purposes, and Use for

as It is hollow. It was light enough to be easily held in the hand Found in Chamber 37, ablutions

House I, VS Area, at a level of 3 feet below surface

No 13 in PI CXXXIII (D 368) measures 7 4 inches long by 3 5 inches in diameter in

Its middle One end is pointed and the other flat The rasp, which is hollow, is made of

a light red clay plentifully mixed with sand It shows evidence of much use on one side,

which in consequence has become slightly flattened Level, 10 feet below surface Trench

D, DK Area

Of this form of rasp quite a number have been found, moftly in a broken ftate, showing

that their use was extensive It is found in both the Late and Intermediate Periods

Another form of rasp (HR 3121), shown in PI CXXXIII, 15, is of quite a different Second type

pattern Though also barrel-shaped and elongated, measuring 3 2 inches long by o 85 inch

in diameter in the middle, one side is flattened and made rasp-like by pricking it all over

This type of rasp was easily and cheaply made of such a material as pottery
,
but it was liable

to be worn smooth, as, indeed, happened to the specimen described, which was found at a

level of 7 feet below the surface in Room 49, Structure V, Block 2, Seftion B, HR Area

No 16 (also HR 3121) is 3 25 inches long and o 6 inch thick It has a rounded back

and slightly concave surface, and is hand-made and hard-baked Level, 7 feet below surface

Room 136, House X, Block 2, Seftion B, HR Area

No 17 (HR 966) measures 4 i inches long and i 95 inches broad The back is rounded

and the slightly concave face has been roughened in more or less regular lines This

roughening became smooth through regular use and the rasp was discarded on this

^ IlluSlrated London News, 25th May, 1929
® According to Sir Arthur Evans, there is “ no evidence of Minoan use of shngs ”, but he remarks that “ this form

of missile (shng-ilone) had an early vogue on the Mainland side ” Stc'Eva.m, Palace ofMtnos,\o\ 11, pt i, p 345
® Petrie, Tools and Weapons, p 36 Note, however, the shngs of plaited linen thread recently taken from the tomb

of Tutankhamen As, however, these shngs were found in a play-box, they may possibly have been looked upon as

playthings or curiosities only IlluSlrated London News, July 20th, 1929

* Judg XX, 16
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iccount Hind-midcj of superior cliy iiid hnrd-bnkcd Level, 4 feet below surfice

Chamber 125, House X, Sedfion B, HR Area

Heavily fired R'^sps of the shape juft described arc fairly common at Mohenjo-daro Some of them

have been almoft vitrified 111 the kiln 111 the attempt to make a more durable article, but the

teeth have in every case been cntirclj uorn down Prafticaliy all the specimens found

have a slightly concave face, doubtless in order that they might more casilj fit the surface

of an arm or leg, while rubbing it down
Rubbing the body avith a rough siibftancc to cleanse it is praftised in India at the

present day, fine sandftonc being used wherever it can be procured And rasps of potterj,

to be used for this purpose, can be purchased in moft bazaars ‘ The same method of cleaning

the bod) seems to have been cuftomar) in Mesopotamia in prc-Sargonic times, for we found

in a cemeter)’ at Kish that almoft without exception a piece of fine white sandftonc was buned

with the dead, though it occupied no particular position in the grave =

WeavinB

Matenols

Types of
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whorls.

Spvidk-whorls (PI CXXXI, 62-71 , PI CLVI, 8-to
,

PI CLVII, 36, 40, 41, and 47)

Spindle-whorls arc found 111 such numbers at Mohenjo-daro that the art of weaaang

muft have been praftiscd cxtensivcl) We know for a certaint) that cotton was one of the

materials used for this purpose, and there can be no doubt that wool was also cmplo)cd as

the sheep W'as well known, being one of the man) animals portrajed in claj Whether flax

was grown we do not at present know, but there is a ftrong probabilit) that linen was used

also for garments, as was the ease in earl) Sumer and Eg)pt
Spindle-whorls were moftl) made of potter), but there are some of shell and man) of

faience The pottery whorls arc of three t)pcs —
(rt) With a single hole in the middle

(l>) With two holes in the middle

(c) With three holes in the middle

The spindle used with the firft t)pc of whorl was a plain wooden ftick, as shown b) the

size of the hole that it fitted With the two-holed t)pc a partiall) cleft ftick muft haac been
used, and the faft that the holes arc invariably small suggefts that the two separate ends of
the ftick were sharpened to fit them It is uncertain whether or not a ftick was used with

the three-holed type of whorl, but there would be no difficult)' in splitting the end of a wooden
spindle into three parts to fit into the holes

No spindle-whorls, except of the firft type, averc found at Temdet Nasr, but the taao-holed

type has been found by Campbell Thompson at Abu Shahrcin in Mesopotamia, =“ and also

in early Elam* and Turkeftan ® The three-holed t)pe seems peculiar to the Indus Valley
civilization

Spmdlc-avhorls of the firft t) pc arc ver) common and generall) mdiffcrentl) finished, if

m pottery In some eases they aacre aftuall) cut from broken potsherds and more or less

roughly rounded They vary considerably in size, ranging from I 25 inches to 2 i inches in

diameter The top is generally rounded and the base flat, but sometimes the base is slightl)

concave

* Of praSicillj idenUcil shape

® Refort on tie E 'ccavalion oftie “ A ” Cer~etery at Ktsi, Field Museum, Chicago, p 1

5

® Arcireologia, aol Ixx, pi i, t
* MIm D{! en Perse, t 1, p 118, fig 203
® Pumpelly, Etfhrations ir TurieSlan, vol i, pi xli, fig 21
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Some of the two and three-holed whorls have a deep groove, averaging o i inch wide by
o 15 inch deep, around the edge The reason for this groove is difficult to fathom It

could hardly have been used for winding thread, as it would take but little It is, however,

possible that the thread was drawn along it to consolidate the fibres, though it could not be

said that the grooves of any of the whorls show any signs of wear ^

The spindle-whorls made of shell (PI CLVI, 8—10) are somewhat rare They range in

size from i 5 inches to i 85 inches in diameter and the single hole in the centre averages

018 inch in diameter, which suggests that a metal and not a wooden spindle was used with

them Shell spindle-whorls are all slightly out of the true owing to the curvature of the shell

from which they were cut

Two Grange objefts, both of which are made of pottery and seem akin to the pottery

whorls juft described, are shown in PI CLV, 9 and 10 The firft has a slightly concave

base and a small hole running through it vertically, but the top is almoft dome-shaped, inftead

of being gently rounded The second is very similar in shape, but is of especial intereft in that

It IS perforated by seven vertical holes, of which five are roughly in line These holes are

curiously enough not all the same size
,

the largeft hole is in the middle and the smaller

holes, four at the opposite poles, are near the edge

Both these objcfts are of light red clay, and No 10—^which is so well made that it looks

as though It had Ijeen shaped in a mould—^was originally covered with a red slip No 9
IS of rougher workmanship and is thickly covered with a white slip, upon which lines, that

have now nearly all disappeared, were painted in red Both these objefts have a groove

round the edge, which in No 10 is o 07 inch wide and o 25 inch deep The small size of the

holes through them suggcfts the use of metal spindles, but it is doubtful whether they are

spindle-whorls at all, despite their resemblance to the whorls with three holes No 10 was

found in Courtyard (2), House LVI, Block 8, HR Area

Spindle-whorls of faience are also rare In each the very small size of the one hole again

suggcfts that they were fixed to a metal rod -

No 36 (SD 2040) in PI CLVII is 2 9 inches in diameter by o 3 inch thick, with a flat

base and slightly rounded top The central hole is o 15 inch in diameter It is made of

vitreous white pafte with a circle of light blue and both the latter and the outer ring of white

are delicately fluted Level, 4 feet below surface Outside weftern wall of Block 7, Southern

Buildings Seftion

No 40 (DK 2948) IS I 4 inches in diameter by o 3 inch thick, with the base slightly

concave and the top rounded The hole is o 2 inch in diameter The two glazes used on

this objeft are now white and blue ^ The outer ring is blue, then comes white followed by
a narrow nng of blue, then a narrow ring of white, and the centre is blue These colours

were probably originally blue and green Level, 3 feet below surface From space between

Blocks I and 2, Seftion B, DK Area

No 41 (SD 1894) IS I 4 inches in diameter and o 4 inch thick The hole is o 15 inch

in diameter and the base flat The rounded upper surface is decorated with fluted radii,

and the whorl was made of a soft white pafte coated with a glaze which is now light blue in

colour It was found in the clay packing between the two brick piers on the northern side

of the Great Bath, at a level of 6 feet below the surface

No 47 (SD 1 23 1 J IS 14 inches and its hole o 15 inch in diameter The base is flat

Grooved edges

Shell whorls

Unknown
objects

Faience

whorls

^ A similar shallow groove is cut around the edge of a whorl from Susa This objeft, however, has onlv one hole

for the spindle M/m D/I en Perse, i vii, p in, fig 368
" Metal rods were also used in Sumer Report on the “A” Cemetery at Kish, pt 1, pi tviii, 17

^ This blue is probably due to cobalt
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and the rounded upper surface decorated in the same manner as No 41 The soft white

pafte IS coated with a light blue glaze, which has probably changed from a darker shade

Found in one of the cells"on the eastern side of the Great Bath Level, 6 feet below surface

Nos 4 1 and 47 were evidently made in the same mould
at Small faience spindle-whorls very similar to those ju^l described have been found in

pre-Sargonic graves at Kish One found in a grave of that period was mounted on a

copper shaft

Needles (PI CXXXII, 1-3 and 5 ,
PI CXLIII, 20, 21, and 36 (?))

Both awls and needles are somewhat uncommon at Mohenjo-daro The needles are

made of either bronze or copper and, owing to their thinness and the salinity of the soil,

they have become barely recognizable'—if they have survived at all The badly corroded,

wire-like pieces of copper and bronze that are constantly found possibly once were needles

No I on PI CXXXII (HR 300) no longer has a point and now measures i 95 inches

long It was cut from a piece of sheet copper and is reftangular in seftion, 015 inch wide

by o 05 inch thick The eye, which is oval and o i inch long by o 05 inch wide, was made by
drilling a number of small holes close together and breaking away the intervening metal

Level, 3 feet below surface Outside south-eaSt corner of House I, Block i, Seftion A,

HR Area

No 2 (DM 1 8 7) IS I 81 inches long by o 5 inch m diameter, and is made of bronze or

copper The eye appears to have been made in the same way as in the needle above Level,

9 feet below surface Stupa Seftion, SD Area

No 3 (HR 5127) Bone It is possible that this objeft may be a needle, for it has

a suspicious groove at the top, a portion of which is missing It is very roughly made
and IS not completely round It measures 5 07 inches long If a needle, it muft have been

used in sewing a very soft and loosely woven material ^ The point is much polished Level,

6 feet below surface Room 50, House XXX, Block 5, Seftion B, HR Area

No 5 (DK 430) is 3 I inches long by o i inch in diameter The point is fine, but

rather abrupt The head of the needle has been badly damaged by corrosion, but there are

indications that the eye was formed by bending the head over, as in some of the pre-Sargomc
needles at Kish, rather than by drilling a number of holes - Level, i ft 9 in below surface

Room 5, Block 9, Seftion C, DK Area

Awls (PI CXXXII, 4, 6-9, II, and 12)

No 4 on PI CXXXII (L 340) IS of copper or bronze, and measures 412 inches long
and 012 inch in diameter It has a blunt point at one end and a graduated one at the other
Level, 4 feet below surface Space 91, Block 9, L Area

No 6 (SD 2511) appears from its colour to be copper It is 3 52 inches long and
o X inch in diameter at its thickeft part It has a point at each end, the lower one being very
fine and sharp Found in Court 4, in the conftruftions south of the Great Bath, at

a level of 3 feet below the surface

No 7 (VS 851) Bone Measures 2 85 inches long Round in seftion with one
side slightly flattened Good polished point at one end From the rough nature of the
other end this awl would seem to have been set in a handle Level, 3 ft 6 in below surface
Between Houses XVIII and XXII, Block 3, VS Area

^ Perhaps also matting Report on “ A ” Cemetery at Kish, pt i, pi mx, 1

1
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No 8 (HR 5765) Bone Point broken and missing Now measures 443 inches

long and 031 inch in diameter at widest part Evidently made to be set in a handle

Shows a polish due to much use Level, 7 feet below surface Room 50, House XXX,
Block 5, Seftion B, HR Area

No 9 (HR 6041) Bone 4 25 inches long Diameter at thicker end o 37 inch

Blunt point Very much polished Level, 9 feet below surface Room 87, House IX,
Block 2, HR Area

No II (HR 4398) Bone 2 6 inches in length with a rounded top Level, 2 feet

below surface Room 37, House XXIX, Block Seftion B, HR Area
No 12 (DK 4563) Bone Reftangular m seftion, rounding to the point

2 93 inches long and o 25 by o 21 inch at its broken butt The redlangular end is decorated

on each side with two incised circles set one within the other This objefl: may once have

been of the same nature as the objefts depifted in the lower part of Plate CXXXII
and then converted into an awl Level, 9 feet below surface Room 9, House I, Block i o,

DK {£) Area

Lttdles(^\ CLVI, 26-9)

The four ladles illustrated in PI CLVI are all made of shell They vary considerably Shell

in size, the largeSt being 6 8 inches long

Each ladle was made from a single piece of shell and its size, therefore, was in a measure

governed by the size of the shell from which it was cut ^ These objefts are naturally irregular

m shape, but are otherwise well finished and finely polished Very similar ladles were used

m Mesopotamia in very early times

No 26 (HR 2528) measures 2 58 inches long and is well preserved It was found at

the northern end of the mam street (HR Area) at a depth of 4 ft 3 in below the surface of

the ground

No 27 (SD 2617) is 3 55 inches long

No 28 (SD 1407) measures 4 65 inches long, and was unearthed from a depth of 1 1 feet

in Room 15, Block 4, Southern Buildings Seftion

No 29 (SD 951), measuring 6 8 inches long, came from Chambers 5 and 6, Block 3,

Southern Buildings Seflion, where it was lying at a depth of 4 feet below the surface of the

ground

It IS possible that these spoon-like utensils were used for oblations and also for drinking Ritual use

from, especially the smaller sizes - An exaft copy of one (HR 5673) in baked clay was found

in the HR Area (PI CXXXIII, 12) This copy is rather larger in size than the usual shell Pottery metal

ladles, but it is doubtful whether one so large could have been made of shell for want of a shell

of sufficient size ^ The pottery model measures 6 5 inches long, including its handle, and

is made of a well-kneaded clay, now light red m colour, that contains a little lime in the form

of small particles Even the slight thickening present on the edges of the shell ladles has

been imitated in this pottery model Found 6 feet below the surface in Passage 20,

House XVIII, Block 4, HR Area

Shell ladles are found in both the Intermediate and Late levels at Mohenjo-daro, and

they will probably be found to occur in the Early levels also

^ Murex {chtcoreus) ramosus, Linn (Red Sea, Indian Ocean, etc )

“ They are used by Hindus at the present day in sacred ceremonials The Sanskrit name for these dippers

IS argha

^ Since writing this I have ascertained tliat some shells of this species attain a length of over a foot
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ivith Kisli

Ha7tdles(?\ CXXXII, 14-18)

No 14 (HR 1546) measures 1 2 inches long by i o inch in diameter at its thickeft

part and has a hole o 32 inch in diameter through the centre It is made of faience, which

IS now a light green colour, and is decorated with three grooves, each o i inch wide by o i inch

deep Each of these grooves contains a black substance that looks like bitumen Level,

7 ft 6 in below surface From between Houses III and VI, Seftion A, HR Area

No 15 (VS 2651) measures 2 15 inches long by o 65 inch in diameter at its widest part

The upper portion of this specimen is missing, but the lower has a hole o 25 inch in

diameter This handle, which is made of ivory, is well carved and shows a polish due to much
handling Level, 3 feet below surface From Chamber 76, House XIII, VS Area

No 16 (HR 5655) Inside this handle, which is made of yellow Jaisalmir 5lone, there

^lill remains traces of the copper or bronze tool to which it was once attached The hole is

015 inch in diameter This handle, which shows the polish of much use, measures 2 i inches

lone bv o Q< inch in diameter Level, 4 feet below surface Room 8, House XXXVI,
Block 5, HR Area

No 17 (HR 5409) is decorated in the same manner as No 15, and, like it, is made of

ivory It measures 2 3 inches long by i 45 inches in diameter at its wideft part It has

a round hole, o 2 inch in diameter, right through its centre longitudinally The top of the

handle is flat and somewhat roughly finished, suggesting that it was once capped with metal

The incised decoration upon it is divided by grooved lines into four registers, each containing

a wavy line The handle was firSt made upon a lathe Level, 4 ft 6 in below surface

House XVIII, Block 4, Section B, HR Area

No 18 In design this handle is similar to No 14, but the greater part of its inlay is

Still in place The upper portion is missing and the handle is now i 32 inches long and
o 8 inch m diameter There is a hole at the top of the handle, now i 15 inches deep and
021 inch in diameter This hole once extended through the base of the handle, but has been

Stopped up with the same coloured paSte as forms the inlaid bands around it The handle is

made of a hard paSte, grey-green in colour The inlay is of a softer paSte and cream-coloured

There is now no trace of glazing on the outside ^

The small size of all these handles is remarkable
,

it suggeSts that, like the modern
inhabitants of Sind, the people who used them had very small hands It is very probable

that the handles of the majority of knives and other implements were made of wood and that

It IS for this reason so few have survived to the present day
These inlaid handles are not unlike some made of faience that have been found at Kish ,

dated there to the pre-Sargonic period The main difference between them is that the bands
on the Sumerian examples are mainly spiral ^

Cake Moulds (PI CXXXIII, 7 and 8)

No 7 in PI CXXXIII (E 946) is 4 25 inches in diameter and o 7 inch thick Depth
of convolutions o 5 inch The base is flat and there are indications that the objeft was made
on a piece of matting There are traces of a cream slip Trench E, DK Area Level, 9 feet

No 8 (DK 1924) IS 5 inches in diameter at its widest part, but is not entirely round
It is o 7 inch thick and the depth of its convolutions is o 5 inch Though, like the fir^l, this

^ Compare tins handle witli one of pre-Sargonic date found at Kish See Mackay, A Sumerian Palace, pt n,

pi xliii, No 10

“ Report on the Excavation of the'’'' A” Cemetery at Kish, -^1 i, pi svm, fig 21
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objefl IS a copy of a shell, it was not moulded from one, as the slight irregularity of the

convolutions show Coated with a cream slip Level, 4 feet below surface Chamber i,

House II, Block 2, Sedlion B, DK Area

Both these objedts are made of a clay that has burnt a light red in colour They are Cake moulds
exceedingly well fired It is suggested that they were used as moulds for fancy bread or

for shaping sweetmeats ^ They cannot be described as rare, as quite a number of fragments

have been found, though only one whole specimen, which is illustrated, has been uneaithed

so far A square objedl allied in conception to the objedls illuSlrated is also known It has

square-shaped ridges filling up its interior inSlead of a spiral one

Objects of Uncertain Use

The objedts that fall into this division are unfortunately many, and it muSl be left to the

imagination of the reader to interpret their meaning Those objedts that are made of Stone

are described firSt, followed by those made of pottery and other materials

Stone Rings (PI XXXVIII, f
,
PI CXXX, 7, 9, and 30 , PI CLV, i

,
PI CLVII, 59)

=

No I in PI CLV IS an alabaSter ring which seems too large to have been used as a mace- Find of stone

head It was found 3 feet below the surface of the ground and seems to be of the same type rings

as the Stone-rings described below The Stone-ring pidtured in PI CLVII, 59 (HR 2 1 84a),

which was found in Court 6 of House II, Sedtion A, HR Area, is very similar in shape but

of small size, measuring 3 5 inches high by 6 3 inches in diameter The central hole is

2 85 inches in diameter The beSt examples, however, are illuStiated in PI CXXX, 7 and 9
These two massive rings of Stone were found with many others in Sedtion B, Block 2, House 5, Fxnd>spot

Room 49, of the HR Area, at a level of 3 to 6 feet below the surface of the ground The
walls of the chamber in which they were found are of Intermediate date, but it is not certain

whether the rings themselves are of the Intermediate or Late Period

The dimensions of No 7 (HR 5925) are 10 inches high and 167 inches in diameter Dimensions

at the widest part
,
No 9 (HR 2810) is a little larger These two rings, together with the

fifteen others that were found with them, are made of limeStone and each has a hole bored

through the centre, varying from 4 6 to 8 2 inches in diameter

On one side only No 7 has two small dowel-holes, each o 5 inch in diameter and i o inch

deep, on opposite sides of the large central hole There also are two slots, each o 9 inch long

and deep, alternating with the dowel-holes
,
these slots are cut on the edge of the large central

hole Only three Stones out of the seventeen found in the cache were found to be provided

with these slots (Pis CXVIII, 17 ,
CXXX, 7 and 9)

The presence of these dowel-holes and slots suggeSts that it was intended to faSlen the

Slones provided with them to something that was passed through their central apertures

The very large size of the latter in ring No 7—it is 4 6 inches in diameter—indicates

that the material to which the Slone was fixed was either wood or Slone, and it may be inferred

that a dowel—perhaps a metal one—was passed at right angles through this wooden or Stone

Stem, so that its ends engaged the slots in the ring and prevented the ^one from either sliding

down or from turning on its support

As these Slone-rmgs were found in a heap and vaiy in size as well as in the bore of the

central hole, it seems evident that they do not belong to one another, but had been gathered

^ Cale-inoulds of exafliy the same pattern but made in metal are, I am told, m use at the present day m parts ofthe

Madras Presidency

• For these and other ring Clones, see Chap V, pp 61-3—[Ed ]
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together for some unknown purpose 1 he dowci-holcs suggest tint such Clones were placed

on top of one another to form a kind of pillar, each being fastened to the one above or below

to prevent taviil Unfortunately for this theor)', only nine of the <lones have dovxl-holcs, and

no two atones are uniform

However this may be, the presence of these dowel-holes in some of the rings proves

to my mind that these flones served some architeftural purpose , they could, for inifance, have

been used as capitals for w'oodcn columns ‘ It is also suggcilive that with them was found

the capital piflured in PI CXXX, 22

Eight of the Clones have small circular pittings placed closely around the edge of the

central hole (PI CXVIII, 16) It is possible that these once served as identification marks

If this be so, the markings may imply that the ilonc ring upon w'hich the) appear had a definite

allotted place with regard to other Clones marked in the same way

There is no doubt that being of different sires the <\one rings that were thus found

together in the HR Scdlion had been collefted for some other than their original purpose

Many w-ere badly broken and w'catlicrcd before the) were gathered together, which suggests

that It avas not intended to apply them again to their original purpose It is possible that

they were to be cut up and made into something else =

Rings With JFav) Tops and Bases (PI CLVI, 2-5 ,
PI CLVII, 56 and 57)

Five objefts found at Mohenjo-daro, two of shell and three of alabaster, are difficult

to idcntif) They range in size from 1 05 inches to 2 5 inches in diameter, but at Harappa

both small and largo atones of this shape have been found, of which the latter, usuall) made
of grey or yellow lime^lone, are as much as 2 ft 9 in in diameter (PI XIV, 6 and 8) These

Clones seem to be allied to the large ^one rings that are common to both Mohenjo-daro and

Harappa, which have been described above In faft, the) onl) differ from them in the

wave-hke surface of the top and base

No 56 in PI CLVII (HR 257)15 made of alabailcr When complete, the hole running

through Its centre was i 35 inches in diameter The ring is i 05 inches high by o 75 inches

thick, and is well made but unpolished Level, 5 feet below surface

No 57 (HR 326) IS a small fragment Its central hole was onginall) i 3 inches in

diameter and it is i 2 inches high and o 8 inch thick Like the firSl it is of alabaster Lc%el,

3 feet below surface Court 18, House I, Block i, Scftion A, HR Area
Another broken specimen in alabaster (L 834) was found 2 feet below the surface of

the ground in Court 69 of the L Area
A fourth example (HR 4891) measures i i inches in diameter and o 65 inch high, with

the central hole o 5 inch in diameter Found in lane between Houses L and LV, Block 7,
Se&on B, HR Area, 3 feet below the surface

Somewhat allied to the above, but made in shell, arc a pair of objefts, one of which is

illuftrated in PI CLVI, 3 Each measures o 62 inch m diameter b) o 51 inch high The)
closely resemble the itone examples except that they are not perforated in any way These
two specimens may be unfinished, but otherwise they are well cut and highly polished They
were both found together at a depth of 4 ft 6 in below the surface, and their serial numbers

^ The possibility may be admitted, though it •'cems a remote one, in the ca'c of the large plain ring-floncs, but not

m the case of the large undulating ones , nor, obviously, m the case of the smaller ones ishich are someumes not more
than an inch or two in diameter For a fuller discussion of these ring floncs, sec Chap V, pp 61—3—[Ed J

^ The inference here drawai by Mr Mackay seems queiliomble The room isherc the ring flones were found
may have belonged to a temple, and they may have been deposited tliere as cult objefts—[Ed ]
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are VS 2187 and VS 2182 They are more fully described m Chapter XXVIII on Ivory,

Bone, Shell, and other objefts

Though they presumably belong to one another, these two specimens do not exaftly Comparisons
fit together Possibly they alternated with similar objefts made of pafte or some other with Kish

material If so, they recall the curious rods made up of alternate seftions of shell and objects

bituminous hmeftone threaded on a copper rod that I found at Kish, belonging to the

pre-Sargonic period, and that are also known at Susa and Musyan ^

Mace-ltke Obje£fs (PI XIII, ii and 12 , PI CXXX, 6 ,
PI CLVII, 55, 58, and 60)

No 6 m PI CXXX (VS 3 1 75) is a curious objeft made of alabafter, which at firft sight Objects of

appears to be a mace-head, but evidently served some other purpose It measures unknown use

1 95 inches high and its fiat base is 2 35 inches m diameter It is rounded at the top where

four grooves at right angles radiate outwards from a vertical hole through the centre This

hole IS slightly irregular in bore, the average diameter being i 05 inches There is also

a horizontal hole in the side of the objeft near its base, measuring o 75 inches in diameter

and only o 6 inch deep, so that it does not meet the vertical hole The illuftration of this

objeft in PI CXXX, 6, shows it from above Level, 5 ft 3 in below surface of ground

Room 62, House XXVII, Block 6, VS Area
Nos 55 and 60 in PI CLVII are two views of another objeft of alabafter (HR 1123), Descriptions

which also in some ways resembles a mace-head This objeft is conical in shape, 2 75 inches

high, with a flat base 2 75 inches in diameter A hole, o 95 inch in diameter, bored through

its centre is smooth throughout and shows no particular wear There is another hole,

o 5 inch in diameter and o 6 inch deep, in the side of the objeft at a diftance of o 75 inch

above the base This second hole is at right angles to the central hole, but does not meet it

The top of the objeft is divided by deep grooves into four portions It was found 4 feet

below the surface of the ground Chamber 5, House I, Seftion A, HR Area

No 58 in PI CLVII (HR 4943) measures 2 5 inches high and 3 i inches in diameter

at Its wideft part The vertical hole that runs through it is i inch in diameter The
horizontal hole is o 7 inch in diameter and o 6 inch deep, but does not meet the vertical hole

in the middle The material is a very soft variety of alabafter Level, 6 feet below surface

Room 102, House XII, Block 2, HR Area

VS 2507 is another objeft of the same type and material, but is not illuftrated It is

2 5 inches high and 3 i inches in diameter at the base, which is flat The hole through its

centre, i 6 inches in diameter, is much larger than the others described above This objeft

also has a horizontal hole, o 75 inches in diameter, but in this case the hole is continued

right through to the centre Level, 5 feet below surface Room 76, House XIII, Block 2,

VS Area

Of VS 1530, which again is of the same material and shape, only a fragment remains

Level, 5 feet below surface South-eaft corner of House XXII, Block 3, VS Area

What these objefts were used for it is difficult to determine The broad flat base Possible cult

suggefts that they were meant to ftand on something rather than to be supported by a ftick objects

through the middle And that they were not to be subjefted to very much wear is proved

by their being made of very soft material They could hardly have been intended to have

revolved on a ftick, as none of the vertical holes through their middles show any evidence of

wear, and yet the presence of the smaller horizontal hole near the base suggefts that a ftick

1 Mim Df! en Perse, X j, p 121, fig 253
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wis used to turn the objcft round on i pivot It is, of course, possible thit these objcdls

were conneftcd with some cult Simihr objedls, but mide of pink limestone, have been

found at Harappl

Conical Stones (PI CXXX, 8)
^

No 8 in PI CXXX (HR 2783) is a conical mass of white limeilone, measuring

15 65 inches high, somewhat loughly made with an uneven base 7 5 inches in diameter, whose

edge IS slightly rounded Level, 2 ft 3 in below surface From Firft Street, HR Area

HR 2079 is a very similar mass of chertj limcllone, 8 3 inches high, with a smooth but

unpolished surface The flat base is 9 inches in diameter The top of this cone is polished

in places as if by constant fndlion of the hand Level, 2 ft 6 in below’ surface From
the conftrudlions south of Chamber 29, House I, Block i, Scftion A, HR Area

HR 587 is also a conical mass of cherty limestone, 6 5 inches high, whose flat

and polished base is 5 7 inches in diameter It is only roughly dressed and has pick-marks

all over it There is no sign of any polish except on the base Level, 3 feet below surface

Firil Street between Seftions A and B, HR Area

Conical Stones with Heads (PI CXXX, 27—9 and 33)'

No 27 (SD 207) is made of roughly dressed limestone, but the head shows signs of

polishing, especially at the extreme tip and around the base It measures 10 5 inches in

height and its flat base, which also shows a considerable degree of polish, is 9 2 inches m
diameter Level, 2 feet below surface From Chamber i. Block 6, of Southern Buildings

Sedlion

No 28 (HR 201) IS made of chert) limeftone and carefully finished This cone is

6 4 inches high with a flat base roughl) 3 7 inches in diameter
,

there is a shallow vertical

hole o 37 inch in diameter in the top of the cone Although it is now badly chipped, its

surface was formcrl) very smooth, though there are no signs of ancient polish Level, 8 feet

below surface

No 29 (SD 1567) also IS made of a cherty limeilonc It Elands 1 1 inches high and has

a very smooth base, 8 3 inches in diameter It is onl) roughl) dressed w’lth a pick, except

for the head which is polished Found in the lane between Blocks 4 and 5 of the Southern

Buildings Seftion, at a depth of 7 feet below' the surface

No 33 (VS 2321) is similar to the others, but its apex has been badly knocked about

It IS made of limcltone and measures 13 inches high with a smooth flat base, 8 5 inches in

diameter It was found at a depth of 6 ft 6 in in Room 1 3, House XVII, of the VS Area
In many respefts these {tones resemble the phallic objeft {Jingci) of the Hindus The

faft that nearly all of them are more or less polished at the top ® suggeils that they were
con{tantly fingered

,
possibly they were repeatedl) anointed with butter as is the cuflom

at the present day

Small Cones with Pointed Tops (PI CXXXI, 47-55 ,
PI CXXXIV, 8-20

,
PI CLVI, 19)

A {Inking feature of the excavations at Mohenjo-daro is the great number of small cones
that have been found, made principally of baked clay, but also of shell and in one case of lead

These pottery cones occur in mo{l of the rooms of both the Late and Intermediate periods

^ For the meaning of these Aones see Chap V, p 59-60—[En ]

- No 28 of PI CXXX seems to belong to a different class from Nos 27 and 29—[Eo ]

^ This polishing has not been caused by ordinary handhng The tip of the cone has as much or more polish as Us

lots er part
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They are baked very hard and in some cases they are almoft vitrified One of the commonest
forms IS shown in PI CXXXIV, 1 1, 12, and i8 They average 2 75 to 3 inches in height,

and have a small rough projeftion at the base, on account of which and in connexion with

their general shape, our basket-boys call them “ carrots ” Some of these cones are decorated

—always at the base—^with spiral lines of pittings, which show no trace of having been filled

in with white or any other colour Nos 9 and 10 in PI CXXXIV are of shell and both came
from the L Area The firft was found in Court i2i. Block 6, and the second in region 128,

Block 8 Both belong to the Late Period

Another common form is the cone with a flat base (PI CXXXIV, 13 and 15), which

unlike the “ carrot ” type, readily stands up In this variety of cone, the base is but seldom

decorated with pitted lines When, however, this form of cone is decorated, the base is

scored with from three to six horizontal lines, as in No 1 3, or with spiral lines, as in No 1

5

This type frequently has a small shallow hole in the centre of its base, averaging 015 inch

in diameter and o 03 inch deep No 13 was found outside the weftern wall of Block 7,

SD Area, at a level of 4 feet below the surface

\
Round-based cones (PI CXXXIV, 14), which average from i 6 to 2 5 inches in height,

are also found in large numbers Sometimes the base is quite plain, sometimes it is scored

with a spiral line Occasionally there is a shallow hole in the centre of the base

No 16 (VS 6178) in PI CXXXIV is a very curious form of cone It is hand-made,

with a small flat base, and is unusual in having a spiral line scored around the middle of

the body
No 17 (DK 3090), which is made of light red pottery, is coated with a brown slip

Its receding base is uncommon in shape, and the hole in it is unusually long, measuring

o 6 inch in depth and o 2 inch in diameter Outside south-ea^l corner of Block 2, Seftion B,

DK Area Level, 3 feet below surface

No 20 (SD) in PI CXXXIV is also of unusual type It is hand-made with its base

decorated with vertical lines of pittings that meet circular lines below There is a shallow

hole in the projedlion from the base, 015 inch deep and o 2 inch in diameter at the surface

The purpose for which these cones were used has not yet been gathered It is very

rarely indeed that one is found with the point unbroken, and it is probable that this part of

the cone was essential to its use and that breakage of the point led to the cone being thrown

aside In the rare cases in which the point is intaft, it sometimes shows signs of having been

carefully trimmed with a knife in the course of manufadlure, which suggests that the point

was used for boring ^ On the other hand, it is very unusual to decorate tools and implements,

yet mo^l of these cones are decorated in some way, even to the extent of coating them with

a smooth red slip—a finish which hardly seems necessary in the case of a simple tool

These pottery cones were sometimes hand-made, and sometimes made on a wheel In

the former case, they were so carefully finished that it is often difficult to diftinguish them
from the mechanical articles Those which were decorated with scored lines, whether

horizontal or spiral, were usually made on a wheel, and in some cases the scoring was done

with a comb
In colour the cones range from light red, sometimes coated with a dark-red slip, but more

frequently left plain, to a dark-brown colour which almost approaches black Many of the

latter are made of a special clay of a very compadl nature, and have been so heavily fired in

the kiln that they are almoSI vitrified This is especially the case with the “ carrot ” type

of cone

Flat-based

vanety

Round-bas

cones

Broken poi

Make

* Small clay cones from Jemdet Nasr were treated in a similar way
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It IS difficult to explain why there should be a liolt in the centre of the base of some of

these objcfls In moil cases it is much too shallow for the cones to have been fixed to .my

kind of handle It is possible that these holes fitted a pef; on the v-hecl on which the majority

of the cones avere turned, enibling the potter to finish ofFthc base of the cone before removal

fiom the wheel Ikit then is a possible objeflion to this in that ‘ome of the hand-made examples

have a similar hole In the latter ease, howcaer, a avooden peg <luck in the base of the cone

avould help in rolling it into shape and it aaould, of com e, drappear aahen the cone v as bal cd

It IS possible that these cones aacre used in some form of game and that they aacre throaan

avith the idea of making their apices point in a eertun direflion If this aacre so, it aaould

explain the exiSlencc of so many of them aaith bioken points, and the fadl that some of them

aa'cre decorated avould also point to this conclusion It is certainly open to doubt aahethcr

such comparatia’ely blunt points as those of Nos ii, 12, 1 f, ind 19 in PI CXXXIV avould be of

any use for boring

Pottery cones very’ much like those illu^lnted, but undccoratcd, have been found at

Jemdet Nasr in Mesopotamia Like the Mohenjo-daro ei.miplcs they .ire associated vith

painted pottery and all of them had aery carefulla trimmed points They moCl closely

resemble in type No 1 1 on PI CXXXIV, but arc aaithout the projcflion at the base

Cones of various sivcs hiac been found in other places in Mesopotamia At Ur, for

in^lancc, they haa’c been found in plenty The use of some pcncil-likc varieties found on

that site have not yet been satisfadlorily explained ‘ Mr Campbell-Thomp'on found a great

many at Abu Shahrain,- and these, lilc the Ur examples, arc of aery early date and generally

associated aaith painted pottery’

Nos 8, 9, and 10 in PI CXXXIV and PI CLVI, 19, arc made of shell—the onla ones

found at Mohciijo-daro—and on account of the hardness of this material their points have

not been broken off 1 hey arc all somcaahat roughla made, and the bases of taao are rounded,

the third flat The cone illuilratcd in PI CLVI, 19 (HR 900) is 3 2 inches long , it was
found inside the south-aaeAcrn corner of House I, Block i, Sci^ion A, HR Area, at a level

of 3 feet bcloaa the surface

Cones '.vstJi Rouudid T'ops (PI CXXXIV, 22-4 ,
PI CLVI, 7)

A small number of aery carefully made cones with rounded tops aacre made of shell or

pottery’ The three illuilratcd in PI CXXXIV v ere all found together, y ft 410 bcloaa the

surface of the mound in Sc£lion B, Block 3, House 14, Room 1 1, of the HR Area Each
measures 2 2 inches high by i 5 inches in diameter and is made of a light red aaarc aahosc

surface is uncoated aaith a slip Iht use of these three objcdls is uncertain They arc

perhaps too large to be gamesmen
No 7 in PI CLVI (HR 5539) is one of a group of three, all beautifully made in shell

They av’crc all found together, 3 ft 3 in bcloaa the surface in Scftion B, Block 8, House I XII,
Court 36, of the PIR Area, and aa’cragc i 9 inches in height and i inch in diameter at the

base, aahich is flat All the cones of this group are of Intermediate date

C^hndrtcal Objefls of Poirery (PI CXXXI, 42)

Three very’ curious objcdls (HR 5751), pottery cylinders aaith flat ends, aacre found
togedaer in the HR Area at a Ica’cl of 1 1 feet bcloaa the surface of the ground They arc of

^ See Dr Hall’s rcmarlis on these objefls m Ur Fvea-atte-:, \oI 1, pp 48-50 It is out of the qucflion that tl e

Mohenjo-daro examples is ere used for as all decoration

- Campbell Thompson, Archrohgta, sol In, pi x (i)
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diffeient sizes, one being 4 4 inches in length by i 9 inches in dnmeter, another 4 05 by
I 8 inches, and the third 4 6 by i 8 inches A fourth objeft of the same kind, measuring

5 by I 75 inches, was found at a level of 8 feet below the surface on the eastern side of the

Stupa buildings, 1 e
,

it belongs to the Late Period, whereas the other three are apparently

of Intermediate date The three cylinders were found in Room 74, House V, Block 2,

Seftion B, HR Area

These four objedls were all roughly made by hand and somewhat indifferently baked Mode of

The clay seems to have been rolled on a flat ^lone and then squarely chopped off in lengths manufacture

They have no slip and show no signs of wear at any particular spot They were possibly

used for rolling dough, but they seem rather short for this purpose

SAe/I Caps (F\ CLVI, 13, 16-18)

No explanation has at present been found of the shell objedts illustrated in PI CLVI, Shell objects

13, 16-18 They are always in two pieces which fit more or less corredtly together, according

to the skill of the carver, but two halves have never been adlually found together The
decoration is always the same, namely, a deeply scored line around the edge of the rounded
upper surface and quartering by means of three parallel lines The lower surfaces of the

two halves always show the convolutions of the shell and apparently no attempt was ever

made to smooth them down
When the two halves are placed together there is a natural hole between them

,
and this,

coupled with the fadl that the top shows traces of a slight flattening, suggests that a small

metal plate was placed on the top with a wire passed through it for a handle Possibly a metal

plate once covered the base
,

if so, this would account for the lack of finish in this part of

the objedl These objedls may have been used as jar covers

No 16 The two pieces of this cap do not dlriftly belong to one another (DK 2991 Dcscnplions

and DK (?)) When set together, they measure 2 85 inches in diameter and i 02 inches

high Level, 18 inches below surface House I, Block i, Sedlion B, DK Area

No 17 This illustration shows the appearance of the inside of one of these caps,

made up of pieces DK 2899 and DK 2927 The two measure 2 4 inches in diametei and are

o 85 inch high Levels, 3 feet and 2 feet, respeftively, below surface of ground Room 3,

House I, Block i, Seftion B, DK Area

No 18 (HR 324 and DK 3114) 24 inches in diameter and 07 inch high

DK 3114 was found 18 inches below the surface in Room 5, House I, Block i, Seftion B,

DK Area

No 13 IS a rare example of three pieces of shell being used to make one of these caps

Two of these pieces belong together (HR 2465), but the third (HR 3198) is part of another

cap This type of cap is rare for the reason that it mu^t have necessitated considerable labour

to fit three pieces accurately together Levels, 14 feet and 2 ft 4 in below surface

These objedts are found in both the Late and Intermediate levels

PeJeEa/ (f) (P] CXXXIII, 18)

This IS an alabaster objedl; (VS 2648) rounded on its upper suiface and with a flat base Stand

5 6 inches in diameter Its height is i 9 inches In the centre of the upper surface

IS a shallow depression, 2 7 inches in diameter by o 2 inches deep The exadl use of this

objedl IS doubtful
,

it may be that it is a pededlal of some kind Level, 5 ft 4 in below

surface From House IX, VS Area
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Roundel (PI CLVIll, 12)

This curious objeft (HR 5463) is i 9 inches in dnmeter by o 3 inch thick, nnd is made

of steatite One side his been cut to a flit edge In the centre is 1 heirt-shiped design

Similir to die inlay of Nos 39-44 m PI Cl V Close to the edge i number of lunir-shipcd

depressions hive been cut The use of this objedl: is quite uncertain It is too thick for

inliy, ind, is it is unbored, it cinnot hive been used either as 1 bead or 1 pcndint Its

reverse is quite flit iiid unorniinented I evel, 4 feet below surfice Room 87, House IX,

Block 2, HR Arci

Pottery Tablets (PI CXXXI, 56-9)

The use of the four pottery objefls in PI CXXXI, 56-9, has long been 1 puzde Similar

specimens hive been found in vinous parts of Mohenjo-diro, belonging to vinous periods

They' vary considerably in size, ringing from i 5 inches to 3 7 inches across one side In

thickness they vary from o 7 inch to i 3 inches, according to their size

These curious objefts arc flat on both sides ind ilv ay s roughly made In some specimens

^Iriw was mixed vith the clay of which they arc made Mo^l examples arc of triangular

shape with more or less rounded corners
,

a few, however, arc circular, but these arc rare

There are no indications on their upper or their lower surfaces to guide us as to their use
,

neither arc these surfaces particularly well finished

I W'as at firil inclined to think that these pottery plaques were used as Elands for pottery

in the kiln, particularly as one has been found in the interior of a kiln On the other hand,

they are always so badly baked that they would seem never to have been exposed to any great

degree of heat Provisionally, I venture the theory that they represent model loates, either

as votive offerings or intended for burial use They closeh resemble the triangular loaves

portrayed on tomb walls in Egy'pt

No 58 in PI CXXXI (\'’S 1025) measures 3 7 inches along each side and is i 2 inches

thick House XXVI, Block 7, VS Area Le\cl, 4 feet below



Chapter XXV

COPPER AND BRONZE UTENSILS AND OTHER OBJECTS

Part I

SOUUCIS \ND MITMTURGY 01 COPPLR AND ITS ALLOYS

T he cxcaMtion"; nt Mohcnjo-diro }n\c shown that the metals known to the early

inhabitants of the Indus Valle; were gold, silver, lead, copper, and tin as an

ingredient of broiwe
,

iron vas altogether unknown to them Of these, copper

vas the carlic<I and the mo^I useful metal at their disposal for general purposes, and objedls

of this metal, which ha\c been found here in abundance, comprise domestic utensils, axe-

heads or ‘‘ celts ", daggers, knnes, lancc-hc>ds and arrow'-heads, sickles, ^latuettes, bangles,

finger-rings and ear-rings, amulets, wires, rods, etc

It IS well known that pure copper is a comparati\elj soft metal and unfit for tools and

weapons requiring a keen, hard edge I his was c''rh underslood by the Indus people who
doubtless felt the need of a harder metal for their weapons as well as for their w'orks of art

Whether the; iinented bronre indepcndentl; or learnt the art from some foreign nation

It IS not at present possible to decide
,

but it is certain that the) bec-’me acquainted ;;ith

this alio; at a ;cr; carl; period Bronre objeds discovered at Mohenjo-daro comprise

utensiP, tooP and weapons, ffatuettes and je;;eller; Moil of these ;;erc evidently made bj

cabling, but 'omc had to be sh-’ped and finished b) hammering Therefore, it is obvious that

their makers were quite familiar ;\ith the propert; of bronze, that enables it to be forged at

a temperature jusl below redness I he chemical composition vtjra) of the bronze

objefls lca\cs no doubt that the tin, 45-13 per cent, is not accidental, but was added

inteiitionall; to produce an allo) suitable for cutting tools or other purposes Some of these

objcfls arc in a completclj oxidi/ed ^atc, consislmg of a substantial core of avhite ilannic

oxide ein eloped in a la;cr of red cuprous oxide, thus aftording a visible proof of the use of

a high-grade bron/c There fails lead us to the conclusion that at the time these objefls

;;erc proJuced the Indus pcojilc had passed much bejond the experimental ilage and had

acquired a xen good knoxxlcdgc of the properties and working of bronze In spite of this,

ho;;c;cr, it is notevorth) that pure copper tools and weapons persiiled alongside xvith those

of b'onze exen in the uppcrmo^l slrata, xxhcrc man) fine specimens of bronze (eg saxxs,

chisep, •’nd xascs) have been unearthed The onl) possible explanation of this simultaneous

use of copper and bron/c is that the suppl) of bionze was limited and its use, therefore, xvas

confined to objcilr of a special nature, eg tools, razors, jcxxellcr), or ornamental vases for

those that could afford them Later on v e shall sec tint the Indus people xvcrc handicapped

in their efforts to develop the use of bronze, on account of the scarcit) of tin in India and the

difficult) of procuring it from abroad W'c muil also bear in mind that precious objcdls such

as these x'ere hi el; to Inxe been passed on from one generation to another and to have been

cxcntuall) carried aw a) xvhen the cit; x;as abandoned
Another allo), composed of copper and arsenic (wiA tnjjd) and comparable xvith a loxv
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grade bronze in hardness, is also met with at Mohenjo-daro How it originated and when

precisely it came into vogue, we do not know It is possible that the addition of arsenic

(2-4 5 per cent) was intentional, but it is more probable that some mines of arsenical copper

01 e were found to yield a verj' hard and yellowish metal which was much prized for tools,

before the introdudlion of bronze in the Indus Valley Objefts of this alloy have also been

found in early Egypt and at Aiiaii

In Egypt copper came into use very early in predyna^lic times, and there is evidence

of a sporadic use of bronze during the Old Kingdom period, the earliest known objeft of this

alloy being a rod found at Meydum, 111 a third dynasty tomb, containing 9 i per cent tin

As the result of a caieful survey, Montehus^ comes to the conclusion that full tin bronze

(9—10 per cent) came into use 111 the eleventh or twelfth dynasty, but according to Petrie

It did not come into regular use until the eighteenth djnaily (c 1580 ii c)- Copper was

commonly employed by the Sumerians from the earlie^l times, and copper casting was practised

by them even before the reign of Ur-Nina (c 2900 11 c ) Chemical analyses of the objefts

found at Tello, Eridu, and A 1 ‘Ubaid have showm that tools of copper unalloyed with tin

avere in use even in late Sumerian times® However, bronze objedls have been found at

Ur and Erech ranging from the second half of the third to the end of the second millennium

Recently several careful analjses by Dr Desch of authentic specimens from Kish, Ur, and

A1 ‘Ubaid have been published, which leave no doubt that bronze was employed by the

Sumerians earlier than arc 3000 bc^ It is obvious that both copper and bronze were

simultaneously in use in Mesopotamia before c 3000 n c and that subsequently the alloy was

employed sparingly even for tools, as in the Indus Vallej As we have stated above, this

paucity of bronze was due to the scarcity of tin, and there is some documentary evidence

also in support of this view A record w'hich is earlier than Sargon of Agade Elates that “ five

minas of pure tin ” had been received at Lagash ^ Sajee informs us that tablets from Kara-

Euyuk also refer to tin avhich was “a rare and precious metal in Bab) Ionia at the time

{c 2500-2200 n c )
” It can hardly be doubted that the introduction of bronze in the

Indus Valley and Babylonia was approximately contemporaneous, on account of the close

commercial relations that muCl have exiCled between them Copper appears in the earlieil

strata at Susa At Anau, copper has been obtained in the later phases of Culture I and
aveapons of the pure metal were in use in Cultures II and III, avith occasional bronze in the

latter period “ In Crete, the Bronze Age begins even earlier than in Egypt, in die early

Minoan I Period In Cyprus, the Copper Age continued dowm to c 2200 b c
,
when the

Bronze Period followed Copper was in general use in the firCl settlement at Hissarlik, and
bronze in the Second City which flourished probably much earlier than 2000 n c ’

The discovery of numerous prchiCloric copper implements (e g celts or axe-heads,

swords, harpoons, etc ) at various sites in Northern India and the Central Provinces indicates

that copper was extensively w'orked in India at a very early period The mo^t important
find was that made at Gungeria in the Bailghit Diftridl: of the Central Provinces, which
included 424 hammered copper implements and 102 silver lamina:, weighing 828 and 20 lbs

respeftively This has been described by Sir John Evans as the mo^l important discovery

of instruments of copper yet recorded in the Old World Formerly the earheSl date assigned
to the prehistoric copper implements of India was c 2000 n c

,
based on arbitrar)' comparisons

® I’Anthropologic, 1, p 27 ® Flinders Petrie, “ MetiL in Egypt” Ancient Tgypt, 1, 1915
® King, Sumer and Akkad, p 73 , Hall and Woolley, Al 'Ubaid, pp yy-j

Harold Peake, “The Copper Mountain of Magan ” Antiquity, Dec 1928, pp 452-7
® Man, Nov, 1921

° Pumpelly, F\plorations in TiirkcHan, 1904, p 53 ’ Cambridge Anc HiS

,

1, p 103
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with European examples It was also believed that the prehistoric Indians were not

acquainted with the art of manufafture and properties of bronze, and bearing in mind the

faft that only seven specimens of prehistoric bronze, with a very irregular chemical

composition, were known, it is not perhaps surprising that the existence of a Bronze Culture

was denied ^ However, the discovery of similar celts, but of superior workmanship, in the

Indus Valley points to a much greater antiquity for the Northern specimens The presence

of copper at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, even in the earheSt Stratum yet reached, indicates

that copper muSt have come into use in India at a very early period, but no definite date can

be assigned to it as yet In the light of the various bionze objedts that have been discovered

at Mohenjo-daro, it is obvious that the Indus people were also well acquainted with the

metallurgy and properties of bronze, and extended its use to the manufadture of tools, weapons,

utensils. Statuettes, jewellery, etc
,
but they failed to replace copper effedtively for such purposes

simply on account of the limited supply of tin At Mohenjo-daro bronze objedts have been

found in the earlieSt Stratum yet reached, and on the basis of the chronology adopted in this

work, we may assume that bronze was known in the Indus Valley even earlier than

3000 B c This may be taken to imply the existence of commercial relations, diredt

or indiredt, with some region where the invention of bronze took place—a region, probably,

where deposits of copper and tin ores exiSted in close proximity to one another

Copper ore is unknown in Sind and the neareSt deposits are situated in the countries

bordering on the weSt of the Indus Valley In BaluchiStan, rich copper ore occurs at Shah
Bellaul and at Robat, where large heaps of copper slag indicative of ancient smelting have

been observed Deposits of copper ore also occur in the Ras Kuh and Kojak Amran range

Rich veins of the ore exiSl in the Shah Maksud Range in Afghanistan as well as at Kaleh Zen
(Kerman) and Anarek in Persia, at both of which places there is evidence of ancient working

on an extensive scale The neareSl copper mines in India proper are those situated near

Ajmer, in Sirohi, Mewar, and Jaipur States, notably those at Khetri and Singhana, which

have been worked from very early times The presence of small quantities of sulphur and

the absence of tin in the copper lumps point to the use of the sulphide ore, which abounds

in these mines, for the extraftion of copper The piesence of lead in some of the copper objefls

(i 58 and 328 per cent in two of the specimens analysed) is noteworthy, as it throws some
light on the source of the metal As copper ores associated with lead occur in Afghanistan

and BaluchiSlan, it seems probable that some of the copper, at any rate, was obtained from

these countries, but it should be added that copper ore associated with lead occurs also in

Rajputana and Hazaribagh -

The source of the tin which is an ingredient of bronze is difficult to locate Tin ore is

scarce in India proper and unknown in BaluchiSlan The only Indian deposits, worth

mentioning, exiSl in the Hazaribagh DiSlri6t, and appear to have been worked in ancient times

Tin occurs in the Kara Dagh DiStridl in North-WeSlern Persia Strabo mentions

that tin was found in Drangiana in the south-weSl of the modern Afghanistan, and ancient

tin mines have been discovered by Van Baer in Khorasan, between AStrabad and Shah Rud ®

The rich deposits of cassiterite ore which occur in the Malay Peninsula and the neighbouring

Bronze known
by Indus

people before

3000 B C

Sources of

Copper

Source of tin

^ Vincent Smith, “ On the Copper Age and Prehiiloric Bronze Implements of India ” Indian Antiquary, 1905,

pp 229 ff , ibid

,

1907, pp 53 fF

® As some of the Indian copper ores (e g in RajputSna and Singhbhum) contain nickel in appreciable quantities,

the occurrence of nickel in the Mohenjo-daro specimens does not imply that the Indus people depended for their supply

of copper on Oman or any other foreign source Noteworthy, also, is the high proportion of arsenic in the e specimens,

which diftmguishes the Indian from the Sumerian metal

® Gowland, “ Metals in Antiquity ” JRAI vol xlii, 1912, p 252
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islands, that form the principal source of tin in the present age, do not appear to have been

worked in early times Morcovci, a rcgulai supply from this area, which involved a long

and perilous sea voyage, mu^t have been impossible in those remote ages The possibility

of a supply from Hazaribagh mu^t also be discounted, as the deposits are so meagre that they

could barely have sufficed to meet local demands, and this assumption is amply justified by

the scarcity of prehistoric bronze in the Gangctic Valley Moreover, Hazlribagh was isolated

by deep foreSts from Northern India down to hiflonc times It is, therefore, more than

probable that the sources of tin or bronze lay towards the North-WeSl It is a noteworthy

fafl that the ancient tin mines mentioned above weie accessible from the busy and

ancient highway that traversed North Persia and WcSlern Afghanistan and afforded

communication by way of the Bolin Pass between the Indus Valley and the WeStern World
As copper was extensively worked in these regions in ancient times, it is not unlikely that the

discoverj-^ of the alloy of copper and tin, by the accidental smelting together of the ores of these

metals, also took place somewhere in North Persia, and thence found its way to the Indus

Valley In this conne£lion it is a significant faft that the daggers and knives discovered in

the Indus Valley resemble some of the weapons found at Susa, Anau, and in the South-Weil

Caspian area

Typical analyses of the specimens of copper and bronze found at Mohenjo-daro are

given below —
ClIlMICAL AsAIVSES OF CoFPER A D UpOIFr FoU W AT MoHESJO-DAFO

(Aralyts Moher-r-aJ Sara UUaF)

Serial

Number

Specimen

Copper

1

c*
0

1 I

c
Anenic

i

u
na
V
0

Sulphur

i

S
e c
0 U

j

0 -5

i

®

Remarks

I Copper lump 96 67 0 00 088 015 0 03 1 27 0 02 0 98 — Unaltered core

2 Copper lump 97 07 0 00 tr 0 98 049 031 tr » 15 — Unaltered core

3 Copper lump 96 42 0 00 — 0 00 0 00 035 0 09 0 36 2 78 Parti) oxidized

4 Copper lump 92 49 0 37 tr I 30 1 51 I 06 ir 2 26 I 01 Partly oxidized

5 Fragment ofsome
implement

95 80 0 00
,

0 72 074 0 12 025
1

158
1

0 61 0 18 Unaltered

metal

6 Celt 94 76 0 09 • 442 0 15 1
0 14 0 26 — — Unaltered and

aery hard metal

7 Copper chisel (?) 9241 0 00 0 10 342 059 0 15 3 28 0 05 — Unaltered

portion

8 Bronze rod 91 90 451 I 15 I 96 0 15 —
!

0 17 0 16 — Unaltered core

•9 Bronze buttons 88 05 8 22 2 60 tr 0 29 tr 0 00
I

0 84 — Completeli

oxidized
•10 Bronze chisel 86 22 12 38 035 — 0 a5 0 00 0 70

i

— Completel)

oxidized

II Bronze slab 8z 71 13 21 033 1 17 0 42 0 56 0 II
[

0 00 I 49 Parti) oxidized

12 Bronze chisel
!

85 37 II 09 tr 0 07 0 18 0 16 tr oil: 3 02 Partly oxidized

13 Bronze lump 83 92 12 13 tr 0 00 0 00 0 17 0 17 0 00
1

1

3 61 Metallic core,

parth oxidized

* Note—Complete specimen, along with the adhering incmflations, ivas taken for analysis and the original com-
position of the alloy has been recalculated from the relative proportions of the metals found therein
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Neither copper ore nor any remains of a smelting furnace have so far been recovered

at Mohenjo-daro, and it is highly probable, therefore, that the redudtion of ore was carried

out at the mines Lumps of crude copper plano-convex in shape, 6 to 9 inches in diameter

and I to l4 inches thick in the centre, have been found, which were evidently produced by
the smelting operation in a primitive furnace consifting simply of a concave depression in

the ground The crude metal was re-melted for refining in clay crucibles, which were broken
up for the recovery of the purified metal A fragment of such a crucible with the slag sticking

to the edges, is illustrated on PI CXLII, 9 No specimen of pure tin or its ore has been

found, so far, at Mohenjo-daro
These analyses indicate the occurrence of four diSlindt varieties of copper and its alloys

at Mohenjo-daro (a) Crude copper, (b) refined copper, (c) copper-arsenic alloy, (d) copper-tm

alloy or bronze

(a) Specimens Nos i, 2, and 4 represent the crude product of the smelting furnace

They are too rich in sulphur to be worked up by hammering and are suitable only for

casting heavy or plain objefts

(/’) Specimens Nos 3 and j' are good examples of refined copper in general use

Specimen No 3 is well suited for the raising of vessels of elaborate shapes on account of its

remarkable purity and consequent duStihty The presence of over 3 per cent of foreign

metals in No 5 renders it suitable for obtaining sound caStings in closed moulds Such small

amounts of arsenic and antimony will also impart appreciable hardness to copper although

not comparable to that produced by tin There is no doubt that these elements have not

been added intentionally but were derived from the original copper ore with which they were

associated

(r) Specimens Nos 6 and 7 represent a copper-arsenic alloy which is as hard as a low Copperoarsemc

grade bronze In these cases it is difficult to decide whether the arsenic was added alloy used for

intentionally, in the form of a flux, or was derived from an arsenic bearing copper ore In hardening

this connedlion it is intereiting to recall the occurrence of JolJingite (a natural mineral

composed of arsenic and iron) at Mohenjo-daro, and it may be questioned whether this mineral

was intended for the preparation of this alloy ^ It is a noteworthy fadl that a similar alloy

of copper and arsenic was also in use in Egypt, the composition of No 6 being almoSl identical

vith that of a copper Strip of the twelfth dynaSty- It is therefore quite possible that this

alloy was obtained from the same source, both for the Indus Valley and Egypt Petrie makes
the interesting suggestion that arsenic was the earlicSt hardening element for copper in Egypt,

and It ma) be that this alloy was employed for tools in the Indus Valley also, before the advent

of bronze

(if) Specimens Nos 9 to 1 1 represent the various qualities of bronze in use The
percentage of tin is 4 51 in No 8 ,

8 22 in No 9 ,
but in the laSt four, varies between ii 09

and 1321 It IS obvious that 1 1— 13 per cent tin alloj was popular and had come into general

use during the period under review, although lower grades were also employed to some
extent The preference of the high grade alloy well suited for sharp-edged tools, with

a fairly regular proportion of tin, leaves hardly any doubt that the addition of the white metal

was intentional and not the result of mere accident It is obvious that this ^lage in metallurgy

had been reached after prolonged experimentation and experience with copper and its alloys

with arsenic and tin These specimens are also contaminated with appreciable proportions

of antimony and arsenic, which would add further to their hardness

^ On the subjc£i of lollingitc fee p 684 f—[Ed]

- GarJind and Bannister, Anciert Egypitar Meta/iurgy, p 66
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Inc propn^tion of Ic-’d in the bronzes is tnSsng, i^hich shows thnt the Indus people

hid no* discoic'ccj the -vnluiblc propertj of this mctil in rendering the nllo} more fusible ind

^o*c flu.G, th-’t 15, mo'c suitible for casling This pirth iccounts for the ibscncc of bronze

ciflinns of am ipp’-cci'’blc size it Mohenjo-diro The Egrptians also remained ignorant of

this faa until quite late, in the Saitic penod

.\'/^L'.SES OF COPPER AND BPON7E SPECIMENS MADE FOR THE SuMER COMMITTEE OF THE

British Association bi Prof C H Desch, F R S

Spectn Cf.s from Mohoijo-dtiro Sen^ofi 1926—7

The specimens were complctcl} oxidized, and contained sand and earthj matter mixed
with the oxide and carbonate Sulphur was usuallj present, but it is not certain whether this

was in the metal onginall} or derived from the earth A microscopical examination wall be

made to throw light on this point The table is arranged to shov\ the proportion of tin and

nickel in the metallic part, excluding the sulphur, but the sulphur content is added in a separate

column The sulphur figures refer to the crude oxidized matenal The tin and nickel

figures are calculated as if the remaining metal were only copper, except where other metals

were detedlcd In mo^ specimens other metals were ccrtainlj absent

Tin Nidel Lead Sulphur

SD 1405 — 0 17 0 36 6 78

SD 1932 — 938 tr J 73
L 3767 —

3 34 0 30 7 77
SD 2683 (A) — tr prc'cnt —
SD 2683 (B) — — — —
SD 2683 (C) — tr — 263
L in X —

i 04. — 2 40

HR 1132 — 039 — 0 32

L 602 144 tr — —
HR 1472 —

I 49 — 023
VS 1 572 19 0 0 23 — 043
VS 1416 — 0 09 — 0 28

Dk 542 — 0 30 — 034
Dk 1679 — tr present not 0 05
Dk 2155 0 53 cilimated

Balance copper

0 03

Spent ers from MeJ cujo-duro Saisoti 1927-8 ^ As before. the tin and nickel have been
calculated back to the metallic contents, other metals having been determined to be absent —

No Mad Tin Nid cl

I Dk 3479 — —
2 .. 4585 10 2 —
3 » 4378 — —
4 •. 3833 — —
5 .. 4568 10 3 tr

* It n due to c cour*c$) of Mr I M-clij ihit I am able to ladudc tlic analt^es of these specimens in the

pre orl — [I 'i
]
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No Mark Tin Nickel

6 DK 4588 14 6 —
7 » 3735 — tr

8 SS 4035 — faint tr

9 ss 4005 — faint tr

to » 3731 — 0 22

II l> 3939 — faint tr

12 a 3992 — tr

13 3 > 3955 — tr

14 » 3914 — —
IS 3956SSS — tr

16 a 3935 — tr

17 a 3849 — tr

18 >1 3843 — faint tr Much lead

»9 3756 — 0 68

20 » 3748 — tr

21 » 4128 — 086

22 3846 — faint tr

23 )» 4185 — tr

24 a 4173 — 051

2S )> 4059 — 0 IS

26 fi 4087 — 0 26

27 ti 4068 10 7 tr

28 ti 4041 — tr

29 tf 3648 __ —
30 3760 (Lead, containing 0 007% sih cr)

31 f* 3612 — tr

32 If 3630 II 6 tr

33 If 3611 — 0 14

34 ff 3712 — 0 24

35 ff 4599 — 0 04

36 ff 4600 56 0 21

37 ff 4396 — 0 05

38 ff 4400 — 0 07

39 ff 43*51 19 I tr

40 ft 4466 (Lead, containing 0036% silver)

41 ft 4451 — —
42 ft 4303 — faint tr

43 ft 4431 — —
44 ft 4565 — tr

45 tf 4586 — faint tr

46 ft 4330 — tr

47 ft 4384 — —
48 ft 4260 — —
49 L 1208 (Lead, containing 002% sih er)

5° L 1226 (Lead, containing 0 008% silver)

51 DK 3566 — 0 81

52 ft 4642 — —
Bahnce, copper except where marked as lead specimens

'

^ All these specimens come from Late Period levels
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Technique

Specimens obtained by Sir Atirel Stem in BaltichiEdn Received Sept

,

1928

1 Copper from bracelet Jmanri m, wi f Too small for anabsis

2 „ spear-head sh T vi: 1 2d „ „

Bronze Zangian 1, v Tin, 23 I , nickel. faint trace

Disk Shahi-tumo MV tf 5 3 . 99 trace

„ » u 99 6 0

,

99 mi

Vessel from Gatti 99 270, 99 ml

Ditto, leceived Oct, 1928

I Plate Dwelling, iv, c

Tin

ml

2 Beads Surface of Mound, Dasht 21 4

3 Rod Take dap 180

4 Cup Gate-dap, Kolwa 23 9

5 Fragment from Tumpak, Makran 64
6 Fragment from Shahi-tump 6 2

7 Spiral wire from Mehi, Mashkai II 4
8 Plates found with mirror, 11, 2 ml

9 Bowl from Mehi-damb, Mashkai ml

10 Plates, from surface, Mashkai 244
II Plates, from Bit-damb, Baghwana 32 5

12 Curved Plate Siah-damb II 7

13 Fragments from surface, Kolwa 193

14 Rod from Segak mound, Kolwa 87
Nos 5 and 14 contained traces of lead

Nickel

I 77

ml

ml

ml

tr

ml

faint tr

tr

tr

ml

tr

ml

ml

tr

Of the above specimens, those from Jiwanrl, Zangian, Gatti, and Take-dap belong

to the hi^lonc period
,

those from Shahl-tump, Mehi, Siah-damb, and the Segak mound to

the prehi^oric period The age of the other specimens is uncertain, but it is seems probable

that those which exhibit an exceptionally high percentage of tin are posterior to the prehistoric

age It should be noted that very little nickel occurs in the copper from BaluchiSlan—[Ed ]

Part II

TECHNIQUE AND DESCRIPTION OF METAL VESSELS, TOOLS, IMPLEMENTS,

AND OTHER OBJECTS

It IS not easy to determine the technique employed m the making of many of these

utensils It would be a simple matter to raise all the copper vessels from sheet metal, as their

shapes are simple But in the case of the bronze vessels there are two methods that could

have been employed Firstly, beating them out of sheet bronze which, however, would call

for constant anneallmg to prevent the metal from cracking
, or, secondly, the process that

IS called cire pei due But the latter process is exceedingly difficult for large and thin callings

owing to the risk of flaws and crevices that would render the vessel made in this way non-
watertight The varying thickness of the metal of some of the bronze vessels certainly

suggests that the are perdue process was used
, but, on the other hand, it is possible that

this inequality may be due to corrosion—the majority of the bronze pieces and some of the

copper pieces could not be chemically cleaned owing to their very bad condition I am
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inclined myself to the opinion that some of these bronze vessels were raised from sheet metal

which, being unrolled, would in the firil place not be of equal thickness throughout ^ The faff

that a second piece of metal was used to form the base of the utensil shown in PI CXLI, 6,

I think, corroborates this view, unless we are to suppose that this vessel when cail had a faulty

base and had subsequently to be repaired ^

The use of bronze instead of copper for utensils indicates a great advance in metal Bronze

working Copper is an ideal material for making household utensils owing to the metal

being so dudlile
,
but unless it is fairly thick it is apt to bend and dent, especially if the temper

produced by hammering is destroyed by heat, as, for inilance, when vessels are used for

cooking purposes Bronze has the disadvantage of being considerably less duftile, but

a finished vessel of this material is considerably stronger and less liable to damage ^

On reference to the pottery plates it will be seen that many of these utensils have their Counterparts

counterpart in pottery For instance. Nos 7 and 18 in PI CXL are obviously of the same m pottery

type as the pottery jar illuftrated in PI LXXXVI, 22 The two silver vases seen in

PI CXL, I and 2, are of exadtly the same shape as Nos 55-8 in PI LXXXI And other

comparisons can easily be made
I have already pointed out in the chapter on the pottery that ribbed ware is very rarely Ribbed ware

found at Mohenjo-daro It is, therefore, satisfadfory to have among our metal vessels one

type shown in PI CXL, 18 Ribbing of this nature was, however, not primarily intended

to strengthen the jar
,

it is a copy of the very old method of making a pottery vessel in two

portions which were subsequently fitted together before firing, the rib being caused by the

projefting edge of the lower portion being lapped over the upper portion of the jar Only
those metal vessels which were difficult to shape were made in this way, and the vessel under

discussion, which is obviously a copy of the older pottery pattern, was without doubt shaped

from a single sheet of metal

The reason of the scarcity of metal utensils at Mohenjo-daro can only be that, when the Metal vessels

city was deserted, the inhabitants had sufficient time to remove their moft valued possessions rare

Even at the present day copper vessels are of considerable value in the Ea^l and are bought

bj weight rather than by size If a vessel of this metal be accidentally crushed out of shape,

it can easily be restored by a coppersmith It is only when it is badly holed that it muil be

replaced by a new one, and then the weight of the metal in the old vessel is credited towards

the co^t of the new one

Nos 4 and 5 in PI CXL prove to us that the art of cabling bronze was a well-eftablished Casting

industry at Mohenjo-daro Both the dishes and their covers ^re cleanly made, so much so,

that they muil have been either carefully rubbed down or trued up on a lathe No lathe-

marks are visible, but these could have been removed by subsequent honing and polishing

The fad! that the handles of the covers were made separately from the lids themselves is difficult

of explanation, for the two could easily have been cadi together in a not too complicated mould

In describing No 5, I have mentioned that the handle was secured to the cover not only by

a rivet, but also by pouring molten metal around the base of the rivet for additional security
,

this process is known as “ running on ”, and is one which requires skill to perform

^ Mr Maol ay’s view is not shared by Mr Sana Ullah, who emphasizes the difficult of raising such vessels from

sheet metal and quotes Garland and Bannifter, op cit
, p 65—[Ed ]

"
Cabling by the are perdue process was, hoit ever, pradbsed in Egypt as early as, if not before, the Third Dynail}

See Garland and Bannifter, Ancient Egyptian Metallurgy, p 35 It has not jet been definitelj decided whether the

'ame process was used in early Sumer See Hall and VdooXky, Al 'Uiaid, pp 34-5

^ Possibly, as Childe suggests, tin was added to copper not to harden it, but to lower the melting point Datcn of

European Civilization, p 33
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Bases

Rims

Copper and

bronze found

together

Detailed

descriptions

Copper imple-

ments

As these utensils were used on floors of Inrd brick or mud, the mijority have flnt or

scmi-flit bises Those witli loundcd bottoms were probibl) kept either on wooden ilnnds,

which hive pcrislicd, or on the circular pottery rings of which we find so many at

Mohenjo-daro

It IS curious that no attempt should have been made to ^Irengthcn the rims of these

metal vessels by turning the metal down a little all the way round Ihe rim of a metal jar

or dish IS ahvays its weakeft part and likely to suffer damage, unless it be properly tliicl ened

Some slight advance towards this method is showai, however, by the flaring of the rims, which

undoubtedly produced a certain amount of flifi-ncss Why the process should not have been

earned further, it is difficult to say, as a turned dow’n or beaded rim is ornamental as w’cll as

protective

We have sufficient proof that copper and bronve weie in use at the same time from

various groups of vessels that were found together

Group I consists of three vessels (C 1978), tvo of which ire of copper and the third of

bronze (PI CXL, 11, 14, and 17) With these were found discarded tools, some broken

and bent, made in bronze as well as in copper The depth at which they were found (2 feet)

would date them to the Late Period

Group 2 (E 2044), shown in PI CXL, 4, 5, 9, and 18, consi<ts of two bronze vessels

and ti\o of copper, also belonging to the Late Period

Group 3 (HR 4212/7) comprises two siKerjars and one of bronze, shown in PI CXL,
2 and 3, and PI CXLI, 13 With these were associated a number of copper and bronze

implements of various kinds, described further on in this chapter

Dfsciui'tion of CoiTFR, Bronzi, and Siuer Utensils

Copper mtd Bronze Vessels

Platt CXLI
No 1 (C loo-i) See also PI CXL, 6 Bronze vessel with slightly projcClmg flat

base Badly bent and with pieces missing Plain nm with edge 009 inch thick The
metal thins towards the base to 004 inch in thickness Despite corrosion, hammer-marks
can Clill be seen in places Height, 5 75 inches Level, 5 feet below surface Room 9,

Block 12, Seftion C, DK Area
No 2 (C TOO— i) See also PI CXL, 20 Large well-made bronze jar

,
badly broken

and pieces missing Small flat base that appears to have been lapped on Plain edge,

o 18 inch thick The metal of this jar is of unequal thickness, which suggeils that it may
have been ca^l, tliough unequal corrosion might possibly account for variation in thickness

Height, 10 5 inches Level, 5 feet below surface Room 9, Block 12, Scdlion C, DK Area
No 3 (C 95) See also PI CXL, 7 Base missing Shows traces of ha\ang been

hammered Thickness of metal fairly equal throughout, and aa erages o 04 inch Plain

bent-over rim Material copper Height, 4 inches Lead, 4 feet below surPee
Room 9, Block 12, Seftion C, DK Area

No 4 (C 1978) See also PI CXL, 14 Base and other parts of jar missing Plain

nm measuring 4 6 inches across Of copper of unequal thickness, aarying from o 15 inch

at nm dowm to o 05 inch toaaards the base Height, 9 inches Level, 2 feet below surface

Room 14, Block 8, Scdion C, DK Area In this jar aacre found several copper implements
avhich are illustrated in PI CXXXV, 2 ,

PI CXXXVI, i and 4 ,
and PI CXXXIX, 1

1

These are m a good Slate of preservation oaaing to haaang been protedled in a measure
from the soil
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No 5 (E 2044) This objeft appears to be the ^lem and base of a censer similar in shape Censer
to the olFering-ilands of pottery, from which the pan has disappeared The copper base,

which IS incomplete and broken off the item, is decorated with a fluted pattern not unlike

that on the pan or base illustrated in PI LXXXVII, 3 The flutmgs are hollow on the

inside
,
and the rim is bent over slightly and has a raw edge decorated with three rows of

indented markings which can juSl be seen in the illustration

The Stem was fluted, horizontally and fairly regularly, by means of hammer-work. Fluting

whose marks Still show in places
,

it was once a single piece of metal with the base

The knob at the top of the Stem is a solid bronze caSting and very heavy That it is of bronze

IS proved by its being considerably lighter in colour than the Stem and base A circular

mark upon it suggests that it was given a final finish on a lathe There would seem to be

also traces here of a rivet, by which the pan was affixed to the Stem Estimated height,

6 65 inches Diameter of base, 6 75 inches Level, 4 feet below surface This objedt

was found in the large copper vessel illustrated in the same plate (No 1 2) Room i. House I,

M, Trench E, DK Area

No 6 (E 2045) See also PI CXL, 12 Badly broken and bent Has a plain flared Base lapped

rim The projedting base, as the photograph shows, was roughly lapped on, the turned-over

edge being very unequal in places The metal of this vessel is unequal in thickness
,
half-way

down It IS o 15 inch thick and at the rim o i inch This may be due to unequal thickness

in the sheet from which the vessel was made, or perhaps to corrosion Material, bronze

Height, 8 inches Level, 4 feet below surface Room i. House I, Trench E (M), DK Area

No 7 (HR 5627) IS a piece of copper shaped like a mussel-shell It has a hole o 08 inch

in diameter pierced thiough it near one edge, and this edge is thicker and more raised than

the opposite one This objedt may have been used as a dipper and hung up by a cord when
not in use

, or it may have been affixed to a handle, though one would expeft two holes if

the objedl had been riveted to anything It measures 3 75 inches long by 2 inches wide

The thickness of the metal is o i inch Level, 4 feet below surface Area to eaft of Strudlure

XXXIX, Block 5, HR Area

A similar objedt (HR 3941), which is not illustrated, is also the shape of a mussel-

shell It measures 3 2 inches long and 2 03 inches wide by o 05 inch thick There is

also a hole o 2 inch in diameter near one edge Level, 2 feet below surface Both these

objedls were purposely made this special shape
,

they are not pieces of metal cut haphazard

out of copper sheet Room 9, House VIII, Block 2, HR Area 1

No 8 (HR 5725) IS a twiSled piece of copper which was probably the handle of some Handle

utensil Its present length is 3 3 inches The portion to be gripped has been bent

into a rough tube with slightly overlapping edges The redt is broken and incomplete

Level, 6 ft 4 in below surface Room 40, House LV, Block 7, HR Area

No 9 (E 1 8 8) See also PI CXL, 8 Small vase, wide mouthed and with plain rim

The base is heavy compared with the thin sides Thickness of metal at rim o 15 inch, at

middle height o 09 inch, at base o 2 inch Its unequal thickness may be due to corrosion

A curious sunken band around the base of the jar measures o 8 inch wide and o 2 inch in

depth This vessel has the colour of pure copper, though it is made of bronze Height,

4 inches Level, 2 ft 6 in below surface Trench E, DK Area

No 10 (C loo-i) See also PI CXL, 13 Bronze bowl of very thick metal, which

seems to have been caft Plain rim o 34 inch wide, rather roughly finished and uneven

Rounded base Diameter 1275 inches Height, 4 4 inches Level, 5 feet below surface

Room 9, Block 1 2, Sedlion C, DK Area

^ A number of these objefls of exaftly the same shape have since been found
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Ribbing

Contents

Cast bronze

No II (C 1978) See also PI CXL, 14 This is 'mother illustration of PI CXLI, 4,

to show Its contents when found Level, 2 feet below surface Room 14, Block 8,

Sedlion C, DK Area

No 1 2 (E 2044) See also PI CXL, 9 and 1 8 Both vessel and cover are of copper

The thickness of the metal at the level of the beading is o 1 5 inch, and at the base o i inch

The rim of the vessel is plain and lapped over slightly to stiffen it The surface is too corroded

to show the technique used in making this jar, but undulations of the surface suggest hammer-

work This vessel was not made in two pieces and joined together at the ribbing, as one at

fir^l would suspeft
,
the whole was made from one sheet of metal The ribbing was formed

from the inside by beating the metal on a round-edged anvil The cover was not made to

fit the vessel, as is seen in PI CXL, 9 It was found adhering to the top of the jar, and it has

not been found possible to remove it ^ This vessel contained the fine girdle of carnelian beads,

and bronze and other gold and silver ornaments illuftrated in PI CLI, b, and also

the incomplete metal censer shown in PI CXLI, 5 Height, including cover, 12 inches

Level, 4 feet below surface Found in the north-weilern corner of Room i. House I,

Trench E (M), in the DK Area (See PI LXV )

No 13 (HR 42i2n) Bronze vase of graceful form Small flat base and plain flared

rim Broken and repaired Appears to have been ca^I Height, 7 inches Level, 6 feet

below surface This vessel was found with the two silver jars illustrated in PI CXL, 2 and 3,

in Room 8, House VIII, Block 2, HR Area

Plate CXLII

No I (E 2044) See also PI CXL, 4 Dish and cover of caSl bronze The dish is

of very heavy metal, well finished and with a smooth surface The cover fits very closely

to the dish and has a slight projection on the inside, made by thinning the edge, to prevent

Its sliding off The two fit so very closely together that there is praCtically no play at all

The handle is a separate piece riveted to the top of the cover, as can be plainly seen on the

inside There are indications, too, on the inner surface of the cover that it was caft in a sand

mould The dish measures 6 55 inches in diameter and o 95 inch high, and the cover is

slightly more in diameter The two together stand 2 6 inches high Judging from the very

careful way in which the cover was made to fit the dish, it is possible that they were made
for some commodity of value, perhaps a scented fat which was volatile Level, 4 feet below
surface Room i. House I, Trench E (M), DK Area

Nos 2 and 3 (E 2044) See also PI CXL, 5 A dish and cover similar to the laCl,

but not so well preserved They are of slightly largei size, the dish measuring 7 4 inches

in diameter The bobbin-like handle was riveted on, and a patch of rough metal that now
partly hides the rivet suggests that molten metal was run over it to help secure it Level,

4 feet below surface Bronze Room i. House I, Trench E (M), DK Area
No 4 (E 190) See also PI CXL, 19 Small vessel of beaten copper Base projefts

a little and is slightly concave Hole in centre of base, 018 inch in diameter Rim plain,

slightly flared and o 07 inch thick Height, 2 5 inches Level, 2 ft 6 in below surface

Room 6, House II, Trench E (M), DK Area
No 5 (C 1978) See also PI CXL, 17 Bronze bowl of same type as No 3, but

smaller 3 75 inches in diameter and o 5 inch high Level, 2 feet below surface Room 14,
Block 8, Seftion C, DK Area

No 6 (E 1 90) See also PI CXL, 1 6 Bronze flask, 3 05 inches high Evidently

^ Such dishes were commonly used to cover metal vessels

t
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ca^l Surface not particularly well finished, but the working of the flask may not have been
completed Very thick, solid metal Level, 2 ft 6 in below surface Chamber 6, House II,

Trench E (M), DK Area

No 7 (E 2044) Jar-cover beaten from very thin copper sheet, o 02 inch thick In Punch-
order, apparently, to stiffen the edge, this cover was Clamped all round inside the edge with markings

a row of punch-marks, which, however, do not show through the metal At the top of the

cover the metal has been raised up to form a projeftion, o 47 inch in diameter and o 22 inch

high This could only have served as a handle, especially if it was once capped, as appears

likely Passing through this projeftion there are the remains of a ^Irip of copper, 021 inch

wide, which was bent into a loop
,

the ends after being passed through the projedtion

were twilled back on either side Diameter, 2 57 inches Level, 4 feet below surface

Room I, House I, Trench E (M), DK Area

No 8 (E 2044) Bronze cover Similar in shape and make to Nos i and 2 in the

same plate Diameter, 4 9 inches Height, 1 i inches Level, 4 feet below surface

Room 1, House I, Trench E (M), DK Area

No 9 (No ?) Possibly portion of clay crucible, with slag Clicking to its sides

No 10 (DK 1621) See also PI CXL, 10 Very thick copper pan, measuring

1 1 3 inches across the rim, which is plain, and i 42 inches high Thickness of metal at nm
015 inch Level, i foot below surface Room 25, Block 2, Seftion C, DK Area

No 12 (E 189) Simple copper bowl with plain edge, o i inch thick Height,

I 75 inches Diameter, 4 75 inches Level, 3 ft 6 in below surface Room 6, House II,

Trench E (M), DK Area

Plate CXL
No II (C1978) Copper pan, half of which is missing Shallow and with flat base

Diameter, 8 7 inches Height, i i inches Level, 2 feet below surface

Stiver Vessels

Plate CXL
No I (DK 1341) See also PI CXLVIII, b Silver vase and cover measuring Silver vase

8 25 inches high Caft Level, 3 feet below surface Room 2, Block 16, Seftion C,

DK Area

This fine vase was found to contain the gold and silver jewellery illuftrated in Jewellery

PI CXLVIII, <7, which are described in Chapter XXVI devoted to “ Personal contents

Ornaments ” In order to extradl: this jewellery, it was found necessary to saw away part

of the cover which owing to corrosion had become firmly fixed to the vase

No 2 (HR 421277) Small silver vase made by cabling Height, 2 7 inches Level,

6 feet below surface

No 3 (HR 42 1 27^) Vase 1 aised from a sheet of Sliver (?) Flat base and of simple make
Height, 3 8 inches Cover i 85 inches high Level, 6 feet below surface

Both these two laft vases contained a quantity of gold ornaments and ^ione beads. Associated

a great part of the former being merely scrap metal This jewellery is illustrated in vessels

Pis CXLIX, CL, and CLI, a, and is described in the chapter on “ Personal Ornaments ”

The larger silver vase (No 3) was found with its covei upside down, and considerable

difficulty was experienced in removing the cover to get at the contents of the vase With the

two vases there was also found the bronze vessel piftured in PI CXLI, 13, and associated

with the three were a number of implements illuftrated in PI CXXXV, 5, 12, and 13 ,

PI CXXXVII, I, 4, 8, 9, 10, and 12 ,
and PI CXXXIX, 6, 7, and 8 From Room 8,

House VIII, Block 2, HR Area
X k
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Blade-axes

Copper more
common than

bronze

Mode of

manufacture

Fimsh

Thickness

Comparisons

The hlidc-i\ts iIIusTratcd m PK CXWVIII and CXXMX could Invc been used

either in tMr or for ordiniry purposes I’or tv ir nnd huiitinp tht) vtre proinbi) sot

in 1 split Inndlo, nt right inglos to it ind secured bj h-liing’. of nw-hide I or cnrpentrj

the) nny Inve been Infted dift-crcntU It r possible tint the implement shown in

PI CXXXIX, 5, wns used ns in nd/e, for it h is i true chiscl-tdgc, v here is the cutting edges of

the other implements of this group nrc sloped both sides, the slope being grndiinl niid fiov ing

so tint there is no nbruptness

In e\cr) ense these implements nre of ••ub^Innttnl mnlc mid there wns no si imping of

metnl Few of the butts hn%e the corners more tlinn slightl) rounded ofF In one

wenpon (PI CXXXIX, 5), both ends of the tool ire 'hnrp-cdgcd, nnd three blndc-nxes

(PI CXXXVIll, i, a, nnd 6) hn\e blunt edges nt the butt, which suggcsl'^ tint this end nlso

could be shnrpcned nnd iitih/ed if required

As would be e\pei5Ied nt this tnrl) period, copper is more commonb used for mnl ing

blndc-nxes thin is bron/c, there being onl) three mndc in the Intter mntcrnl, not including

n non-illu<Irntcd specimen (C 1978), which Ins nil the nppcnrnticc of being of bron/e

It IS probnblc tint these simple n\cs were fir^I ensT m open moulds nnd then hnmmcred

to gi\e them the requisite hnrdne<-s There nrc ridges on the edges of scvcrnl copper nxes

from the fimous Gungerin honrd of 424 copper implements found in the Centrnl Provinces,

some of which nrc in the British Museum, which suggest tint the) were ensT in

n closed mould * Copper is, however, difiicult to cn'T in this mnnncr, nnd there seems to me
but little ndvnntnge in doing so with wenpons of simple shnpc, except thnt the resulting

cnilings would perhnps be clenner ^^c do not, however I now, the ’gc of the Gungenn
implements , the) mnv be of Inter dntc thin those of Mohenjo-dnro nnd n more idvmccd

technique nn) Invc been emplo)ed in their nnnufmflurc

The nbsenee ot hnmmer-mnrks on nil our exnmplcs except one suggests thnt thc) were

cnrcfull) rubbed down nftcr being hnmmcred I heir <lrnight cut sides nnd butts nnd onl>

slightl) rounded niiglcs indicntc some such trentment, for these fcnturcs, which wc-e probnbl)

nlso present in the mould, would hnve been dc'CIroied in thc process of hnmmcring

The bron/c blnde-n\cs would Invc required ven much thc snme trentment, though

clenner cn^lings could be obtnined with this nllov nnd, therefore, not so much hnrnmering

would be required to hnrdcn them Their tin content served this Intter purpose

Ihc grcntcil thickness of thc blide-n\es of Mohenjo-dnro is nt nbout two-thirds down
them, which gnvc weight nt tint pnrt of the blndc where it wns mosl needed It is unccrtnin

whether thc bindcs were cn^l with this specnl thickness here
,

it is more probnblc thnt the

cn^lings w ere onginnll) flnt sinbs of more or less equnl thickness throuchout, nnd thnt w hen thev

were benten to hnrdcn them little wns done to thc centre of thc implement, but mo'c nttcntion

wns pnid to thc edges which were thinned out The blnde-n\e in PI C\XX\ 111
, 6, dislincllv

shows thnt the hnmmcring wns iinrtcd from thc centre lightlv nnd thnt the blows beenme
more pronounced ns thc edges were nppronched, the Intter h ive been benten compn'-itivclv thin

In certnin respeds the short tv pc of nxe is not unlike some of thc copper n\cs founa in

thc Bijnor didrid uid now in thc I ueknow Museum = And cerf’in of the Gungerin
implements resemble those of Mohenjo-dnro, while others nrc cntirelv difrerent in tv pc

Some of thc blndc-nxes of Mohenjo-dnro hnve nn incipient shoulder (PI CXXX^'I 11
, 3 nno 6,

1 V Smitli, " The Copper Age nnd I’rehi'loric Iniplcn ent, o*" Indn ” in 7>/ /’•’'rffr \ol vviv.p esS
- Ibid

,

pi i, fig 12
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and PI CXXXIX, 3 and 4), a feature which is also found among the Bijnor and the Gungena
axes, but is far more pronounced This feature, however, is not confined to Indian weapons,

for it IS found in Hungary and Western Europe in both the Copper and Bronze Ages
The blade-axes of about 3100 b c from Kish have rounded or semi-rounded tops and

almoft ^laight edges ^ They all belong to a long and narrow type But some very early

blade-axes from Susa,^ with but slightly splayed edges and straight sides and butts, approach

very closely to the Mohenjo-daro blades of Type i This is perhaps what we should expedl,

for numerous conneftions between ancient Elam and the Indus Valley civilization are now
known to us The short and wide blades of Type 2, some of which have di^Iinft shoulders,

are not exactly paralleled in either Sumer or Elam, though very similar weapons are known
in the Copper Age of Europe ®

For easy reference the axes found at Mohenjo-daro are grouped into two types, as below

Type r Long and narrow Types
Type 2 Short and broad

The fir^t type is perhaps the more common, but owing to their more substantial make
the blade-axes of the second type are invariably in a better State of preservation

^ype I Long and Narrow Axes (Pis CXXXVIII and CXXXIX)

Plate CXXXIX
No I (VS 1450) See also PI CXXXVIII, i 89 inches long by o 24 inch thick Descriptions

Edges at both top and bottom Bottom edge rounded and 2 3 inches wide Copper

Level, 5 feet below surface Room ir, House XXX, Block 5, VS Area

No 5 (L 383) 7 I j" inches long by o 23 inch thick Width of chisel-hke edge

2 8 inches Butt square with sharp edge Sides cut square with slightly rounded edges

Copper Level, i foot below surface Room 104, Block 8, L Area

No 7 (HR 4212) Portion of a long blade-axe Part of edge missing, but width is

estimated at 2 38 inches Edge sharp and gradually sloped both sides Sides cut square

Bronze Level, 6 feet below surface Room 8, House VIII, Block 2, HR Area

No 8 (HR 4212) Portion of a long blade-axe, o 22 inch thick Edge straight (a rare

feature) with a sharp slope on either side
, i 9 inches wide Appears to be bronze

Level, 6 feet below surface Room 8, House VIII, Block 2, HR Area

No 10 (C 1978) Fiagment of blade-axe, 2 5 inches wide and o 2 inch thick Both

sides of cutting edge slope abruptly Bronze Level, 2 feet below surface Room 14,

Block 8, Seftion C, DK Area

PI CXXXVIII
No 7 (HR 6056) 4 82 inches long by o 2 inch thick Sides and butt cut square Wide butt

This blade is unusual in that the butt end, which is i 32 inches wide, is of greater width than

the edge Both sides of edge slope Copper Level, 6 feet below surface Room 87,

House IX, Block 2, HR Area

Non-IlluErated Specimens of this Pype

C 1 978 Very roughly made blade, 5 8 inches long by o 2 1 inch thick Blunt rounded

1 Mackay, Suferian Palace and “ A ” Ccmeterj at Kish, Field Museum, Chicago, pt 11, pi Ki

^ Mem Del en Perse, \ol xiii, pi 1, figs ii and 12 See also a specimen from Nigadi, Egypt, dating from the

Second Predjnaftic Culture Childe, The Most Arcient East, p 89, fig 32

® Petrie, Tools and IFeafons, pi i, figs 26-8
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Bronze

Hammer-
marks

edge, I 8 inches wide Veiy lettered ind bent, and seems to hive been used for some other

purpose Appears to be bronze Level, ^ feet below surface Room 14, Block 8,

Sedtion C, DK Aiea

‘Type 2 ShoU Bioad Axes (Pis CXXXVIII and CXXXIX)

No 2 (VS 1450) See also PI CXXXVIII, 5 6 95 inches long and o 33 inch thick

Width at edge 3 55 inches Edge lather blunt, ver) rounded, and has very slight sugge^ion

of splay Butt slightly rounded Copper Level, 5 feet below surface Room ii,

House XXX, Block 5, VS Area

No 3 (VS 1450) 7 5 inches long and o 37 inch thick Edge 4 2 inches a^ide Butt,

2 9 inches wide Sides slightly concave Edge very rounded and slightly splayed, sharp,

and gradually sloped on both sides Butt cut square and flat A very handsome implement

Copper Level, 5 feet below surface Room 11, House XXX, Block 5, VS Area

No 4 (VS 1450) See also PI CXXXVIII, 3 5 95 inches long and o 39 inch thick

Edge very^ sharp, rounded, sloped on both sides, 3 5 inches wide Dislindl shoulders present

Sides and butt cut square Copper Level, 5 feet below surface Room 1 1, House XXX,
Block 5, VS Area

No 6 (HR 4212) Portion of bladc-a\c, 035 inch thick Edge is slightly splayed,

3 7 inches wide, and steeply sloped on both sides The edge is badly corroded Bronze

Lev'cl, 6 feet below surface Room 8, House VIII, Block 2, HR Area

No 9 (\'^S 3185) A broken cabling, 6 2 inches long and o 45 inch thick Both the

projefling edges m the lower portion of the illustration arc sharply sloped on both sides, and

once formed the edges of a large bladc-a\c Copper Level, 10 feet below surface It is

possible that the casing w'as found to contain a flaw and in consequence it was broken up for

rcmelting Room 10, House XXXIV, VS Area

PI CXXXI III

No 2 (VS 1450) 8 25 inches long and o 35 inch thick Width at edge, 4 03 inches

Edge blunt and gradually sloped on both sides The square butt also has a blunt edge

Sides cut square wath slightly rounded edges Copper Level, 5 feet below surface

Room II, House XXX, Block 5, VS Area
No 6 (VS 1450) 6 25 inches long and o 3 inch thick Rounded edge sharply sloped

on both sides Butt end is also fined to a blunt edge This implement was hammered from
the centre tow'ards the edges, which arc all slighth thinned Copper Level, 5 feet below
surface Room 1 1, House XXX, Block 5, VS Area

Specimens of same t)pe not illuHrated

VS 1450 8 45 inches long and o 4 inch thick Edge sharplv rounded and slightly

splayed Butt cut straight with corners carefully rounded off, 2 8 inches wide A fine heavy
implement, very caiefully made Sharp edge sloped on both sides, 4 25 inches wide Incipient

shoulders Copper Level, 5 feet below surface Weight, 2 lb i oz Room 1
1 ,
House

XXX, Block 5, VS Area
C ^978 5 75 inches long and o 35 inch thick Abruptly rounded edge with double

slope, 3 2 inches wide Butt, 2 2 inches wade, cut square wath corners slightly rounded
Sides cut square with di^lindl shoulders near edge Copper Lev'el, 2 feet below surface

Room 14, Block 8, Sedtion C, DK Area
HR 42i2rt 605 inches long and 028 inch thick Edge rounded, slightly splayed.
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this point A little extrn thickness wis nllowcd for on the nxis of the blade, but it gradually

fines down towards the point There is no attempt at a mid-nb

Judging from a slight irregularity (concavity) in the edges of some of the blades,

It is probable that they were sometimes sharpened up with a hone to remove burring and

notches But apart from redifying adlual damage, these blades owing to their thinness would

require but little attention in the way of sharpening

In general shape these spear-hcads resemble those used in parts of Africa at the present

day None have been found in ancient Egypt at all resembling them, and the few specimens

of early date from Mesopotamia also bear no resemblance to them’ It affords a proof of

the isolation of the Indus Valley from the reil of the ancient world, save in trade, that a people

there should have used such primitive weapons when countries not so far away, Elam and

Sumer, as early as and before 3000 11 c had the socketted t)pe of weapon in use and

a strengthening mid-rib

It will have been noticed that the tangs of moSt of the spear-heads are comparatively

long
,

those of Nos 1, 4, and 7 in PI CXXXVI arc broken As a rule, a long tang is not

required for implements used for thruSting , but juSl enough to enable the blade to fit securelj

in Its shaft and to prevent side-play The end of the tang of the spear-head illustrated in

PI CXXXVI, 6, was sharpened to an edge to facilitate easy insertion into the shaft This,

coupled with the fadt that all the tangs arc rcdtangular and not round in sedtion, Strongly

suggests that hollow shafts avcrc used, such as bamboo

Plate CXXXVI
No I (C 1978) See also PI CXXXV, 2 Length, 9 i inches

,
breadth, 4 1 inches ,

015 inch thick near tang Probably a portion of the tang is missing Point and edges blunted

by corrosion A slight, concavit} in one edge of the blade is perhaps due to constant

sharpening Material, copper Level, 2 feet below surface Room 14, Block 8, Sedtion

C, DK Area

No 2 (HR 3832) Length, 7 6 inches (estimated length, 8 3 inches)
,

breadth,

26 inches, thickness, 012 inch Material, copper Level, 4 ft 2 in bcloav surface

Room 62, House IX, Block 2, HR Area

No 3 (HR 5799) See also PI CXXXV, 1 Total length, including tang, 7 15 inches,

breadth, 2 62 inches , thickness of blade, o 12 inch
,

thickness of tang, 02 inch It is

quite evident that this weapon was beaten out from a Strip of copper not much thicker than

the present thickness of the tang Point, perfedt and rounded Edges, blunt and a little

thinner than the middle of the blade Material, copper Level, 3 feet below surface Second
Street in front of House XXIII, Block 5, HR Area

No 4 (C 1978) Tang, tip, and portion of side missing Present length, 7 68 inches
,

breadth, 2 7 inches
, thickness of blade and tang o 12 inch, tapering down to 006 inch at

the point Material, copper Level, 2 feet below' surface Room 14, Block 8, Sedtion C,

DK Area

No 5 (HR 5415) Lance-head measuring 3 15 inches long by i 19 inches w’lde b}

o 09 inch thick Irregular in shape Flat tang, o 35 inch w'ldc by o 08 inch thick

Material, copper Level, 5 feet below surface Room 87, House IX, Block 2, Sedtion B,
HR Area

No 6 (HR 2742) See also PI CXXXV, 9 Point missing Present length,

4 92 inches
,
breadth, i 65 inches

,
thickness, o i inch Flat redtangular tang, o 41 inch

^ Cf, however, the so-cilled daggers of Anau Petrie, Tools and lEeapons, pis JkXXV, 99, and xtxvi, lao—[Ed]
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wide by o I inch thick Ting runs to an edge for easy insertion in the shaft Material,

copper Level, 5 ft 2 in below surface Western side of Firil Street, HR Area
No 7 (HR 4458) Length, 4 8 inches

,
maximum breadth, i 8 inches

,
thickness,

o 06 inch Material, copper Level, 3 feet below surface Lane i, between Houses III

and VII, Block 2, Seftion B, HR Area
No 8 (SD 1062) See also PI CXXXV, 8 A very fine specimen Length,

II 3 inches , maximum breadth, 3 5’ inches
,

thickness near tang, 01^ inch Mo^I of the

blade is o 1 1 inch thick Very thin, and likely on this account to have been easily bent
Material, copper This spear-head was unearthed at a level of 10 feet below the surface

in the street between the eastern wall of the Great Bath enclosure and Block i of the complex
of buildings south of the Stupa area (PI XXVII)

No 4 (HR 2872) Length, 3 82 inches
,
maximum breadth, i 15 inches

,
thickness,

o 08 inch Small tang Material, copper Level, 2 feet below surface Fir^l Street,

HR Area

No 10 (DK 1240) Length, 7 55 inches
,

breadth, 2 2 inches
,

thickness of blade,

0 09 inch Tang, flat and o 1 8 inch thick Material, copper Level, 6 ft 9 in below
surface Room 8, Block 2, Sedlion C, DK Area

Spectmeiis of same ope not tllulhatcd

SD 2007 Lance-head Leaf-shaped Length, 3 5 inches
,

breadth, i 2 inches
,

thickness, o 08 inch Point missing Material, copper Found in Block 4 of Southern

Buildings Seftion Level, 4 feet below surface

At row-heads

No arrow-heads of flint or any other flone have been found as yet at either Mohenjo-daro Absence of flint

or Harapp'i, and there is therefore reason to think that only metal arrow-heads were used, at arrow-heads

all events in the later periods The specimen illustrated in PI CXLIII, 12, is the only type

of arrow-head that has been unearthed, and it obviously had a flint prototype
,

for it is but

a slight modification of the concave-based flint arrow-head known to us in Egypt,^ Northern

Persia, and WeSIern Europe in the neolithic and chalcolithic periods Metal arrow-heads

of this shape are known in early Greece and the Caucasus " ’

Our specimen (DM 61), which unfortunately has loSl the point of one barb, measures

1 33 inches long and o 5 inch thick It was evidently cut from a piece of sheet copper

Level, 5 feet below surface Stupa Scilion

Knives and Daggers (Pis CXXXV and CXXXVII)

P/ CXXXVII
No I (HR 4212/7) Sec also PI CXXXV, 5 This copper knife is 9 inches long by

2 2 inches wide by o 1 2 inch thick Both edges blunted owing to corrosion Level, 6 feet

below surface Room 8, House VIII, Block 2, HR Area

No 2 (HR 5562) See also PI CXXXV, 3 Copper knife, 6 7 inches long by True knife

I 23 inches wide Back of knife thick near tang (017 inch) and fines down towards tip of

blade Edge sharp and graduated Rough tang, redlangular in seftion with slightly rounded

angles Level, 7 ft 6 in below surface Strudlure V, Block 2, Sedlion B, HR Area

^ Brunton and Caton-T liompson, The Badartan Cwtltxalwn, pi Ixxxiii

- Petrie, Tools and IFeafons, p 35, pi \ii, GloU, Aegean Ctvtlizatwn, p 90

“ Three perfeS specimens have since been found at Mohenjo daro
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Leather-cutter

Absence of

nvet-holes

Curved form

Shell cutting
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No 3 (HR 4057) See also PI CXXXV, 6 This objcft may possibly be a leather-

cutter, since Its tip IS curved It has been restored in PI CXXXV, 6, from a perfedl: example

found at Harapp"i Present length, 6 2 inches ,
estimated width, 2 i inches

,
thickness,

o I inch Flat tang, averaging o 42 inch wide and o 12 inch thick Appears to have been

edged only on the convex side Material, copper Level, 3 ft 5 in below surface Western

side of Firft Street, HR Area

No 4 (HR 42i2rt) See also PI CXXXVIII, 9 A piece of bronze that seems to

have been intended for a knife
, 2 58 inches long by 015 inch thick

,
tapers gradually

towards the right hand Level, 6 feet below surface Room 8, House VIII, Block 2,

HR Area

The fir^l three specimens have fairly long tangs and the absence of rivet holts shows

that they wercju^l inserted into wooden handles without any other faftening

No 2 IS a true knife, for it has an edge only on one side The leather-cutter (No 3)

also seems to have but one edge, but corrosion could easily account for the blunting of the

other This implement was probably used for paring small hides

The smallness of the number of knives and daggers found at Mohenjo-daro is rather

arresting, unless we include as knives some of the narrower implements grouped amongst
the spear and lance-heads

Rrtzors (Pis CXXXVII and CXXXVIII)

The blade illustrated in Pi CXXXVIII, 1 r, appears to be a razor (VS 3054) It is

2 2 inches long and has a fine cuiw'ed edge, 1 05 inches wide There are two holes at the

back, 008 inch in diamctei, by which it w'as riveted to a handle Possibly the handle was
set at right angles to the blade, as was the case with many of the ancient Egyptian razors^

The blade has swollen slightly through corrosion, but it is cSlimated that originally it was
o 12 inch thick Material, bronze (^) Level, 5 feet below surface South-weSlern corner

of House XVII, VS Area

What IS seemingly a razor of another kind (L 238) is illustrated in PI CXXXVII, 5, and
in PI CXXXVIII, 12 " It IS badly broken and now' measures 2 38 inches across Sharp
curved edge The average thickness of the blade is o 9 inch The tang, which averages

o 32 inch wide and o 12 inch thick, is reftangular in sedlion with slightly rounded edges

Material, bronze Level, 6 feet below surface Room 104, Block 8, L Area

5.7^^ (PI CXXXVII, 6 and 7 ,
PI CXXXVIII, 4 and 8)

The fine bronze saw (C loo-i) illuSlrated in PI CXXXVII, 7, and in PI CXXXVIII, 8,

IS of much the same shape as the iron saws used at the present day to cut up shell (see

Chapter XXVIII) Its length is 1 8 3 inches and maximum breadth 6 3 inches In thickness

It now' varies from o 05 inch to o i inch
,
but corrosion makes it difficult to estimate the original

thickness Its poor condition also makes it uncertain whether the tang was longer than it

now appears There are two holes in the tang for riveting The upper one is o 15 inch in

diameter and situated 2 i inches from the end of the tang and o 58 inch from the upper edge
of the saw The second hole is smaller and separated from the firil by a distance of i 4 inches,

which shows that the handle w'as of considerable w'idth It is uncertain w'hether the top of
this saw was ever backed, as arc the modern examples There are no rivet holes along this

part of the blade, but a backing of metal may have been squeezed on, or even wood may have

1 Petrie, Tools and IPeapors, pi Ki, figs 78 md 79
That the conjeflural restoration is correfl, is proved by numerous perfeft examples since found at Mohenjo daro
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been used to stiffen the blade The teeth arc well preserved at the tip of the sav and are

dentate and somewhat irregular Level, 5 feet below surface Room 9, Block i z, Scftion C,

DK Area

What may have been a portion of a bronze saw is piflured in PI CXXXVII, 6, and FrnEmcnt of

again in PI CXXXVIII, 4 The upper edge is straight like that of a saw
, the lower edge sow

IS unfortunately broken As, however, t^vo parts of it arc in the same ^raight line,

we may suppose that they are parts of the original edge and that the saw w-as not vcr^ wide,

1

e ,
some 2 48 inches One rivet hole, o 12 inch in diameter, is seen in the illu^ration and

a trace of another can be made out in the curved portion of the saw to the right

of It A portion of the tang, which is i 23 inches wide and o 14 inch thick, is missing
,

it was broken off at a third rivet hole No teeth arc now' visible Level and number unknow n

StcUe-shaped Blade (P\ CXXXVIII, 10)

From the curvature of this copper objeft 1802), w'hich is 4 7 inches long and Convex edge

I 05 inches wide, we may perhaps conclude that it is a portion of a sickle-blade The pointed

end IS the original shape, but probably a large portion is missing from the square end

Curiously enough, the inner edge of this fragment is of thicker metal (o 15 inch) than the

convex side, towards wdiich the metal fines down to a sharp edge The outer edge mu^l,

therefore, have been the cutting edge This objedl may perhaps be compared wath the

sickle-shaped pieces of metal that have been found at Kish and that ^lill remain unexplained *

Level, 4 feet below surface South-weftei n corner of House XXI, VS Area

Fish-Hooks (PI CXLIII, 24 and 25)

Fish-hooks are common at Mohenjo-daro, but the examples found arc generally very

badly corroded ^

No 24 (DK 4140) IS in very bad condition It is i 65 inches long and the maximum
thickness of the shank is o 15 inch It appears to be bronze Level, 7 feet below surface

Room 6r, Block 7, DK (£) Area

No 25 (HR 3312) IS I 95 inches long and the maximum diameter of the shank Loop-eye

IS o 12 inch The end of the shank has been fined down and bent ovei to form an e)c

Bronze Level, 3 feet below surface House IX, Block 2, Seftion B, HR Area

Chisels (Pis CXXXV and CXXXVII)

The chisels are of three types — Types

1 Redlangular or square in seftion with dimensions very much the same along their

entire length, as Nos 1 1 and 14 in PI CXXXV
2 Redlangular or square in seflion with flattened tangs, as Nos 12, 13, 15', etc, in

PI CXXXV
3 Round in seftion, as No r 5 in Pi CXLII

The firil two types are frequently found, but the third is very rare Chisels of Type i Manufacture

were made from square or redlangular rods of metal, which w'ere probably casl: in this shape,

as It would have entailed considerable labour to hammer them out In the majority of

cases the sides and faces are parallel, but sometimes there is a slight thinning toward butt or

edge, of which the latter is almost invaiiably slightly splayed This intentional thinning was

^ Macka} , A Sumerian Palace, pt i, pi \\ix, fig 6
,

pi Ixi

= Possibly due to their being generallj made of bronze
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probably produced by hammering, for both butt and edge would have required the additional

hardness that in a copper tool can only be produced by the hammer It is not possible to

conned! chisels of this type with those of any other country in particular, for the

shape IS common to moil early civilizations

Type 2, however, seems to be confined to the Indus Valley civili 7 ation The long,

flattened shanks certainly appear to have been made expressly to be fixed in handles, for onij

one example has been found whose butt was badly burred by hammer blows (PI CXXXVII, 8)

As It would have been difficult to bore a redlangular hole in a piece of hard wood to serve

as a handle, we muft conclude that a short piece of hollow bamboo was used
,

the

comparatively sharp angles of the shank aeoiild prevent the chisel turning m a handle of this

nature This type of chisel would also be useful without a h indie, as its fiat end avould

prevent its twilling in the hand That it was occasionally used without a handle is proved

by the burred butt of the specimen mentioned above

It might be thought that these chisels with flattened shanks w'cre made with the idea of

providing a broad edge to the tool as well as a narrow one We find, however, that their butts

are always cut off squarcl) Only one chisel, and that not of this t)pc, has been found with

an edge at each end (SD 2052)
Chisels of Type 3 were probabl) used oni) for working -ftonc The specimen illustrated

in PI CXLII, 15, has a plain point which is not edged in anj way
,

it is beS! desenbed as

a pick-chisel

As in the prehiSIonc chisels of Egj'pt, the edges of all those found at Mohenjo-daro

have a double slope, which for the sake of Strength is always abrupt Not a single example

of a single-sloped or true chisel has been found at Mohenjo-daro, though this form was used

in Eg}'pt as early as the FirSt D} naSty * At Susa the carlicSt chisels arc also double-sloped,

and so arc all the Sumerian chisels of carl) date that I have seen

Both Types 1 and 2 were manufaftured from square or rcftangular rods There is,

however, one exception, an unilluStratcd specimen (^'’S 2601), which vas made from
a round rod

None of these chisels arc suitable for deep mortise cutting, for their splayed edges would
prevent easy withdrawal from the hole Ccrtainl) none of them show eaidcncc of having

been used on hard materials Thc) were probabl) cmplo)cd for simple woodwork, and it

may be for soft atones, such as Steatite, which was ver) common!) used at Mohenjo-daro

-

The smaller tools xverc perhaps emplo)cd for graving
, No VS 2601 has such a narrow edge

that there can be no doubt that it w'as used for work of this kind

Chisels of bronze arc rarer than those of copper Onl) three definitel) bronze
specimens have been identified (PI CXXXV, 15, and PI CXXXVII, 3n, 11) These
are comparatively small tools, which suggests that tin was a rare commodit), though one
would expedt that, if so, it would have been more commoni) used for such useful and hard-

worked implements as chisels rather than for axes, whose weight alone would conduce to their

longevity

r)pe I (PI CXXXV, 1 1 and 14 , PI CXXXVII, 3^ and 1 1 , PI CXLII, 13)

PI CXLII, 13 (SD 1899) See also PI CXXXV, ii length, 9 inches Splayed
edge, o 64 inch wide, abruptly sloped on both sides Made from a redtangular rod measuring
o 5 inch wide by o 38 inch thick Butt slightly burred by hammering Tapers slightly

towards butt and edge Material, copper Level, 1 1 feet below surface Block 4,
Southern Buildings Sedtion

1 Petrie, Tools ard Ireapo/ss, p 19 “ Not, be It said, for large objefls
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PI CXXXVII, 3^ (VS 3599) 2 6 inches long, o 45 inch wide, and o 2 inch thick

Edge, o 6 inch wide, splayed and abruptly sloped both sides Butt very much burred
Material, bronze Level, 2 feet below surface Room 43, House I, VS Area

PI CXXXVII, II (HR 3797) See also PI CXXXV, 14 Length, 385 inches
Breadth at unsplayed cutting edge, o 25 inch Made from a redlangular rod measuring
o 23 inch by o 1 7 inch Edge unequally sloped on the two sides Butt shows no sign of
hammering Material, bronze Level, 6 feet below surface Chamber we^l of Room 46,
House V, Block 2, HR Area

SD 2052 (not illustrated) Length, 4 8 inches Edge at each end Made from
redangular rod, o 24 inch by o 12 inch Material, copper Level, 5 feet below surface

J-ype 2 (PI CXXXV, 12, 13, and 15 , PI CXXXVII, 8, 9, 10, and 12)

PI CXXXVII, 8 (HR 42i2rt) Length, 6 inches Edge, 04 inch wide, abruptly

sloped on both sides Shank flat and burred over at butt
, measures o 4^ inch by o 22 inch

in sedtion Material, copper Level, 6 feet below surface Room 8, House VIII, Block 2,

HR Area

PI CXXXVII, 9 (HR 42121;) See also PI CXXXV, 13 Length, 595 inches

Edge sloped gradually on both sides and slightly splayed, o 43 inch wide Shank flattened,

measures o 7 inch by o 23 inch
,

fines down slightly towards the butt Material, copper

Level, 6 feet below surface Room 8, House VIII, Block 2, HR Area

PI CXXXVII, 10 (HR 42121;) See also PI CXXXV, 12 Length, 82 inches

Made from a square rod, measuring o 4 by o 4 inch Shank measures o 7 inch by o 1 6 inch

and is cut square at the butt Material, copper Level, 6 feet below surface Room 8,

House VIII, Block 2, HR Area

PI CXXXVII, 12 (HR 42121;) Length, 505 inches Edge missing Made
from a square rod o 22 by o 22 inch in sedlion Rod tapers towards missing edge which

muil have been quite narrow Shank flat, measuring at the butt 04 inch by o 15 inch

Material, copper Level, 6 feet below surface Room 8, House VIII, Block 2, HR Area

PI CXXXV, 15 (D 603) Length, 3 6 inches Made from redtangular rod measuring

o 1 2 by o 8 inch Flat shank, measuring o 2 inch by o 06 inch and fining down gradually to a

blunt-edged butt Material, bronze Level, 4 feet below surface Trench D, DK Area

DK 896 (not illustrated) Similar in pattern to PI CXXXVII, 10 Length,

5 25 inches Edge missing Made from reftangular rod measuring 019 inch by o 1 5 inch

Shank flattened, measures o 35 inch by o i r inch Material, copper Level, 3 feet below

surface Space north of Block i
,
Sedtion C, DK Area

VS 2601 (not illustrated) Similar in pattern to PI CXXXVII, 10, except that it is

rounded in sedtion towards its edge Length, 4 55 inches Shank flat and redtangular

with square cut butt, measures o 25 inch by o i inch Made from a round rod 012 inch in

diameter Its ver}' narrow unsplayed edge, only o i inch wide, was clearly intended for

fine work Material, copper Level, 5 feet below surface House XIII, VS Area

VS 2701 (not illustrated) Similar to PI CXXXVII, 9 Length, 6 9 inches

Splayed edge, o 32 inch wide, slopes on both sides Made from redtangular rod measuring

028 inch by o 24 inch Flat shank measures o 5 by o 18 inch Material, copper Level,

7 feet below surface House IX, VS Area

HR 2089 (not illustrated) Length, 4 65 inches Made from redtangular bar

measuring o 19 by o 13 inch Flat shank, measuring o 35 inch wide by o 12 inch thick,

and fining down slightly towards butt Material, copper Level, 8 feet below surface From

ground between Houses III and VI, Sedtion A, HR Area
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Square point

Metal needles

r^pe 3 (PI CXLII, 15)

PI CXLII, 15 (L 1186) Sec tlso PI CXXXV, 16 Length, 4 55 inches Butt

partly missing, round in se6lion ,
now measures o 39 inch in diameter Fines down to

a blunt point Material, copper Level, 2 feet below surface Room 58, Block 2, L Area

/Iwls mid Remnas (Pis CXXXV, CXLII, and CXLII I)

Phic CXLII

No 14 (HR 4993) bee also PI CXXXV, 7 An unusual objcfl, 7 7 inches long,

made from a metal rod 028 inch square in scdlion lowards the end it fines down to a point

The shank has been himmcrcd flat and at the butt measures o 37 inch b) o 1 inch Point

bent From the sharpness of its angles it seems likcl) tint this tool was used as a reamer

Material, copper Level, 4 feet below' surface Firit Street, HR Area

Plmc CXLIII

No 31 (\^S 540) 4 12 inches long Round in seftion, o 12 inch in diameter Blunt

point at one end and a more graduated point at the other, part of which is missing Material,

copper-antimony alloj Level, 3 ft 6 in below surface House XXI, VS Area

No 33 (HR 5805) 3 62 inches long and o 13 inch in diameter One end blunt,

a gradual, but broken, point at other end Material, coppcr-antimonj alloj Level, 2 feet

below surface House XLII, Block 5, Seftion B, HR Area

No 37 (SD 2511) Sec also PI CXXXII, 6 352 inches long, with maximum
thickness of o i inch Somewhat abrupt point at one end, long tapering point at the other

Material, copper Lcv'el, 3 feet below the surface Court 4, in the con-ftrudlions south of

the Great Bath

These awls being of metal w'erc probablj used for heavier work than the bone awls

illu^lrated in PI CXXXII and described in Chapter XXIV

Needles (Pis CXXXII and CXLIII)

PI CXLIII, 20 (DM 187) See also PI CXXXII, 2 Copper (-') Is described in

Chapter XXIV Stupa se£Iion, SD Area

PI CXLIII, 21 (HR 300) Sec also PI CXXXII, 1 Copper (') Is desenbed in

Chapter XXIV
PI CXLIII, 36 (DK 430) See also PI CXXXII, 5 Copper (^) Is described in

Chapter XXIV Room 5, Block 9, Sc6Iion C, DK Area

Metal Rods (JI\ CXLIII)

No 30 (DM 1 21) Round copper rod, 5 inches long bj 018 inch in diameter

Both ends bluntlj' rounded Level, 7 feet below surface Stupa Seftion, SD Area
No 32 (SD 1781) Round copper rod, 2 5 inches long bv o i inch in diameter One

end a blunt point, other missing Lcv'el, 4 feet below the surface Passage 12 of the Great
Bath Building

No 34 (HR 5292) Round copper rod, 3 78 inches by o 1 7 inch m diameter Tapers
verj' gradually towards the ends, which arc both cut off square Lcv’el, 6 feet below surface

35 (HR 4964) Round bronze rod, 3 35 inches long by o 19 inch in diameter
One end cut off square, the other rounded and polished Level, 6 feet below surface Found
with a second rod (2 62 inches long) in Room 105, House XII, HR Area
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The use of these copper ind bronze rods is uncertain It seems probable that they Kohl-sticks

^vere used for applying cosmetics like the kohi-^ick of both ancient and modern Egypt
Their blunt ends preclude their being awls, and the fa£l that the ends are usually carefully

rounded and polished proves that they are not pieces of unused metal

Ftiigci-Rriigs (PI CXLIII)

No I (HR 4058) Internal diameter, o 72 inch Made of wire, 013 inch in diameter
Ends closel) touching Material, copper Level, 2 feet below suiface Room 57,
House V, Block 2, HR Area

No 2 (HR 2619) Internal diameter, o 7 inch Average diameter of wire, 013 inch

Ends taper shghtl) and touch Material, copper Level, 6 feet below surface Court 49,
House V, Seflion A, HR Area

No 3 (DK 3343) Internal diameter, o 55 inch Rounded ends juft meet Wire
irregular, averages o 15 inch in diameter Mateiial, bronze (?) Level, 2 ft 8111 below
suiface Room 6, Block 8, DK (g) Area

No 4 (DK 341 1) Made of four continuous coils of fine copper wire Internal Coiled wire

diameter, o 6 inch Wire slight!} flattened, measures o 08 inch wide by o 07 inch thick

The ends of the wire do not meet, nor do the} come opposite each other ^ Level, 6 ft 4 in

below surEce Room 77, Block 7, DK (g) Area

No 5 (HR 6036) Internal diameter o 65 inch Slightly oval Made of bronze

Mirc of unequal calibre
,
avciage diameter o 06 inch Level, 9 feet below surface Room 85,

House IX Block 2, HR Area

The remaining rings, Nos 5-8, are simple ftrips of coppci, with their ends juft meeting Flat wire

in some, and in others o^erIapplng slight!}

L<v>wgsQ?\ CXLIII, 11)

An earring of ver} unusual shape is seen in PI CXLIII, 1
1
(HR 3254) The portion Unusual type

that was passed through the lobe of the car is of bronze wire, o 09 inch in diameter This

was formcrh a loop, but has been bent out of shape, so that the carring now measures

I 5 inches long Flic loop of wire was firft passed through a ring of coiled wire and then

through a glazed ftcatitc bead of c}hndrical shape, o 2a. inch in diameter and 013 inch high

Below this bead, seven beads of washer-shape with bevelled edges form a kind of fluted drop

The base of the carring is much corroded and a portion is missing After being threaded

through all the beads, the wire was probab!} sccuicd by coiling its end so as to keep everything

in position Lc\cl, 4 feet below surface Firft Street, HR Area

Biacclets (Pis CXLIII and CXLDQ
PJ CXLIV

No 7 (HR 3987) Outside diameter, 2 55 inches Round in seftion, measuring

o 3 inch in diameter I’oints slightly tapered and do not meet Material, copper Level,

12 feet below surface Room 1 1, House XIV, Block 3, Scftion B, HR Area

No 9 (HR 4999) A child’s bracelet of copper Outside width, 2 inches Slightly Oval section

oval in scftion, o 29 b} o 22 inch in measurement Tapered ends overlap slightly Level,

6 feet below surface Found in w'all, Room 7, House II, Block i, HR Area

No 1
1
(L 652) Outside diameter, 2 41 inches Made from a round rod of copper

of unequal thickness and slightly flattened inside Thickcft portion 021 inch wide by

o 1 6 inch Late Period Room 1 6, I Area

' The 'amc l}pc of ring, in 'ihcr and in copper, is found at all periods m both Mesopotamia and Persia
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PI CXLIII

No 26 (L 713) A child’s copper bracelet Outside dnmettr, 2 21 inches Made
from a rounded rod, o 25 inch wide by o 22 inch thick, with a slightly flattened inner surface

Ends taper only slightly Level, 3 feet below surface Room 1 5, block 5, Area

No 29 (HR 3988) Internal diameter, i 42 inches Round in sedion, except for

a slight flattening on the inside
,

measures 028 inch by o 25 inch The ends, which arc

tapered, overlap a diilancc of i 4 inches , they are not visible in the illuftration Material,

copper Level, 12 feet below surface Room 1 1, House XIV, Block 3, Sc6lion B, HR Area

Miscellnitcous OhjcHs (Pis CXXXIX, CXLIII, and CXLIV)
PI CXXXIX

No 1
1
(C 1978) IS a bent-up piece of copper now measuring 7 5 inches long It shows

little attempt at working and appears to be a rough cailing that for some rcison was not used

and was thrown aside to be melted up again It was possibly intended for the handle of a jar,

as a portion near the middle is flat and has tw’o holes bored through it, each o 08 inch in

diameter These holes seem to have been ca^t and both arc bevelled In scflion the longer

end of this cabling is lo7cngc-shapcd, measuring o 65 inch by o 5 inch The shorter end

IS rcdtangular in scftion, o 62 inch wade by o 3 inch thick Level, 2 feet below surface

Room 14, Block 8, Scilion C, DK Area

PI CXLIV

No I (C 100-1) A piece of piping, 22 5 inches long by o 78 inch in diameter on the

outside Thickness of metal, o 1 1 inch One end is complete and the other missing The
complete end, w’hich is slightly fnuflurcd, seems to have been open , the edge has been turned

down outside the tube for a distance of o 32 inch to ilifftn it There is no sign of a join

or overlap to the tube, and it is possible that it w'as cail Material, bronze (?) Level, 5 feet

below surface Room 9, Block 12, Scflion C, DK Area

No 2 Roughly modelled copper bull with lowered head and marked hump
A very curious feature is that one car is tied to a horn by a ^Irip of wo\cn material , the folds

and twills of this arc clearly shown in the cabling, though they arc not seen in the illustration

The other car was similarly treated, but corrosion has effaced all detail The animal is a solid

casting and there is a piece of waStc metal near the tail which was not removed It

Stands on a pcdcStal with a ring beneath The objeSt of this ring is difficult to understand
,

it could hardly have been used for suspension, as the bull would have hung upside down
Length, i 85 inches'

No 3 (SD 2468) Irregular circular piece of copper, 3 3 inches in diameter at its

wideSt part Around its edge, w'hich is sharply bevelled, arc nine rncts and a hole that once

contained a tenth This objciSt is probably a patch of some kind, or it may once have formed

part of something else, e g ,
it was possibly the boss of a shield - The plate including the

rivets averages o 22 inch thick Level, 4 feet below surface Found between two walls on

the northern side of Block 5, south of the Great Bath

No 4 (HR 4363) A copper model animal, whose species it is difficult to determine

The long snout, a portion of w'hich seems to have been broken off, suggests an elephant

' Another identical figure has since been found

- It would perhaps be too small for this purpose, and there is no etidencc of shields having been used bv the

Indus people
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'I his objcfl: was roughh —if the roughness be not due to corrosion Its compar-itive

lightness suggc^Is tint it is not solid right throughout I ength of nnirrnl, i 25’ inches Level,

4 feet below surface Room 40, House I.V, Block 7, HR Area
Nos 5 and 6 show different ispeils of a bronve figure of a dancing girl before cleaning

,

the same figure alter elcarmig is also shown in PI XCIV, 6-8 This little figure is fully

described in the chipter on the figurines (Chapter XVIII) Level, 6 ft 4 in below surface

Room 40, I louse I V, Seflion B, HR Area
No 8 Roughh made hollow copper cabling of a bird, now 1 1 inches high Is broken Bird

and his a poition missing Fiom the shortness of its beak it seems likely that a dove is

represented The cte-holcs appear to have been drilled, doubtless to take inlay

No 10 (HR 4964) Possibl) a tubular coacring of a handle
,
upper portion missing. Copper tube

but lower edge perfeifl Sides overlap slichtl), but this may have been caused bj earth

pressure Present length, 2 85 inches Ihickncss of metal, 002 inch A hole has been
bored through at o 55 inch from tlie lower edge, apparently in order to fallen this objeft by
means of a nail to a wooden base Level, 6 feet below surface Room 105, House XII,

Block 2, HR Area

ri CMJII

Nos 9 and 10 (DK 2278 and 2279) Sec PI CLVIII, 3 and 7 Objefts cail in copper

or broiwc, with cells to talc pieces of inlat Ihc) arc described in Chapter XXVIII
No DK 227S wa*- found in Room 14, Block 2, Sctflion B, DK Area, and No DK 2279 in

Room Block t6, Scclioii C, DK Area

No 13 (\ S 2327) IS •> neeklatc terminal of a shape well know'n at Mohenjo-daro Terminals

IxiiLdh, o 78 inch The thinne'CI portion is a copper tube, 021 inch in diameter and

0 02 iiiih ihicl The tube shows no sitjn of a lengthwise join One end of the terminal

appears to be a ca^t bead, c 38 inch in diameter, a portion of wliosc interior has been drilled

out to talc the tube I he beau appears to be of bronre, and the tube of copper Similar

tr-'ni.)''ls a'c ''em it the cuis of the girdle illu^Iratcd in PI CLl, h Level, 6 feet below'

'•iirface Room 105', Hou'c W I, ^S 3 rci

No' 1^ and 18 (L 204^ iiui L 572) are bron/c mrdlc terminals of a shape which is

frcquc’itlv foiiiu* •’t Mohcnio daro I he fircl is described in Chapter XXVI, and

ilhi''lrarc<i in po it.on in PI Cl I, ^ lioom i, House I, french L, DK Area The second

come from I Area
,

it m made from i single piece of metal without the use of solder Its

naMi.ium v idth i‘ 2 o'! niche'' and it is o 2 ). inches thick I he inside is hollow' and there is

a hole O to inch in di-’mctcr, at the '’pev of the curved portion Level, 2 feet below surface

Hoorn 23, Bloc! I area

No i (C 0?) r a 'la-holed bion/e spacer, 2 35 inches long bj 025 inch wide Spacer

!)' G 05 rich thid I he hole' irc -lightl) oval ind average 01 inch in length

It r uiuc'iiin V hefl’C'' the v ere purposelv made oval, or whether they were worn

'n bv tile th'f’i! pa' cd throimh them 1 eve!, 4 feet below surf ice Room 9, Block I2,

''cflion C, DK \n 1

No 16 (C 95) Cftoup o! cut broiwe beads, «-Iighth calindrical in shape and with Beads

rnundrd tclftc Ihc- v-'rv --omev h it in si/c, avenging 027 inch long b) o 3 inch in

diame er J luv a-e ill pierced, but n is tineertun whethci the holes were made in cabling

or vi'-e drilled "Kerv ard<. Prohalilv both methods were emplojed Level, 4 feet below

urfate Roo'u 9, BIocI 12, Stifbon C, DK Arei
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Spacer

Copper castins:

Chains

No 17 (HR 5660) IS 1 five-holed bronze neckhce spacer, 2 39 inches long by o 42 inch

wide by o 09 inch thick The holes have been filled up by corrosion Level, 4 feet below

surface Room 1 12, House XLVI, Block 5, Sedlion B, HR Area

No 19 (HR 6186) IS a group of bronze buttons, which arc described in detail in

Chapter XXVI Level, 6 feet below surface Chamber 107, House XII, Block 2,

HR Area

No 22 (HR 5650) This objeft is a copper cabling, o 9 inch high and varjang from

o 6 inch to o 65 inch in diametci At the tapered end it is hollowed out to a depth

of o 75 inch, the resulting walls being o i inch thick It vas evidently intended to cap some-

thing, perhaps a handle It has been left in the rough ftatc in which it was taken from the

mould Level, 5 feet below surface Weft Court (19), House XVIII, Block 4, HR Area

No 23 (DK 1695) A cross-shaped ornament somewhat irregularly cut from a flat

piece of copper Measures i 05 inches across and is o 03 inch thick Level, 2 feet below

surface Street between Blocks 8 and 9, Scftion C, DK Area

No 27 (HR 4410) This type of chain is ilill cxtensnclj vwed at the present daj *

Each link was cut from a ^Irip of copper or bronze, 005 inch vide b) 005 inch thick

Owing to corrosion, no sign of soldering is visible
, it is probable that the links were cut out

w'hole from a flat sheet of metal and then bent into shape The faft that the metal of which

they are made is reftangular in scdlion suggeils this latter process Each link is o 55 inch

long w’lth a maximum width of o 22 inch Level, 6 feet below surface House LIX,
Block 8, HR Area

No 28 (HR 3433) Each link of this piece of chain is made of round bronze or copper

wire, 008 inch in diameter The links were once presumabl) oval, but have been pulled

out of shape There are no signs of soldering, but as the ends of the wire forming each link

neither overlap nor are twilled together, some metal muft have been used to join them Level,

5 feet below surface Southern portion of Room 46, House V, Block 2, HR Area

^ It was used m Egjpt at the time of the sixth djnaflj Petne, Arts urd Crafts of Arciert iTrj//, p S7, fig 94.

A gold chain of the same pattern was found in an EM II tomb at Mochloi Etans, Palace of Msros, %o\ 1,

p 98, fig 69



Chapter XXVI

PERSONAL ORNAMENTS

A S in moft Tncient countries, the women of the Indus Valley decked themselves out

with jewellery, and it is probable that the men did likewise The commonest
ornaments were long firings of beads, some of considerable size None of the

male figurines, except one,^ are ever represented as wearing ornaments, but that men did in

fadl do so IS definitely indicated by holes cut in the necks of some of the ^lone ^latues, in which

to tie the ends of a firing or strings of beads

One male statue at lea^ wears an armlet (PI XCVIII, i) But armlets are never

represented on the clay female figurines and they were possibly vorn only by certain classes

The bronze figure seen in PI XCIV, 6-8, represents a dancing girl—always an inferior class

in India—and the left arm is almost concealed beneath a multiplicity of such ornaments

This little statue does not give us any indication of the material of these bracelets, but if they

vere made entirely of metal the weight muft have been excessive -

Some of the gold jeweller)' that has been found beneath the pavements of houses is of

quite an elaborate nature Gold and silver weie evidently by no means rare metals at

Mohenjo-daro We find pure gold as well as a kind of eleftrum, which may be either natural

or artificial Bronze and copper were also used in the manufadluie of spacers and terminals

for firings of beads

There is a link between Sumer and ancient Sind in the use in both countries of a fillet

around the head, a thin ribbon of either-gold or silver, whose ends were tied at the back of

the head by means of a thread At Mohenjo-daro fillets were worn by both sexes Apart

from the use of these fillets, there is little resemblance between the ftyle of hairdressing

in the two countries

Stone beads of pradlically every shape and form were in use Some are of large size

and are even made of such comparatively soft Clones as limeftone and alaba^ler Beads of

this kind could hardly have been worn solely for purposes of ornamentation (unless they were

painted)
,

probably they served also as amulets The favourite material for beads was

chalcedony in all its forms, carnelian being especially common and artificially treated to

enhance its colour No precious ilones, as wc underhand them, were used, perhaps

on account of their extreme hardness and the difficulty of working them That they were

known seems probable, as India is a country especially rich in them

Only four examples have been found at Mohenjo-daro of carnelian decorated with white

lines, but that this technique was well known is shown by beads and other objedls being made
of other substances to simulate decorated carnelian (PI CLVII, 8—12)

^ The figure illustrated in PI XCIV, 509, ii ® See infra, p 531, note 2
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There is every probability that in India bead-making was one of the mo^l ancient arts,

since in mo^l places the requisite materials were icady to hand This was not the case in

Mesopotamia, where even the commonest ftone was difficult to procure

A city site is rarely sufficiently produftive of the jewellery and ornaments worn by

a people for a really comprehensive survey of them Beyond those rare finds that occur

beneath the pavements of houses and hoards that have been buried by thieves, but little

jewellery is unearthed in the ruins of a city For a proper ^ludy of this subjefl; we have to

rely in moft cases on cemeteries
, and, unfortunately, we have had no success as yet at

Mohenjo-daro in our search for the graves of the dead Were a cemetery to be found, we
should doubtless obtain from it a much moie extended knowledge of the personal ornaments

of the people than is at present possible

Beads (Pis CXLV, CXI VI, and CXLVII)

The beads that are illustrated in Pis CXLV, CXLVI, and CXLVII are for convenience

divided into types, as described below —

Cylindrical Beads (PI CXLV, i—lo)

Beads of this shape are quite common at Mohenjo-daro They vary greatly in length,

from long thin specimens to beads so short that they might almoSl be described as disc-shaped

The materials used in the manufafture of these beads are very varied
,
those illustrated

are made of the following materials —(i) Soft black Stone
,
Room 2o, Block 4, L Area

(2) Faience (3) Steatite, Room 20, Block 4, L Area (4) Steatite, Room 15, Block 4,

L Area (5) Calcite (6) Faience, Trial Trench D, DK Area (7) Pottery, Room 71,

Block 3, L Area (8) Shell
,
Room 45, Block i, L Area (9) Steatite with gold caps

,

Room 2, Block 16, Section C, DK Area (10) Calcite

Bead No 6, which is beSt described as tubular, is now a brown colour which suggeSts

that it was originally green, the change being due to an oxide of iron It is one of eighteen,

of which seventeen were originally green and one blue, which has now faded to white

Judging fiom the size of the hole, this bead muSt have been threaded on a thick cord, as was
apparently the case with the majority of the beads of this type No 9 was made of glazed

Steatite and capped at each end with gold

Cylinder beads of faience are found in considerable numbers at all ancient sites and they

were evidently very popular at Mohenjo-daro The Siring illuSlrated in PI CLII,

1 5, /, exaftly resembles beads from ancient Egypt and Mesopotamia in both colour

and shape

Cog-JVheel ryfe (PI CXLV, 13-20)

Beads of this type are veiy common at Mohenjo-daro in both the Late and Intermediate

levels, but are unknown at the ancient sites of Elam and Mesopotamia, nor do I know of

their occurrence furthei weSl These cog-wheel beads are always made of paSle and are

usually glazed Their original colour was either green or blue, but in moSl cases the colour

has entirely disappeared One would have thought that faience was much too soft a material

for beads of such a shape, and, as a fail, many of the projefting cogs are broken off A number
of them, however, on a ^rmg would mutually Srengthen one another All these beads were
made in a mould, and in se6tion are of various shapes, ranging from a simple disc (No 13)
to a short barrel-shape (No 20)
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Some of the beads of this type are marked with shallow concentric grooves on one side

only, e g ,
No 1 5 Others are plano-convex, as No 17 It seems hardly likely that these

two varieties, with which muil be coupled Nos 16 and 18, were strung
,

possibly they were
sewn to the clothing ^ The great majority, however, were certainly worn as beads

No 15 IS made of shell and was found in Room 72, Block 3, L Area No 16, of faience. Shell

comes from space 74 in the same block No 17, faience, was unearthed from Block 2,

Seftion B, DK Area, and No 20, also of the same material, from Room 1 5, Block 4, L Area

They belong to the Late Period, but seem to occur also at the latter end of the Intermediate

Period

Fluted Fupeted Beads (PI CXLV, 21—3)

Beads of this type were either used as pendants or were strung in couples with their Pendants

wider ends together From the levels at which they weie found they appear to belong to both

the Late and Intermediate Periods, but in neithei were they very common They were all

made in moulds and are of a fine white pa^le coated with a glaze which appears to have been

oiiginally coloured blue

Long Ban el-Cyhnder Beads (PI CXLV, 24-32 ,
PI CLI (Z>))

This type of bead is of unusual interest, as similar beads found at Kish have been dated Plasma

to the pre-Sargonic Period - As, however, beads of this type were uncommon m early

Mesopotamia and fairly plentiful at Mohenjo-daro, in both the Late and Intermediate Periods,

there is reason to think that they were made in India and exported to Mesopotamia They
have apparently not been found m Elam Beads of this shape were always made of a beautiful

translucent red carnelian (Nos 24-8), or of pottery (Nos 29-32) ,
the one exception, which,

unfortunately, is broken, is of a dark green coloured chalcedony (SD 2508), known to

geologists as “ plasma
”

The pottery beads are probably an imitation of the carnelian beads They are Imitation

very loughly made and closely resemble pottery beads of the same shape found at Jemdet carnelian

Nasr in Mesopotamia, which site is closely dated by its painted pottery to the period of Musyan
in Elam But onl} pottery beads of this shape weie found at Jemdet Nasr

,
there weie none of

carnelian Sometimes these pottery beads are coated with a smooth red slip (PI CLII, 19, «-c)

Some difficulty seems to have been experienced in drilling the holes (slightly conical) Bonng

through these ^one beads, which is not to be wondered at considering their length The boring

was done from both ends, and in some cases the two holes did not meet exadlly in the middle

All the beads of this type were probably cut and polished before the boring was commenced,

for the translucency of the polished ilone would naturally help the lapidary to see whether

his di ill-holes were running straight

The boring of these exceptionally long beads was probably done with a piece of thin

copper rod and emery powdei The abrasive used muft have been exceedingly fine, since

the holes throughout their length are polished ®
,

the process, too, mu^t have been laborious

and doubtless there were failures, though it muft be confessed that we have not yet found

any Once the drill was set in a perfectly ^raight line with the bead and had entered

1 I imagine that they were attached to the clothing in the manner of sequins, as they have only one hole

- Mackay, A Sumerian Palace, etc , pt 11, pi xliii, figs 8 and 9 These carnelian beads I regard as important from

the point of view of dating our site They seem not to have been avorn in Babylonia later than c 2700 b c , and are

also unknoavn in India, as far as I can ascertain, except in the Indus Vallej cnilivation At Kish the same form of bead

was made m lapis-lavuli Ibid
,'f\

lx. Nos 18 and 19

“ The same polish was found inside the early carnelian beads from Kish
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the bead a short distance, the process would become, m a measure, automatic
,
piovided, of

course, that not too much pressure was employed Presumably some form of lathe was

employed and the drilling done with the bead placed in a horizontal position ^

Though these beads, whether of pottery or carnelian, are not always quite regular in shape,

they are sufficiently so to look well to the casual eye The carnelian beads are exceptionally

well polished and their ends are slightly rounded The beads made of pottery have no slip,

and their holes were probably made by moulding the bead upon a piece of fibre, which was

burnt away when the bead was baked Indeed, their irregularity suggests their having been

moulded with the fingers

An interesting bead of this type (L 993), found in Chamber 22, L Area, is shown in

PI CLII, 18, and again in PI CXLV, 26 This is made of red carnelian, but is Streaked

and mottled with white markings—^whether natural or artificial it is difficult to decide

Short-barrel Beads (PI CXLV, 33—9)

This shape of bead was extremely popular at Mohenjo-daro and was made in every

conceivable material, including copper, bronze, gold, and silver CryStal beads are rarely

found, but when they occur it is usually in this form No 33 is uncommon in shape It is

made of shell and like moSt beads made in this material was threaded on a thick cord The
hole of No 3 8 IS unusual in the way it widens towards the outside at each end

,
this is not

due to wear, as would be expefted

No 34, a green jade bead,® was found with others in Room 2, Block 1 6, Seflion C, DK
Area, and No 35, of silver, was unearthed from Room i. House I, Trench E, DK Area No 36,

which is made of steatite, was found in Room 104, Block 8, L Area, and No 37, also of

the same material, came from Chamber 52, Block i, of the same Area No 39, of

white Iime^one, was unearthed m Chamber 10, Block 5, L Area All five belong to the

Late Period

Long-barrel Beads (PI CXLV, 40-53)

This type of bead is also found in large numbers Only those beads whose length is

markedly gi eater than the diameter are included in this type The smaller specimens are

made of various materials, but the larger ones are either of faience or of varieties of soft itone,

limeftone being especially common No 46 is made of a comparatively soft black ^lone

mottled with dark grey, and No 50 is white limestone This la^t comes from 7 feet below the

surface in Block 3 of the Southern Buildings Seftion No 5 1 is a soft brown ^lone with green

specks, and the large finely made bead No 52, of limestone striped in white, red, and brown,

comes from Passage 12 of the Great Bath building No 53 is made of agate and is the largest

hard ftone bead that has yet been found at Mohenjo-daro No 40 is from Room 30, Block 4,

LArea
,
Nos 43, 45, and 49 from Space 91, Block 9 ,

No 46 from Chamber 20, Block 4 ,

No 47 from Room 4, Block 5 ,
and No 53 from Chamber 37, Block i, L Area With the

exception of the laft, all these beads belong to the beginning of the Late Period

Barrel-shaped Beads, Oval in SeUton (PI CXLVI, 1-15)

This type of bead also is found in considerable numbers m all the levels at Mohenjo-daro
and IS made in a large variety of materials, including silver and gold Some of the beads of

this type are very flat in sedlion and others considerably fuller. Nos ii and 14 being very

^ The bow-drill was probably used

® See PI CXLVIII, a. Fig 6, and p 519 infra
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nearly round in seftion No 15, which is of shell, is flat on one side and half round on the

other, a shape that is not uncommon in this type of bead The same shape is well-known
at Jemdet Nasr, where it is associated with early painted pottery It is also found
at Nal in Southern Baluchistan, another early painted pottery site ^

Bead No 1 was made of a white Slone veined with black and was found in Room 83,

Block 4, L Area No 3, of faience, comes from Room 112, Block 7, and No 5, of white

paSle, from Room 21, Block 4 No 8, made of faience, was found in Chamber 8, Block 5 ,

and No 10, of white paSle, comes from Room 104, Block 8 No 15, also of the same material

as the laSl, was found in Court 69, Block 3, L Area Beads 3, 8, 10, and 15 are of the

Late Period and beads 2 and 5 of the Intermediate Period

Redangular Beads^ Oval or Half-round tn Sedton (PI CXLVI, 16-19)

These beads are numerous in both the Late and Intermediate levels, and were

made of all kinds of materials Those which are oval in seftion were by far the moSl popular,

but beads that are half-round m sedlion are far from being rare No 16, of glazed Sleatite,

IS of Intermediate date and was found in Chamber 14, Block 4, L Area No 17 is of agate,

No 18 of Sleatite, and No 19 of green felspar

-

Dtsc-shaped Beads (PI CXLVI, 20)

Disc-shaped beads were rare on the whole, though found in both the Late and Matenals

Intermediate Periods The specimen illuSlrated (No 20) is of unusual size and made of

faience A very fine series of disc-shaped beads of gold separates the large green jade

beads in the fine necklace in PI CXLVIII, a, fig 6 Beads of this shape were also

made in pottery (PI CLII, 20), but none in carnelian have as yet been unearthed at

Mohenjo-daro, though they were exceedingly common in early Mesopotamia and in Egypt
The material moSl frequently used for this kind of bead was shell

,
in this material, however,

the edge of the bead is flattened and the central ridge missing No 20 of PI CXLVI
was found in the clay packing to the north of the Great Bath, at a level of 4 feet below the

surface of the ground

The absence from the site of the rougher make of carnelian disc-shaped bead, which is

so common in early sites in other parts of the Ball, proves that bead-making was well advanced

It IS, of course, possible that we may yet find this variety of bead in the lower levels, though,

if they do occur there, we should have expcfled that examples would be picked up
and re-used by the people who inhabited the upper levels This rough form of disc-bead

has been found by Sir Aurel Stein in Chalcolithic sites of Northern Baluchiilan, and I gather

that the same explorer has found similar beads in the south of that province

Globular Beads (PI CXLVI, 21—7 ,
PI CLII, 15 «, b, and c)

Globular beads in the majority of cases arc small in size They are made in all sorts Metal forms

of materials, except shell There were minute gold beads of this shape in two hoards of common

jewellery found in the DK and HR Areas at Mohenjo-daro, all of them ca^l Larger beads

of this shape were also made in gold, silver, copper, and bronze, sometimes caft and sometimes

beaten out of thin material and soldered together The beads shown in group 15, a, b, and r, in

PI CLII, are of blue faience, a type of bead that was very common in ancient Egypt, especially

during the Twelfth Dyna^ly This form of bead is found at all levels at Mohenjo-daro

1 Min Arch Sum Ind

,

No 35
^ From firing No 7, PI CXLIX Cf p 523
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An analysis by Dr Hamid of the glaze ofone of these globular beads resulted as follows —

Silica

Per cent

87 II

Ferric oxide and alumina 489
Lime 2 42

Magnesia 0 30

Alkalies (by dificrence) 371
Oxide of copper 0 52

Loss on Ignition 1 05

Total 100 00

Bead No HR 3352

Dr Hamid Elates that he assumes that no foreign adhesive was used to bind the body

of this bead together The glaze alone was sufficient for this purpose Only the surface

glaze of this bead was examined , the bod) is made of a softer material The colour is now
a faint blue

No 21, of steatite, comes from Chamber 15, Block 4, L Area, together with No 27,

which IS made of limestone No 22, a carnelian bead, is from the same area and was found

lying close to the surface m Chamber 104 Both Nos 23 and 25, of gold, were unearthed

in Room i. House I, Trench E, DK Area Nos 24 and 26 are of glazed ileatite All seven

beads belong to the Late Period

Segmented Bends (PI CXLVI, 28-30)

This type of bead is somewhat rare The material is always faience
, Nos 28 and 29

are blue in colour and No 30, now yellow, was once green The shape may have originated

in the accidental Clicking together of oval or globular beads in the process of being glazed,

but on the other hand this type of bead, carved in ivory, has been found at Badari in Upper
Egypt No glaze has yet been found in the graves of the Badarian civilization, though

glazing was pradhsed by the early predynaftic peoples of Eg}'pt ^

The same type of bead, also in faience, is known in the pre-Sargomc period in

Mesopotamia, and also in later times in Egypt, where it was especially popular, coated with

various coloured glazes, during the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Dynasties Stone beads of this

shape have been found amongst Aigean material and dated to Early Minoan II ~ Later on,

the same type of bead, but in glaze, appears in Middle Minoan III ’ Beads of this form
appear to belong only to the Late Period at Mohenjo-daro

Unclassified ‘Types (PI CXLVI, 31-9)

The following beads, being of unusual forms, arc described separately —
No 31 (L 689) Faience and unique in shape The missing portion has been restored

in the drawing Level, 4 feet below surface Found in Chamber 20, Block 4, L Area, and
dated to the Late Period

No 32 (DK) Faience This shape is unusual at Mohenjo-daro, but fairly common
in the pre-Sargomc graves at Kish, where it was made in lapis-lazuli * DK Area

1 Brunton and Caton-Thompson, Tie Badartan Cwiltzation, pi slix, fig 76 (A 3)
® For a description and hiftory of these bead', see E\ans, Palace of Minot, vol 1, pp 491—3 Also Childe,

Da on of Bmofean Civilization, p 39
3 Univ of Penns Pubs Anthrof

,

111, 3, p 184 J A Sunerian Palace, etc ,
-p] k, 7, p 183
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No 33 (DK 2999) Gl^^ed paftc,^ apple-grccn in colour It is hollow and has four

small holes in pairs near the base, set opposite to each other It seems probable that this

objeft is not in reality a bead, but was made to be sewn to a dress The same shaped objefl

has been found without the holes A number of the perforated type, including No 33, were
found together in an upper level which can be dated to the Late Period Level, i ft 6 in

below surface Room 3, House I, Block i, Sedlion B, DK Area
No 34 (HR 42i2rt) This type of bead is made of two circular pieces of thin gold Soldered bead

with a groove across the centre of each The plates are soldered together with the

grooves coinciding (See also the lowest firing of beads 111 PI CXLIX, B) A very

similar bead was found in the “ A ” cemetery' at Kish, where, however, it was lozenge-shaped

and made of silver
,

the method of manufaflurc was identical - Room 8, House VIII,

Seftion B, HR Area Judging from the levci at which they were found, 6 feet below the

surface, No 34 and the other beads found w'lth it appear to belong to the Intermediate Period

No 35 (L 402) Steatite Semi-circular in seftion This is possibly the lug of an Lug of seal

ordinar) ilamp seal carefully rubbed down smooth to make it serve as a bead The
irregular placing of the hole somewhat confirms this Found in Room 104, Block 8,

L Area Late Period

No 36 (^^S 3474) Gla/cd paile Disc-shaped w'lth a deep groove round the edge

Late Period Room 10, House V, YS Area

37 (HR 2467) Shell Ornamented with lines and circles as well as having

a serrated edge Found at a high level
,

therefore, presumabl} belongs to the Late Period

House LXVI, HR Area

No 38 (HR 2211) Faience of a beautiful blue Obviously an imitation of a metal Metal ongm
bead in shape It was found 7 feet below’ the surface and belongs to the Intermediate Period

House III, Block 2, Seflion A, HR Area

No 39 (L 468) Steatite Only the rounded side is fluted, the flat side being left

plain Probabl) h\o of these beads were fastened back to back Late Period From
Chamber 28, Block 4, L Area I^vcl, 4 ft 6 in below surface

Dccoriiicd (PI CXLVI, 41—53 , Pi CLVII, 8, 9, 10, and 12 (?))

No 40 in PI CXLVI simpi) shows the decoration of No 41 (HR 3723), a ^leatite Trefoil pattern

bead whose surface is somew’hat irregularly covered with a trefoil pattern Level, 5 feet

below surface Area south of Room 43, House V, Block 2, HR Area

No 42 (VS 3187) Steatite A thick disc-shaped bead decorated on the edge

with a wav}' line Lei el, 6 feet below surface Lane betw'een Houses XXXVIII and

XXXII, VS Area

Nos 43, 44, and 45 are three carnelian beads decorated with fine white lines which Decorated

have been burnt into the surface of the bead Only four beads of this kind have, as camelian

)ct, been found at Mohenjo-daro, but the process is ilill carried on in India ^

No 43 (yS 2546) was found in House XVII, VS Area, at a depth of i foot below the

surface

No 44 (L 225) comes from Chamber 1 14, Block 6, Seftion A, L Area, from juft beneath

the surface

No 45 (SD 1198) was found in the passage weft of Chamber 8 of the Great Bath

building at a level of 5 ft 5 in below the surface

* Po ibl) moulded flcatitc * Mackay, A Sunerwn Palace, etc
,
pt i, pi vii, fig 1

1

“ I have seen an ornamented bead of this Imd made by an old man in Smd
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The largest of these beads, No 43, is also illustrated in PI CLVI, 9 From the level

at which all of them were found they muSl belong to the Late Period

A number of very similar beads have been found at Kish in a cemetery of the pre-

Sargonic period ^ Several of these decorated carnelian beads were found at Ur in a necklace

of a date between the eighth and fifth centuries b c and similar beads have been picked

up in considerable quantities at Brahmanabad in southern Sind “ Mr Cousens, however,

IS of the opinion that the specimens that he found belong to the hiSlonc period ^ If this be

so, the beads of the Ur necklace may be of late manufadlure, but consideration muSl

be given to the possibility that as carnelian beads are praftically indeSlruftible, the specimens

from Ur are of much earlier date and had been re-used ®

Mr Horace Beck is of the opinion that these beads were fir^l etched before the white was

applied to the ground Where they are broken, the white lines can be seen to have

penetrated for some distance, but the ^Irudlure of the ^lone is continuous across the part

where the colour has changed ®

No 46 in PI CXLVI (C 109) is a long, hand-made, bobbin-shaped bead of pottery,

somewhat irregularly grooved Though included amongst the decorated beads, there is

a possibility that it was used for some other purpose Level, 4 feet below surface Room
ea^l of Chamber 6, Block 1

1 ,
Sedlion C, DK Area

No 47 (HR 3046) Pottery Irregular in shape and ornamented with spiral grooves

Intermediate Period Room 49, House V, Block 2, HR Area

No 48 (HR 4370) Faience There is a decorated beading round the hole on each

side of the bead Late Period Level, 18 inches below surface House XVI, Block 3,

Seftion B, HR Area

No 49 (L 668) Steatite Cylindrical in shape with its entire surface covered with

a trefoil pattern Level, 5 feet below the surface This bead comes from Room 8, L Area,

and is dated to the Late Period

No 50 (HR 5026) Brown bead with white bands An analysis of the glazes that

cover this objedl will be found in Chapter XXVIII on “ Ivory, Shell, Faience, etc ” This bead

has a pottery base overlaid with two coloured glazes The latter were in a very ropy condition

when applied and were subsequently re-heated in a kiln, though not enough to ensure a proper

adherence of the inlaid brown bands to the glaze of the bead On the outside this bead

bears a remarkable resemblance to one wholly made of glass It was only on taking

a sample from it that we discovered its pottery interior There can be no doubt, I think,

that this bead is an attempt to copy the decorated type of carnelian bead Level, 6 feet

below surface Room 1 8, House XV, Block 3, Sedlion B, HR Area
No 51 (SD 123) Steatite artificially treated to represent decorated carnelian The

ilone IS brownish-red outside and grey inside Level, 2 ft 6 in below surface Late
Period

No 52 (VS 130) Faience, ^lill retaining some of its original blue colour Cylindrical

Heavily grooved along the sides Level, 2 feet below surface

^ Mackay, “A” Cemetery at Kish, pt 1, p 56, pi iv, fig 30, A Sumerian Palace, etc

,

pi xliii, fig 9,
pi lx, figs 54-8, JRAS

,

Oct 1925, pi X

^ Mackenzie, Ancient Civilizations, p 166
^ Ann Rep Surv /»</, 1 903-4, pi xlix Cf Cousens, Antiyuities 0/ SirJ (Arch Surv Ind ), pp 54and55,pl xiii

* Beads of this class have been found on many other hiftoric sites in India—[Ed ]

® Many of the ^rabs of to day in Mesopotamia and Egypt wear beads that they have picked up from ancient sites

® From a personal communication

’ Compare shape with fig 380, p 113, t vii of Mem Del en Perse
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No 53 (L 445) (See also PI CLII, 17) Steatite An exceptionally fine bead Inlaid bead
The interiors of the trefoils were probably filled in with either pa^te or colour The former
IS the more probable, for in the base of each foil there is a small pitting that may have been
used for keying a coloured pa^le The depth of the cutting is o 05 inch Level, 3 feet

below surface Late Period Found in Chamber 27, Block 4, L Area
The moft interefting of these beads are those with the trefoil pattern, which also occurs

on the robe worn by the ^latue piftured in PI XCVIII The trefoils on both the beads and
statue are irregular in shape and in this respeft differ from the pattern as we ordinarily

know It ^

No 8 (SD 1998) in PI CLVII is a long, reftangular bead measuring i 5 inches long by Decorated

o 35 inch wide and thick It is made of a coarse white pa^le that resembles powdered camelian copy

steatite Its surface is covered with a smooth red slip that is ornamented, somewhat roughly,

with three white bands, possibly in imitation of decorated carnelian This unusual bead
was found in Chamber 26 of the Bath Building, 8 feet below the surface

It IS a little uncertain whether the objefts seen in PI CLVII, 10 and 12, which were Kushan beads

evidently coloured to represent decorated carnelian, were worn as beads or not Their holes

are verj’’ large, and if used as beads, they mu^ have been threaded on a very thick cord

Objedls very similar to these in shape, of Scytho-Parthian or Kushan date, which come from
Charsadda in NW India are quite definitely beads

,
a proof that this shape survived to a fairly

late period -

Pottery Beads (PI CXLVII, 37-40)

A number of pottery objedls found in the DK Area appear to be beads, for similar objefts Chamfered

are seen strung together in PI CLII, 16 As the illustration shows, they are roughly apertures

made with Strongly chamfered holes, which are unduly wide
,

indeed, the cord muSt have

been very thick to prevent the beads wobbling upon it

None of these beads are decorated in any way
,
some are quite plain and others are coated

with a cream slip They have been found at various levels of the Late and Intermediate

Periods

S-pacers (PI CXLIII, 15 and 17 ,
PI CXLVII, 1-20)

The number of spacers that have been found at Mohenjo-daro is quite remarkable,

showing that many of the necklaces worn by the inhabitants muSl have been composed of

several Strings of beads

The holes in the spacers range from two to six in number, and the materials of which Materials

they are made include faience, pottery, paSle, copper, bronze, and gold A great many of

the spacers are single flat Strips pierced with the number of holes required, but in some

cases gold beads were soldered together to form spacers, as in the central String of

PI CXLVIII, rt, fig 7 The majority of the spacers are flat redtangular beads (Nos 2-9), which

are nearly always plain, but occasionally decorated, as in No 10, which is made of faience

^ For another example of this ornamentation, see the bull illuilrated in Jaftrow, Civilization of Babylonia and

Assyria, pi hii, and the Sumerian bull from Warka shown tn Evans, Palace of Minos, vol 11, pt 1, p 261, fig 156

Sir Arthur Evans has justly compared the trefoil markings on this latter bull with the quatrefoil markings of Minoan

“rjtons”, and also with the ^lar-crosses on Hathor’s cow Ibid, vol 1, p 513 Again, the same trefoil motif

IS perhaps represented on a painted sherd from Tchcchme-Ali in the environs of Teheran Mem Dll en Perse, t xr,

p 118, fig 6

® Ann Pep Saw Ind

,

1902-3, pi xicviii
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and IS ornamented with concentric cirtks on one side onij Man) of these spicers are very

roughly made, c g ,
the pottery example, No 1 7 Fven tlie metal spacer'- arc not always

free from irregularity, as may be seen from No i fi

No type of spacei can be dated to cither the Lite or Intermediate Period exclusivcl)

We shall piobably find them in the early levels also, vhen these are excavitcd

Ihc follo\ung are the matcnils of which the various spacers that arc illu<lratcd

arc made —
(i) Steatite , Room 19, L Area (2) White pi^Ic , Room 30, I, Area (3) White

pa^lc
,
Room loi-, I Area (f) Cilcitc

,
Room 4, I Arei (5) Fiicnte (6) Gla/cd

steatite, Room 86, J Aiei (7) Caleite (8) White pa<le , Room 15, ]. Area

(9) Faience , Room 15, I Area (io)l*uencc, Room 56, L Area (1 r) J’otter) (12)

Faience (13) Faienec
,

House II, HR Are i (if) "^hell , Room 104, I. Area

(15) Fucncc (16) Faience
,
House I I, HR Area (17) Potter) (18) Copper (19)

Copper, Room i. House I, 1 reneh L, DK Arei (20) Gold , Room 8, House VIII,

Block 2, Seftion B, HR Arei

(PI CXI III, i
f
uui 18 , PI CXI \ 11

, 21-7)

For necklaces composed of a number of Qrmgs of be ids terminals vcrc nceessin and

were iisuall) made of mctil, either gold, copper, or bron/c Ihc exceptions arc moAh
faience No 21 (F 204)), of bron/c, is ilso shown in po'-ition in PI CLI, /?, and will be

dealt with full) in the description of this piece of jewcllen

No 22 (HR f6of) IS of faience lhat it is a terminal seems hkch from its shape ,

the two Arings of the necklace were probabl) passed through the terminal and knotted on the

outside Space between AruAurcs XIA III and XLIX, HR Area Lcxcl, 5 feet below surface

No 23 (IdR 4212<;), though like a terminal, is not one in the AriiA sense of the word
It IS one of the gold caps of a bead in the sexenth Anng in PI CXI IX, /», which came from

Room 8, House VIII, Block 2, HR Area

No 24 (HR 42i2<i) is a gold terminal—-one of those seen on the sixth Anng from the

bottom in the same plate

No 25 (HR 2862), which is made of faience, from its shape can hardl) be atuthing

other than a terminal Vicinit) of FirA Street of HR Area Lex cl, 3 feet below surface

No 26 IS a terminal made in gold Found xxitli other pieces of jeweller) m Room 8,

House VIII, Block 2, HR Area, at a depth of 6 feet

No 27 (^’^S 2101) IS a triangular terminal of faience xxith holes to tike four Arings

A fifth hole through the apex of the tri ingle xx is provided to take i short cord to faAcn the

necklace at the back of the neck This objcA is so far unique From the position in xxhich

It XX as found it cxadcntl) belongs to the I ate Period House XXV, Block 4, VS Area
The metal terminals arc x'cr) simpl) made from thin sheet metal, in some eases

cntircl) xxithout soldering
, in others the metal xxas cut to shape and then bent over and

soldered doxxn one side A hole xxas alxxa)s pierced through the curxed top of the terminal

The bases arc alxxa)s found open, but the) appear to hax'c once been closed b) a thin sheet

of metal pierced xvith holes, X'cr) simil ir in appearance to the usual tx pc of spacer *

* It seems to me tint we Into the sime cmd of terminal with beads ittiehed porinjed on painted potter) sherds

from Tdpd Douec) a m the environs of Susa M/n DH tn Perse, xx, p 113, fig 19 Verj simihr terminals are

also known in the eighteenth d>nafl) of Egjpt
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Jewellery and Necklaces

Horn d No I (PI LXII
,

PI CXL, i
,

PI CXLVIII, « and b)

The jewellery illuilrated in PI CXLVIII, a, was found m the silver vessel (DK 1341), Silver vessel

illuSlrated on the right of the plate,^ which was unearthed by Mr Dikshit in a long trench that

he dug to conneft up Seftions B and C in the DK Area The site of this find is shown in

PI LXII, Block 1 6, the find spot in Room 2, at the eastern end of the Block, being marked by
a cross As the walling in this Block is of the Late Period and the depth of the find was
only 3 feet below the surface, this hoard ofjewellery can be definitely dated to that Period

The large necklace is made up of barrel-shaped beads of a translucent, light-green jade, Jade beads
measuring o 9 inch long by o 45 inch in diameter in the middle and o 25 inch at the ends

These beads are not all accurately graded, but in this respeft nevertheless they compare well

with other specimens of ancient jewellery Each jade bead is separated from its neighbours

on either side by five disc-shaped gold beads, o 4 inch in diameter and o 2 inch wide,

made by soldering two cap-like pieces together The joint is very fine and can only ju^l be
detefted in some of the lieads

In the front of the necklace seven pendants of agate-jasper are suspended by means of

a thick gold wire passed through each, which was thinned out and coiled two or three times

at Its proximal end to form an eyelet for the cord The pendants are separated one from

another by a small cylindrical bead of fteatite capped at each end with gold ® The smaller

necklace (No 7) inside the large one is made up of small globular gold beads, all of which

are ca^l The spacers were made by soldering two of these beads together, and it is probable

that the beads were originally strung into a bracelet of hvo rows

Together with these brings of beads several rough pieces of silver were found, one Chisel

of vhich bears chisel-marks remarkably like cuneiform charafters A ca^l of this piece of markings

silver was submitted to Mr Sidney Smith, of the British Museum, who, however, could

not identify any definite sign upon it This fragment, which measures o 95 by o 9 by

o 25 inch, IS part of a bar, from which it was snapped after both ends had been struck with

a broad chisel Judging from this piece, the original bar was quite rough and had been run

in a clay mould ®

A couple of silver earrings found in this hoard were made of wire, o 2 inch in diameter. Silver wire

roughly bent round with the ends overlapping The two bangles (Nos i and 4 in

PI CXLVIII, b) were each made of tliin sheet gold wrapped over a core which has now
disappeared *

,
the metal overlaps slightly on the inside of the bangles and no solder was

used The original diameter of these bracelets seems to have been about 3 inches, and a small

hole bored at either end was probably intended for fastening the ends together They had

been bent up for remelting

One of the moft intere^ling objefts found in the silver jar was the conical gold cap Conical gold

measuring i 35 inches high, which is shown at the top of the plate (No 2) It was made without cap

soldering by being beaten out from a phtc of gold, and was then stiffened by bending out

the edge at right angles all round Inside the cap a gold loop was soldered at the pointed

tip, apparently in order to sew or fasten it to something Metal ornaments of this shape are

used in India at the present day, a strand of hair being passed through the loop inside to

keep them in position on each side of the head

^ See also PI CXL, No I “ We arc not, of course, sure of the original order of threading

^ This silver fragment now weighs 23 389 grammes, but it should be noted that some of its original weight has

been loft in the process of cleaning

^ No traces were found of 1 core of either shellac or bitumen in these or otlier bracelets
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Sliver ring

Broken metal

Find in copper

bowl

Provenance of

hoard

Details

Tenmnals

Yet mother objeft of interest is the silver ring show n ^t the bottom of the plnte (No 1 3),

whose bezel, 1 inch sqinre nnd o 2 inch thick, bcirs a design of crosses and semi-crosses, similar

to those in shell, illu-Slrated in PI CLV, 34 and 35 ‘ A border around the edge of the bezel

IS formed by two lines set close together with oblique dashes between them The ring itself,

which IS a simple ilrip of silver o 25 inch wide by o i inch thick, is rouglil) soldered to the

bezel The back of the bezel shows traces of having been fused and the ring may have been

discarded on this account 1 he band itself is broken and mo<l of it is missing

The two silver bracelets shown in PI CLXIV, a and l>, vere also found with this

hoaid They are described later on amongil the bracelets

From the faft that there was so much broken and scrap metal in this find, it appear*-

that It belonged to a jeweller or a dealer in precious metals Indeed, the gold bangles had

been twiiled up into as small a compass as possible, probabl) with a view to rc-mclting

The ring also was quite useless as an ornament

Hoaid No 2 (PI LXV ,
PI CXL, 4, 5, 9, and 18 , PI CXLl, 5 and 12 , PI CXLIII,

13 and 14 , PI CLI, /i)

The verj fine necklace (E 2044) illuilratcd in PI CLI was found in a large copper bowl

which w'as covered b} a shallow copper dish- Both bowl and dish arc illuflratcd in line

in PI CXL, 9 and 18, and in photograph in PI CXLI, 12 An empt) copper vessel l}ing

beside them appears in PI CXL, 12 Together with the jcwcllcrj, the two covered dishes

shown in PI CXL, 4 and 5, were found inside the bowl, and also the fragment of a copper

censer illustrated in PI CXLI, 5
This hoard was found in the north-weStern corner of Room i. House I, one of tvo

buildings (M) excavated by Mr Dikshit halfwaj along Ircnch E in the DK Area, the plan of

w'hich will be seen in PI LXV The exaift place of the find, which was at a depth of 4 feet

below the surface, is marked bj a cross on the plan The date of the hoard can be safeU

placed to the Late Period

The long carnclian beads of the necklace or girdle (PI CLI, IT) arc 4 85 inches in length b>

o 4 inch in diameter in the middle and o 3 inch at the ends 1 he shorter beads arc about the

same in diameter, but 3 25 inches in length These beads are beautifulh made and of a bright

translucent red colour Thej were bored from both ends, the holes a-veraging o 17 inch

in diameter at the outer end and tapering slightlj to a little less in the middle These holes

meet more or less accuratel} in the middle of the beads, but in a few cases the alignment of

the two holes is so inaccurate that the thread can onlj be passed through the middle of the

bead with difficult) Any deviation from the "Clraight in the alignment of the holes in beads

of such length is moft difficult to correft after the boring has begun
,

it could onl) be reftified

by cmplo}ing a drill of larger diameter than that fir^l used, and then onl) with a certain amount
of difficulty In some of the beads it is quite evident that a larger drill was emplo)ed at one
end of the bead than at the other, probabl) for this ver)* reason

At each end of the necklace or girdle there is a scmi-circular terminal of hollow bronze

like a flattened cup, measuring 2 2 inches each way, the metal of which is about one-fifteenth

of an inch thick There are no signs of a join or soldering in these terminal pieces, and it

seems that they W'ere beaten out of a piece of bronze wathout a join being nccessar) These
terminals can hardly have been cail

,
the metal is too thin ^

^ Large square bezels are \er) rare in ancient rings

^ The dish was adhering so fift to the bowl that a portion of the latter had to be cut aw a) in order that its contents

might be extrafled

3 PI CXLIII, 14, and PI CXLVII, 21
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The globular beads at each end of the ^one ones are of bronze
,

the spacers also appear
to be of the same metal The latter are 2 45 inches long by o 27 inch wide by o i inch thick

Each has si\ holes, all of which are slightly oval in seftion owing to wear ^

A bronze tube (PI CXLIil, 13) was once fastened to the curved outer end of each Make
terminal, with a knob-like head to prevent its passing through the latter Both tube and
head were made from strips of bronze bent round a mandril with the edges simply pressed

togethci and not joined by solder

Together with this necklace were found two gold ftuds, each i 2 inches m diameter. Gold studs

apparently intended for the ears They are shown in the same photograph (PI CLI, 7, 8,

and 1 1), in the middle and at the left-hand corner The edge of each ftud is decorated with

a beading that was soldered on This beading is so regular in make that one suspefts that it

was hammered or caft in a mould rather than filed into shape In the centre of each ^lud

at the back there is a hollow tube, o 5 inch long and 027 inch in diameter, which tapers very

slightl} towards the outer end, on to which it is probable that another tube of slightly larger

diameter fitted with a smaller head for the back of the ear That these two objefts could not

have been used as nose-^luds is shown by the length of the tube fastened to each

Three very curious objefts found with the ftuds and the necklace appear to be netting Netting

needles of gold They arc shown ju^I above the ear-^luds and also in the lower right-hand needles (?)

corner of PI CLI, 5
, 3—5 and 12—14

The largest of these needles (E 2044^) is 2 5 inches long The handle is hollow and

cylindrical and tapers slightly, being o 2 inch in diameter at the needle end The needle

point IS o 5 inch long and has a roughly shaped oval eye at its base

The medium sized needle (E 2044^) is 2 5 inches long and of the same pattern
,
but

the cap that closed the end of the handle is now missing The point which has an oval eye

at Its base is o 3 inch long

The third needle (E 2044c) is only i 7 inches long, with the point o 3 inch in length

Its handle, which is otherwise similar to those of the other two needles, is badly dented

The exaft use of these three objefts is open to question, for they could have been used

for either sewing or netting The handles seem to have been drawn, as there is no sign of

a soldered line, but the caps at either end were soldered on with an alloy that is very little lighter

in colour than the gold itself The two smaller needles have evidently been held between the

teeth on more than one occasion

A number of bead-caps, shown in the centre of the plate, were also found in the copper Bead'caps

bowl, but not the beads to which they once belonged The gold of which the caps are made
varies greatly in colour, ranging from almost coppery-red to pale yellow These caps were

firft drawn out of sheet gold to form a tube, and one end was then covered with a gold plate

soldered in position The other end of the tube was adjusted to fit the end of the bead

The longest of these caps is o 75 inch long by o 48 inch wide
,

all are oval in seftion

Another curious ornament (No 9) found with this hoard is shown juil below the smaller Unusual

objefts m the PI CLI It is an irregularly shaped bead of turquoise matrix with a minute ornament

hole through the centre and capped at each end with gold A long gold bar with its ends bent at

right angles adls as a kind of clip to keep the gold caps against the ilone * A silver tube

was soldered inside each cap to allow of a thread being passed through them more easily

It would appear that the two gold caps were not originally made for this particular ^lone,

as they do not fit it properly Though the caps are of the same size, the hole at the outer

I PI CXLVII, 19

® This bar arrangement is obv lously so makeshift that one suspeSs that it was fitted at home
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Elcctrum

Remarkable

find

Waste metal

Gold bracelet

Pendants

end of one of tliem is o i inch in dnmeter, and of tlic other o 3 inch in dnmeter The holes

on the bent-over ends of the clip arc also of different si/es It is, of course, possible that

this objedt IS ically a pendant rather than a bead, and that a bigger hole was required at

one end than the other The caps and clip seem to be elcdlrum rather than pure gold, for

they arc very pale in colour and appear to have i laige admixture of silver I he alloy

might of com sc be either nUuial or artificiil

HootJ No 3 (PI XXXIX, Plan, PI CXL, 2 and 3, PI CXLVII, 20 and 2| ,

PI CXLIX, PI CL, Plan, PI CLII, 13)

A lemarkable find ofjcwellei) was made in the HR Arci at a depth of 6 feet below tlic

surface in Room 8 of House VIII, Block 2, Sedlion B The chamber belongs to the Late Period

and the jewellery, therefore, muil be of tint date 'I his find is numbered HR 4212^7, and

the several necklaces made up of loose be ids aie di'Uinguished In different letters according

to their find numbers The majorit}’ of the beads were loose in the soil, but there were

indications that the} were once wrapped up in cloth A small silver jar (PI CXL, 3) was

found with the beads with a fragment of cloth <Iill adhering to it ’ The small silver jar. No 2

in the same plate, also formed pirt of the find, together with i copper vessel filled

with implements of copper The latter vessel v\as, however, in too frigmentan a condition

to be restored and drawn

Judging from the quantitj of waAc pieces of metal, some of v Inch arc illu^lratcd in

PI CLII, 13, and the rollcd-up condition of some of the gold ornaments, it appears probable

tint this hoard was the propert) of a gojdsnuth, who kept it b) him until he had enough

matciial to warrant rc-mcIting

The chief objcfl in this find is the gold bracelet (HR 42127; (t)), shown at the top of

PI CXLIX, No 3, which has been rcconilruflcd from a number of loose beads The gold

spacers found with these beads show that the) were originall) threaded in six rows The ends of

this piece of jeweller) arc finished off with hollow, flattened, semi-circular terminals of gold,

through a small hole in the outer edge of which the tin cads of the bncelet passed These

small beads v\crc ca^l, ind the sjneers cut out of sheet metal '1 he terminals mu^l have been

beaten out of thin sheet gold, as there is no trice of soldered edges, and then pressed flat

One of the terminals and a spacer of this bracelet aic illu'^Iratcd in PI CXIA'II, 20 and 24
The necklace. No 4, immcdiatel) below this bracelet in Pi CXLIX is composed of

minute gold beads, globulai and cjlindricil in shape, interspaced with tin> globular beads of
steatite The latter arc now white, but a few of them show' slight traces of the original

blue glaze The small cjlindrical pendants on the necklace arc made of gold and glaze
,
the

latter has retained its sk}-bluc colour Thej arc attached to the cord of the necklace b)

loops of thin gold ribbon wire
,

this was doubled and the tvio ends were passed firil tlirough

a gold washer, then through a gold cap on the end of the be id, then through the bead itself

and finally through another gold cap The two ends of the wire ^Irip were soldered to the

base of the Jow’cr cap (HR 42127; (^)
String No 5 (HR 42127; (I)) is made up of beads of various coloured Clones, such

as riband-jasper, carnclian, etc
,
alternating with small gold beads The latter and also

the two large gold beads on either side of the central ornament were ca^l, and some of
the beads are capped with gold The gold terminals are of the same pattern as those in

bracelet No 3

^ Cf p 585 tnfra
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String No 6 (HR 421217 (/)) is made up of gold and glazed steatite beads m five Mmute gold

rows held bj eight fivc-holcd spacers The gold beads are minute and either globular or beads

C}hndncal in form The steatite beads, •which arc cylindrical only, average in size o i inch

long by o 08 inch in diameter, whicli is about the same size as the cylindrical gold beads

The necklace. No 7, at the bottom of the Plate (HR42i2<7 (d)) is composed of flat gold

beads, beads of on)\, green lelspai and turquoise matiix, and small globular gold beads

The flat gold beads, one of avhich is Iiiu^lratcd in PI CXLVI, 34, were made by soldering Method of

together t\\o circulai pieces of gold, each grooved across the centre, in such a way that the manufacture

grooves coincided to make the hole for tlircading There is no sign of soldering at the edges
,

the solder was concealed between the two plates The central bead of this firing, which is

agate, is capped at each end w'lth gold The dome-shaped caps of the pendants have

small gold loops inside—a curious arrangement which is also seen in the hollow hemispherical

bronze buttons with a loop inside that w'crc worn both by the Hall^iatt and Koban folk m
Hungar}’ and found in deposits assigned to the Early Bronze Age ' Very similar ornaments

ha\c also been found at Aiiau in 'lurkeilan,^ as well as among the jewellery described earlier

in this chapter

The Clones in tins necklace w'cre carefully selefted foi their colour as well as for the Carefully

regularity of their markings, the latter being in some cases so even that they might almost matched stones,

have been artificiallj produced

'I he central firing (HR 4212/1 (x)) in PI CL is a necklace of very fine beads of jade,

jasper, carnelian, chalcedoii), agate, etc The firil bead on the ftring is gold

The second firing from the inside (HR 4212/1 (f)) comprises beads of jasper, carnelian, Onyx

agate, lapis-lazuli, etc
,
and six of silver Outside this is a fine firing (HR 4212/1 (£)) of

Clones of diverse materials, colours, and shapes, including two cleverly cut onjrx eye-beads

The outermofl firing (HR 4212/7 (/;)) is also made up of beads whose variety in

shape, markings, and colour is extraordinar) A long flat bead, oval in scftion, was a favourite

shape This necklace also includes several skilfully cut “ cat’s eye ” onyx beads

A full description of moil of the ilone beads by Mr A L Coulson, of the Geological

Sur\’c) of India, will be found at the end of this Chapter

The find-spots of these thiee groups of jew'ellerj leave no doubt that they belong to the Capped beads

"Indus” civilization But it is noteworthy that in some respedls they lesemble jewellery of

Acha,mcnian workmanship Small globular beads of gold, separated by spacers and ilones

capped with gold, arc well known in the jewellery of the Firil Persian Dynaily ^ On the

other hand, I have found at Kish a carnelian bead, capped at both ends with gold, of undoubted

prt-Sargonic date It is within the bounds of possibility that this bead came from India

As far as we can ascertain at present, silver w.as used more freely than gold at Mohenjo-daro
,

Silver plentiful

It was not the rare metal that it w'as in ancient Egypt or Sumer Pending fuither analysis

of the silver objefls made by the Indus Valley peoples, wc are uncertain from what sources

the metal was obtained and what ores w'cre used ^ Dr Lucas has pointed out“ that silver is

found in nature in three conditions—metallic, non-metalhc in ores, and thirdly, combined

with gold Metallic silver is not likely to have been the source of the silver used at

Mohtnjo-daro
,

it is ilill rare and was necessarily itill larcr in ancient times Silver is more

' ChMc, Ar)t7nj, p 124 - VampeWy, rA./i/<!ratiof:s in Tiirielian {1^0^), \ 61 1, p 153, fig 259
^ I am inclined to thml tliat in some eases thej were

* M/r D// er Perse, t viii, p 56, figs 91 and 92 Sec also Woolley, Antiquaries Jottrnil, vol 111, pi xxx

•The possible sources of 'iKcr and lead arc discussed bj Sir Edwin Pascoe at pp 675-8 infra See also

pp 29-30 supra

® Jotr rg\pt Arch, Nov 1928, pp 313-T9
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commonly found in the foim of sulphide or chloride, mixed with other metals, eg, lead,

zinc, or copper, but a certain amount of knowledge and skill is necessary to reduce it to its

metallic ilite Silver frequently occurs in small quantities in conjunflion with lead as

argentiferous galena I ead is by no means rare at Mohenjo-daro, and it may be that silver

was extradlcd from this ore, for Dr Ilamid found a small trace of lead in a sample of silver

submitted to him, the analysis of which I give below —

Sninpli. DK 577}. IntcrmcJiaic T’craxl Per cent

Silver 9t 52

Icid 042

Copper 3 68 *

Insolubles (silver clilonde, etc ) 085

99 47

A sample of lead (DK 6314) that Dr Hamid also examined for me contains no trace

of silver

-

Dr Lucas in his valuable paper cited above concludes “ that the earliest Egyptian

silver and, by inference, also that of Mesopotamia, was a natural alloy of silver and gold

containing sufficient silver to have a white colour, and was not obtained from an ore
”

We have not yet chemically examined any of the gold found at Mohenjcwlaro to

ascertain if there is any proportion of silver mixed with it, but I have already pointed out

that some of the gold is of a v-ery light hue and that it closely resembles elcdrum This

might, of course, be due to the admixture of some other metal with the gold to harden as well as

to cheapen it On the other hand, the extensive use of natural cleif^rum ’ in ancient Egypt
suggests that this alloy may also have been emplo\ecl in ancient Sind, and that it likewise

occurred in a natural ilate in India The above analysis, howev’er, shows a v'cry high

proportion of silver and no trace of gold , which again suggefis that, unlike the earliest

Egy'ptian silver, that of Mohenjo-daro was cxtradlcd from an ore If this was so, the people

of Mohenjo-daro, with whom muil be coupled those of Harappl, had evidcntlv considerable

knowledge of metallurgy * Whether, however, this art originated in India or elsewhere.

It IS as yet impossible to say

In Chapter XXXII Sir Edwin Pascoe points out that in ancient times, as now, lead

was extensively mined in various parts of India, chiefly on account of the silver associated

with It Taking into consideration, therefore, the presence of lead in the sample of silver

analysed by Dr Hamid, it seems more likely that it was from argentiferous galena that the

silver found at Mohenjo-daro was extrafted ®

* Dr Hamid suggests that the “ cupclhtion " process maj have been used for the cxtraQion of silver from its ores,

and that the presence of copper is due to adultention Mr Sana Ullah considers that the parent ore was contaminated

with copper He inAanccs the cerussite found in BalQchiAin, which is frequent!) associated with cuprite

- Minute traces of silver have been found m lead samples from Mohenjo-daro submitted to the Sumer Committee

of the British Association Sec p 487 supra

^ Eleftrum in Cg)pt contains from 60 to 80 per cent of gold and 20 to 30 per cent of silver, with sometimes a

trace of copper See also p 543 infra

* I conclude that they prepared the metal, as well as aftenvards working it up
•' The process of extraflion of silver from lead is fairlv simple But unless the galena is exceptionally rich in silver,

large quantities would have to be treated to obtain sufScicnt of the metal
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Stones ^

A remarkable point about the beads is the comparative scarcity of lapis-lazuli
,

indeed,

this material was rarely used for beads or anything else at Mohenjo-daro In Mesopotamia,

on the other hand, this ftone was very commonly used, especially in the pre-Sargomc period

at Kish, for cylinder seals as well as for beads, the source of supply probably being Persia,

where the ^lone is abundant In view of the numerous connexions with both Sumer and
Elam shown by the objeXs found at Mohenjo-daro, one would naturally expeX lapis-lazuli

to be nearly as common at Mohenjo-daro as in Mesopotamia, especially as India can obtain

It from a nearer source than Persia, viz
,
from the Badakshan DiXriX of AfghaniXan, a few

miles above Firgamu in the valley of the Kotcha

On the other hand, Mr Hargreaves found at Nal, in southern BaluchiXan,® several Xrmgs
of beads composed entirely of lapis-lazuli, both disc-shaped and cylindrical It is possible

that the lapis-lazuli found at Nal came from Persia, and that, for some unknown reason,

this source of supply was not readily available to the inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro That
this mineral could be obtained in AfghaniXan may at that date have been unknown

Green felspar (Amazon Xone) was, on the other hand, much favoured as a material for

beads It is not yet known for certain whence it was obtained ® Beads of this Xone were

especially popular in the twelfth dynaXy in Egypt and are known as far back as the

pre-dynaXic period of that country* It is said to be found at Gebel Migif in the eaXern

desert of Egypt ® and also in the Sudan

The occurrence of beads made of green felspar in many Chalcohthic sites in the Near

and Middle EaX, India included, is intereXing, as few localities are known from which the

Xone could be procured Possibly in ancient times a considerable trade was done in this

semi-precious Xone, which may have been valued for other properties than its beauty Some
considerable difficulty was always experienced in working felspar into beads, for in whatever

country they are found they are always very irregular in shape ® The Xone seems particularly

associated with painted pottery, though no specimens have been recorded as coming from

Anau It was not found in the “ A ” cemetery at Kish, though a few miles away it was fairly

common at Jemdet Nasr, a definitely “ painted pottery ” site It was also found at Nal

Turquoise and turquoise-matrix were also occasionally employed for beads at

Mohenjo-daro, but not m Sumer It was well known, too, in the earlieX times in Egypt,

which country obtained its supplies from Sinai Very fine turquoise is Xill obtained from

mines near Nishapur in the Persian Province of Khorassan

The inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro also made extensive use ofvarious varieties of agate, such

as carnelian, chalcedony, onyx, etc
,
for making beads Some of these Xones seem to have

been tinted artificially, chiefly the beautiful red carnelian with designs upon it in white

(PI CXLVI, 43—5) The tinting of agate is Xill an induXry of India,’ and it is possible that

Lapis-Iazuli

rare

Common at

Nal

Green felspar

Foreign

examples

Turquoise

Agate

* The provenance of the Clones found at Mohenjo daro is discussed by Sir Edwin Pascoe in Ch XXXII,

PP 677-84—[Ed]
" Mem Arch Surv Ind

,

No 35, pp 33-4
® See infra, p 678
* Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials

® Ball, Geog and Geol of Southeastern Egypt, Cairo, 1912

® Its lamellar cryftalhne ftrufture makes it brittle and difficult to work

’ Principally in the Rajpipla State of the Bombay Presidency

M m
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Amethyst

Steatite

Common
stones

Unflmshcd

beads

Flaking

Hornblende

in ancient times tinted ftones and decorated carnelian beads were exported from India to

Mesopotamia ^

Amcthyil has been found at Mohenjo-daro, both in the form of beads and also in rough

nodules As it is a fairly common form of quart? its use has no special significance It

was a favourite material for beads in Eg>pt from very early times, but in Babylonia it seems

to have been rare before the nco-Babylonian period, when it was extensively used for both

smooth and facetted beads

It IS of intercil; to note the very extensive use of ilcatite at Mohenjo-daro, both in bead-

making and for other objefts, and to note that it was coated with a blue glaze Steatite beads

are more common than those of any other material, and there is no doubt that the people of

Mohenjo-daro as well as Harappl had access to plentiful supplies This soft ilone was verj

extensively used in ancient Egjpt from the carheil times, and there also it was usually glazed

In ancient Babylonia, also, it was coated with a blue glaze, but not so frequently in that

country Lapis-lazuli, which was very' popular, probably took its place

Even Clones of such dull aspeft as iimcAonc and alabailcr were made into beads at

Mohenjo-daro, and we have numerous inilances of even pottery being utilized for the same

purpose Doubtless, beads made of these materials were worn only by the \cry poor

Unfinished Beads

Several unfinished beads found at Mohenjo-daro—all of agate—show that they were

shaped and smoothed before being bored (DK 1421, DK 2936, SD 254) The ilcatitc

bead (HR 2399), however, had been bored, though its form was left unfinished But it mu^l
be remembered that, owing to the tendency of ^leatite to split along the cleavage planes, it was

perhaps necessary to do the boring firit in order to avoid waile of time, if breakage

should occur

In connexion with agate beads which were shaped before being bored, it is interesting

to recall that in the early periods of Egy'pt, beads were shaped by firSl boring and Stringing

them and then rolling them to and fro in a groove cut in an abrasive material such as emery'

In making beads of the harder Stones they w ere firSt of all chipped roughly into shape
,

an unfinished ony'X bead (SD 2325) is a long, barrel-shaped Stone that had been roughly

shaped firSl by very careful flaking, the marks of which were nearly, but not quite, removed
in an attempt to trim it up

Slone Pendants (?) (PI CXLVII, 28-36)

A number of very curious objefts which arc fairly common arc illustrated in

PI CXLVII, 28-36 They seem to have been associated with jewellery in some way, for

they occur in several of the hoards

Those of the type illuStratcd in Nos 28, 29, and 31—3 were always made of a polished

hard black Stone They are slightly conical in shape, with a flat base and a top sometimes
flat, and sometimes slightly rounded A charaStenStic feature of these objeSls is a deep groove
running round the head juSt below the top

Nos 30 and 34—6 arc different in form, though made of the same hard black Stone

-

^ Decorated camelnn beads have been found at Kish, and dated there to the pre Sargonic period JRAS 1925,

FP 697 sqq

® Composed chiefly of hornblende and is beA: termed an amphibolite Sir Edam Pascoe suggeAs that the present

dark colour of these pendants may be due to some process of artificial darkening, such as heating in oil
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In these the base is wide and flat and the upper surface more or less rounded, and in some cases

almost conical In this type, the groove occurs close above the base
,

possibly the objefts

of this group should have been placed the other way up
I am inclined to think that in both groups the groove was intended to take a wire, and Pendants (?)

that Nos 28, 29, and 31—3 were perhaps used as pendants and Nos 30 and 34—6 as

ornaments of another kind Objefts of both groups have been found in both the Late and

Intermediate Periods No 29 was found in Room 45, Block 2, L Area, and is dated to the

Late Period, and No 31 in Room 9, Block 16, Seftion C, DK Area No 32 was found in

Room 13, Block 10, Sedtion C, DK Area

Ft//e/s (PI CLI, J, 4-8)

A set of three very curious gold fillets was found with the jewellery from the HR site Nose

that has already been described No 6, the largest (HR 4212a (y)) is a band of very ornament (?)

thin gold averaging o 4 inch in width, with a small hole at each rounded end and another at

the bottom of the V-shaped piece in the middle If these fillets were worn as they are

photographed, it is possible that a cord was threaded through the hole in the middle of the

fillet to support a heavy nose or forehead ornament In modern Sind, especially heavy nose

ornaments are often supported by a thread tied to the hair These three fillets are somewhat

out of shape, for each had been rolled into a ball, presumably for re-melting Yet despite

their age and ill treatment, the gold ^lill retains a certain amount of spring The pottery

head in PI XCIV, i, shows, I imagine, how these fillets were worn

At the top of PI CLI (y^, i) a broken gold band (HR 4212^ (x)) is shown, which

had also been rolled up This band measures 6 2 inches long by o 75 inch wide and has

two holes at each end and also a row of small holes along the upper edge The row of small

holes perhaps served to secure the fillet to a head-dress, or, if worn the other way round, beads

or sequins maj have been fa^lcned along it

This ornament was stiffened by a very ingenious device, the metal being twice box-pleated Mode of

lengthways, not far from cither edge ^ stiflemng

On either side of the gold bangles. Nos 2 and 3, are coiled up fillets (HR 42i2rt

(/ and «)) of another form, respcdtivcly measuring 16 inches long by 052 inch wide and

15 I inches long by o 35 inch wide Both these fillets taper slightly towards the rounded

ends, each of which is perforated with a hole

A very intere^Iing fillet of the same kind from the VS Area (VS 3091) was found Embossed

m a niche in the south-eastern corner of House XIV, Block 2, VS Area, at a depth of 3 ft 6 in design

below the surface It measures 1 6 5 inches long by o 55 inch wide in the middle, and tapers

to o 4 inch wide at the carefully rounded ends These ends bear a very rough design made by
embossing the metal with a blunt point,- and in each there is a small hole which has been

pulled slightly out of shape by tension The metal is o 05 inch thick, and is bright-yellow

gold which Still retains a good deal of its original spring The design on the two ends of Cult object,

this fillet IS illustrated in PI CXVIII, 14, and resembles the cult objeft that is always

represented in front of the unicorn animals present on moSt of the seals ^

* It IS possible, however, that by this means three narrow strips of gold were joined together to form a wider band

- The same method of ornamentation is to be seen on some of the jewellery from Mochlos, dated to the Early

Mmoan II Period E\ans, Palace oj Minos, vol i, p 96, fig 67
’ Pointed out to me by Mr Hargreates
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This hil fillet IS very similir m shape to 1 silver fillet found in a grave at Kish and

dated to the pre-Sargonic period, whieh was also ornamented as well as iliffcncd by

embossing with a point *

Fi>igc>-rn!Ss{Y?\ CXI III, 1-8
,
PI CXLVIII, 13)

Fingcr-rings have occasionally been found at Mohenjo-daro, the be^l example being the

silver ring in the hoard of jewellery discovered in the DK Area (DK 1341), which has already

been described

Small rings of shell, copper, and bronve, all of very simple design, found at varying

depths at Mohenjo-daro, were probabl) worn as finger-rings, there being no reason to think

that the inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro differed in this respeft from their neighbours of Elam
and Sumer A number of these objcdls were found wath the hoard in the HR Area and arc

illuftratcd in PI CLII, 13 Other finger-rings arc described in Chapter XXV

Ertrn>!gs{m CXLIII, 11 ,
PI CXLVIII, ii and 15)

Earrings arc, on the whole, rare at Mohenjo-daro, a fadl which can possibly be explained

by their not being removed from the bodj on its burial or cremation, whichever rite was

prafliscd Even at the present daj in India, earrings arc not removed bj the Hindus when
preparing a body for cremation , thej become the property of the pritil when the ashes arc

collcflcd Nor do the Muhammadans remove ornaments of this kind when burying their

dead Morco\ cr, the ^ cry secure method of attaching earrings to the car in the Eail precludes

their being easily loft or mislaid, which would explain their being so rarely found loose

Those earrings that have been found arc not particularly intcrcfting As a rule they

consifl of a simple coil of wire with the ends slightly overlapping Sometimes the wire is

coiled round two or three times, making a circular band of about o 15 inch wide and o 75 inch

in diameter To avoid enlarging the hole in the car the ends of the wire arc not

ahvays brought together, but a narrower space is left for the lobe The wire of which they

arc alway'S made is a tliin ftrip of metal that is hammered round It would seem that the

people of Mohenjo-daro did not use a draw-plate in making their wire, though this craft

w^as know’n to the Sumerians, as proxed by' the wire of a gold chain found at Kish -

Earaud Nose S/tids (J?\ 7, 8, .ind 1
1 ,

PI CLII, 7, 8, and 14)

The two gold fluds in PI CLI, 7, 8, and 1 1, have already been described and reasons

given for thinking that they were intended for the ears rather than the nose

The three fluds in PI CI.II, 7, 8, and 14, arc, however, somewhat different in shape,

and It seems probable that they arc nose fluds No 7 (SD 898) is of faience, and is o 6 inch

in diameter and o 35 inch thick with a head at the back o 25 inch in diameter There is no
design on this flud

No 8 (\^S 1537^) on the same plate is also of faience It is o 8 inch in diameter and has

a proje6tion at the back similar to that of No 7 The edge of this ornament is serrated and
there is a four-pointed ftar in the middle enclosed in a circle House XXIII, VS Area

1 Micki}, Report on the Exeavatwn of the “A” Ceretery at Kish, p 52, pi iv, No 24 For an example

from Ur, but decorated by a different process, sec Antiquaries Joum

,

vol \iii, pi ix, 3
- A Sumerian Palace, etc

, p 182, pi xliii, fig 3
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The design of No 14 (VS 63) is like that of No 8, but the ftud is considerably larger, Rope pattern

measuring as it does i o inch in diameter The border of this ^fud more nearly resembles

a cable pattern than does that of No 8 Found in Room 6, House XXIX, Block 5, of

VS Area

These ^luds were found at levels ranging from i ft 6 in below the surface in the case of

No 14 to 5 feet below (No 7), and mu^l therefore all belong to the Late Period ^

Bracelets (PI CXXXIV, 1—2 and 5—7 ,
PI CXLIII, 26 and 29 , PI CXLIV, 7, 9, and 1

1 ,

PI CLII, 1-6 and 9-12 ,
PI CLXIV, a and b)

The bracelets found at Mohenjo-daro were made of a variety of materials—gold, silver,

copper, bronze, shell, vitrified pa^fe, faience, earthenware, and pottery No ^lone bracelets

have yet been found

The gold bracelets shown in Pis CXLVIII, i and 4, and CLI, 2, 3, 9, and 10 are all Fibre core

of sheet gold, which was originally wrapped round a fibre core that has now entirely

disappeared The join of the gold wrapping was alwajs on the inside of the bracelet

,

sometimes the edges overlapped and sometimes they were ju^l allowed to meet The ends

of the bracelets were trimmed sharply off, apparently with a saw

Two silver bangles found with the jewellery shown in PI CXLVIII (DK 1341) and
pidlured on PI CLXIV, a and b, are slightly oval in shape and were made on a core in exadlly

the same way as the gold bracelets Their ends also have the sharp edges caused by the

cutting of a saw There is a gap of o 1 5 inch between the edges of the metal on the inside

of each bracelet,- and the average diameter of each in its thickeft part is o 55 inch The
diameter at the ends of each bracelet is o 4 inch The thickness of the sheet silver employed

in their manufadhire is one-thirtieth of an inch

Copper and bronze bracelets are found in considerable numbers They are always Wire bracelets

quite simply made of thick wire with the ends generally ju^l meeting, or nearly so (PI CLII,

4, 5, and 6) ,
the ends seldom overlap as in the earrings The thick wire of which they are

made was always hammered into the round Nos 4, 5, and 6 in PI CLII were found with

thirteen others of similar make, in Room i. House XIV, Block 3, of the HR Area, at a depth

of 6 feet below the surface

The bracelets made of faience were far more elaborate, as will be seen m Pis CXXXIV, Faience

I, 2, 5—7, and CLVII, 22 and 48 All the specimens illustrated are badly broken and it

was felt, therefore, that drawings were preferable to photographs

Plate CXXXIV
No I (VS 3603) IS of a light green vitreous paSle incised with a herring-bone pattern Details

Found in Chamber 50, House VI, VS Area, at a level of 5 feet below the surface

No 2 (HR 4467), made of a vitreous paSle, now of a greenish colour, has a deep groove

around its edge Level, 2 feet below surface House XIX, Block 4, Seftion B, HR Area

No 5 (HR 5196) resembles No 2, except that it has two grooves inSlead of one It is

made of faience and Slill retains a considerable amount of its original blue Level, 6 ft 6 in

below surface Street between Houses LII—LIII and LVI, Blocks 7 and 8, Seftion B,

HR Area

No 6 (HR 5196) IS ^fill more elaborate
,

it is ornamented with three grooves or flutings

instead of two Like No 5, with which it was found, it is made of blue faience

1 They are also met with in the Intermediate Period

2 Probably caused by the swelling of the core before it decayed
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Rarely, these bracelets are inscribed with one or two pidtographs, which may be either Pictographs

the name of the maker or of the owner The characters are always so minute that it is

difficult to see them at all

Shell bracelets like that illuClrated in PI CLII, 2 (L 404), which measures 2 25 inches Shell bracelets

in diameter by i inch wide and 012 inch thick, are often found They were roughly cut

from large Sank shells, the columella being firCl removed and the shell then sawn into seCtions

Beyond smoothing the edges of the cuts and removing the saw-marks, no further attempt

was made in the majority of these bracelets either to round or to ornament them None
the less, despite this lack of finish, they are quite presentable objefts, which probably accounts

for their great popularity at all periods ^ Similar bracelets are favoured ornaments in Bengal
at the present day, but they are better finished and sometimes engraved The illustrated

specimen was found in Room 89, Block 9, L Area It dates from the Late Period

That a great number of these or similar bracelets were worn on one arm is proved from
the little bronze Statuette shown in PI XCIV, 6, 7, and 8 The armlets worn by this dancing

girl were probably made of shell or similar light material, since metal would have proved

much too heavy”

Hatr-Ptns and Hair-Ptn Heads (PI CLVIII, 1-6, 8-1 1, and 13)

Not a single pin that can be definitely called a hair-pin has yet been found at Ranty of pins

Mohenjo-daro We have, however, sure evidence that they were sometimes worn in the

fa£t that a hair-pin with a short shaft and a plain round head is carved on the back of the

sculptured head piftured in PI XCIX, 6, and that various pieces of carved Slone, ivory, and

shell would seem, in some cases certainly, to be pin-heads The head of the Slatue that is

shown wearing a pin is that of a man, which proves beyond doubt that, as in ancient Sumer,

men as well as women were accuSlomed to use these articles

The absence of hair-pins is somewhat difficult to explain, for objedls of this nature are Possibly made

very frequently loSl owing to their liability to slip from the head A possible explanation of wood

IS that they were mainly made of wood, which could not have survived the damp and salty

soil of Mohenjo-daro

No I in PI CLVIII (VS 2041) muft be the top of a hair-pin This now measures Hair-pin heads

I 3 inches high and is made of ivory The animal apparently represents an ibex, but the

horns are broken off Level, 3 feet below surface Room 23, House IX, Block 2, VS Area

No 2 (HR 1279) IS o 6 inch high by o 85 inch in diameter It is made of steatite

A deep hole in its base is o 25 inch in diameter There is a design carved on the sides of

the head similar to that on handle No 17 in PI CXXXII, but the wavy pattern is not so

compressed On the top of the head is another design similar to the pattern shown

in PI CLV, 48 and 49 Level, 9 feet below surface North-eaft corner of House III,

Block 2, Seftion A, HR Area

No 4 (HR 6097) measures o 8 inch in diameter by o 55 inch high It is made of

a vitreous pafte, bluish-green in colour There is a small hole in its base to affix it to a copper

pin Level, 10 feet below surface House XLI, Block 5, Sedlion B, HR Area

No 6 (HR 6216) IS 08 inch in diameter and o 45 inch high Faience or vitreous

pa^le of a light blue colour Small hole in base Level, 6 feet below surface House XLI,

Block 5, Sedlion B, HR Area

^ For similar types, see Petrie, PredynaSlic Egypt, pi xxxi, figs 21 and 27

^ I have seen, however, Indian dancmg-girls with a score or more of silver and gold bracelets on their arms

Such bracelets are commonly made of thin metal, with or without a core of lac, and need not be unduly heavy—[Ed ]

*
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Specimens rare

Use by both

sexes

Both Nos 4 and 6 are imitations of the capsules of some variety of lotus or

water-lily

No 5 (HR 1053) IS a pin-head carved into the form of three monkeys clasping one

another around the shoulders It is o 65 inch high and o 6 inch in diameter, and is made

of steatite The hole in its centre which runs right through the head is o 1 5 inch in diameter

This motif was a favourite one in Egypt in the twelfth dynasty, where two or more

monkeys are shown around the sides of kohl-jars Level, 8 feet below surface Found in

Chamber 22, House III, Block 2, HR Area

No 8 (HR 2861) IS a round head, i 2 inches in diameter The material is hme^lone

The face of this globular head has been irregularly drilled with depressions of varying size,

each of which has a smaller depression at its base Some of the larger depressions engage

one another, forming an irregular trefoil pattern It was evidently intended to fill in these

depressions with a coloured pa^le Level, 3 ft 6 in below surface Firft Street, HR Area

No 9 (DK 2546) IS flat on one side and rounded on the other The edge is notched

This pm-head measures i 12 inches in diameter and o 23 inch thick Material, pottery

Level, 6 ft 6 in Ea^l ofRoom 7, Block 2, Seftion B, DK Area

No 10 on PI CLVII (HR 5467) is made of steatite It is i 2 inches in diameter by

o 65 inch high Its base is flat The upper part of the objeft bears a carved design similar

to Nos 48 and 49 in PI CLV There is a hole through its centre, o 2 inch in diameter

Owing to the large size of this objeft there is some doubt whether it was a pin-head

It may possibly be a spmdle-whorl Level, 4 feet below surface Room 85, House IX,

Block 2, HR Area

No 1
1
(SD 233) measures o 97 inch high and 091 inch in diameter A hole running

right through its centre is o i inch in diameter The material is baked clay Four

vertical grooves adorn the sides Level, 5 feet below surface SD Area

No 13 (E 1348) IS a plain head cut from a piece of shell
,

it measures o 7 inch high

In Its base is a deep hole measuring 015 inch in diameter Trial trench E, DK Area

Combs (PI CXXXII, 13 and 21 ,
PI CXXXIV, 4)

Combs have been included under Personal Ornaments for the reason that they were
probably worn in the hair Only two examples have been found at Mohenjo-daro, possibly

for the reason that the majority of combs were made of wood
No 13 in PI CXXXII (HR 5870) is also illustrated in PI CXXXIV, 4 It is fairly

well preserved and measures i 3 inches long by o 8 inch wide and 015 inch thick It is

decorated on both sides with concentric circles filled in with a black pigment As it was found
2 feet below the surface of the ground, it clearly belongs to the Late Period Room 32,
House VI, Block 2, Seftion B, HR Aiea

No 21 in PI CXXXII (C 2165), which was found in the DK Area, is made of ivory

and measures i 65 inches high and 014 inch thick It has been badly burnt and blackened
Both ends are missing Level, 8 feet below surface Room 5, Block 8, Seftion C,

DK Area

Doubtless combs were used by both the men and women of Mohenjo-daro, as at the

present day in India
,

for we know from more than one of the statues (PI XCIX) that the
Indus Valley folk wore their hair long Of the combs found none are complete, but the
top of No 21 has a well-polished, bevelled edge, and is sufficiently well preserved to show
that It had only a single row of teeth
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Bti/ms ? (PI CXLIII, 19 ,
PI CLV, 5-7)

A number of dome-shaped copper objefts (HR 6186), measuring o 7 inch in diameter,

appear to be buttons (PI CXLIII, 19) Each was evidently beaten into a dome o 2 inch

high, and then a small portion of the top of the dome was pressed in to form a projedtion on
the inside This projeftion was then pierced, so that the objeft could be sewn on to the

clothing Besides being used as buttons, these objedls could also have been used to ornament
a dress, and, if applied thickly enough, would have served the purpose of scale armour
Indeed, from the number that were found in the same place and the regularity of their size,

one IS inclined to surmise that they were perhaps mainly used either for ornamentation or

for the making of armour Level, 8 feet below surface From Chamber 107, House XII,
Block 2, HR Area Intermediate Period

Together with these supposed buttons smaller dome-shaped pieces of copper have been

found with a plain rounded top Each measures o 5 inch in diameter and o 25 inch high,

and has a minute hole pierced close to the edge on either side

Buttons made of faience are illustrated in PI CLV, 5—7
No 5 (HR 955) measures i 45 inches in diameter and, including the knob, is o 42 inch

thick Its glaze Still bears traces of its original blue or green colour An eye for attaching

the button to the clothing was made in the centre of its flat base by roughly scooping out

a depression and bridging it over with a Strip of paSte This was a very clumsy method of

making an eye, and I am inclined to think that perhaps this particular objedt was used solely

as a dress ornament The bridge across the aperture in the base of this objeft could Stand

but little pulling or haid wear From south-weSt corner of House I, Block i. Section A,

HR Area Level, 4 feet below surface

No 6 (HR 665) is made more simply It has a flat base and slightly rounded top,

and measures i inch in diameter by o 2 inch thick A loop for the thread was made by boring

two small holes that meet one another obliquely in the middle of the base “ Level, 3 ft 6 in

below surface Chamber 3 or 4, House I, Block i. Section A, HR Area

No 7 (DK 1 506) IS I inch in diameter, with a flat base and a rounded top with a little

knob in its centre The eye, formed by two converging holes, is in the middle of the base

Level, 5 feet below surface Room 9, Block 2, Sedtion C, DK Area

Bul/^ (PI CXXXIII, 1-3)

Three very curious pendants have been found at Mohenjo-daro, all of which are made

of pottery

No I in PI CXXXIII (C 2750) IS triangular in shape and measures 2 35 inches long

by o 25 inch thick The lower portion of the ornament is pierced with a double row of small

holes, but whether the holes in this particular objeft are for the pui pose of decoration or for

attaching the objedt to a garment, it is difficult to say Level, 3 feet below surface Room i

,

Block 2, Seftion C, DK Area

No 2 (VS 1054) IS a circular objedl measuring i 65 inches in diameter and 018 inch

thick It IS ornamented by a double row of fine pittings that, however, do not penetrate

right through the objedi as in the case of the firdl Its obverse surface is very slightly

^ Pumpelly, Explorations in TnrkeSlan (1904), vol i, p 162, fig 338

^ Buttons with V-shaped perforations are known in the Danubian ctvih2ation and the Chalcohthic civilizations

of Portugal and Spain

Faience buttons.

Pierced pottery

roundels
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rounded, and the back is flat Level, 3 ft 6 m below surface Vicinity of the SW corner

of House XXVI, Block 4, VS Area

No 3 (VS 1447) IS I 5 inches m diameter and o 2 inch thick Its surface is flat and its

back slightly rounded The face is decorated in rather an irregular manner with pittings

Of particular interest is the ^rip of clay that has been placed across the face of the objeft at

the top, evidently with the idea of preventing the suspension holes from tearing owing to

the thinness of the ornament Level, 2 feet below surface of ground House XXX,
VS Area

All three objedls are hand-made and are of somewhat rough workmanship, none being

coated with a slip or possessing any trace of colour They could hardly have been worn

solely as ornaments, and muft have had a special purpose
Copies of These objedls have all the appearance of being copies of Glitched leather cases, and it

leather cases
jg possible that originally similar cases, made of leather, were used to enclose amulets Later

on, perhaps, the cases themselves came to be regarded as more important than their contents,

and subsequently were copied in pottery 1

Appendix

Determination of Beads from Mohenjo-daro

I Introduction

Density The chief physical property employed in the determination of the beads described below

was that of density As it was considered of value and interest from a scientific as well as

from an archaeological ftandpoint, the determination of the densities was made with extreme

accuracy The beads were weighed in air suspended by a fine platinum wire composed of

two pieces which hooked into each other The weight of this wire in air and suspended

in distilled water to a certain mark was previously noted It is worthy of remark that the

weight of the suspending wire in water (o 1667 grammes) was more than its weight in air

(o 1654 grammes) on account of the surface tension of the water afting on the wire

Each bead was suspended in water to the same mark on the platinum wire by means of

a glass rod placed across the beaker Di^lilled water was used in all cases and the level of

the water in the beaker was kept constant To ensure that no air bubbles adhered to the

surface of beads, the beaker, containing the bead suspended as above, was placed in a large

glass jar and the air removed by means of a Fleuss Vacuum pump to a pressure varying

between i 5 and i 8 cm of mercury This usually involved the exhaustion being prolonged

for fifteen minutes, as it was found that all air bubbles were not removed under this period

Air was again admitted to the large glass jar and the beaker removed and placed on
a convenient Stand over one pan of a chemical balance The platinum wire suspending the

bead was gripped by forceps and the glass rod removed
, then the suspending wire was hooked

to the other wire which had remained suspended from the balance

The weight of the bead suspended m water to a fixed mark on the platinum wire was
then determined, and the temperature of the water taken

^ Compare ivith these some gold and silver ornaments from Susa, dated to the time of Dungi (about 2278-2170 u c ),

the embossing on some of which also suggeils Pitched leather Mem Del en Perse, t vii, pi xii, p 69
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The densities were then obtained by means of the following expression —

weight of solid m air

weight of solid in air— weight of solid m water

These values required correftion for the buoyancy of air and for the deviation, from
standard (unit) value, of the water density at the temperature of the weighing

Let </= the approrimatc value of the density of the solid as obtained in this way
D = the true density of the solid

= the density of diftilled water at the temperature of the weighing

8 = the density of the air at the time of the weighing in air

Then D = </ (J— 8) + 8 ^

W

1 e the correftion to be applied to the approximate value, in order to obtain the true value,

D, of the density of the solid is

W

In aftual pradlice, determinations of the density were made at temperatures between

185° and 26 5° C Corredlions for temperatures up to 25° C were obtained from Glazebrook,

and for temperatures higher than 25° C by extrapolation beyond the tables given by

Glazebrook Thus the densities given in the following seftion are all true densities and are

thus ^tridlly comparable The limit of error may be taken as jh 002 The largest

correftion made to the approximate densities was— 05 for the gold beady 19 A correftion

of— 014 was made for the densities of beads ^15 (26 5° C
)
andy 1 5 (24° C )

The smallest

correftion was— 005 for beads t 43 and ; 41 (i 8 5° C )

Colour, hardness, and adlion upon light were also employed as means of identification Other physical

On account of the great value of the beads, it was not possible to break off fragments and properties

then employ the usual optical methods adopted in the identification of unknown minerals employed

In a few cases, however, a few fradlions of a milligramme of a bead were detached by means

of a small bit very carefully turned by hand in the core of the bead The refraftive indices

of the extremely minute fragments were then determined by comparison with liquids of known
refra6hvity (determined by means of the Abbe refraftometer) by use of the Beck6 line te^l

Dr W A K Christie has been kind enough to perform certain microchemical teSls

upon, and optical determinations of, some of the beads in stringy, and to him, also, is due the

determination of the refraftive index of the jade beads in firing z

The nomenclature adopted by Bauer and Spencer {Precious Stones, 1904) has been Nomenclature

followed as far as was possible In the description which follows, the numbers of the beads

are those beginning from the numbered end of each ftring The weight of each bead m air

is given, as this is considered to be of mtereft

The references given after specific colours refer to plates in Ridgway’s useful book

on colours {Color Standards and 'Nomenclature, by R Ridgway, Washington, 1912)

* R Glazebrook, DtStonary of Applied Physics, ui, 1923, p 132
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Beads 5, 9, 14, 21, and 25 appear to have been cut from the same jasper ftone, their

densities being 2 658, 2 657, 2 639, 2 657, and 2 663, respeftively The skill of the lapidary

IS well exhibited in the way in which these Clones have been cut so as to show white bands of

quartz on the claret-brown (I, 5, m) background
,

also beads 2 and 28 show central mouse-
grey (LI, 1

5""', — bands with terminal cinnamon (XXIX, 1 5", —

)

bands The two agates

3 and 4 are probably made from the same ^lone (densities 2616 and 2 608 respeftively),

and have been beautifully cut so that the white bands pass m a parallel manner across one side

of each bead, the general colour of the Clones being slightly darker than buckthorn brown
(XV, 17', i)

,
they are similar to the “Pagoda Clones” or agates from Burma On the

reverse side of bead 3 there are visible a few bands which ju^f come to the surface

Bead 8 is also an agate which shows a series of white bands encircling a Vandyke brown
(XXVIII, 1 1", w) bead Bead 22 is a fine specimen of agate which has been cut so that the

white bands which, in the natural ^lone, would be in the form of a spheroidal mass, now encircle

the bead, being apart on one side and meeting on the reverse side The ^lone has thus been

cut across the base of the banded spheroid

The moss-agates, 17 and 23, have both been cut to show an oval aggregation of green

(nearest colour meadow green, VI, 35, k) enclosures in a white oval band on paler chalcedomc

masses

The agate bead, 18, which is of the riband-agate type, shows a fine “ mitre ” pattern on

one surface and the onyx bead, 1 1, shows concentric white bands on a black ftone

With reference to the riband-jaspers i and 27, the lapidary has so cut the beads that

they exhibit two cross-bandings which form a cross-hatching, more conspicuously displayed

on the latter bead

In addition to the Clones specifically mentioned above, one could enthuse over mo^l of

the remainder
,
but enough has been written to indicate that the lapidary had brought his art

to a high ilate of perfeftion in the days when the city of Mohenjo-daro was flourishing

All the beads possess a high polish and arc in an excellent ftate of preservation

HR 4212 A (PI Cl , String i. Nos 1—38)

JEeight

tn air

Number tn grammes
True

Density Determination

I 0 8712 2 626 Heliotrope

2 0 5327 2 624 Heliotrope

3 06573 2 612 Plasma

4 0 5180 2 611 Agate-jasper

5 0 9651 2 587 Riband-jasper

6 0 8334 2 604 Riband-jasper

7 0 8576 2 534 Yellow jasper

8 I 4504 2 612 Agate-jasper

9 I 3331 2 557 Riband-jasper

10 I 7065 2 587 Agate-jasper

II 2 5751 3 027 Lapis lazuli

12 2 1811 2 796 Riband-jasper

13 I 7948 2 616 Riband-jasper

14 24703 2931 Riband-jasper

15 I 8828 2 681 Jasper

16 2 2028 2 546 Riband-jasper

Table of

weights and
densities

String h
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Table of

weights and
densities

Stnng i

MOHCNJO-DARO AND FIIL INDUS CIVILIZA1 ION

//

tfler

tn air

in frar-ffl

Truf

Dettniy Dttcrrwalior

»7 2 S 27 « 2627 Itilnncl ji'pcf

18 3 0418 2582 Apitc

»9 26951 2 643 HtlnniJ J3 prr

lO 36536 2 623 Heliotrope

21 27487 2 586 Itiliiml JJ'per

2 333 « 2 523 Uiliind jaiper

23 I 8094 2 559 Ribind juper

2 5264 2 516 Itibin 1 jfpr-

= 5 1 9121 2 666 Jjiper

26 2 5t6o 2 573 Kiluiil jiiper

/ 2 4497 3058 laclnlitp

28 20951 2 605 ApJtC JJip'T

29 26245 3 016 Ijp t U-iili

30 1 8971 2 68. ItibJ id ja ref

31 2 ojPi 2 546 ItilunJ J3>p'‘

32 I 4790 2843 ttibnd jiipcr

33 06S48 2 58. Uilurd ja p'f

If « 3245 272s Ja-per

35 07448 2 4S6 A( a’r ja p-r

36 0 802J 2824 Itlbl''J j.ipe

37 0 5075 2 6:2 Itdund jaip'-'

38 0 416S 2 669 Red jat-er

String K, iho, Ins been nmnged more or less ••\mmctntnllj nroiind n heliotrope bead

(20) Sometimes this sj mmetr) is due to the bends being o{ the snme shnpc thoimh of difrcrcnt

^ones, ns, eg 19 nnd 21, 13 nnd 27, 10 nnd 30 , but in other enses the <loncs conrespond,

ns c g II and 29, ^\hich nrc both hpis-hruli, 15 nnd 25, nnd 14 nnd 26, which nrc purs of

similar jaspers

This firing IS chiefl} composed of jasper beads which \nr\ grentlj in colour Most of

them nrc banded nnrictics nnd the full beaut} of the band*' is iinnmbl} disphjed Pnrticulnrh

noticeable nrc the bends 15 nnd 25, mosl likcl} cut from the same slonc, nnd bend 16, in which

there IS a fine range of colours A double set of markings similar to those on g i and g 27
IS again exhibited on h 9

There IS but one rcprcsentntisc of true agate, 18, and of plasma, 3 , also the peculiar

bead 27, which is mo^l probablj an ultrabasic rock, has none other like it

The beads forming this firing arc gcncralh veil presen cd, but some arc rather badl}

chipped

HR 42 12 \ (PI

// etglt

in atr

CL, String f,

Tn.c

No5 1-43}

Nu'-btr in grunr-es Dertity Dctir—iratici

l 0 5636 2 5')7 Mo'S ague

0 5920 3 225 Jade

3 0 5611 2 601 Camcliin

4 08323 3 3»9 Jade

5 04299 2 604 Agitc
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Nut-bir

U eight

tr air

tr grarntres

True

Density Delerminatton

6 1 4367 3 355 Jade

7 07546 2655 Red jasper

8 1 0203 3 346 Jade

9 0 9184 2 600 Agate

10 0 9015 3 35 ^ Jade

1

1

1 1260 2 594 Chalcedony

12 0 8132 3 354 Jade

«3 1 6820 2 606 Chalcedony

14 1 0611 3 382 Jade

J 5 1 2639 2 575 Agate

16 09758 3 3" Jade

17 > 7354 2 61 Agate

18 2 7962 3 395 Jade

>9 2 2970 2 544 Carnelian

20 47317 3 3*4 Jade

21 4 o^8o 2 614 Chalcedonj

22 4 S003 3 365 Jade

23 26274 2 61

1

Chalcedony

3 8166 3 3*4 Jade

25 I 6720 2 613 Agate

26 2 2731 3322 Jade

27 2 3116 2 598 Agate

28 0 9902 3 3*2 Jade

29 I 9049 2 612 Agate

30 I 4406 3358 Jade

3 > 1 6571 2 586 Agate

32 07704 3342 Jade

33 1 3146 2 618 Chalccdonj

34 1 1896 3 342 Jade

35 07998 2 626 Agate

36 09438 335* Jade

37 Dens!!} noi til cn as bead Red jasper

38

IS cncruiicd v

08531

nil calatc

3 353 Jade

39 0 1:824 2 593 Agate

40 09976 3 347 Jade

41 0 4894 2 608 Chalcedony

42 0 7088 3 364 Jade

43 0 3286 2 593 Agate

String 1 IS the mo^I beautiful of the four firings of beads It consists of alternate beads Notes

of a peculiar jade uith, moil commonly, agate or chalcedony beads separating them The
soft green colour of the jade shades through many tints from cerro green (V, 27, ;«) to lettuce

green 29, L) and almoit to a lumiere green (XVII, 29', I/) or a chrysolite green (XXXI,
27", l>) with even lighter coloured patches The commoneft shade is a light lettuce green,

and this blends harmoniously with the prevailing buckthorn brown (XV, 17', t) and yellow

ochre (XV, 17', —

)

tints of the chalcedony beads
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The beads have also been arranged symmetrically on either side of the jade bead 22 ,

thus, pairing the Clones, we have 21 and 23, 1 1 and 33, all of which are chalcedony
, 17 and

27, 15 and 29, 9 and 35, and 5 and 39, all of which are agates
,
and 7 and 37, both of which

are jasper beads The beads are well matched m size and shape and they dimmish in size

more or less uniformly towards either end

The mo^l outstanding beads are two carnelians, 3 and 19, the latter being a fine large

specimen Their colour is between Brazil red (I, 5, t) and English red (II, 7, t)

There is a single moss-agate bead, i, which commences the Siring

All the beads possess a remarkably fine polish, and again great skill has been displayed

m their cutting

Table of

weights and
densities

String j

HR 4212 A (PI CL, String Nos 1-39)

Weight

in air True

Number in grammes Density Determination

I 07425 2 098 Nepheline sodalite-rock

2 0 4256 2635 Red jasper

3 0 4S87 2 730 Riband-jasper

4 0 5231 2 566 Agate-jasper

5 07569 2 586 Agate

6 0 6372 2 593 Agate-jasper

7 09532 2 602 Heliotrope

8 1 5776 2 645 Jasper

9 1 3899 2 671 Plasma

10 2 8371 2 587 Riband-jasper

rr 2 rro4 2 675 Variegated green jasper

12 2 231:6 2435 Jasper

13 1 8376 2 575 Moss-agate

14 3 2065 2 594 Riband-jasper

15 0 239 39 Silver

16 3 33°7 2 782 Lapis-lazuli

17 Density not determined Silver

18 I 7360 2 624 Jasper

19 Density not determined Silver

0 1663 1423 Goldi

20 6 0476 2 993 Lapis lazuli

21 Density not determined Silver

22 I 8978 2 574 Agate

23 Density not determined Silver

24 2 8954 2 993 Lapis lazuli

25 Density not determined Silver

26 I 6840 2 552 Riband-jasper

27 3 5212 2943 Lapis-lazuli

28 I 6497 2 626 Jasper

29 I 6094 2 564 Green jasper

30 2 9658 2 626 Heliotrope

^ This IS a bead that was found inside the silver bead
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m,git

Number
tn atr

tn grammes
True

Denstt'j Deiemntnaltor

31 I 5323 2 613 Heliotrope

32 0 8860 2 620 Agate-jasper

33 0 9604 2647 Jasper

34 0 9036 2655 Plasma

35 05124 2 596 Agate

36 06559 2 604 Riband-jasper

37 0 5882 2 608 Agate

38 0 4198 2 560 Riband-Jasper

39 0 2711 2 440 Nephebne-sodalite-rock

String j IS in many ways the moil intereiling of the four firings of beads, and was Notes

undoubtedly much handsomer at the time when it was worn than it is to-day

The silver beads have become ugly and brittle, through the formation of silver chloride
,

the lapis-lazuli beads have loft much of the brilliant azurite blue (IX, 53, m) they muft originally

have possessed, if they resembled the fresh Badakshan lapis-lazuli
, and also the firft and

laft beads, as will be seen later, have loft much of their original beauty

A small gold bead was found inside the silver bead 1

9

Bead (DK 1341) From Necklace (No 6) illustrated m PI CXLVIII, a

Weight m air in grammes 4 5296

True densit) 3 356

Determination Jade

III Descriptive Notes

I Jade

The following beads have been identified as jade PI CL 15 , ? 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12,

14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 ,
and a bead from necklace No 6 in

PI CXLVIII, a The average density of these twenty-three beads is 3 340, the range of their

density being from 3 225 (i 2) to 3 395 (i 18) There is, however, but one bead with a density

less than 3 31 1, and there are only two with densities greater than 3 365
The variation in colour of the beads has already been noticed (p 539) No pleochroism

was observable in the beads when held in a Feuss dichroscope, and, on account of the absence

of plane faces, efforts to obtain the refraftive indices of the beads by means of a Herbert Smith

refraftometer proved unavailing Accordingly extremely minute fragments of one of the

beads were detached by the method previously described (p 535)
The mean refraftive index of bead 142 was determined as i 651 4^ 002, and its

birefringence is less than 005
The hardness of beads t 42 and DK 1341 was determined as 7 5
The name “jade ” is loosely applied to two different minerals, one nephrite, which is

an amphibole, and the other jadeite, which is a pyroxene Dana gives the hardness and
density of nephrite zs h = 6-6 5, ^ = 2 96-3 i, and of jadeite as A = 6 5—7, ^=333-
3 35 respeftively

Larsen,^ no doubt following Michel Levy and Lacroix, gives the mean refraftive index

ofjadeite as j3 = i 654, and its birefringence as B = 029

' Untied Slates Geological Survey, Bull 679, p 220

N n
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The Inrdncsscs, densities, nnd refr-idive indices of such specimens of j-idc as were

available in the collcftions of the Geological Survey of India were determined as under —
Uardnets Demtty Refradtve Indfr

I 7 S 3 336 p 1 651 _l_ 002

II 7 5 3 326 P I 651 _l_ 002

III 7 5 3 3n P 1 0 ^ ^ 004

IV 65 2 98 Between i 575 ind 1 590

V 5 5 2 582 —
VI 6 S 3 088 —

I Chinese jide (M 1645), presented bi the British Museum

II Burmese jade, colleflcd b; Dr J Coggm Brown and presented to Dr W A K ChriAic

III Jade, from Uru rucr, Upper Burma (I 716)

IV Jade, from near Bclakclii, Klrtklsh aallc), South Turlcflln (M 138 1), collefled bv T Stolicrka

V Jade (J boasenite), from Kibul, AfgIi3niAln (G 321)

VI Jade, from Mirzlpur Diflrift, United I’roimccs, India (G 319)

(Numbers m parentheses refer to the rcgiflers of the Geological Suraey of India)

It IS interc^ling to note that the average density of the five specimens of jade from

Burma which were analysed b) Bleeck * is 3 335
Considering the results given above, one notes that, though the mean rcfraftivc index

(i 651) and birefringence (less than 005) of the bead 142 differ from those usuallj given

for jadcite (i 654 and 029), yet the figures obtained are in agreement vith those of samples

of Burmese and Chinese jade

The yellowish-green colour of the beads might suggeft them to be peridots
,

and

they are more translucent than mo^I varieties of jade However, the refraiTivc indices of

olivine (i 661-1 697) and birefringence (036) differ vvidelj from those of the beads, and it

appears certain that the beads are made of a peculiar form of jade, which, in all probability,

was obtained from China or Burma -

2 Laps-laxuh

The SIX beads (/; ii, 29 , 16, 20, 24, 27) determined as lapis-lazuli have an average

density of 2 959 They are generally navy-blue (XXI, 53', »;) in colour, though originally

they were probably azurite blue (IX, 53, »;)

Lapis-lazuli is the name loosely given to the mineral lazurite, the silicate and sulphide

of sodium and aluminium, the density of which is given by Dana as 2 38-2 45 It muft be
remembered, however, that lapis-lazuli is a rock, inasmuch as it may contain in addition

to lazurite or hauymte (sometimes changed to a zeolite) the following minerals a diopside

free from iron, amphibole (koksharovite), mica (muscovite), calcite, pyrite
,

also in some
varieties a relatively small amount of scapolite, plagioclase, orthoclase, apatite, titamte,

zircon, and an undetermined mineral

The high density inclines one to the view that the beads under examination were
probably lazulite, the hydrous ferro-magnesian and aluminous phosphate, the density of
which IS given by Dana as 3 057-3 122 As the variation in density of the beads under
examination was large, minute fragments were detached from the cores of beads 16 andy 24

* Rec Geol Surv Ind

,

xisvi, 1907, p 274
" Cf however, pp 683-4 —[Co]
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It was at once seen that several minerals made up the beads Lazurite was present
,

it was

isotropic and azure-blue in the thmneft sedbon, and possessed a refradlive index of i 494 ±
003 There were, in addition, at leail three other minerals

,
one with less than i 596

but greater than i 573 ,
another with tip greater than i 596 ,

and a third with refractive

indices lying between i 543 and i 520 For fear of damaging the beads, the precise

determination of these minerals could not be proceeded with
,
but it is quite possible that the

mineral with the high refraClive index is the one possessing a high density which is at lead

more than 3 It is suggested that this mineral might be diopside, the refraftive indices of

which are given by Larsen as i 673—1 680, and whose density is 3 2—3 38
Microscopic examination of the beads shows abundant patches of a creamy-white

mineral which varies in amount in individual beads In view of the remarks above, it is more

than likely that there are several such white minerals present In addition, pyrite can be seen

though mod of this mineral appears to have been worn off the sui faces of the beads

Ball ^ describes the occurrence of lapis-lazuh in Badakshan A specimen in the

collections of the Geological Survey of India (M 730) was examined and the lazurite in it

found to have the refraClive index of i 494 + 003 This mineral was associated with diopside,

calcite, and pyrite

Thus It appears extremely likely that the source of the lapis-lazuh found at Mohenjo-daro

was Badakshan

(As an additional check upon the determination of lazurite, the refraCtive indices and

density of lazuhte from Gulabgarh, Padar didriCt, Kashmir, which is in the collections of

the Geological Survey of India (I 35) were determined to be between i 610 and i 646 and

as 3 179 respectively)

3 Go/d

Inside one of the silver beads (j 19), and loose, was a bead of gold spherical in shape,

both outside and in (3 9 mm in diameter and 3 o mm long, with circular openings of

I 4 mm diameter) The diameter of the gold bead very nearly coincided with that of the

aperture of the silver bead This gold bead was found to have a density of 143, which is

below the limits given by Dana (15 6 — 19 3) Hintze,“ however, records the following

occurrences of native gold with a density about 14 —

I Verespatak

Density

13 82

Silver

Per cent

28 0

II Malpaso 14 706 11 76

III Rio Sucio 14 690 12 06

IV Santa Rosa de Osos 14 149 35 °7

V California 14 60 8 80

VI Weft Africa 1463 10 07

VII Mannato 12 67 26 48

It IS presumed that there is a large percentage of silver with the gold, as this will partly

account for the low density

^ Geology of India, 111 Lconomic Geology, pp 528-30
“ Handbuch der Mtneralogte, 1, 1, pp 313-19 (1904)
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4 /I^ntc-Jaspcr nud Moss-/]\^iue

Agntc IS the mo<l important vanttj of chilctdonj
,

it is built up of Infers which differ

conspicuouslj fiorn eith other in colour and transparcnc)

Ihiicr * defines agate-jisper as <fones which are intermediate in charaflcr hetv cen jasper

and chalcedoii), ind which usuallj show opique, d irk-colourcd portions intermixed in various

wa)s with translucent, lighter-coloured portions In aflual prafticc it is very hard to define

the border-line t-jpes

Moss-agates ire charu5\cri/cd b) the presence of green enclosures, which usuallj take

the form of long hairs and fibres much intertwined, and h ivc the general appearance of a piece

of moss

The following beads were determined as igite {^' 3, f, 8, 10, iR, 26 ,
/, 18 , i 5,

9 .
’ 5 >

’ 7 . -5. - 7 > -9. V, 35 > 39 . H . / 5 . 35 . 37 Hies range in dcnsitj from

2 S 72,~" die a\crage dcrisitj of the fwintj-three beads being 2 597
Fen bcids were determined as agate-jispcr, \i/ jj- 6, 29 ,

h 4, 8, 10, 28, 2 S > J 3 ~

'lliesc ringed in densiti Irom 2 486-2 623, their average dcnsitj being 2 587
'Ihe four following be ids were identified is moss-agate, m 7 r 17, 23 ,

» 1,7 13

Thej ranged in deiisitv from 2 579 to 2 597, the average deri'^itv being 2 591
Ihe tlurtj-seven beads mentioned above present a wonderful varietv of colours, and in

all in^Ianccs thev <lill posse<'s a high polish

5 C/ i\k(doy\

The following beads have been determined as common chalccdonv or chalccdonj in

the more rc<lri(5led sense of being white or some verv pale .’hade of grev, vellow, brown, blue,

or green, and uniformh coloured
JT *3 . » • >3. -i. -3. 33. 4 >

Their dcnsitj ranges from 2 594 (i 1 1)-2 61R (x 33) and their average densitj is 2 607
The grcateil dcpirture from the iverage deiisitv is o 5 per cent

The beads arc various shades of jellovv in colour, eg bud thorn-brown (XV, 17', x),

jellow ochre (XV, 17', —), and jialc orange citrine (I\
, 19, /)

6 Carrelttu,

Onlj two beads are carnclian or red chalecdonv, viz x 3 and x 19 x\s noted before,

the colour of these beads is between Urazil red (I, 5, i) and English red (II, 7, 1) Their

rcspcdivc densities arc 2 601 and 2 544
The large bead shows frafture lines which have probablj been induced in the paft bj

some hard blow or blows upon the bead

7 lleltolropc

Heliotrope, or blood-^lone, differs from plasma onlj m that its green colour is spotted,

patched, or freaked with a fine blood-rcd

The six beads which have been recognized as heliotrope (/; i, 2, 20
,

7

7, 30, 31) have

densities between 2 602 and 2 626, their average dcnsitj being 2619 The finest specimens
are h i and j 30, which show fine morocco red (I, 5, k) patches on a dull, blackish-grcen (XLI,

35 "0 ^one It IS intcrcSling to note that the greatest v’ariation in dcnsitj from the

average dcnsitj given above is less than i per cent

* Op cit
, p 501
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8 Plasma

Plasma is the name applied to green chalcedony, the colour of which ranges from dark

leek-green, the commonest shade, through pale apple-green, to almosl white

Three beads, h 3, _/ 9, and j 34, have been identified as plasma They vary in colour

from a dull greenish-black (XLVII, 33"", vi) to an elm-green (XVII, 27', »;) It is of

intere^l to note that their densities range from 2 612—2 671, the average density being 2 639

9 Jasper

It will have been noticed that by far the greateft number of beads have been referred to

the impure variety of massive quartz known as jasper This is distinguished from hornStone

by Its large even conchoidal frafture, the dull luSlre of its fraftured surface and by its perfeft

opacity and deep colour There is, however, no sharp line of demarcation between jasper

and hornStone, or between jasper and chalcedony

The following varieties of jasper have been distinguished —
Common jasper Eight beads, g 16 , h 15, 25, 34 , 7 8, 18, 28, 33 The average

density of these beads is 2 674 There is another jasper bead, 7 12, which is somewhat similar

in appearance t07 1 8 and 7 28 ,
this bead, however, has the very low density of 2 435, and it

IS thus a hydrated jasper

Blue jasper Another hydrated jasper noticed was the blue jasper ^12, which has a

density of 2 192

Red jasper There are nine red jasper beads {^g 5, 9, 14, 21, 25 , ^ 38 , z 7, 37 , 7 2),

their average density being 2 654 Their colour, as has been noted before, is really claret-

brown (I, 5, wz), and they all show veins of white quartz

Green jasper Beady 29, which has a density of 2 564, is sage-green (XLVII, 29"", —

)

in colour The variegated green jasper 7 ii has patches of invisible green (XIX, 41', m),

upon a light seal brown (XXXIX, 9"',
;//) background Its density is 2 6j$

Yellow jasper The yellow jasper bead, h 7, which has a density of 2 534, has a

predominant citrine (IV, 21, colour

Riband-jasper Riband-jasper has differently coloured riband-like bands, which

alternate regularly with each other The greatest number of the jasper beads in the firings

under examination fall into this class, there being thirty-three so classified g i, 2, 7, 20,

24, 27, 28 , h 5, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37 ,

7 3, 10, 14, 26, 36, 38 Their average density is 2 618, but they range in density from 2516
to 2 931 Space does not permit of a description of the colours of the individual nband-jasper

beads
,

suffice it to say that the range of colours and the beauty and shape of the beads refleft

great credit upon the lapidaries responsible for their manufafture

10

Amaxon Stone

Only one bead, g 19, was identified as Amazon ilone or the peculiar so-called

verdigris-green microchne The bead in question was light sulphate green (XIX, 39', h)

in colour, and it possessed a density of 2 697
Dana gives the density of microchne as 2 54-2 57 The high density of ^ 19 is due to

a central metallic-looking core, which has been inserted inside the bead Under the

microscope a thin chip of the bead, which was unfortunately broken when received by this

department, showed the usual cioss-hatching of microchne when examined between crossed

nicols
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Amazon ^lonc lias been recorded from Dodnl)etta, in the Nllgiris,' and it is also said

to occur at Chishoti, in the Pidar diilrift of Kashmir

-

1 1 7 achylilL

Bead /; 27 has been determined as being tach)hte or i basaltic or ultrabasic glass Its

density IS 3 058, which fills within the limits of density of the pendotite family

Microscopic examination of small fragments ‘•hows the bead to be chiefly composed of

a brownish gliss with a considerable number of minute anisotropic minerals The refradtive

index of the glass was found to be 1 587 J 00 j. Its specific rcfradivity, v hen calculated

from the expression A ~ where n is the refradlive index and d the density, is o 192,

assuming the deiisits of the glass to be equal to that of the bead Ihis value of the specific

refradlivity is lower than the specific refru^ivity of basaltic glasses as given by Iillcy ’
,

but,

as he Elates,* the specific refradlivitics of tachylitcs tend to be •omewhat vitiated by the

presence of crydlalhtes in the glass

1 2 Stiver

The SIX beads, 7 15, 17, 19, 21, 23, and 25, a-e unde of silver Mo^l of the silver Ins

been converted to silver chloride (cerargynte or horn silver) bv vcalhering, and not only arc

the beads covered inside and out with a thici
,
pimply coating of this mncnl, but the

metallic portion itself is impregnated with chloride to such in extent that it Ins become
very brittle “

In the minute quantity used for examination no other metal was found bv microchcmical

toils after precipitation of the silver as chloride

The fresh metal his a high hislre and a slightly yellowish tinge

The nodular coating of silver chloride is prcdomiinntlv brovmsh, vith a greasv liislre

Its hardness is about i On dissolving it in ammonia, the presence of myriads of minute silver

spangles is disclosed Several green specks are also present , these vcrc shown chemicalh

to consiil of a salt of copper Although no copper was detc£lcd by the sensitive triple mtntc
teil in the metallic portion, this muil origin illy have contained the copper found in the

incruilation

On the edge of the fraflured bead,/ 15, three dislind layers arc visible, suggC'^Iing that

the ornaments have been formed by beating thin sheets together The beads arc barrel-

shaped, both outside and inside, and were probably hammered on a specially shaped boss

13 Ntphelnu-Sodnltte-RocK

The two beads, j 1 and j 39, which have the low densities of 2 098 and 2 440
rcspeftively', have been determined after cxhauslive tests as ncphcline-sodalitc-rock

The general appearance of both beads is rather greyish, but one end of^ i is distinctly

pale blue in colour

' H Congreve, Madras Jcur Ltt ard Set, ivii, p 249
- Verbal communication from Mr C S Middkmiss
® Mir Mag, xcvi, March, 1922, p 279
* Op cit

, p 287
^ Cf Alexander Scott, Tie C/earirg and ReHorattcr of Museur’ Exhibit!, 1926, p 22
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Microscopical examination of the material detached from the centre of the beads showed
this to be largely a decomposition produdl

, it was soluble to a certain extent in dilute

hydrochloric acid

A small quantity was scraped out of the inside of beady i and dried at 107° C It weighed
(on a Kuhlmann balance) 0000271 grammes This was treated with cold, double normal
hydrochloric acid for five minutes and filtered through an Emich tube filter ^ the residue

was washed three times with distilled water, and dried at 107° C It weighed o 0002 ii

- grammes, showing some 22 per cent is soluble in dilute hydrochloric acid The solution gave
no precipitate with ammonia

,
calcium was present in abundance

,
and no magnesium was

detefted As the solution in hydrochloric acid is accompanied by effervescence, it may be
presumed that 20—25 material is calcium carbonate Fresh material does not

effervesce with dilute hydrochloric acid

The beads are both rocks, not minerals They are very fine-grained, the average

diameter of the grains of beady i being less than i—looth of a millimeter

When examined under the microscope fresh material is seen to be made up of a pale

yellow mineral or minerals, a pale blue mineral, and at leafl three colourless minerals

One colourless mineral is isotropic and has a refraftive index of i 483 001 ,
it is

thus sodalite Some, at lea^l, of the yellow material is sodalite, it being isotropic and possessing

a similar refraftive index It is thought that the pale-blue mineral is also sodalite

Another colourless mineral had very low double refraftion and a refraftive index much
greater than 1539 This is probably a felspar (? andesine)

Some of the colourless material is nepheline Its double refraftion is very low, probably

about 005 The lowest refraftive index found was i 539 jF 001, and no fragment in any

orientation had an index of more than i 5^13 Nepheline is uniaxial and negative in optical

charadler The mineral in question is doubtfully uniaxial
,
no piece was found sufficiently

large to give a definite uniaxial figure One cleavage fragment was observed with positive
“ elongation ” As, however, the basal cleavage of nepheline is sometimes well developed, it

can easily happen that a cleavage fragment of nepheline may show positive “ elongation ”
,

this was proved experimentally for another specimen of nepheline

Thus one can safely infer that the beads under examination are made of nepheline-

sodalite-rock

As an additional check upon this determination, a specimen of elaeolite-sodalite-syenite

from Kishangarh, Rajputana (No 4675 in the duplicate colleftion of the Geological Survey

of India), was examined This is a beautiful rock in the hand specimen, the sodalite being

azurite blue (IX, 53, tn), and shading with admixtures of the accompanying white minerals

to pallid violet-blue (IX, 53,/) and other lighter shades

Small fragments of this specimen were verj'^ similar to those from the beads and the

same suite of minerals was found to be present

There are the remnants of a yellow incruftation upon bead y i In this conneftion it is

interesting to note what Dr Heron has said regarding the weathering of elaeolite m the sodalite-

bearing rocks of Kishangarh ^ “ Both in the syenite and the associated pegmatites it

(nepheline or elaeolite) weathers with a thin soft yellowish-grey cruSt resembling the chalky

cruSl on flint, but this decomposition is superficial, and immediately underneath the mineral

IS found to be quite fresh
”

1 Mtkrochemtsches Praklikum, Munich, 1924, p 63

^ Rec Geol Surv Ind

,

Ivi, :i, 1926, p 189
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At fir'Cl sight It seems Inrd to undcr^liiid \v]i} the Inpidincs of Mohenjo-dnro, whose
'ipprccntion of colours Ins nlrcid) been stressed, should utilwc two ugly grej beads such is

j I and^ 39 ,
but when one rcilwcs tint the beads arc midc of nephclinc-sodalitc-rock and

when one sees the beaut} of such rock aehen fresh, one can be sure tint the beads v.cre once
things of beaut}' uith a brilliant dispii} of a/uritc blue colours Their present appearance is

evidence of the ravages of time, and cannot be considered as a reflciflion upon the art of

Mohcnjo-diro



Chapter XXVII

GAMES AND TOYS

0>^»»»»»^^>^»^^»>^»€€€CCC€CCCCCCCC<CCCCCCCCCCC^

T he children md idults of Mohenjo-daro were juft as fond of toys and games as

they Tre in Sind at the present day, and numbers of toys and gamesmen have been

found, some of them quite ingenious in design

The majority of the toys were made of baked clay, a subftance which can be easily Pottery

modelled and baked even by the smalleft child There is no doubt, I think, that wood also

vns used for to) -making, but this material readily decays in soil as salt as that of Mohenjo-daro

It is probabl) for this reason that no traces have been found of wooden playthings

It IS a moot point whether many of the animals and human figures in baked clay were Cult objects

not cult objefts rather than tojs The figurines vary very considerably m quality Some
arc exceedingly well modelled, whereas others arc of the rougheft workmanship For this

reason and because it is often difficult to diftinguish between aftual toys and cult objefts,

the majorit) of the potter) figures, both human and animal, have been described m a separate

chapter

Human Figures as To)S (PI CLIII, 25 and 38)

It IS not certain whether the figure No 38 (\^S 38) should be classed as a toy, but the Movable

once movable arms certainly suggeft it On the other hand, the figure is obviously figure

represented as pregnant and the extreme exaggeration of the buttocks suggefts fteatopygy ^

It is hardly likely, therefore, that the figure was the work of a child The height of the figure

IS 3 8 inches, and a hole in the soles of the feet suggefts that it was carried on a thin ftick

This model is of well-burnt clay of a light-red colour and uncoated with a slip Level, 4 feet

below surface

No 25 (HR 62
1 3), the figure of a woman lying in bed nursing a small child, is obviously Nursing

a toy The woman wears a kilt which is lather longer than those worn by the cult figures, mother

and also a ver) curious cap whose top hangs down the side of the head The bed has uprights

at the head and foot, and is obviously too short for its occupant This toy, which, including

the bed, is 4 i inches long, is somewhat roughly made but does not appear to be the work
of a child, though it may have been made for one Firft Street, HR Area, at a depth of

4 feet below the surface

• \ similir c'taggcration of the buttocks is to be seen in nnnj figures of other countries, as, for milance, m clay

figures from the Black Earth Lands (Pcalc and Elcurc, PneSls and Kirgs, p 164, fig loi), and from the Alt valley

{titd
, p 1 60, fig 99) See also the limcaonc figure, represented as pregnant and with very pronounced buttocks, from

Ifiatum Runar on the borders of Ltcia and Pamphjlia (Etans, Palace of Minos, vol 1, p 48, fig 6), and certain figures

of the 1 iril Thessalian Period {Clarrbndie Ancient HtSlory, vol 1 (plates), p 1 13, (r))

549
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The possibiht) nnift not be overlooked, however, tint this figure of n mother nursing

1 child nny Inve been n funersr}' objedl, or it nn) even Inve been intended ss s votive

oftcring to 1 temple or shrine in order to cirure fertilit) to the giver

Funernr) objedsof this kind nude in potterv nrcvvell known in Eg>pt in the seventeenth

Slid eighteenth d)mflies In each ere n worn in Ijing on i bed wis intended to <erve vs

wife to the deceased in the ne\t world > 1 do not know, hov ever, of n case from I g)pt where

the woman is nursing a child 'J he model beds of potter} tint .arc so often found in Meso-

potamian sites, chiefl) in the nco-lhb) Ionian period, nn) also have scrv'cd as votive ofTcrings

To) /hitv nls (PI CLIll, 24 and 39)

The to) animal from the DK Area seen in PI CLlII, 39, is of exceptional interc<t It

represents a humped bull or cow ind has a movable head, including which the figure is

45 inches long In the illuflrUion it will be seen tint a '*lring Ins been pissed through

the hump of the animal and its hind quarters 1 his, of toursc, r modern, and r not altogether

satisfa£lorv, because b} its means the held tin oiilv be pulled Inel
,
not pirlicd forward

Origiinll} a firmer material, such as i hrislle or slifr h ur, v is prolnblv used The head

of the animal in the illu'Cliation was not found with the bodv and can h irdlv be assumed to have

afluallv belonged to it but for all tint the rccoiiTruflion is obvioiKlv a lilelv one The

bod} of this animal (DK 1719) w is found cast of Room 6, Block to, Scclion C, DK Area,

at a level of 4 feet below surface i he he id (DK 2 1 83) comes from oiit‘'ide Room 3, Block 16,

Scdion C, DK Area, 3 feet below surface I hat this 1 ind of to} was verv popular is p-oved

b} the number of loose heads th it h ive been unearthed, all of bulls or cow s

The potter} animal HR 2186 (PI Cl III, 24) is of a composite nature It has the

head and horns of a ram, and the bodv and tail of a bird It measures 4 5 inches in length,

IS hollow, and made of a light-red ware liberill} coated with •’ deep red wash Ihcrc are two

opposite holes in the animal’s sides, through which a slid was prolnbl} once passed,

cither to swing the animal upon, or, as seciin more likcl}, to accommodate a pair of w heels

-

A smaller hole through the neck was probibl} intended to take a cord bv which this bird-

chariot could be pulled along 'I he figure, which is cntireh hand-made, is too good to have

been the work of a child, though in all probabilitv it w is made for one Level, 9 ft 6 in

below surface Court 124, House X, Scdion B, HR Area

Of a figure that is not illuilratcd (E 351) the head and legs arc missing, but a tail shows
that It was intended to represent a monkev A hole through the shoulders evident!}

accommodated a peg to hold the arms verv much as in ISo 38 in PI CLIII A small hole

at the back of the figure suggests that it vv-'s fixed upon a slick Ihis figure is of light-red

potter} and somewhat roughl} made, though certainlv not the work of a child Its present

height IS 3 35 inches Level, 6 ft 6 m below the surface

CJny BaksKg Pn/is (PI CLIII, I and 2)

The tvvo cla} dishes Nos i and 2 in PI CLIII were cvidentlv made b} children The
firil (HR 4326) IS 2 7 inches long and appears to represent a pan with a saddle-quern in its

middle, on which rc^ls a mullcr Something has ev'idcntl} been broken ofr the end of the

pan—possibly the figure of a woman engaged in grinding corn House XVIII, Block 4,
Scftion B, HR Area Level, 3 feet below the surface

* For an excellent illuftralion of such a figure, 'ee Aratnt 1917, pt 11, p 77
- See mo articles on verj simibr bird-clnriots bj C B Scligman in yiJy// 1920, pp r 53-8, and 1928, pp 247-34
^ Since writing the above a complete figure has been found at HarappT See ASR (1926-7), pi xxiii, fig c
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No 2 IS somewhat similar, with a quern m the middle upon which re^ls a muller In

this also something is missing at one end It is 2 8 inches long and was formerly coated with

a red wash

Despite the very rough workmanship of these pottery objefts, it is possible that they Possible use

were intended to be placed in graves, just as similar figures of women kneading bread were

placed in some of the earlier tombs of Egypt As, however, they were found in a house

and not in a grave, they have been included amongft the toys

TVhtnles (PI CLIII, 17 and i8)

Toys of this kind are common at Mohenjo-daro and are invariably in the form of Bird forms

a bird, hollow' within and witli a small hole in the back near the tail, which when blown into

produces a shrill w'hi^lle It is not easy to recognize the species of bird, but it is likely that

a dove is intended The pede^lal-like bases with which the birds are provided permit of their

standing easily on a flat surface, and make them convenient to hold It is possible that various

modulations could be produced from such w'hiilles and especially the call of a dove

No 17 (VS 2162) IS made of ilraw-coloured pottery and Elands 2 25 inches high

Lei cl, 4 feet below surface VS Area

No 1 8 (HR 737) IS of light-red clay and IS 3 inches high It resembles No 17 in every-

thing but colour Level, 4 feet below surface Room 2, House II, Sedlion A, HR Area

Rattles (PI CLIII, ii)

Round potter) rattles with small pellets of clay inside arc well known at Mohenjo-daro

The one illuftratcd (C 2567) is among the beft of those found It is 2 55 inches in diameter

and IS of light-rcd ware decorated w'lth parallel circles in red paint Level, 12 feet below

surface Room 9, Block 8, Scftion C, DK Area

The rattles found var)' in size from i 5 inches to 2 6 inches in diameter, and are all made
of light-red ware Some arc plain and others decorated with thick lines, always of red and

arranged cither laterally or vcrticall)

These rattles were probably made by wrapping the clay round a combustible core, in

the centre of which the roughly made baked clay pellets were placed to produce the sound ^

In ever) case the) arc hand-made, not moulded, and they are invariably well finished, but

without a slip They arc found at all levels In none of the rattles was there a vent-hole

to allow the gases resulting from the combuSlion of the core to escape Possibly the porous

nature of the pottery would of itself permit a gas to pass through easily, and that may be the

reason why these toys were not coated w'lth a slip

Dice (PI CLIII, 7-10)

That dicing was a common game at Mohenjo-daro is proved by the number of pieces

that have been found In all cases they arc made of pottery and are usually cubical. Pottery

ranging in size from i 2 by i 2 by i 2 inches, to i 5 by i 5 by i 5 inches One die, however,

IS rcftangular, measuring i 6 by i 4 by i i inches I have found by experiment that owing

to the inequality of its sides, all of which arc numbered, this particular die has a di^linft bias

towards the higher numbers
The dice of Mohenjo-daro are not marked in the same waj as to-day, 1 e

,
so that the sum Marking

Decoration

Mode of

manufacture

* In one rattle that we opened were three small clay pellets
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of the points on any two opposite sides amounts to seven Instead of that, i is opposite 2,

3 opposite 4, and 5 opposite 6 ^

All the examples found are exceedingly well made with well-defined edges
,

the points

are shallow holes averaging o i inch in diameter The clay of which they are made is light-red

in colour, well baked, and sometimes coated with a red wash

These dice muft have been thrown on a soft surface, such as a piece of cloth, or on du^ly

ground, for their edges show little evidence of wear

It IS not yet known whether these objefts were used in pairs, but two specimens found

in the DK Area, not far from each other, are exadtly the same size Dice have been found

at levels ranging from i foot to 1 5 feet below the surface of the ground, and mu^l, therefore,

have been used in the Late and Intermediate Periods at lea^I, if not in the Early Period as well

It IS quite possible that dice were used in conjundtion with board-games Mr Woolley

found dice associated with a draught-board at Ur, but I do not yet know if these dice were

similar to those of Mohenjo-daro

Along with horse-racing, dicing was also one of the amusements of Vedic India,^ and it

IS interefting, therefore, to find it praftised in pre-Arj'an times in India The dice used in

Vedic times seem, however, to have been entirely different in shape from those discovered

at Mohenjo-daro

No 8 in PI CLIII (DK 1200) is i 2 by i 2 by i 2 inches in size The points are

o 1 inch in diameter The material is baked clay of a light-red colour Level, 5 feet below

surface Room 4, Block 16, Seftion C, DK Area

No 10 (DK 2362) measures i 25 by i 25 by i 25 inches The points are o i inch

in diameter Light-red clay that has been well-baked Level, i foot below surface

Room 4, Block 1 6, Seftion C, DK Area

Balls and Marbles (PI CLIII, 3-6 and 12—15)

No 6 (VS 804) IS a moft curious objeft It is globular in shape, though not quite round,

and measures i 75 inches in diameter It is hand-made and its surface is irregularly covered

with small round pellets of clay, each having a small hole pricked in its centre Some of the

pellets have fallen off, disclosing the faft that they were once keyed into place by depressions

in the ball itself Possibly the pricking of each pellet was intended to give them a 5till firmer

hold As far as can be ascertained without breaking it, this ball is solid throughout, and such

an objeft could only have been used as a plaything Level, 3 feet below surface Room 24,
House XIX, Block 3, VS Area

The three other decorated balls (PI CLIII, 3—5) are unusually interesting That they

were used as toys seems likely from the faft that none of them is bored for use as a bead or

attachment to a pm All three are made of shell and each is ornamented with the same design

of concentric rings, so cut as to appear in relief They are all carefully made and finished,

and all polished by much wear ^

^ Cubical dice were found at Brihmanabad in 1854 by Mr Bellasis, who remarked that thev were numbered

exa£Uy like the dice of the present day Anh Sun/ Ind At//i Rip, 1908-og, p 85 Mr Cousens, however, doubts

whether the antiquities unearthed by Mr Bellasis, and now m the British Museum, were found it a low level

2 Macdonnell and Keith, Vedic Index, p 2

^ The mode of decoration of these shell balls recalls the ornamentation on a round schift casket of the Buddhift

period from ^az Dheri, Charsada , on the latter, however, there is a flower in the middle of each ornament

Ann Rep Surv Ind

,

1902-03, p 175, fig zi
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No 3 (HR 4087) IS I I inches in diameter Level, 3 feet below surface Room i, Details

House XIV, Block 3, HR Area

No 4 (HR 4478) is I inch in diameter Level, i ft 6 in below surface

House XXIII, Seftion B, HR Area

No 5 (DK 3201) IS 12 inches in diameter Level, 4 feet below surface Street

between Blocks i and 2, Sedlion B, DK Area

Three exadlly similar balls were found in the HR and VS Areas, one (HR 648) being

I 1 5 inches in diameter, the second (HR 2701) i 21 inches in diameter, and the third (VS 695)
I inch in diameter The firft was found we^l of House II, Block 2, Seftion A, HR Area, at

a depth of 4 feet below the surface

Another ball (VS 2172) measuring o 85 inch in diameter was found at a level

of 2 ft 6 in below the surface of the ground in the vicinity of House XI, Block 2, VS Area
(PI CLIII, 12) It IS beautifully made of variegated agate and is highly polished The
accuracy of its shape is remarkable Another ftone ball (PI CLIII, 13) of veined agate

(DK 3056) IS o 95 inch in diameter and also of excellent workmanship and highly polished

This was found south-ea^l of Block i, Sedlion B, DK Area, at a level of 18 inches below

the surface

No 14 in PI CLIII (HR 6007) is a ball made of a hard black ^lone,’^ carefully

polished It was found at a level of 5 ft 6 in below the surface in Room 87, House IX,

Block 2, Seftion B, HR Area No 1 5 (VS 2962) is i i inches in diameter and beautifully

made of variegated agate Level, i ft 6 in below surface Room 113, House XVII,
Block 2, VS Area

A number of small balls (HR 337), averaging o 48 inch in diameter, were made of Stone marbles

agate, slate, veined onyx, and some kind of red and white breccia The ball made of this laft

material is not perfeftly round, and is also only semi-polished These marbles, as we may
perhaps beft call them, were all found together at a level of 2 feet below the surface From
Courtyard 13, House II, Block 2, Seftion A, HR Area

There is only one way of making ^lone marbles of this kind, and that is by continually

rolling them in a pan in water mixed with an abrasive Before doing this, however, each

has to be roughly dressed into shape, and we have been fortunate enough to find one that

was left in the rough (DK 961) As only the more homogeneous Clones can be successfully

rolled into shape, we can understand the breccia marble mentioned above being out of shape

Together with the Slone marbles were two measuring o 4 inch in diameter made of white

paSle and faience respeSlively On the latter an equator was painted in manganese Both

these laSl-mentioned balls were made in a mould

Marbles are known from many ancient sites, but they were uncommon in early Sumer, Connections

possibly for the reason that knuckle-bones took their place They have been found in

large numbers at Anau, especially in the South Kurgan, made of pottery as well as of Slone
"

In Egypt they were in use from prehiSloric times down to the third dynaSly
,
and they

resemble the marbles of Mohenjo-daro in being made of various hard Slones ®

Knuckle-lones

Curiously enough, we have not found a single example of the knuckle-bone, a game
that was extremely common in ancient Babylonia and is equally popular in Iraq at the

present day

^ Possibly hornblende ^ Pumpelly, Exploraltons in TurkeSlan (1904), vol 1, p 172

^ Petrie, PrehtSlonc Egypt, p 32, pi xlvi, 26-31
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Sumcnan
compansons

Cart-frames

Net.

Ur chariot

mcc/s (PI CLIII, 34-7)

A considcnblc number of pottery wheels have been found in various parts of

Mohenjo-daro At firil sight they might be miilaken for spindle-whorls, but that they

are the wheels of carts and other to)s seems beyond a doubt

Of the four wheels illuAratcd in PI CLIII, 34-7, No 34 (DK 319) is 25 inches in

diameter and o 7 inch thick, including the boss The reverse, which has no boss, is slightly

concave Chamber north of No 6, Block 8, Seflion C, DK Area, 3 feet below surface

Some potter)’ chariot wheels found at Kish arc ver) like those found at Mohenjo-daro,

the only difference being that the Sumerian wheels have a raised hub on both sides of the

w’hecl instead of a hub on one side onl), as was the rule in ancient Sind ‘ \Vc know for certain

that the w'heels of the Sumerian vehicles were built up from more than one piece of wood,

and verj’ much the same form of con^Iruflion mu^l be imagined for the wheels of the vehicles

used by the Indus Valle) civili7ation, cspcciall) as the wheels of the modern Sindi cart closely

resemble those of Sumer, and like them were fixed to an axle that revolved with them "

To) Vchtcles (PI CXXXI, 38 ,
PI CLIV, 7, 10, and 11)

An objefl commonl) found at Mohenjo-daro and Harappl is a potter) frame of the shape

illuilrated in PI CXXXI, 38 (3'^S 1018), a portion of which is missing A restored example

IS seen in PI CLIV, 7 These frames were at firil vera pu/zling, chief!) because the) vcrc

always found broken with either one end or the other missing In addition to the holes that

arc seen in the illustrations of these objc6ls, there arc alwa)S two others, which pierce two of

the three middle bars horizontal!) Ihese holes arc quite large and scn'cd to take a pole

In the illustration (PI CLIV, 7) a piece of String is threaded through them The
restoration of one of these frames shows it to be a part of a vehicle that was very similar to

those used in Sind at the present da) (sec PI CLIV, 1 1) Judging from the number of

these frames that have been found, wc muSt conclude that to) carts were veiy popular with

the children of Mohenjo-daro

The restored frame that is illuStratcd in PI CLIV, 7, now measures 7 5 inches long b)

3 4 inches wide by o 62 inch thick The old portion was cntirclj made bj hand
(not in a mould), and could easily have been the a\ork of a child The ware is light-) cllow

in colour and moderately baked There is no doubt about this restoration, as a perfedt example
was found in tlic season 1928-9 All the broken frames that have been found would, if

similarly restored, be about the same size as the one illustrated

The open frame of this ancient cart a\as probabl) covered with cither a hide or a rope-net

The latter is frequently used for this purpose in modern Indian carts, though the present Sindi

vehicles are all provided with a solid wooden frame

The few models or pictured representations that arc known to us of wheeled vehicles of

very early date arc as follows —
I The chariot piftured on the limcStone slab from Ur, which is dated by Mr Woollej

to about 3200 B c 3

^ Exaflly the same lind of wheel is Inown at Anau Pumpellj, Exploration in TurkeSlan (1904), \ol i, pi 47,

fig 9
" See the writer’s remarks on the Smdi cart and a chariot from Ur m the Artiquancs JaurraE Jan , 1929
^ Ibid
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2 The pottery model of a four-wheeled wagon found by Pumpelly in the South Kurgan

at Anau,i which I feel inclined to assign to about the same age

3 Exadlly similar wagons, as well as chariots of the same form as on the Ur slab, in a pre-

Sargonic level at Kish ®

4 The so-called model tented-wagon found at Ulski, north of the Caucasus, in a kurgan

burial of Chalcolithic date I am inclined, however, to think that this is not a wagon at all
,

moreover, its date is ^lill uncertain

At a later date, wheeled vehicles appear in Cappadocia and Egypt Evidence of their

firft appearance in the former country is afforded by a seal in the British Museum, published

by Mr Sidney Smith and approximately dated by him to between 2100 and 1900 b c On
this cylinder seal a four-wheeled chariot, or wagon, drawn by four horses, is represented ^

In Egypt the chariot appears m Hyksos times (C 1800 1580 n c), but it does not seem

to have been in popular use, even in later days, and was only employed in warfare

The earlieft European example of the wheeled wagon is a painted toy vehicle of pottery,

provided with four wheels, that was found at Palaikaftro in Greece and dated by
Sir Arthur Evans as “ somewhat anterior to the close of the third millennium b c ” ®

As far, therefore, as the archaiological evidence takes us at present, the wheeled vehicle

originated in Central Asia, and seems to have passed thence to the weft about a millennium

later ' Which people were responsible for the invention, we do not know, but they may
well have been the inhabitants of Mesopotamia We may surmise that it did not come from

India, because the ancient vehicles found there are of a more primitive pattern than those

found at either Kish or at Ur But it is too early as yet to dogmatize on this subjeft, for the

lower levels of Mohenjo-daro may prove the contrary

We know from one of the signs on the ftone piftographic tablet from Kish ’’

that the

sledge was in use in Sumer at a very early period, as, indeed, it was in Egypt Such a vehicle

muft sometimes have been employed in moving very heavy objefts As time went on, plain

wooden rollers would sometimes have been found necessary to reduce fnftion, and

a combination of sledge and rollers muft then inevitably have led to the invention of the wheel

Indeed, such a combination of sledge and rollers is aftually depifted in a scene in the tomb
of Sebeknekht of the thirteenth dynafty at El Kab in Egypt ^ The wheel of the cart used

in Sind to-day, as I have already pointed out, resembles that of the ancient Sumerian vehicle
,

It IS, in faft, a superior type of roller, for the axle is so fixed that it revolves with the wheels

Two models of carts found at Harappa show no warlike features One is made of pottery

and the other of bronze ® The latter is provided with a canopy for proteftion from the sun

Synan and

Egyptian

chariots

Central Asian

origin

Sledge

Carts from
Harappa

1 Exp/oratioas i!t Turieflan {i^o^),\ol 1, pi dvii,fig ii.andp 172 Sec also the four-wheeled wagons piflured

on a mosaic standard from Ur and dated by Woolley to about 35°° nc See Woolley, Tie Sttmenans, p 51

- Mackaj, A Surenart Palace, etc

,

pt 11, pi xlvi

® Childe, Daxt! of Civilization, p 142, fig 64
* Smith, Early Hiflory of Assyia, pi an, fig b

® Cf BSA , Suppl Paper, 1 (1923), fig 12 For another illuflration sec Evans, Palace of Minos, vol 11, pt 1,

p 156, fig 78 A third illuftrauon is given by H R Hall, Tie Civilization of Greece m the Bronze Age, p 85,

fig 94, where a brief hiftory of the chariot is given

® I think It may be regarded as certain that the invention was made in an alluvial or non-hilly countrv

’ Macka>, A Sumerian Palace, etc , pi \xxvi, figs 7 and 8 , Antiquaries Journal, vol viii, pi Ixvii

® See article by Davies in Jour Fg Arch
, A.pril, 1926, p lii Mr Davies suggests, however, that the objefls

under the sledge are wheels and not rollers If this be so, the wheel muil have been in use in Egypt before the arrival

of the Hyksos

® Ann Rep Surv Ini

,

1926-7, pi xxiii, i
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Possible use

Evidence of

wear

Ornamentation

Used as dice

Cadtng Bones (?) (Pi CXXXII, 19, 20, 22-45)

The exaft purpose for which these pieces of bone and ivorj' were used is at present

uncertain At firit they were thought to be rectangular forms of dice, like the Roman tah,

but the faCt that the markings arc very commonly the same on all three or four sides hardly

bears this out Nor for the same reason could they be pieces of inlay The only apparent

solution IS that some of these obJcCls at IcaCl were used in a game of chance, such as

throwing a number on the ground together and noting which way they lay ^ As will be seen

in PI CXXXII, there is a considerable diversity in the shapes of these objeCls Some are

rectangular or square in scCtion, in some cases tapering slightly towards one end (Nos 23, 24,

25, 29, 31, 38, and 45), and some arc round (No 44) ,
these laft arc very rare Bones of

triangular seCtion arc very common (Nos 22, measuring 3 07 inches long , 26, 27, 30, 35,

37—2 06 inches long
,
and 43) Nos 28, 33, 36, 39, and 42 arc of peculiar shape, especially

No 28 (VS 2545) which IS shaped like a leg and measures 2 65 inches long by o 21 inch

thick Several examples have been found of this laCt type That No 28 is not a piece of

inlay is proved by the same pattern being incised on both sides The thin edges of this

piece are marked with V-shaped lines From House IX, VS Area

No 34 (C 2004) IS cubical like a die, and measures o 55 bj o 5 by o 5 inch It has

the same markings on all si\ sides This objeCt maj possiblj have been a piece used on

a board-game, for the similarity of its markings prevents it being used as a die

These ivor}^ or bone objeCts var} considerably in size Those found up to the present

range in size from 1 65 to 3 25 inches in length iVIoCt of them show evidence of

much wear
,

their edges arc rounded and sides highly polished with use Con^lant handling

has darkened moil of them to a deep brown tint The circular markings upon moil of them

were made with a tubular drill, and from the clean waj m which they arc cut, the ilraight

lines seem to have been made wath a saw Care was evidently taken to make the designs as

regular as possible, and there is little difference between the designs on the various sides of

any one piece, except in their proportions Where a piece is ver} thin, the edges as a rule

are undecorated Sometimes, if there was sufficient space, the square cut ends of these objcfls

were decorated with one or two circles , as a rule, however, the ends arc plain

No 23 (\^S 2529) has three circles on each of three sides, one at each end and one in

the middle The fourth side is decorated as shown in the illuilration No 27 (HR 2514)
IS reflangular in scdlion and has three of its sides marked as in the illuilration

,
the fourth

side bears only five simple circles No 29 (E 610) is square in scdlion and has t^vo different

designs arranged in pairs on adjacent sides This feature is rare, for as a rule the opposite

sides bear the same design Laitly, No 45 (C 2004), w’hich is rcftangular in scflion, has the

same pattern on three sides, while the fourth is plain except for three longitudinal lines

It IS, of course, conceivable that these lail four objedls were used as dice, cither in a game
by themselves or in conjundlion with a board-game of some kind Even so, there arc only

two different patterns on each bone
,
but further combinations could, of course, be made by

throwing two or more bones together

Occasionally, these bones are found in pairs, though not always of the same shape and
size, nor marked in the same way- For inilance. No 27 was found with No 31 in Firil

^ Sticks that were found associated with a gaming board in the tomb of Tutankhamen are 'aid to hate had

different values aceording to the way they fell when thrown I or illuftrations of these objects, sec II/uS} Lord Nr"s,

5th Oct, 1929, p 576
^ That these bones were sometimes used m threes is proved bj the finding of a set of this number in the DK Area

All arc much the same size and bear the same marks
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Street between Sedlions A and B of the HR Area, at a depth of 9 feet below the surface
,

and No 34 was found with No 45, which is entirely dissimilar in shape Again, No 23 and

No 24 were together, though of different size and differently marked
No 41 (DK o) has lo^f one end It now measures i 4 inches long and is square in

se6lion One end is pointed and there is reason to think that it was employed as an awl

A similar example of one of these Clicks being converted into an awl may be seen in No 1

2

on the same plate

Nothing quite like these objefts is known in either Mesopotamia or Elam, but somewhat Comparisons

similar Clicks have been found in Egypt, where they belong to the Firft Dynasty ^

The curious pieces of ivory shaped like a fish (PI CXXXII, 19, 20, 32, and 40) I regard Fish-forms

as being of very much the same nature as the Clicks ju^l described They could hardly have

been intended for use as amulets since they are not perforated in any way ® Their very high

polish, showing that they had been much handled, precludes their having been once enclosed in

a wrapping Some very similar fish, also carved m ivory, have been found in a royal

burial at Nagadeh in Egypt,® and may have been placed there as a food offering There

IS no evidence, however, that tliese model fish were used for that purpose in ancient Sind

No 19 (C 2164) measures 2 58 inches long and o 25 inch thick One side is rounded

and the other flat The eye and scale markings arc filled in with a red paint Level, 8 feet

below surface Room 5, Block 8, Seftion C, DK Area

No 20 (E 628) IS 2 58 inches long and o 24 inch thick It is reftangular in seftion

vith slightly rounded angles Scale markings are filled in with red paint Level, 6 feet

below surface Trench E, DK Area

No 32 (DK 2736) measures 3 24 inches long Rcflangular in seftion with slightly

rounded edges The eye was marked with red paint and the scales m black Level, 6 feet

below surface Room 10, House IV, Block 2, Sedtion B, DK Area

No 40 (DK 7) IS I 78 inches long by o 12 inch thick White deposits in the incisions

on this fish suggest that tlic eyes and scales were filled in with white paint

It should be observed that the markings on these fish are the same on both sides No 1 9 Markings

could possibly have been used to mark the moves in a board-game, as its sides are differently

shaped The remaining three fish, being cut from flat pieces of ivory, have identical sides

All these objedls (with the exception of the fish) are common at all levels except the end

of the Late Period

Gamesmen 01 Amulets (PI CLIII, 16, 19, 20, 21-3, 26-33 > PI CLV, 11-25)

That some form of game or games played with pieces was common at Mohenjo-daro Board-games

IS proved by the great number of gamesmen that have been found * The materials of which

these pieces are made are comparatively few In order of popularity they are—faience,

pottery, shell, marble, agate, slate, and steatite

No 1 1 in PI CLV IS made of black marble and comes from Room 88, Block 9, L Area Details

No 1 2 IS beautifully made of agate, and was unearthed in the chamber soutli of No i
,
Block 8,

^ Petne, OhjeSs of Daily XJse, p 52

® Amulets, however, are by no means alwijs perforated , they are commonly carried on the person wrapped, it may

be, in a piece of cloth or even loose in the pocket—[Ed
]

® de Morgan, La PrihUotre Onentale, t 11, p 203, fig 255
^ See, how ever. Chap V, pp 60-2 It is by no means certain that these objefls at ere gamesmen The larger ones

could certainly not have been such, as they are much too heavy—[Ed ]
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Finish

ShcUxcones

Inlay

Trefoil design

Sedlion C, DK Area No 1 3 is of faience and was found in House XXIII, Block 4, VS Area

No 14 IS faience, and comes from the chamber weft of No 2, House XIII, Block 4, Seftion B,

DK Area No 15, of white limeftone, was unearthed from Room 114, Block 6, L Area

No 16 IS made ofgreen slate and comes from House X, Block 2, VS Area No 1 7, of shell, was

recovered from House XIV, Block 2, VS Area No 1 8 is well made in faience and was taken

from Block 2 of the Southern Buildings Seftion Nos 1 9 and 20 are of faience , the former was

found in Chamber 1 8, House IV, Block 2, Scftion B, DK Area No 2 1 is pottery and came

from Room 59, House LIX, Block 8, HR Area No 22 is cut from a piece of agate, and

Nos 23, 24, and 25 arc made of pottery Of the laft three. No 23 avas found in

House XVI, Block 2, VS Area, and No 24 came from Chamber 6, Block 2, Scftion C,

DK Area

Nos 23, 24, and 26 arc especially intcrcfting in that they arc decorated The firft

two are coloured avhitc and red, evidently with the idea of imitating decorated carnclian The
third IS more elaborate ftill

,
it is painted in red and black on a cream ground, the hatched

lines in the illuftration denoting red Its base is slightly concave No 21, also of pottery,

is painted dark brown to imitate some kind of ftonc

The majority of these pieces arc exceedingly well made and finished In many cases

those made of faience ftill retain their original colour to a certain extent, in some cases green

and in others blue All the pottery and faience pieces vcrc made in a mould
No 16 in PI CLIII IS veil made of light-red pottery coated with a red wash, and its

smooth flat base shows signs of wear It is i 9 inches high and i 6 inches in diameter at

the base

No 19 (SD 893) IS also well made Its base has been rubbed flat on a hard subftance

It IS 2 inches high and i 05 inches in diameter at the base Found in Block 2 of the Southern

Buildings Seftion at a level of 5 feet below the surface

The conc-likc shell objefts illuftratcd in PI CLIII, 21—3 (IdR 5539), may possibly

also be gamesmen The three were found together, and average i 9 inches in height and
I inch in diameter Level, 3 feet below surface Court 36, House LXII, Block 8, HR Area

No 26 1
1 92) IS also illuftratcd in PI CLV, 16 It is c ircfully made of green slate

Level, 3 ft 9 in below surface House X, Block 2, VS Area

No 27 (VS 2622) is made of ftcatite and ftands i 05 inches high It has a hole in its

base, o 65 inch deep and o i inch in diameter The decorative grooving is so regular that

one suspefts this piece to have been turned on a wheel Level, 7 ft 8 in below surface

House XXII, Block 4, VS Area

No 28 (HR 4480) IS made of faience, now light green in colour It is i 2 inches high,

with a flat base o 7 inch in diameter It is well made, but the grooves are slightly irregular

and were once filled in with a plaftic inlay Level, 2 ft 6 in below surface Room 30,
House LXI, Block 8, HR Area

No 29 (VS 3) IS also illuftratcd in PI CLV, 22 It is of agate and somewhat roughly

made Level, 2 ft 6 in below surface

No 30 (DK 1554) IS of shell There is a hole in the centre of the flat base, o 65 inch

deep and o 2 inch in diameter This piece is i inch high Level, 8 feet below surface

Chamber 9, Block 2, Seftion C, DK Area
No 31 (HR 4395) IS of pafte and shows traces of yellow' on its surface It is i i inches

high and o 65 inch in diameter at the base, in which there is a round hole, o 7 inch deep and
o 25 inch in diameter This piece, which is moulded, is covered with an irregular trefoil

design In one place, as shown in the illuftration, a cross with a linear filling is incised upon
It Level, 4 feet below surface Passage 20, House XVIII, Block 4, HR Area
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Nos 32 and 33 are also illu^lrated m PI CLV, 23 and 25, and have already been

described

The two regular tetrahedra illustrated in PI CLIII, Nos 40 and 41, are very similar Tetrahedral

to objedls from both Kish and Ur, except that the Mesopotamian specimens that I have seen, forms

though of the same form, have rounded corners, frequently decorated with a small spot of

inlay At Kish and Ur^ these curiously-shaped gaming men are of extremely early date

and belong to the pre-Sargomc period Though the examples from Mohenjo-daro are not

decorated in any way, they can, from their shape, be fairly compared with the specimens

from Sumer If they were not used as gamesmen, it would be difficult to find another

satisfaftory purpose for them -

No 40 in PI CLIII (SD 2880) measures o 94 inch along each side It is coated with Descriptions

a now green-coloured glaze The blackening of the latter in some places is due to

overfiring Level, 3 feet below surface

No 41 (C 46) is made of white hme^lone It measures o 75 inch each way and its

corners are slightly rounded Level, i ft 6 in below surface Chamber 6, Block ii,

Sedhon C, DK Area

Both these objefts show evidence of considerable wear, especially at their edges. Evidence of

suggesting that they were used on a hard surface No particular polish is observable
,

the wear

firSl example, being glazed, has a naturally smooth surface

The poorer people used gamesmen made of pieces of potsherd roughly rubbed into Pottery

a suitable shape The board on which these pieces were used was probably roughly marked gamesmen

on the ground, either in the form of squares or small holes scooped out in the duft With
such a board and pieces a game could be played almost anywhere, as the materials for it were

always to hand

We have not yet been fortunate enough to learn for what game these pieces were made
As, however, not more than three gamesmen of identical form and material have as yet been

found together, there is reason to think that comparatively few were used, unless, like chess-

men, the pieces differed slightly to show their rank Of this, however, we have no evidence

The boards upon which the pieces were moved were probably of wood and have, therefore,

perished “ The playing boards that have been found in Egypt and Mesopotamia all have

a small number of squares, on which only a few pieces could have been used The two

very early boards, one of dumb-bell shape and the other square, that have lately been found

by Mr Woolley at Ur, have twenty and twelve squares respeftively *

Gamesmen of this kind are found at all levels, except those of tetrahedral shape which Datmg.

are of ver}' early date The evidence at present is insufficient for us to say that certain shapes

were confined to certain periods

Absence of Model Boats

Up to the time of writing we have not found any models of boats at Mohenjo-daro or

Harappa Pottery boat-models are fairly common in Mesopotamia from the earheft times,

and also in Egypt In all piobabihty, the Indus anciently, as now, allowed of a certain

amount of navigation, though, as on all rivers of its type, navigation muit always have been

very difficult, owing to shifting sand-banks and the changing of the river’s course Albeit,

^ Antiquaries Journal, vol viii, p 20

- They imy, perhaps, also be compared with the four-sided pyramidal gamesmen found at Jemdet Nasr

^ Bricks have since been found marked avith squares and holes, which averc almoft certainly used for a game
' Antiquaries Journal, \t3i viii, pi vii , AfK/rwOT University ofPennsylvania, vol iix. No i,pp 20 and 21
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Dctaih

Work of

children

however, tint we Inve found no model hoit*- nor in) indicntion tli it bo its vere used, there is

ever) rcison to think tint the jieople of Mohenjo-d iro musl hue been veil seqinintcd with

shipping nnd tint they unde use of the river for purpo'-e*- of trade

Model Chans (Pi CLIV, i and })

Despite the fadl tint wooden articles base almoCl iin irnbl) perished, vc 1 nov the

shape of the wooden churs in use during the Indus Valle) period from the fortunate discovery

of the two model chairs in pottera ilhi^lratcd in IM CLIV, 1 iiid
)

No I (\'S 171O measures ; inches long b) 1 5 inches

wide, iiid the whole chair ^lind '• 75 inches hit^h 1 he bad of the •'cat is 'upported b)

a <Irut 'Ihe one leg of the scat r notched—pti'^Mbh 1 rouf'h attempt to repre-'ent camng
or moulding 'I liis model, of which pirt of tlie ba'-e is missing, is nthcr roughl) made of

light-red ware and has no slip I c\el, ) feet below •'urficc Court of Iloire XWII,
Block G, \S Area

No 4 (HR 6029) ln<‘ a ••lightU cuned seat mcanirinij 2 5 inches long b) i y inches

wide It Elands 1 85 inches high A’ in No 1, the bad of the •eat has a 'Itrut 'Ihis

model IS also perfed cxccjit for one end of if but, and it is made of a light-red ware coated

with a gres •'lip It wa- found in Room 87, lloirc IX, Blod 2, HR Area, and is

assignable to the Iritermcdiite Period

'I here is no doubt that these tvo objed are to\s
, from the roughness of their rifle,

thea appear to ha\e bicn the handiwork of children J hesc ehaira perhap' explain the seated

position of some of the gotten figures (PI XC\ , 19) ,
and we rnaa reasonably conclude

that the children ol Mohenjo-diro were as fond of doll’* parties as f the child of to-du

Ihe hcaya eluinsa apjicanncc of these chairs trongl) sugge I that the) vere cut from

one piece of wood. Id c mam of the African dools of the present time 1 hey may ha' c been

used mainly for ceremonial purpo-cs

NOIL ON BIRD-C 1 L\R10 IS IN INDIA, 1 UROPL, AND CHINA

(/() A G r, M A)

In the Jotirral of tie Ro)t.l /h th opch^id I JisIh'Kc, 1920, pp 153—8, Professor C G
Scligmaiin drew attention to the “bird-chanots” that occur in Chinc’-t art during the I Ian penod
(206 n c-\ D 220), and dated that they " are not Chinese in o-igin, but ’ C'C dcriecd from
the bird-chariots of the later Bron/e Age of Lurope ’’ Precisely the sure conncdion yyas

suggeded also b) B I^ufcr in an article published in the Boi s Jt 1 cru.r, I chv e (New Yorl

,

1906) Professor Seligmann has since published another article on the subjed in the

aforesaid Joun al for 1928, pp 247-54, in which he points out that the bird-chariot occurs

in China also in the third-fourth century a d
,
and in modern times in Japan and Siberia

B) Chinese artids the bird-chanot is treated as a dccoratisc element, as in the case of a yasc

in the Vidoria and Albert Museum representing a mythological bird supported at the side

by taso wheels Often there is an additional bird, but of a smaller sire, that takes its place

on the back of the bird to ay Inch the aa heels are attached In the European examples the

bird is mounted on the aahccls, and as in some of the Chinese examples, a smaller bird is seen

perched upon it But the bird-chariots of Europe are dated between 1300 and 900 n c,
avhereas the Chinese ones are not older than 200 11 c Therefore, it docs not seem plausible

that the latter should haa'c onginatcd from the former, and aac arc thus compelled to look for

another source
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In India terra-cotta bird-chariots have been discovered at the prehistoric sites of

Mohenjo-daro and Harappa which belong to a date much earlier than 1300 b c
,
and they

seem to be the earlieSl of their kind yet known In these specimens ^ the bird is pierced at

the sides by a hole to take a pair of wheels and there is another hole below the neck evidently

to pass a String by means of which the bird could be drawn It will be seen that the idea of

tlie chariot in the case of the Indian as well as Chinese specimens is the same But the gulf

of time between them is too great to enable us to imagine that the prototype of the Chinese

bird-chariots are those dug out in the Indus Valley The type of the bird-chanot as found

in the Indus Valley examples appears, however, to have survived down to the hiSforic period

in India Thus, terra-cotta birds pierced with holes for wheels have been discovered

at sites which are posterior to the Christian era, as, for instance, at Basarh in the

M.nzaf^arpurDiSin&of'Bih.zr (Archaeological Survey Report, 1903-04, p 98, and PI XXXIX,
fig 7)

- The objedl illustrated in the aforesaid Report is similar to those from Mohenjo-daro

and Harappa and belongs probably to the Gupta times In view of the close communication

between India and China Aat was established during the Han Period, the moSt likely theory

seems to be that the bird-chariot as a toy was introduced into China from India rather than

from Europe of the Bronze Age As to whether Bronze Age Europe was dependent on
the EaSt, especially India, for the conception of its bird-chanots, is a queStion that cannot

be decided in the present State of our knowledge

' Cf , for ciamplc, PI CLIII, 24
- Dr Th Bloch was of opinion that the holes at the sides were intended to fix the wngs Since then a number of

terra-cotta rams pierced with similar holes were found at the same site and Dr D B Spooner suggefted that the

holes were meant for fixing wheels—Archxohgtcal Survey Report, 1913-14, p 170, No 432
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IVORY, SHELL, FAIENCE, AND OTHER OBJECTS OF TECHNICAL

INTEREST

Ivory

CONSIDERING thit the elephant is so commonly portrayed on the seals, ^Irangelj

few ivory objedls have been found at Mohenjo-daro * That the salty nature of the

soil IS not responsible for this scarcity of ivory is proved by the faft that, if it is not

allowed to become alternately wet and dry' and is well packed with earth, this material will

survive w'hen seemingly harder materials perish

The ivory plaque shown in PI CXXXII, lo (L 375) is, however, much decayed owing

to Its position ju^l below the surface of the ground It is i 8 inches long by 1 05 inches wide

and o 4 inch thick, but there muft be about one-half missing , the circular device was probably

in the middle with another figure on the other side

On the obverse there is a male figure facing to the left with hands on hips He is

represented, in fa£l, in exactly the same attitude as are the human figures amongft

the pi£Iographs on the seals - The same curious position of the arms is also seen in many
of the figures on archaic seals from Susa ® This figure wears a close-fitting cap avith plumes

at the back and a short loin-cloth, and carnes what may be either a bow or a quiver of arrows

on its back The nose is prominent and the eye elongated, like the eyes of some of the itone

statues (Pis XCVIII and XCIX)
In front of this figure is a circular device which may once have contained an inscnption,

but Its surface is very worn and tlic inscrption, if any, has disappeared

In several places, especially' at the back, this piece of ivory' shows evidence of having

been sawn into shape The carving of the figure and of the circular device before it is

exceedingly rough
,
no attempt was made properl} to round the limbs It is probable that

the tool used was a narrow chisel The back of the plaque is flat and undecorated, except

for some roughly scored lines at unequal diilances, which, if this be a piece of inlay, w'ould

have served to key it in its place

This plaque was found in Chamber 104 of the L Area together with three seals

(Nos 304, 341, and 382) and the copper blade-axe illustrated in PI CXXXIX, 5 In its

vicinity several gold-capped beads were found, exaftly similar to the pendants in the Siring of

beads No 4 immediately below the sik-Stnnged bracelet in PI CXLIX, and also a small

1 The few that arc found are moftl) caAing Slicks, handles etc , such as are illuSlrated in PI CXXXII,
i 5 > 17.22-45

2 See Nos 18, 38, loi, iii, etc, in this worl

2 Mem Dll en Perse, t viii, p ii , t xvi, pi win

562
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pottery jar of the same shape as Nos 6 and 7 in PI LXXXI Only the noi them and eaftern

walls of Chamber 104 remain, and they belong to the Late Period
,

this plaque and the

objefls associated with it mu^l, therefore, be dated to that period

Other ivory objefts are illustrated in PI CXXXII, 7—8, 11-13, 15, 17, and 19-45, Ivory sticks

some of which are described in Chapter XXVII on Toys and Games Their exaft purpose is

unknown As moSl of them are ornamented on every side, they cannot be pieces of inlay
,

and the fa£t that the greater number of the longer pieces bear the same device on each side

proves that they could not have been used as dice They may, however, have been used in

some other form of game or as a means of divination

Among these ivory objefts found at Mohenjo-daro should be noticed the two combs Comljs

illustrated in PI CXXXII, 13 and 21, and the two ivory handles in Nos 15 and 17 of the

same plate, of which the latter is exceptionally well carved and finished

The five ivory cylinders shown in PI CXIV, 529—33> are the only ones that have been Cylinders

found As they are all inscribed, there is a possibility that they were used as seals No
other use can at present be ascribed to them They cannot be broken hair-pins inscribed

with their owner’s names, as they never had any points ^ Experiment has proved that they

would serve well enough as seals

Hair-pins, awls, etc
,
of ivory are also very rare The few that have been found are

illuftrated in PI CXXXII, 3, 7-9, 11, and 12, and they are fully described in Chapter

XXIV on Household Objefls, Tools, and Implements

Shell

The people of Mohenjo-daro were fortunate in having in shell a material which is in

some w'ays superior to ivory, although its brittleness makes it more difficult to work The
supply of shell was inexhau^ible, whereas ivory was not so easily procured It is, indeed,

possible that the only source of ivory was the discarded tusks of elephants If this animal

was sacred, as seems probable by its frequent occurrence on the seals, sometimes with and

sometimes without the cult objeft before it, it might not have been considered lawful to hunt

It for either its meat or ivory If this, indeed, was the case, it would sufficiently explain the

comparative scarcity of ivory objefts

In the manufafture of articles of shell the people of the Indus Valley civilization were

extremely proficient In this rcspeft they resemble the inhabitants of early Babylonia " The
extensive use of shell for ornaments and, in particular, its use in the manufafture of cylinder

seals has been adduced as a proof of the entry of the Sumerians into Babylonia from the south,

but there is every likelihood that the Sumerians, even if they did not already know the art

of shell-working, found the craft well established in the country of their adoption

Shell-working is Still extensively practised in India and a full report of the methods

employed may be found in one of the Memoirs oj the Asiatic Society of Bengal^

At the present day, the shell used in the manufaSture of bangles is the sacred Indian

lank^ or conch (fTtirhinella -pyrum Linn ), moSt of which comes from the Gulf of Mannar

Supenonty 0

shell

Proficiency

Species o£ she

^ We have ]atcl) found two undoubted cylinder-seals, botli made of Sleatite and of the shape that is usual in

Mesopotamia and elsewhere

" In the manufaflure of shell inhy, however, the people of Mohenjo-daro were not so adept as the Sumerians

In India, we do not find the wonderful figures carved in tins material that we find in Sumer Possibly the people of

Mohenjo-daro used wood as their chief medium of expression , and this material would have had no chance whatever

of 'urvival in the damp soil of this site

^ By James Hornell, vol iii, 1910-14
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between India and Ceylon It is said that frequently 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 of these shells

are imported into Madras and Calcutta in a year

Moil of the shells that have been found at Mohenjo-daro are, however, of another

genus {Fasciola} ta trapczumi Linn), though one specimen of Furhniella fyruin has been

recorded by Colonel Sewell A single specimen is also recorded of T'ttrhvtella pyrum, var

fttstts Sowerby, as Colonel Sewell explains in Chapter XXXI on the Animal Remains It is

probable, therefore, that the people of the Indus Valley civilization obtained their shells from

a number of places along the coail of India and the Persian Gulf

It is noteworthy that the shell of the pearl-oyster was not used for any purpose

at Mohenjo-daro, despite the beauty of this material and the fa£t that it is common in many
parts of the Persian Gulf The Sumerians made frequent use of mother-of-pearl for their

inlay
,

it seems, indeed, to ha\c been as common with them as the iaitk shell, especially in

the pre-Sargomc period

The method of preparing the SattL shell in modern India is interesting According to

Mr Hornell, the columella is extradted by sawing off a slice of the lip and then breaking

down with a hammer the septa conncdling it with the walls of the shell The apex of the shell

IS then smashed and the columella freed This leaves a hollow tubular piece of shell

which can readily be sawn into bracelets

The iron saw used in India at the present day is worked by hand and is of deep crescentic

form W’lth a horn at each end of the upper edge * The thickness of the blade is 2 mm ,
except

for a distance of i inch from the cutting edge, where it is thinned down to a thickness of

o 6 mm The teeth of the saw are extremely minute, and dentate in form inStcad of serrate

The upper edge of the saw is reinforced by a piece of iron piping, whose weight doubtless

assiSts in the cutting The saw' rcquiics frequent resharpening owing to the hardness of the

shell, but this process docs not take very long Mr Hornell remarks that shell-slicing calls

for the possession of a highly trained eye, perfefl: ilcadiness of hand and arm, and an iron-like

capacity' to sit for long periods in a position of great discomfort On an average it takes

4^ minutes to saw once through a shell

After a sedlion has been sawn off the iinvardly projefling beak, which is the remnant
of the septum between adjacent whorls left after removing the columella, has to be chipped

off with the grcatcil care
,

this part of the ring is its weakest point A sharp-edged hammer
IS used for the purpose

The rubbing down of the inside of the segments is done with a wooden spindle coated

with fine river sand embedded in lac, several segments being smoothed down at the same time

by a to and fro movement All that then remains to be done is to polish the outer surface

and to engrave it, if required, the tools used for this purpose being drills, files, and small saws
The manufaiflure of shell articles was evidently earned on in certain parts of the L Area

at Mohenjo-daro We found no less than thirty'-five shells in Chamber 44 ,
eleven shells

in Chamber 53 , fifteen shells in Court 69 , twenty'-four shells in Space 70 ,
and twenty

-

three shells in Chamber 27, as well as smaller numbers in other parts of the area Moll of
these shells were whole, but from some the columella had been removed, and from the condition

of the latter it is clear that the columella was detached from the w'alls of the shell by means of
a hammer, juft as is done at the present day

At Mohenjo-daro praftically the whole of the shell was utilized The walls were used
for bangles, both wide and narrow, and the columella for making beads For tlie simpler
forms, such as disc-shaped or cylindrical beads, the columella was simply sliced up with a saw

,

^ The bronze siw pidlured in PI CXXXVII, 7, of this work imy well have been u'cd for cutting shell
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for the more elaborate beads a considerable amount of shaping by other means was required

after they had been sawn off The columella was also used for making pieces of inlay work,

which required considerable skill, especially in the fretting of the designs, which is a moSl
difficult task with such a very brittle material

In PI CLVI, 20 and 21, two of these JauL shells are seen with their columellas lying

beside them (Nos 22 and 23) ,
and a smoothed columella with several partially finished

beads may be seen in Nos 15 and 24 on the same plate ^

The shell dippers illustrated in PI CLVI, 26—9, muSl have taken up a large part of the Dippers,

shell for their manufadture, the smaller ones being made from small shells, and the bigger

ones from those of larger size ®

In PI CLVI, 1
1
(L 781), a shell objedt of unknown use is illuSlrated, which measures

I 7 inches high This objedt seems to have had another piece of shell fitted to it, for it has

a slanting and somewhat roughly finished back, with a vertical channel scooped in it measuring

o 25 inch wide There is a lightly incised herring-bone pattern around the base of the objedl,

and each of the exposed sides bears an incised pattern, as shown in the illustration This

objedl may possibly be part of the head-dress of a small Statue It was found in Chamber 4
in the L Area juSl below the surface of the ground

She// In/ay (PI CLV, 26—42 and 44—67 ,
PI CLVI, i, 4, and 12)

The shell inlay illuSlrated in Pis CLV and CLVI, No 12, gives the reader a very good Curvature

idea of the capabilities of the shell-cutter at Mohenjo-daro MoSt of the circular designs

muSl have been cut from the columella of the shell and were limited in size by its diameter

Others ofthe designs were cut from the wall of the shell, but these pieces, if large, suffer from the

disadvantage that its natural curvature rendered them barely flat enough for inlay work

In the smaller pieces, where thinness does not matter, this difficulty could be overcome by
rubbing down one or both surfaces

,
but in the larger pieces this process involved the risk

of fradlure

It IS not yet known how these pieces of inlay were fretted out, for we have not found Fretting

an unfinished specimen There are three possible ways —^by means of a small chisel or

burin, by means of a fine saw, or by means of a drill The third method would certainly

have been the simplest Yet the edges of moff; of the pieces of inlay show marks that might

have been made by either a file or saw Possibly, when the shape of the piece had

been outlined with the drill, a fine saw was used to complete the cutting and then a file to

smooth the edge ^

In mo^t of the simple designs the outer edges of the pieces of inlay, whether of faience Bevelled edges

or shell, were slightly bevelled for keying In the more complicated pieces, this bevelling

was unnecessary
,

there was enough surface without it to hold the inlay in place

The thickness of these pieces of inlay varies considerably Some of the smaller pieces Thickness of

are as thick as, or even thicker than, the larger pieces, chiefly because it was unnecessary inlay

to rub them down to reduce the curvature as in the case of the larger ones In addition,

the cement in which they were set amply allowed for variation in the depth of the pieces of

inlay which average from o i inch to o 15 inch m thickness

Owing to the fa6l that wood perishes in a salty or damp soil, no pieces of furniture have Bitumen
been found with the inlay ff;ill in position In early Babylonia the method usually adopted cement

in inlay work was to press the pieces into a cement of bitumen, whose dark colour contracted

1 The smoothed down columella lUuslrated m No 15 has been notched for slicing

^ Murex {chtcoreus) ramosus, Lmn
^ Even a fine wire coated with an abrasive could have been used for this purpose
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and again in PI CLVI, 1 2, also occurs on the bezel ofthe silver ring seen in PI CXLVIII, 1

3

With arms of equal length, the motif is known on the pottery from Susa ' and also on seals

from that place ^ In some cases, both on the pottery and seals, the resemblance is rendered
closer by there being one cross inside another, as in No 34 *

This cross design also occurs on a painted potsherd from Harappa It has not yet been Foreign

found on the painted pottery of Mesopotamia, but on Kassite seals it is very common indeed, examples of

both with and without the central cross ^ It does not appear on the pottery of Anau motif

Equal armed crosses are, of course, known in many parts of the ancient world, but, as

far as I can discover, it is only in early Crete, Babylonia in Kassite times, Elam, and India

that representations occur of this double cross « In Crete this cross, as well as a plain one,

appears in M M III, the former as a piece of faience inlay and the latter in marble ’

On the pottery of Susa, another form of cross, the pattee, seems in some cases to be
allied with the one under discussion

,
the plainer cross tends to approach to the pattee form,

as if the jar painter were not quite certain in his mind what particular form of cross he intended

to draw Indeed, one form was probably derived from the other, and the pattee form is

probably the older, as it is so common in the earliest period of Susa

The design of Nos 36 and 37 (PI CLV), which are both of shell, is fairly common at Rosettes

Mohenjo-daro and is found on some of the seals of the adjacent countries Here we may have

an early form of the losette that was used as a decoration m the early as well as the late periods

of Persia, Mesopotamia, including Assyria, and Egypt ® Such a simple design may well,

however, have been invented independently , no doubt it was derived from one of the

Compositas No 37 was found in the Great Bath at a level of 3 feet below the surface of the

ground, and No 36 in Chamber 13 of the same building

Nos 38-47, which range in thickness from o 15 to o 2 inch, are all variations of the Heart-shaped

same motif With the exception ofNo 43, which is of faience and was found in the Great Bath designs

building, they are all made of shell No 3 8, from Enclosure 50, Block 1 ,
L Area, is of especial

interest, as its centre has not been fretted out, though otherwise it appears to be finished I

do not know of its occurrence outside India, in either its simple or more complex form, unless

It be the same motif that occurs at Knossos and is said to represent the seed-vessel of the

stlphum, an umbelliferous plant which is supposed to be extinft, but “ whose nearest

available comparison is said by Evans to be supplied by the narthex of north Kashmir ” ®

Very much the same device is seen on the side of an antelope on a copper tablet Animal

(PI CXVIII, 3), and also on a rhinoceros (PI CXVII, 7) Represented as it is on animals markings

of two separate species it cannot be intended for a natural marking Perhaps this symbol

was painted on the living animal as a decoration, as are the various painted devices that adorn

^ Mem Dil en Terse, t xiii, pi n, fig i
,

pi vii, fig i
,

pi xv, fig 4 ,
pi xxi

^ Mem Del en Perse, t xvi, pi vi, fig ioi,andpl xxi, fig 314, t viii, p 5 > 9 > P
® M^m Del en Perse, t xii, p 94, fig 65, and p 91, fig 42

* According to Herzfeld this cross motif is found on painted pottery m Iran as late as 2000 b c lUuHrated London

News, 1st June, 1929, fig ii

® Ward, C'fhnder Seals of WeSlem Asia, pp 184-92

® But see Mem Arch Sure) Ind

,

No 37, pi x\i, DN d 28, for an example of this motif from northern

Baluchiilan

’ Evans, Palace of Minos, vol 1, p 515, fig 375 It is possible that the motif was introduced into the Weft

from Elam by the Kassites

® It is found in the Firft Dynafty of Egypt and in inlay work from the royal tombs of Ur
® Evans, Palace of Minos, vol 1, pp 284—5 Sir Arthur Evans points out that the motif, as well as occurring

in the Knossian signary, is also found on coins of Cyrene, for which also see reference above The resemblance is

especially close to the markings on the two objefts piftured as Nos to and 12 in Pi Cl VII of this work
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Nos 65, 66, and 67 are all of shell and may be unfinished specimens, though No 67 is an
especially common shape at Mohenjo-daro The latter has been included amongst the shell

inlay as it seems to belong nowhere else It could hardly have been used as a finger-ring
owing to its thinness, in addition to which there is insufficient room for the finger No 65
comes from Room 2

,
Block 6, Sedfion C, DK Area

A variety of inlay work is illuftrated in PI CLVI, a-5 These pieces of shell seem to Shell segments
have once decorated handles in a similar manner to the pieces of shell which were ftrung
on ^lout copper wire alternately with similar shaped pieces of some other material to form
certain wand-like objefts found in early Sumer and Elam ^

No 2 (VS 2187) IS unfinished and unperforated It is i 05 inches in diameter and
061 inch thick It is heavily grooved both on the top and base, so that a wavy appearance
of the edge is produced Level, 5 feet below surface House XXII, VS Area

No 3 (VS 2 1 82) IS a similar piece, but perforated It is o 5 1 inch thick and the diameter

of its hole is o 39 inch Level, 4 ft 6 in below surface Stru6lure XVII, VS Area
No 4 (HR 210) is only a fragment of a once finished piece It is i inch high and its

estimated diameter is o 6 inch The thickness of its wall is o 2 inch Level, 8 feet below
surface

No 5 (B 441) IS well preserved and measures o 37 inch high The diameter of its hole

IS o 33 inch Level, 4 feet below surface It was found in Room 5, Block 3, Seftion B,

DK Area

All these objedts were cut from the columella of the shell, and the grooves on the top and

base were made with a saw before the piece was perforated Those pieces which were finished

were always very carefully made and polished, except on the top and base, where they would

have been covered Articles of very similar shape, made of white pa^e and coated with

a red slip to simulate carnelian, are illustrated in PI CLVII, 10 and 12®

Animal figures in shell or any other kind of inlay were apparently not made at Animal

Mohenjo-daro, though they are frequently found in Babylonia, where it might almoSt be said

that animal and human devices were as common as floral or other designs To cut a figure m
shell IS a difficult piece of work

,
it was for this reason, perhaps, that animal designs were not

used in inlay work by the people of the Indus Valley Civilization

A few shells with their excrescences smoothed off and the columella removed seem to Shell

have been used as receptacles for water Occasionally, the smooth surface of the shell was receptacles

ornamented with small concentric circles made with a drill, and in one case two of these

placed near the apex of the shell were apparently intended to represent eyes (HR 3157?

PI CLVI, 25)
3 This laft objeft measures 4 inches long and was found in Fir^l Street

of the HR Area, at a depth of 5 feet below the surface of the ground In Sumer similarly

smoothed shells were used as drinking cups or for libations or ablutions,^ and sometimes

with accretions as lamps ®

A partially finished piece of cut shell illustrated in PI CLVI, 14 is i 95 inches long Unfimshed

This interesting fragment (HR 1828) was perhaps intended for the eye of a Statue, for an object

eye has. been diStindtly incised upon it and the piece has been carefully rounded on one side

to follow Its outline This fragment of shell is o 2 inch thick, and it has been partially sawn

1 Mem D// en Perse, t i, p 121, fig 21:3 , t vii, p 102, figs 330 and 331

® For these undulating rings see supra, pp 61-3 —[Ed ]

^ These eyes do not appear in the illustration

^ E g ,
at Kish For a good eiample, also decorated with eyes, see Mackay, A Sumerian Palace, etc

,

pt 11,

pi ixxvni, fig 3

® Woolley, Artt^uaries’ Journal, vol viii, pi vii, fig 2
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it$ coc^j rormin^ it Cfoo^c o o-t inch wide Lc\clj 8 feet belo^^ surfuce

HolISc III, BIocI- c, Scflion A, HR Aren

'lucre IS one cximplc of n jnr-sloppcr (DK 1602) mndc from a piece of shell This is

lUusImtca in PI CLA I, 6 Though somewhat roughl} finished, this objeft with its long

'ih-’nl muPw ha\e ndminbh sened its purpose It is i 72 inches long and was found 4 feet

below the surface, in Chamber 7, House XII, Block 4, Seftion B, DK Area

^AIE^CE D Paste (PI CLV, 43, 68, and 69 ,
PI CLVII, 13-53)

1 hat the art of glazing flounshed at Mohenjo-daro is proved by the number of pieces

that ha\c been found Unfortunately, some of them are so broken that it is difficult to

determine wh-'t thc\ once were, but some of the better preserved pieces are illustrated in

PI CLVII, 13-53
Only a aery few pieces of faience inlay, howe\cr, have been discovered In moSl

cases they arc quite unlike the pieces of inlay made ofshell, though occasionally the shell patterns

were copied, c g ,
PI CLV, 43, and PI CLVII, 34 'This piece of inlay measures o i inch

thick and has bevelled edges which were intended to key it well into the subSlance in which

It was set It is made of a soft paStc coated with a glaze, which is now light green in colour

No 68 in PI CLV is a long piece of faience which is flat below and slightly rounded

above The upper curvature of the piece sufficed to key it firmly in its setting

No 69 in PI CLV (sec also PI CLVII, 31) is o 25 inch thick Its upper surface,

which IS flat, IS decorated with incised parallel lines set obliquely It is made of pafte and

Aill shows traces of the original glaze, which is now light green m colour It was fir^l of all

thought that, as this piece is decorated on both sides, it could not be a piece of inlay As,

however, it is unperforated, it could hardly have been used for any other purpose Being

made in a mould, like all the faience objefts, it is possible that both sides were decorated so

that after glazing the better side could be placed uppermost The grooving of the underside

would then have scrvxd to key it in position * Room 12, Block 3, Seftion B, DK Area

In PI CLVII, No 13 (DK 3002), wffiich is 2 15 inches wide, appears to be the cover of a

bo\ Onlv the decorated top is shown, the underside being similar to that shown in No 14
The thici ness of the cov er is o 15 inch, or, including a slight edging that formerly ran round all

four sides, o 4 inch The design upon it was a favourite motif It is found on pieces of shell

inlav and on the faience nosc-ftuds seen in PI CLII, 7 and 8 Level, i ft 6 in below surface

Room 9, House IV, Block 2, Seftion B, DK Area
No 14 (DK 1818) IS a fragment of a similar cover, which is decorated with a simple

dtsign of incised parallel lines set dose together and apparently once filled in with a white
p-’vlc Level, 3 feet below surface Room 15, House XII, Block 4, Seftion B, DK Area

Both these covers seem to have been backed inside with a canvas-like material, whose
imprc‘'sion is shown in No 14 This backing muft have been used to hold together tlie pafte
of which thev were made preparatory to glazing them It was burnt away in the kiln

1 he surface glaze has almoft disappeared from both covers, though traces of the original

blue or green ftill remain here and there In each case the glaze penetrated well into the
pns‘c fn-ming a hard, but somewhat brittle material No 13 has a minute hole on cither side
of the unbrolcn corner, perhaps for a ftring hinge

No 15 (DK 2256), which is 1 8 inches long, is a fragment of a cover of a box Its

It tenor rurfacc shows that the light green, vitreous paftc of which it is made w'as laid on

' C.Ti'-jrc m s^3p« wih fig 423, p 120, t vii, of Mf- Dll er Perse
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a foundation of some woven material, as is the case with Nos 13 and 14 The edge of the
cover IS rather deeper than usual, 1 e

, 025 inch The outside of the edge is decorated with
scored parallel lines placed obliquely Level, i ft 6 in below surface Room 1 7,
Block 3, Seftion B, DK Area

No 16 (DK 2691) is a fragment of a small piece of inlay, flat and plain on one side and
scored with lines on the other It is made of a vitreous pakte and is light blue in colour
Level, 3 feet below surface From between Blocks i and 2, Sedlion B, DK Area

Nos 17 and 18 (DK 2992) illuftrate a hollow, cone-shaped objeft with a small rounded
head, measuring i 27 inches high and i 2 inches in diameter at the base Inside there is

a flat projeftion with a small hole in it to enable it, perhaps, to be sewn to a garment This
objedl, which is now of a light-green tint, closely resembles the conical gold objefl No 2
seen in PI CXLVIII at the top of Photograph A Level, i ft 6 in below surface

Block I, Seftion B, DK Area
No 1 9 (HR 1 546) IS I 1 5 inches high and o i inch in diameter at its base A hole Paste inlay

runs through it, of equal diameter—o 45 inch—throughout On the upper part of the

objeft there are three horizontal grooves, each of which is o i inch m diameter and about the

same in depth These grooves were doubtless intended to contain a pafte inlay The use

of this objeft, which is too short to have served as a handle, is uncertain Its glaze is now
apple-green in colour, and was evidently overfired Level, 7 ft 6 in below surface From
space between Houses III and VI, Sedion A, HR Area

No 20 (L 809) IS a glazed spacer of unusual shape, which ftill shows traces of the original

glaze, now green in colour This bead, which is o 8 inch m diameter and o 2 inch thick,

was found juft above the second pavement of Chamber 59, L Area It is also illuftrated

inPl CXLVII, 10

No 21 (DK 2172) is a fragment of what may have been a cover, 2 66 inches m diameter

and o 2 inch thick It is made of a vitreous pafte, now light green m colour Room 14,

Block 2, Seftion B, DK Area

No 22 (DM 132) IS a fragment of a glazed bangle which is fluted on the outside It is Bracelet

of a greenish-blue colour right through its thickness The pafte of which it is made is vitreous

in nature and pitted with air-holes Level, 4 feet below surface Stupa Seftion, SD Area

The surface ofNo 23 (HR 3465), which is a piece of white pafte, has an indefinite design Convoluted

carved upon it that is somewhat reminiscent of the trefoil pattern on certain of the beads pattern

and on the cloak of the fteatite figure seen in PI XCVIII A number of these pieces were

found, averaging o 25 inch m thickness, but no joins could be made Judging from their

flatness, they may have once formed part of a box They were found at a depth of 8 feet in

Firft Street of the HR Area, and are probably of Intermediate date

No 24 (DM 393) Fragment of a piece of inlay Base plain and upper surface scoied Lozenge

with diagonal lines forming a lozenge pattern Light green, vitreous pafte Level, i foot pattern

below surface Stupa Seftion, SD Area

No 25 (HR 5718) o inch high This is a solid piece of pafte ornamented with

horizontal grooved rings that probably once held a pafte inlay The objeft has a red coating

suggeftive of a glaze
,

it may have been a gamesman ^ Level, 6 ft 3 in below surface

Room 37, House XXI, Block 4, Seftion B, HR Area

No 26 (SD 717) IS a portion of a small faience vase made of a green, vitreous pafte

This piece was found in one of the cells on the southern side of the Great Bath Level,

5 feet below surface

^ Or perhaps a baetylic amulet See supra, p 61 —[Ed]
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No 27 (HR 769) IS a fragment of glaze, now apple-green in colour, that may have been

a piece of inlay or the side of a box It measures i 9 inches in length by o 1 5 inch in thickness

Its very fine moulding gives an idea of the capabilities of the workers in faience at

Mohenjo-daro Level, 5 feet below surface House I, Block I, A Seftion, HR Area

No 28 (DK 1818) IS a portion of a plaque-like objeft of a green, vitreous paftc, full of

blow-holes, measuring 2 05 inches long and o 1 7 inch thick The reverse is flat and

unornamented, whereas the upper surface is deeply scored with parallel lines Level, 3 feet

below surface Room 1 5, Block 4, Seftion B, DK Area

No 29 (HR 2665) IS again a portion of a plaque of a very vitreous, light blue pafte full

of blow-holes It measures i 9 inches wide and o 3 inch thick Its reverse is flat and plain,

and one corner is missing The upper surface is ornamented with oblique incised lines which

form a series of lozenges Level, 7 feet below surface House IX, Block 3, Seftion A,

HR Area

No 30 (HR 2929) is a fragment of vitreous pa^Ie, light green in colour and o 3 inch

thick It IS decorated on both sides with oblique incised lines Level, 3 feet below surface

House X, Sedtion B, HR Aiea

No 31 (DK 2730), which is of white pafte with traces on its surface of a light green

glaze, measures 2 25 inches long by o 25 inch thick As in the case of No 30, both surfaces

are adorned with oblique lines (See also PI CLV, 69 )
Level, 4 feet below surface

Room 12, Block 3, Seftion B, DK Area

Both these objedls are presumably pieces of inlay, especially No 30, whose edge is

bevelled The advantage of scoring both sides is that, after glazing, the better side could be

placed uppcrmoll; and the less successful hidden in the cement of the setting

Nos 32 and 33 (C 3063 and DK 1933) are two small faience vessels which are also

illustrated in PI Cl, 10 and 8, respedlively They are described in Chapter XX on Stone

and Faience Vessels

No 34 (SD 1535) IS also illustrated in line in PI CLV, 43, and has already been

described

No 35 (VS 990) IS part of a cover-like objeft, which was formerly about 3 inches in

diameter and o 2 inch thick Its base is flat and the upper surface roughly decorated with
incised lines It is made of a soft spongy paSte bearing traces of a glaze which is now apple-

green in colour Level, 3 feet below surface

No 36 (SD 2040) IS a spindle-whorl made of a vitreous paSte which is light blue in colour

and glazed in blue and white, the latter of which may possibly have once been green It is

described in Chapter XXIV on Household Objedls, Tools, and Implements Level, 4 feet

below surface ^ From outside western wall of Block 7, Southern Buildings Sedlion

No 37 (DK 2562) IS again a fragment of a plaque-hke objedt of a green, vitreous padle,

measuring 2 05 inches wide by o 15 inch thick Its lower surface is flat and the upper part
deeply scored with parallel lines Level, 3 feet below surface Street between Blocks r

and 2, Sedtion B, DK Area
No 38 (DK 2256) IS a piece of a plaque, or a fragment of inlay, of some kind of vitreous

pa^te, light blue in colour It measures i 7 inches in length and o 25 inch m thickness
Level, I ft 6 in below surface Room 17, Block 3, Sedtion B, DK Area

No 39 (DM 226) is a very curious objedl, i 7 inches wide by o 23 inch thick The
two ends are missing It consists of five tube-like pieces of faience joined together, the

^ The blue on another piece of faience (HR 5842) was found to contain no trace of copper Mr Sana Ullah
suggeils that cobalt was used for the darker blue

t
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internal diameter of each tube being 015 inch An exadlly similar objeft, but 5lill more badly
broken, is seen in No 46 Both objedls were made of a sandy-lookmg white pa^le with traces
here and there on the surface of a light blue or green glaze The holes in these objedls are
much too small to hold an eye-paint, as did somewhat similar objefts in ancient Eg}pt, nor
do they contain any trace of colour They are perhaps beads or spacers of unusual size

Level, 1 2 feet below surface Stupa Seftion, SD Area
No 40 (DK 2948), which is a well-made spindle-whorl of a light blue, vitreous pafte,

is again described in Chapter XXIV on Household Objedls, Tools, and Implements As in

the case of No 36, glazes of two different colours were used on this whorl, one blue and
the other probably green, which has now faded to white Level, 3 feet below surface Street

between Blocks i and 2, Seftion B, DK Area
No 41 (SD 1894) and No 47 (SD 1231) are similar spindle-whorls, which were both

made of a soft white pa^e coated with a glaze which has faded to a light blue colour They also

are discussed in the chapter on Household Objefts, etc No 4 1 was found in the clay packing
between the two piers on the northern side of the Great Bath at a level of 6 feet below the

surface No 47 comes from one of the cells on the eaftern side of the same Bath Level,

6 feet below surface

No 42 (HR 5536) measures i 65 inches across and is o i inch thick The reverse is

flat and undecorated The glaze would seem to have once been green in colour This

objeft, which is a fragment of a larger piece of inlay, was found 6 feet below the surface of

the ground Room 8, House XVIII, Block 4, HR Area

No 43 (HR 4967) measures o 7 inch wide Both ends are missing The reverse is

flat and plain, the obverse rounded and fluted It is made of a vitreous pafte which is now
white in colour Level, 6 feet below surface Room 95, House XIII, Block 2, Seftion B,

HR Area

No 44 (HR 3607) is a fragment of a spindle-whorl that formerly measured i 7 inches

in diameter Its reverse is flat and its obverse slightly rounded The hole in its centre to

accommodate the spindle is o 15 inch in diameter It was made of a soft white pa^te

covered with a light blue glaze Level, 3 feet below surface Room 97, House XIII,

Block 2, Sedlion B, HR Area

No 45 (HR 5837) measures o 85 inch wide One end is perfeft and the other missing

This objeft is a piece of inlay very similar to No 43 Its flat base and rounded lower portion

are provided with small holes to take a fine wire which helped to secure the inlay in the cement

in which It was once set ^ It is made of a vitreous paile that is now an apple-green colour

Level, 7 feet below surface Room 44, House XXIX, Block 5, Sedlion B, HR Area

No 46 (SD 1397), which measures i 8 inches wide and 04 inch thick, is similar to

No 39 Both sides are missing The small hole running through each pipe-like seftion

IS o 1 5 inch m diameter From one of the cells on the ea^ern side of the Great Bath Level,

6 feet below surface

No 48 (SD 427) is a fragment of a bangle made of a vitreous, greenish-blue pa^le The

bangle was originally 3 inches in diameter by o 3 inch thick, and is ornamented on the outside

with a herring-bone pattern Level, 4 feet below surface

No 49 (HR 4628) Fragment of a small faience vase made of a white pa^le It ^lill

shows traces of its original green or blue glaze Level, 4 feet below surface From the

open space, south of House XLVIII, Block 6, Seftion B, HR Area

No 50 (HR 5804) This IS a portion of a bead of cylindrical form, measuring o 5 inch

Whorls

Bracelet

’ The same procedure was adopted in early Sumer Hall and Woolley, AI ‘Ubatd, pi imtiii
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Analysis

Vitreous slabs

in diameter Its sides are fluted Made of a sandy-lookmg, white pa^le with traces of a glaze

of greenish colour Level, 2 feet below surface

No 51 (HR 5565) A fragment of a bangle made of a light green vitreous pafte

High Street, N E of House I, Seftion A, HR Area Level, 2 feet below surface

No 52 (HR 5894) Cylindrical bead with fluted sides, measuring i 2 inches long by

o 5 inch in diameter Made of a soft grey pafte that was formerly covered with a glaze

Level, 9 feet below surface Rooms i and 13, House XXIII, Block 2, Sedlion B, HR Area

No 53 (HR 2724) Hollow, cone-shaped objeft, measuring o 9 inch high Possibly

the base of a model vase or offering-^land There is a hole o i inch in diameter through the

^lem that communicates with the concave base It is made of a vitreous pa^Ie of a light

green colour Level, 5 feet below surface From weftern side of Firil Street, HR Area

Vitreous Paste

In the above descriptions of the faience and pafte objedls illustrated in PI CLVII,
a vitreous paSIe has been alluded to as well as ordinary faience This vitreous paSle resembles

glass in some lespefts It has a smooth frafture and when examined through a magnifying

glass frequently shows a number of air or blow-holes It is opaque and is therefore not

a variet) of porcelain It shows no evident impurities or admixture, as would be the case if

a paSle had been mixed with an ordinary adhesive to strengthen it

I give below the analysis of a sample of this vitreous paSte by Mr Sana Ullah,

Archteoiogical ChemiSt in India —
Per cent

Silica 88 12

Alumina 3 2

Ferric oxide i 82

Calcium Oxide i 26

Alkali Oxides 5 04

Cupric Oxide o 46

Total 99 90

The compounds were fired to about 1 200° C
Another analysis made by Dr Hamid of a fragment of a small jar, light blue in colour

and made of this vitreous paSte (HR 3572), is as follows —

Silica

Per cent

8590
Ferric oxide and aluraim 674
Lime I 73

Magnesia 0 38

Mkalie® 3 70

Oxide of copper 0 46

Loss on Ignition I 49

Total 100 40

VS 195 is a fragment of an irregularly shaped slab of this vitreous material, of a cierulean

blue colour The paSte had evidently been poured when in a viscous condition on to some
flat surface, to which it had never adhered The upper part of the slab is slightly rounded
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and puckered m places owing to cooling It was 025 inch thick, but its original dimensions
cannot be obtained

Another piece of vitreous pa^le (VS 1636) was also formerly a part of a similar slab

It is illustrated in PI CLIV, 2 and 3 It now measures i 3 inches wide and 022 inch thick
,

the original length of the slab is not known The fragment has the same general appearance

as VS 195, but IS of slightly lighter colour It also has a rounded upper surface
,

but

Its base is flat and it was evidently poured out, or lifted when hot, on to a wire ('*) screen, whose
impression is clearly seen Contradlion would have separated the slab from the metal as

it cooled

The following is an analysis of VS 195 that was made by Dr Hamid —

Silica

Per cent

8466
Ferric oaide and alumina 6 31

Lime I 40

Magnesia trace

Alkalies 00

Oxide oi copper 097
loss on Ignition 1 18

Total 100 00

These two slabs are very similar in composition to the finished objefts of vitreous pafte Mode of use

Possibly they were intended to be ground to a powder, like the modern enamels, and used

for glazing purposes after a little soda had been added to serve as a flux In pradlice, however,

it was found that after grinding up a sample from the slab it was difficult to make the resulting

powder adhere properly to a piece of ^eatite This difficulty, of making such a powder
adhere to the objeft to be glazed while being dried and before fusing, could have been

overcome in several ways, as, for example, by mixing certain oils with the powder which

volatilize at a high temperature, leaving no trace behind them ^ Again, these slabs may have

been heated in a flame to a semi-fluid condition and applied in that ^late to cover such articles

as pottery beads and the like A subsequent and prolonged heating of an objeft so treated

would result in the glaze flowing freely over it It appears to me that bead No 50 in

PI CXLVI was made in this way “

An interesting piece of vitreous paSle is illuSlrated in PI CLIX, 3 (HR 5843) This Inlay

IS a fragment of a vase of light blue paSte The surface was incised with a knife decoration

to a depth of about 015 inch, to form a pattern consisting of a broad band placed

between borders of three narrower bands on either side But no attempt was made to ensure

any great accuracy in the width of the bands The incisions were filled in with a paSte that

is now white, and this filling was then carefully pared down to make it exadtly level with the

surface of the vase itself The vase was then fired at a high temperature Both the paSle

of the filling and that of the vase itself were made of a fine, gritty-looking subSlance that seems

to have been plentifully mixed with a glaze ^ The resulting subSlances are opaque, vitreous

materials with pittings here and there that are probably due to escaping gases This particular

piece resembles the many objefts of vitreous pa^Ie that have been found at Mohenjo-daro

^ I would mftance pear-seed oil, frequently used for enamels at the present day

- See Chap XXVI, p 516, for a description of this bead

^ For a description of the preparation of frits in Egypt, see Petrie, Arts ard Crafts oj Indent Fg\pt, pp 116-17

Also Lucas, Anaent Egyptian Materials, chap 11
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and Harappl save for the inlay of another colour It was unearthed from House XXXII,
Block 5, Seftion B, HR Area, at a level of 2 ft 4 in below the surface

Resemblance to The outward resemblance of this fragment to an opaque glass is very close
,
and

glass it was probably ^lill more so when the vessel w'as fir^l made, foi its colours have now faded

badly owing to age and the salty nature of the soil in which it was found But the granular

nature of its pafte proves it definitely not to be a glass

Faicnci

Body The ordinary articles of faience arc composed of a white or greyish pailc coated with

a glaze, which, presumably owing to the aftion of salt or damp, has generally faded to a light

blue or green This paftc is granular in appearance and sometimes contains black specks,

which may be the carbonized remains of an adhesive that it was sometimes found necessary to

introduce to hold the pa^tc together before it was dipped 111, or painted with the glaze and fired

From external examination two faience objefts, both from the DK Area, the fir^l being

a broken-seated human figurine and the second the base of a small vessel, appeared to ha\c

been moulded from a cryftalhnc, siliceous material like the faience of ancient Egypt
Dr Hamid reports, however, that the body materia] of these two objefts is ilcatitc, which

has all the appearance of having been artificially crushed The technique of moulding,

glazing, and firing in this particular ease mu^l have been essentially the same as in other

faience objcdls The relatively small proportion of water is significant, as it shows the cffcdl

of heat

Dr Hamid’s analysis of this mo^l intcrc^Iing composition is given below —
Bai' Future

Per cent Per cent

Silica 57 99 57 23

Oxides o( Iron ' and Aluminium 485 3 69

Lime 43« 639
Magnesia 27 20 28 99
Alhalics 3 54 1 88

Oxide of Copper i 09 c 46

Loss on Ignition 2 01 i 36

Totals TOO 99 TOO 00

Egyptian There has always been some doubt as to the material of the body used in the faience of
faience ancient Egypt It has been Elated to be sand, pow'dcred sand, carved sandstone, powdered

quartz rock, ground quartz pebbles, etc- But whatever the material used, it always contains

over 90 per cent of silica Mr Lucas is of the opinion that crushed white quartz sand was
the material employed * No analyses have yet been made, to my knowdedge, of early

Babylonian faience

It IS questionable whether any added silicate had sufficient adhesive power to hold
together the powdered Steatite before it was fired ^ Possibly, the objeft could have been
extracted from its mould while Still damp and, after being coated with the glaze, was heated

^ The whole of the iron iv expressed as Ferne 0\idc
=> IhJ, p 33

- Lucas, Ancierl Eg^ptiar: Matrna/s, pp 32 and 33
^

It has since been proved bj experiment that it does
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slowly in an increasing temperature until the fusing of the glaze firmly bound the whole mass
together

I do not think that the use of powdered ^leatite as a body material has ever been detefted

in the faience of Egypt Objefts cut from solid ftone and then glazed are extremely

common even in the earlieft times in that country, and we find the same process frequently

praftised at Mohenjo-daro From a technical point of view, the employment of ground
fteatite in place of carved ^featite marks a great advance in craftsmanship

,
it enabled objefts

to be readily duplicated in moulds with little expenditure of time or trouble ^

Though faience objedls were commonly moulded of this powdered ^leatite, it was found
necessary to do a certain amount of work to them before the glaze was applied The material

IS too coarse to be run into the moulds in a fluid ^late
,

instead, it had to be pressed in Fine

details, such as the hair in the case of animal figures, were inclined to lose their sharpness m
such a process, and it was found necessary to touch them up with some kind of tool

In those objefts whose glaze is well preserved it is found to be smooth and thin in the

majority of cases, with no evidence of the over-firing that produces a slightly matt and even

pitted surface

We do not find the beautiful blues and greens that are so well known in Egypt
,
but this

IS probably due to the exceptionally high proportion of salt in the soil of Mohenjo-daro

An interefting piece of faience is shown in PI CLIX, 4 This is part of a small jar

(A 129) The paile of which it was made is a coarse, friable material, which was fir^f bound

together by some other material than the glaze Its surface was then covered with a thin glaze,

now light blue in colour, and ornamented by thin bands of a purplish-black These bands

were merely painted on the surface of the glaze, so thickly that they he well above the surface

of the jar Judging from its texture and colour, this pamt seems to consist: of a frit coloured

with manganese Its present raised and blobby appearance may be due to fear on the part

of the maker of the jar that over-firing would cause the bands to run and mix with one another

Dr Hamid, who examined this fragment for me, Elates “ The dark bands consist

of an easily fusible silicate glaze which owes its purple-black colour to the presence of

manganese It also contains iron which was probably present along with manganese in the

natural ore employed as pigment It was possible to prepare a sample for analysis from the

interior of the body which seemed particularly fiee from glaze No copper could be detefted

in It It contains only traces of iron The material is neither ^leatite nor pottery From

a preliminary analysis its composition seems similar to that of the material described as vitreous

pa^le, though it is softer m nature and free from glaze
”

Level, 3 feet below the surface Room 13, Block i, Seftion A, DK Area

Powdered
steatite

Moulding

Colours

Painted glaze

Description

Glazed Pottery

Two very interefting glazes covered the bead found in Room 18, House XV, Block 2, Pottery bead

Seftion B, HR Area (HR 5026), that is illuftrated in PI CXLVI, 50 It was at firfb thought

that this bead was entirely made of glass, but a closer examination proved it to be

pottery thickly coated with two coloured glazes, brown and white While the brown is only

a thin covering, the white glaze extends to a good depth in the body of the bead ^ The former

^ Though we have as yet found no moulds at Mohenjo-daro, it is certain that they were extensively employed m
the manufafture of faience objefts

^ See p 116 supra
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seems to have been colomcd with some form of iron ' I^r Himid has ainijstd this iicid as

follows —
Pclten I'liif Eh hte

of head

Per cent Per cent

Silica 71 12 Silica 86 28

Alumina 927 Alumina and Iron On !c 00

Iron Oxide 10 91 I inic 2 35

Lime I 77 Maj ncsia o-6i

Magnesia ' 55 ScKla I 21

Soda and Potash 3 77 Po’aili nil

Loss on Ignition 1 69 I 0 V m ignilim 205

Total 100 oS I otal too if

The two sherds ilhi^lntcd in PI Cl IX, t and z, look icr) hie copies of mosaic class,

though no true glass has as )ct been found either at Harapp"i or Mohenjo-daro Both arc

made of a hght-grej claj of medium thicl ness, veil baled and lairl) tough ^ The darl

,

alas') markings arc a purplish-black slip, vhich has been proved to contain manganese It

seems that these two pieces of potten were fir^l of all coated vith this dark slip and then washed

over with a glaze, but, before firing, the latter was pariialh removed with a comb-lil cin-llrumcnt

so as to leave a wav') pattern This is in unusual technique, but it is seen on a painted potter)

sherd lately found at Kish b) M Watclin ‘ On this sherd, also, a dark-coloured slip was

painted and was subsequent!) partial!; removed 111 exadl) the same va\ and with ver) similar

results, except that the colour of the ground is different owing to the v are in this case being

drab in colour I am inclined to think that the sherd from Kish is of much the same date as

the two pieces from Mohenjo-daro

As some doubt had been cast on the possibilit) of these two pieces being glazed, the) were

sent to Dr H J Plenderleith, of the British Museum, for further examination, and his report

IS given in Appendix II (p 692)
Owing to their resemblance to some modern ware, these two pieces of glazed potter)

were at firil suspeft, but during the season 1928—29 I have obtained certain proof that the)

arc the work of the Indus Vallc) Civilization b) the fortunate find of a third sherd of the same
technique and colouring at an earl) level in the DK Area “

No I in PI CLIX (VS 195) was found at a depth of 2 feet below the surface of the

ground m the VS Area, and No 2 (HR 1 1 14) it a depth of 5 feet in the HR Area The
third sherd comes from the north-weil corner of House I, Block i, Sc6fion A, HR Area

These four sherds, which, it should be noted, came from different parts of Mohenjo-daro,
appear to be the oldeil examples of glazed potter) that have as )Ct been found in an) countr)

' The colour mv; hwc been green in the firA place, sub'cqucntl; ageing to brown
- The term “glaze”, here as aacll as in some other places, is used rather loosclj for want of a better name fo-

this subflance, avhich though glassj in appearance is not a true glass—ancient glasses being csscnuallj 'oda lime 'ihcatc.

It ma> be that in certain eases vsatcr 'aturated with carbonic aad is responsible for the rcmoial of mofl of the alfcahs

“ A certain amount of coarse white sand or quartz is present in the paflc as well as a considerable amount of

dirt, some of which has the appearance of charcoal

* Now in the Ashmolcan Museum, vs here itis Aated to base been found in Area C, Kish, in 19:9 Tins painted

'herd shows no trace of glaze and it was tlic paint that vs as removed
•* This season (1929-30) has produced a fourth fragment, also from a loss level

I
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Early History of Faience, Vitreous Paste, and Glass

Though we do not yet know with certainty in what country faience was invented, the
arch-Eological evidence it present available would seem to accord this honour to Egypt, where
the glazing of various kinds of pastes as well as of ilone was praftised as early as pre-Dyna^lic
times It IS possible, however, that the art was introduced into that country from the Eaft
Faience beads firil appear in what is known as the second civilization of the pre-Dynaftic period

of Eg)'pt, which commenced about Sequence Date 38 Petrie would date this between 10000
and 8000 B c but others bring its latter end down to approximately 3400 b c ^ This question

need not be discussed here, though in view of the faft that it mu^l be referred to again later

on, I would like to ^late that in my opinion a date between the two given appears to be more
probable

The glazing of beads and other objedls made of faience was certainly praftised in very

early times in Mesopotamia, for a number of faience articles were found at Jemdet Nasr near

Kish,® in association a\ith painted ware that has very close affinities with the painted pottery

of Musyan and of Susa II The date of this site and its painted pottery is ^lill open to

qucilion, but there can be no doubt that it is as old as, if not older than, the pre-Dynaftic

period of Egypt I would m)self date it as early as 4000 n c
,
if not some time before that *

In Elam also, faience is associated with painted pottery and was made in very early times

It was probably fir^l manufadlured at about the same time as in Mesopotamia, for that the

two countries were once occupied by similar civilizations is ^Irongly suggested by the

many similarities in their painted wares

In the lower levels of Anau in Turkestan, faience is represented by a solitary bead which

vas found at the level of Culture III ® But possibly the salty nature of the soil at that site

may be responsible for the wholesale deilruftion of glaze ® In the mixed layers, however,

and also in association with the pottery of the younger culture of the South Kurgan at Anau,

Pumpclly found fragments of faience which consisted of a glaze covering a white sandy body
,

these he compares with Eg)'ptian faience From the circumstances of their occurrence he

w’as unable to deduce their aftual provenance, though he definitely Slates that the possibility

of their being of modern or mediaeval origin is not to be entertained ’’

The presence of the one bead in an early level by no means proves that faience was

manufadlurcd by the inhabitants of Anau This solitar)' specimen may quite conceivably

have been imported Nevertheless, one suspedts that even in early times the people of that

site were well acquainted with faience ornaments, as the use of this material was so

general in the Near and Middle EaSl

As the glazed objcdls illuSlratcd in these volumes prove, faience was extensively

manufadlured in the Indus Valley
,
we find it as frequently in the lower as in the higher levels

^ Petne, PrehtSione Egypt, p 5

~ Peake and Plcurc, PneSls and Kings, p 34
® Mj account of these is shortly to be published bj tlic Field Museum, Chicago

* Langdon places the date of Jemdet Nasr about 3500 B c (Oxford Editions of Cuneiforn Texts, vol vii, p 111),

and Gadd the date of A.-anni padda of the rirfl DynaAy of Ur about 3100 b c at the earliest (Hall and Woolley,

Al'Ulaid, p 140) If, however, we compare the aery archaic signs on the Jemdet Nasr tablets with the

considerably more de\ eloped aaritmg on the inscriptions of A-anni-padda, 40° years does not seem to me to be enough

to allow for the difference between the two ilylcs of writing

“ Pumpelly, Explorations in TiirkeHan (1904), \ol 1, p 160, pi 42, fig 8

' In certain soils glare entirely disappears

t Pumpelly, Explorations in TurkeSlan, vol 1, p 173
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And it IS ju^ as common at Harappi as it is at Mohcnjo-daro Wc have provisionallj dated

some of the lower levels of Mohenjo-daro to 3^5® ® ^ j
there is no reason to doubt that

faience will also occur in lower strata ^till at correspondingly earlier dates

A few glazed beads wcie found by Mr Hargreaves at Nil in central Ihluchi-ftln

associated with painted pottery ^ There is, however, some doubt about the date of this

pottery
,

Sir Aurel Stem is inclined to legard it as later rather than prior to the painted pottery

of the Indus Valley Civilization, despite the faft that its thinness and certain details of its

decoration bring it into line with some of the painted pottery of Susa I
-

That faience as well as a kind of vitreous pa^le was known in Crete as earl) as the period

EM II (approximately 2800-2500 bc) is proved by the finding of glazed beads and

a faience bowl which was unearthed at Mochlos => It is generally concluded that the art of

glazing was introduced into Crete from Egypt in the fir^l place, and that later its manufadlurc

became eftablished in the island itself The colour is a pale bluish-green resembling that in

use during the early dynasties of Egypt, with which it can bc correlated in point of time

It is only in compaiativcly late times that faience was manufadlurcd in Europe, whither

It seems to have been introduced indircdlly from Eg)pt Certain segmented glazed beads

very similar to those illustrated in PI CXLVI, 28-30, have been found both in Egypt

and Crete, dated in the former countr)’^ as early as the eleventh dynaSl)—the) arc also

common in the eighteenth dynaSt)—and in Crete to Period M M III—L M III The same

form of glazed bead has been found in man) parts of Europe, including Wiltshire and even

Scotland, and it is thought that in the British Isles they became a local manufafturc Sir

Arthur Evans has devoted especial attention to this type of bead, of which a number arc

illustrated in his firSl book on Knossos *

Taking into consideration the age of the faience objefls found in the different countries,

the available evidence points to cither Egypt or Mesopotamia, with w'hich I include Elam,
as being the original home of faience And owing to the large number of articles of this

material that occur in Egypt, the honour of having invented faience has generally been

conceded to that countiy But it should bc remembered that at present wc know a great

deal about the archaeological hiSlory of that country and but little about that of Mesopotamia
or Elam The fadl that faience was common at jemdet Nasr, which up to the present is

the earheSt site that has been excavated there, and which from the nature of its painted pottery

appears to be of a date prior to the pre-DynaSlic period of Egypt, suggcSls, indeed, that the

Egyptians borrowed the craft from cither Mesopotamia or Elam
I cannot think that faience was invented independently in both Mesopotamia and Egy'pt

Its manufadlure is a somewhat elaborate process and requires great attention to detail, fir^l

in the preparation of the glaze, then in its application, and finally in firing it in a muffle or
kiln Taking all this into consideration, it seems much more probable that the craft originated
somewhere in the Middle Ea^l and thence gradually spread over the ancient world The
fine blues and greens that this material provides muft ahvays have been appreciated, especially

for articles of adornment, for Clones possessing these colours, such as lapis-lazuli and green-
felspar, were expensive and in some countries difficult to procure

^ Mem Arch Siirv Ind

,

No 35, p 34
^ Compare, for example, the pattern on a lyre found at Ur, dated to 3500-3300 no {Artiq Jourr ,\o\ ix,

pi x\xm,fig I ), with a design on some of the Nal pottery (iWeCT Arch Sum /na’,No 35, pi xvii,figs 36and39) These
are almoft identical except that in the Sumerian decoration there is a dot in the middle of the eye shaped roundel The
decoration on the Nal jars is, to my mind, a variant of the Ur pattern, and not very far removed from it m date

^ Evans, Palace of Mtnos, vol i, p 85
* Ibid

,

vol 1, pp 491-3
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It IS significant that the second civilization of the pre-DynaSlic period of Egypt, during Proto-
which faience firil appears in that country,1 is supposed to have come from the Ea^l, though Babylonian
perhaps not from so fai off as Mesopotamia or Elam Petrie provisionally assigns the earlier culture

home of this civilization to somewhere on the Arabian coast, whence it entered the Nile valley

by the Koseir-Wady Hammamat route “ The people who brought this civilization with
elements of a proto-Babylonian culture “ might quite well have been acquainted with the
civilization of Mesopotamia and Elam, either direft or through intermediaries Petrie has,

indeed, suggested that they may originally have emigrated from Susa itself and have made
a long halt at some point before reaching Egypt *

In the above remarks I have assumed that the proto-Elamitic civilization was older than
that of pre-Dyna^ic Egypt, a view that is held by Petrie and many others ^ Indeed, further

inveiligations will probably show that the former civilization had greater influence than has
hitherto been supposed That it also influenced the Indus Valley Civilization can hardly,

I think, be questioned

Glazed JPottery

Though we have seen that faience was extensively manufaftured in ancient times, the Glazed pottery

glazing of pottery vessels appears to have been introduced in moSt countries at a much later hitherto late

date, probably for the reason that the glazing of comparatively large objefts, such as pottery,

IS a difficult process As I have already mentioned, the earlieSl examples of glazed pottery

have been found at Mohenjo-daro In Egypt it appears to be unknown before Roman
times ® Yet in Nubia, Rcisner is said to have found a large number of pieces of glazed pottery

in a tomb dated to the twelfth djmaSly, which appears to be of local manufadlure ’’ If this

ware is adlually glazed pottery, it is cuiious that it had not appeared in Egypt by that time

In Mesopotamia, glazed pottery firil appears about 1000 b c
,
and was especially common

at the time of Nebuchadnezzar ® In Crete, it has not apparently been found at all

It seems that glazed pottery disappeared for a time in India, but it came in again in the Kushan period

Kushan period (second century ad) From then onwards it seems to have survived down to

modern times Ross Elates that there is a tradition in India that enamelled pottery, by which

I conclude he means glazed pottery, and which he calls a sumptuary art, was introduced from

China through Persia ” Some would ascribe the invention of glazed pottery to China on

the flimsy ground that, as that country invented porcelain, it mu^l also have invented glazed

ware We as yet know little about the very early fabrics of that country, but it is said on good

authority that even glazed pottery was not known in that country before the Han Dynasty

(206 B c —A D 220), long after it was commonly used in Mesopotamia i'’* There is, it should

1 Ghre, except on Aonc, is unknown in the Badanan period Brunton and Caton-Thompson, Baiarian

Ctvihzaiton, p 27

2 Ancient Eg^pt, 1917, pt 1, pp 26-36 Petrie, Prehistoric Civilization, p 49

® Can’b Arc HiSl

,

xol 1, p 254
* Ibid

,

p 256
5 Ancient Egypt, 1917, pt 1, p 32

“ Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials, p 58

' Ancient Egypt, 1916, pt 11, p 87 , also Museum of Fine Arts Bulletin, Boston, Dec, 1915

® According to Harrison this was a lead glaze Harrison, Pots and Pans, p 53

” Land of the Five Rivers, p 44

En,.y Brit (nth ed ), vol v, p 744 Ceramics Dr Andersson has not reported the presence of glaze in

Chalcolithic sites in China

The Chinese appear to have obtained their knowledge of lead glaze from the We^l Harrison, Pots and

Pans, p 53
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be noted, 1 very considerable difference between the processes involved in making porcelain

and glazed pottery The former is a vitrified clay of a special kind, whereas the latter is made

by applying a glass-hke material to an earthenware base

It is certainly interesting to find that glazed pottery was used in India before it appears

to have been known in Mesopotamia And it should be noted that the quality of the

Indian sherds that I have juSl described is equal in finish to any glazed ware of ancient

Mesopotamia The four pieces found at Mohenjo-daro are beyond a doubt the handiwork

of a potter who was well acquainted with the process and able to carry it to a high degree

of perfedlion From the faft that only four samples of this glazed ware have been found,

we muSl conclude, at leaSl for the present, that it was not extensively manufaftured Indeed,

we cannot be certain that it was aftually made in India
,

it may conceivably have

been imported We muSl, nevertheless, provisionally accept its Indian origin, for there

IS no other country known to us where glazed pottery vessels were manufadlurcd at such

an early date ^

Ftneons PaHe

The history of this material, which to the casual eye closely resembles an opaque glass,

IS at present obscure At Mohenjo-daro it occurs as commonly as faience, and it was doubtless

appreciated for its strength and the compaftness of its paile It can readilj be moulded, and

objedls made of it, though simple in design, have their details well defined I do not know
if this substance has yet been found in Mesopotamia

,
I have seen no samples at Kish

or elsewhere In Egypt, a very similar material to that found at Mohenjo-daro was commonly
used in the twenty-sixth dyna^ly

,
it is described by Petrie as “ a beautiful hard stoneware,

apparently made by mixing some glaze with the bodj, enough to fuse it into a solid mass

throughout and with a fine and smooth surface without any face glaze ” -

A variety of vitreous pa^e known as glass-paile is mentioned by Hall as being used in

the manufadhire of Cretan beads in M M III-L M I times This substance, he ^ates,

was peculiar to the Minoans, and was not used in Egypt “ Possibly this is the same
substance that Sir Arthur Evans describes as a vitnfied pafte, and which seems to be the

same material as that manufadlurcd at Mohenjo-daro *

For the present, therefore, we may surmise that this vitreous pafte was an Indian

invention and that it very slowly spread from that country It is a diilindl advance on faience,

though I doubt whether its colour was always as fine, as it has little or no surface glaze

Glass

As negative evidence is always useful, it is desirable to mention here that no true glass

has yet been found either at Harappa or Mohenjo-daro, though the use of glass is not in reality

far removed from the process of glazing pottery The earliedl examples of true glass that have
been found up to the present come from Egypt They include an impressed Hathor head found

^ That small pottery objeSs such as beads were frequently glazed, is well known, both in early Egypt and Sumer
But technical difficulues may perhaps have prohibited its use in a larger way Tor an example of a glazed pottery objecl

ofearly date from Sumer, see Mackay, Report on the Excauatwn ofthe “ A ” Cemetery at Kish, pt i, p 43, pi xviii, fig 20
^ Arts and Crafts of Ancient Egypt, p 116
^ Hall, Civilization of Greece in the Bronze Age, p 198, note

^ Evans, Palace of Minos, vol i, pp 489-90
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in a pie-Dynailic grave ^ of Sequence Date 41^ or the beginning of the second civilization,

and glass beads fiom other pre-Dynaftic burials 2 The earliest specimen of glass as yet found
in Mesopotamia was unearthed at Abu Shahrein by Hall, who found it in a deposit older
than the third dynafty of Ur (c 2300 b c )

^ The glass beads discovered by Herzfeld under
the town houses of Samarra * may be of approximately the same date

,
and Koldewey claims

that certain vessels of mosaic glass found in Mesopotamia date back to the period when glass

was in common use in Egypt (about 1 500 b c )
s These vessels may, however, have been

imported In Palestine glass appears in the Third Semitic Period (c 1400-1000 bc),
but It is thought to have been imported from Egypt « Glass was unknown in Crete up to

Middle Minoan times, when it was sparingly used foi beads at the time of the twelfth dynafty
of Eg>pt (c 2200-2000 B c )

’

Decorated Carnelian

Nos 43-5 in PI CXLVI illustrate three beads of especial technical intereSl Design in white

No 43 (VS 254^)) ^iso illustrated in PI CLVII, 9, is a carnelian bead of a beautiful

translucent red colour with a design upon it in narrow white lines These lines have been

burnt into the Stone, and the fine colour of the Stone itself proves that it had been subjedted

to heat Found in House XVII, VS Area, at a depth of i foot below the surface

No 44 (L 225) is also of red carnelian with a white line around the edge on both faces

It was found juSt beneath the surface of the ground in Chamber 114, Block 6, Sedtion A,

L Area

No 45 (SD 1 198) is red carnelian covered with fine white lines It was found in the

passage welt of Chamber 8 of the Bath Building, at a depth of 5 ft 5 in below the surface

These decorated carnelian beads, as they can beSt be described, are for some reason— Rare at

which cannot at present be explained—^very rare at Mohenjo-daro In fadt, only four Mohenjo-daro

specimens arc known from that site ® The process by which the white lines were made to

adhere so closely to the dtonc has already been explained in a short note that I contributed

to the JRAS ® Carnelian beads treated in exadlly the same way were found in a series of

graves of pre-Sargonic date at Kish in Mesopotamia, though comparatively few m number

I am told that the process is dlill carried on in the south of India,ii where, however.

It IS a decaying indudlry 12 is

1 Vc\.XK, Pre/tiSlonc Lg^pt,-p 43 > (110)1 pi Di No 47 It is suggested that it may have been imported

2 Macner and Mace, El Anrah and Abydos, 1902

2 Hall, The Cwtltzaticn of Greece in the Bronze Age, p 71

Frankfort, Studies in Early Pottery of the Near EaSI, No i, p 61

2 Koldewey, Excavations at Babylon, pp 255-6
2 Handcock, Archaolog'i of the Holy Land, pp 271—2

' Evans, Palace of Miros, vol 1, p 104

® The fourth bead, which I ha\e not yet seen, was found in the room avell of chamber 46, House V, Block 2, of

the HR area, at a depth of 6 feet below the surface of the ground

® JRAS 1925, pp 689 sqq

1“ Mackay, A Sumerian Palace, pt 11, pi k. Nos 54-8 and 62-3 In particular compare No 62 of the above

with No 44, PI CXLVI of this work

Decorated carnelian beads are common on sites of the Scytho-Parthian and Kushan periods m the North-Weft

of India—[Ed ]

Similarly decorated carnelian beads have been recovered by Sir Aurel Stein from sites between Khotan and

Kan-chou Sec Stem, Serindta, vol iv, pp 100, ii7i pl iv The author also tells me that he has found several

specimens on Chalcolithic sites of Mai ran and Kallt

^2 The induftry was carried on at Sehwan m Sind up to 35 years ago
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ImiIAIIO' CaH'IIIAS

A few olijc6ls tint irc olnioinlj imitntion'; of (.ItcorUccl cirndnn (PI Cl VII,

8, lo, 11, nncl li) In\c tPo hitn found it Mohenjo dnro

No 8 (SD 1998) n n rcdlantjuhr hnd mcnunni,' i 5 inchc lonr !»• o 35 inch v ide nnd

thick It n imdc of 1 fine white pi<le rt'.emblint; powdered <ti itite, ind 11 nnrl cd v ith

red binds Ihc red is i thick iia.imtite •‘lip tint ins been circluih polrhed I e%cl, 8 feet

below surficc

No 10 (IIR 1797) IS the sitne sinpe t. the ciirKni** shell iiui ddn'dcr objecl*’ foiirul it

Mohenjo-diro (PI CLVl I, 56 ind 57 ,
PI CLVI, 1-5), with 1 w in nirfiec ibo c uid below,

ind sometimes perfonted, sometimes not ' 1 he objtd in (pie lion In- in nufde dnmeter

of o 95 inch, IS o 5 inch iiiph, ind tiu dnmeter of if hole is o • 1 inch It is miflc of 1 white

pi<le tint contiins 1 gntti mifernl restmbiinw quirt?, ind it outer urficc is smoothK coitcd

with 1 dirk red Iixmitite slip tint Ins been cirrlulK poirhed Upon this slip ••omc * nit

irrcgulir circles hue been punted in white with three dots m the centre of cich It Ins iPo

been mentioned in Chipter XXI I on Pcroinl Orniment ,
for dr pitr the hri'c einmeter

of Its hole it mi) Inee been worn t* i bewi ’ ^ 1 c'.el, tl ft 6 in bclov ’urUcc

Room 12, House 1 III, lllock 3, IIR Arci

No 1
1
(SD 1823) IS 1 fngment of 1 «-nnII \ nc mule of t v lute pi'lc I d e No 10,

it ilso W1S coitcd with 1 smooth red slip upon which irrritulir line in white xvc'c punted

which rccili the “scribbled" nnrl mgs on some o* the punted po'tcn I rom lllocl 4,

Southern Buildings Seiflion I e\cl, 8 feet below surficc

No 12 (HR i960) IS Acre simihr to No 10, cxccpi tint thc'c ire ino-c dot inndc it.

circles It IS but 1 fngment ind its cAinntcd outside dim.ettr 1 i J irichc'' ind nnwlc

dnmeter 085 inch Its height is 068 inch Pountl in Room j, House VIl, Block 3,

HR Arcs, It 1 depth ot 5 ft 6 in below the surficc

BnoN/i Cnus ror Ui-vi

In PI CIA III, 3 ind 7, ind igiin in Pi CXI III, 9 ind 10, two pieces of bronre ire

illu^rited, whose cells were cndentl) intended to contiin inlie Ihc Iirgcr piece, No 7
(DK 227S), measures i 55" inches across ind o 3 inch in thici riess

,
the depth ot rich cell

ISO 15 inch Lc\cl, 4 ft 6 in below surficc Room 14, Bloc! 2, Scelion B, Dk \rci

No 3 (DK 2279) is icrj smiihr except in its design, but is i smillcr fngment I-c\c!,

7 feet below surficc Room 4, Block 16, Sc«51 ion C, DK Arci
In neither of these pieces is ini trice of the inli\ left, v hethcr of gli?c, slonc, or shell

The firfl seems the mo^I probible, is the inli\ could be inserted in the cells in 1 pi^li condition

and fired in that position Shell inli\ would hue required xen cireful cutting to mike cich
piece fit close!) to the cell, for which it wis intended I hi\c not heard ot inli\ work of this

description being found in Mcsopotimii, but inhx with i stone backing v is well known
there in ver) earl) times There is no reason, howeicr, to think that the Sumcriin did not
sometimes also use metal for this purpose In Eg)pt, morcoxer, espcciallx in the

Twelfth Dynast), cloisonne xxork xxas prufliscd cxtensixclx, the cells being formed bi sepTratc

* Thc^c fail arc probibli unfinished

- See ASH 1902-1, pi XMiii /, fig 3, and p 5171^/0*
“ Mr Mackw’s mc\ that tlit'c objefls mw Imc been mertU beads 'cems ha'dh tenab'e m \ic\\ of their obsious

re'cmbl-ncc to the ring floncs illiiflratcd in PI \ 11 I, 9 and 10, and PI \ 1 \ , 6 and 8 Sec pp 61-3 sj/-j—[Po ]
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pieces of flat wire instead of being ca^l The former process may be a development of the

latter, as it was probably found that when caft the walls of the cells could not be made of

sufficient thinness

Worked Agate

Two pieces of worked agate are of considerable mtereft It is not possible, however,
to illustrate them adequately, as their details are so fine (PI CXXXIII, 1 9 and 20)

No 19 (SD 872) is rectangular in shape and measures 2 7 inches long by o 8 inch wide Mode of

by o 47 inch thick One face shows the natural surface of the pebble
,
on a second it has worhng

been firSt flaked and then partially rubbed down
,
and the third and fourth faces were both

carefully smoothed and polished Level, 7 feet below surface

No 20 (SD 820) IS roughly reCtangular in shape, measuring 3 05 inches long by o 9 inch

wide by o 55 inch thick One side shows the natural surface of the pebble
,
on another

Side and at one end it has been flaked exceptionally finely and smoothly On the two remaining

sides the flaking has been removed by careful polishing Level, 3 feet below surface

For what purpose these two unfinished pieces of agate were to be used, it is difficult to

say Possibly they were intended for burnishers for metal work On the other hand, what
are undoubted burnishers have been found, and they are triangular in seftion (PI CXXX,
10, 32, and 36) ^ The fineness and regularity of the flaking in both pieces, which are of

Intermediate date, is extraordinary
,

it shows a very high level of craftsmanship

In the working of flint, agate, and other hard siliceous Clones the people of Mohenjo-daro Proficiency in

were extremely proficient, as is proved by the chert weights, the two partially finished objefts working hard

juft described, the burnishers, and some of the harder ftone beads These materials were stones

not, however, used for weapons, copper and bronze being used exclusively
,
and it is

evident that these latter metals were both plentiful and cheap Flint was, however, employed

for ordinary domeftic purposes
,
numbers of flakes (PI CXXXI, i—16) were found in nearly

every house, together with the cores from which they were ftruck

Textiles

No textiles of any description are ordinarily preserved at Mohenjo-daro owing to the

nature of the soil of that place, but adhering to the hd of the small silver vase illuftrated in

PI CXL, 3, a small piece of woven material was found which had been preserved by being

impregnated with silver salts

This fragment of cloth was submitted to Mr James Turner, Direftor of the Report on cloth.

Technological Research Laboratory, Bombay, for examination, who remarks in his preliminary

report that “ The fibre was exceedingly tender and broke under very small ftresses How-
ever, some preparations were obtained revealing the convoluted ftrufture charafteriftic of cotton

All the fibres examined were completely penetrated by fungal hyphse The appearance of

one of the convoluted fibres is shown in the accompanying photograph (PI CLIX, 6 and 7)

As this examination has been confined to a fragment measuring o i inch in one direftion by

o 3 inch in the other direftion, these results can only be regarded as tentative

(1) Fibre
,
Cotton Cotton.

(2) Weight of fabric 2 oz per square yard

(3) Counts of warp 34’s

Counts of weft 34’s

(4) Ends (warp threads) 20 per inch

Pock (weft threads) 60 per inch
”

^ These burnishers are of chert—[Ed ]
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In conclusion, Mr Turner Elites “ I would point out tint the hrgc<l complete frigment

recovered, w-hen the pnnfTin wax was dissolved ofl, was so small that it is exceedingly difTicult

to attain certainty in the conclusions However, I do not mjself entertain any reasonable

doubt that they arc at an) latc approximate!) corrcdl
" '

Eg)pt, which IS now a great countr) for cotton, apparcntl) did not produce this fibre

in very carl) times As far as we know at present, onl) flax and ramie were grown for the

purpose of clothing If cotton also had been woven in that countr), it v ould have been noted

before now, as owing to the extremcl) dr) climate textiles, cspeeiall) those from tombs, arc

exceptionally well preserved

CiRiAis AND Fnun-s

In Chamber 6o, Block 2, Sedlion D, L Area, a quantitv of wheat (L 855) was found l)ing

on a pavement of Latc date It was probabK once contained in a basket which had cntirel)

perished This wheat, of which there was a considerable quantitv, vas whole, but badlv

carboni7 cd

A sample was examined b) Dr O Stapf, latc Keeper of the I Icrbarium, Kew, v ho reports

provisional!) as follows —
“ The grains show a rcmarkabl) wide range in M7e and shape, as if thev had been derived

from several drains From a prebniinar) examination of the grain*', I should sa) the)

represent a club-wheat (Tittictim compaHtim), but the plumpcA of the grains also app'-oach

T sph<trococcuvt Both species arc dill in cultivation in the I^injab
”

Professor Pcrcival, of Reading Umvcrsit), has also examined this vvheat He reports

that in his opinion it is the Indian dwarf wheat (Trutcun }pl. rroconitm)

A sample of wheat from the SD Area was also submitted to the same authorit), who
Elates It to be probabl) T iphtfrococc’im, but not quite t)pieal It ma) belong to a form of

T coii’paSuin, Ho5I The latter wheat is not now found in India , it is, however, an old wheat,

common in Afghlni^ln

Samples of baricv from the HR Area have been identified bv Professor Pcrcival as

Hordeum Diilgart

It IS ftill uncertain whether baricv was the fir'd cereal to b- cultivated b) man Both

wheat and barlc) have been found in the earlie^l graves of Eg)pt Samples of the former

from early prc-D)naitic burials near Badari have been assigned to the " Cmmcr Group", a

species that possesses fourteen chromosomes and varieties ot which have been found growing
wild in Syria and Transjordania -

The wheat found at Mohenjo-daro belongs to another group with tvvcnt)-onc

chromosomes known ns “ Soft Wheats ”, which occur in a wild -date in some parts of Persia

Only one sample of ver) carl) vvheat is known from Mesopotamii Ihis was found b)

Professor Langdon at Jemdet Nasr, but, unfortunatel), there has been some controvers)

regarding its species^ Wheat found in the lowed; levels of Ainu m Turkcdln has been
identified by Dr Schcllcnbcrg as belonging to the " Soft Wheat ” group *

^ Since this was written Mr Turner has been able to examine other samples of tcvtilcj fro n Mohenj'^aro and

has published them m Bulletin No 17, Techrolopcal Senes, No 1 2, Irdtan Central Cclio~ Cc-r-it/ee, Bombas , to which

the reader is referred Sec also pp 3). and 193 ra/i'vr

- Peake, JRAI

,

vol hii (1927), p 33
^ T^e Times, 29th Jan ,

3rd Feb
, 7th Feb, 1927, Perciaal, Katur’, vol cvix, p 280

* Pumpellj, Exploraltors in TiirkeRar (igop), vol 11, pp 472 and f73
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A species of barley (Hordeum vulgare) found in pre-Dynaftic graves in Egypt is the same
as that found at Mohenjo-daro This barley is said to be a later species than the wild
H sfontaneiim^ a native of Weftern Asia Barley grams and glumes found adhering to a sun-
dried brick from the loweil level of the North Kurgan at Anau have been identified as

H dtHichum, a species that approaches very closely to the wild type of barley

Ml Peake, in his presidential address to the Royal Anthropological Institute,^ remarks Asiatic origin of
“ It IS clear that wheat, and the praftice of cultivating this grain, muft have reached Egypt wheat,

from Asia, where the plant is native ” The same is probably true also of barley, but that

cereal, owing to its more hardy nature, had possibly a much wider range than wheat
,

it will

grow and ripen under conditions that would kill the more nutritious cereal

Dates

Some badly carbonized date seeds (VS 3627) were found in Chamber 37, House I,

VS Area, showing that the date was known and presumably eaten in prehiftonc Sind The
date-palm is not now a common tree in Sind

,
it is only sparsely giown in gardens But in Date-palm

the Panjab there are several localities where large groves exift, and also in Bahawalpur State

There is, therefore, no reason to think that dates were imported from abroad in ancient times

If they had been, a likely source would have been the Bahrein Islands or other places in the

Persian Gulf, such as Dilmun and Magan, which are mentioned in the earlieft Sumerian

inscriptions as being famous for this commodity As far as we can see, the date was not

a principal article of food in early Sind, as so few date kernels have been found at Mohenjo-
daro

,
but perhaps the damp soil of that site is responsible for their disappearance

Medicines

Organic and sometimes inorganic substances also are subjeft to decay in the damp
mounds of Mohenjo-daro, and by reason of this change they become praftically

indiftinguishable from the soil in which they lie Pieces of a coal-black substance, which

IS hard when dry and breaks with a shining black frafture, have been found in the DK and VS
Areas and have long been a puzzle This subSIance forms a dark-brown solution in water,

which might lead one to think that it was some kind of ink

Mr Sana Ullah, the Archieological ChemiSl: in India, has now succeeded in identifying Silajit

this substance It is not an ink, but an ancient medicine called Stlajit, which is very largely

used at the present day in India as a cure for various ills It is said to be a specific for dyspepsia,

diabetes, diseases of the liver and spleen, to regulate the aftion of the heart, and as a good

respiratory flimulant and expeftorant ^

The analysis of this subftance made by Dr Hamid is given in Appendix I (p 690) Analysis

At the present day the name hlajit is given to two substances One is white in colour

and IS a more or less pure native aluminium sulphate The second is called black kldjit

and IS of quite a different nature It exudes from the rocks, and, though it resembles

a bituminous alum ore, there is vegetable matter mixed with it It is this latter subSlance

* Jomn Roy Anthrop Inti

,

\ol Ivii, 1927
^ See Dr Hem Chmdra Sen in Indian Medical Record, 14th and 21ft May, 1902
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that has been found at Mohtnjo-daro 'I he localities in which it occurs arc the lower, central,

and upper ranges of the Hiiulla)as, and it is brought down b) %'arious hill tribes for sale in

the plains

Siliijlt nia}, of course, occur in other parts of the world Prominence is given to it in

this chapter, as it ma) hive been exported uicientl)
,

uid it nia), therefore, be found on

other sites of the Near and Middle Fa^l If this be so, it lua) help us in tracin[> further

trade conncflions wath ancient India 'I his sample w is found in the space south of Chamber 2,

Block I, Sedion C, DK Area, at a depth of a ft 6 in below the surface of the ground



Chapter XXIX

SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS AT MOHENJO-DARO ^

Amongst the objefts excavated at both Mohenjo-daro and Harappa are a large

number of small reftangular blocks, mostly of a tawny or light grey banded chert,

but also of other hard rocks such as gneiss In one or tw'o cases their form is

cylindrical, but for the mo^t part it is cubical The blocks are well finished and polished, and
are generally in a good ^late of preservation None bears any inscription or maik indicating

a value (PI CXXX, 25, 26, and 34 , PI CXXXI, 20-35)
The results obtained from weighing these blocks show conclusively that they are weights

belonging to a definite system, which is given in Table I

In endeavouring to arrive at the mo^l probable value of the unit, the only assumption

I have made is that no one particular weight is more accurate than the reft, and that the

probable percentage of error is the same for all The loss due to chipping or wear of the

edges in the specimens selefted can rarely exceed 3 parts in 1,000, and in moft cases is much
less

,
the error due to this is therefore negligible m comparison with the variation of the

different specimens of the same weight, which may evidently amount to as much as 10 per

cent, though the mean deviation in a group hardly ever exceeds 2 per cent

The assumption made by some metrologifts that any given heavy weight, which

happens to be in a good ftate of preservation and which, artiftically speaking, has been made
with care, can be taken as an accurate ftandard and that other weights can be derived from

it as submultiples, is one which presupposes a knowledge of modern scientific method which

IS not juftified by the evidence, particularly in the earlier periods

The hypothesis of Ridgeway-—a very reasonable one—that originally weighing was

reftrifted to the more precious objefts which would be bartered in small quantity, would lead

us to expeft the smaller weights to be the more accurate, and the evidence adduced in the

tables shows much the same percentage consiftency throughout the whole scale The method

of arriving at the moft probable value of the unit was as follows a casual inspeftion of the

weights “ showed that, with a few exceptions which were omitted, the weights fell into a series

of groups which were in simple numerical ratios with one another Giving the smalleft the

arbitrary value of unity, the others are in simple ratios, 2, 4, 8, etc The mean weight of each

group IS divided by this ratio and multiplied by the number of specimens The produfts

for all the groups are added together and divided by the total number of specimens This

gives a mean value for the group of smalleft weight in which every specimen weighed is allowed

equal importance The mean values for all the other groups are then obtained by multiplying

^ In the Annual Report of the Archaeological Department for 1925-6, p 92, Mr Mackay flated that a large range

of weights had been examined by the Archaeological Chemift with the objeft of ascertaining whether in their ratios they

agree tvith the metrological systems of other parts of the Ancient Eaft I should like to take this opportunity of explaining

that It was Mr Hemmy and not the Archeological Chemift who was the firft to work out the syflem of these weights at

Mohenjo-daro—[Ed ]

^ The lifts of weights are given at pp 596-8 See also pp 461-4
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this mean v-iluc by the ratio already found In this way we arrive at the calculated values

shown in column (7) in Table I

lAiiir I—Wrinm at Moiirsjo dapo
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Out of a total of 120 eights sclcdlcd for their good condition, onh sc\en do not fall

into the above table, and curiouslj enough these form another senes, although the number is

too small to base an) important deduflion upon it, vide F iblc IV
The aeeights found at Hirapp'i were treated in the same ua\, and the results arc shown

in Table II

lAnei: II—^^VtlCllTs at IIarappa
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^ avoid the confusion often found betseeen the abbreviations for grams and grains, gm is used for grams and
g t for grams troy
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The above table represents thirty-four out of thirty-nine selefted weights The exceptions

will be considered later

This table shows an exaftly similar series of weights to the former, and the mean value

for unit weight A is 860, which is pradlically identical with the value 856 found for the unit

weight at Mohenjo-daro There is, therefore, no local variation between the weights in the

two places, although 500 miles apart We may, therefore, combine the results in the two
tables and obtain Table III

Table III—^Weights found at both Mohenjo daro and Harappa

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Designa- No of Mean Mean Calculated

Difference

between
lion specimens weight

ob'erved

devia-

tion

Limits Ratio value Cols 3

and 7

Remarks

N 2 1375 gm — 137s 1600 1371 gm 4M I 5467 — — 640 548 5
— I 8

L 2 272 9 2 25 270 7 -275 2 320 2742 - 1 3
K r 174 5

— — 200 1714 3 1 —
J 7 1359s 77 134 59-13781 160 137 1 II —
H 7 5423 23 53 81-54 50 64 54 84 — 61 —
G 39 27 38 33 26 79-29 00 32 27 42 — 04 —
r 41 13 81 26 13 37- 1494 16 13 71 10 = 211 5 gt
E 26 6 82 09 631- 727 8 6 86 — 04 = 105 8 gt
D 12 341 06 3 24- 3 51 4 3 43 — 02 —
C 2 2 28 04 2 24- 2 33

COX 2 28 00 = 35 3 gi
B 6 I 76 06 I 69- I 86 2 I 71 05 —
A I 87 — I 857 01 = 13 2 gt

In the above table are represented 147 out of 159 specimens which were considered in

good enough condition to furnish reliable weights Only three have been coirefted, and these

were large weights, the original form of which could readily be calculated from their

dimensions

The sequence of ratios is linking Omitting group C, it runs as follows —
I, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 160, 200, 320, 640, 1,600

There is not a sign here of the sexagesimal system
,

all the ratios are binary or decimal

(with the exception of the two weights in group C, which weigh one-third of those in

group E)
There are certain exceptional weights found in both places It appears more than a

coincidence that the seven found at Mohenjo-daro should be themselves in the simple ratios

I, 2, 3, 4, 24, 48 (vtde Table IV), but the number ofspecimens is too small to build much upon

Table IV—^Exceptional Weights at Mohenjo-daro

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

No of Mean value

Designation specimens observed Ratio Label
j

Remarks

U I 47 3° 48 DK 3176 —
T

1

I 24 50 24
1

DK 1411 —
S 2 392 +

JVS 3058
\DK 220

= 3 9° gms

= 3 93 gms

R I 3 03 3 DK 3183 (3 92gm = 6o6gt)

S I 1 2 07 2 DK 2106 —
P I 98 I VS 332 —

9
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Comparison
with the
Babylonian
system

At Har-ippa No 266, weighing 49 73 gm was made of gneiss, but though the faces

were in a ^tate of high polish, the edges were rounded It is probably a worn member of

Group H No i,i 84, weighing 3 96, is slightly chipped and, therefore, should weigh slightly

above 4 It cannot, therefore, belong to Group D, but appears to be a member of Group S

m Table IV No 3,556, weighing 3 12 gm ,
is of gneiss, and Ins its edges rounded This

IS probably due to avear, and this weight probably belongs to Group D B (^) 23, weighing

1 255, made of chert, is in excellent condition It cannot be placed with any group

A comparison was made with the weights found at diflcrcnt times and places in Iraq

and at Susa

The beft colleftion of data available was that in the Memoir of M Soutvo, in vol xii

of the DHegatton en Perse For a ju5l comparison it was desirable to make an analysis of these

weights in the same manner as above described Weights described as being broken or in

poor condition were omitted, whilft those of doubtful attribution or definitely aberrant are

considered separately

The weights belonging to the Babylonian light sj^Icm arc considered together in

Table V ,
m Table VI arc given those dcfinitel) marked as belonging to the Assj rnn heavy

nnna sy^em, and in Table VII those found at Susa which belong to the Babj Ionian s}dlem

As some of the smaller weights did not appear to be weighed to the nearest decigram, weights

less than half a shekel were not taken into account in calculating the mean value of the unit

from all the weights
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Table VI—Heav'i Assyrian Si stem

593
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Table VII—Weights on Babylonian System found at Susa
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Table IX—Approximations of Aberrant Weights found in Iraq and Susa to Indus
Valley Weights

Iraq and Susa Indus Valley

Locality Cat No Weight
Attribution

by Soutzo Group Cat No
Mean

Weight Limits

_ — C 80 ^ Shekel A DK 140 87
Susa 12839 85 ft

— — —
Niffer 959 C I 25 — — 5(5^) 23 I 255 —
» 959 C 1 70 — B — I 76 I 69-1 86

Suca 5+ I 60 — — — — —
» 12827 3 5° — D — 341 3 24-3 51

Sippara 982 C 3 45 — — — — —
Niffer 959 C 3 45 — — — — —

— — Berl 3 36 — — — —
Susa 56 680 Shekel ( ?) E — 682 6 31-7 27

>1 42 12 40 2 Shekels (?) F — 13 81 13 37-1494
14209 12 25 ft

— — — —
40 12 70 it

— — — —
>> 14206 13 20 tt

— — — —
32 13 tt

— — — —
Niffer 959 C 1470 — — — —
Susa 28 29 — G 27 38 26 79-29 0

Saida 1988 C 47 5 Shekels (?) U DK 3176 47 30 —
Susa 37 138 7 I Mina(?) J

— 1359 1346-137 8

— 91437 B M 268 2 Mina (?) L — 272 9 270 7-275 2

Susa I 272 » — — — —
10 271 it

— — —
if 7895 538 Mina (?) M 421 5467 —
if 13820 2769 5 Minas (?) 2N (2750)

We have here twenty-four, or omitting the two which coincide with aberrant Indian weights,

twenty-two reasonably close coincidences of aberrant Babylonian weights (of which fourteen

come from Susa) with the weights of the Indus Valley system It may be noted that the

greateSl number of coincidences, six, and these nearly all from Susa, are with Group F, which

is the group of which the greatest number of specimens have been collefted Nevertheless,

I do not attach a great deal of importance to these coincidences The proportional variation

of weights in Susa and Iraq is much greater than at Mohenjo-daro, whilst the shapes are

charadleri^lically different Those found in the weft are either duckshaped or ellipsoidal,

whilfl those from India are all rectangular blocks

It IS a matter of interefl to endeavour to discover whether the Indus Valley syflem of

weights can be connected up with any particular gram

It has been clearly shown, as in Ridgeway’s Ongtn of Currency and Weight Standards,

that the Babylonian syftem is based on the gram of wheat The weight ( = 95 gm )
found

at Hillah, marked grains, gives a value for the gram = 042, but the faCl that it is marked

with a fraction shows that it has been derived from a higher multiple and that it is intended

to be one-eighth of a shekel This gives 1 80 grams to the shekel, a likely enough ratio on the

sexagesimal syftem, and taking the i-i8oth part of the mean value of the shekel, we arrive

at the value 047 for the gram, which is praCtically the same as that of the wheat gram, 048 gm ,

which IS three-quarters of the barley corn or gram troy, 064 gm
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Starting from the mean value of Group E (
= 6 86 gm ), we may divide by various round

numbers which may seem likely or possible The results are as follows —
Dividing by 256,

„ 200,

„ 180,

.1 1 5 o>

» 128,

„ 100,

„ 80,

» 60,

The values given in Ridgeway’s book for

dividend = 027

= 034
= 038

= 046

= 054
= 069

= 086

= 1 14

grains used in w’eighing arc as followsvarious

Rice gram = 036

Wheat = 048

Barley = 064

Rato = 1 13

The coincidence between the ratti and the dividend by 60 is tempting, but as there is no

evidence in favour of a sexagesimal syftem, I am more inclined to prefer the relation between

the rice grain and the dividend by 200

A system of weights has been therefore discovered which is identical in Mohenjo-daro

and Harappa These weights are with hardly an exception uniform in shape, a reftangular

block, cubical in the smaller sizes, and in the great majority of cases of the same material—a hard

chert They are well finished with polished faces and occasionally with bevelled edges They
are made with much greater accuracy and consistency than those of Susa and Iraq

The system is binary in the smaller weights and then decimal, the succession of weights

being in the ratios i, 2, j x 8, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 160, 200, 320, 640, 1,600 There is no

evidence of a sexagesimal syStem, but between i and 32 we find a similar succession of ratios

at Susa The moSt frequently discovered weight, of ratio 1 6, has a mean value 1371 gm =
2 1

1 5 g t

,

which shows no relation to the Babylonian shekel or its double *

No inscription nor mark of value has been found on any of the weights It is therefore

probable (unless marks were originally painted on) that commercial transaftions took place

between classes of people who were completely ignorant of reading and writing

Appendix I—^Weights at Mohenjo-daro

Cat No Weight Designation, etc Cat No Weight Designation, etc

HR 4479 1375 gm N 1 HR 4536 136 5 JHR 2390 266 06 DK 1227 135 38 Limits
corner knocked ofi" HR 636 135 28 134 59-137 81

Correfted to HR 19 13+ 59 Cylindrical

275 20 L DK 316 136 25
VS 2678 270 7 DK 835 13781
DK 1910 267 55 DK 272 5381 H

Slightly chipped DK 1636 5401 Limits
omitted HR 4350 54 50 53 81-54 50

VS 35 17+5 K HR 4292 54 45

* Sir Flinders Petrie has pointed out that this value comes within tlie range of the beqa Egjptian weights of
various designations, however, can be found of almoft any value between 7 5 gm and 14 25 gm , so that equably with
one or another is more likely than not to occur , but the fa£t that the bega is one of the earlieft Eg) ptian w eights may
give some significance to the coincidence
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Cat No Weight Designation, etc Cat No Weight Designation, etc

HR 4612 5405 H HR 3799 13 65 r

HR 4621 54 45 L 208 13 37

DK 3176 47 30 U VS 1737 1446
DK 2767 27 21 G VS 2083 13 62

DK 1007 27 22 Limits VS 2615 13 78

VS 2986 27 12 26 85-29 00 VS 2074 13 85

DK 1934 2693 VS 2577 1490
DK 183 26 85 VS 2281 13 70

HR 340 2688 VS 1799 13 62

HR 1683 27 50 VS 2879 6 87 E
HR 2708 27 10 DK 1439 685 Limits

VS 3493 27 30 DK 529 683 6 31-7 27

HR 154 27 29 DK 1643 6 82

HR 453 S 2705 HR 2302 679
VS 3451 27 2$ HR 3873 6 92

HR 2045 26 92 DK 643 6 80

HR 2207 27 30 DK 535 6 31

HR 5563 2775 DK 326 673
HR 4941 2745 DK 1211 6 84

L 648 29 00 HR 5800 676
VS 3267 2740 HR 3049 678
HR 5608 27 10 HR 4499 683
VS 3184 27 10 HR 3713 6 91

HR 5654 27 22 HR 2852 689
VS 1006 27 35 VS 3465 ' 684
VS 1740 27 85

j

HR 4445 687
VS 1879 27 15

1

1
HR 5602 6 66

VS 1148 2705 VS 1281 7 27

VS 2172 2725 DK 173° 677
DK 1411 24 50 T VS 2259 6 76

Unmarked 13 54 F VS 6 87

HR 2356 13 67 Limits DK 220 3 93 S

HR 2636 13 58 13 37-149° VS 3058 3 9°

HR 2046 13 62 DK 1428 3 44 D
C 3262 13 79 DK 232 3 24 Limits

DK 1269 13 62 DK 787 3 39 3 24-3 51

DK 1572 13 70 HR 2191 3 44

DK 739 13 50 HR 4284 3 43

DK 197 13 60 HR 3587 3 38

DK 1207 1364 HR 3029 3 3°

DK 2793 13 61 VS 2270 348

DK 1872 1391 VS 929 3 51

DK 2250 13 69 HR 3183 303 R

DK 813 1459 HR
1

433 * 2 33 C

DK 2012 13 67 HR 3079 3 24

DK 909 1349 DK 2106 2 07 e
HS 975 13 59 HR 3906 I 86 B

HR 4477 1435 HR 1872 I 81 Limits

HR 4460 13 95 VS 340 I 69 I 69-1 86

HR 5608 13 70 VS 2734 I 70

HR 4388 13 62 VS 3495 I 79

HR 4579 13 60 VS 332 0 98 P

HR 5602 1441 DK 140 0 87 A
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Appendix II

—

List of Weights from Harappa

Cat No Weight Designation, etc Cat No Weight Designation, etc

1642 * 1261 gm Poor condition 3561 27 43 G Gneiss

Correfled to Cherty limc- 525 26 79 Grey slate, fair

1375 flone N 120 25 31 } Grey slate, fair

421 1 492 Limeflone, worn 1074 13 87 F Chert

CorreSed to at edges only 874 13 67

5467 M 120 13 62

771 135 86 ] Chert, corners, 120 1371
slightly 1173 13 81

chipped 120 13 90

771 5432 H Chert, corners 278 1494
good '575 13 64

266 49 73 f Gneiss , edges 185 13 62 Brown ilcatitc

worn B {g) 22 6 90 E Chert

3663 28 21 G Chert 817 6 65

1356 27 28 if 2585 682

1356 27 68 a 2928 698

855 27 30 ft 1184 3 96 S Chert, chipped

2550 27 35 1708 3 49 D Chert

B (g) H 28 62 ft 120 3 39
A(/) 284 2740 ff A(<r) 155 3 43 SteaUte

A(/) 155 27 06 if 3556 3 12 ^ Gneiss, edges

A 757 27 01 Gneiss rounded

854 2733 Chert 383' 1 70 B Chert

645 28 64 » B(«) 23 I 255 ’ Chert, good

A number of objeifls of different shapes were weighed, but furnished no evidence of

being weights One (No 78), however, may be mentioned as a possible exception It

was of sugar-loaf form, carefully shaped, with two round holes pierced near the top and
meeting in the middle, through which a rope could be reeved or the weight lifted by the

fingers The material was grey limestone and the weight was 7,900 gms, which bears no
obvious relation to the system worked out above It was found at Nal, in Baluchiftan

^ Recalculated from density determination and measurement of dimensions



Chapter XXX

HUMAN REMAINS

Introduction

The human remains that have up to the present time been excavated at Condition of

Mohenjo-daro appear to belong to widely separated periods of time The full bones and

account of the excavations and of the finding of the various remains have been method of

given elsewhere, and we have, therefore, in the following account confined our remarks preservation

almost entirely to the consideration of the anatomical features of the various skeletons and
skulls that have been brought to light These remains have very kindly been entrusted to

us for the purpose of examination and report by Sir John Marshall, to whom we tender our

sincere thanks Of the various skeletons that have been found. No i is of comparatively

recent date, but the majority of the others are of considerable antiquity In the majority

of cases the bones were extremely fragile, and in their general appearance and conditions very

closely resembled the human remains that were excavated at Nal in Baluchistan,^ and also

certain other bones which were brought back by Sir Aurel Stein from the Makran region and

were also entrusted to us for examination Owing to the nature of the soil in which these

remains have been lying, the bones were Strongly impregnated with saltpetre, and, as a result,

decay and disintegration of the bones set in at once, and proceed with great rapidity the

moment the remains are exposed In moSt cases the bones were so delicate that it was found

impossible to handle them for the purpose of examination or of taking measurements,

until they had been treated with a solution of shellac dissolved in pure alcohol
,
owing to the

amount of saltpetre with which the bones were impregnated, it was found necessary

to repeat the process on several occasions, so that the shellac might become thoroughly

distributed throughout the whole thickness of the bone, and, in addition, form a complete

coating over the whole surface Unless this coating is complete, it is found that, owing to

the seasonal changes in the climate, the saltpetre tends to crySlalhze out and splits the bone

in much the same manner as it causes flaking in the exposed brickwork of the buildings

In the majority of the skulls their condition was so delicate that we felt it to be undesirable

to attempt to remove the impafted earth from the cranial cavity, especially in those cases in

which parts of the skull were missing
,
we were thus forced to impregnate the whole mass

with the shellac solution and then treat the objedls as if they were fossils

The bones themselves, prior to treatment with shellac, were usually of a pale pink or

fawn colour, possibly due to the presence of iron in the soil
,

in this respeft they closely agree

1 Sewell and Guha, “Report on the Bones excavated at Nal” Mem Archaol Survey of India, No 35

Excavations in BaluchiEan, Appendix V, 1929
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with the remiins from Nal Similarly, the general clnrafler of the bones indicates that in the

present case also there have been considerable changes in the chemical composition of the

bones ,
the organic matrix has long since completely disappeared, and the salts themselves

have changed ^

The total number of individuals represented in the collcdtion is twenty-six, and of these

twenty-two were the remains of complete bodies, while three are represented by the skulls

alone Seventeen of the skeletons were excavated by Mr Hargreaves during Sir John

Marshall’s excavations of 1925-6, and he has very kindly supplied us avith a copy of the field

notes that he made at the time that the excavation was being carried out In compiling the

following report ave have made free use of these notes

The skeletons or skulls are numbered in the order in which they were discovered Of
the first seventeen to be unearthed, numbers i to 4 were in all probability true burials

,

numbers 5 to 16 were found l)ing together in a small room, and appear to be “ more like

evidence of a tragedy than a form of burial, for the intermingling of the skeletons points to

simultaneous interment ” (Hargreaves) In addition to this group, a further group of six

skeletons was discovered at another site, this time in one of the directs
,
and this, too, seems

to have been the result of a traged) = This second group was discovered in the 1925-6
season, and one of us (B S G ) immediately proceeded to Mohenjo-daro, and, as it avas

decided to leave the skeletons tn stiu, treated them avith shellac solution in the hope that the)

might be preserved
,

the folloaving year it aaas decided to remoa'c them, and in March one

of us (R B S S ) proceeded to the site, but it avas found that, oaaing to exposure and m spite

of the shellac treatment, the skeletons had deteriorated to such an extent that it avas impossible

to save more than a feav fragments A fcaa additional measurements aa’crc taken, and these

are given in the report beloav The measurements taken by us on the skulls averc taken

according to the Frankfort Agreement In the case of all additional measurements the

technique folloaa'ed has been described in the body of the text or full reference has been given

Included in Mr Hargreaves’ notes there arc a number of measurements taken on the

firft group of skeletons, aa^hile ^lill tn sun, by the Camp Medical Officer Mr Hargreaves

remarks “ haaang no inilruments could not take correft measurements of the bones, but the

young Indian Camp Medical Officer did his beft with an ordinary tape measure ” We have

converted these measurements from inches to millimetres, and we give them in the following

account, as, although possibly not absolutely correft, they give certain indications regarding

the stature and physique of the individuals In calculating the living height of the various

individuals concerned, we have made use of the formulae given by Manouvner “ and Pearson,*

but in certain cases the result is not very satisfaftory

Skeleton No i

This IS a complete or nearly complete skeleton, and is in an excellent ftate of
preservation The body lay on its left side

, the arms were bent and appear to have
been placed so that the left hand was under the head and the right in front of the face From
the general condition of the bones and taking into consideration the rapidity with which bones

^ Sewell and Guha, loc at
, p 60

* For further particulars regarding these skeletons, see pp 79-81, 107-8, 184-6, and 222-3
^ Manouvner, La diterminatton de la taille apres Its grandes os des ntnbres, Mem dc la Soc d’Anthropol dc

Paris, 1S93

* Pearson, Karl, “ MathemaUcal Contributions to the Theory of Evolution, V On the Rcconftrudbon of the

Stature of Prehiftoric Races ” Phi Trans Roy Soc London, vo\ cxcii, p 169
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become changed, cspeciallv m such a locahtv as Mohenjo-daro, vhere the cftccl: of the >:iltpctrc

in the soil is remarkably de^lruftive, it seems probable that this skeleton is at the moCl onU a

few hundred years old, if, indeed, as old as that

Apart from the position in avhich the skeleton appears to ha\c been l}ing. namch in

the “ embr)mnic ” position, and on its left side, a position charaften^lic of the carl\ burials

of the “ Mediterranean ” race, another ver)’’ intcrciling discoaen, made during the process

of cleaning away the adhering earth in which the skull vas embedded, was the prtscnce of t

flat ilone close up against the basis cranii at the back of the pofterior narcs \Vc ha^c

previously,^ in our report on the human remains excavated at Nil in Baluchiilln, called

attention to the presence in the skull from that site of a flat ilonc, that appeared to be an artifaft,

in the same position, namely behind the posterior narcs, and we there discussed at some length

the possibility of such an objeft having been deliberately placed there, cither ju^t before

or after death, as a part of the death-ceremonies of these carlv inhabitants of India \ similar

find in the present instance is particularly intcrciling, and, if part of the death-ccremorn

,

would, in combination with the embryonic position of the body, indicate that certain death

ceremonies muft have persisted in this area for several thousand years Associated vith this

skull were a number of other parts of the skeleton Unfortunately
,
neither femur was intadl

,

but there were present both humeri, both radii, and a tibia and fibula We have, therefore,

a fairly satisfaftory basis for the estimation of the living height of the indiMdual In the

following table we have given the heights as calculated from Pearson’s tables and from

Manouvner’s —
Bone

Length tr

rtrt

Calculated living height

Pearler Ma-cuvrier

{i) Humerus Right 296 1529 934 1558 4
{i) „ Left 29+ 1524 426 >553 4
(f) Tibia (wath spine) 366 1388 110 —

„ (without spine) 358 1589 756 1624 0

(/) Radius 224 1561 072 1595 0

(.g) H-t-R — > 53+ 27 —
{A) H and R — 1532 656 —

Fibula 348 — 1608 6

The letters in the firSl column refer to the particular formula given by Pearson From
the resulting estimates we find that there is a variation in the calculated living height between

1524426 and 1589 756 according to Pearson’s formulae, and between 1553 4 and 16240
according to Manouvrier, differences of 65 33 and 70 6 rcspe6tively The average living

heights as given by the two methods are 1551 46 and 1587 88 mm If we adopt the former

figure, we can then calculate the proportional length of the two parts of the upper extremitv,

the upper and lower arms, with regard to the total height of the body The figures reached

arc as follows, and for the purpose of comparison w'c have also giv en certain other figures,

taken from Martin," of the proportional lengths in the living persons of those races that seem

moSl nearly to agree —
Lergt/- firogortiorcl to t’-e

/ivi’-g /•ugh cf

llurerut cr Radiui cr

Pace Upger arr I.o~er ar—

Per cert Per cft

Mohenjo-daro (skeleton i) O 19 01 >4 43
Polish Jew $ 18 90 14 40
Badencr $ 19 10 14 40

* Sewell and Guha, loc ciL, p 61

‘ Martin, Rudolf, Leirtuc/ der Art/rcgJcgie, and cd , \ol 11, pp 301 -3 , Jeaa, 19:8
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Skeleion No 2

This skeleton lay with the head towards the ca^l and the face to the south As in the

case of No i, the body lay on its left side and the arms were bent so that the left hand was

beneath the head and the right in front of the face With the exception of the head of the

right femur, which was ^lill in the acetabulum, the bones of the lower extremities were missing

The skull IS badly broken and a large part of the facial region is absent

Skeleton No 3 (13/’)

This skeleton is represented by the skull only

Skeleton No 4

No portion of this skeleton has been received by us

As mentioned above, Skeletons Nos 5—16 all la) together in a group

Skeleton No 5

The body lay face downwards with the head towards the we^l and the legs of Skeleton

No 6 passed across the lumbar region The skull was badly smashed and is too much broken

to enable us to give any details of its charadlers

Skeleton No 6

This lay on its left side, with the head towards the south-weft The left arm was extended

by the side and the right arm flexed, with the hand over the abdominal region
,
both legs

were somewhat flexed The skull is in a good ftate of preservation Mr Hargreaves’ notes

give the following details regarding the proportions of the limb bones —
Length of femur 440 mm
Length of tibia 360 mm
Length of fibuh 365 mm

? Length of humerus 350 mm (upper end to citcrnal condyle)

Length of clavicle 1 43 mm
Length of radius 225 mm
Length of ulna 241 mm
I ength of foot 224 mm (from the os calcis to end of lit toe)

From these measurements we can roughly calculate the total height of the individual from
the formulas given by Pearson and Manouvner respeftively The results thus obtained are

given below in tabular form and we have again used the same letters for Pearson’s formulae
that he makes use of in his paper —

After Pearson After Manouvner
Calculated

{a) 1644 02 mm
{b) 1725 10 „

Length height

(c) 1646 75 „ Femur 442 ram 1658 mm
(</) 1601 77 „ Tibia 362 „ >654

(/) 1644 63 „ Fibula 367 .. 1675 ..

(-4) 1716 83 „ Humerus 352 „ 175+ ..

(») 1687 29 „ Radius 227 „ 1616 „

W 1679 99 » Ulna 245 „ 1605 „
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The calculated living height thus ranges from 1601 77 to 1725 10 according to Pearson,
and from 1605 ^754 according to Manouvrier In each case the result obtained by
calculation from the length of the humerus is much greater than in the case of the other bones,

and of couise the same exaggeration is seen in all those formula of Pearson in which the

length of this bone appears Excluding the results thus obtained and taking only the reft

that appear to agree fairly well, we reach eftimates of the living height of this individual of

1661 35 according to Pearson, and of 16416mm according to Manouvrier, which
corresponds approximately to a height of 5 ft 4-^ in to 5 ft 5^ in

Skeleton No 7

This skeleton lay on its back with its head pointing towards the south and the face turned

to the weft The legs were flexed and the thighs abdufted The right leg lay across the

fore-arm of No 1 1 and the bend of the left knee across the right elbow of No 8 The Camp
Medical Officer gives the following measurements —

Occipital condyle to promontory of sacrum 369 mm
Length of femur (upper extremity of head to internal

condyle) 345 „
Length of fibula 276 „

From the above measurements it is clear that the height of this individual was much below

the average Taking the length of the sacrum as approximately 19 per cent of the total

vertebral column, the whole length m this individual muft have been somewhere in the

neighbourhood of 43 5 mm ,
whereas the average height of the whole column in the adult

male is 690 mm and in the female 675 mm The length of the femur would correspond

to a living height of 1302 mm and the fibula to a height of 1269 mm or an average

of 1285 5 mm This corresponds to a height of 4 ft 2 6 in

Skeleton No 8

This was found close to No 7, with the head towards the north The body lay face

downwards with the legs extended and the arms bent and flung forward, the right wrift being

in close proximity to the top of the cranium The skull is in a fair ftate of preservation,

but owing to the position in which it has been lying, it has become very much diftorted, and

the whole of the right side of the face has been pushed backwards and flattened

Skeleton No 9

The remains of this skeleton were much decayed and the skull is badly broken The
body lay north and south, with the head towards the south

,
the right leg was extended and

the left flexed at the knee
,

the left arm was flexed with the hand on the lower part of the

cheft, and the right arm bent at the elbow with the hand refting on the pelvis (right os

innominatum) of Skeleton No 8

Skeleton No i o

This body lay in the north corner of the room in a line running from north-eaft to south-

weft, with the head towards the south-weft The body lay on its face with the head turned

towards the left shoulder
,

the legs were extended, but both arms were flexed The left
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fore-arm as well as both feet were missing The Camp Medical Officer gives the following

measurement —
Length of femur (upper extremity of great trochanter

to the external condyle) 382 mm

This would correspond roughly to 1 total length for the whole bone of 396 mm ,
and

calculated from this figure the living height muSt have been approximately 1493 mm or

4 ft 10 8 in

Skeleto/t No 1

1

This was found close to No 10, the body lying in a north and south direftion, the head

towards the south and the face turned to the we^l The body lay in line with No 8, the

heads being about 14 inches apart The arms were outilrctched at right angles to the trunk

and the fore-arms were flexed at a right angle
, the left leg was extended and the right leg

flexed The right hand lay between the feet of Skeletons Nos 6 and 13, and the left fore-arm

was beneath the right leg of No 7 The skull is not quite complete, the temporal region

of the right side being absent, but otherwise it is in a good ifate of prcscia-ation The Camp
Medical Officer gives the following measurements —

Living htight

Manouvrier Pearson

Length of nbia 340 mm 1568 1547 4
Length of fibula 328 „ 1544 —
Transverse diameter of the pelvis 142 „ — —

Here, again, there is considerable difference between the living heights calculated from the

two bones The length of the tibia, according to Manouvrier, corresponds to a height of

1568 mm
,
while, according to Pearson, it would be 1547 4, whereas that calculated from the

fibula IS only 1544 mm Taking the mean of these three estimates the living height would
be approximately 1553 mm or 5 ft i in

Skeleton No 1

2

This w'as found near to Skeleton No 16 and in line with No 6 The sole remains
that were recovered are the skull, which is very badly broken, portions of the mandible and
a few fragments of other bones The skull was l)ing face downwards

Skeleton No 1

3

This was found lying eaft and weft with the head towards the weft The body was on
Its left side, with the legs slightly flexed The right arm was missing and the left much
damaged

,
it was touching the head of Skeleton No 14

Skeleton No 1

4

This was lying close to and on the north side of No 13 Only the skull and part of the
vertebral column were preserved, but it appears that the body was lying on its back, with the
face upwards The skull is that of a child
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Skeleton No 1 5

This was discovered at the extreme south end of the group Ij^ing to the south of Skeleton

No 5 The remains are Elated to have consisted of a small crushed skull m poor condition,

and apparently this was not sent to us

Skeleton No 1

6

This was lying to the weft of Skeleton No 5 and close againft a wall It lay with its

head towards the north and the right arm extended between the feet of No 8 and the head
of No 5 The bones were in a very poor and friable condition and the skull badly crushed

Skeleton No 1

7

This skeleton was discovered at a depth of 4 ft 2 in in a narrow lane, subsequently

termed “ Deadman Lane ” The body lay on its back and was lying in a north-weft south-eaft

line across the corner of a wall Only part of a skull and the bones of the thorax

were discovered These were all in a poor condition and were not sent to us for examination

Skeleton No 1

8

Fifteen inches to the weft of No 17 a few fragments of a small skull were obtained,

but no other remains of this individual were traceable

The remains of the above skeletons were sent to us for examination in 1926 and with

them there was, in addition, part of another skeleton which we have termed M These
fragments consift of a skull, in which the right parieto-temporo-sphenoidal region is missing

,

part of the upper jaw
,

the mandible in two halves and with the left coronoid and condylar

processes broken off , and a few other small bones, etc

Skeleton No 19

This was discovered during the course of excavations in 1926-7 All that was recovered

was the skull with the lower jaw Judging from the condition of the bones and the chai after

of the teeth, which are not at all worn, this skull belongs to a later period than the remains

found in the group Nos 5—16 and those in the separate burials Nos 2—4 ,
but it is probably

considerably older than No i

In 1925—6 a second group of skeletons was discovered, as has been mentioned above

lyide supra, p 600) This group included the remains of six individuals and were found

lying in one of the ftreets

Skeleton No 20

This was lying on its face, with the head pointing towards the south and with both arms

extended in front of the head The skeleton measured 5 ft 50 m as it lay The skull,

of which much of the vault and the supra-occipital region is missing, is otherwise fairly

well preserved The following additional measurements were taken on what remained of

the body •

—

Length of femur (from condyles to top of great trochanter) 448 mm

This corresponds approximately to a total length for the femur of 456 mm Applying

Manouvrier’s formula this would give as the living height 1682 mm or 5 ft 6 2 in
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Skeleton No 2

1

This lay between the legs of Skeleton No 20, the head pointing at an angle of 28 degrees

weft of south The body lay on its back Only the skull, which was much eroded and

broken, the upper part of the vertebral column, and the right scapula were left All the reft

of the skeleton had completely disintegrated The skeleton appeared to be that of a child

Skeleton No 22

This individual lay to the eaft of No 20, close to a wall The body lay on its back with

the head direfted towards a line 28 degrees weft of south and in line with the pelvis of No 20

The right arm was flung upwards beyond the head and the left lay at the side Both legs were

somewhat abdufted The skull was badly smashed, and the whole skeleton disintegrated

beyond hope of recovery

Skeleton No 23

To the south of No 22 lay the remains of another body, again face downwards with the

head pointing in a direftion 7^ degrees weft of south The left arm was flung forward and

the legs were nearly ftraight The right arm was completely missing Here, again, the bones

had disintegrated very badly and the skull was completely smashed The skeleton was

remarkable for its size
,

it appeared to be that of an adult male and the total height was 6 feet,

measured from the top of the cranium to the os calcis

Length of tibia (from spine to border of articulation with astragalus) 423 mm

According to Manouvrier’s tables this would give an approximate living height of 1841 mm ,

while according to Pearson it would be 1836 or 6 ft o 5 in

Skeleton No 24

About 3 ft 8 in from Skeleton No 23 and a little to one side of it lay another, that

seems to have been also that of an adult This skeleton lay on its back, with the legs, of

which parts are missing, slightly abdufted The left arm was outftretched at right angles

to the trunk, and the right flung upwards above the head and bent at the elbow at a right

angle The maximum length of the humerus was 328 mm ,
which gives a calculated length

for the whole body during life of 1671 mm or 5 ft 5 in

Skeleton No 25

This was the remains of a child and was lying on its back with, as usual in this group,

its head towards the south The legs were somewhat abdufted, and the left arm appeared to

have been outftretched at right angles to the body The whole skeleton was in the laft ftages

of disintegration

Skeleton No 26

This skeleton is represented by the skull only, which was badly crushed and consifted

of a number of fragments

From the above colleftion of human remains we have been able to seleft twelve skulls, that
were sufiiciently well preserved or at any rate not too greatly damaged to render reconftruftion
impossible, and from these to take measurements of a more or less reliable charafter and draw
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deduftions from them It mu^f
,
however, be borne in mind that some of these skulls have

undergone a certain amount of posthumous deformation owing to the pressure of the super-

incumbent earth, and this process has probably also been assisted by the deterioration of that

part of the skull that lay below It has been shown that in these early burials and interments

that side of the skull that lay underneath in contaft with the undiSlurbed soil is as a rule in

a much worse Slate of preservation than the uppermoSl portion
,
and the same in the main

holds good for the present colledlion

In our account of these skulls we have given, in addition to photographs, a series of

outline tracings of the various aspefls taken by means of the dioptograph 1 So far as it was
possible to do so, we have attempted to take tracings of the true normse, e g lateralis, facialis,

and verticalis, but, owing to the warping of some of the skulls, this has not been possible and
readers, therefore, muil not e\pe6l to find m every case an exaft agreement between the

measurements as given by us and the corresponding measurements as indicated on the tracings

As we pointed out in our previous report,® many of these early long-headed skulls are

charaflerized by the great enlargement of that part of the occipital region that lies behind

the external auditory meatus So far as we are aware, the fir^l author to comment on this

condition was Keith,® who remarked on it in certain Veddah crania The same condition

IS present to a very marked degree in certain of the present skulls, and, m order to provide

some standard of comparison, we have applied to the external auditory meatus the method

that IS utilized for determining the position of the bregma We thus take the total nasion-

inion length and, using this as a base line, we then find the distance from the nasion at which

a perpendicular line drawn through the centre of the meatus cuts it
,
from these two measure-

ments we get what we propose to call the “ Auditory Meatus Position Index ” —
Nasion to foot of meatal perpendicular X 100

Nasion-Inion Line

In Tables I-VII detailed hits of all measurements, indices, angles, etc
,
are given

Skull No I (Text-Figs ii, 12, and 13 , PI CLX, Figs i and 2)

This skull IS undoubtedly of recent origin and, to judge from its small size, the general

lightness of the bones, the small teeth, the small size of the ma^loid processes, and the

persistence of certain infantile characters, such as the degree of prominence of the frontal and

parietal eminences, muSt be attributed to the female sex The cranial sutures are well marked

and are moderately complicated
,

there is no trace of any commencing synoStosis anywhere

The age of the individual was in all probability between 20 and 25 years, possibly somewhat

nearer the former figure

Norma factalts (Text-Fig 1 1)

The face is moderately long and is rather narrow, the facial index being 87 65

(mesoprosopic) The frontal eminences, as already mentioned, are prominent The glabella

is very slightly raised and the superciliary ridges are weak A supra-orbital foramen is present

on both sides The orbits are high
,

the orbital index, which is 91 67, falling in the

“ hypsiconch ” group The malar bones are of moderate development and are not prominent

r All dioptographic tracings given as text-figures have been reduced by one-half

"
Sewell and Guha, loc cit

, p 60

® Keith, “Report on ttvo human crania of considerable but uncertain antiquity” Joum Anthropological

Soc Bombay, p 671, 1917, Bombay
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The nose IS long md Inrro^\ (leptorrlnnt), the nwl index being 43 75 'Ihe bridge of the

nose IS highly nrched nnd is narroAV ,
the intcr-orbital dnmeter is 1 9 mm The lov er mirgiii

of the ms'll -ipcrture is clem eut md raised in a slight iidgc, uid the subinsal spine is

prominent
,

the septum is asymmetiical, being pushed over to the left side

Norwd lateralis (Text-l'ig 12)

The cranium is hj psi-crannl, as is clcarlj shown b) the Icngth-auncular height mdev,

which IS 63 82, and the length-height index of 76 64 Ihe glabella, as mentioned, is onl)

slightl) marked and there is but verj slight depression at the nasion From the glabella.

the forehead rises nearlj verticallj and then turns and sweeps backwards m a more or less

uniform cuiae to the inion The occipital protuberance is well marked The line of

attachment of the temporalis muscle to the frontal bone is well marked and passes upwards
and backwards from the external angular process in a nearlj straight line at an angle of about

45 degrees
,

the continuation of the linca seinicircularis across the parietal bone is, however,
not marked, and is m places verj' difficult to trace PoSIeriorlj above and behind the external

auditor)' meatus the line ofattachment of the muscle is raised in a low’ ridge that can be traced

upwards and backwards as far as the squamo-parietal portion of the Ipmbdoid suture The
maSloid process is small but there is a well-marked supra-meatal triangle The CVjloid

processes were well developed, but that on the right side is broken off The zj gomatic arch
IS delicate In the facial part the bridge of the nose is prominent There is no trace of anj
subnasal prognathism
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Norma veUicabs (Text-Fig 13)

When viewed from above the shape of the skull is seen to correspond to Sergi’s “ ovoides
”

type
,

the frontal and parietal eminences are well marked, the latter particularly so on the
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right side The skull is dolichocranial, the length-breadth index being as low as 70 o 8

In the posterior part of the frontal bone in the middle line, commencing 1 1 mm in front of

the bregma, is an oval, slightly depressed area, measuring 27 mm in length by 13 mm in

breadth, the long axis running antero-poileriorly ,
this we take to be the scar of an old healed

ulcer or wound that has suppurated A well-marked parietal foramen is present on the left

side, and a very minute one on the right The bregma is situated somewhat far back, the

bregma position index being 34 94

Norma occtpUalts

There is little to record regarding this aspeft of the skull

are only moderately developed A very small wormian bone is

lambdoid suture at a diftance of 26 5 mm from the lambda

Norma bastlaus

The foramen magnum is narrow, its index being 81 25 The po^l-condylar fossa is

much more marked on the left side than on the right The upper jaw is wide, the maxillo-

alveolar index being 117 53 (brachyuramc) The palate, as one would expefl: in a female,

IS small but broad, the palatal index being 92 31, thus falling within the brachy^laphyhne

series Unfortunately, mo^l of the teeth of the upper jaw are missing, but those that are

present are of moderate size and are only slightly, if at all, worn
,
the fir^f molar tooth on the

right side shows some slight degree of wear Both third molars have only recently been

erupted

'The Mandthle

The mandible exhibits a moderate degree of development and the chin is moderately

prominent As regards the teeth, the canine and the firft molar teeth on the right side are

slightly worn, but the third molar is absolutely unworn It is worth noting that the incisors

of the lower jaw appear to have fitted behind the corresponding teeth of the upper jaw, when
the mouth was closed, and did not meet edge to edge, as they do in certain of the other skulls

and, as Keith ^ has shown, is so often the case in early skulls Unfortunately, some of the

teeth are missing The lower dental arcade bends slightly outwards at its pofterior extremity,

so that the distance between the outer surfaces of the third molar teeth is 62 mm ,
the diameter

of the dental arcade opposite the second molar teeth is 55 mm ,
and between the canines it

mu^l have been in the neighbourhood of 3 1 mm , but unfortunately the left canine tooth is

missing The pofterior molar teeth are not set vertically in the jaw, but are inclined inwards,

so that the biting surfaces slope somewhat downwards and inwards

Skull No 2 (Text-Fig 14)

The whole skull is in a very bad ^late of preservation, particularly the left side The
whole of the vault is missing, and so also is the greater part of the face From the thickness
of the bones and the general charadlers of the skull we infer that it belonged to a male

Norma Jacialts

The left maxilla is completely missing and the left malar bone has been thru^l inwards
and upwards, filling the whole orbital cavity The right side of the face is also considerably

^ Keith, Sir Arthur, The Antiquity of Man, vol 11, p 670, London, 1925

The muscular attachments

present in the left part of the
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distorted and flattened, and the maxilla is twiiled over to the left As a result of
this deformation it has been absolutely impossible to obtain any measurements, even
approximately correft, of the facial part of the skull

Norma laterahs (Text-Fig 14)

The skull is clearly orthocranial, the length-auricular height-index being approximately

59 69 On the right side of the skull the greater part is intaft, although the malar region
has been badly displaced The zygomatic arch has been fraftured in two places, and the
malar bone has been pushed inwards and upwards towards the middle line The outer
diploe of the greater part of the cranial bones has been eroded away and the bones themselves
are badly cracked, so that it is impossible to deteft the sutures in the greater part of their

course The region round the nasion is fraftured, but it appears to have been depressed

The glabella is prominent and above this point the forehead is retreating The antero-

inferior region of the right parietal bone is fractured and is slightly depressed, and as a result

It is not possible to be certain on the point, but it appears that the parietal and ahsphenoid

met at the pterion The maftoid process on this side of the skull is intaft, and is large and

massive
, on the left side it is entirely wanting In the temporo-parietal region of the left

side there is a large and depressed frafture ,
the lower part of the parietal bone and the upper

portion of the squamous plate of the temporal bone are broken, and the frafhired parts have

been driven inwards under the upper and intaft portion of the parietal bone ,
this fradlured area

measures 85 mm in length The depth to which the bone has been driven inwards is much

greater in the posterior part of the area, while towards the anterior end the area terminates
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in a shallow groove We hesitate to suggeft that this was the cause of death, but the nature

of the injury would be compatible with a severe blow from a heavy weapon with a short cutting

edge such as an axe

Norma vetUcahs

When viewed from above, it is seen that the skull was certainly dohchocranial in charafter

and probably agreed with Sergi’s “ ovoides ” type The greater part of the vault is missing,

the defeft extending from the frontal bone and including the bregma to almost as far back as

the lambda The anterior part of the cranium has also undergone some deformation, the

forehead being pushed over towards the left side The parieto-occipital region of the left

side has been somewhat flattened and displaced inwards, so that the occiput appears to be more

pointed than in aftual life The bone of the vault was of considerable thickness, and in the

region of the back part of the frontal area measures as much as 9 5 mm in thickness

Norma occtpttahs

Apart from the diftortion mentioned above, there is nothing of intereSl to note in this

aspeft of the skull

Norma bastlaru

As already mentioned, the region of the occipital bone has been damaged and displaced,

and the part po^erior to the foramen magnum is broken and depressed
,

the aftual margin

of the foramen, however, appears to be intaft, and, to judge from the position of the occipital

condyles, there has been no deformity in that particular part of the bone If this view is

corred, the foramen magnum is extremely long, the foramen index being in the neighbourhood

of 56 4 mm Both condylar fossas are well marked, but that on the left side is appreciably

bigger than that on the right The muscular attachments on the basi-occipital bone for the

longus capitis and re£tus capitis anterior muscles are well marked The digastric fossie are

also deep The glenoid fossas are deep and the tympanic plate is proportionately massive

The Mandible

The mandible is strong and well developed Unfortunately, the bone has been frafhired

a little to the left of the middle line, the line of frafture extending through the socket of the

lateral incisor tooth The upper part of the right ramus, including both the coronoid and
condylar processes, is missing All the teeth, with the exception of the second and third

molars on each side, are missing The bimolar width of the dental arcade, measured between
the second molar teeth, is 57 mm The teeth are greatly worn, the dentine being freely

exposed

Sktdl No 3 (13^) (Text-Figs 15 and 16 ,
PI CLX, Figs 3, 4, 5, and 7)

This skull belongs to a male, who was undoubtedly adult, but we are unable to assign
any definite age to it All the teeth have been erupted and some of the sutures give the
appearance of having commenced to fuse

,
this has certainly taken place in the lower part

of the sagittal suture, and part of the lambdoid suture of the left side also appears to have
undergone the same process

,
but it is impossible to be absolutely cei tain on this point owing

to the fradlured condition of the bones The skull is somewhat distorted and the face is pushed
over to the left side The facial portion is intaft, but the pofterioi region of the skull was
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entirely fragmentar}- and was largely pushed inwards and impafted within the anterior region,

while the greater part of the occipital bone is missing, including both the basi- and the

ex-occipital regions Extensive recon^lruftion of the back part of the skull w'as thus

necessary
,

and, as a result of this, many of our measurements mu4l be regarded with

a considerable degree of caution

The skull appears to differ essentially from all the other skulls in the present colleftion

It IS large and of a heavy build From the description that we give below and from the

photographs and tracings there can, we think, be little doubt that it is charadteri^lically

Mongolian in type
, for the purpose of comparison we have given photographs of a typical

Naga skull. No N 189, in the colledlion of the Indian Museum (PI CLX, Figs 6 and 8)

The cranium appears to have been nearer the brachycephalic than the dolichocephalic type

Fig 15

Norma Jaaalts (Text-Fig 15)

The face is moderate in length, the superior facial index being 52 86 (mesene) Owing

to the damaged condition of the mandible it is impossible to be certain of the total facial length,

but this muft have been in the close neighbourhood of 125 8 mm ,
which would give a total

facial index of 89 85 (mesoprosopic) The fiift thing that strikes one in this view of the skull

IS the decidedly Mongolian charafter of the face The forehead is lounded, the glabella

IS moderately prominent, and the superciliary ridges are not markedly developed Keith ^

^ Sir Arthur Keith, “ Human Skulls from Ancient Cemeteries in the Tarim Basin ” Journ Royal Anthropol

InSli/ule of Gnat Britain and Ireland, vol h\, p 149, 1929
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has recently called attention to the charafters of the Mongolian forehead and the shape of

the external angular process of the frontal bone in this type of skull, and the present example

agrees very well, so far as those charafters are concerned that Keith regards as charadferillic

of this racial type The root of the nose is flat and broad, the mterorbital diameter being

as high as 23 mm The orbits are very high ,
the orbital index is as great as 97 i mm

,

so that the orbital aperture is very nearly square and falls in the hypsiconch group The

nose is moderately long, the nasal index being 49 1 mm ,
thus falling withm the limits of the

mesorrhine group There is a well-marked subnasal gutter present on each side

Fic 16

Noma laietahs (Tc\t-Fig 16)

The external auditory meatus and the zygomatic arch are absent on the right side of the

skull On the left side the alisphenoid and the parietal meet at the pterion
,

the fronto-

parietal suture has already closed In the same paper Keith ^ has devised a new method of
estimating the degree of projection of the various features of the face, such as the glabella,

the root of the nose, the cheekbones, chin, etc
,
and he has shown that in the Mongolian skull

the outer margin of the orbit is more advanced and is further from the centre of the external

auditory meatus than in the European skull Such a forward projection of the cheeks is well
marked in this skull , the malar bones are very prominent and this gives a charaCteriSlic

' Sir Arthur Keith, loc cit,p 169
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flit ippcinncc to the ficc is 1 whole As well as being prominent, the malar bones are of

<^out build, the orbitiIt-7)gomi\iiIire diflincc being is high as 32 mm The nasion was
not depressed ind the nose wis certiinl) not prominent

,
unfortunately, the lower portions

of both nisil bones are missing, so tint it is impossible to determine the exaft degree of

projeflion, but, is mentioned ibove, the root of the nose is flit ind broad There is

1 considtriblc degree of subnisil prognithism, but the fice is 1 w’hole is mesognathic

Kcn> a I astlcrts

Ihc moil ilrilving fciture in this ispeft of the skull is the grcit width of the palate and
the dentil ircidc 'Ihc pilitil index is is high is 95 92 mm ind this is not due in my way,

so fir is we cm judge, to poilhumous deformity or wirping, for the ficiil portion of the skull

IS \cn well presened So high m index is this merits the crcition of a spcciil class, which

mij be termed " Inperbrichjiliplnline " Ihe mixillo-ilvcolir index is equally high,

being 138 49, md is therefore " hj perbriclij urinic ” Ihe dentil ircide is ilmoil parabolic

in Its curvature, the width between the molar teeth ileidil) increasing from before

bid wards
,

the bicanmc width is mm md bimolir width, measured between the outer

surfices of the •'ccond molar teeth, is is high is 71 mm

T/f

'Ihc mandible n powcrfulh built, but his undergone 1 considerable degree of warping

md dimigc '1 he greater portion of the right ascending ramus, including both the coronoid

and cond^lir proccssc,, is missing, md the right mglc is also absent Unfortunate!), the

mednn portion of the ji.\ between the incisor teeth vis bidl) damaged md considerable

rcconilrudio'i wis necc'sin 'ihc bicminc diameter of the rcconilrudcd jaw is 37 5 mm ,

md the bimolir diameter between the second molar teeth is 67 2, while between the outer

surfaces of the third molar teeth the diameter is 70 3 mm All the teeth arc badly worn,

the demine being frcch exposed I he depth of the bod) of the mandible cannot be accurately

raea'"urcd between the incisor teeth, owing to the damage to the front part of the jaw, but it

mus“t haac been a[iproMmiicl) 34 7 mm 'I he depth of the bod) in front of the second molar

tooth r 36 1 mm , of this there can be no doubt, as this portion of the jaw is well prcscra'cd

9/"///Ao 6 Clcxt-rips 17 and 18 , Pis CLX and CLXI, Figs 9 and 10)

I hr si 111! 15 extreme!) long and ippeirs to have been that of a male Judging from

the facl that all the teeth have been erupted md that none of the sutures have commenced

to 'how am '-.ign' of sanoilosis, there can be no doubt that the individual was in the prime

of life at the time of his de ith

A emw /urn;//; (1 ext-I ig 17)

I he glabella md supcrciliar) ridgts arc not pronounced, and the forehead is rounded

'Ihc orbits appear to have been ritlicr low, but the supra-orbital margin of the left side has

been fraflurccl and the upper and outer portion his been displaced downwards, thus making

the orbit appear rather lower and the vertical diameter less than it was in life
,

the whole of

the outer and lower margin of the right orbit is missing 'Fhc nose is of moderate length
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(nicsorrhinc) nnd the subinsnl niiq-m t<. th ir cut, uithoiit m\ roimciinf o(T of ti)t tdpc

or tnee of guttering 'I he cli-Tluite lioin tlio siihin'nl *pinc to the aKeohr margin is

long, 2 2 mm

Noma laterahs (I'ext-l'ig i8)

^Vhen Mcwed from the side it n sun tint the foiclu id rrcs ilmn't eutiralU from the

insion 'I he glabella is onh shghtl) marked and the upcrciliar\ ridgc'- arc not prominent

The line ol the vuilt of the eratmim jiaucs upward* ind lucl v ird' tlonr the eertex and

then downw irds to the inion in in almosl month and umlorm curse, that is f^rdinuh sinilir

to the curvature of the sault in the same aiev ot the " N'll ” skull' I he ahrphenoul*.,

as IS usual, come into cont-’ft with the anterior inferior angles ot the parietal bones on both

sides of the skull The ma^loid process is fiirh massne and is not umisualh prominent
Both zjgomatic arches arc missing and, in addition, the right mdar bone is dso absent Ihc
bridge of the nose is modcratel) high, and there is some degree of subn isal prognathism

On the right side of the skull, extending from the lambda, or slight!) bc\ond the lambda
on the left side, passing across the sagittal suture and then extending fone irds in a slraight

line across the right parietal bone and into the alisphcnoid, is a straight cut that measures

146 mm in length
, above this cut the right parietal bone is intafV, but below the cut the lower

' Vide Sewell and Guha, loc cit, pi xxi\, fig 2
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part of the parietal bone and approximately the upper third of the squamous plate of the

temporal bone is missing We arc of the opinion that a cut such as this, that has bitten

through the parietal bone without producing any marked fradluring of the portion of the bone
that remains, could onl) have been done during life with a sharp and heavy weapon, such as

a sword, and that this was in all probability the cause of death

Norma vaheahs

When viewed from above the general outline of the skull clearly resembles that of Sergi’s
" ovoidcs ” t) pc The frontal eminences are not marked and the parietal eminences are only

moderately developed There has been a certain degree of di^lortion The left parietal

region has been somcw'hat distorted and displaced, the result being that the two parietal

bones in the region of the sagittal suture have been forced slightly outwards (upwards) The
occipital region has also been forced out and slightly to the left

horma hastlaus

The distortion of the occiput appears to be much more marked in this view of the skull

The poSl-condyloid fossa is more developed on the left side than on the right The ridges

of the muscular attachments to the occiput arc well developed, but the digaSlric fossa is shallow

The tympanic plate is comparatively Stout and thick
,

the St} loid processes are missing on

both sides The glenoid fossae arc deep The teeth arc all considerably worn, and the wear

of the incisor teeth shows that during life they were in apposition with the teeth of the lower

jaw, the bite being “ edge to edge ” There is a small patch of caries in the third molar

tooth on the right side The palate is high and there is a low torus The upper dental

arcade possesses a bicaninc diameter of 38 5 mm and a bimolar diameter between the second

molar teeth of 65 5 mm The molar length is 43 mm
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(mesorrhine) nnd the submsil imrgin is clcir cut, without any rounding off of the edge

or trace of guttering The di^lince from the submsnl spine to the alveolar margin is

long, 22 mm

Norma lateralis (Text-Fig 1

8

)

When viewed from the side it is seen that the forehead rises almoft vertically from the

nasion The glabella is onlj slightl} marked and the supcrcihar) ridges are not prominent

The line of the vault of the cranium passes upwards and backwards along the vertex and

then downwards to the inion in an almoil smooth and uniform curve, that is ilrikingl) similar

Fic 17

to the curvature of the vault in the same view of the “ Nal ” skull 1 Ihe alisphenoids,

as IS usual, come into contaft with the anterior inferior angles of tlie parietal bones on both
sides of the skull The mastoid process is fairly massive and is not unusuallj prominent
Both zygomatic arches are missing and, m addition, the right malar bone is also absent The
bridge of the nose is moderately high, and there is some degree of subnasal prognathism

On the right side of the skull, extending from the lambda, or slightly beyond the lambda
on the left side, passing across the sagittal suture and then extending forwards in a ^raight
line across the right parietal bone and into the alisphenoid, is a straight cut that measures
146 mm in length

, above this cut the right parietal bone is intaft, but below the cut the lower

^ Vide Sewell and Guha, loc cit, pi xuv, fig 2
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part of the parietal bone and approximately the upper third of the squamous plate of the

temporal bone is missing We are of the opinion that a cut such as this, that has bitten

through the parietal bone without producing any marked frafturing of the portion of the bone
that remains, could only have been done during life with a sharp and heavy weapon, such as

a sword, and that this was in all probability the cause of death

Nonna vejttcalts

When viewed from above the general outline of the skull clearly resembles that of Sergi’s
“ ovoides ” type The frontal eminences are not marked and the parietal eminences are only

moderately developed There has been a certain degree of distortion The left parietal

region has been somewhat distorted and displaced, the result being that the two parietal

bones m the region of the sagittal suture have been forced slightly outwards (upwards) The
occipital region has also been forced out and slightly to the left

Nonna banians

The distortion of the occiput appears to be much more marked in this view of the skull

The poSt-condyloid fossa is more developed on the left side than on the right The ridges

of the muscular attachments to the occiput are well developed, but the digaStnc fossa is shallow

The tympanic plate is comparatively Stout and thick , the Styloid processes are missing on

both sides The glenoid fosss are deep The teeth are all considerably worn, and the wear

of the incisor teeth shows that during life they were in apposition with the teeth of the lower

jaw, the bite being “ edge to edge ” There is a small patch of caries in the third molar

tooth on the right side The palate is high and there is a low torus The upper dental

arcade possesses a bicanine diameter of 38 5 mm and a bimolar diameter between the second

molar teeth of 65 5 mm The molar length is 43 mm
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The Mandible

The mandible is powerful and the teeth are large In the lower dental arcade, the bicanme

diameter is 35 5 mm and the bimolar diameter is 59 5 mm The median length of the dental

arcade is 53 mm The chin is moderately prominent

Shill No 7 (Text-Figs 19, 20, and 21 ,
PI CLXI, Fig ii)

The skull is a small one and appears to have belonged to a female
,

the bones arc very

light, the glabella and superciliary ndges arc only slightly developed The skull has under-

gone a considerable degree of diftortion and damage The facial part of the skull has been

pushed over towards the right side, while the occipital area has also undergone considerable

displacement towards the same side, thus the sagittal line of the skull follows a curve The

right parietal region has been forced outwards and upwards, and there is a long and slightly

S-shaped frafture dividing the poftcrior half of the right parietal bone into tv/o almoft equal

parts The anterior half of the bone is broken and a considerable portion is missing
,

the

temporosphenoidal region of the same side is depressed, and the squamous plate is broken
into two parts by a vertical frafture On the basal aspeft of the skull, the right part of the

occipital bone has been pushed inwards towards the middle line, and this has entirely destroyed
the integrity of the foramen magnum

Norma factalts (Text-Fig 1 9)

The orbits are moderately high, the orbital index being 82 7 mm , thus, the orbit falls

within the limits of the mesoconch group The nose is narrow at the root, the interorbital

diameter being only 185 mm , it is of moderate length (mesorrhine), the nasal index being
50 8 mm There are no traces of any subnasal gutter, the inferior margins of the nasal
cavities being clean cut and sharp The distance between the lower margin of the nose and
the alveolar margin is small, measuring only o mm The malar bones are not markedlj'
prominent
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Nonna lateialts (Text-Fig 20)

The glabella is only slightly marked, and the nasion is not depressed The forehead
rises with only a slight backward inclination and then turns into the general outline of the
vault, which is very similar to that of tlie “ Nal ” skull, being highly arched The parietals

and alisphenoids meet at the pterion The frontal eminences are not marked nor, as mentioned
above, are the superciliary ridges None of the sutures appear to have undergone any
synostosis, and the tlurd molar teeth are only juSl cut, and have not yet fully developed, so

that the age of the individual muSl have been about 20 to 2^ years The occipital region

IS extremely long and well-developed, and, as a result, the position of the external auditory

Tie 20

meatus lies very far forward
,

the meatus position index is thus 40 69 The maSloid process

IS small and the digaSlric fossa: are not ver)' deep The tympanic plate shows a degree of

moderate development Unfortunately, the diSlal ends of both nasal bones are missing,

so that It IS impossible to draw any definite conclusions regarding the degree of prominence

of the nose during life, but it does not appear to have been high The malar bones are small

and the zygomatic arches are missing on both sides, but the root of the process is small and

delicate The distance between the orbitale and the zygomaxillare on the left side is 28 5 mm ,

which is greater than one would expeft from the general appearance of the skull
,

this increased

distance is due to the prolongation of the malar process of the maxilla outwards, the aftual

depth of the malar bone itself being only 21 o mm There is some degree of sub-nasal

prognathism
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No] via vcittcahs (lc\t-Fig 2i)

When viewed fiom nbovc, it is dcirly seen tint the skull wis ver) long, though the

warping and damage prevent one from forming any definite opinion regarding the cephalic

index or the charafter of the general outline The forehead is rounded and the frontal

eminences are only slightly marked The left paiietal eminence is veil developed, but that

on the right side has been distorted and nearh obliterated by damage to the bones

Nonna ocapttalts

There is but little to record regarding this aspedl of the skull The lateral walls of the

cranium appear to have bulged slightl) outwards, as the) rose from the maAoid processes

Fie 21

Norma bastlarts

The palate is somewhat crushed but appears to have been \cn narrow with a high vault

The teeth are well developed and are v’cr) little worn The third molar tooth does not appear
to have erupted on either side, but owing to damage it is not possible to be certain on this

point As regards the dental arcade, ownng to the crushed condition of the palate and the
skull in general any measurements muft be regarded with a considerable degree of caution
The bicanine diameter is 39 5 mm ,

and the diameter between the outer surfaces of the firil

molar teeth is 54 mm , between the surfaces of the second molar teeth it is, however, onl)

46 5 mm ,
but this diameter muft have been greater during life The incisor teeth

are shovel-shaped The muscular attachments to the occipital bone are not very well
developed and the digastric fossa is small
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Skull No 8 (Text-Figs 22 and 23 ,
PI CLXI, Figs 12, 13)

This skull has undergone considerable warping and damage The face has been pushed
over to the right side, the right zygomatic arch has been broken, and the greater part of it is

missing The left orbit has been greatly diftorted The frontal region near the upper and
inner angle of the left orbit has been forced outwards and the glabella has also been driven

outwards The nasal bones are separated from the frontal and maxillary bones and driven

inwards The posterior region of the skull has been badly broken , the pofterior part of the

right parietal bone and the supra occipital part of the occipital bone have been badly fradbired,

the left side of the occipital region and the poilenor part of the left parietal bone is fragmented,
and the greater part of the temporal bone, including the ma^foid, is absent From this it will

be clear that it is not possible to arrive at any very definite conclusion regarding the racial

affinities of the individual to whom it belonged

Fig 22

Norma Jaciahs (Text-Fig 22)

The forehead appears to have been rounded and the minimum frontal diameter is of

moderate length The glabella and superciliary ridges are not prominent The left orbit

IS greatly distorted, but the right is more or less intaft and appears to have been low The

interorbital diameter is wide There is a supra-orbital notch on the right side, but on the left

there is a foramen The malar bones are of moderate size and are not prominent The nose

IS very broad , the nasal index is 58 mm ,
which places the skull in the cham^rrhine group

The lower margin of the nose does not show any trace of a nasal gutter, the margin being clean

cut Immediately below the nose the subnasal region of the maxilla is depressed and flattened,

and at the outer margin of this flattened area the root of the canine tooth raises a very

diilmd: ridge

ss
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No}ma lateralis (Text-Fig 2.3)

Owing to the damaged condition of the frontal region it is difficult to determine the

charafters of the forehead , it appears to have risen almoft vertically from the glabella The

vertex is of moderate height and was slightly flattened The poft-auricular region of the

skull IS very diSlmftly shorter than in the majority of the skulls The malar bone is, as

mentioned already, of moderate development, the depth of the bone being 2 1 mm
,
while the

distance from the orbitalc to the zygo maxillarc is 27 mm The nose has 1 moderately high

arch The face is prognathic, due m the mam to the subnasal prognathic projeftion of the

maxilla There is also some degree of alveolar prognathism present

Fig 23

Norma verttcalis

When viewed from this aspeft it is clear that the skull had a di^lindf tendency towards

brachycephaiy, but it is not possible to arrive at an exaft eftimate of the maximum diameter
during life, owing to the damaged condition of the parietal region

Norma occipitalis

The sides of the skull rise nearly vertically from the ma^loids

Norma hastlarts

The left half of the foramen magnum is missing The mascular attachments to the

poil-occipital area are not marked The digastric fossse are of moderate size The bimaftoid
diameter appears to have been high

,
as only one-half of the skull is intaft, it is impossible to

measure the diameter exadlly, but, calculating from one-half, the total diameter seems to have
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been in the neighbourhood of 160 mm The palate is U-shaped, the diameter being 38 mm
and the palatal height 1 1 mm In the upper dental arcade the bicanine diameter is 3 1 mm
It IS impossible to measure the bimolar diameter, as the fir^l and third molar teeth are missing

on the right side and all trace of the root sockets has been absorbed in the case of both teeth

On the left side the second premolar and all the molar teeth are absent The biting surfaces

of such teeth as are left are remarkably worn

The Mandible

The mandible has undergone considerable warping and the posterior teeth are missing

All the teeth that remain are markedly worn The chin is moderately well developed The
bone as a whole is of moderate build and, to judge from the condition of those teeth that remain,

the bite mu^l have been “ edge to edge ”

Skull No 10 (Text-Fig 24)

This skull IS comparatively small and the component bones are thin and delicate
,

the

muscular ridges are not well marked and in all probability the individual was a female The
skull, as is shown by the photographs taken at the time of excavation, lay on its right side, and
it IS interesting to note that, contrary to the usual rule, it is the left side of the skull, which lay

uppermost, that has suffered the greater amount of damage The left side of the cranium and
the greater part of the left side of the face are missing There has also been a considerable degree

of distortion
,

the frontal and right parietal bones have been forced apart, and the bones in

the region of the right parieto-temporal suture have been forced inwards An extensive

fradture runs across the occipital region in a horizontal diredtion, and the two parts of the bone

have been forced apart to the extent of about one-half of an inch All the teeth have been

erupted, and there is no sign of any synoSIosis of the sutures
,

the individual, therefore, muSl

have been adult and in the prime of life

Norma Jactalis

The forehead is rounded and the frontal eminences are not well marked The malar

bones do not appear to have been prominent The orbit is high, the orbital index being

86 06 mm
,
which puts it in the hypsiconch group The nasal region is fradlured and the

greater part of the left maxilla, as well as the whole of the left malar bone, is absent
,

fortunately, the ascending ramus of the left maxilla is present, and we are thus able to reach

some conclusion regarding the charadler of the nose The bridge of the nose is moderately

prominent and the root is narrow, the intei orbital bieadth being only 21 5 mm The
nose IS moderately narrow, the nasal index being 47 8 mm

,
so that it ju^I falls outside the

limits of the leptorrhine group

Norma lateralis (Text-Fig 24)

There is little or no depression at the root of the nose, and the glabella is only very slightly

marked The superciliary ridges are inconspicuous The forehead is slightly retreating and

passes upwards and backwards into the general contour of the vertex in a uniform curve

The outline of the vertex presents a smooth, high curve that is in close agreement with the

condition that we found in the “ Nal ” cranium {vide Sewell and Guha, loc cit
,
pi xxiv) It

IS not possible to be absolutely certain that this high arch of the vault is not due, at any rate in

part, to the distortion and compression that the skull has undergone, but we are of the opinion
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that It was probably present in life On the right side the parietal bone meets the ahsphenoid

at the pterion, but on the left the less usual arrangement of the frontal bone meeting the

squamous plate of the temporal bone seems to have been present The pofterior region of

the skull and especially of the occipital region is not so markedly developed as m certain other

skulls in the collection and, as a result, the external auditory meatus is nearer the poilerior

aspeft ,
this is clearly indicated by the auditory meatus position index, that is 58 33 The

maftoid process is not markedly prominent, but the digastric fossa is deep The tympanic

plate IS thin in comparison with certain other skulls, especially Nos 2, 1 1, and M The
right zygomatic arch is broken The malar bone is small, the diflancc between the orbitale

and the zygomaxillare being only 24 mm The bridge of the nose is moderately prominent

Norma ocapttalts

There is a vertical cut on the poilenor aspeft of the skull at a di^lance of half-an-mch
to the right of the sagittal suture and extending from a point 67 mm in front of the lambda
into the supraoccipital region The bone to the left of the cut, including such parts of the
left parietal and supraoccipital bones as are left, is depressed There is a transverse fracture
across the occipital bone extending to the right ailerion

Norma bastions

The foramen magnum is long The right poftcondylar fossa is much deeper than the
left As mentioned already, the digastric fossa is deep and the glenoid fossai are also
moderately deep The palate appears to have been moderately wide

,
its depth is 13 5 mmThe teeth are mostly absent, but those tliat are present are much worn
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Shi/I No II (Text-Figs 25, 26, and 27 , P] CLXI, Figs 14 and 15)

This skull appears to be that of a male in the prime of life The skull is a large one and
the bones are thick and heavy On the right side mo^l of the parietal bone and the squamous
plate of the temporal bone is missing While possessing a long head that agrees in its general

shape and configuration with certain other long-headed skulls in the colleftion, the general

charafters of the face, especially the great development of the glabella and the superciliary

ridges, the depressed root of the nose and the great width of the interorbital diameter, as

well as the not very marked projeftion of the nose itself, all point to this individual belonging,

not to the Mediterranean race, but to the Proto-Au^lraloids

Fig 25

Nonna faaahs (Text-Fig 25)

The right malar bone and part of the right maxilla are missing The forehead is low

and somewhat retreating The superciliary ridges are marked, meeting at the glabella,

which is Itself markedly developed The root of the nose is wide and depressed The
orbits are not high

,
the orbital index is 84 46, which puts it in the mesoconch group The

supra-orbital notches are large The malar bone is strongly developed and projefts markedly

laterally, so that the face mu^l have been broad in life The nose is wide, the nasal index

being 51 06 (chamsrrhine) There is no trace of any subnasal gutter, the lower margin

of the pyriform aperture being sharply marked and creft-like The mandible is heavily built

and IS wide, the angles are everted, and the bigonial breadth is 105 mm

1
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Norvta lataahs 26)

Commencing at the insion, this, as we have noted above, is depressed, while on the other

hand the glabella is lemarkably prominent and the superciliary ridges well marked The

forehead is receding, but the general outline of the vault of the skull passes back in a low but

uniform curve to the inion, which is very prominent On the right side of the skull, the

lateral part of the cranium is missing, while on the left side it is depressed and fraflured
,

we arc, therefore, unable to give an exaft reading of the maximum width On the left side

the antcro-mfcrior angle of the parietal bone meets the alisphenoid
,

on the right side the

arrangement of the sutures cannot be determined owing to the extensive frafturing of the

bones The ma^foid process is long, though not verj massive The tympanic

plate IS massive and thick The /}gomatic arch on the left side is -flrong and

I ic 26

not markedly curved, but it muft be borne m mind that this mar be due to post-

mortem flattening as the result of pressure The attachment of the masseter muscle
to the lower surface of the arch and the malar bone is rcmarkabl} well developed The
malar bone is strongly developed, and is \er) deep, measuring 30 mm between the orbitale

and the zygomaxillare, whereas in a normal modern skull this measurement falls m the

neighbourhood of 25 mm The nose is moderately prominent Unfortunatel), both
the ascending ramus of the maxilla and the nasal bones arc somewhat damaged, so that it is

impossible to measure exaftly the degree of protrusion of the nose, according to Keiths’
method ^ The subnasal spine is also damaged There is some degree of subnasal
prognathism The incisor teeth clearly met '* edge to edge ”

^ Sir Arthur Keith, “Human Skulls from ancient Cemeteries m the Tarim Basin” JRAI vol h\,

P H9 (1929)
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Noinm verhcalts (Text-Fig 27)

The skull is extremely long and was probably narrow, but as both sides are damaged,
It IS impossible to give the exa£l measurement

,
the cianial index, as estimated by us, is

approximately 68 72 (hyperdohchocranial) The sagittal suture is closed, except at the

anterior end, and so also is the lambdoid

Noima occipitalis

The inion is very well marked and the superior nuchal lines are raised into definite ridges

There is a di^lmft tendency to scaphocephaly in the pofterior part of the parietal region

Norma basilaris

The foramen magnum is long, the foramen index being 1"] 61 mm The muscular

attachments of the occipital bone are all well marked and the digastric fossa is very wide and

deep The poftcondylar fossa is larger on the left side than on the right The tympanic

plate IS thick and well developed, and the glenoid fossa is deep The palate appears to have

been somewhat on the small side for a skull that is, in other respefts, so well developed
,
but

apart from this its proportions are normal
,

it is comparatively high, the height being 1 5 mm
Unfortunately, some of the teeth are missing, so that it is not possible to determine exaftly

the dimensions of the dental arcade The bicanine width mu^f have been in the

neighbourhood of 38 mm and the bimolar diameter is 62 5 mm The length of the dental
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arcade is 51 mm All the teeth are much worn, especially the incisors, and it is clear that the

bite was “ edge to edge ” There has been considerable exfoliation of the molar teeth owing

to the absence of the corresponding molars in the lower jaw

The Mandible

The mandible is large and massive and extremely broad, the bigonial diameter being

105 mm ,
the angles are everted The chin is not prominent All three molar teeth on

the left side and the second and third on the right are absent, and all trace of the teeth sockets

has been obliterated As in the case of the upper jaw, the teeth arc all extremely worn

SkullNo 14 (Text-Figs 28, 29, and 30 ,
PI CLXI, Figs 16, 17, and 18)

This skull belongs to a child, aged between 9 and 10 years The canines, firil premolars,

and the second and third molars of the permanent dentition have not yet been erupted The

skull is naturally small and the bones thin and light The head was markedly brachycranial

The outer part of the right orbit and the whole of the right zygomatic arch are missing,

while the left zygomatic arch is also broken and absent

Norma factabs (Text-Fig 28)

Unfortunately, the facial part of the skull has been badly damaged The forehead is

rounded and slightly bulging, as one would expedf in a child There is no glabella, nor are the

superciliary ridges developed The orbit is high, the index being 89 85 mm (hypsiconch)

The nose appears to have been moderately long and narrow, but we are unable to give any
measurements

Norma lateiabs (Text-Fig 29)

The glabella is not marked, and there is no depression at the root of the nose The
forehead rises vertically upwards and then slightly recedes The highest part of the vertex
appears to he in front of the bregma

, from this point the vault of the skull slopes slightly
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downwards until a point is reached about the middle of the parietal bones, 1 e
,
the middle of

the sagittal suture, where the line of the vault bends somewhat sharply downwards to the
occipital protuberance The part of the skull between these two latter points, 1 e

,
the middle

of the sagittal suture and the inion, is remarkably flattened It is probable that this flattening

IS pofthumous, since the skull was lying on the occipito-parietal region, with the face upwards
The left parietal bone and the neighbouring part of the frontal bone are badly cracked, the

bones in the region of the pterion are fradured and somewhat depressed Near the left

a^erion the lamboid suture has opened up, the bones having been forced apart A small

wormian bone, measuring 14 mm by 14mm, lies near the left a^lerion The maftoid

process, as one would expedl m a child, is small, but the digastric fossa is well marked on both

sides Unfortunately, both the nasal bones and the front parts of the maxillse, lying below

the pyriform aperture, are absent

Notma verlicalts (Text-Fig 30)

The forehead is rounded The frontal eminences are not particularly marked, but

on the other hand, the parietal eminences are particularly prominent A parietal foramen

IS present on both sides

Norma occipitalis

Two cracks ^lart from the region of the lambda ,
on the left side the fissure crosses the

left parietal bone till it reaches the pterion ,
on the right side the fissure passes downwards

and then outwards and forwards to a point about an inch m front of the parietal eminence

In the supraoccipital region a large part of the bone is missing, measuring about 50 nim

by 1 5 mm
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Norma bastlaris

The foramen magnum is roundj the foramen index being 82 35 either side of the

foramen, the areas of the occipital condyles are low and ill-defined, and they present a pitted

surface that closely resembles that found between a diaphysis and an epiphysis, presumably

this effedl: is due to incomplete ossification of the condylar region The right poft-

condylar fossa is smaller in extent than that of the left side, but is much deeper The maSloids

are small, but the bima^loid diameter is large, measuring 104 mm The palate is wide but

shallow

Skull No 19 (Text-Figs 31, 32, and 33 , PI CLXI, Figs 19, 20, and 21)

The age of this individual lies between 1 8 and 23 years, and is probably nearer the former

figure The skull appears to have belonged to a female, for it is small and the bones are

light, the muscular ridges are not marked, and the lower jaw is small and delicate The face

IS narrow There is no trace of any synoflosis in the sutures

Norma Jaciahs (Text-Fig 31)

The face is small and narrow The forehead is rounded and the glabella and the

supercilian ridges are only slightly marked There is a supraorbital foramen present on
the left side and the usual notch on the right The frontal eminences are not marked The
nose is narrow', the nasal index being 44 68 mm

,
which puts it in the hyper-leptorrhine group

The bridge of the nose is also narrow and is moderately arched The orbits are hypsiconch,
the orbital index being 86 39 The malar bones are small and are not prominent
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Tic 31

Norma laterals (Text-Fig yi)

Viewed from the side, the skull appears to be very long and narrow The forehead

rises almost vertically from the nasion The vertex is not highly arched, as in the “ Nal ”

type, but, on the contrary, the top of the vault is rather flat The frontal and parietal eminences

are not marked The occipital region appears to be extremely long, but this is in large part
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due to the crushing that the skull has undergone The maftoid is small
,

the malar bones

are small and the zygomatic arches are delicate The parietal and alisphenoid bones meet

at the pterion The nasion is not depressed and the bridge of the nose is moderately arched

A considerable degree of both subnasal and alveolar prognathism is present, so that the upper

incisor teeth projeft forwards to a marked degree , the face, as a whole, is mesognathic

Norma verttcahs (Text-Fig 33)

The skull is badly crushed from side to side, especially in the parieto-occipital region

The right parietal bone is broken at the antero-inferior angle, and the anterior part of the bone

has been depressed and pushed inwards below the level of the frontal bone The thickness

of the parietal bone in this area is only 3 5 mm So far as it is possible to judge, the outline of
this aspedl of the skull during life was an elongate oval

,
but, as a result of the compression,

the bones are badly fraftured
,

there is a Y-shaped fradlure in the region of the lambda and
the upper ^em of the Y passes upwards and to the left about half-an-inch to the left of the
lambda, and this continues on over the vertex parallel to the sagittal suture to about the junftion
of Its anterior and middle thirds, where it crosses the suture and then divides into two, one
limb running ftraight to the bregma, while the other passes to the right across the anterior
part of the right parietal bone

Nonna ompitahs

Owing to the lateral compression of the skull, the region of the inion has been forced
outw ards The thickness of the skull w'all in this region is 5 o mm
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Norma hasilaus

The bnsis cranu is badly compicssed, so that the two occipital condyles almoft touch
one another, the foramen magnum being completely obliterated

, the basi-occipital bone
has been forced downwards and to the left The muscular attachments to the occipital bone
arc not marked, and the diga^lric fossa is remarkably shallow The tympanic plate is

modcratcij ^out
, both ^fjloid processes arc broken The palate is long and narrow, but this

ma) be due, at Icail in part, to the lateral compression
,

the palatal index, as calculated by
us, IS Icpto^laph) line The teeth arc of moderate size and the dental arcade does not present
an) unusual features The teeth arc hardly at all worn and the la^l molar tooth has not been
erupted The bicaninc diameter is 39 5 mm and the bimolar measurement is 55 5 mm
Tic Mandible

The mandible, as already mentioned, is small and delicate There is only a slight degree
of prominence of the chin In the lower dental arcade the bicanine measurement is 30 5 mm

and the bimolar diameter is 54 o mm The low'cr incisors arc small and are irregular
,

it

is clear that during life thc) did not meet the teeth of the upper jaw in an “ edge to edge ” bite,

but fitted behind them

Skull No 20 (Tcxt-Fig 34)

Thc whole of thc left side of thc skull, excepting thc mailoid and the frontal region, is

absent Thc upper portion of thc frontal bone on thc left side, thc whole of the left parietal,

and moA of thc supra-occipifal regions arc missing On thc right side the greater portion

of thc parietal is missing and there is a large V-shaped interval, one limb of which extends

between thc frontal bone and thc remains of thc right parietal, while the other limb passes

upwards and forwards into thc frontal region ,
and thc right half of the frontal bone has loil

thc outer diploc Thc root of thc zygomatic arch is extraordinarily ^lout and heavily built

The mastoid process is long and massive ,
thc digailnc fossas are comparatively small, but the

glenoid fossa is moderately deep Thc muscular attachments to the occipital bone are well

marked Thc forehead is rounded and thc superciliary ridges moderately well marked
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‘The Face

The bridge of the nose is very narrow and moderately prominent The root of the

nose and the upper part of the left maxilla were attached to each other, but separated

from the cranium Both the molar bones are absent

The maxillary region was entirely separate and in two parts Ihe incisor region of the

left maxilla is missing Judging from the condition of the right maxilla there was some

degree of subnasal pragnathism present

The mandible is massive and the teeth are moderately worn The height of the

symphysis is 36 5 mm and the height of the bod) is 34 o mm Both the ascending rami

are broken and the coronoid and condyloid process missing The chin is not prominent

The skull was very badly broken and warped and the measurements can only be regarded

as approximately correft We have, therefore, not included them in the Tables, but give

them separately below —

Maximum Cnnnl Length 172 njin

Nision Inion Line 165 1

Bimailoid Breadth »»

Auricular Height 118 >»

Basi-Bregmiuc Height 141 ft

Length of Foramen Magnum 33 ft

Breadth of Foramen Magnum 28 ft

Depth of Palate >3 ft

The skull appears to have been that of an adult male

Skull No 26 (Te\t-Fig 35)

This skull, which was the only part of the skeleton to be found, is much broken, and
extensive reconilruftion has been necessary So far as we can judge, it appears to have been

the remains of a young female The bones are light and thin and the frontal region presents

well marked eminences, while there is but little development of the glabella and superciliar)'

ridges A great part of the skull is missing, including the whole of the basis cranii, the

posterior part of the frontal, and much of the parietal bones in the region of the bregma and
coronal suture, the whole of the occiput, except a small part of the supra-occipital area,

the squamous plate of the left temporal bone, and the whole of the left side of the face

In Its general charafter this skull appears to agree with the other members of the

mesocranial Mediterranean group

Norma facialis

The forehead is rounded and the frontal eminences are fairly well marked The glabella
and superciliary ridges are only slightly developed The orbits are high

, the orbital index
IS as high as 94 4 (hypsiconch) The malar bones are not prominent The root of the nose
IS slightly depressed, and the nose appears to have been of moderate length

,
there is a tendency

to the formation of a subnasal gutter
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Norma lateralts (Text-Fig 35)

As mentioned already, the glabella is not marked and there is but slight depression at
the root of the nose The nose itself appears to have had a moderately high pitch to the
bridge

Norma veittcalts

So far as we can judge, the skull was probably mesocranial or high dohchocranial The
parietal eminences are moderately well marked There is no trace of synoftosis of the
sutures On the whole the skull would appear, from such parts of it that are left, to conform
to Sergi’s “ ovoides ” type

Fic 35

Skull M (Text-Fig 36 ,
PI CLXI, Fig 22)

This skull reached us bearing no number It is m a bad ftate of preservation and a large

part IS missing, but, as it is of a particularly intere^ling type, we give such account of it as is

possible The skull appears to have belonged to a male m the prime of life All the teeth

appear to have been cut, and there is no trace of any synostosis in those parts of the sutures

that can Still be traced, except possibly in the lateral part of the coronoid suture The size

of the cranium is large, the bones are thick, and the muscular attachments are well developed

The thickness of the frontal bone is 6 mm ,
and that of the parietal is 7 mm

Norma jaciahs

Nearly the whole of the facial part of the skull is missing
,

all that we have been able to

save consists of fragments of the maxillas In addition, almoSl the whole of the right side of

the cranium is absent, as well as a large part of the left parietal bone and a portion of the

squamous plate of the temporal The glabella and superciliary ridges are well developed

There is a wide supra-orbital notch on the right side, and a supra-orbital foramen on the left
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Nonna lateralis (Te\t-F]g 36)

When viewed from this ^ngIc it is clear that the skull is remarkably long, its great length

being due in the main to the great development of the occipital region and the part lying

posterior to the external auditory meatus
, the mental position index is 52 36

Noma verttcahs

Viewed from above the elongate nature of the skull is ver}' marked The general outline

of the skull, judging from that part of it that ^lill remains, vould probably conform to Sergi’s

“ oamides ” type The parietal eminences were apparently not marked

Nonna occipstahs

There is a wormian bone at the lambda that measures 17 mm in length by 14 mm in

breadth The superior nuchal lines arc raised into a vcll-dcfined ridge, that extends from

the imon as far as the a^lerion

Tie 36

Norma basilar is

Extending across the whole width of the basis cranii is a crack that reaches from mailoid
to ma^loid, running through the foramen magnum

,
the two parts of the skull have to some

extent become separated, the gap between them being about 7 mm wide Apart from this

crack the margin of the foramen is intaft Even when allowance has been made for the
separation, the shape of the foramen during life mu^l have been oval or pyriform, the major
diameter lying about the jundlion of the middle and poifenor thirds The glenoid cavity is

deep The tympanic plates are thick and massive

The Mandible

The greater part of the mandible was preserved, but has undergone a considerable degree
of warping The body is of ftout build The teeth in both the mandible and maxillae are
markedly worn, the dentine being freely exposed

,
the adhial degree of wear becomes
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considerably greater as we pass from the third to the fir^f molar teeth The degree of wear
of the incisors clearly demonstrates that the teeth during life met in an “ edge to edge ” bite

The dental arcade is somewhat narrow anteriorly
,

the bicanine diameter is only 28 mm,
but the bimolar diameter muSl have been in the neighbourhood of 60 mm The chin is not
prominent

In a number of these skulls it has not been possible to obtain reliable measurements
of the three dimensions, namely, the length, breadth, and auricular height It has not,

therefore, been possible for us to calculate the cranial capacity by means of Lee and Pearson’s
formulae,! neither have we been able in any inSlance to take a direft measurement, owing to

the fragile or incomplete charafter of the skulls In those cases where Lee and Pearson’s

formulae could not be applied, we have made use of the formulae given by Wingate Todd "

It mu^l be borne in mind, however, that his formulae were calculated for the crania of the white

races inhabiting America, and may not, therefore, give very reliable results when applied to

skulls of an entirely different charafter, especially those of the Proto-Auftraloid race In

the following table we give the various capacities calculated according to these two methods

No of Lee aid Pearson’s IFtngate Todd's formula
skull formula Length Breadth Height Average

CCS CCS CCS CCS CCS

I 1265 97 1351 98 1183 98 1327 51 1282 36

2 — 1487 08 — 1399 60 1443 34

6 1201 71 1371 75 1232 60 1341 94 1286 99

7 1268 56 — — — 1268 56

8 1345 44 1375 05 1242 33 1399 1340 62

10 — 1375 053 — 1385 233 1380 14

II 1551 52 1480 49 1316 66 1515 10 1515 70

H 1157 4 1276 20^ 1349 36
3 1184 353 1241 83

19 — 1434 36 — 1270 44 1352 40

26 — — 1222 87* 1414 09® 1318 48

M- 1494 19 1506 85 1225 98 1500 67 1500 57

From the above results it can be seen that on the whole the figure for the cranial capacity

given by Wingate Todd’s formulse and calculated from the breadth measurement is considerably

below the figure obtained by the other methods
,

almoft the only exception to this is to be

found in Skull No 14 Soren Hansen * has maintained that in fossil skulls very little reliance

can be placed on the cephalic index as deduced from the length and breadth measurements,

as, owing to pressure from the superincumbent earth, these skulls are frequently deformed

and in consequence the dimensions are altered As the skull usually lies on its side, the breadth

measurement will be too small, and, conversely, the length measurement will become increased

The figures given in the above table certainly appear to bear this out, for in the mam the

cranial capacity calculated from the breadth measurement is lower, and in certain cases very

considerably lower, than the capacity calculated fiom either the length or the auricular height

! Lee and Pearson, “ A firil ftudy of the Correlation of the Human Skull ” Phil Trans Roy Soc Senes A,

vol cxcvi, p 247, London, 1901

® Wingate Todd, “ Cranial Capacity and Linear Dimension m White and Negro ” Amer Jour Phys Amhropol ,

vol VI, No 2, p 167
^ These figures are probably somewhat too high, as Wingate Todd’s formula apply to adult males only

* Soren Hansen, “ On Pofthumous Deformation of Fossil Skulls ” Man, yo\ mx. No 65, p 121, London, 1919

Cranial

Capacity
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On the other hind, in those ciscs in which it vvis possible to obtiin all three measurements,

the capacity calcuhted from the length or the auncuhr height is somcwlnt greater than that

deduced in accordance with the Lcc-Pcarson formula:, and, of course, a flattening of the skull

transversely will tend to increase both the total length of a skull and its auricular height

The exception to the rule, No 14, is the skull of a child, which is of a markedly brach) cephalic

type ,
a reference to the photograph of the skeletons, while <lill ni situ, shows that in this case,

unlike moft of the skulls, the skull was not l)ing on its side but was on its back, lying on the

occiput with the face upwards, so that, if there has been an) flattening owing to the pressure

of tlie earth, the skull will have been rendered more brachyccphalic than it v as in life, and this

will have produced the increased result in the calculation of the cranial capacit) from this

measurement

\o cf

Race si ills

Mohcnjodiro, No? 2, il,1

M
}

S

Proto-Auflraloid t)pe J

Mclanesnns 20

Auftnlnn aborigines 1

1

»» ,1 ^

Mohcnjo-diro, No 13^(3) —
\ j

Mongolian t)pc (

Chinese 2

Mohcnjo-diro, Nos 6, 7, 9,

10, 19, 26 —
Mediterranean t)pe

Nil Skull, Mediterranean t

Mohenjo-daro, No 20 — t

Alpine t)pc j

'

Metur 1

'Lerc.’h HreaJiA IrAct

mm mm

10 25 10 0 97 5C

n 42 10 96 96 0

10 8-12 7 10 0-12 2 —
n 4 II 7 10: 5

JO 37 10 62 102 41

11 2 II 4 101 8

10 53 10 64 10: 9^

11 25 13 0 115 56

11 18 10 95 97 9;

Molar 2

Ur-tl Breadth IrJex

mm mm

10 2 9 85 9<1 57

10 69 10 55 98 7

11 0-12 2 10 9
—

12 2 IX 8 96 I

It 0 10 12 92 05

10 8 10 8 100 0

6 69 to 30 to6 71

10 6: 11 75 no 59

10 77 10 63 98 70

From the above it maa be seen that there is on the whole a very fair agreement as regards

the length-breadth indices of the two firft molar teeth between the Proto-Au^raloid tape of

skull found at Mohenjo-daro and those of the aboriginal Au<lralians and Tasmanians In

two of the three groups the index of the firil molar tooth is higher than that of the second,

the exception being the Melanesians
,

and, further, the index of the Mohenjo-daro skulls

falls between those of the other taa'o groups

As in moft early skulls, the teeth are badl) aaorn, the dentine being freel) exposed
The only skulls that arc exceptions to this general rule arc No i, aahich is comparativel)
recent, and No 7 Scrgi, Buxton, and Keith haa'c all commented on the degree of wear
in the teeth of the skulls from Anau, Kish, and Al-‘Ubaid rcspeftiv cly, and we ha\e also noted
its presence in the Nal skull

In spite of the fragmentary nature of some of the skulls and the degree of warping that

others have undergone, it is, we think, possible and justifiable to draw certain conclusions
from the material before us The skulls arc, w ithout doubt, not a homogeneous senes, and
there seems to be evidence that at leaSt four different types are represented

Txpe I Proto-Australoid Race

To this type belong skulls Nos 2, ii, and M All these three skulls are remarkably
long and fall in the dohchocranial group

,
the individual indices of the two skulls, that are

sufficiently complete to enable us to determine the index, are 68 72 (No 1 1) and 63 32
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(No M), tlic nvcngc oi the. two being 66 02 The sides of the skull ire flattened and appear
to rise nearly aerticall} from the ma^loid region The vertex is highly arched, the average
height index being 70 68, w'hile the average auricular height is 122 mm As pointed out

in the case of skull No r i, there ma) be a tendcnc)' to scaphocephaly The proportion of

the skull that lies behind the level of the external auditory meatus is extraordinarily high,

the meatus hing ncarl) midwaj between the nasion and the inion As already mentioned
(vide supuiy p 607), Keith ‘ has called attention to this feature in the long crania of the Veddahs,

and, more rcciiitU,- in his Report on the human remains excavated at Al-‘Ubaid and Ur
Up to the present time but few anthropologists have paid any attention to this feature, and we
arc, therefore, not in possession of data from other collcftions that we can make use of for the

purpose of comparison In order as far as possible to remedy this defedt, we have calculated

the auditor) -mcatus-jiosition index {vide supra, p 607) from measurements taken on
dioptographic tracings of Australian,^ Tasmanian,* and Veddah ® skulls, as well as from three

skulls of a similar t)pc from Adittanallur In the table below we have given the auditory-

mcatiis-position index in the skulls before us, as well as those calculated from the data given

in tbc vavTOWS xs ewks referred to —
No of Audttor^ Meatus

Ri.ee Crania Position Index

Mohenjo daro, \os 2, It, and M- 3 48 I

VcJdah 5 51 43

1 -•'nanian 20 49

Auftrahan 20 53 OI

fdittanallur 3 54 60

From the aboic it is clear that there is a very close degree of similant) between the different

groups, which form a tonsccuti\e senes

The superior nuchal lines in all three skulls are well developed, and the individuals

appear to ha\c been of muscular development The glabella is w'ell marked and the

supcrciliar) ridge** aFo tend tov ards a high degree of dciclopmcnt The nose seems to have

been comparatncli broad, but was also moderateh arched In one of the skulls (No ii)

there was some dcarcc of subnasal prognathism In those cases where the anterior teeth are

flill present it is clea** tlv’t the U|ipcr and lower incisors met in an “ edge to edge ” bite and did

not mcriap, a** in the case of nio^l modern skulls Keith ® has Elated that this “ edge to edge
”

bite IS common in carK skulls and in all primitive races We cannot, therefore, la) much

ftress on its occurrence in these skulls from Mohenjo-daro, but it is interefting to note that

burner * has called attention to the fadf that this t)pc of “ bite ” is a charadferiftic of skulls

* Sir Arthur Keith, “ Repo-t on W o ennn of comidcnblc but uncertain Antiquit> ” Journ Anthropol Soc

Bt~ta~, a of 11, p 671, Rombia
" Sir Arthur Keith, “ Report on the Humm Remains ” in II R Hall, Ur E\cazatiors,\o\ i (Al- Ubaid), p 232,

1927, Oxford

» R J I!crr. and \ W I) Robertson, “ Dioptogriphic 1 racings in tlircc norma: of 90 Australian Aboriginal

Crania” TVa.-/ R' ,
Sc' PiPcria, \o] \i, 1914

‘ R J Ucrr> and A W D Robertson, “Dioptographic Tracings in four norma; of 52 Tasmanian Crania”

Trans Roj See I tSorsa, aol a, 1909

‘ (A P and I Sisvm, J rpei-nse natiir-rissenseAafthchr Fcrschunsen auf Ceylon, \o\ m. Die Weddas von Ceylon

urd die sie ur-pelerden I etkersclafier, Wiesbaden, 1892—3 6. Keith, loc cit

' Sir Arthur Keith, Tie Antijuily of Ma~, aol 11, p 670, London, 1925
'

Sir W 1 urner, “ T he Relations of the Dcntar> Arcades in the Crania of Auflrahans ” Journ Anat and

Physiol, aol xxv, p 463, I ondon, 1891
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of the Au^lnloid group The cranial capacity of the skulls is comparatively large We have

given above on page 637 the calculated cranial capacities of all the skulls under consideration,

and It IS clear that these three skulls, Nos 2, 1 1, and M, have a considerably greater capacity

than the others It is intereiling to compare the sive of the cranium in other races that belong

to the same type ,
we have, therefore, in the following table given certain data on this point —

Geological

period Race Author

No of
skullt

Cranial

capacity.

Average

Plciiloccne Jwi, Wadjil Dubois 2 1600 CCS

»» Europe, N Africa Boulc 4 145° ..

Auftnlian (Talgn) E Smith I 13°° »

>» Rhodcsn Boulc i CO0

Recent Proto-Auflnloid

Mohcnjo-diro - -

3 1490 „

>» Adittanallur — 4 1532 »

Tasmannn Martin — 1406 „

Auflralians

rMartin

-j
Boulc

Ikcitli

Sirasm

— 1347 ..

1340 „

>1 Veddahs 18

1287 „

1278 „

There is thus vety close agreement between the present skulls from Mohenjo-daro, the recent

extinft Tasmanian race, and the prehiiloric Homo neanderihaUnsts from Europe and North

Africa, the cranial capacity falling beta^een 1400 and 1500CCS The Rhodesian skull falls

ver} near the Veddahs, having a vety considerably reduced capacit}, namel), 1278-80 ccs
,

and IS onl} ju^t surpassed bj the Talgai skull and the modern Au^Iralian Aboriginal The
loaa^er jaw in these skulls is ver)' strongly built, with a avidc bigonial diameter, and a short

ascending ramus There can, a\c think, be little doubt that the skulls of this t)pc muft be

referred to the Proto-Auilraloid Race Among the skulls that have been excavated at

Adittanallur there are some of the same t)'jje and these have been dcfinitel) referred to the

Proto-Auflraloid race b) Elliot Smith ^ In addition to the e\idence of the skulls, we have

a certain amount of information regarding the living height of the individuals of this group

As mentioned above {^ide supra, p 604), the data supplied b) the Camp Medical Officer gives

the length of two long bones, namel), the tibia and fibula, in skeleton No 1 1, and from these

measurements the calculated living height of the indivadual would be in the neighbourhood
of 1553 mm or 5 feet and i inch This is dl^lIn 61:l) on the small side, and ’grees with what
we should expeft to find in an individual of the Proto-Au^lraloid race

A comparison of the skulls excavated at Mohenjo-daro with those discovered at Kish
and described by Buxton - appears to us to indicate that certain of the Kish skulls agree in

certain charadteri^lics x'ety closely with those from Mohenjo-daro that we attribute to T)pe I

Buxton remarks “ The skulls are relatively long and narrow, of small cubic dimensions and
occasionally of massive appearance, with hcav)' brow ridges and a keel-shaped top to their

heads ” As regards the cubic dimensions of these massive skulls from Kish, the cranial

capacity as given by Buxton for Kish skull No 3 is 1409 ccs
,
for No 5, 1420 ,

and for

^ G ElLot Smith, The Evolultor of Mar, p 130
" L H D Buxton, “On the Human Remains excavated at Kish” in S Langdon, Excavatwvs at Ktsh, \ol i,

PP ” 5
-25 > Paris, 1925
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No 7, 1431 All three of these skulls belong to his missive type, ind their corresponding

cranial indices are respeffively 66 84, 69 43, and 67 70, thus giving an avenge of 67 41
It is a matter of some difficulty to compare our skulls avith the account given bj Buvton,

as we have been unable to discover to which, if indeed to any, ilandard of measurement he is

conforming, and he further makes use of terms that do not appear in any of the recognized

conventions
,

for inftance, he gives a “ palato-maxillar)'- breadth ” and “ palato-maxillarv

length ” and from these deduces a “ palato-maxillary index ”, but, so far as vc can ascertain,

and judging from the dimensions that he gives, he is referring to the palatal length and breadth

of the International Agreement Keith ^ in his recent account of the skulls excavated at

Al-‘Ubaid and Ur also appears to have had certain skulls that conform verj closely to this

type, especially Nos I, II, III, IV, and VII of the Al-‘Ubaid skulls A comparison of the

photographs given by us, PI CLXI, Figs 14, 15, and 22 and Text-Figs 14 and 36, with

those given by Buxton (loc cit
,
pi xlvi, figs i, 3, and 6, and pi xlvii, fig i) and the tracings

given by Keith (loc cit
,
pis Ixiii—Ixvii) sufficiently indicates how close is the resemblance

In the Table below we have given some of the charafters of the skulls of the present t} pe

from Mohenjo-daro, and for the purpose of comparison we have also given these charafters

for the “ massive type ” skulls from Kish (Buxton), certain skulls from Al-‘Ubaid (Keith),

the Veddahs (Sarasin), and a series of nine skulls from Adittanallur —
Ktsh Al- Ubatd Mohenjo-daro Adittanallur Veddak

Nos 3, 5, 7
{Buxton)

Nos I, 2, 3,

4 and 7
{Keith)

Nos 2, II, M 9 skulls {Sarasin)

CCS CCS CCS CCS CCS

Cranial capacity 1417 1498 5 1490 1532 1278

Cranial index 67 42 72 6 66 02 69 7 70 5

Length-height index 69 9 71 26 70 68 70 58 73 7

Auricular height index — 62 2 60 03 67 06 —
Upper facial index 49 6 55 I 53 93 50 45 51 4

Total facial index — 92 06 88 98 — 88 2

Nasal index 44 4 49 2 51 06 51 62 52 7

Nasal length 54 o(No 3) 53 3 46 5 52 46 9

Orbital index 72 7 83 4 84 46 85 86 89 8

Palatal index 67 3
— 89 36 89 32 77 0

Bizygomatic width 125 127 6 127 0 130 5 123 5

It seems to us that all the above series show evidence of relationship As regards the cranial

index, the skulls from Al-‘Ubaid are not so elongated as those from Mohenjo-daro, but the

skulls from the other localities form a series of connedlmg links In the facial part of the

skull, the individuals from Al-‘Ubaid have a considerably longer face than those from Kish ,

the Adittanallur skulls tend to approximate to the Kish type, while the Mohenjo-daro skulls

are nearer to those from Al-‘Ubaid As regards both the nasal and orbital indices, we have

a regular graded series commencing in the Kish skulls with a nose that is long and narrow ,

in the Al-‘Ubaid skulls the nose is slightly shorter and di^linftly broader, and these changes

are even more marked in the Adittanallur and Mohenjo-daro skulls, which have chamairrhine

noses, and finally the maximum alteration is found in the Veddahs Similarlj, the orbit is

very low in the Kish skulls and reaches its maximum height m the Veddahs Another

alteration in the charafter in the face is the change from orthognathism to prognathism In

^ Sir Arthur Keith, “ Report on the Human Remains” in Hall, Ur Excavations, vol 1, A1 ‘Ubaid, pp 214-40,

Oxford, 1927
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the Kish skulls there is marked alveolar prognathism {vide Buxton, pp 115, 116), in the

Al-‘Ubaid theie is, according to Keith, no trace of prognathism, but m the Mohenjo-daro

and Adittanallur skulls piognathism is again evident

In the Al-‘Ubaid skulls the supra-orbital ridges are well developed
,

in the whole series

Keith gives an average measurement of 103 8 In the three skulls from Mohenjo-daro

this measurement is 104 7, and three skulls from Adittanallur gives the same average measure-

ment as that of the Al-‘Ubaid skulls The bizygomatic breadth, again, shows a graded series

from the Kish to the Adittanallur skulls

Keith has called attention to the importance of the facial projedlion m the antero-po^lcrior

plane in determining relationships Beyond the data given by Keith we have no basis of

compaiison In these skulls from Mohenjo-daro the orbital margin is very nearly the same

distance in front of the meatal plane as in the Al-‘Ubaid skulls, the measurements being 69 7

and 70 6 respeftively , but the forward projedlion of the cheeks as shown bj the position of

the malo-maxillary point is considerably greater in the Mohenjo-daro skulls, being 73 o mm
as opposed to 70 2 in those from Al-‘Ubaid The nose is markedly less prominent in the

Mohenjo-daro skull, the distance from the front margin of the orbit being only 1 5 mm ,
while

in the Al-'Ubaid skulls it is 20 mm Associated witli this, there is in the Mohenjo-daro

skulls a marked depression of the nasion

Keitli(pp 215-16) remarks “ If we look at a map of Asia on which the areas occupied

by the various racial divisions of mankind are indicated we see that Mesopotamia lies along

a racial watershed or zone of transition To the south and wcil lies the whole of the great

Arabian peninsula, from the Indian ocean to the Levant, marked as the home of the Semites
,

to the north and ea^l the homeland of the Iranians ^Irctches from the valley of the Indus to

the Black Sea ”, and he points out that the inhabitants of Al-‘Ubaid partook of the charafters

of both races and represent a transitional dlagc beta\cen the two tj'pcs Mohenjo-daro, lying

near the mouth of the Indus, may be said to be between the homeland of the Iranians and

peninsular India, the homeland of the Pioto-Au^lraloids

Type II Mediterranean R<\ce

To this type we attribute skulls Nos 6, 7, 9, 10, 19, and 26 These skulls arc of

considerably less size than those of Type I, the average cranial capacity being only 1 332 5 ccs

The shape of the skull is long and moderately long, the average cranial index being 67 67 ,

this IS, however, probably slightly too low, for included in the series is one skull that gives

a cranial index of only 57 45, and this is in the main due to posthumous compression and
fradlure The sides of the skull in this type are not so flattened as in Type I, but tend to

bulge somewhat above the maSloid region Both frontal and parietal eminences are, as

a rule, fairly well marked The proportion of the cranium that lies behind the external

auditory meatus is high, the average meatus position index being 52 8 1 This is appreciably

higher than the index in the Proto-AuSlraloid skulls of Type I, which is only 48 i, but is not

higher than the average index in the Proto-AuSlraloid skulls from Adittanallur or m the

Australian skulls The muscular attachments are not so markedly developed in this series

The glabella is, as a rule, only slightly prominent, and the superciliary ridges are not

pronounced The nasion is not depressed The nasal index is on the average 48 63, falling

in the low range of the mesorrhine group The adlual nasal length varies from 41 mm to

52 25 mm ,
the average being 46 mm ,

so that the nose tends to be short The mterorbital

width is narrow, varying between 21 and 26 mm
,
and the bridge of the nose is narrow and

high-pitched , in attempting to estimate the degree of prominence of the nose we have
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followed the method proposed by Keith,* tiking die distance between the anterior inferior

margin of the orbit and the moil prominent part of the nose as shown on the craniogram
The aieragc projeftion is 26 i mm, and ranges between 240 mm and 33 5mm The
mandible is of slight build, and the average bigomal breadth is only 84 mm

This type of skull we consider to represent the true Mediterranean race, and the examples
in the present collcflion agree very avell with the “ Nal ” skull from Baluchistan and
Skull No 4 111 Buxton’s account of the Kish remains In the following table we have given
the various charadleriSIic indices, etc

,
of the skulls that we attribute to this Mediterranean

t) pc, and for the purpose of comparison we have also given the corresponding indices, etc
,

for the Kish skull No 4, as recorded by Buxton,- skulls Nos i and 2 from Anau, recorded by
Scrgi,’’ three male skulls from Ur, recorded by Keith, and the “Sialkot” and “Bayana” crania

Mc^enjo-daro Nal Ur-Skulls S Kish Skull Arau Skulls “ Sialkot ” “ Bayana ’

C^aruRer
Skulls, 6, 7, 9»

10, 19, and 26

Arerape

er, riuv {Keith) No 4 Nos I, 2 Skull Skull

Cranial capaatv '33® S 1443 2 ' J413 5 1328 1378 I
' 1360' 1250 5

Cranial index 66 2 70 0 69 8 69 I 76 2 71 I 71 3

1 ength height index 75 ®3 77 45 72 65 66 49 — 77 78 73 60

Vuricular height index 64 02 63 83 60 0 —
57 84 66 1

1

60 67

i acial index — 60 0 57 97 45 ® — — —
Ni'il inuex 48 2 46 9 48 77 44 4 46 8 — —
O-bilal index 88 II 82 s 90 0 86 84 83 3

— —
Palatal index 79 '<5 79 ®5 —

75 0 — — —
I here can, we think, be little doubt that all these skulls belong to the same type So far as

the individual differences shown in the table arc concerned, especially the differences in the

length-height index of the cranium and the various indices of the face, it is possible that we have

here ceidcncc of a tendcnc) to the development of separate local races within the limits of a

single group, as has been suggc<Icd b) Buxton,® but one is not justified in arriving at any

definite conclusion in the matter owing to the comparative!) few skulls available at the present

time from am one of these localities Among the data that w'c possess, we have evidence of

one sort or another regarding the living height of three individuals belonging to this t)pe,

namcl), of one man and two women The male was about 5 ft 4^0 The two women
arc considcrabh shorter than this, measuring, rcspcftivcl)

, 4 ft 910 and 4 ft 4^: m ,
or an

axerage height of 4 ft in

Tart III Moxcouan Branch ot the Alpine Stock

This t) pe IS represented by a single skull, No 1 3 (3) The skull is quite charadleriific,

and for the purpose of comparison we haxc given both side and face views of a Naga skull.

No N 189, in the Indian Museum colledion {c/ PI CLX, Figs 5 and 6 and 7 and 8)

Tlie close correspondence between the two leaves no room for doubt regarding the racial

origin of the individual

* Sir Arthur Keith, “ Hunnn Skulls from Ancient Cemeteries m tlic Tarim Basin ” Journ R Ant Infl of Great

lir tatr ard Irelurd, vol liv, p 167 London, 1 929
® L H D Buxton, “ On tlic lluiinn Remains rxeavated at Kish ” m S Excavations at Kish, \o\ 1,

p 122, Pari', 1924
^ G Scrgi, “ Dc'criplion of some si nils from tlic North Kurgan Anau ” in Pumpelly, Explorations in TttrkeSlar,

vol 11, p 446, Washington, 1908

* Eiiimated according to Lee Pearson formula: Nos 10 and 1

1
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Type IV Alpine

In the present series there is only one skull thnt cnn be definitely shown to be

brachyceph-vlic, namely, that of the child, No 14 There are, however, certain other skulls

that seem to us to have, in all probability, belonged to this group, namely skulls No 8, 1 3,

and 20 Unfortunately, all these skulls are in a poor ^late of preservation, and it is only on

No 8 that we have been able to take definite measurements, and even in this case the skull

was badly damaged No 1 3 is the skull of a female, which lay close to No 1 4, the brachycephalic

child
,

this skull was very badly damaged, the cranial portion was in two parts, but the left half

of the frontal bone, part of tire left parietal, and the left temporal bones were more or less intaft

The occipital bone was fradlurcd down the middle line, but clearly showed that the supra-

occipital region was composed of two large wormian bones of about equal size
,

the right

parietal and part of the right temporal bones were impafted in the right half of the cranium,

and the whole of the face and the basis cram were missing The bones were extremely thin and

fragile, and an attempt to reconftruft the skull proved disastrous So far as we could judge,

the skull muSl have been at leaSl a high mcsocranial, and may even have been brachycranial,

though not so markedly so as Skull No 14 That this individual was a female we have no

doubt, and if she was, as we are inclined to believe, the mother of No 14, it is onl) to be

expefted that the child would exhibit a greater degree of brach) cephaly Skull No 20 was

one of those that had been left lu situ for a jear, and when it was removed for examination was
in a very bad Slate of preservation The nasal and maxillary portions of the face were

completely separated and partially missing
,
the whole of the vault of the skull and the greater

part of the occipital area weie wanting, as also were the left temporal region and the maSloid

The mandible was without either ascending ramus As a result, it is impossible to arrive at

any definite conclusion regarding the original shape of the skull, but we are of opinion

that it was in all probabilit) brach) cranial There is sufficient of the poSlerior region to shot"

that the skull was not a long one (^tde Text-Fig 34), nor docs it exhibit any tendency to

the posterior prolongation of the cranium behind the level of the external auditory meatus,

a feature that is so charaftcri^ic of the skulls of the Proto-Auftraloid and Mediterranean t)pes

It seems probable that all four skulls of this group belonged to the Alpine race, but beyond
this It IS impossible to go, and we arc not in a position to determine to which brancli of the

Alpines they may have belonged The only indication regarding the probable living height
of the individuals of this group is derived from Skeleton No 20, in w'hich the maximum
height, as it lay, w'as 5 ft 5J in

In conclusion, we would express our thanks to Messrs Provash Chandra Basu, M Sc

,

Bajra K Chatterjee, M Sc
,
and Panchkon Chakravart)', who have given us very considerable

assistance in calculating indices and in compiling the various tables
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HUMAN REMAINS 647

TaDLE III \\ERAGE MEASUREMENTS OE THE DlFEERENT GrOUPS

Group A
1

1 Group B
McAsurcmcnts Skulls Nos 2, i Skulls Nos 6, 7, 1 Skull No 3 Skull No

II, M
^

9, 10, 19, 26
1

or 13^
!

Maximum cranial length 197

(

179 8 180 5 164
Maximum cnnial breadth 130 ' 121 I 138 5 140
Auricular height 122 lie 8 120 ^ 100

Basilo-brcgnatic height 139 • 3° 133

'

118 5

Lcall frontal breadth 95 86 3 95 85?
Bir7)goraitic breadth 127 9+ 140 ?

Na'il length 46 5 46 I 53 40
Jsasal breadth 22 22 3 26 19 5

Interorlutal breadth 23 20 I 23 21 5

Orbital breadth 37 37 3 38 34 5

Orbital height 31 25 32 8 37 5 31

Maxillo-ahcolar breadth 83 61 74 60

Maiillo ah eolar length 66 55 53
—

Palatal length S3 62 46 3 49 31

Palatal breadth 46 5 37 3 47 34
Occipital foramen —

(ij) I^gth 38 36 — 34
it) Breadth 25 27 3

— 28 5

The position of ext and meatus —
(<f) DiAance of and perp from Inion 95 5 87 3 95 76

{p) Di^ancc of and perp from Nasion 98 95 5 100 83

Bigoniil brc’dth toi 5 78 — —
Mandibular angle in^ 132 5“ 126° —

IaELE IV \\ERACE I’ DICES OF THE DIFFERENT GrOOFs

Indices

' Group A
1 Skulls Noa 2,

j

tir M

1

I Ijcngth breadth 66 02

2 lycngth height index 70 68

3 I/cnpth auricular 62 03

4 Breadth height index 107 25

5 Index of the occipital foramen 68 48
6 T oEal facial index 88 98?

7 Superior facial index 53 93 ?

8 Orbital index
,

8j. 46

9 N'a'al index
1

51 06’

10 MaiilJo ah eolar inde’"
j

126 04
1

1

PalaEal index 89 36

12 Ramus index 61 62

«3 External auditor) meatus position indcs 48 26

>4 Bregma po ition index
1

29 37

«5 I acial profile angle 79”

Group B 1

Skulls Nos 6, 7, Skull No 3 or
1

Skull No 14

9, 10, 19 26 1315
1

,

66 20 76 73
? 85 37

75 24 73 68 ? 72 26

64 01 66 48 ? 60 98

112 61 96 03 ' 84 64

76 47
— 82 35

105 85 — —
52 86 ^

1

—
88 47 98 68 89 85

48 21 49 06 1 48 60

no 74 138 49 ,

—
80 37 95 92 1

109 68

68 08 62 65 1

—
52 34 5621 ' 53 16

32 38 40 82 33 54
82° 82° 1 87°
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Table V—Measurements on Craniograms

0 3
Skull 3

03 i)

<? $ S $ (? Infant $ (J

Skull I Skull 2 Skull 6 Skull 7 Skull S Skull 10 Skull II Skull 14 Skull 19 Skull M

Nasion inion hne 166 189 169 176 172 170 180 184 158 183 I9I

Nasion to foot of meatal perpendicular 92 85 95 99 70 72 105 87 84 99 100

Nasion to foot of bregma perpendicular 58 — 69 66 58 69 52 57 53 54 54
Calvarial height 93 92 96 108 98 88 103 114 98 102 II 2

Auditory meatus position index 5542 4497 56 21 5625 40 69 42 35
j
5833 47 28 53 541 52 36

Bregma position indei. 34 94 — 40 82 37 5 33 72 40 58 28 8 3098 33 54 29 5 27 77
Facial profile angle 9

°° 78° 82° 81° 82° 79
° 83° 80° 87° 82° —

Frontal inclination angle 61° — 55
°

55
°

57
° 58° 60° 60° 61° 58° 62®

Occipital inclination angle xoo“ 87° 76° 84° 78° 88° 86° 82° 85° 86°

Calvarial base angle 10® 11° 8° 12° — 15° 30° 14° 17° 9° —
Calvarial height index 56 02 48 67 56 86 61 36 56 97 51 76 57 2 4728 62 02 55 73 5863

Table VI—Facial Measurements in an Antero-Posterior Plane

Skull

No
Pre-auncular

length

Basi

nasal

length

Projeflion

of

lateral

orbital

margin

in

front

of

mid-auricular

plane

Projeftion

of

nasion

Projeflion

of

ascending

nasal

process

of

maxilla

Projeflion

of

lateral

nasal

margin

Projedbon

of

snb-msal

point

Projeflion

of

upper

alveolar

point

Projeflion

of

lower

alveolar

point

Projeflion

of

meatal

point

1

*13

H ^
U-< S
0 0

§ b

pH B

Projeflion

of

the

nose

Skull I 98 65 5 88 93 85 89 89 82 83 64 26
Skull 2 86 — 73 79 — — — — — — 71 —
Skull 3

(13^)
93 67 5 91 89 84 5 96 92 93 5 65

SkuU 6 97 5 103 5 69 5 95 99 5 91 95 98 92 5 93 5
— 24

Skull 7 74 75 62 69 69 5 73 — —
Skull 8 80 84 51 75 76 5 69 76 73 69 5 52 19 5
Skull 10 100 107 57 98 99 92 lOI 103 — — 66 33 5
Skull 11 90 90 5 66 5 82 83 88 89 5 89 5 90 5 75 15
Skull 14 81 — 61 78 — — — 61
Skull 19 99 105 69 5 96 lOI 97 97 100 5 89 84 71 28 5
Nal I 89 —

•

64 5 85 86 5 80 86 5
—

Table VII—Measurements showing the Projection of the Cheek in an Antero-Posterior Plane ^

Skull No A B C D E F

Skull I
! 74 5 67 74 67 5 42 5 21

Skull 2 80 5 75 5 85 75 55 29 5
SkuU 3 (13 i) 78 5 70 5 77 5 67 5 50 26 5
Skull 6 78 5 71 5 81 5

—
Skull 7 69 63 5 68 60 40 21
SkuU 8 63 57 67 59 38 21
SkuU 10 65 59 5 74 68 43 22
SkuU 11 76 70 79 76 5 49 5 22 5
SkuU 14 68 63 5 68 60 40 21
SkuU 19 79 5 71 5 81 72 41 20
Nal I 71 66 5 75 64 45 29

^ Sir Arthur Keith, “ Ancient Cemeteries of the Tarim Basin ” JRAS vol lix, p 167, 1929 Letters used in this table are the
same as those used by Keith



ClIAPTFR XXXI

ZOOLOGICAL REMAINS

o:?:

S
O far ns I am aw arc, this is the firft occasion on which a thorough investigation of the

animal remains obtained by archeological excavation m India has been carried out, and
It IS therefore of no small intereSl to see to what extent such investigation can furnish

data regarding the conditions in which the early inhabitants of these sites lived, and whether
b} means of such a Stud} w e can confirm or refute conclusions regarding these early peoples

that ha\c been dravn from other lines of evidence

GrNFRAL Condition of the Animal Remains

In almoSl ever) inSIance the animal remains that I have examined are extremely fragile,

as was onh to be expeded from the length of time that has elapsed since Mohenjo-daro
w as a flourishing cit) In moSt of the specimens the organic material of the bone has completely

disappeared, and all that is left arc tlic calcium and other salts
,
owing to the nature of the

soil in which the remains ha\c been buried, man) of the bones are impregnated with a

deposit of g)psum, and small patches of the same material are common on the exposed

surfaces A curious fafl that seems to me to be W'orthy of special mention is that bones

that had been burnt or charred with fire are very much better preserved than those that

have not undergone this process In moil instances the animal remains are very fragmentary

in charadcr In not a single instance has a long bone, such as the femur, humerus, or tibia,

of a large animal been recovered intadl
,
smaller bones, such as the carpal or meta-carpal

bones and the phalanges, are complete in quite a number of cases, and, as a rule, the teeth

arc comparatively well prtscn'cd, though it was rare to get even a small portion of the jaw

to which the) belonged

The general charafters of the bones clearly resemble those of the colleftions made at

Anau Duerst,’ describing this latter collcdlion, remarks “ The greater part of the bones

have a )clIow-brown colour,” and the same is equally true of the present series In both series

all the long bones have been broken, but the smaller bones of the extremities have escaped

this fate Duerft (loc cit
, p 343) also points out that “ among the sheep and pigs, there is

a great quantity of bones of very )
oung animals ”, and the same holds good of the

Mohenjo-daro collcdion In the case of the cattle also the epiphyses of the vertebra had, in

several inilanccs, not fused with the centrum, and many of the teeth were also unworn,

indicating that the animal from which they came was young and had probably been killed

for food

• Ducr^^, “ Anirnil Rcimins from the ExoniUons it Amu ” in Explorations in TttrkeSian, Prehiftonc Civilization

of Anau, cd by U Pumpclly, pt vi, Washington, 1908
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The Number of Species represented in the Collection

In ill, I have been able to identify without any doubt no less than thirty-seven, or if we

include the Polyzoan and Sponge, growing on the mollusc Fasctolarta, and the Anatinid

mollusc living in the coral, thirty-nme different species of animals in the colleflion Several

of these are, of course, domestic or semi-dome^lic animals, such as one would expcft to be

associated with a people that had reached so high a ftage of civilization as that exhibited by

the inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro
,

others, however, are wild animals that probably inhabited

that pait of the country either at the time when Mohenjo-daro was a flourishing city or at

some later period when the city had been destroyed In arriving at any conclusion as to the

time or period when these animals lived, one has to rely in the mam on the depth at which these

remains have been discovered, but it mu^I be recognized that this is not always a reliable

criterion, since it is possible that in times pail the inhabitants of the country or of the city

Itself may have buried their refuse, which would naturally include such things as the bones

of animals that had been slaughtered for food or had been killed as vermin In such cases

the remains would naturally be found at a somewhat lower level tlian that to which they

properly correspond

I have given below a liil of the various remains that I have been able to identify, with the

depths at which they were found
, and I have in the main followed the classification that has

been adopted in the various volumes of the Fauna of Brutsh India scries

Class MAMMALU
Order CARNIVORA

r-imiiy viverrida:

Sub-family Herpestin^

HerpeHes auroptinflatus, the small Indian Mongoose
HR 2119, depth 5 ft below surface One skull, almoft complete The skull had been completely burnt

This species is widely diilributed throughout Northern India, including Sind, and
extends westward through Baluchiilan, South Afghaniilan, and Southern Persia The
weilern variety, described by Blyth as H paJhpes and by Gray as H perstew:, is paler and more
grey in colour than the type form In PI CLXIII, Figs 5 and 7, I have given photographs
of this skull from above and from the side, and for comparison (Figs 6 and 8) the same
views of the skull of an example of H aui opunilatus from tlie colledlions of the Zoological
Survey of India There are a few minor points of difference between the two skulls, but
a iludy of the available material indicates that these arc probably merely a queilion of age

Family CANIDA:

Cams famiharis

Part of a skull, including the hird pihte •>nd two teeth

Poflerior part of left mandible

Part of right maxilla

Part of right maxilla (of 1 second individual)

Part of left maxilla

Horizontal ramus of right mandible

Horizontal ramus of left mandible

Horizontal ramus of right mandible (of a second individual)

Fragment of lower jaw, including coronoid and articular processes

DM 273, depth I ft 10 in

HR 5706, depth
5 ft 3 in
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Both the skull and jaws undoubtedly belong to a species of dog, and probably both
come from the same species The fragment of lower jaw, HR 5706, shows clear points of
difference from the wild dog, Cyofi dtikhunemts^ in that the coronoid process of the jaw springs

at an oblique angle from the horizontal ramus, instead of being almost at right-angles to it,

as in the case of the wild dog We can, therefore, I think, exclude this wild species from
fuither consideration

,
it seems certain that the remains are those of one of the domestic

or semi-dome^lic dogs that are so common at the present day around every Indian village,

and at the present time live around the site of the excavations Duer^l,i in his account of the

animal remains excavated at Anau in Turkeftan, has considered in detail the charafteri^tics

and probable phylogenetic origin of the dog from that locality, and it is very interesting to

compare the Anau remains with those excavated at Mohenjo-daro DuerSt (loc cit
, p 349)

Slates that the Anau dog “ has a very Slrongly marked resemblance to the European
shepherd-dog, especially in the facial part ”, but that it posssessed a slightly less-pointed snout

and a wider palate, points of difference that might, however, be attributable to sex He
further points out that the Anau dog Stands craniologically very near to the dingo and to a

dog the remains of which were found at Bologoa m Russia and are attributed to the late

Palaeolithic period The Russian dog was described by Studer® under the name Cants

poutiattnt As regards the origin of the Anau dog, DuerSl advances two theories, either of

which would fit the known fadls (i) the theory firSl advanced by Studer, that the shepherd-

dog was derived from the Russian Cams fouttattm, or (2) that the dingo muSl have lived in

Southern Asia, and that from it both the pariah-dog and the shepherd-dog have descended

In the table on p 652 I have given a series of measurements taken on the remains of

the Mohenjo-daro dog, and for the purpose of compaiison I have given the same
measurements in the Anau dog (from Dueril, loc cit ), in Cams poutiatim (from Studer,

loc cit ), m tivo specimens of the true dingo dog from Australia, now in the colleflions of the

Zoological Survey of India, and in three Indian pariah-dogs from the colledlion of the

Biological Department Medical College, Calcutta, lent to me by Professor Ekendranath

Ghosh, to whom my thanks are due Duerft (loc cit
, 1908, p 346) appears to regard the

dental formula m the upper jaw as 3 i 3 3 In the following account I have followed the

formula as given by Reynolds ® for the Canidac, namely A-L ‘L
^

From the measurements given in the Table it is abundantly clear that the Mohenjo-daro

dog comes extremely close to the Anau dog, and that both are very nearly related to,

if not adlually identical with, the palieolithic Cams founattm, on the one hand, and the

present day Cams famtltaus var dingo on the other Such differences as do exiil between

the various series of measurements are very slight , the Anau dog seems to be, for its size,

slightly wider in the muzzle, but the measurement falls within the limits exhibited by the

other examples and is no wider than the muzzle of examples of Cams famtltarts var dtngo

from both Australia and India
,
and the differences between the whole series of examples

may quite well be due either to differences of sex or age It would, therefore, appear to be

probable that the Anau and Mohenjo-daro dogs, on the one hand, and the dingo dog of

Auftralia and the Indian pariah on the other, possessed a common anceftry that can be traced

back to the palaeolithic Cams foutiattm of Russia

^ Ducrft, “Anirml Remains from the Eicavations at Anau” ’Explorations in Turkelian, Expedition of 1904,

\o\ 11, ed by R Pumpelly, Washington, 1908

2 Studer, “ Uber einen Hund aus der Palasolithischen Zeit Russlands Cams Poutiatmi ” Zool Anzeiger,

vol S.X1X, Leipzig, 1908

“ S H Reynold', The Vertebrate Skeleton, Cambridge
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Ciocidurii - Piic/j.ini Slo/hzIi<> i

VS 207, depth 2 ft One skull complete except fo' the ttm^jme b iIIt, „nd tl ' a"'c'i')r psfi o'" a j-eonJ

Both the skulls "ippcnr to belong to the stme species In both, the clnncler of tnc

dentition is identical
,

there is 1 simll tubercle inside the Insal cusp of each anterior upper
incisor tooth, tlie second incisor is considcrabl) lirgcr than the third, v hich is, in turn, about

equal to tile canine
,
and there is a Mcll-dc\ eloped gap betas cen the canine and the second

prcmolar, in aahich almost tlie as hole of the fir4 premolar tooth is \isible from the outside

The specific determination of the modern shrews is, in the present s^itc of our knowledge,
almoft impossible avithout a great deal of further research All tint one can do, with an)

certainty, is to refer indmiduals to certain groups, and there seems little doubt that

the specimens belong to the hdtana Slohczkatta) group These little shrews arc nodurnal
in habit, and at tlie present day commonl) frequent houses in search of inscfls In PI CLXIII,
Figs I and 3, I have gia^cn photographs of the better preserved of these two skulls, and for

the purpose of comparison I also give corresponding views (Figs 2 and p) of a skull of
Crocidura btdtana from the colleftions of the Zoological Survc) of India

* This measurement is the length between the extremes of the teeth sockets, the teeth themselves arc missing,

and at least i mm should be added to give the true teeth measurement
" These teeth arc badly worn down, and the measurements arc therefore probibl) too low
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Order RODENTIA
SIMPLICIDLNTATA

r-imily MURIDiC

Mus lattus = Rattus ratltts. The Black Rat

VS 12!;, depth 4 ft 3 in Portion of the left hilf of the mandible including the teeth

Both in size and in the charaftcr of the teeth this fragment corresponds with the

common rat

Order UNGULATA
SUBVNGVLATA

Pamih ELEPHANTIDA:

Ekphijs inaxtmus. The Indian Elephant

DK 1212, depth 6 ft The upper articular surface or caput of the femur

Trill Trench, depth 6 ft Tip of small tusk

SD 1683, depth 3 ft lips of smill tusks (two)

Although these arc the onl) fragments so far obtained of any bony remains of this

animal, pieces of i\or}’ are common, and in at Icaft one case a large fragment of a tusk has been

c\ca\atcd at Mohenjo-daro That the inhabitants were pcrfcflly well acquainted with the

elephant there can be no doubt, but the adlual finding of a part of the skeleton, as opposed

to the presence merely of ivor)
,
is sufficient to show that the animal aflually lived in this region,

either in the wild ^late or as a domestic animal, probably the latter At the present day, wild

elephants are ^lill found along the base of the Himllayas, but formerly their range was more

extensive
,

even as late as a d 1600 the elephant w'as found in the wild ^late in Malwa
and Nimlr, and up to the latter half of lail century in the Chanda Diftnft of the Central

Provinces

UNGULATA VERrV

Sub order PFRlSSODACTriA

Eamilj EQUID/E

Equus cdhaUus, The Horse (PI CLXII, Fig 9)

DM 293, depth I ft 10 in A lirgc fngment of the right Inlf of the mandible, containing the premolar and

molar teeth , and a 'econd fragment containing the same teeth of the left side

In Size the fragment of jaw coi responds cxaftlj to that of a skull of a modern horse in

the colleflion of the Zoological Surv'C) of India Duer^I,* in his detailed analysis of the

remains of the horse of Anau, has given a Table of Measurements of the dimensions of the

teeth in the lower jaw, and it is intcrc^ling to compare die present specimen with the details

given by him For the purpose of comparison I have also given the dimensions of the teeth

in a skull of Equus cnhallus in the Indian Museum

* Loc cit
, p 389

u u
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Mohcnjo-diro
Horse

'
1

1

Anau
Horse '

1

,

Lqmts caballus

' in the

Zoologictl Survey

of Indn

1

!

R L R L ' a L
nun mm ' mm mm mm mm

Prcniohr 2 Length 31-5 32 5
j

32° — 33 5 32 0

Breadth 180 20 0 1 150 — 19 0 19 0

PremoJar 3
|

Length 28 0
]

29 0 1 27 0 26 0
1

27 0 26 0

Breadth 21 0
t

21 0 17 5 j

200
,

22 0 21 0

Premohr 4 Lengtli 27 0 27 0
1

!

25 0 27 0 26 0

Breadth 21 0 21 0 14 0 21 5 22 0

Mohr I
1

Length 250
, 25 0

1 1

;

23 0 25 0 H 5

Breadth 185 190 1
16 0

j

1

195 »9 5

Mohr 2 Length 250 1
' 25 0 1

1

240 '

j

26 0 250
Breadth 17 5 t8 0 —

1

HO 1 19 0
1

*9 °

Mohr 3 Length 30 5 ‘ 305 1

—
1

—
1

31 5

Brcadtii 16 0 ^55 —
11

—
5

' t6 0

It will be seen that there is a considerable degree of simihrit}' between these various

examples, and it is probable that the Anau horse, the Mohcnjo-daro horse, and the example

of Equus caballus of tlie Zoological Survey of India, are all of the type of the Indian “ country-

bred ”, a small breed of horse, the Anau horse being slightly smaller than the others

PECORA
riinii) bovida:

Bos indteuSf The Humped Cattle

Trial trench, depth 6 ft 3rd mohr tooth of the nght lot cr jaw

if >1 3rd molar tooth of the left lower jaw

jf 9r 3rd molar tooth of the left upper jaw

DK 347. depth 4 ft 3rd molar tooth of the left lower jaw

DK 1170, depth 17 ft 3rd premolar tooth of the right upper jaw

DK 2410, depth 4 ft 3rd molar tooth of the right lower jaw

VS 342 , depth 9 ft 6 in 2nd molar tooth of the left upper jaw

HR 5075. depth 6 ft 3rd molar tooth of the right lower jaw

HR 4211, depth 6 ft lA premolar tooth of the right upper jaw

SD 1811, depth 3 ft part of 3rd molar of the right lower jaw

SD 136, depth 4 ft 2nd premolar tooth of the left upper jaw

» 2nd incisor tooth of the right lower jaw

SD 800, depth 6 ft lit molar tooth of the right upper jaw

SD 922, depth 9 ft lit premolar tooth of the left upper jaw

SD ” 59. depth 12 ft ift premolar tooth of the left upper jaw

VS 3655, depth 6 ft 3rd molar tooth of the right upper jaw

VS 469, depth 10 ft Metatarsal and tarsal bones

SD 1586, depth 15-16 ft Metatarsals, and 2nd molar teeth of right upper jaw

DK 820, depth 5 ft 9 in ift premolar tooth of right lower jaw and ift and 2nd molar teeth of left lower jaw
DK 635. depth 6 ft 10 in 3rd molar tooth of left upper jaw

VS 2331, depth 4 ft 2 in Condyle of lower jaw and part of ramus

DK 2640, depth 15 ft Left horn of Bos sp

SD 906, depth 3ft Frontal region of skull
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The great majority of the remains of cattle found at Mohenjo-daro consist of isolated
teeth Duer^l (^ide Pumpelly, 1908, p 363) remarks in his leport on the animal remains
excavated at Anau, that among the Taurina proper and the Prototaurma the teeth offer an
easy means of discrimination he quotes Rutemeyer (JZetsnch etner Natin lichen Geschichte

des Rindes, Abt i, p 9^)5 who states that “Bison and Yak have become so sharply
charadlerized that their teeth can be distinguished from those of Taurus, Bubalus, and
of the Bibovina (Protaurus vithi), through the weakeSt development of the accessory
collums

”

Fig 37
—^The grinding surface of the 3rd Molar Tooth (upper jaw) in various species of cattle

Bos bubalus i, Recent , 2, Mohenjo daro

Bos frontalis 3, Recent

Bos indtcus (slight wear) 4, Nicobars
,

5—6, Mohenjo-daro , 7, Nicobars , 8, Bengal

„ „ (moderate wear) 9, 1 1, Mohenjo-daro , 10, Nicobars , 12, Bengal

A Study of the various skulls of cattle in the colledtion of the Indian Museum has shown

that there is a very considerable degree of variation m the characters of the teeth, even

within the limits of a single species
,
much of this variation is, doubtless, due to differences

of age and sex, but I do not think that the whole of it can be attributed to these causes
,
and,

until we know the limits within which teeth may vary in any one species, it is only with some

degree of doubt that one can refer isolated teeth, such as form the greater part of the

Mohenjo-daro collection, to any particular species In the present series of teeth the

general characters indicate that they belong to an animal of the Taurine group, and from a

comparison with the teeth in the Indian Museum collection of skulls it seems probable that

they are referable to Bos indtcus, the humped cattle Even within the limits of this species

there are considerable variations in the characters of the teeth, and especially m the complexity"

)
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of the foldings of the cmmcl binds In nnn) puts of Indu herds of these csule hsve run

wild, snd in the Indnn Museum collcaion ire tlirec *-1.11111 htlonging to the uikl cittlc from

Cinortn Ishnd m the Centnl group of the Nieobir Ishnds 1 lie lii^lor> of this, now wild, herd

IS well known ,
they ire the descendints of the domc4liL cittle tint ucrc left behind uhen

the Penil settlement on Canorti wis ibindoncd some si\ty jeirs igo I hive m)sclf seen

these herds on miny occisions, ind I ein sij without iti) hesitition tint thej hive improved

enormously is 1 result of the ilnnidiiicc of open gnsshnd ind -t copious food-nippl} ,
ind

issociited with tins improvement in their gcncril clnriifler there his been 1 einngc in the

chindlcr of the teeth

Fig 38—^Thc grinding 'urbee of (he ind Mohr looth (uprsr m (t) ciiniplc fro \ Moh'njo-Jjro (2) m
wild cattle from the Nicolur Islinds, and (3) rcceit domcAtc cattle o'" Ilengal

Slight. Krar h'oderatt wear /{ratywear I ryher\ t/Krrr

Tic 39—Shotting the cmmcl folding} u dificrent fbgcs of ttcir m the same toodi

In Text-figures 37 ind 38 I hive given outline drawings of the grinding surficc of teeth
belonging to the Mohenjo-diro cittlc, the wild cittlc of the Nicobirs, ind prcscnt-div
domeilicated cattle from Bengal A compinson of the two senes of teeth, slightl} worn
and moderately worn, shows tint there is a great rcscmblince beUveen the teeth of the wild
cattle and those from Mohenjo-daro, whereas the teeth from the domcilicitcd cattle of Bengal
show a considerable simplification in the foldings of the cmmel binds This simplification
in the folding of the enamel bands in the teeth of the domcfticated cattle of Bengal is clcirlj
shown at all levels in the teeth, and in Text-figure 39 ^ have giv'cn for comparison a senes of
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seftions through the same tooth m examples from Mohenjo-daro, the Nicobars, and Bengal
In the firil senes from Mohenjo-daro (Nos i to 4) it can be seen that the folding of
the enamel bands tends, if anything, to become more complicated as we proceed from the

surface to the root of the tooth
,

in the cattle from the Nicobars (Nos 5 to 7) there

IS but little change
,

whereas in the domesticated cattle from Bengal (Nos 8, 9) there

IS an equally diftinft tendency for the enamel bands to become more simple as the tooth

gets worn down towards the roots We thus get a progressive series commencing with

the Mohenjo-daro cattle and passing through the wild cattle to the present-day domeSlicated

cattle This change I attribute to a Steady and progressive deterioration in the cattle, and
correlated with tins deterioration there is a change in the aftual size of the teeth

themselves
,

in the following Table I have given measurements of teeth from the three series

of cattle

Table II—Showing the Measurements in mm of the Length and Breadth of the 2nd and 3RD Molar Teeth

IN Different Series of Bos tndtcus

Cattle ftom Mohenjo-daro

Molar 2 Molar 3

Length Breadth Length Breadth

mm mm mm mm
27 5 21 5 31 0 24 0

28 5 24 0 300 22 0

285 20 0 30 5 23 0

— — 31 0 19 5— — 305 23 0

— — 31 5 21 5— — 300 20 5

Average size 28 17 21 83 30 64 21 93

IVtld Cattle from Nicobars

25 0 20 5 29 0 21 5

25 5 20 0 29 0 21 25

27 0 21 5 29 0 23 5

27 0 22 0 29 5 23 0

27 0 21 0 28 5 21 C

26 5 20 5 28 0 20 C

Avenge size 26 33 20 92 28 83 21 75

Domestic Cattle of Bengal

25 5 21 0 29 0 21 5

25 0 23 0 285 22 0

25 0 23 0 25 5
22 0

26 5 195 26 0 21 5

26 5 180 27 5 20 5

21 0 20 5 26 5 21 0

21 0 21 5
— —

Average size 24 36 21 07 27 17 21 42

A comparison of the measurements given in the above table shows clearly that theie

has been a reduftion in the adtual size of the teeth ,
those from Mohenjo-daro are the largeSt,

while the teeth of domeSlic cattle of the present day from Bengal are the smalleSl, the wild

cattle from the Nicobars being intermediate
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In nddition to the cattle teeth in the Mohcnjo-dai o colleaion, there is a large fragment

of the frontal region of a skull and a single right horn-core that show an extremely close

resemblance to the corresponding parts of a rcccn*" skull of Bos tnditus {vide PI CLXII,

Figs i_3) The presence of granular ridges at the base of the latter indicate that the animal

from which it came was an adult Both these fragments agree closclj with Bos vidtcus, but

here again there is evidence that the Mohenjo-daro cattle were larger than they arc at the

present time In the followang table I have given the measurtments of these two fragments

and the corresponding measurements in skulls of the wild Nicobar cattle and the present-da)

domeilic cattle of Bengal

Table III —Gnisr cfriain MrAsuprMrvTS ot riir Si till A D Hop CORF 1 1 not trdicut

Molicnjo

daro Nicobar Islands Bengal

mm mm mm mm
Width bctiiccn orbital margins 162 0 158 5 152 0 > 43 °

LcaA width across the forehead 167 5 1640 161 0 158 0

Diflance between the frontal foramina 117 0 97 5 97 0 97 °

Length of horn core along the curve 240 220 18; 182

Diameter at base of horn-corc 66 675 67 56

Circumference at base of horn-corc 198 198 196 167

Width of condyle of lower yaw 48 5 13 0 40 0 —

DuerSt, in his account of the cattle remains from Anau, remarks " It seems

probable, therefore, that the higher lajcrs contained a smaller breed of cattle, which was

formed there by the ph) Biographical influence on the climate and on the produdlion of food

during the period of aridity at the end of culture period I
,

or which came into Anau at the

same time as the camel, the goat, the hornless sheep, and the shepherd-dog
”

The original wild cattle of Europe were larger than the modern dome^icated races,

and Hodgson also remarks, regarding the Indian Buffalo, that the wild animals arc fullj a

third larger than the largest tame breeds in India This same rcdudlion in size appears to hold

good with Bos tndtais, whether the earl) examples that we ha\c examined from Mohenjo-daro
were wild or domesticated

Blyth,i in a paper on the Flat-horned Taurine Cattle of South-eaSl Asia, remarks
“ The humped cattle are unknowm in an aboriginally wild Slate

,
and I am s'lrongl) of opinion

that they will prove to be of African rather than of Asiatic origin, however ancient their

mtrodudlion into India
, for no fossil or scmi-fossil remains of this vcty diSlindl t)pc have

as yet been discovered in any part of Asia, where the onl) established fossil Taurine is the
Bos mmadicus of the Nerbudda deposits, which is barely (if at all satisfadtorily) distinguishable
from the European Bos primogemtis (or true Urus of Ctesar)

”

The humped cattle were well known to the ancient Eg) ptians, but at present v e have
no evidence of the time of their firSt appearance in this country

,
Blyth (loc cit) quotes a

note by Cowell to the effedt that the earlieSt reference to this animal in Indian literature is

to be found in the tenth book of the Rig Veda, which he places at 900—1000 b c , but the
finding of the remains at Mohenjo-daro antedated this by about 2,000 years It seems
possible that these cattle were introduced into India from the weSf by some immigrating
offshoot of the Mediterranean race that spread eastwards across Babydonia and Sumer

Ed Blyth, On the Flat horned Taurine Cattle of S E Asia” JASB vol xxix, p 282, Calcutta, i860
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Bos buhalus = Bubalts btibahs, The Buffalo
HR 2974, depth 3 ft 3rd molar tooth of the right upper jaw
HR 3043, depth 4 ft 6 in molar tooth

SD 2581, depth ^ Calcaneum

SD 2250, depth 4 ft Lower portions of left humerus

VS 2331, depth 4 ft 2 in Portions oflotver jaw (i) with molar 3 of left side, (2) molars 2 and 3 of rightside,

and (3) premolar 2 and 3 and molar i of left side (probably of same animal)

DM 10, depth 4ft 5 Molar 2 of left lower jaw, molar 3 of right lower jaw

These remains do not appeal to differ appreciably from those of the modern buffalo,

though a comparison of the foldings of the enamel m the teeth from Mohenjo-daio and those
of recent domestic animals in Bengal indicates the possibility that there has been some degree
of simplification in these latter races (vide Text-fig 37, Figs i and 2)

Ovts sp

Trial trench, depth 6 ft 3rd molar tooth of the right lower jaw

HR 2852, depth 3 ft 2nd and 3rd molar teeth, right lower jaw

HR 3235, depth 2 ft 6 in Part of right mandible (burnt)

SD 108, depth 3 ft 4 in 3rd molar tooth of the left lower jaw

VS 128, depth I ft 2 in lil and 2nd molar teeth, right lower jaw

Family CERVID^

Sub-family Cervine

Cervus cashmeriantts, The Kashmir Stag

HR 27, depth surface Part of right antler

VS 2831, depth 8 ft Part of right antler of young specimen Shed

Ceivtis untcolo) Rusa untcolor. The Sambar or Rusa Deer

HR 27, depth surface Portion of antler of adult

DM 55, depth 4 ft 6 in Part of horn in “velvet”

DK 2133, depth 2 ft Part of horn m “velvet”

VS 3059, depth 8 ft 2 m Part of antler

SD 1297, depth 3 ft 6 in Antler Shed

SD 1683, depth 3 ft Part of antler of a young specimen

SD 1443, depth 5 ft Base of antler Shed

DK 578, depth 2 ft 6 m Portion of antler

C 517, depth 7 ft Portion of antler

SD 696, depth 4 ft Portion of antler

SD 1473, depth 3 ft Fragment of antler

DK 990, depth 3 ft Portion of Sambar horn

DK 1252, depth 6 ft 9 in Portion of Sambar horn

DK 2724, depth 3 ft Portion of Sambar horn

DK 4630, 123 ft B D
1

DK 4631,121 ftBDj- Portions of two Sambar horns

DK 4632, no ft B D J

DK 4616, 12 18 ft B D Fragment of Sambar horn

Specimen SD 1297 possessed a circumference measurement of 5 5 inches, and from

the fragments labelled DK 4630, 4631, and 4632 I have been able to recon^trudl: the basal

parts of two other antlers
,

these give the following measurements —
(a) Circumference of base 6 25 in

(V) Circumference of base 5 m
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This me-isurcment is tikcn round the shaft immediately above the brow-tine and

compares very favourably with the size of horns of tlic present-day examples in the colleftion

of the Indian Museum, among which there arc the following —
1 example of lo in circumference

2 examples of over 7 in and under 8 in circumference

21 ,, !> J» ^ >> 'J ,,

14 ,, ,, 5 in and over, but under 6 in circumference

13 ,, ,, under 5 in circumference

In moift cases in which the basal part of the antler is preserved, it is clear that the horns

had been shed naturally

Ceivus ti\is — /Ixts 'I he Spotted Deer

SD 2608, depth 4 ft Ihsc of antler Shed

Cerviis f 07 anus. The Hog-Dccr

Trnl trench, depth 6 ft

VS 2898, depth 8 ft

SD 502, depth 5 ft

SD 1852, depth 10 ft

VS 200, depth ’

B 712, depth 6 ft

Part of antler

Part of antler

Base of antler Sawn off through pedicle

Tip of antler

Base of antler Shed

Base of antler Cut off through pedicle

Specimen B 712 gave a measurement of the circumference of the horn above the fit^i

tine of 3 inches Among the senes in the Indian Museum are eight examples haxing a

circumference of 3 inches or over, and fourteen examples in which the circumference falls

between 2-J and 3 inches

TTLOPODA
Pamtly C/VMCLIDT,

Casneltis droincdarius ^

SD 1386, depth 15 ft Loaacr portion, including the glenoid fo5^a, of left 'capuLa

A comparison of this fragment with the corresponding portion of the skeleton of a
recent camel in the colledlion of tlie Zoological Surv'cy of India leaves no doubt as to its

identity It is interesting to note that up to the present time this is the onlj example of anj
remains of this animal, so common at the present time throughout Sind

SUINA
Pamii) SUID/D

Sus atilutus, The Indian Boar
Portion of right loner tush

lA incisor of right loner jan

4th prcmolar of left loner jaaa

2nd molar of left loaaer jaaa

and molar of right loaacr jaa\

3rd molar of right loaaer jaw

3rd molar of right upper jan

Trial trench, depth 6 ft

>i »

” II

II II

II II

II II

II II
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Trial trench, depth 6 ft

yj yy

C 3314, depth I ft 6 in

DK 289, depth z ft 6 in

DK 1170, depth 17 ft

DK 1170, depth 17 ft

DK 1530, depth 3 ft

DK 1957, depth 10 ft

DK 2410, depth 4 ft

DM 24, trench B, depth 7 ft

HR 3056, depth 3 ft 9 m
HR 5573, depth 3 ft 4 in

SD, trench F, depth 3 ft

SD 368, depth 6 ft

SD 368, depth 6 ft

SD 502, depth 4 ft

SD 6zi, depth 5 ft

SD 621, depth 5 ft

SD 800, depth 6 ft

SD 905, depth 8 ft

SD 1190, depth 7 ft

SD 1589, depth 1 6 ft

SD 1659, depth 3 ft

SD 1683, depth 3 ft

SD 1683, depth 3 ft

SD 2135, depth 13 ft

SD 2294, depth I ft

SD 2586, depth I ft

VS 3256, depth 2 ft

VS 3654, depth 6 ft

DM 1 3, depth 2-4 ft

HR 5250, depth 2 ft

VS 2331, depth 4 ft 2 in

DK 635, deptli 6ft loin

SD 929, depth 8 ft 10 in

DM 1 1 2, depth 5-7 ft

B 595, depth 15 ft 6 in

DK 820, depth 5 ft 9 in

SD 1586, depth 15-16 ft

3rd molar of left lower jaw

Tip of left upper tush

Part of left lower jaw with 3rd and 4th premolar teeth

Part of left upper jaw with premolars 3, 4, and molars i, 2

3rd molar of right lower jaw

3rd molar of left lower jaw

3rd molar of right upper jaw

I ft molar of left upper jaw

3rd molar of left upper jaw

3rd molar of right lower jaw

2nd molar of left upper jaw

Part of 3rd right molar of upper jaw

3rd molar of left upper jaw

Part of right lower jaw with molars i, 2, and 3

Part of right upper jaw with premolars 3 and 4
3rd molar of right lower jaw

2nd molar of left lower jaw

2nd molar of right upper jaw

3rd molar of left lower jaw

3rd molar of right lower jaw

Part of left lower jaw with premolars 2, 3, and 4 and molars i, 2, and 3

ift incisor of right upper jaw (two examples)

Part of left upper jaw with molars 2 and 3

Tip of tush of left upper jaw

ift incisor of left lower jaw

ift and 2nd molars of left upper jaw

ift molar of left upper jaw

Tip of tush of right lower jaw

ift molar of left upper jaw

Tip of tush of left lower jaw

Part of left lower jaw with premolars 1-4

Molar 3 of right upper jaw and part of maxiUa

Part of left lower jaw with molars l and 2

Molar 2 of lower jaw

Part of lower jaw with molars z and 3

Incisor 3

Incisor 2 of left upper jaw

Molar 3

{a) Part of right upper jaw with premolar 4 and molars 1—3 (calcined)

{i) Molar 3 (calcined)

As the above of finds shows, the remains of pigs are of comparatively common

occurrence and have been obtained down to a depth of 17 feet Blanford (Fauna of Bnttsh

India, Mammalia, p 561) remarks “ The wild pigs of Baluchiifan and Afghaniftan may be

Sus scrofa, as are, I think, those of Persia and Mesopotamia ” The main difference between

these two species, the Indian and European ones, lies m the ftrufture of the la^l molar tooth

in each jaw I have compared the la^t molar teeth m this series with the corresponding teeth

in the jaws of several wild pigs in the colledtion of the Zoological Survey of India, and I am

unable to detedt any difference that would judlify one in regarding the specimens

excavated as being other than Sus cnEatus
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A/TS
? Ga/Itis, sp

HR 4097 {i), depth 3 ft Upper end of humerus

I eft femur

J’oflerior pirt of skull

Upper end of tirso-metitar»U3 of left side

The few fngments obtiined agree closclj m their general ilrufturc with the

corresponding parts of the skeleton of the domestic fowl They are, liowever, considerably

larger, the length of a complete femur fiom Mohenjo-daro being 103 mm ,
whereas in the

domeilic fowl of Bengal it measures only 69 mm This difference is, however, probably due

to the deterioration of the present race of fowds in this part of India

RFPTIIIJ

I'nmil) CROCODlLlD/r

Gavtnhs gangeticus. The Gharial

HR 791, depth TO ft Ptrt of a \crtcbn

Part of a 'loll

HR 1142, depth 6 ft A bodi dor<aI scute

HR 3721, depth 3 ft A tooth

In a region as near to the River Indus as is Mohenjo-daro, it is not surprising that one

should come across tlie remains of one of these rncr-haunting crocodiles

cun ONIA
lamil) TRION'kCHID/r

Trtou) \ gangLitcus '

DK 2399, depth 9 ft A left femur the boac had been burnt

DK 4904 (o), depth n 35 ft B D The II)o-, Hapo-, and Xiphi plaAron of each side

Boulenger,! regarding the known diilribution of this species, remarks “ Gangetic

nver-syilem
, Indus?” Prashad^ has definitcl) shown that this species is known from

the Indus and the finding of portions of the skeleton at Mohenjo-daro makes its occurrence

there at this early date more than probable

In PI CLXI, Figs 4 and 5, I have given photographs of the plastron cveavated at

Mohenjo-daro [DK 4904 (rr)] and that of a recent specimen in the collcftion of the Indian

Museum It will be seen that there are certain differences between the two, especially os

regards the combined hyo- and hypo-pla^lra, which in the Mohenjo-daro specimen is

somewhat squarely truncated on its median border, instead of being rounded as in the recent

example There is also a prominent median projedlion on the h)po-plailron of the

Mohenjo-daro specimen, which appears to be only slightly represented in the recent form
In these respedls, however, the specimen agrees well with other examples of 3 r/o;;_)v gangcticns

in the Indian Museum colleftion The xiphiplaftron is narrower and more elongate than

in the recent form In this respeft this specimen agrees closely with the figure of a plastron

of T Bodd, given by Siebenrock ^ (Fig 7, p 826) ST is, however,
an eastern form and at the present time is known only from Burma, Malay, Siam, Cambodia,

^ G A Boulenger, Fauna of Bntuh India Repitlia, p 12

- B Prashad in Rec Ind Mus

,

vol x, p 267
^ F Siebenrock, “ Zur Syitcmatik dcr Schildkrotenfamihc Trionjchidx Bell, nebft der Beschrcibung einer neuen

C} clanorbis Art ” Sttzungsb der Math -Naturtatss Classe der Kats Akad der Wits ,NIvsi, cxi, p 826, 1902
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and the islands of Sumatra, Java, and Borneo In spite of these differences from the present-
day examples of fT gangettcus, I consider it inadvisable to suggest that these remains belong to
a different, or to a possibly unknown, form, till more is known regarding the degree of
variation that may occur within the limits of any one species

Chttra tndtca

DM 18, depth 4—5 ft Portions of ribs and part of hypoplaftron

This species is stated by Boulenger ^ to occur in “ The Ganges and Irrawaddy
,

Indus ^ ” It has, however, been taken by Dr Prashad ^ in the Indus River-syftem

Eviyda granosa

Trill trench, depth 6 ft A complete epiplaftron

„ „ A xiphiplaftron

VS 1074, depth aft 6 in A complete epiplaftron

C 1632, depth I ft A complete hyoplaftron

DK 4904 {a), depth ii 35 ft BD Portion of carapace

The present-day distribution of this species is given by Boulenger (Fauna of British India,

Reptilia, p 17) as “ Indus and Ganges plains, m rivers, canals, etc
”

The occurrence of these aquatic reptiles is only to be expedled in a region such

as Mohenjo-daro, in which the close proximity of the Indus river muSt have rendered the

inhabitants perfectly well acquainted with those animals that inhabit it In moSt of the

fragments that have been preserved there is evidence of charring, and it seems probable that

these aquatic reptiles were a source of food at one time or another in the history of the city

Family TESTUDINID^

(TeHudo elegans. The common Land-Tortoise

VS 128, depth I ft 2 in Plaftron and part of carapace

The kno'wn range of this species is given by Boulenger (Fauna of British India, Reptilia,

p 22) as “ India (except Lower Bengal), extending weSl to Sind and Ceylon
”

Damonia haniiltom

SD 1473, depth 3 ft

Fragments of both carapace and pla^lron were present in sufficient numbers to enable

the greater portion of the anterior half of the carapace and nearly the whole plastron to be

recon^lrufted
,

there can thus be no doubt of the specific diagnosis Boulenger (Fauna of

British India, Reptilia, p 34) reports that this species is known to occur in “ Bengal, Panjab,

and Upper Sind
”

Balagur baska ?

SD 188, depth 4 ft 2 in Pirt of a plaftron that has been satvn square

VS 720, depth 9-13 ft Part of a plaftron

It IS With some hesitation that I record this species The plastron (SD 188) has clearly

been sawn, so that the remaining plate is square I have compared this plate with the

corresponding part of the skeleton of a specimen in the colleftion of the Zoological Survey of

1 G A Boulenger, Fauna of British Irdia, Reptilia, p r6

“ B Prashad m Rec Ind Mus , vol x, p 267
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India, and the similarity is so dose that I believe them to belong to tJie same species On the

other hand, howevei, the distribution of Balagur hasla, as given by IJoulenger {Fauna of Bttltsh

India, Reptilta, p 38) is “ Bengal, Burma, Malay Peninsula ” It is possible, therefore, that

the specimen may belong to some other species
,

but equally it is possible that at the time

•when Mohenjo-daro was an inhabited city this river turtle vas living in the Indus That

the remains were contemporaneous with the Mohenjo-daro civilization is clear from the faift

that the bone has been sawn into a square to serve some definite purpose

VS 2571, depth
5

ft

PISCES

Family SILURID/L

Rita rita '

Cubito-humcral proccs, of the pecloral arch

Portion of lower jaw

HR 3948, depth 13 ft Pcfloral spine

„ depth 1 5
ft A peflonl spine

VS 125, depth 4 ft 3 in Portion of a pcfloral spine

VS 504, depth 2 ft Spine of Rtla i

VS 504, depth 2 ft

IFallago sp

A portion of the supra clavicle

VS 2786, depth
5 ft 6 in A portion of the supra clavicle

/Jrtus sp

Trial trench, depth 6 ft Binl portion of the pefloral spine

„ „ Median portion of a spine (pcfloral)

In addition to the above, there were present among the prescracd fragments the remains

of a typical carp fish

HR 4623, depth 2 ft The basi occipital bone

SD 368, depth 6 ft I he basi occipital bone

MOLLUSCA
PELCCYPOD\

Lamelltdcns marginalts (Lamarck)

DK 230, depth i ft 6 in Scaeral shells, including a pair

This species is widely distributed in fresh water throughout India, Burma, and Ce)lon
Dr Prashad, who has kindly examined these shells, informs me that they “ are all half-groaan

specimens of the typical form of Lamelltdcns marginalts (Lam ), and arc similar to those found
in the upper reaches of the Panjab river

”

Parreysta Javidens (Benson)

SD 1473, depth 3 ft Three aalics

VS 496, depth 2 ft 6 in A single a-ahe

DM 63, depth 4 ft 6 in A single aahe
C 517, depth 7ft Five aahes

This species is widely distributed throughout Northern India, and according to
PreSton (Fauna of Biitish India, Mollusca, Galiropoda, and Pelec)poda (Fresh water), 1915)
has been taken in the Indus River and throughout the Gangctic sjStem, as avcll as in

E Cachar, Sylhet, and the Madras Presidency
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Ana gratiosa Linn

HR 2033, depth 8 ft A single shell

This IS a common species, and is known to occur throughout the coastal waters of
Arabia, India, Malay Archipelago, Japan, China, and Australia It is probable, therefore, that
It was imported from the coaft m the neighbourhood of Karachi

gastropoda

Cypnea arabtca Linn

VS 371, depth
5 ft 6 in A single specimen in a good ilate of preservation, the shell had been bored through,

presumably for use as an ornament

This species is common, and is widely distributed throughout tropical seas
, Persian

Gulf, coaSts of India, Ceylon, Burma, New Caledonia, and Australia It was probably
imported from the neighbouring seacoaSt

CypiiCa ocellata Linn

C 517, depth 7 ft A single specimen

This also IS a marine species and muSt, therefore, have been imported into Mohenjo-daro

Ebiiina spirata Lamarck

HR 129, surface A single specimen

This species possesses a wide distribution throughout the coaSts of India and Ceylon

and as far eaSt as the Philippine Islands
,
probably it was imported to Mohenjo-daro from

the neighbouring coaSt

Fasctolana trapezium Linn

L 751, depth I ft ^
These two specimens were taken at random as samples from a large number

LS 765, “below firSl paicmcnt”/ of examples of this species that had been excavated

This species is widely distributed throughout Indian Seas, its known range of distribution

extending from the Red Sea on the weSt to the Philippines, Java, China, and Auckland Islands

on the eaSt These shells had clearly been imported for the purpose of making ornaments,

such as bangles, and other objedls, as spoons, etc The shells had not been subjected to any

cleaning process, as is clearly shown by the occurrence on one of them of the remains of a

colony of Polyzoa, belonging to the genus Membrampora ,
the adtual species appears to have

been M htppopus Levinsen, which is known to occur throughout the coasts of America,

Great Britain, the Mediterranean Sea, and India The same specimen, L 765’, was also

bored by a sponge, probably a species of Cltona

'Turbtnella pyrtim. The Sank Shell

Var acuta Hornell

HR 61, surface A single specimen

This variety of the ^ank shell has been recorded from the coasts of Ceylon, South India,

and from Kathiawar
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Var fusus Sowerby

VS 1179, depth 4 ft 6 in A single specimen

This variety of the ^ank has, hitherto, been recorded from the Andaman Islands
,
but

Its occurrence along with the other variety makes it probable that it occurred in the same

locality and that both specimens had been imported to Mohenjo-daro from the neighbouring

coail Hornell ^ records that var fusus may occur, though rarely, on Indian coasts

Genus Hdoplanorbis Annandale and Prashad

Indoplanorbis exuHus (Deshayes)

DK (S) 4985, depth 1415 ft BD A single specimen

This species is widely distributed throughout India, and its occurrence at Mohenjo-daro

is in no way remarkable

Genus Viviparus

Vtvtpaius bengalensts (Lamarck)

C 517, depth 7 ft 5 examples

This species is also of widespread occurrence throughout India, not only in rivers and

Streams but also in artificial ponds and tanks, where it is of common occurrence in association

with Indoplatm bts exuSius (Deshayes)

MADREPORAMA
Favta spectosa

HR 607, depth 4 ft A single rounded colony

This species of coral is at the present day widely distributed throughout the seas of

India and the Far EaSt It has been recoided from the Red Sea, the Seychelles, Chagos
Archipelago, the Maldives, Ceylon, the Aracan CoaSt of Burma, Mergui Archipelago, Cocos-

Keeling Islands, the Philippine Islands, Fiji, and the Great Barrier Reef of Australia It has

obviously been imported to Mohenjo-daro, and is probably from the Karachi or Kathiawar

CoaSt I have to thank Professor G Matthai, of the Government College, Lahore, for

identifying the specimen for me The specimen was perforated on its upper surface by several

holes that lead down into smooth-walled chambers in the coral mass Each chamber was
occupied by the remains of a Lamellibranch mollusc, belonging apparently to a species of
Anatimd , but the fragile shells were too broken to admit of their specific identification

In all, I have been able to determine the presence of remains of thirty-seven different

species of animals In the following table I have given a lift of these animals, and the levels

at which they occur

I II III IV
Less than 2 feet Bettvcen 2 and 7 feet Between 7 and 12 feet Below 12 feet

— HerpeHes aurofunSatus —
Cams fanihans Cams famtltans —
Croctdura bidiana — -

— Mas rattus —
— EUphas naxtmus . --

Equus caballtis — —
— Bos indicus Bos indicus Bos indicus

* J Homell, Mcrtre Zoology of Okhamandal, pt ii, p 3 et seq
, 1916
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I II III IV
Less than 2 feet Between 2 and 7 feet Betsveen 7 and 12 feet Below 12 feet— Bos bubalus _

Ovts sp Ovis sp —— — Cervus cashmenatius

Cervus umcolor Cervus umcolor Cervus umcolor Cervus umcolor— Cervus axis —

,

— Cervus porctnus Cervus porcinus— — — Camelus dronedartus
Sus ertStatus Sus cnSlatus Sus cnSIatus Sus cnStatus— Callus sp —

_— Gavialis gangeticus Gavialis gangeticus— — Trionyx gangeticus— Chitra tndica —
— Damonia hamiltoni —

,— Emyda granosa — —
‘TeSluJo elegans — —

— Batagur baska — —
— Rita nta — Rtfa rtta— IVallago sp — —
— Anus sp — —
— A carp — —

Lamelltdens marginahs — — —
— Parreysia favidens — —
— — Area granosa —
— Cyprcea arabtea — —

.

— Cypraa ocellata — —
Eburna spsrata — — —
Fasctolarta trapezium — — —
Turbinella pyrum Turbinella pyrum —

var acuta var fusus — —
— — — Indoplanorhis exnUm
— Viviparus bengalensts — —
— Favia speciosa — —

I have made no attempt to correlate the various finds with the different periods of

Mohenjo-daro civilization
,
but have, in a purely arbitrary manner, divided the finds into four

groups according to the depth at which they occurred These depths range from the surface

to 17 feet below, and I have taken the firft group to include all the remains found m the

upper 2 feet, and the remaining three groups are from successive Virata, each of 5 feet depth

With regard to the surface ftratum, it is impossible to decide to what extent deposition or

denudation is occurring, but the presence of a portion of an antler of Cervus uiitco/or (adult),

as well as of the shells of two species of marine molluscs, namely Eburna sprata and Turhnella

"pyrtivt var acuta, on the surface, seems to me to indicate that at the present time denudation

is progressing, since marine shells cannot have been deposited here nor can this ffag have

been living recently in this region, and the general character of the horn in no w<ay differs

from the fragments found at greater depths

From the above table it is clear that the number of animal remains ^leidilj increases

as we get nearer the surface till we reach the top 2 feet, when it not only drops very

considerably but we now get the remains of certain wild or semi-wild animals, such as Cams
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(d) Animal remains, such as shells, imported for ornament or use
Batagur baska

Lamelltdens tnargtnalts

Area granosa

Cypreea arabtea

Cyprtea ocellata

Ebuma sptrata

Fasctolarta trapezium

Turbtuella pyrum var acuta

„ „ var /usut

Favta spectosa

(e) Animal remains imported possibly for medicinal purposes —
Cervus cashmerianus\

Cervut umcolor

Cervus axis

Cervus porctnus

y horns only

(/) Animal remains occurring fortuitously —
Indoplanorbts exuSlus

Vwiparus bengalensts

669

Anunals maintained in a Hate of domeliication

The very considerable frequency with which the remains of Bos indicus have been met
with during the excavations indicates that the inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro at one ^lage or

other of their hi^lory maintained large herds of this animal In quite a large number of cases

the teeth indicate that the animal from which they were derived was young
,

for in^ance, in

the case of the third molars there has, m many cases, been but little wearing down of the tooth

surface, while in a few instances this tooth has only juft been erupted This would appear to

indicate that the inhabitants slaughtered these animals for food, and it is possible that this

may also provide the explanation of the total absence in the colleftion of any complete long

bone belonging to this species
,
probably such bones were split m order to obtain the marrow

It seems clear that the pig was present m large numbers in this area from the

very earlieft time when Mohenjo-daro was a flourishing city
,

but it is impossible to

determine whether or not this animal was aftually domefticated or even whether it

was used as a source of food by the inhabitants in those far-off times At the present

time pigs aie of common occurrence throughout these parts, and it is possible that in the

old days they exifted in large herds that roamed the countryside searching for food At
the present day m and around the city of Bikaner in the Rajputana desert the wild pig thrives,

and each night large numbers of them wander into the city to feed on the refuse and other

matter that has been thrown out by the inhabitants ,
indeed, in Bikanei the pig performs the

funftion of a drainage syftem for the removal of sewage, and it is possible that in Mohenjo-daro

in the old days they served the same purpose If so, it is not surprising that their remains are

to be found in large numbers
That the inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro also kept poultry is highly probable, for

unmiftakable clay figures of these birds, among others, have been excavated, but although a

number of avian bones have been excavated, I am at present unable to say with certainty

whether any or all of these belong to domeftic poultry or to wild birds As regards their size,

they are for the moft part considerably larger than the present-day race of fowls

X X
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Animals caught for food

With the exception of the carp, all the remains of fish are from examples of the family

Stliirtda ,
of the three genera represented, two, viz Rita and Wallago, are common inhabitants

of the large rivers of India As regards Rita, Day {Fauna of British India, Fish, p 1 65) remarks

that their distribution is “ Large rivers of Sind, India (except its southern portions), and

Burma far above Mandalay ”
,
and Wallago (loc cit

, p 126) is said to occur in the “ Fresh

Waters of India, Ceylon, Burma, and Cochin China ” In the case of Anus, the distribution

IS given by the same authority (loc cit
, p 170) as the “ Seas and eStuaries of tropical regions,

ascending to within tidal influence or even entering fresh waters ” All the three species are

well known to be excellent food-fish, and it is probable that they were used for food in the

paSt at Mohenjo-daro
,
examples of the firSt two genera, Rita and Wallago, were probably

caught locally, but it is not likely that a fish such as Anus, which is normally confined to

eSIuarine or tidal regions, would penetrate so far up Stream as this, and it seems more likely

that these fish were caught further down the river in the neighbourhood of Karachi and were

dried and brought up to Mohenjo-daro At the present day large quantities of this species are

caught, dried, and salted on the weSl coaSl of India and are exported up country, and possibly

a similar trade was in exiSlence in paSl days also

The presence of the remains of a number of other aquatic animals, such as the Gharial

and turtles, remains of which in many cases have been bui nt, indicate that such animals were

even in these early times an ingredient of the food of the inhabitants Annandale ^ remarks
“ In the Gangetic delta, and I believe in the other parts of India, Fnonyx is regarded as an

important article of diet," and Prashad® Elates that “ in the Panjab tortoises are not much
efteemed as an article of food except by the nomad tribes The Sahnsies consume them in quite

large numbers The flesh is eaten, while the fat is ftored and used instead of oil or for

making embrocations The Sickligars also eat these animals, but in much smaller numbers ”

This raises the que^ion as to how these animals were obtained That the fish were deliberately

sought for and caught can, I think, safely be assumed, and it is highly probable that the

methods employed for catching fish were by means of nets, traps, or hook and line Where
fish are caught by means of nets or traps in such a river as the Indus, it is certain that from
time to time such other inhabitants of the river as turtles, Fnonyx gangeticus, Chitta indica,

Batagut laska, and Emyda granosa, will also be caught, and it is not improbable that the

Gharial, Gavialis gangeticus, was captured in the same manner It is possible that these turtles

or the crocodile weie speared, but such fragments of the shell or skeleton as have been
preserved do not show any hole or holes, such as would be caused by a spear

Animal Remains imported for Ornament, etc

The occurrence of the shells of Lamellidens marginalis in the uppermost levels

appears to indicate that it was only in the later period that they were imported and used as

ornaments by the inhabitants of Mohenjo-daro As regards the marine molluscs there seems
no doubt that a regular trade was carried on between Mohenjo-daro and the seacoaft As
Hornell ^ points out, at the present day, apart from the Gulf of Mannar and Palk Bay, the
coaft of Kathiawar is the only considerable source of ^ank shells

,
and in very early times

5ank cutting centres exifted in the Southern Deccan and in Kathiawar and Gujarat While

^ N Annandale, “The Indian Mud Turtles” m Jtec Ind Mus

,

vol vii, Calcutta, igiz
- Bami Prashad, “ Notes on Aquatic Chelonia of the Indus Syftem,” Miscellanea Rec Ind Mus , vol x, p 267,

Calcutta, 1914

^ Marine Zoo/ogy of Okhamandal, aol 11, The Indian Chank, p 71
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the nauil cutting of the Sank shell muft have been done by means of metal saws, the
fragments in some of these early sites at e associated with flint or ^lone implements, as in the
case of the neolithic flint implements at Bitapur and Damnagar, Amreli Prant, m Kathiawar,
or with sand-aonc hammers at Kamrey in Gujarat

,
and the same is the case at Mohenjo-daro’

where flint implements have also been found At the present time, as probably in times
pa^l also, the adual cutting of the ^ank bangles is an industry that is peculiarly localized,

ind not infrequently the site of this induAry has no direft connexion with the region where
the 5ank shells aic fished from the sea At the present day, the mam centre of the bangle-
making indu^lra IS situated at Dacca in Eastern Bengal, while the Sank shell is fished either

at the extreme south of India, in Palk Bay and the neighbourhood, or on the weft coaft of
India oft- Klthilwar In addition to the aftual bangles or fragments of bangles that have been
excavated, the presence of a number of cores, from which the bangles have been sawn, clearly

shovs that in times paft Mohenjo-daro was also a centre of the bangle-making induftry

Ammal Remains tmpoited Joi Medicine

The presence of the remains- of foui different species of deer among the various animal

remains that have been excavated is of considerable intereft both fiom the cultural and the

zoological points of mcw If these remains arc taken to be evidence that these animals were

in paft times aftuallj inhabiting this part of the countr)', then there can be little doubt that

there has been a ven great change in the charadler of the terrain during the years that have

intervened between the final dcftruftion of Mohenjo-daro and the present time Of the four

species represented in the collcftion only one, namely Cervus porcintts, the Hog-deer, is at

the present day an inhabitant of Sind and the area around the site of the excavations

According to Blanford (T<iuna of British India, Mainmalta, p 550), the Hog-deer at

the present daj is found “ in the Indo-Gangctic plain everywhere from Sind to the Panjab

It IS an inhabitant of alluvial plains ’’ One would, therefore, not be surprised to find the

remains of this animal
,
but as regards the other three, not one of them is now known from

anjwsherc in the neighbourhood The spotted deer, C axis, is at the present time found,

according to Blanford (JTauna of Biitish India, Mainiiialia, p 54 ^)>
*' nearly throughout

India and Ceylon It occurs at the base of the Himalayas, not, however, ascending the

mountains bejond the lower spurs, from the neighbourhood of the Sutlej to Nepal It is not

found in the Panjab plains, 1101 in Sind, and only to the eaftward in Rajputana ” ^ The Sambur,

C unicoloi

,

though having a wade diftnbution (vide Blanford, Fauna of British India,

Maniinalia, pp 544-5) “ almoft throughout the Oriental region wherever there is undulating

or hill) country w'lth foreft ”, is “
of com sc loanting in the tieeless plains of the Panjab, Sind,

and JVencin Rajputana In both these cases the natural habitat is found among the dense

vegetation of forefts and woods, and it is hardly necessary to point out that such vegetation

IS at the present time not found anywhere in the vicinity of Mohenjo-daro The fourth deer

that has been identified among the remains, namely the Kashmir Stag, C cashmeriaiius, is at

the present day found, according to Blanford (Fauna of British India, Mammalia, p

in ” the Kashmir valley, throughout the pine forefts between 9,000 and 12,000 feet in

summer, lower in wantcr Not found eaft or noith of Kashmir ,
a few occur in Wardwan,

Kishtwar, Badrawar, etc ,
none in Ladak The range weftwards is not known

According to Adams," these ftags “ roam from foreft to foreft, preferring grassy glades,

alternating with dense foreft, where theie is a copious supply of water It would be a matter

of considerable difficulty to find in the w'hole of India an area of country that is less like the

> The Btahes arc mine—R B S S = Adams m Proceedings of the Zoological Society, 1858, p 529
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natural habitat of these three members of the genus Cervus than the desert conditions that at

the present day exift throughout the greater part of Sind
,
and it is remarkably significant

that the only remains of these deer that have up to the present time been excavated are the

horns If the animals had been living in this region during the time when Mohenjo-daro was

a flourishing city, it is more than probable that at lea^l some of the teeth and other parts of

the body would have been preserved From the evidence I think it is more probable that

the horns were imported from some other region From olden times down to the

present day stag’s horn has been used in medicine, and in many of the fragments of antlers

that have been excavated it is cleai that the antler has been sawn through, the fragment

terminating below in a cut surface, while m others the antler had equally clearly been shed m
the natural way and had subsequently been collefted Apart from the specimens that I have

enumerated above, there are in the colleftion a number of smaller fragments and isolated

tines I have not given these in the li^l, since it is not possible to decide with certainty fiom

which species of deer they were originally derived Among these smaller fragments are several

that, in addition to the flat end, have cuts and notches in the side of the horn, where small

fragments have been removed The flat end may have been produced either by sawing when
the part was removed from the original antler, or may subsequently have been ground down
during the process of making a powder, in which form the horn is utilized as medicine The
presence of these fragments is strongly in favour of the view that flag’s horn was in paft

times at Mohenjo-daro a commercial commodity and was imported for medicinal or other

purposes

In conclusion, I muft record my indebtedness to my colleagues of the Zoological Suivey

of India for the assiilance that they have given me in the corredl: identification of many of these

fragmentary remains

EXPLANATION OF PLATE CLXII
FIC

1 The skull of Bos tndictts from the colle(Pion of the Zoological Survey of India (from m front)

2 The skull of Bos irdtcus from the collefhon of the Zoological Survey of India (from the right side)

3 Fragments of skull of Bos tndicus from Mohenjo-daro

4 The plastron of Trsonyx gangetscus flora the colleftion of the Zoological Survey of India

5 The plaftron of Trtonyx gangettcus from Mohenjo-daro

EXPLANATION OF PLATE CLXIII
FIG
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Crocidura bidiana

Herpefles auropsinSatus

9 Fqtius caballus

Skull from the dorsal aspeft

,

Skull from the dorsal aspeft

,

Skull viewed from the side

,

Skull viewed from the side

,

Skull viewed from the dorsal

Skull viewed from the dorsal

Slull viewed from the side

Skull viewed from the side

Lower jaw, right side
, X i

X 2 From Mohenjo daro

X 2 Recent, et coll Z S I

X 2 From Mohenjo daro

X 2 Recent, ex coll Z S I

aspeft From Mohenjo daro

aspeft Recent, ex coll Z S I

From Mohenjo daro

Recent, ex coll Z S I

LIST or ADDITIONAL SPECIMENS

Mammaua

DK 3702 Chamber 189 89 ft below datum Upper portion of shaft of right humerus with bicipital

groove Portions of a pair of ulnas and part of shaft of

a fibula Almofl; certainly human
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SD 2828 Chamber 41 3 5 ft above datum Fragments of bones One Phalanx Fragments of horn

(?sawn off at butt-end), probably of Cervtis porctms,

the Hog Deer Great trochanter of femur of small

mammal (? sheep or deer)

DK 3964 Chamber 238 100 ft below datum Fragments of bone Undeterminable

DK 4021 Chamber 2541 3008 ft below datum Portion of shaft of bone, probably Sambar, Cerp/zr

DK 4051 Chamber 264 10 84 ft below datum Fragments of a tooth of Elephas tndteus

DK 4319W Chamber 53 6 6 ft below datura Fragments of bone, undeterminable

DK 4385 Chamber 187 13 6 ft below datum Part of horn of Sambar, Cetvus untcolor Base of horn

and brow tine of a large deer probably either Sambar,

Cervns uncolor, or Barasingha, Cervus duvauceh

DK 4632 Chamber 203 1
1 9 ft below datum Shaft of bone of a Sambar, Cervus untcolor

Pisces

DK 462 J.
Chamber 305 g 2 ft below datum Spine of Rita nta (Ham Buch

) A fresh-water fish

Mollusca

DK 3395 Chamber 56 60 ft below datum Shell of a sank /yrzzw Lmn var caz/i? Hornell)

Marine

DK 3484 Chamber 127 36 ft below datum Shell of Conus {Leploconus) month Hwass A marine

species

DK 3860 Chamber 36 6 25 ft below datum Shell of Zootecus tnsttlarts (Ehrenberg) This species of

land snail has a wide diftnbution throughout India

and beyond to Cameran Islands, Red Sea, Cape Verde

Islands, and Senegambia, Egypt, AbySsinia, South

Arabia, and Baluchiffan The genus occurs chiefly

in and or barren regions

DK 4488 Chamber yr 4 i ft below datum Shell of Area {Anadra) granosa Linn A marine species

DK 4624 Chamber 305 g 2 ft below datum Shell of Potamtdes {Tehscoptum) tehscoptum (Linn ),

a brackish-water form

All the marine forms could be obtained on the Kathiawar Coaff or in the neighbourhood of Karachi and the

brackish-water forms from the Indus Delta



Chapter XXXII

MINERALS AND METALS

Gold

N
one of the economically useful minerals is more widely diftnbuted over India than

gold, except perhaps iron The sands of the majority of its rivers have yielded gold,

though usually in very small quantities, when washed Gold-washing has, in fadl,

been practised in the pa^t in every province of India The ftreams of the Dharwar diftrift

of Bombay have, for instance, yielded gold, and traces of old workings are to be seen in the

Sangh State and near Hosur In Hyderabad (Deccan) ancient workings have been noticed

at Hutti (i6° 12' 76° 43'), Topuldodi (16° 10' 76° 51'), and Wondalli (16° 14' 76° 48')

All these areas have since been mined on a large scale The workings at Hutti contain the

deepest ancient shafts known in India, one of them being 620 feet in depth In Madras, old

workings have been found in the following diftrifts Anantapui (near Ramgiri, 14° 18' 30"

77° SSOj Coimbatore (Bensibetta, 11° 42' 30" 77° 21', Hadabanatta, 11° 56' 30"

77° 21' 30"
,

Kavudahalli, 12° 4' 77° 30' , and near Porsegaundanpalayam, 11° 53' 30"

77° 21'), and Wynaad The old workings in SE Wynaad were made by a mining

community known as kartimbars, and were discovered in 1831 Prospering on modern lines

at Wynaad has not led to any successful development Eaftwick has endeavoured to show
that the great sources of gold reported as having been seized by the former invaders of India

came from the Wynaad mines
,
he, in faft, identifies India as the land of Ophir ^ In Mysore,

old workings are widely diftributed, and gold has been found in every dirndl except that of

Bangalore From the Kolar Dirndl comes over 90 per cent of India’s produdlion Occurrences

in Mjsore are too numerous to mention in detail The value of the annual output of gold
in India a few years ago was well over ,(^2,000,000, though it is a little less than this at

present

In Afghaniran, gold occurs 3 miles north of Kandahar It is obtained in small quantities

also from the north side of the Hindu Kush Other reported sources are the rreams
draining the Kuh-i-Baba, rreams in Kohiran, and above Laghman and Kunar

The following are the known gold localities of Persia, but this country can scarcely be
regarded as a rich gold-producer (i) Damaghan south of Arerabad, (2) between Nishapur
and Meshed and 2 miles west of Meshed, (3) 4 miles wer of Zenjan (NW Persia),

(4) Tihran Hills, wer of Ispahan, (5) the Elwend hills near Hamadan, (6) near Geligah
in Mazandaran, (7) near Shah Abdul Azim, S E of Teheran—in an old lead mine,

(8) NW of the ruins of Takht-i-Suleiman, weil of Zenjan, and (9) Kuh-i-Tukh Raja

^ Gcntlcrtan’s Magazine, ccilvi, pp 96—114
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Western Tibet is thought to be rich in gold
, modern supplies are said to be entirely

alluvial
^

Siberia is rich in gold Gold is washed in many places in the Karakoram and in many
of the rivers of Central Asia

,
the metal is obtained from mines in the western and middle

Kuen Lun mountains

The output of gold from China is not far short of that from India
In ancient times Arabia was an important gold-supplying land, and is supposed by

many to have included the old gold localities of Havila and Ophir
From the above it will be seen that there are many possible sources for the gold of

Mohenjo-daro, but the chances seem more in favour of Southern India The gold of India
IS said to have been worked for at leaft twenty-five centuries ^ In Mysore (Kolar) the
occurrences are rich and noticeable, and although Afghanistan, WeSlern Tibet, and parts of
Persia are nearer, Southern India would seem to have been the moSl accessible

Silver

In tlie Bhagalpur, Manbhum, Monghyr, and Singhbhum diSlrifts of Bihar and Orissa,

silver has been found associated with lead, but neither metal in considerable quarltity Similar

occurrences have been met with in the Rewah State, Central India, and in the Drug,
Hoshangabad and Jubbulporc DiSlrifts of the Central Provinces Old argentiferous lead mines
occur in the Cuddapah and Karnul diStrids of Madras The Kulu valley of the Panjab

Himalaya is rich in argentiferous galena

Silver associated with gold is produced in considerable quantity to-day at Kolar m
Mysore, and to a much smaller extent at Anantapur in Madras Excluding Burma and the

two la^l-mentioned localities, India at the present day yields no silver Professor V Ball,

however, was “ inclined to accept literally certain ancient and long-forgotten references

to Its (India’s) having been a silver-producing country ” {Journ Soc of Am, 28th April,

1882, p 582)
An ancient lead-mine, the lead from which yields a small quantity of silver, exi^Is at

Fannjal (35° o' 68° 44') in the Ghorband valley of Afghanistan Silver may also have been

derived from the many other lead localities of Southern Afghanistan (see “ Lead ”) In the

same country well-known silver mines exiSted near the head of the Panjshir valley in the

Hindu Kush
,

silver deposits were also formerly worked near Herat

Persia is said to be very rich in silver-bearing lead-01 e
,

otherwise, its supplies appear

to be limited In S E Persia, silver is known to occur in the Kuh-i-Nugre (“ silver

mountain ”), between Fasa and Zahidan, near Herat, in the Sahend hills near Tabriz, and at

Guleki not far from ASterabad

The rich lead and silver deposits of Northern Burma had been exploited by the Chinese

for many centuries back, and are now yielding something like 5 million ounces of silver a year

The silver mines of Gumush Khaneh in Armenia were exceptionally rich and well

known in olden times Small quantities of silver are known to occur in the old land of Midian

(now the Hedjaz), and there is an old silver and copper mine at Shaman on the left bank of

the Wadi-el-Yrdh in the interior of Arabia

If the ancients knew how to separate silver from gold, it is possible Mohenjo-daro

supplies may have come with the gold from Southern India The art of separating silver from

lead has been known for many generations, so that the Faranjal mine of Afghaniftan, the

Gumush Khaneh mines of Armenia, and the many lead mines of Persia, and even the lead

mines of North Burma, might be looked upon as possible sources

I
J M Maclaren, Gold, pp 238-40
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Copper

The be^l known deposits of copper m India proper are those of Smghbhum in Bihar

and Orissa Remains of old excavations and mounds of copper slag from a worked-out ore

have been noted in Indore Old copper workings arc frequent m Madras—Coimbatore,

Guntur, and more especially Nellore ,
the last mentioned Di^lrift seems to have been of

some importance Many places m the Panjab and Rajputana yield copper, the moft important

being Khetri (28° o' 75° 51') and Singhana (28° 6' 75° ^4'), both in Jaipur Large heaps

of copper slag have been noted at Rohira (24° 37' 73° T 30") in Siiohi State Copper has

been obtained by native methods in many places in Sikkim and Kumaon An old copper mine

IS known in Kashmir (Harpat Nag) At Robat (29° 32' 63° 35') in Baluchistan, large heaps

of copper slag witness to ancient smelting operations

In Afghanistan ancient copper workings have been found near the Safed-Kuh between

Kabul and Kurram Rich veins of copper-ore are also said to exiSt in the Shah Maqsud
(31° ^3' 65° 20'), and to have been worked by Nadir Shah and the Sirdars of Kandahar^

Rich ores are reported to occur at Nesh, 60 miles north of Kandahar Other localities are

Tezin, eaSt of Kabul, Musal in the Shadkam Pass, and the Silwatu Pass
,
some of these

places have been worked

Copper-ore is abundant in Persia One of the richeSt localities is the Karadagh hills noith

of Tabriz Other well-known mines are those around Kirman Polak says of Persia “ Eine

Kupfermine hat faft jeder Di^tridt
” ®

The mo^l important copper mine in Armenia is that of Kadabek Copper is known to

occur in many places in the Caucasus Eusebius-Hieronymus speaks of the copper mines of

Southern Syria ,
the Shaman mine has already been mentioned (see " Silver ”)

Considerable quantities of copper are described as coming from the Zangskar valley

of Tibet

China is a small producer of copper, but there is a rich mine in Yunnan, and copper

accompanies the lead and silver ores of North Burma The copper di^Irifts of Russia are all

in the Urals, Caucasus, or Siberia

Old and rich copper mines exi^l at Tokat in Asia Minor
The nearest copper localities to Mohenjo-daro are the Jaipur State of Rajputana, the

Shah Maqsud and othei areas in Southern Afghanistan, and Robat in the extreme weSl of
BaluchiSlan To these we may perhaps add the Nellore diSlrift of Madras as a possible source

for the ancient city’s supplies

Lead

Considerable quantities of lead-ore were formerly extrafted fiom mines near Ajmer in

Rajputana Lead is known to occur at several places in Bihar and Orissa, the Central
Provinces and the Cuddapah and Kurnool diSlridls of Madras The moSl important deposits
of the present Indian Empire are those of Nortliern Burma

,
these mines are amongil the

largest in the world There are several other unimportant occurrences of lead in other parts of
India With the exception of iron, there is perhaps no metal v/hose ores appear to have been
worked to so large an extent in India as have those of lead The ancient workers devoted their

attention to the extraftion of silver rather than of lead
,

in North Buima, for mftance,
moft of the lead was dumped as wafte by the old Chinese workers

^ Cal Journ Nat HtSl

,

vi, p 597 Pcisien, Theil 2, p 174, Leipzig, 1865
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An ancient lead mine with very extensive workings has already been referred to (under
“ Silver ”) as occurring at Faranjal (35° o' 68° 44') m the Ghorband vallej of Afgham^lin
Lead-ores are common in many localities m Southern Afghanistan, and are said to occur m
quantities m the Hazara Jat

Persia is particularly rich in lead, and the mine near Ganjabad appears to have been
worked from time immemorial The richeSl mines occur around Ispahan, Kirman, Teheran
and in the Elburz mountains

’

Tunis IS also a rich lead-bearing country, producing to-day over 5,000 tons a )ear The
lead of Laurmm in Greece was worked on a large scale in ancient times The only deposit
worked m Egypt at the present time is that of Gebel Rosas, which was known to the ancients

Asiatic Turkey and China both produce lead in some quantity to-day, and the metal is

known to occur in remunei ative amounts in parts of Siberia

The Mohenjo-daro lead may well have come from Ajmer The old mines in this District

were of great extent, and in 1830 had the appearance of having been worked for centuiies

The metal may otherwise have come from the Faranjal mine in Afghanistan, or other mines
in the south of that country, or from Persia

Lapis-lazuli

Extraordinary little is known regarding the precise locality in which lapis-lazuh is mined
The name is derived from the Persian word lajwaid^ meaning “ blue colour ”, through the

Greek Aa?ouptop, so that a Persian-speaking country is rather indicated as that in which

the rock—for it is a rock rather than a simple mineral—^was firSt discovered and used It is

recorded from the neighbouring countries of Tartary, Tibet, and China, but the beSl known
and moSI important locality is the valley of the Kokcha south of Firgamu in Badakshan, the

moSl northerly province of Afghanistan Another locality is the weSlern end of Lake Baikal

in Siberia It has been reported to have been found near Ajmer, m India, but the report has

never been confirmed

The lapis-lazuli reported to occur in China, Persia, Tibet, and Bokhara is probably

imported material from Badakshan
,

as is also that sold in India, Afghanistan, and

Baluchistan The material used by the ancient Egyptians for making scarabs is thought

to have been obtained from Peisia, but may well have come through that country from

Badakshan The same may be said regarding the small amount of lapis-lazuli used in Assyria,

Babylonia, and elsewheie m ancient times ^ Some of the Stone referred to by the ancients as

sapphire was, from its description, more probably lapis-lazuh

It seems moSt probable that the lapis-lazuh of Mohenjo-daro came fi om the Badakshan

Province of Afghanistan

Turquoise

Turquoise derives its name from the country of Turkey, but although the European

supplies were obtained from this country, there is reason to believe that they originated from

Persia and merely passed through Turkey Turquoise takes on a greenish tinge on exposurc

to sunlight, and for this reason moSt ancient ornaments of this mineral are definitely greenish

in tint

The fineSl turquoise is found m Persia, where the mines are known to^ have been workc

for at leaSl eight centuries The principal locality is near Nishapur in the Khorasan Province ,

^ M Bauer and L J Spencer, Prcctous Stones, p 44^
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other localities are near Kirman and Karik, and near Mashiz Recently the mineral has been

found in the neighbourhood of Yezd and in Seiran Turquoise is also said to occur in

Turkeftan Turquoise mines have been ftated to cxiil beyond the Persian frontier between

Herat and Western Turkestan (Khojent and the Karatyube mountains)

Arabia proper also probably contains turquoise ,
at leaft three mines are said to be

situated in the “ Midianite country
”

The report that turquoise occurs in the Ajmer hills of Rajputana is in all probability

incorreft The ftone used foi ornaments for the hill women of India and for the mosaic work

of Kashmir probably comes from Khorasan

It seems moft probable that the ultimate source of the Mohenjo-daro turquoise was the

Persian province of Khorasan

Amazon Stone

Formerly Amazon Stone or Amazonite, a green variety of microcline felspar, was

obtained exclusively from the vicinity of Miyask, a town in the Ilmen mountains, which are

a southern continuation of the Urals Microcline is common in India, but the precious variety

has so far been recorded only from Dodabetta in the Nilgiri Hills, and possibly from the

Padar Di^lridt of Kashmir The Mohenjo-daro material may well have come from either of

these localities

Crystal

Rock cry^al is a very common form of semi-precious silica or quartz, and is fairly

widespread in its occurrence For this reason it would be difficult to decide whence the

Mohenjo-daro material emanated The lapidaries of Cambay obtain their supplies from
Tankara (22° 40' 70° 48' 30") in the Kathiawar peninsula Large prisms were formerly

obtained in the bed of the Godavari near Rajahmahendri, and in the itream-beds of Tanjore,

both in Madras Delhi was formerly another source Interesting little bi-pyramidal crystals

have for a long time been obtained from the red marls of Man in the Mianwali diStndt of the

Panjab
,
they are known as “ Man diamonds ”

Rock crystal has been worked at many localities in India, and wonderful ornaments
carved out of this Stone were found in the old palace of Delhi

The Alps and India are supposed to have furnished the ancients with their supplies of

rock crystal, and it is not unlikely that the Mohenjo-daro inhabitants obtained theirs either

from Man, from the Kathiawar peninsula, or from Vellum in the Tanjore DiStrift of Madras

Steatite

Steatite or soapStone is a massive form of talc, a mineral which is said to have derived
its name from the Arabic tal^ The Egyptians used it usually coated with blue glaze, and it

was not unknown to the Assyrians and the Chinese Its moSt conspicuous properties are
resistance to heat and great softness, the latter charadter permitting it to be very easily carved

The mineral is widely distributed among the crystalline rocks of India Some 1,000 tons
are produced annually The localities are too numerous to be all mentioned, but the neareSt
of any importance to Sind are (i) Rajputana (Dogetha, 27° 7' 30" 76° 20'

,
Gisgarh,

53 42' >
Jind Morra, 26° 48' 30" 76° 52' 30") , (2) Mysore (several diStnfts) ,

(3) Madras (several diStridts, especially Salem, Bellary, and Karnul)
, (4) Jubbulpore

DiStrift of the Central Provinces
, (5) Bihar and Orissa (several diStri6ts, especially

Singhbhum, Mayurbhanj, Manbhum, and Cuttack)
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The present-day produdlion comes mostly from Jubbulpore and Salem
Ju^l below the second bridge above Gogamand in Afghamflan, traversing a dark

serpentine, is a thin vein of ^eatite
, it is too thin to be of economic value to-day, but the

^one is of excellent quality
’

The mo^l likely source of the Mohenjo-daro material would seem to be Rajputana

Alabaster

True alabafter is a hydrated sulphate of lime, but the name was applied in ancient
times generally to the caibonate True alaba^er is sufficiently soft to take a scratch from the
finger-nail, and does not effervesce with hydrochloric acid

, by these simple teffs it

can be diftinguished from the carbonate Oriental alabaffer, the carbonate of lime, was
used in Ancient Egypt for canopic jars and other objedls The derivation of the name is

doubtful, but may have its origin in the alabaSl)a—ointment vases or perfume bottles—which
were formerly made out of this ^tone It is found as travertine deposited from calcareous

springs or as a ^lalagmite on the floor and walls of limeffone caverns The mineral was
extensively worked near Suef and Assiut in Egypt, and many ancient quarries have been found
in the hills above the Tel-el-Amarna plain A very beautiful arragonite travertine occurs in

considerable quantity miles weft of Topchi on the road to Bamian in Afghaniftan, a similar

rock IS found in the hills behind Jabal-us-Siraj, but in very small quantity

H) drous sulphate of lime is a form of gypsum, and is the material to which the term
“ alabafter ” is applied to-day, this mineral, however, was undoubtedly used by the

ancients, for inftance, by the Assyrians
,

in the ancient city of Calah (Nimrud) blocks of carved

and inscribed gj'psum can ftill be seen

In Europe the alabafter of Tuscany is the beft known
Gypsum is abundant in Persia, Mesopotamia, and over a large part of India Alabafter

IS merely a refined and semi-transparent form of gypsum , how much, if any, of the Persian

or Mesopotamian material is sufficiently fine-grained or delicately shaded to wan ant the term
“ alabafter ” is not known A beautifully marbled or mottled alabafter is described as coming

from near the village of Ahar, north of Teheran, on the north side of the Kuh-i-ShamIran

Gypsum occurs largely in all the younger Tertiary deposits of Afghaniftan The bed

at Dasht-i-safed in Kamard is of the scmi-translucent variety known as alabafter, and would

make a very handsome ornamental ftone ,
it is nearly 10 feet thick, and very large quantities

are available

Gypsum is plentiful in the neighbourhood of Mohenjo-daro itself, and some suitable

fine-grained bed was probably available at no great diftance from the city Thick beds of it

of sufficient purity are found in the Kirthai range of Sind, and, according to Dr Buift,^ the

art of making ‘ plafter of Pans ’ from it was known to the natives
”

The gypsum of Kachhl in Baluchiftan is said to be well adapted for ornamental purposes ,

considerable quantities are also available from the Ghazibad pass, the Bugti and Marri hills,

and from near Khattan and Spintangi

Cutch contains large quantities of the mineral, and a certain amount is obtainable in

Kathiawar and Rewa Kantha Thick beds of it occur in the Sherani Hills Gypsum in

enormous quantities, including massive beds of considerable purity and variety of colour,

extend along the base of the Salt Range in the Panjab ,
a compaft variety found near

(32° 41' 72° 4’7') has been quarried and turned to form plates and other utensils The

gypsum of Rajputana is moftly impure

Any of these local sources may have supplied Mohenjo-daro with true alabafter

1 Tram Bomb Geol Soc (1852), x, p 229
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HiCMATlH

Ciy^lnllinc hicmititc has been, and is ^lill, used for ormnicntal purposes Suitable

matcriaJ is, for in^ance, obtainable m Spain 'Ihc hind of hiemafite used for ornamental

purposes is the extremely hard, finc-graincd coinpafl material or large cr}<lals llcports do

not always describe the precise nature of tlic ore, iiid it is therefore difficult to guess how
much, if any, of a deposit is suitiblc foi ornamental purposes Enormous quantities of

hicmatite occur in Bihlr and Orissa and its Federated States, and much of this is hard fine-

grained compafl ore uith a good metallic luilrc Iron-ore deposits ha\c a habit of concealing

themselves, and the Bihlr and Orissa deposits haaconlj rcceiitlj been discovered
,
specimens,

however, may veil have been picked up in the fircam-beds b} the ancients and used for

ornamental purposes Large quantities of ha-niatitc occur also in the Central Provinces Mo'Jl

of the Madras and Mjsorc iron-ore is the magnetic varictj, but h.xmatitc is also known
,

tlie manufafturc of" Wootz fled ’’ in the Trichinopolv Di-Clrifl r an ancient one Ilamiatitc

occurs 111 Rljputana and the Panjab in no \cr} I irgc quantities, and is found in many parts of

Persia The largcil occurrence in Persia is ju^ ca<fl of Yerd '1 he iron mines of Lebanon were

knowm to Solomon and included Inxmatitc In Southern Arabia the old tov n of Usal piovidcd

the Israelites with iron The material used bj the lapidaries of Obcr^Icin is said to come
from India

The occurrence of haematite in the islands of the Persian Gulf and on the opposite coa^I

of Persn is perhaps wortJi special mention in mcw of the faft that the mineral is unusiiallj

conspicuous and mu^l have attrafled attention in ver} earl) times The principal hxmatitc-

containing island is Hormuz, but the mineral is also found in Qishm, Bu Musa, lArak, Slrri,

Dalmeh, probably Hcnjlm, and seven] others, as iicll as on thePersnn coasi in the neighbour-

hood of Khamir It seems more than hkel) that the Assari in •’nd Bab) Ionian supplies came
from these, and this coail, and the Mohenjo-daro supplies ma) well ha\c done the same

AMmnsT
The term “ Oriental Ameth)'5l " is sometimes applied to Moltt-coloured corundum True

ametliy^l or violet-coloured quartz is found in a \cr) pure ilate in the gem-gravels of Cc)lon
The amethy^l localities in the Urals, where the ^lone is accompinicd b) bcnl and topaz,

are extremely important, especiall) around Ekaterinburg Amethasf is not a rare mineral,

but is casual in its occurience
,

in olden times it was obtained from Arabia Pctrxa
The mineral has been found in the Santal Parganas of Bihar and Orissa, and occurs

sometimes in the geodes of the Deccan Trap , the latter rock in Jubbulpore has )ieldcd small
amethyfts in this way The occurrence of amctliyflmc quartz in tlic vicinity of H)dcrabad
(Deccan) has been noted Amethyil is found at several localities in the Bashahr portion of the
valley of the Sutlej Both Persia and Siberia are important sources of amethyft There seems
little doubt that the Mohenjo-daro material was dcriaed from the Deccan Trap

Slate

Poor slate occurs in the Manbhum and Singhbhum Diilrids of Bihar and Orissa Good
quality slate is found and avorked in the Monghyr Di^lrifl; of the same province Slate of
promising quality is known to occur in Baroda, and there are quarries of this rock in Bijapur
(Bombay Presidency) Slate of fair quality occurs in Gavalior Madras is poor in slate, thin
slabs being obtained in the Cuddapah Diilrift Slate occurs in considerable quantity in the
Hazara Diftrift, NW F Province, while some of the beil slate in India is quarried in the
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Panjab m the Kangra and Gurgaon Diftrifts Dehra Dun and Tehri Garhwal are slate diftrifts

and the Almora Diftnft of the United Provinces produces large quantities ofgood slate The
slate of Ahvar, Rajputana, is being worked at the present day

Slate IS not plentiful in Persia Some of the be^l known localities seem to be in
Mazanderan betivecn Ashraf and A^leiabad, and near Kasbek in the Caucasus

In Afghanistan slates of very fair quality could be obtained in large quantities fiom
between Siali Sang and Gardan Diwal on the north side of the Helmand river Less valuable
slate is available noith ofJackal on the left bank of the Helmand iiver, and also to the eaSt of
the Kotal-i-Unlii at the head of the Kabul rivet

Rajputana seems to be the neareSl locality to Mohenjo-daro from which slate would
be available

Ag\te, Carnfiian, Onyx, and Chalcedony

Agate, carnehan, and onyx are, as LaTouche observes, “ of common occurrence m the

amygdaloidal flows of the Deccan and Rajmahal traps, and the chief sources of supply are the

rivers that drain the areas covered by these locks ” The beds of the Ki^lna, Godavari and

Bhima rivers have been specially noticed m this connexion Agate, jasper, and carnehan

are collefted from the Godavari bed near Rajamahendri (17° o' 81° 50'), while many pebbles

of agate, on)"\, and othei forms of chalcedony are found in the Kiftna alluvium of the Palnad

The agate employed by the lapidaries of Jubbulpore is largely derived from the Narbada

valley, especially from Bheraghat or the Marble Rocks Nodules of agate are found in plenty

among the Rajmahal Hills

Fine agates and carnelians occur to the north of the Pangong Lake 111 the Rudok difrrifr

of Kashmir

The mofr valuable of the veined agate worked into ornaments by the lapidaries of

Cambay comes from’ Ranpui in Ahmadabad The Kaira difriift of Bombay has yielded a

much prized variety of agate
,

landscape agate has also been obtained from this locality

A large vein of moss-agate is to be found at Khijaria in the Morvi State of Kathiawai ,
common

agate occurs in the same neighbourhood Other localities in Kathiawar are known from

which moss-agate, common agate, and chalcedony are obtainable

The chief source from winch the carnehan and agate workers of Cambay derive their

material is in the Rajpipla State near the village of Ratanpur (21° 43 30 73 14 3° )

According to some, the indufrry has flourished for over 2,000 years

All tlie above mentioned localities are close to Mohenjo-daro, and are to be consideied

as potential sources of agate, moss-agate, and carnehan ,
the chances are, however, more in

favour of Kathiawar and Rajpipla Two of the agate beads from Mohenjo-daro, blown and

white in colour, resemble the ** Pagoda frones ” or agates from Burma Onyx is ^wi e j

distributed over parts of Nawanagar ,
it is especially abundant at Vijarkhi (22 ^25^

70° 14' 30", 2 miles east of Khokhri (22° 23' 30" 70° 28'), near Baolidar (22 9

70°
1
3' 30"), half a mile north-eaSl of Bon (22° 9' 30" 7

°° 1 8'), and three-quarters of a mile

south of Narmana (22° 5' 70° 13')

Jasper, Agate-Jasper, and Bloodstone

The rivers draining the Dharwar and Bijawar formations all contain

of a great variety of tints Conglomerates of material derived from t ese o

the rivers which dram the Satpura Range in the Central ^

Mohenjo-daro, therefore, may well have come from Rajputana Bloodstone, 1 e green jasp
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vincg'itcd witli ted, Ins lutii noted ts oeeurriiii' nt tr 1 inJ trt (22 .}0 ~o fft '^o ) in

Klthiawar ind in the bed of the Moti Mola river between 1 Iro/lbld mil Sind ight in the

Di^lnfl of Agri It n ilso found in Rai|uit~tni

Agite-jnper is nientioncd as oteiirrini' with totntnon U'ltc in the Uljplph Iltl!-,

Ihonch, nnd the beds of the KisTn i, God'i\ irJ, mil llhlin i rner I he Mohctiio dim jiccimrit'-

nn) have e'onu ftoin Kliplpli or R'lipiitlni

I’t AS’'A

I he bright green md more or le--' trail lueent \ irietv fil elnlerdofu I nov n n" pi i- tin

Ins been noticed in the beds of the Ki tin, fiod’ie ir!, ukI Hhliin ri\ir It f-'cnr jti^'I v
Iikel}, lioweeer, to In\e been obtiineii from R'ljpufun

Ir.

'I he bc<I known tin locnht\ in '\sn n the M ih\ ptntnmli, ineliulmi' the Icir'icrirn

Dinsion (r-i\0) and Mcrgeii DisIrnfV) of 'southern i 5ur..n Hc'-e ea' itcritc o.,cur' in

considerable quantities, tlie loeilit) being one «)f the prmeipil ourLC of the wo-id fin

Cassiterite is ilso knov n to occur in the P'dinpur ''life (Hombu l’rc“idcnc\ j, ar.tl in

the Dlnrwlr Di'Qrnft (llomb n), and is reported to hast been found in Rtu 1 Kin tin (N'mil o')
,

none of these oeeurrenecs has prosed of eoinmcrcni import uitc In the Ila/'rib"”!! Di^Iricl

of Bilnr and Orissa, tin ore is found in more notieeablc (jinntits md im lUce ful attc npf-

to work It base been made
Tin IS known to occur in the Kfih Han'in md thi K'r't lJ‘ii,'h in I’cmi Im ''^oac has

been found m fisc prosinces of Chmi
—

'\Onnui, Kv mt' i, Iluna'i, Kv rngfim^S md 1 ulicn,

but deposits of economic importance .are resirieled to a fev arci m the firs'-named three

prosanccs, the chief producing centre fo-das being ibout mile sst I of the town of Men 'tv7c

in Ytlnnan

It ssould be difficult to surmise from sshich of tlie i sources, if ms, the tin found in

Mohenjo-daro was obtained

Hire Ml

N

A large deposit of bitumen occurs at Hit on the huphntes, and w is I nown to the old

Bab)lomans It is a conspicuous deposit, and musi hisc b’-en I nown to the eirlicr Sumenms
Bitumen is also to be found near Isa Khel on the nt:ht bmk of the Indus (N \V F

Province) m India The quantits is small, but mas base been v little greater m olden times
The ncarcil bitumen deposits to Mohenjo-d iro would be those of Ihluchibl'm \t

Khatfin (29° 34' 68° 31'), in the Mirri hills NT of '^ibi, there is a considerable
deposit Another occurs on the other side of the Sibi pi un it Sanni, S of Sibi

It IS difficult to saj which of these is more likelj to base been the source for the
Mohenjo-daro specimens without knowing more about the relitionship between that cits's

civilization and the surrounding regions

Rid Ocuri

Red ochre is of wade occurrence in India, especially in Central India and the Central
Provinces In the latter province the deposits of Jauli, Jubbulpore Diflrnfl, ire well known
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and Ml exploited Extensive beds occur in the Kaimur plateau, and many places on the
Deccan Trap are charaftenzed by the mineral Amongst the deposits neareft to Sind are —

(I) Those of Lakhpat (23° 50' 68° 50') in Cutch
(II) Those of Padvama (21° 4T 73° 18') and elsewhere in the Rewa Kantha

Agency From Padvama some 120 tons are said to be earned away annually by Muslim
traders

The red ochre of Hormuz and other Peisian Gulf Islands is worth mention on account
of Its brilliant colour, which mu^l have attrafted the very early notice of civilization Its

association with salt and gypsum makes it the more conspicuous, and there is little doubt
that It muft have acquired a celebrity since very early times Even to-day it is dug out in large
quantities and shipped to India for use as a pigment Hormuz, Bu Musa, and Halul are the
principal islands from which this material is obtained, and the Mohenjo-daro supplies might
well have come by sea from any one or all of them

Basalt

Basalt is one of the commonest rocks in India and covers a total area exceeding

200,000 square miles in the Bombay Presidency (including Kathiawar and Cutch), Hyderabad,
Central India, and the Central Provinces The Mohenjo-daro material might have come from
the Kathiawar Peninsula, but basalt was even nearer at hand than that, namely in western

Sind
,
an important band of this rock from 40 to 90 feet thick stretches for about 22 miles

from Ranikot to Jakhwari, and may well have been used by the ancient inhabitants

Tachylite

Tachylite is a basaltic or ultra-basaltic glass and frequently accompanies dykes in the

Deccan Trap The specimens found at Mohenjo-daro may have come from any part

of the Deccan Trap area, as, for inftance, the Kathiawar peninsula or Central India

Nepheline-Sodalite Rock

Amongft the many Mohenjo-daro beads sent to the Geological Survey of India for

identification, two are of peculiar intereil in that they consist of an uncommon rock

—

nepheline-sodalite rock—which is found at Kishangarh in Rajputana The source of the

material, therefore, is almost undoubtedly the neighbourhood of Kishangarh The present

unmterefting dull grey colour of the beads is the result of weathering and the effeft of time

Sodahte when fresh is of a beautiful azure blue colour, and the beads, when fresh, muft have

done credit to their neighbours in jade, agate, jasper, turquoise, etc

Jadeite^

Jadeite, or the hard form of jadeftonc, of which all the Mohenjo-daro jade beads consist,

IS found typically in the Myitkyina diftrift of north Burma, where it has been worked for

many years pa^I The same mineral is reported to occur also in the neighbouring Chinese

province of Yunnan, and further north-eaft in Shensi, but there is some doubt about these

reports

The material from Rewah State in Central India is the nephrite variety Specimens of

jadeite have been described as coming from Tibet ,
they probably occur as boulders in

alluvial deposits, but the precise locality from which they come is unknown

I See, however, pp 541-2 supra—[Ed ]
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The Ao^la valley of the Alps of Piedmont is known to contain jadeitc

The jade from the celebrated mines of the K"irlk“ish valley of Turkc^lln belongs moilly

to the nephiite variety, but it is accompanied by some jadtite In the Pamir region jadeite

occurs in the valley of the Tunga, a left-bank tributary of the Raskam Dari'i
,

this material

was once quarried by the Chinese

Objefts of pre-hiftonc age, worked in jadcitc, have been frequently found in Europe,

Asia, America, and Africa, but in mo^l cases the source of the rough material is unknown

For the source of the Mohenjo-daro material, therefore, we have the choice of some

three localities the Plmlrs and Eastern Turkeftln, Tibet, or North Burma If we rejeft

the European Alps as a possible source, the finding of jadcite objedls in Mohenjo-daro points

with strong probability to communications with Central Asia

LouiNcm

Lolhngite is essentially a di-arsenidc of iron, FcAs,, but passes into leucopjntc, Fc^ASj,

and frequently tends towards arsenop) rite, FeAsS Other sulphides of arsenic arc orpimcnt,

AsoSj, and realgar, AsS Iron p} rites, FeS,, sometimes contains arsenic in small amounts
,

It will be beft, however, to rc^Irift tlic inquir)' to known occurrences of anj of the sulphides

of arsenic

In Europe Ibllingitc occurs in the Lolling-Hottcnberg diftrift of Cannthia, and sparinglj

in a number of other di^lridts
,

a sulphur-bearing varict)’ (gc)crite) is obtained from Gcjcr,

Saxony Arsenop) rite is abundant at Freiberg, and at other places in Saxon)
,

at Andre isbcrg

in the Harz Mountains, Germany
,

at Sala, Sweden ,
at Skuttcrud, Norwa)

,
and at several

localities in Cornwall It is also knoavn in the Binnenthal, S\\ itzcrland, and as the cobalt-bcanng

variety (Danaite) at Sulitjelma, Finland Orpimcnt is found in Hungar)’, at Tajowa, Moldova,

Kapnik and Fcls6ban)a, and, with realgar, at Allchar, Macedonia A large deposit occurs

near Julamcrk in Kurdi^lln Realgar occurs at FclsOban)a, Kapnik, and Nagvag in Hungar;,
at Allchar m Macedonia, and in the Binnenthal of Sw itrcrland

The Indian occurrences arc as follows —
(rt) Sampthar Hill, Darjeeling (arsenical p) rites)

(h) Dabur and Dhab in tlic Hazaribagh Di^Irift, Bih“ir and Orissa
,

lumps of

leucopynte are occasionally found in tlic mica-bcaring pegmatites Rccentlj, Icucopjrite

was found in the Ganiaria mica mine, and lOllingite in the Duma mica mine, of the

Kodarma Forest area, Hazaribagh

(c) Barali, Padar di^lrift, in the Bhutna valley, Kashmir (arsenop) ntc)

Chitral, North-avcil Frontier Province Orpimcnt in the pail was imported
in considerable quantities from Chitrrd, but the supplj has recently diminished

(e) Arsenical pyrites has been mined at Manikaran in the diilncl of Klngra,
Panjab

(/) On the Dharma and Juwar or Niti Ghats in the Almorl diilri£l. United
Provinces (" yellow arsenic ”, i e orpimcnt)

{£) Mansari, United Provinces Himrdaja Small quantities of orpimcnt are

brought down for sale to the Bagesar Fair

(^^!) Shankalpa Glacier, United Provinces Himala)a Fragments of orpiment with
a little realgar have been found on the moraine of the Shankalpa glacier

Arsenic is brought into Kabul from Herat, but its precise origin is unknowm
In the Caucasus, arsenical pyrites occurs in several localities, which it is unnecessary to

enumerate Orpiment and realgar are also known
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In Asia Minor arsenical pyrites, somebmes gold-bearing, is found in various places ea^l

and south-ea^l of Smyrna, up to a distance of about 80 miles

In Asia Minor, orpiment and realgar are known to occur in several localities, at some of

which they are exploited

In northern Persia, orpiment and realgar occur m the region of the Caspian Sea, in the

Kurdi^Ian Mountains m the neighbourhood of Kazvin, and on the Kaflan-Kuh These minerals

are exported to Turkey
Moft of the above-mentioned localities are possible sources of the Mohenjo-daro material

No reliable conclusions, in fadl, can be drawn from the occurrence of lolhngite in

Mohenjo-daro Persia, Herat, Kashmir, Chitral, the Panjab, Asia Minor, and the Caucasus

might, each of them, equally well have supplied arsenic minerals to Mohenjo-daro

“ Green Earth ”

The specimen despatched to this department as “ glauconite ” was found to consift

mostly of fine chlorite and calcite Such material might be found m the Tertiary rocks of Sind

itself, but It IS far more likely to have been derived from the Deccan Trap Green earth of

this nature was discovered by Dr Fermor from the basalt of Bhusawal (Records, Geological

Survey oj India, vol Iviii, pp 146—7) The Mohenjo-daro sample may have come from

zeolifac material filling the vesicles of the trap, or it may represent the more massive form

resulting from the alteration of the trap as a whole, which takes place chiefly at the base of

a flow Large masses of this trap occur m Kathiawar and Central India, but less extensive

tradls occur in Cutch, in the Pab Range of Eaftern Baluchiftan (Kalat State), and m the

Kakar Range in the extreme north of the same province It seems very probable that the

material was obtained from either north-ea^Iern 01 ea^lein Baluchistan



ApPL'JDIX I

Ceramic Wares

Faience

-rrru:

NOTES AND ANALYSES

r:x:cc

B
rick, pottery, and miscellaneous tern-cotta objcdls Invc been found m abundance

at the Indus Valley sites, and it can hardly be doubted that the local alhnial clay

was employed foi their making The prevailing colours of these produfis arc light

red or salmon
,
black and grey arc uncommon 1 hese colours arc due to the presence of iron

compounds in the clay, which develop the red shades in the o\idi7 ing atmosphere of the kiln,

while black or grey ones arc formed when a reducing or smoky atmosphere prevails in the

course of burning The pottery is sometimes covered with a slip of bright red colour, due to

ferric oxide ,
or painted with designs in black or chocolate, which owe their colour to

manganese oxide The identity of the colouring materials with those employed by the Indian

potter of the present day, as well as the simplicity of the latter's methods, leases no doubt that

the ancient technique has been handed down to him without any material alteration He
prepares the red slip by levigating red ochre or Multiim ivatti (a yellow ochreous earth) with

water, and employs a manganifcrous haematite for the black or chocolate shades The
manganese ores which arc frequently associated wath feme oxide, impart a pure bLck colour

when rich in manganese, but chocolate, when the proportion of iron preponderates

A noteworthy variety belonging to this group is represented by a number of fine

earthenware bangles, usually black in colour, sometimes mottled white, but all distinguished

by their fine vitreous texture ^ The chemical analysis of one of the black specimens (Table I,

p 689) reveals an unusual composition, containing rather large proportions of lime and
magnesia These ingredients enhance the fusibility ot the clay, and therefore account for the

vitreous body of the specimens Their black colour is due to ferrous oxide, which indicates

also that the firing took place in a reducing atmosphere On the other hand, under the oxidizing

conditions prevailing in the kiln, the lime and magnesia would bleach the colour due to iron

and the produdl would emerge white inSlcad The different colours of the bangles can thus

be accounted foi easily

Faience, which was very popular with the Indus people, has a hard, fine granular
body, covered with a glaze The prevailing colours arc bluish-green and greenish-blue,

although white, chocolate, and red specimens have also been found The microscopic
examination reveals a compaft granular ^Irufture, composed of angular quartz grains
bound together with a transparent cement Its chemical analysis (Table I, p 689) shows
also that silica is the chief constituent, forming about 90 per cent of the total amount From
these fa£ts it may be inferred that the original paSle was composed of finely crushed quartz,

^ A dark red \anety of the earthenware bangles has -^incc been found at HarappS

686
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or pure white sand, a glassy flux, and a colouring matter, if necessary It is obvious that
the moulded objeft had to be dried and fired to bring about the fusion of the flux

,
but the

queftion how precisely the various ingredients of the pafte were endowed with the necessary
coherence and plasticity, is difficult to answer The suggestions that clay or gum might have
been employed foi this purpose are untenable, as the material is free from clay

,
while

gum, or any other organic matter, would be consumed in the course of firing long before
the flux underwent fusion Possibly, silicate of soda, which forms a highly viscous solution

with water, was employed as a constituent of the paSte and served to impart the desired

property to the wet paSte It may be added here that the preparation of an alkaline silicate by
the fusion of soda with sand, was well known to the ancient nations who praStised the

art of glazing ^

The hollow objefts were moulded on cores of sand, which was tied up in some fabric

and raked out after firing Impressions of the fabric, as well as remains of the sandy core,

have been found in several specimens

The white body is free from any metallic colouring matter and forms the basis for the

coloured varieties The blue and green shades were produced by the addition of copper

oxide to the paile, probably in the form of a natural ore of this metal
,
and the chocolate

colour IS due to cuprous oxide, which was the result of a reducing atmosphere in the kiln

The light red variety w as prepared by the addition of red ochre to the raw pa^Ie

To form some idea of the brilliant eifeft of these objefts, due allowance should be made
for the changes produced on them by the corrosive aftion of the alkaline soil in which they

were so long buried As a faft, the original glaze has survived on very few specimens, although

the body material is generally well preserved In some cases the decomposition has penetrated

deeper, changing the blue or green colour into dull white or brown, which have resulted from

the bleaching out of copper oxide and the precipitation of basic carbonate of iron, respeftively

The body material of this peculiar class of ware is powdered fteatite, which is bound
together with a flux Originally objedls of this mateiial muft have been glazed, but they have

undergone much decomposition, and not a veftige of the glaze has been left on them The
material is soft and cream white

,
but the presence of a little copper oxide in it, revealed by

chemical analysis (Table I, p 689), leaves no doubt that they were originally coloured blue

or green, like ordinary faience In faft, it is highly probable that their whole technique was

identical with that of the faience described above, and that steatite was introduced to replace

quartz, in order perhaps to get over the difficulty experienced in crushing this very hard mineral

Faience objefts are covered with a di^linft layer of glaze which muft have been applied

separately, as in the case of the steatite objedts It is highly probable that the glazing process

was carried out in the second firing, as at present The prevailing colours of the faience glaze

are bluish-green or grecnish-blue, although indigo blue, apple green, maroon, black, and

colourless examples have also been found The blue shades owe their colour to copper oxide,

while the green contains iron oxide, in addition The black or dark maroon glaze contains

an excess of manganese oxide It has been remarked already that the glaze has perished

mo^ly through decomposition, and the material available is scanty for a complete chemical

analysis However, judging from its transparency, the nature of the colouring matter, and

the iridescent films on these objefts, one can safely conclude that it is of the nature of glass

Ancient specimens of glass consift of silicates of soda and lime and a metallic oxide for the colour,

besides certain impurities derived from the raw materials They were prepared by the fusion

of an alkali, sand, saltpetre, and chalk, with a metallic oxide for the coloured varieties ^ All

1 Campbell Thompson, The ChemiSiry of the Ancient Assyrians

2 Ibid

Steatite

Faience

Glaze
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these ingredients were eisily aviihblc to the Indus people, and were doubtless utilized for

the art of glazing For in^ancc, alkaline efflorescences, which cover wide areas of soil in Upper

India, could have been employed for this put pose We shall sec, too, that there is some

possibility of silicate of soda (a w'atcr-solublc glass which is formed by the fusion of soda and

quartz powder) having been used as a medium to produce the white slip on <lcatitc seals

Taking all these fafls into consideration, we arc led to the conclusion that the glaze was

produced by the simple methods indicated above, which were followed by the Assyrians down

to the seventh century ii c

Steatite is an impure massive variety of talc, containing ^-8 per cent of combined abater

It IS one of the softeil minerals wath a soapy feel , but at red heat it loses the water and is

transformed into a very hard, white subilance which can be polished

The Indus Valley people were w'cll acquainted with this property of <Icatitc and made

good use of It The ^lonc lent itself rcadih to caraing with the aid of their bronze tools, and

the finished produft could be rendered hard and durable by careful ignition The results of

tlie chemical analyses (Table I, p 689) leave no doubt that tlie material is ^Icatitc, which has

been deprived of mo^I of its combined water at a high temperature Heads of various shapes

w'erc fashioned in large numbers out of Cleatitc
, but the largest piece of carved "ileatitc

IS the statue illustrated in Plate XCVIII Ihc moSt important objeSts in this class, however,

arc the numerous inscribed seals which arc finished with an exquisite v lute tnamcl-likc

surface

Generally tliesc seals bear evidence of Strong ignition, containing only 1—3 per cent of

water
,
but some have the chara£tcnStic soapy feci of ordinary unburnt Steatite, with over

4 per cent of water This fa6t has an important bearing on the problem of the technique of

the white coating, as it leads to the definite conclusion that a high temperature was not essential

for tins process Therefore, it is not in the nature of a glaze or enamel formed by fusion above

red heat It is curious that its composition (lablc I, p 689) conforms also to that of Slcatitc,

w'hich IS clearly its principal conSIitucnt From these fa£ls it may be inferred that this coating

IS a slip which was prepared by levigating Slcatitc in water, with a suitable medium to serve

as a cement Regarding the nature of this medium, it mu^t be borne in mind that the coating

or slip, on these seals, is generally very well preserved, whicli should preclude the possibility

of a gum or any other perishable organic subSlance The writer has carried out various

experiments in order to arrive at a solution of this intcrciling problem, and has found that

durable coatings, similar to those on the seals, can be produced with a slip prepared by

levigating ignited ilcatite in water with silicate of soda as the medium After the application

of the slip the objc£l was dried in the oven at 100° C and polished with agate It is highly

probable that a similar method was followed by the Indus people

Steatite objefis with well preserved glaze arc rare
,

but a careful search with the aid of
a lens sometimes reveals traces of a green glaze It is evident, therefore, that some of the

objefls (e g round and oblong beads) were originally glazed The red paint on some of these

objedls consists of ferric oxide
,

for this yellow ochre appears to have been employed,
which acquires a fine red colour after ignition at a moderate heat

Analyses of the specimens of mortar found at Mohenjo-daro (Table II, p 689) make it

clear that pure gypsum and lime mortars, as well as their mixtures, were emplo>cd
The pigments found on polychrome and painted pottery arc black, white, red, yellow,

and green The black is carbon, which indicates lamp-black or ground charcoal The white is

a mixture of calcium sulphate and carbonate, which implies gy'psum and lime The red and
yellow are the well-known ochres, which arc widely diftributed in Upper India Specimens
of the refined pigments have been found also in the form of small tablets and in tiny capsules
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The green is free from copper, owing its colour to an iron silicate, indicating terre verte
Lumps of a gieen earth which occurs in cavities m the Deccan Trap, have been found at
Mohcnjo-daro, and it is very probable that this material was employed as pigment, after

necessary purification

Tadle I—Chemical Analyses or Ceramic Materials found at Mohenjo-daro
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A black coal-like substance found at Mohenjo-daro has been identified by the writer Silajlt

as klajtt or shtlnjatu, an ancient Indian medicine It occurs as an exudation on rocks in the

Himalayas, and is popular with the physicians following the old school Charaka says that

“ there is hardly any curable disease which cannot be controlled or cured with the aid of
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Shilajatu ” The composition of the Mohenjo-daro specimen (M) is shown against those

of four specimens analysed by Hooper {JASB 72 (1903), 98-103) in the table below —
Analysis of Silajit

M I II III IV
Water 15 99 985 15 90 II 15 1099
Organic matter 55 H 55 20 49 86 51 55 56 86

Ash 2877 34 95 3424 37 3° 32 15

100 00 100 00 100 00 100 00 100 00

Ash —
Silica 8 23 1 35 I 62 18 10 10 15

Alumina

Ferric oxide

2 43 \
144/

2 24 I 08 6 00 464

Lime 7 31 436 3 96 386 3 88

Magnesia 0 32 1 50 0 52 0 15 I 34
Alkalies 904 13 18 1432 478 6 91

Carbonic acid, etc not II 51 12 13 3 69 483
determined

(Analysis of M by Dr Hamid )

Specimens of lollmgite or leucopyrite also deserve special mention as they bear evidence

of having undergone ignition Under the aftion of strong heat, these minerals give off arsenic
,

or Its white oxide, when roasted in air It is, therefore, highly probable that these minerals

were employed for making arsenious preparations, either for medicinal purposes or for

destroying life The fatal properties of arsenic compounds evidently attrafted attention very

early The red and yellow sulphides of arsenic have been mentioned by AriSlotle, TheophraSlos,

Dioscondes, and Pliny, as well as in ancient Sanskrit medical works Bergman m his De
Arsentco said “ It is probable that arsenic was firSt discovered by those who wrought in the

roaSling and fusing of ores, for it would betray itself by its white smoke, its garlic smell, and

Its pernicious effefts in depraving metals and destroying life ” It has been shown by the writer

in another section of this work that the Indus people were metallurgists of considerable

experience and ability and were using also an alloy of copper and arsenic for their tools It is

obvious that they were well-acquainted with the working of arsenical ores of copper which

would give off fumes of white oxide of arsenic on roaStmg It is, therefore, quite conceivable

that they had become acquainted with certain arsenical preparations and their properties,

and utilized lollmgite or leucopyrite for the extradlion of arsenic ^

The composition of a natural lollmgite specimen (B) is given in the table below along with

those from the Indus Valley sites It is obvious that the latter are very poor in arsenic, which
IS due to the effedl of the heat to which they have been subjefted It is difficult to suggest

whether lollmgite, FeAsj, or leucopyrite, FcjAs^, was employed

Analyses of Lollmgite

B I II III IV V
Iron 27 14 54 55 49 3 45 63 51 7 48 I

Arsenic 72 17 3402 43 6 47 12 43 9 486
Copper — 0 92 07 —
Sulphur 0 37 138 0 16 — — —
Water —

7 68 47 —
Insol — 145 08 —

^ 9
Sp gr — 40 5 6 — —

(Analysis of the natural specimen (B) is by Brevik and those of the Indus specimens by the writer)

^ For the possible sources of lolhngite and leucopyrite, see pp 684-5 supra [Ed ]





Appendix II

NOTE ON GLAZED POTTERY

T he fragments of pottery submitted to me bear a design m a senes of parallel waves

of a milky hue which have the appearance of being on a deep purplish-black ground

The surface is extiemely tliin, and to a certain extent contaminated with sand and mica

For this reason physical te^ls arc more likely to be reliable than chemical analysis in

ascertaining tlie true nature of the surface

Microscopic Ex^xmination and Hardness

(i) Evidence is here adduced that the milky ftriations arc, in faft, glaze, while the dark

groundwork is essentially non-vitreous

Fig 40—Microphotograph of glazed potter), Fic 41 —Microphotograph of glazed potteiy,

showing scratch shoiMng frafturc of ghze

(a) Scratch te^ls show the groundwoik to have a hardness less than 5 (Moh’s
Scale of Hardness), whereas the milky portions are decidedly harder and correspond
with 6, the figure required by glass and glaze

() The microphotograph in Fig 40 (x 20 diams
)
shows a scratch made by lightly

drawing a needle transversely over one of the milky lines It will be noted that tire

needle has scratched the groundwork but has not affefted the milky portion The same
photograph clearly shows blow-holes in the surface of the milky line, indicating that
It has at one time been in a ^late of fusion

() The microphotograph in Fig 41 (x 30 diams) shows a break in the glaze,
and the conchoidal frafture is charafteriftic

692
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Carnclian, 31-2, 681, beads, 104, 544 >
longheads,

520, decorated tvhtte lines, 509, 515—16, 583 ,

same from pre-Sargonic period at Kish, 526 n i,

583, same from NW India, 583 n ii, same

found by Sir Aurel Stem, 583 n 12 , same

imitated, 584
Cart frames fr Mohenjo-daro, 273 n 2 , 554
Carts, model, 39, 55;
Cafling bones, 39, 556-7
Cafbng bronae, 489 ,

copper, 507

Catalogue ies c^ltrires oriert , Musee du Louvre, 374 n 2,

3, 8, 375 n 2, 376 n I, 385 n 2, 424, see also

IJelaporte

Catalogues, look under Seals, Indus Script, Sign-hft,

Brahmi, Sumerian, Painted Pottery, Animal

Remains, etc

Cattle, humped, see Humped cattle

Cattle, humped and humpless, 28-g

Caton-Thompson, see Brunton and

Cedrus deodars used for rafters, 19

Ceilings carried on rafters of deodar, 19

Cellars, 274
Cells filled is sun-dried brick, see also Mud-filhng,

Brick and clay filling, Foundations , 208

Cemeter) H at HarappS, 81, 84, cemetery not yet

found at Mohenjo-daro, 510
Cemeteries, see Burials

Censers, stands for, 334
Central Provinces, copper and bronze implements and

a\ capons, 106—7

Ceramic materials, chemical analyses of, 689
Ceramic stares, slips, colours, clay used, 686
Ceramics, see Pottery

Cereals used as food, 27, 586-7
Cerussite, 691
Cervus axis, 660 , cashmertatius, 659-60

,
porewus, 660

,

cf p 29
Cesspit s\ objc£k, 228
Cesspits, brick-hncd, 188, 208

Charcoal, 200

Chains of copper or bronze, 508
Chairs, model, 560
Chilcedon), 509, 511, 681-2, beads, 544
Chalcolithic Age, relation of Indus Culture to others in,

93-101
Chalcolithic cultures, their similarities and differences,

9+-5
Chalcolithic period, population and climate in BaluchiHan

and Sind, 3
Chalcolithic sites in Sind and the Panjab, 91-2
Chambers numbered on Plans, look under Areas and

find Blocks in ashich they are

Chambers surrounding Great Bath, mentioned by
number in text 5,138, 15,139, 16,139,142,
18,140, 19,141, 20,141, 24,139-40, 25,140

Chanda, Rai Bahadur Ramaprasad, on yoga attitude of
male ilatuc, 54

Chanda, R P, Irdo-Aryan Races, 51 n 3, 6, 55 n 7,

57 n 6, 58 n 1, 65 n 6, 77 n t

Chariot, model, fr Anau, 39, 554-5, Eg>ptian, 555,
model, fr HarappS, 39, 273 n 2 , to>, fr Kish,

535 < Sjrian, 555, piflured, fr Ur, 554

Chases used as flues for hot air, 26, 142-4

Chemical analysis, see Bead, Bracelet, Ceramic materials.

Copper and Bronze, Faience, Glazed pottery.

Mortars, Silajit, Sherd, Vitreous pafl:e

Chert cubes as weights, 36-7, 589, 596, flake knives, 36
Chessmen, 217
Childe, V Gordon, The Aryans, 107 n 2, 523 n i ,

Brorxe Age, 316 n 4, Dawn of European Cwili-

zatton, 311 n 1, 461 n 2,489 n 2, 514 n 2,

555 n 3 ,
Danube in Pre-hiSlory, 316 n 4, The

MoH Ancient Eafl, 3 n 2, 104 n 2, 5, 495 n 2

China, glazed pottery in, 581

Chinese Bird-chariots, 560-1 , censer-ftand, 334
Chisels, 39, 501-3
Chitra indica (Gray), 663
Chrematheism, 77
Chnftian, F W , The Caroline Islands, 62 n i

Chronology of Indus Civilization, 102-7

afforded by bricks, 262, 267, 269-70 , by pottery

groups, 316 , by seals of Indus tvpe fr Elam and

Mesopotamia, 103-4, 426 , by Susa seal for Indus

Script, 425 , by Gratification, 9-10
^BuddhiG Stupa and MonaGery, 122—3 > of houses

in HR area, 188-9, of handled cups, 311, of

painted pottery, 333-5 , of use of glaze, 579 ,

of Jemdet Nasr tablets, 453 , of Indus Script, 427
Chute, vertical, built in wall, 208

Cinerary urns, 229
Cinnabar, 691
City walls possibly demolished by bnck-robbers, 282

Clay used for pottery, see also PaGe, Pottery types

mentioned by letter , w various admixtures, 289
Clay used for bricks and pottery, 266
Clemens on weasel, 71 n 2

Climate and rainfall of Mohenjo-daro in ancient and
modern times, 2 , of ancient Sind and Babylonia,

265-6
Climatic changes in Afrasian dry zone, 3, 4 , in

BaluchiGan, 2-5 , in Sind, 2-5
Clodd, E , Animism, 66 n 4
Clothing shown on figurines, 338, 342, 344
Coggin-Brown, J , Cat of PrehiSl Antiq in Indian

Museum, 92 n 4
Coins found in Stupa and MonaGery area, 122-3,

127-30, manufafture of, 129 , of Vasudeva, 120 ,

illuGrated in Plate CLXIII, 129-30
Colours of slips, 319-20
Column, round, reason for absence of, 263-4
Columns in pillared hall in L area, 160-1
Comb motif, possible appearance on seals, 377 , and

Gep motifs fr various sites, 105
“ Combed-slip ware,” 578, 692
Combs, 532
Commerce, probable, between Indus Valley and Persia

and Mesopotamia, 103-5
Commercial intercourse dependent on great rivers in

Chalcolithic Age, 93—4
Congreve, H , Madras Joum Lit and Sci

,

546 n I

Cones on each side of face in Gatuettes, 339
Cones with pointed and rounded tops, materials and

markings, 477-8
Conical Goncs, 476-9
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Cook, A B , 60 n 3, 62 n i, 70 n i

Coomaraswamy, Dr A K , Takshas, 65 n 3, 77 n i

Copper, 'ohere found, and possible source of that u'ed,

30, 676 , mines, 483 , earhefl and moA: useful

metij, 481
Uchntque cabling, 507 , copper-smith’s blow -pipe,

198
artefaSs general use of copper for, 30, 38-g , axes,

229 , bowl w jewellery, 520-2 , buttons, 198 ,

wire chain, 21 1 , coins, qv
, implements in jar,

490, seals, 220, ^tuette of elephant, 210,
tablets classified and described, 398-401 , aase, 194

Copper and bronze, blade-axes, 493-7 , chemical

analysis, 484—8 (fr Baluchistan, 488) , utensils

and implements, 481-508, aessels, 488-93,
weapons fr Gangetic basin and Central Pro\inces,

no light on chronology from, 106-7 , weapons
and implements cfd av Mesopotamian and Egy ptian

examples, 105-6
Coral, 666
Corbelled arches, 16, 276-7, in Indus Valley and

Sumer, 263, drains, 24, 279, passage in Great
Bath, 133

Cord decoration on pottery, 291
Corpus Inscripttonum Indtcarttm, 426 n 2

Corridors in pillared hall, 23 , in L Area, l to 9
Cotton as dress material, 33 , fabric adhering to silver

vase, and Mr Turner’s report, ibid , 194, 585-6 ,

variety used in ancient Sind, 33
Countries, look under their names, and Diftributions

,

countries fr which metals and minerals come,

674-85
Courtyards, 144, 159-60, 173, 244, of Mesopotamia

and Sind cfd , 265
Cousens, Antiquities of Sind, 5n i, 2, 5i6n 3

Cow, apparently not sacred, in, 355
Cow goddess worship possibly fused w that of Mother

Goddess, 339-40
Cranial capacity of ir skulls, 637, of 3 skulls cfd w

those of other peoples, 640
Cremation, see Burials, Pofl-cremation

,
probably usual

method in Indus period, 89 ,
pyres probable, 224

Cretan sign similar to Indus sign, 420
Crete, see also Distribution, Evans , drain-pipes cfd ,

280 n I , faience knoavn by E M II, 580

Crocidura btdtaua, Pachyira Aoliczkana, 6^z

Crocodile, see Gharial , head in shcll-asork, 200,

models of, 348, on seals, 388, as a chicle of

Ganges, 73
Crooke, Religion and Folk-lore ofNorthern India, 5108,

52 n I, 2, 59 n 4, 63 n 2-4, 64 n 5, 65 n 2, 6,

66 n I, 71 n 2, 72 n 1-3, 5, 6, 73 n 2,4, 74
n 1,3-5, 76 n 2 ,

ERE, 590 i

Cryflal, 512, 678
Ctesias, 382, 389, n 2

Cult objefls, possible use of human and animal figurines

as, 549 ,
probable use of ringflones as, 22 , cult

Clones, three ty pes at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, 63

Cuneiform inscription on Indus seal, 406 , on Indus

seal at Ur, reading, 413
Cunningham, Sir A, on Indian piflographic writing,

426, on derivation of Brlhmi fr piflure signs,

41 , ArcNrol Reports, yyo n 2 , Co rs ef t‘e
Irdo-Scyhiars, 128 03, later I~ds Sr,! n~!
128 n 2

Cylinder seal found at Mohenjo-daro, 425 n t , of
Indus ty pe found at Su<a, 424

Cylinder scls, 371, 381 n 3
Cylindrical objefls of pottery, 479, ware, tv pc Z, 309
Cyprara arabica, Linn , 665 ,

ccellata, Lmn , 665

Dado, 241
Daggers, see Knives and
Daily Ttlegraph, 60 n 4
DakshinanSrti or TogadakshirS'^urtl, manifcllation of

^iva, 55
Dalbergia sissoo, used for rafters, 19
Danonia hamiltoni Gray, 663
Dams, or gabr-bands, in Southern Baluchiflln, 3
Dates, 587, seeds found in VS area, 213
Dating, see Chronology

Datum level for DK area, 233 n i , for L area, 152 ,

for SD area, 135 n r

DD 1-4, spots where deep digging was undcrtalcn in

VS area, 214
Deadman Lane, HR Area, 178-9
Decimal, see Binary and decimal ratios of weights

Decoration of buildings, apparent absence of, 15, 262,

283

ofperson, see Dress, Clothing, Personal Ornament, etc

of Pottery, see also Incised ware. Painted ware. Pottery

types mentioned by letter. Pottery decorated,

Designs, Borders, etc

m general, 37-8 , by cord, 291 , monochrome or

polychrome, catalogued, 336-7

of Statuette of dancing girl, 209-10
Deep digging, see DD 1—4

Deer, 659-60
Deer-throne of god on seal fr Mohenjo-daro, 55
Deg, in poft-crcmation burial at Harappt, 87
Degraissants, 289, 315
de la Piiyc, Col Allottc, 424
Delaporte, Louis, Mesopotania, 54 n 3, 64 n 7 , see

also Catalogue des cylindres onentau\, Music

dtt Louvre

Del en Perse, see Men Dll en Perse

De Morgan, Prehistoric Man, 50 n 2, 385 n 2

De Morgan, La PrlhiStoire Onertale, 374 n 6, 460
n 2, 557 n 3

Density of beads, formula for finding, 535
Designs on painted pottery, see also Borders, animal,

322-4, chequers, 327, comb, 328, fluting,

329, geometric, 325-7 ,
hide motif, 327 ,

plant,

324-5 , scrabble marks, 329 , sun, 329 unusual,

328, V motif, 328, vessel motif, 328

on seals, see Seals

of WTitten charaiScrs afiefled b; material, 407
Dcssication, period of, in Baluchi^ltin and Smd, 3

Determination of beads, 534-48
Determinatives in Indus Script, 430-1

Dhama, B L, excavation at Stupa and Moaaficrv,

12, 113

Dice, 351-2
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Faience, common to all levels, 579-80 , chemical
analysis of, use, 575“^ > pa^e of quartz or ileatite

used, 686-7 , colours, 686
,

glaze, 687-8 , early

hiftory of same, 579~8i , use for ornaments and
artefafls, 32 , amulets or gamesmen, 558-9

,

animals, 346-53 , handles, 472 , Inlay and objefis

of faience, 570-4 , objefts moulded on sand cores,

687, buttons, 533, beads, segmented, 514,
sealings, 229, 394-6 , squirrel, 205 , squirrels and
hare, 221 , \essels, 37, 365-7, vessels mentioned
by number in teit, /00k under Objefts

Farnell, L R , Greece and Babylon, 50 n 2, 51 n 10, ii,

61 n 2, 66 n 7, 74 n 6
Fasciolaria trapezium, Lmn, 665
Fauna of British India, see Blanford, Boulenger, Preilon

Favia speciosa, 666
Features, represented on figurines, 340-1 , on flatuary,

357-9> 361-2
Feeding-cup, possible use of objeft as, 367
Felspar, green, 523, 545-6 , diflnbution of, 525, 678
Female head in grey limeftone, 357-8
Fenestrated walls on Great Bath site, 135-6
Fergusson and Burgess, Cave Temples of India, 23 n 7
Fertility of Sind, ancient and modem, i, 6
Ficus religiosa, see Pipal-tree

Figurines, of animals, see Animals, sv , decorated vv

jewellery, 509 , human, 338-46, 549-50 ,
method

of manufadhire, 341, 349, mentioned by number
in test, see Objefb , of Motlier Goddess, 49-50,

339-40, of same and of humped bulls fr

BaluchiStan, lOI

Fillets, see Gold, of gold or silver, 509, 527-8, on

Statuary, 357-9, on terra-cotta head, 225
Finger rings, 34, 504-5, 520, 528

^yd^ireplaccs, 16, 276 ,
possible use of square brick troughs

. as, 195
'-'Firing of pottery, 289, 686, 692 , of Steatite, 379, 688

FirSt Street, HR Area, 187-8

Fishes, 664, 670, 673 , as food, 27 ,
on seals, 387, 392 ,

on sealings, 394-5 , in ivoij, 557
Fish-hooks, 501

Fish-shapcd pieces of ivory, 557
Flared mouths, jars vv , tj pe S, 304-5
Fleet, Indian Antiquary, 431 n i, 494 n i

Flesh-rubbers, 467-8
Fleure, see Peake and

Fhnt implements, 27, 458-9, types fr different sites

in Sind, 92-3
Floods, effeft on site, i , danger fr in antiquity, 6, 7 ,

precautions againSt, 19, 21, 190, 265, to be

considered in chronologj", 102-3

Floors of burnt brick rcSbng on burnt clay nodules, 189 ,

varieties of, 16, 272-3

Floral patterns on polychrome pottery, 222

Flues for distributing hot air, 26, 142-3

Fluted pottery, type Y, 309
Food, animals used for, see Animals s v ,

fish, 27

,

plant, 27, see also Fruit, repules, 27

Foot-wheel, see Pottery

Foote, R Bruce, Indian PrehiBoric and Pioto-hiSloric

Antiquities, 95 n i

Forbes, A K , Pas Mala, 62 n 3

Fortifications of city, 9, 282
Foundations of buildings, 16 , of building probably of

sacred charafter, 204 , built m seftions in

ornamental manner, 240 , of house laid on debris
of older Struflure, 203 , reStmg on brick-kiln

refuse, 239
Fowls, 323, 392, 662, 669
Francis, A , 1

3

Frankfort, Studies in Early Pottery of the Near EaSi,

326 n 2, 328 n 2, 374 n 2, 583 n 4
Fruit used as food, 27, 587
Funeral vessels, 8 5-9, see Burial urns

Funerary objefts, possible use of clay figures as, 550-1
Furness, W H ,

The Island of Stone Money, 62 n i

Gabr-bands, see Dams
Gadd, C ], see Smith and
Galena, 524, 691
Gallery in area L, se&on D, 171
Galltis sp (?), 662
Games, 39 ,

possible use of clay cones m, 478 , of
miniature phalhc emblems m, 61 , and Toys,

549-61 ,
gamesman or amulet, 571 n i

,
games-

men. 557-9
Gangetic basin, copper and bronze implements and

weapons, 106-7

Garland and Bannifter, Ancient Egyptian Metallurgy,

485 n 2, 489 n I

Garlands on bulls, 347, 367, 386
Gaflropoda, 665-6
Gavialis gangeticus, 662
Gazetteer of Bombay Province, 62 n 2

Gazetteer ofthe Province ofSind,

1

n i, 35 n 2, 75 n i

Geographical distribution, see Distribution

Geological Survey of India, 268

Geology of India, 543 n l

Geometric designs, see Designs on painted pottery , on

shell-mlay, 195
Gentlemen's Magazine, 674 n i

Ghana type of um m BuddhiSt Monastery, 121

Gharial or ghariyal, 27, 73, 562, 670 , models of, 352 ,

on seals, 388, 394-5
Gilgamesh, 76, 389
Glass, early hiStory, 579-81 , not found at Mohenjo-

daro or Harappa, 582 , distribution of early, 582-3

Glaze, use of term, 578 n i , faience, 687-8
,

painted,

577 , on Steatite objefls, 688

Glazed ware, 38, 366, 581-2 ,
chemical analysis of,

577-8 ,
microscopic examination of hardness, 692 ,

fr which shp and glaze had been partially removed

by comb-hke instrument before firing, 578

Glazebrook, R, DiSionary of Applied Physics, 535 n r

Glauconite, 32, 685

Glotz, Aegean Civilization, 499 n 3

Goat, 73-4 , on seals, 392 ,
on seal impressions, 393,

396, on copper tablets, 399, on pottery, 322

Goblets, w pointed bases in early Indus culture, 37 ,

in rums of BuddhiSt Monastery, 120—i ,
type R,

304
God, male, see Male god

Gold, 29-30 , where found, 29, 674-5 •
probable source

z z
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of that used, 675, beads, 522, manufaflure of

same, 523 ,
physical properties of same and

comparison w those fr other places, 543 > bracelet,

522, cap, conical, 519, fillets, 527-8, same,

resembhng those of Ur, 194, jewellery, 509,

517-24, netting needles, 521 , ftuds, 521

Goldsmith’s “ hoard ”, 522 , weighing scales, 205 ,

work, 30, 194
Gowland, “Metals in Antiquity,” JRJI

,

483 n 2

GtamaJevatas, village goddesses in India, 51

Gratings, 275
Grave-furniture ornaments on skeletons at Mohenjo-

daro, 79 ,
absence of usual furniture w complete

burials at Mohenjo-daro, 80-1 , of complete

burials at Harappa, 81 , w fraflional burials at

Mohenjo-daro, 82-4 , in poft-cremation burials,

86—9, in burials in Baluchiftan, 81—2

Great Bath, 24-6 , 1 3 1-7 ,
dimensions, 1 3 1 , levels

of Bath and drains, 134-5, method of filling,

142, use of, 142 ,
buildings surrounding, 137-50

Green earth, 321, 685, 68g
Grey ware, 99, 319, group AD, 311-12, of pa^le

similar to that fr Kish, 289
Grinders for hollowing out ftone vessels, 369
Grotesque ftatue, 360
Guha, Dr B S , see also Sewell and , on skulls fr

HarappS, 108

Gulati, A N , and Turner, k ] , X Note on the Early

HtSiory of Cotton, 33 n 3, 585-6
Gungeria, axes cfd , 230
Gupta Age, terra-cotta relief depidbng Mother Goddess,

52
Gutters, 277-8
Gypsum, 679 , chemical analysis, 269 , mortar, 15, 25,

180, 263 n I
,
pMer, 197, 263, 278

Hasmatite, 680
Hafting, of knives and daggers, 500 , of lances and

spears, 498 , of maces, 461
Haig, M R , Ehe Indus Delta Country, 7303, fRAS ,

73 n 3

Hair, method of dressing, 33-4, as shown on ftatues

and figurines, 177-8, 210, 213, 343-4, 357-9» 3^2
Hair-pins, 359, 531-2
Hakra, see Mihran
Hall, see Pillared Hall in L Area
Hall, H R , The Civilization of Greece in the Bronze

Age, 51 n 6, 288 n 2, 375 n 3, 419, 555 n 5,

582 n 3, 583 n 3

Hall, H R , and Woolley, C D , Al ' Uhaid, 104 n 2,

109 n I, 482 n 3, 489 n I, 573 n i, 579 n 5 ,

TJr Excavations, 338 n i, 340 n i, 361 n l, 5-7,

478 n I, 482 n 3
HalRlatt and Koban, buttons w loop inside, 523
Hamid, Dr M A , chemical analyses of bead, 514,

ceramics, mortars, 689 , faience, 576-7 , silajit,

588, 690, sherd, 316, silver, 524, on colour of
grey ware, 311 n 2

Hammam, in DK Area, 236-7 , attached to Great
Bath, 26

Handbuch der Mineralogie, 543

Handcock, Archaology of the Holy Land, 583 n 6

Handled cups, type AC, 310-11

Handles, 472
Hand-wheel, see Pottery

Hansen, Soren, On Poflhumous Deformation of Fossil

Skulls, 637 n 4
Harappa, burials complete, 81 , fraflional, 84-5 ,

poil-cremation, 87, skeletal material fr, 108,
model carts fr

, 555 , clay fig of woman grinding

corn, 308 n 2 ,
copper maces fr

, 36 , seal w
two beails, 70 , sealing showing “ unicorn ” w
two horns, 68 , sealing depidbng sacred trees, 65 ,

sealing depifting Earth or Mother Goddess, 52 ,

seals quoted by number, 410-11, 416-17, 41 9-20 ,

cf Pis CXIX-CXXIX , inscriptions older than

those fr Mohenjo-daro, 418 , ftone flatuettes

fr
. 45-7

Hare on copper tablets, 349, in faience, 221 , model

of. 351
Hargreaves, H, work in HR Area, 187, on burials

at Mohenjo-daro, 79 , on burials at Nal, 80-2 ,

Excavations in Baluchiilan, 82 03, 85 n 2,

96 n 2, cap XU

Harrison, Pots and Pans, 581 n 8, ii

Hatching, decoration, 324, 326, 375
Head-dress, 33 , of figurines, 338
Heads, shapes shown m ilatues, 362
Heaters, type AP, 313
Heavy-based ware, type P, 304
Heliotrope beads, 544
Hemmy, A S , on weights, used at Mohenjo-daro,

37, cap XXIX

Herodotus, on clothing of Egyptians and Indians, 33 n i

HerpeSles auropunSatus, 650
Herzfeld, E Ausgrabungen von Samarra, 374 n 5

Heuzey, L , Decoiivertes en Chaldie, 376 n 1, 424
Hewitt in JRAS , 66 n i

Hide motif, see Designs on painted pottery

Hilzheimer, Die IFildrinder im alten Mesopotamien, 453
Hiftory of excavations at Mohenjo-daro, ll—14
Hogarth, D G , ERE

,

58 n i

Hooper, David, Analysis of silajit, 588
Hopkins, The Religions ofIndia, 48 n 2, 51 n 6, 52 n 3,

54 n I, 2,7, 55 n 5, 56 n 2, 57 n 6, 66 n 3,

69 n 4, 78 n I

Hornblende pendants, 526-7
Hornblower, G D , 347 n 8

Horned male figure, 232, 341 , on seals, 389
Hornell, James, in Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal, 563 , Marine Zoology of Okhamandal,
666 n I, 670 n 3

Horns, on head of male god, 52, 54, 55, 341, as

symbol of divinity, 67 , on seals, 389
Horse, 28, 653-4
Hot-air baths, 26, 143
Household implements and utensils, 36-9, 456-80,

488-93
Houses, see also Dwelling Houses, and look under Area,

seflion, block, after reference to plan

Houses in HR area described Seftion A, I-IX,

176-84, VIII also 17-20, 182-3, 263, 280,
Seftion B, I-LXVI, 188-213, X also 184-6
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Houses in VS Area described I-XXXVII, 21 c—<2 ,

XIII also 20-22
Houses in or near which bodies were found, 79—81 ,

fradlional burials, 82—4
,

poft-cremation burials,

86—7

Cfd as to size w Babylonian, 241 , as to alignment
and orientation w Egyptian and Babylonian, 263 ,

no light on chronology fr , 106
HR Area, extent of excavations in 1926-7, 187

Seflion A, Block l, 177-9, 2, 179-184
Seflion B, Block i, 188-9, 2, 184-6, 189-99,

3, 199-201 , 4, 201-2, 5, 202-6, 6, 206,

7, 2o6-ro, 8, 210-12, 9, 213
Human figures, 338-46, in baked clay, 549-50, vv

bow on ivory plaque, 562-3 , on seals and sealings

and copper tablets, 389, 392, 393, 395, 398, 400
Human remains, see also Skeletons, Skulls, etc , 599-^48
Human sacrifice, see Sacrifice

Human statues and statuettes, see also Statuettes
, 44—7,

356-60, Statuette ofmale seated m Indian fashion,

208

Human-headed animal on seal, 197 , monSter on seal, 226
Humped bulls, figurines fr BaliichiStan, loi

Humped catde, 27-8, 70, 654-8, 669 , on seals,

386-7, pottery figures, 347, 354, not on painted

pottery from Mohenjo-daro, 324
Humpless bull, 70, 228

Huntington, Ellsworth, Civilsza/ion and Cltmale, 3 n 2,

6 n I

Hybrid wares, see Polychrome banded ware, Mehi ware
HypocauSb, 26, 143, 236-7

Ibex, see Deer-throne, on pottery, 322
Ibn Batuta’s journey through Sind, 73
Iconic and aniconic worship, 56, 58—61
Ideographic nature of signs, 420-1
IlluSiraled London News, 347 n 7, 356 n 2 , of 4th

06t, 1924, additions or alterations for Sign

Manual there published, 407-8 , 424, 426,

467 n r, 3, 556 n r, 567 n 4
Immigration, possible influence on mode of burial, 90
Imperial Gazetteer of India, 4 n i

Implements, see Agricultural, Chert, Copper and bronze,

Flint, Household implements and utensils

Incense-burners, 69, 293, 490-1
Incised decoration on ftone boxes, 369 ,

ware, 38, 291

Indexes of Mohenjo-daro skulls, 646 , of four Mohenjo-

daro groups cfd , 647 , of three skulls cfd w other

peoples, 641 , of SIX skulls cfd w other peoples,

643 , see also Auditory Meatus Position

India, use ofcopper in, 482-3 , hiftory of painted pottery

in. 334-5
Indian Antiquary, see Fleet

Indian Bird-chariots, 560-1

Indian Museum, Calcutta, Catalogue, 293 n i

Indoplanorbis extiSltis (Deshayes), 666

Indus Culture, authors of, 107—12, cfd, w Vedic,

1 10-12, diffusion m Sind and PanjSb, 93 , exiflant

before and after Mohenjo-daro, 103 ,
uniformity

of, 91 , remains in Stupa area, 123-30, relation

to other cultures in Chalcolithic Age, 93—101 ,

evidence for ca^hvard extension, 95-6, for vvcff-

vvard, 96-101 , resemblance to ccrtvm culture^

of Elam and Mesopotamia, 102 , relations vv

same, 103-6, features ofl absent fr Istl, 100
Indus period, cremation usual, 89-90
Indus River and Mihran, relation to fertility of Sind, 5-7
Indus Script, 39-42 , Stgr Lili on, 434-52 , see also Sign

Manual, Smith and Gadd , accents in, 428-30

,

chronology for, 432, determinatives in, 430-1,
direflion of writing, 427 , material for ^ludv of,

424 , similarities vv other piflographic scripts, 427 ,

relation to Brahmi script, 423, table of Brahmi
charadlers derived fr

, 433, cfd vv Egvptian

hieroglyphs, 424 , vv Sanskrit, 43 1-2 , vv

Sumerian, 423, 454
Indus ware, 97
Inlaid bead, 517, pottery, 366
Inlay, see Shell, Faience, 558 , bronze cells for, 584-5 ,

decoration ofhandles, 472 , vv vitreous paftc, 573-6
Inscribed pottery, see Pottery, inscribed

Inscription analyzed, 419-20, on seal depifling god,

52 , goddess, 52
Inscriptions, see also Seals

,

40,42, order determined by

impression, not by seal, 409-1 1 , on seals, possible

meaning of, 381 ,
probably names and titles, 412 ,

on Stupa plinth, 116

Inundation, see Floods , of Indus and fertility of Sind,

6, 7
Irrigation, possible use of certain jirs for, 318
Ivory used for ornaments and artefafls, 32, 38 , cylinders

possibly seals, 563, objeiSs, 562-3, pin, 196,
plaque w human figure and bow, 562-3

Jade, 32, 512 , beads, 519 ,
physical properties of same

and cfn vv specimens fr other places, 541-2

Jadeite, 32, 34, 683-4
JAOS , 69 n 4, 109 n 2

Jar covers, type X, 308 , handle, 506 , ibinds, type

AE, 31Z , ftands, 368

Jars w pedeilal bases, type D, 299-300

JASB , 4 n I, 92 n 4, 588 n i

Jasper, 32, 681-z, beads, 537-41, 545
Jaflrow, Civilization of Babylonia and Assyria, 5170 l

Jemdet Nasr, jar cover fr , 105, 308 ,
piflographic

script cfd w Indus, 453-5, wheat fr, 387

Jeweller’s “hoard” vv broken metal, 520

Jewellery, see Personal Ornaments , found in copper

vessel, 253, in silver vessel, 250, 493, 519-20,

represented on figurines and flatuary, 339, 346,

357 , worn by both sexes, 509

Jhukar, Chalcohthic site on 'VVeilern NJra, 6

Joum of Bihar and Orissa Research Society, 281 n 3

Joum Egypt Arch, 338 n r, 339 n 2, 346 n r,

347 n 8, 352 n I, 392 n 2, 523 n 6, 555 n 8

fRAI, 49, n 2, 82 n 2, 587 n 3

JRAS , 6(>n i,73n 3,424,5160 1,5260 1,5830 9

Judges, XX, 16, 467 n 4

Kdli, similarity to certain figures fr BaluchiffJn, 50

Kamandalu- shaped vase, 228
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Kaunakes, Sumerian dress, 33, 342

Keith, Sir Arthur, on skeletal remains fr Al ‘Ubaid

and Ur, 109, 639 n 2, 641-2 ,
Antiquity of Man,

6ion I, 6390 6, Report on two Human Crania

of Considerable but Uncertain Antiquity, 607 n 3,

639 n 1,5, Human Skulls fr Ancient Cemeteries

in the Tarim Basin, 613 n r, 614 n i, 626 n i,

643 n I, 648 n I

Keith, see Macdonnell and ,
ERE , 53 5 > ^ •

Rthgion

and Philosophy of the Veda, 36 n 4
Kharoilhi, see Brahmi and KharoilhI inscription

Kiln, pottery, 193, not used in modem Sind, 289,
-refuse, dump for, 174

Kilt like kaunakes, 342
King, L W, HiSlory of Sumer and Accad, 220 n I,

347 n 3, 4, 387 n 2, 482 n 3

Kish, carnelian beads decorated w white lines fr , 104,

583, chariots, toy, 555, “combed slip ware,”

578 ,
rosetted decoration similar to that on VS

2662, 291 ,
faience whorl on copper shaft, 470,

Indus seals fr , 103-4, seal w description

and piftographs fr , 426 ,
jar similar to type Y,

309 n I
,

jar handles, representation of eyes on,

340 ,
Offering dishes and ftands, 83-5, 292

,

piftographic ^lone tablet fr
, 453-4, seal showing

man in tree, 388 ,
shell objeSs cfd , 475 , sledge

shown on piftographic tablet, 555, walls demolished

by brick-robbers, 282 ,
ware, pre-Sargonic, of

pa^le similar to that fr Mohenjo-daro, 289
Kitchen, probable use of room as, 223
Knives and daggers, 499-500 , chert flake, 36 , handles

of, 472 , rarity of bron2e or copper, 39
Knobbed ware, type AH, 315-6
Knuckle-bones, absence of, 553
Kohl flicks, possible use of metal rods as, 504
Koldewey, Excavations at Babylon, 263 n 2, 5, 273 n l,

275 n 3, 279 n I, 583 n 5

Kuslun beads, 517, period, glazed pottery in, 581,
pottery, 317, pottery designs, 335

L Area, 151-75, Seflion A, 152-7, Blocks 6-8,
B, 157-9, Blocks 9-1

1

C, 159-168, Blocks 4, 5, II (iionpp 159,168)
D, 168-75, Blocks 1-3

Labels, clay, on goods, 410, 412
Ladles, 471
Lagash, see Telloh

Lamellidens marginalis (Lamarck), 664
Lance-heads, see Spear and
Lard of the Five Rivers, 589 n 9
Langdon, Prof S H , Kish, I, 109 n 2, 361 n 3,

363 n 3, 454, 555 n 7, derivation of early

Brahmi fr Indus Script, 41 , relation of Jemdet
Nasr to Indus Script, 41 n l , bone cylinder seal

fr Susa II, 104
,
presence ofhorse in Mesopotamia,

28 , Earth Mother at Nippur, 50 n 2 , cap xxiii

Language of Inscriptions, 42
L’Arthropologie, 482 n i

Lapis lazuli, avhcre found, probable source of that used,

32, 677 , rare at Mohenjo-daro, common at Nal,

525 , beads, physical properties of, and cfn w
specimens fr other places, 542-3

Latrines, 207, 281

Lattices, 465, lattice-work in alabafler, 21, 219

Laufer, B , on Bird-chariots, 560
Layard, Monuments of Nineveh, 70 n i

Lead, 30, 524 , where found, possible source of that

used, 30, 676-7 , mined for silver associated w it,

524 , and silver deposits, 675 ,
proportion in

bronzes, 486
Leather cases perhaps copied in pottery, 534
Leather-cutter’s flone, possible use of objeft as, 167

Ledge-necked jars, type E, 300
Lee and Pearson, “ A firft Study of the Correlation of

the Human Skull,” 637 n i

Legram Culture of the Babylonians, 390 n 2

Leucopyrite, see Lollmgite

Level, see also Datum Level and Stratification , seasonal,

of sub-soil water, 9 ,
of flreets, 10 , of flrcets and

adjacent buildings, 8, 9
Lime, use m making pottery, 318-9
Limeflone, 31 , capitals, 264, head, L 127, its position,

155, head, yehow, 358, jar fland, 312, rings,

174 , vessels, 368
Ltnga, see Phallic emblems

,
-shaped cones, 212,

-shaped ftones, 202

Lintels, 16, 275
Lions (f) on seal fr Harappa, 70 , where depifted on

seals, 391
Liverpool Annals of Archtsology, 3 1 6 n 2

Lollmgite, 32, 485, 684-5 >
description and chemical

analysis, 690
Lotas, in funeral urns, 86-7
Luard, Ethno Survey, 72 n 2, 74 n i

Lucas, Ancient Egyptian Materials, 269 n 3, 525 n 4,

575 n 3 > 576 n I, 581 n 6, on silver, 523-4
Lyall, Berar Gaz , 72 n 2

Lyddeker, R , Game Animals of India, 68n i,348 n i,

3®7 n 4, 388 n 2

Mace-heads, 36, 459-61 , mace-like objedb, 475-6
Macdonnell, Fedic Mythology, 55n2, 65n5
Macdonnell and Keith, Vedic Index, 51 n 12, 54 n 6,

552 n 2

Macivcr and Mace, El Amrah and Abydos, 583 n 2

Mackay, Ernefl, appointment at Mohenjo-daro, 1926,

13 , Report on the Excavation of the “ A ” Cemetery

at Kish, 292 n 3, 296 n i, 2, 300 n 2, 329 n 6,

340 n 2, 461 n 3, 468 n 2, 469 n 2, 470 n 2,

472 n 2, 516 n I, 528 n i, 555 n 2, 582 n l ,

A Sumerian Palace, 309, 461 n 3, 466 n 2,

472 n 1,495 n 1. 501 n L S” n 2, 555 n 2, 7,

569 n 4, 583 n 10
,
JRAS

,

406 n i , cap x,

\i, xv-xxi, and i.xiv-viii

Mackenzie, Ancient Civilizations, 516 n 2

Maclaren, J M , Gold, 675 n i

Madreporaria, 666
Magical properties of rmg-flones, 62 , or religious

nature of animal figures, 71
Mahayogl, a name of Siva, 53
Majumdar, N G , on Chalcolithic sites in Sind, 92 n i,

3, on coins fr Stupa area, 127-30 , on discoveries

at Amri, 100 n i
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Male figures, nrity of representation, 340 , male figures,

44 i 4S> 341 > on plaque, 343 , wearing jewellery,

346 , ftonc ilatucs, 356-60
Male god, prototjpe of ^iva, 52-6
Male ilatuc, 356, 358-9
Male statuette a\ beard, 342
Mammals, 672—3 , bones of, excavated, 650-661
Man, 482 n 5

Mara of certain animals, 74
Manatt, s(e Tsountas and
Manger, a\ animals, on seals, 385-88
Manouiricr, La dltcrrinatwn de /a tailU apres Us

grardcs os des t-errires, 600 n 3

Manoui ricr and Pearson, differences in ^latures calculated

bj their formula:, 601-2
Manufaflure of human figurines, 341 , of animal, 349
Marbles, see Balls and
Marshall, Sir John, Preface

, cap 1 to ix , Ed Notes

passtr

Martin, Rudolf, Lehrbtich der Aathropologie, 601 n a
Mash, panther-hhe, 350
Masks of claj, hollow, 341
Masonrj, see also Bricklaying, 262-86, of Great

Bath and surroundings, 131-50, of different

periods in DK Area, 235-6
Materials, see Ornaments and artefafls, materials used

,

for dress, 32-3 , of Seals, fo ,
of ilatues, 363

Measurements of Mohenjo-daro and other skulls, 645-8 ,

see also Slcletons

Medicines, 29, 587-8 , animal horns used for, 669,

671-2
Mediterranean tjpe, 642-3
Mehi ware, 98-9
Mer Arch Surr Ird

,

321 n 3, 387 n 3, 463 n i,

513 n I, 525 n 2, 566 n 4, 568 n i, 580 n i, 2

Ml" DU er Perse {hUrotres de la Mtsstoa Archeokgtque

de Perse"), 68 n 2, 263 n 5, 268 n 2, 292 n 4,

295 n I, 317 n 2, 323 n 2, 6, 326 n 1,5,8,

328 n 1,4, 329 n 1,2, 330 n i, 2,4-6, 331 n i,

2,7, 332 n 2, 342 n I, 344 n i. 347 n i. 348

n 4. 351 n 3 . 374 n 3 . 4 . 7 . 9 > 375 " i. 385 n 2.

387 n I, 400 n I, 424, 460 n i, 466 n 4,

468 n 4, 469 n I, 475 n i, 495 n 2, 516 n 8,

517 n I, 518 n I, 523 n 4, 534 n i, 562 n 3,

566 n 8, 567n 1-3, 568 n 5,6,5690 1,57°"

592
Men Geo! Surv Ird

,

391 n 3

Mesopotamia, see also Diftribution, Langdon, ^5 oolley,

Maclaj, Hall, Kish, Jemdet Nasr, etc ,

archxolog)', Maclaj’s prenous connection w, 13 ,

buildings, orientation, use of arch and column,

263 ,
climate in ancient and modern times, 3, 5 ,

use of sun-dried bricl as indication of climate,

5 ,
horse, possible presence of, before fourth

millennium, 28

Relations w Indus culture, 103-6, comparisons

architeflure, 263-8, 272, 284, beads and bead

patterns, 192, 511 , copper and bronze, 482,

drainagc-sjflem, 282, Eabani or Enlidu and

creatures on seals, 67 ,
faience, 32 ,

gamesmen,

559 >
glaze glazed pottery, 579-82, triads

of gods, 53 ,
grinders, 36 n 5 , horns as emblems

of divinity, 55 , five Indus seals found, 381, 406,
424 , descriptions and piiftographs fr

, 424-6

,

piftographs cfd
, 453-55 . hon (?) moUf and

Harappa, 70 ,
pottery types, 317 ,

pottery, painted,

334-5 . racial types, 107-9 , religious contaft,

76-8 , shell-inlay, 32 , temples, 22 , trefoil, 54 ,

aveights, 593-5 , barrel-shaped weights, 37
Metals, sources, use, 481, 674-77, 682, proportions

of other in copper and bronze, 484-8 , used for

jewellery, 509 , rods, 504 , vessels, 37, 490-3
Metals and minerals, 29-32, 481-90, 674, 685-91
Mica, use in making pottery, 319
Microclme, see Amazon ftone and Green felspar

Microscopic examination of glazed pottery, 692
Middlemiss, C S , on locality ofAmazon ftone, 546 n 2

Mtkrochemtsches Prahtkum, 547 n i

Mihran, the Great, course m ancient and modern
times, 5, 6

Mills, Lhota Nagas, 72 n 5

Minerals, sources of, etc, 677-85, see also Metals

and

Mw Mag, 546 n 3

Miniature vessels, 292
Minoan signs, analogies w Indus, 41

1

Miscellaneous shapes, group T
, 305—6

Models, see Figurines, Animals, also animals under

their names

Mollusca, 664-5
Mona^Ierj, see Stupa and

Money, see Stone money of Caroline Islands

Mongolian tjpe, 643 ,
type of eye on ftatuette, 345

Mongoose, 650, model of, 351
Monier-Williams, Sir M , Religions Thought and Life

in India, 48 n 2, 51 n 5, 52 n 6, 54 n 5,

55 n 3.7. 57 n I, 5 . 58 n 2, 59 n 3, 5, 63 n i,

64 n I, 66 n 4, 68 n 4, 72 n 7, 78 n r

Monkey god, 73, models of monkeys, 349, 351-2

Monsoon, areas affefted bj, in ancient and modern

times, 4, 5

Mortar, 15, 688 , chemical analyses, 689 ,
composition,

263 n I, 269, of Monaftery, 116, in Great

Bath, 25, in houses in HR Area, 183 ,
in wells, 270

Motlier Goddess, at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa, 49,

52 , in Baluchiitan, 49-50, roi
,
m Western

Asia and yEgcan, 50, cult m India, 51-2, 57-8 ,

on scaling fr Harappa, 52 ,
probably to be

identified with certain figurines, 339
Mound in DK Area, 242

Mud-filhng, 159, mud-bnek filling, 234, mud and

brick filhng, 176 n 2, 243 , cells to contain, 253 ,

methods of, in Sind and Babylonia, 265 ,
on which

pavement ivas laid, 234
Mukhcrji, Mr S , 17 n 4
Murex, 565 n 2

Museum of Fine Arts Bulletin, Boston, 581 n 7

Museum Journal, 276 n 3, 559 ?? 4
Mus rattus, 653
Musyan, complete and fraflional burials in, 82 ,

and

Mehi pottery, 99
Myres, Prof J L , in CAH on Mother Goddess cult,

50 n 2,4
Mythological animals on seals, 389-90
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Nagas (^) doing homage to a deity, 68, 395 , and

avater-spirits, 75-6
Nal, see also Baluchistan

,
glazed beads fr

, 580

,

Brlhmani bull on sherd, 387, lapis lazuli, 525,

ware, 99-100, intrusive in EaSlern BaluchiSlan,

loo-i

Nara canal, i, 5, 6

Narrow mouthed ware, types ], ]a, 301-2

Needles, 470, 504
Necklaces found m silver vessel, 519-23, m copper

vessel, 520 , and girdle terminals, 507

Negroid features on Statuette of dancing-girl, 209

Neolithic artefafts in Sind, 92-3

Nephelme sodalite rock, 683 , beads, determination of,

and comparison w those of other countries, 546-8

Net-sinkers, 464
Niches in walls, 157, 217
Nickel, percentages in copper and bronze, 483-4,

486-88
Nilsson, Minoan-Mycenaeati Religion, 50 n 5,

64 n 2, 69 n 4
“Nome” animals, 384-5
Normand, Dr C W ,

on climate of Smd and

BaluchiStan, 4
Nose ornament, 527 ,

Studs, 528

Nubia, glazed potteiy fr Xllth DynaSty tomb, 581

Numerical syStem possibly represented in signs, 412-3
N W India, devices on coins similar to Indus pictures, 413

Ochre, red, 32, 320, 682-3
Objefls found in Area, Se£lion, Block , look up Area,

etc , and see ObjeSb mentioned by number in

te’tt , buried w dead, see Grave-furniture , found

in and about Great Bath, 133-6, 138-41, 143-50 ,

fr Strata of Indus culture m Stupa area, 124-7,
imperfedlly represented by piiSographs, 407

Objects (Except Seals) Mentioned di Number in

Text rce the catalogues ofthem as follows Animal
remains, 650-4, 659-66, 672-3 , Copper and
bronze specimens, 486-7, 497-9 , DK. Area
catalogue, below under DK, Faience Vessels,

Figurines, Pottery separately catalogued under
each area below , Painted pottery catalogue,

336-7 , Seals, see seals, tabulation of. Weights,

2567, 551

2974, 462

3063, 366, 572
»D 368, 467

457. 465
603, 503

Faience Vessels

*C 364, 366

3063, 366, 572

Figurines

*B 218, 351

591. 595-8

•A 129, 577
•B 165, 462

44

1

. 5<59

•C 46, 559
95, 490, 501

100-j, 490-1, 500,

506
160, 465
315. 463

1853. 459
1978, 490-8, 506
2004, 356
2164, 557

236, 353

396. 351
*0676, 351

1717, 346

2507. 343

2737. 341

2741. 343
3067. 341

Pottery

*A 406, 291
•B 341, 294
•C 1352, 311

2019, 31

1

3036, 3”
3156, 3”

•D 287, 314, 320

622, 298

DK Area Catalogue on

pages 253-61

DK o, 557
7 , 557

230, 470
319. 554
430, 504

580, 588

774 . 458
896, 503

961. 553
1200

, 552
1246, 499
1265, 462

1341. 439. 519. 529
1421, 526

1462, 465
1506, 533
1554. 558
1602, 570
1621, 492
1695, 507

1719. 550
1818, 570, 572

1924. 472

1933. 366, 572
2032, 462
2172, 571

2255. 462

2256, 570, 572
2278, 507

2279. 507. 584
2361, 458
2362, 552

2546, 532
2562, 572
2632, 462
2691, 571

2730. 572

2862, 460

2899, 479
2927. 479
2936, 526

2948, 469
2991, 479
2992, 571

3002, 570

3079. 463
3090. 477
3114. 479
3131. 464
3201. 553

3343 . 505

3411. 505

4140. 501

4563. 471

5774. 524
6314. 524
7056, 464

Faience Vessels

1933. 366, 572

2798, 368

Figurines

485. 341

1380, 343
2014. 343
2091, 351

2153. 352
2189, 342
23800, b, 350
2384. 346
2385. 342
2505. 342

3158. 344
3188, 345

Pottery

DK138, 303

245. 309

455 . 291

700, 320

711. 291

895. 291

1217. 310

1223, 306

1242, 305

1293. 309
1764. 301

1863, 294, 298
2360, 315
2424. 316
2644, 291, 307
2782, 306
3108, 299

The letters A B, C, D, and E refer to original trial trenches in the DK Area, some of which disappeared when the digging was
subsctjucntl) expanded—[Ed ]
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DM 56, 126

61, 499
72, 126

95, 126, 352
103, 126

121, 126

132. 53 o» 571
i 35 > 127

187. 470. 5°4
189, 126

226, 572

255, 126

285, 464
393 . 571

•E 189, 493
190, 492
351. 550
610, 554
628, 557
946, 472

2044, 490-3, 507.

31 g, 320

Figurines

DMK24, 354
DM 95, 126, 352

108, 354
115. 355
188, 354

Pottery

166, 307

177. 317

197. 317

1839, 294

Faience Vessels

•E 387, 366

Figurines

517. 341

634. 353
958, 341

Pottery

413. 310

671. 3H
HR Area

HR (0, 551

163, 178

193. 178

201, 476
210, 569
226, 178

257. 574
300, 470, 504

324. 479
326, 494
337. 553
426, 179
432, 178

465. 181, 302

519. 178, 312

558, 177

564, 184

581, 476
665, 533
737, 551

742, 457
769, 572
900, 478
910, 177-8

955. 533
960, 177

966, 467
980, 177. 298

1048-9, 179
1053 , 181

, 53'

1072,
,
181

IO9O-IIO9, 179
1114, 578
1115. 463
1123, 177
1126, 268

1279, 531

1329, 53°
1442, 177

1490. 184

1546, 472, 571

1568, 184

1625, 182

1797, 183, CO

1821, 458
1828, 569
1835. 181

1858, 182

1924, 182, 352

1935. 182, 352
i960. 183. 584

1964, 182

2013, 183, 353
2014, 180, 35°

2045. 183

2079, 476
2089, 5°3
2184, 473
2186, 550
2211, 515

2231, 184

2286, 184

2288, 184

2338. 184

2445, 183

2465. 479
2528, 184. 171

2554, 184, 351

2592, 465
2619, 5°5
2656, 179, 367
2665, 572
27°1, 553
2724. 574
2742, 498
2783, 188, 476
2810, 473
2861, 188, 532
2868, 188

2872, 499
2911, 188

2929, 572

2967, 515

2984, 188

3°33. 198

3°46, 516

3098. 198

3121, 315. 467
3i3t, 198

3157. 188, 569
3219. 188

3254. 188

3312, 5°i

3433. 192, 508

3443. 188

3465. 571

3483. 189

3499. 189

3524. 5°5

3607. 573
3624, 201

3628, 201

3629, 201

3711. 192

3723. 192

3797, 502

3832, 498
39°2. 199
3906, 199

3937. 194

3941. 194. 491

3987, 5°5

3988, 5°5

4057, 499
196, 5044058, 19°.

4064-6, 195
4604078, 203,

4087. 199, 533

4°99, 191

4129, 199
4131. 199

4173-4, 195

4177. 198

4212.7 (g-k), 194-5.

225, 492-3. 495-6,

499-500. 503, 513,

518, 522, 5 i‘

536-41

429°, 196
43°i-2, 203

43°4. 203

4326, 550

4337, 201

435°. 192

4351. 204.

4354, 204

4363, 210, 506

437°. 516

4374, 204

4395, 202, 558

4398, 471
44°i, 205

441°, 2II, 508

4412, 202

4415, 203, 351

4429, 204

4451. 204

4458. 498
4467, 529

4478, 553
448°, 2x2, 558

4482, 205

4531-2, T92

4534, 205

4573. 205

4579. 206

4580, 206

4597-4600, 206

4604, 2°7, 518

4605, 206

4606, 207

4609-10, 212

4612, 459
4617-9. 208

4618, 463

4625, 459
4628, 573

4636-7, 200

4739. 200

4746, 200

4767, 198

4794, 200

4795. 200

4799. 200

4800, 2II

4803-6, 212

4803, 208

4805, 208

4809-11, 2II

4860, 197

4891. 474
49°°, 200

4902, 200

4941, 200

4943, 475

* The letters A, B, C, 0 , and E refer to onginal tnal trenches m the DK Area, some of nhich disappeared when the dipping

subsequently expanded —[Ed
]
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495°.

4963.

204
204

5751.

5754.

479
189

Faience Vessels

146, 367

2281,

2286,
314
3°7

4964, 198. 504, 506 5765. 204, 471 39^> 368
2287, 303

4967. 198, 573 5775, 189

498
994, 366

2426^, 300

4972-3. 207 5797, 203, 1887, 368 2442, 3°7

4986, 196 5801, 203 2656, 179, 367
2842, 3°o

4674987-8, 209 5804, 573 3729. 367
3121, 315,

4991. 209 5805, 504 4944, 368 3986, 314

4993. 188, 505 5811, 196 5024, ’97 , 366 4598, 314

4999. 189, 5°5 5823. 213 5212, 368 4768, 315

5006, 200 5825, 211 5214, 368 48 1 2) 314

5012, 200 5826, 208
5548, 366 4861, 305

5024, 197, 366 5837. 573 5780, 368
3668, 3°°

3°55026, 516, 577 5842, 572 5843, 366, 575
5704, 2”,

5035. 460 5843. 366, 575 5985, 368 5722, 300

5° 5 i. 190, 35° 5850, 207 5821, 3°°

5127. 470 5854, 208 Fieurines 5872, 3°4

5196,

5202,

5205,

5292.

5312,

529
205

205

504
206, 345

5858,

5859,
5861,

5863,

5870,

208

207

207
208

532

0100,

36,

1483,

1854,

350

354
345
352

352

5959,

L Area

4,

3 ’°

’ 55 . 341

5336, 204, 352 5880, 203
1924, I o 2 f

T
29, 154

5349. 207 5894, 574
1935, 350 30, ’53

5352,

5361,

209
189

5896,

5897,

213

213

2013,

2014,

i‘' 3 >

180,
353
350

42,

53 ,

’53
’36

5368,

5404.

5409.

213
210

472

5920,

5923-33,

5925.

208

191

473

2554.
2680,

3568,

184,

352
346

354 68,

76,

78,

156

154

154, 342

5415. 195. 498 5934-42, 191
3690, 342 85, 153

5436, 204 5934 , 264 44’ 5, 203, 35 ’
86, 153

5459. 208 5935, 264 5° 3 ’, 190, 350
95 . ’53

5463. 196, 480 5939, 191, 264
5161, 305

345
127, 155

5467, 196, 532 5943, 212 53 ’ 2 , 206,
’ 39, ’53

5514.

5521,

209
209

5980,

5988,

ig8

202

5321,

533 '5,

309
204, 352

’ 79 >

212,
153

’53

5524. 209 6007, 553
555°, 3°9 216, 152

5531. 201 6024, 196, 352 555 ’, 344 225, 315, 583

5535 . 201 6029, 560 5585, 354
345

238, 156, 300

5536, 201, 573 6033, 196 5721, 209, 240, 153, 3’4

5539. 212, 478 6036, 195, 495, 505
5000, 343 245. 156

5540-2, 2 II 6041, 196, 471
5900, 343

352
271, 152

5549, 212 6057, 210 0024, 196, 306, 158

5562, 499 6058, 210 3°7, 158

5565, 574 6070, 213
r uiiery

309-12, 158

5627, 205, 491 6071-2, 213 465, 181, 302 316, 158

5647. 205 6088-9, 213 466, 294, 297 3 ’ 8 , ’59

5650, 202, 507 6097, 531 478, 297 320, 158

5652, 202 6104, 191 519, 178. 312 323, 158

5654, 202 6127, 198 565, 3’4 324, 159

5655. 205, 472 6138-9, 201 576, 297 327, 157. 354
5659. 203, 205 6140, 201 596, 297 328, 157
5660, 507 6148, 465 741, 3°7 330, 158

5666, 205 6152, 201 976, 297 332, 158

5673, 202, 471 6159, 196 980, 177, 298 340, 470
5704. 2 II, 305 6170, 196 1093, 179, 302 342, 159
5707, 2 II 6173, 196 ” 53 . 297 348, 158

5715. 212 6186, 197, 5°7 , 533 1298, 307 35°, 157, 354
5718, 571 6200, 198 1409, 3°3 351, 159
5721, 209, 345 6202, 198 1422, 320 357 , ’59
5725, 210, 491 6213, 188, 549 ’655, 320 362, 159
5741. zrr 6216, 531 1874, 304 366, 158
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370, 466

371. 158

373-4» 266

375, 156, 562

383, 156, 495
393> 159. 464

394. 158

395. 158

400, 158

402, 515

405. 174
410. 159
418, 158, 464
420. 171

435-6. 171

440, 160

445, 160, 517

453. 160

454. ^65

456, 165

461, 160

464. 159

465. 163

468, 515

483, 170

487-9, 163

490, 159

493. 159

494. 170

508, 169

509-10, 165

5'2, 159

513. 165

514. 165, 459
517-22, 170

519. ’7*

527-8, 171

530. 171

540, 159
54f. 159

542, 171

544. 165

546-7. 170

549- 170

550, 170

552. 170

557. 165

561, 170

562, 165

564, 165

565. 165

568, 170

572. 507

579- 170

590, 156, 352

629, 164

642, 173

652. 505

655-7. 167

660, 167

661-3, 160

668, 167, 516

682, 164
687, 164

689, 164, 314
702-3, 166

705, 166

710, 163

7rr, 164

712, 163

713, 166, 505
716-7, 167

722, 167, 343
724. 171

725-6, 167

730-2, j68

734, 1 68

735. 161

737. 171

763-4, 164

774-5. 17

1

780-1, 166

781, 565

785, 168

791. 173

796-7, 163

801, 172

805, 172

809-10, 172

8og, 571

813. 163

814. 174
818, 173
820, 173

823, 173

826, 174
829, 174, 304
847. 174. 304

849- 174. 299
850. 173

835, 176

857. 175

865, 173. 304

874. 173. 306

876. 173

878-9. 175

878, 306

885, 173
886, 173

891, 173. 302

895. 173

898, 175

899, 165

904, 174

918, 173. 354
932-3. 175

950. J75

957-9. >74

977. 174

982, 164

987. 174

993. 164, 512

ror2, 174

1013, 174

1016, 174

1033. 174. 351
1108, 152, 174, 353
1184, 530
ri86, 503

Figurines

4. >55. 341

78, 154. 342
324. 157, 354
350. 157. 354
590. 156, 352
600, 352
722, 167, 343
9>8, 173. 354

i°33. 174. 351
rro8, 152, 174, 353

Pottery

91, 306-7

240. >53. 314
829, 174, 304
847. >74. 304

849. >74. 209

865, 173, 304
874. >73. 306

878. 175. 306

891. >73. 302

911. 299
927. 304

944. 297
1018, 304
1060, 307

1097, 308

1128, 304
1192, 298

SD Area

SD123, 516

207, 150, 476

233. 532

254. 526

427. >47. 530. 573

448. 149. 3°4

479. >47

502, 530

526, 150

533. >47

570. >38

59°. >47. 302

642, 466

650, 146

694, 147

717. 136, 571

818, 148

820, 585

835, 148

846, 148

847. 149

872, 585

892-3, 148

893. 558
898, 528

1049. 148, 299
1062, 499
1106, 139
1109, 150

1198. 138, 515, 583
1217, 148, 469,

1231, 136, 469, 573
1291, 148

>397. 573

>399. >39

1407. 471

>535. >33. 572

1553. >49
>567. 149, 176

1629, 148

1640, 149, 303, 305

1705, 149, 366
i73>. >49

1759. >38

1781, 139, 504
1811, 149
1814, 148

1823, 149, 584

1839, 148

1845, 148

1850, 148

1885, 135

1894. 135, 469, 573

1899, 148, 502

1918, 149, 308

1930. 148

1963. >33

1984, 138

1998, 140, 517, 584

2007, 149, 499
2010, 144
2040, 150, 469, 572

2052, 133. 5°2-3

2100, 143

2101, 143, 297

2148, 149
2172, 136

2184, 138, 154

2199, 145. 466

2214. 139
2278. 145, 353

2297, 148

2310, 148, 466

2325. >44. 526

2375. 526

239°. >39. 366

2445. >44

2468, 506

2483. 145. 302

2508, 143, 5rr

2511, 144. 47°. 5°4

2552, 141, 368

2577. >46. 457
2600, 145, 355
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26i7» 4-71

2686, 148

2880, 559

Faience Vessels

258, 366

1705, 149, 366

239°. i39> 3*56

2552, 141, 368

Figunnes

250, 352
2184, 138. 354
2278, 145. 353
2600, 145. 355

Pottery

229, 297
246, 306

354. 299
448, 149. 304

1049, 148, 299
1229, 294

1640.7, 149. 303
1640.5, 149. 305
1918, 149. 308
2101, H3. 297
2483. HS. 302

2685, 317
2688, 314

VS Area

3> 558

38, 509

63, 222, 229,

74. 460
125. 228

127, 228

130, 516

195. 574. 575
206, 229, 309
210, 87

256, 226, 459
416, 457

441-2. 224, 303

467. 224, 564
502, 530
506, 225

540. 504

572. 224

639. 224

673. 224

679. 459
720, 228, 503

779. 228

79°. 457
791. 228, 307
792. 223

804, 223, 552
83S, 228

851. 470

875. 228

958. 228

1025, 480

1054, 533
1107. 222

1173. 462 -

1182, 226

1192, 558
1218, 458
1251, 218

1346, 226

1447. 534
1450. 229, 495-6
1530. 475

1537.?. 222, 528

1537. 226

1555. 219

1575. 232

1596, 227

1636, 575
1637. 227

1695. 223

1731. 560
1800, 227
1802, 501

1821, 218, 462

1853. 227. 457
1888, 220

1899, 218, 463
1900. 224

1925. 227. 457
1947. 225

19S7. 460
2028, 227

2041. 531

2079, 460
2101, 518

2109, 231

2139. 225
2142, 221

2144. 224
2148, 224
2162, 551

2172, 553
2182, 475. 569
2187, 475. 569
2231, 218, 476
2269, 224
2327. 507

2393. 460
2417. 231

2430, 220

2468-96, 226

25°5. 219, 369
2507. 475
2509. 463
2512, 219
2521, 220

2529. 556

2540, 465

2545. 221, 556

2546. 583

2572. 220

2585. 219

2589. 219
2601, 502, 503

2626, 224
2648, 198, 221, 479
2651, 219, 472
2662, 291, 558

2667, 231

2671, 219, 367
2672, 227, 3°5

2675. 227

2701, 221, 503

2716, 220, 305

2743. 226

2745. 226

2747. 226

2766, 465
2767. 221

2835. 221

2869, 221

2877. 219, 367
2881, 219, 369
2894, 457
2298, 219

3692939. 219,

2932-3. 219

2958. 222

2961, 218, 308

2962, 221, 553
2982, 222

2985, 221

2994. 221

3008, 231

3028-32, 224

3038. 231

3040. 231

3046. 460
3050. 231

3052. 231

3054, 500

3091. 220, 527

3092, 222

3097. 231

3099. 231

3113. 231

3115-6. 231

3137-40. 224

3153. 231

3162-4, 228

3170. 220

3174. 228, 301

3178-9, 231

3185, 496
3187, 515

3192. 219
3206, 225
3208, 231

3210, 221, 462
3211, 22S

3234. 216

3241. 216

3287. 216

3310. 216

3316, 218

3322-3. 216

3347. 218

3355. 216

3360. 216

3362, 218

3368, 216

3372. 218

3374. 216

3388, 218

3392. 216

3429. 216

3454. 217

3464-6, 217

3497. 217

3528, 215

3529. 216

3541. 216

3554. 215

3575. 216

3586, 216

3588-g, 215

3598. 216

3599. 216, 502

3602-3, 217. 529
3612, 215

3622-62, 215

3627. 215. 587

3638. 215. 309

3639. 215. 307

3642. 215. 302

3648. 215, 302

3666, 215

3868, 87

6178, 477

Faience Vessels

25°5> zi9> 369
2671, 219, 367
2868, 367

2877, 219, 367
28S1, 219, 369

2939, 219, 369

Figurines

45. 352
191. 353
529. 344
961, 344
1284, 353
1369, 342

1555. 343
1564. 354
1947. 344
2046, 353
2165, 345
2215. 353
2276, 342
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1

2667, 353 1633/ 309
2869, 351 1674/ 305
2994- 351 1934 / 307

Pottery
1938/

2111^,
303

305
31. 305 2475 / 303
95. 306 2662, 291, 538
125. 313 2672, 227/ 305
191, 300 2705/ 304
206, 229, 309 2716, 220, 305
303. 305 2917/ 299
366, 297 2961, 218, Ua0 CO

404, 307 2991/ 303
1410 7', 224, 303 3023, 311

412 , 297, 321 3°34 / 294/ 298
478, 294. 298 3174 / 228, 301

547 / 297
298

3329, 3'4
7 ”/ 294 / 3398/ 3'4
720, 22S, 303 3638, 2tS 3 ' 5 . 309
791 / 228, 3°7 3639/-, b. 2

'

5 / 307
920, 303 3 <54 J. 3'4
1022, 310 3642/7, b. 215. 302
1026, agi 3647/ 306
1108, 297 3648, 2 ' 5 / 305
1220, 301 3652, 305

1 571

A

306 79 ' 5 / 29S

OFcrings Jo deid, w aho Gruc furnilurc, 83-8
OfTcnnp blinds or ccn‘crs 83-7, t)pc A, \irious forms,

293-8, u'cs of, 296, di/lribudon ind hifiorj,

292, 295-6
OId<mbcrg, Dte Reht^tcr Jet J'eJa, 65 n 5
Om\, 523, 525, 5 j6-7, 681

Oppcrr, Gu'flaj, Th Onpral Irhlittantt of IrJta,

48 n 3, 51 n 1,2,4,7,9,11, 56 n 3, 57 n 3,

58 n 2, 3, 59 n 2, 66 n 2, 68 n 4
Orientation, h''k iirJer Burnls, Hou'cs, Streets, etc

Ornament, tee clso I’cronal Ornament , of male god,

52, lose of pcronal, as shoam on figurines, 346,
ab cnee of on a capons, implements, etc

, 42

Omamentauon, see Decoration

Ornaments represented on <latuc", see also JcaacUcry,

363 , on figurines of Mother Goddess, 49-50
Ornaments and artefafl', materials ti'cd, see Gold,

«ilacr, lead, copper, bronac, <lonc, bone, laorj,

'hell, faience, etc

Or// sp , 659
Oxford ndiStcrt tf Curetfer- Texts, an, 295 n 2,3,

400 n 2, 453, 579 n 5

PechjStra noltczkara, tee Creetdura btdiana

Paint, 1 inds u'cd for potterj , 320-1 , colours catalogued,

336-7, method of appljmg, 321, paint oacr

shp, 319-20, red, on figurines, 341
Painted bands on faience jar, 366
Painted Glare, see Glare, painted

Painted jars, mi'c
,
group AB, 309-10

Painted Poticrj, see also Borders, Pottcrj, painted

,

318-37, Catalogue, , chronologj, 333-5 ,

chssificd bj decoration, 3*9, Designs on, see

Designs on Painted potten
,
Diflribution ofdesigns,

see Diilnbution , shapes, 322, and unpainted
pottery, 292

Painted flatuettc of nude man, 213
Painted ware, small, group C, 303
PalasonSologta Stmea, 326 n 7, 329 n 3, 334 n 7
Palciline, glas, fr, 583
Palettes, 457
Palm-rat, 351
Panjab, Chalcolithic sites in, 91-2
Pannier-like obje6b on heads of figurines, 338
Panther-like mask, 350
Pans, type W, 307-8
Parreysia favtdeus (Ben'on), 664
Party-asalls, see Walls, party-

Pascoe, Sir Edwin, on metals, 29 , on lead mining,

524 , cap xxxii

Passages surrounding Great Bath, 138-40
Paile, see also Vitreous Pafte , kinds used for painted

pottery catalogued, 336-7 , their manufafture,

318-9
PaSufati, Lord of the Beafts, 54
Paton, Professor, 51 n 6

Pasement of Pillared Hall in L Area, 23, 161 , in seiElion

A, Area L, 154
Paving, varieties of, 272-3, m DK Area, 233, 237
Peacock, mode], 350
Peake, Harold, “The Copper Mountain of Magan,”

30 n 4, 482 n 4, 586 n 2

Pcalc and Plcure, Peasants and Potters, 350 n i,

PrteHs and Ktngs, 295 n 6, 386 n 2, 549 n i,

579 n 3

Pearson, Karl, see also Lee and, Manouvrier and,

Math Contributions to Theory of Evolution On
the PeconPruBson of the Stature of PrehiPortc

Paces, 600 n 4
Pcdcilal of alabailer, 479-80
Vcct, Store and Bronze ^gesm Italy, 10^ n 3, 3160 4
Pendants for necklaces, 522

Pcrcival, Professor, 587 n i

Perforation of beads, 511-12, 517, 520, of maces,

460-1 , of potter), 231 ,
V-shaped, 533 n 2

Periods, see Chronology

Persia, see Susa, Elam, Diftribution, Mlm Dll en

Perse

,

possible influence of its culture on certain

modes of burial in Sind, 90
“Persian wheel," 318

Personal Ornaments, 34-5, 509-48

Personification of Tree spirits, 65-6

Petne, Sir rimdcrs, see Ancient Egypt , Arts and Crafts

of Arcient Egypt, 508 n i, 575 n 3 , Metals in

Zlgy/t/, 4820 2, PrehiPoric Civilization, T&i Vi 2,

PrehiPortc Egypt, 461 n 4, 553 n 3, 579 n 2,

583 n I ,
Tools and IFeapons, 369 n 2, 459 n l,

495 n 3 . 497 n I, 498 n L 499 n 2, 500 n i,

502 n I

Phallic emblems, 58-60, 191 ,
objeft, 476

Physical properties, see Beads, etc ,
sv

Ptau or drinking place, 205

PiSographs, see Indus Script, possible idenuficaUon

of objeib represented, 407-8 ,
on bracelets, 531 ,

on copper tablet, 210, on ivory bar, 209,

on both sides of a seal, 205 , fr Kish and
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Jemdet Nisr, 453-5 , on scnl fr Djol>ln, 380,

425-6
Piers, 237, 247
Pig, 73-4, 660-1, 669, model', 348, 352

Pigments, nnd pnints, 320-1, 5:7, 685, 688-9 , colours

citnlogued, 336-7
Pilhred Hill in L Arei, 23, 160-5

Pipil-tree, orshipped, 64, on 'eils, 390
Piping, 506
Pipkins, scored, t)pe AA, 309
Plino-come\ bricks, not found it Mohenjo-diro, 26} ,

found at Kish, 284 n 3

Phnt designs, see Designs on painted potter)

Plant forms on seals, 390
Plaque a\ male figure, 343
Plasma, or green clialcedon), 511, 545 > 682

Planter, composition of, 263 ,
prcscraation of, 262 n 3 ,

j

on house asalls, 18, painted, on Stupa plintli,

1
1
5-6 , -cement for shell inla)

, 566
Plates CXIX-CXXIX described in cap \xii , CLXI, 1

CLXII, explained on page 672
^

Platform supported on mud filled ma'onr) cell', 135-6
^

Platforms, houses built on artificial, 252 , m
^

Mesopotamia, 265 .

Plenderleith, Dr H S
, 578, Appendix II

|

Plinth of Stupa, 114, 116
|

Plin) , on one horned animals, 69 n 1

Pointed bases for jars and bowls, see also Goblet',
,

Vases, 217 I

Polak, Perstert, 676 I

Pohshed slips, 320, ware, 311 I

Pol)chrome ware, 38, 321 , avith floral pattern', 222
,

j

pol) chrome banded ware, 98 1

Pot set in paacment, 184 I

Pot-marks, 291-2
j

Potter’s art, antiquit) in Sind, 38
Potsherd, anal) sis of, 316, sherds u'ed as filling for

|

court, 173
Potter), 287-337 , see also Ba'es, Cla), Ceramic wares.

Glazed Potter), Painted potter). Slip , etc

Bunals, in 82-9 , in “ burial urns ” in Buddhifl

Monaftei), 12

1

Chrcnologieal grouping, 316
Deeoration, n-i , basket-work pattern', 333, comb

and flop motifs, 105 , inscribed, 317 , lines, 319,
triangles, flopped, 333

ExeavatoPs numbers see Objefls mentioned by
number in text s v Pottery, Painted potter)

catalogue

Forms ecpied, in bronze, 489 , in flonc, 368-9
ManufaSure av heel-made, 37 , foot- and hand-

avheel in ancient and modern times, 2S7-9 , hand-

made, 287 , made in taao or more parts, 290,

293 , built up fr flrips of cla), 315 , firing or

baking, 289, 686 , kilns, 193, 226
Objects of balls, 465—7 , beads, 5:7, av taa o-colourcd

glazes, 516, beakers, position of, 163, bracelets,

530, cones, 477-9, cylindrical objefls, 479,
drain-pipes, 280 , flesh-rubbers and rasps, 467-8 ,

gamesmen, 559, miniature vessels, 292,
perforated, 231 , soak-pits, 279 , spindle aahorls,

468-70 , tablets, 480 , toys, 549

Painted uniacrsal Inoavledge of maniifaflurc in

Chalcolithic Age, 9), a\ antelopes, 222, red-

and-blacl, 37-8, plain black bands, 170, a^

guide to extent of Indus culture, 96-101
Seareitj ns cfd as Mcmpotaraian sites, 287
Sites, other Baluchi classified, 97 , Mil, Jemdet Na'r,

Proto-LIamitic sites, 82 , fr A gcan aa signs

similar to Indus signs, giq

T%pes, 37, t)pc5 mentioned b) letter and dc cribed,

293-316, 289, 290, fr Mound I resembling

time fr Cemeter) at Harappl, 81

Porter’s lodge m daaclling hou'c, 20
Portrait flatuar), 356, 36 g

Prashad, Bami, in Ree Ird Mtit

,

662 n 2, 663 n 2 ,

Notes on Ayuatie Cbelorta of the Irdus, 670 n 2

PrcAr)an contribution to Hinduism, 76-8, charafler

of Mother Goddc', cult, 51 , religion, conflifl of

aicws on, {8-9, protot)pe of Siaa, 52-6, origin

of 'I rcc aaor'hip, 65 , nature of Zoolatr), 73
Pregnant, cla) figure rcprc'cntcd a^, 5)9
Preflon, Faurr of Brititb Irdia, Mo/lusea, etc , 66 g

Prithiai, Larth goJdc s of Vcdic Araans, 51

Pnaies, 21, 207
Prceeedirgt ofthe Sceietj ofBiblieal Arehirolo!;y, 370 n 2

Prognatliism, 6gl-2
Proto-Auflraloid t)pe, 106-7, 638-g2
Proto-I lamitic ciaihzation older than that of prc-d)naflic

Igipt. 581

Publication of results of cxcaaation, 12-14

Pumpcll), Fxplcratic-s ir Turkellar, 29: n 5, 295 n 4,

310 n 5, 326 n 3. 317 n 1, 331 n h 333 n 3,

3980 I, g57n 7,4610 1,466,4680 5, g82n 6,

523 n 2, 533 n I, 554 n i, 555 n i, 566 n 7,

568 n 2, 579 n 6, 8, 587 n 2

Quartz pafle, 576, 686
Querns, see Saddle-quern'

Quibell, liierukorpctis, 384 n 2

Racial t)pcj m detail, 638-644, possibl) shown on

flatuar), 361-2, general di'cu'sion, 42, 107-9,
repre'cnted b) different Imds of burial, 81-2, 84

Rainfall, see Climate and , Table for Sind and

Baiuchiflln, 4
Ram’s head in terra-cotta, 231

Rams, models of, 347, 352-3 , flatues of, 360

Rao, T A Gopmatha, Flererts of Hindu icoregrapby,

53 . 55 n 6

Rat, 653
Ratios of as eights, 37
Rattles, 551
Raaert), Major H G , on riser s)flcm of Sind, 4-6
Razors, 500
Reamers, 504
Recess m ssall, 163

Ree Geol Sum Ird, 542 n i, 547 n 2

Red ochre, see Ochre, red , traces of, on capital, 264
Red-and-black Baluchi ssare, 97-8
Red-and-black ssares, see Indus ssare, Rcd-and-black

Baluchi, Surjangal
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Religion of Indus people, cap v
Reed matting, possibly used for roof, 172
Refeftory of BuddhiH Monafteiy, 1 1

8

Relic casket in Buddhifl: Monaftery, 120
Repair of ^lone vessels, 31 n 3, 369
Reptiles, 662 , as food, 27
“ Reserved slip,” see “ Combed slip %vare

”

Revue d’Jssyrtologte, 380 n 2, 387 n 6, 409 n i, 424
RejTiolds, S H, ‘The Vertebrate Skeleton, 651 n 3
Rhinoceros, 72, models of, 348, 353-4, on seals,

205, 387
Ribbed pottery, type F, 300—1
Ridgeway, Origin of Currency and Weight Standards, 595
Ridgiiay, R , Color Standards and Nomenclature, 535
Rings, see Finger rings

Ring-bases for jars, 299
Ringilones, 61-3, 191, 473-5 ,

probable use as cult

objefls, 22 , or beads, 584
Rita rita If), 27, 664
River sj item of Sind in ancient and modern times, r, 5-7
Rivers, importance in evolution of Chalcolithic

cniivafion, 93-4
Rivet-holes in ilone vessels, 369
Robertson, A W D , see Berry and

Roofing, 277-8 , of Hall m L Area, 164
Roofs, probable nature of, 17, possibly of reed

matting, 172

Rooms numbered on Plans, look under Areas by Letters,

then SeSions, then Blocks in ivhich they are

,

rooms w baths, 21

1

Rope pattern on flud, 529
Roundel of ileatite, 480
Rubbers, see Flesh-rubbers

Rubbish chutes, 16, r8i

Rubble filling for walls, 271

Sabaan alphabet, sign similar to Indus sign, 419-20

Sacred animals, see also Animals
, 74, 355, possibly

kept in capmity, 391-2
Sacred buildings, 204, 284
Sacrifice, possibly human, to the dead, 81

Saddle-querns, 27, 456-7
ialagrama, symbol of Vishnu, 56 ,

-ftone wedded to

tulsi plant, 66

Salts in soil, efFe£t on antiquities, i, 289, 579, 599,
unusual amount in DK Area, 241, 265

Sahni, Rai Bahadur Ram, il, 13-4, 45, cap siii, xiv

6aktism in India, 57 ,
parallels in Nearer Eaft, 57-8

Sandas, 181

Sank shell, idenufication and dillribution, 665-6

,

see also under Shell-inlay, Shell Objeifls, shells

Sanskrit and Indus script, 431-2

Sarasin, P and F ,
Die Weddas von Ceylon, 639 n 5

Sarkar, Prof S C , Some JspeSs of the Social HiHory

of India, 24 n 1

Saws, 500-1 , use in manufaflaire of seals, 377

Sayce, Rev Prof A H , 72 n 8, 370 n 2

Schell, Dr, on cylinder seal fr Susa II, 104, Receuil

de signes archaiques, 387 n i , in Revue

d’Jssyrtologie, 410 n i ,
Teietes de Comptabilite

Proto-Elamiles, 424

Schoff, The Pertplus of the Erythro’an Sea, 691 n 2
Schrader, E , Sitzungsbenchte d kgl preuss Akad zu

Berlin, 69 n r

Scored pottery, type B, 298-9
Scott, Alex , The Cleaning and Retloration of Museum

Exhibits, 546 n 5

Screen wall, 222
Script, see Indus Script

, animals used m, 392

,

apparently unconnefted w device on seal, 407
Sculptures and racial types, 108
SD area, 131-50
Sea], cylinder, at Mohenjo-daro, 381 n 3
Seal fr HarappS, w piSure of building, 25
Seal showing method of reading script, 225
Seal impressions, 380 , classification and description,

393-8 ,
as material for ^ludy of Indus Script,

424, as labels, 410, 412, impression of yellow

faience in funeral urn, 87 , on pottery, 292
Seals, tabulation of, 402-5 , types described, 370-7 ,

materials of, 371-6, 688 {and see tabulation),

manufafture of, 377-9, 688 , purpose of, 379-82 ,

possible disposal of, after death of owner, 382 ,

similarity at all periods, 103
Indus type, fr Elam and Mesopotamia, affording

chronological evidence, 103-4, 381, 424
Chemical analysis of coating, 379
Inscriptions on, 406-453
Method of photographing and describing, 370
To contain amulets, 380
Depiding animals, see Animals, s v , gods or goddesses,

52, 63-75 , cult objeft on fillet, 527 ,
ftatue

framed in doorway, 23
Seated figures, 342-3
Seats, see Benches

Seftions, look under Areas

Sediment-pits, 279-80
Seligman, Dr C G , on Bird-Chariots, 560-1

Semi-precious Clones, see Stones, semi-preaous

Sen, Dr Hem Chandra, in Indian Medical Record,

587 n 4
Setgi, G ,

“ Description of some skulls fr the North

Kurgan, Anau,” in Pumpelly, Explorations in

Turkestan, 643 n 3

Serpent Nagas, 75, 395
Servants’ quarters, 202

Sewage, drains not used for, 281

Sewell, Col R B , and Dr B S Guha, on animals of

Sind, 27 n 4, 28-9 , on racial types, 82, 84,

107-8 ,
“ Report on the Bones excavated at Nal,”

599-601 nn , 607, 616 n l, cap xxx and xxxi

Sex, see Skulls described m order

Shadoof, represented on seal, 389
Shahl-tump, see Baluchiffan , w are, 99
Sheep, 659
Shell-inlay work, 32, 171, 173, 195, method and

designs, 565-70
Shell-fish, 664-6,673

Shell objefts, 471, 478-9, 563-5 .
suggesting parallels

fr Kish, 475, bracelets, 531, cones, 558

Shells, species used, 563-4 >
methods of working,

564-5, cutting, 500, for bangles, 219, for

ornament or use, 669-71
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Shell work found in Scflion D, Arcr L, 170

Slicrd, stt Potsherd

Shield boss, 506
Shops, 205, 208-9, ^4°

Shrews, 652
Shrines, possible use of flruflures ns, 22, 235

Sickle slnpcd bhde, 501

Sicbenrock, I ,
“ Zur Sjileimtik der Schildl roten

fimilic TrionjehidT Bell, etc ,” 662 n 3

Sign Lift on the Indus Script, 134-52

Sign Manual of the Indus Script, {o, phtes

CXIX-CXXIX
Signs, diMsion into classes, 415-8, difliciiltv in

classifjing, 406, position of, 410, modifications,

combinations, 409 ,
enclosures in, (09 ideographic

nature of, 420-1
,

possible identification of objefl^

represented, 407-8
analogies fr ^rgcin region, 419, w Sumerian and

Minoan, 411, w Sumerian, JoS-g , w devices

on coins in N W India, 413
ttkhara, 17

Sil'ijit, 29, 587-8, chemical anal)sis and description,

689-90
Silt, volume earned b) Indus, 7
Silver, sources of, 523-4, 675, 67S , chemical analvsis,

524, associated w gold, 675, and lead, 675,
beads, 546, earrings, 519, ring, 520, rough,

519, vases, 194, vessels, 493, vessel containing

jeweller}, 519
Sind, see Clnlcolithic sites in. Neolithic \rtcfafls

Siva, see Male god

Slclctons described in order, 600-7, v here found,

circurallanccs, etc, 600, 42, 107-9, 122, 178-9,

181, 184-6, 191, 222-4, number, condition,

preservation, 599-600, measurements and method
on long bones, 600-5 , flaturc, 600-5

Skeumorph, 534
Skulls, see Indexes, Measurements, Cranial capacitv ,

described in order,
, number measured,

606-7 , poUhumous deformation, 607
Slate, 31, 680-1 , boxes vv compartments, 219 , vessel,

368
Sledge in Egypt and Mesopotamia, 555
Sling balls, 36, 466-7
Sling flones 173
Sbp, see also urder Potter}, t}pcs mentioned b} letter,

“ Combed Slip ware ’’
, Colours catalogued, 336-7 ,

on figurines, 349
Slips, 290-1, 319-20 (and washes), 686, on Offcring-

ilands, 293-4
Smith, Catalogue ofCoins tr the Indian Museun, 128 n 2,

3, 129 n I, 2

Smith, G Elliott, Evolution of Mar, 640 n l

Smith, Sidne}, Early HtSlcry of Assyria, 363 n 3,

385 n 3

Smith, Sidne} , and Gadd, C 1 , see Sign Manual

,

cap XXII
Smith, Vincent, “ On the Copper Age and Prehilloric

Bronze Implements of India,” 483 n i, 494 n 2

Smithsonian Misc Colledions, 77 n r

Soak-pits, 17, 240, 244-6, 279-80
South Lane HR Area, 178

Spacer^ for necllaccj and girdles, 507, 517-8
Spear and lance heads, 35, 497-9 , rc.cmblancc to oiiic

African t)pcs, jgS

Species, see Animal remains

Spencer, see Bauer and

Spindle whorls, 32, (68-70, 572-3 ,
faience on copper

shaft fr Kish, (70
Spmnini and weavinj, universal in Clnlcolithic Age, 94
Spiral dcconlion on potter}, 298 , volutes on limeflonc

capital , 191

Spouted cup, 310, jars, rant} of, 228, 292 n 7, 293
Squirrel), faience, 43, 205, 221 , models, 351
Staff of excavator*, 10-14
Slag’s ho-n u cd a^ medicine, 29, 671-2
Snirvva} , !6, 20, 133, 140-1, t66, 172, 237-8, 248,

276

I
Standard in front of ” unicorn " on seals, 383, earned

I
in procc 'ion, on seal imp c ion, 393 , on gold

1
fillet, 527

I

Stands for <longc jars, 170

j

Siapf, Dr O
, 586

Statuar}, amount dreovered, 356, no resemblance to

foreign, 360
Statues, see \nimal’, sv , Human <Iafucs

, 33, 54, 175,

177-8. 237
Statuettes, tee Animal, Human, I igunnes

I Stature, tee Skeletons

I
Steatite, 526, 67S-9 , maniifaflure of seal', 377 , me.hod

j

of u mg, 576, 688
,

pafle, 576-7, 687 , surface

I

coating, 379, 688

1
Sicatopjgn, 344, 5(9

I

Step motifs, tee Comb and flep

Stem, Sir Aurcl, references to his disco cries in

I

Bahichillln, 2, 35, 49, 59, 82, 89, 96, too-i,

1 313 n I, 33 t n 9, 488 , Gedrciia, yn t, 96 n 2 ,

I

Areiert kheta-, 316 n 3, Ser -dia, 583 n I2 ,

' // azirtfli, -, 96 n 2

Steven'on, M , FRF , 69 n 3

Stone boxes, 369 , monev of Caroline I'lands cfd v

ring flones, 61-2 , monuments in Sind, 92-3 ,

rings, see Ring<lonc Aatuettes, flatuc*, 7 c

,

44-7, u'cd in building, yi , for flatue,, 31,
I vessels, 31, 367-9, worship, see Bx.jlic flones

Stones, 'cmi precious, 31-2, 525-7, 536-41
Storage jars, 157,169, group \G, 313-15, pits for,

2 16, flands for, 170
Stratification and chronologv, 9-10, of remains of

Indus culture in Stupa area, 124-7
Streets, 8, 176, 238, 242, 284 , alignment, 'izc, orienta-

tion, 282-3, barred, 284, Icvcb cfd w tlio'c

of buildings, 8-9 , unpaved, 273
Stucco, painted, in Buddhifl Monaflcrj, 117

Studer, “ Uber emen Hund aus der PalTohthi'chcn

Zcit Rus'lands, Cams Poutiatini,” 651 n i

Stupa area, buildings to South of, Blocls 1-8, 145-30,
and Monaflcrj, excavation, 11 3-1 23, remains

of Indus culture in, 123-30
Subsoil water, hinders digging in VS Area, 214
Sulphur, percentages in Copper and Bronze, 484, 486
Sumerian, look also urder Mesopotamia, bricklajing

cfd , 262 , culture, 102 , religious contafl, 7<^8 ,

' script cfd, 408-9, 41 1, 423, 435-45, table of
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'igns cfd w those of Indus Scrjpt, 454 , toy
chariot wheels, 554

Superimposed foundations, 226 , ilruftures, 223-4 >

walls, 238
Surjangal ware, 98
Sus criSiatus, 660-1
Susa, see Elam, Diftribution, Mem DU en Terse,

Susa I pottery and Indus designs, 105 , Susa II,

bone cjlinder seal, 104, Indus cylinder seal,

424-5 , mace-heads, 460 , shell objefls, 475 ,

weights, 593-5
Suspension, holes for, in jars, 293 , in pottery, 31

1

Survey of site, 13

SvaSltka sjmbol, 206-7
. charafteriftic of India, 426 ,

on seals, 190, 200, 227, 374
Syrian chariots, 555

Tablets, copper, see Copper
Taboo, 49
Tabulations, see Seals, Objefks mentioned by number, etc

Tachylite or basaltic glass, 683 , beads, 546
Talismanic use of seal impressions possible, 397
Tama, in Sind, visited bj Ibn Bvtuta, 73
Taijla, rmg-ftones, fr 62-3
Teeth, human, badlj worn, 638 ,

cfd vv those of other

races, 638, of cattle, 654-g, of dog, 652, of

horses, 654 , of pigs, 660-1

Tclloh, seals fr
, 376, 424-5

Temples, see also Sacred buildings, 22, 244, 252
Tenth Lane in HR Area, 212-3
Terminals for necklaces, etc

, 518
Terraces attached to houses, 21

TeHudo elegons, 663
Tetrahedral gamesmen, 559
Textiles, see Spinning and weaving, 585-6, cotton

adhering to vase, 194
Theri-anthropic beaAs, 6^8, 74
Theriomorphism, 74-5
Three-faced god on seal, 53
Thresholds, height above ilreet-level, 266

Thureau-Dangm in 'Revue d’/lssyriologte, 406 n i,

410 ,
Recherehes sur I’Ongtne de I'Lcnture

Cuniiforme, 423
Tiger, on seals, 202, 349, 387-8 , as vehicle of Mother

Goddess, 72
Tilley, Mtn Mag, 546 n 3,

4

Timber, see also Wood , used in con^lruflion of upper

floors, 19
limes. Tie, 341 n 2, 587 n i

Times of India, 22nd Jan, 1928, signs pubhshed in,

408
Tin, 30, 682 , sources of, 483-4, 682 , scarcity of,

481 ,
percentage m bronze implements, 481, 484,

486-7 , records of use in Mesopotamia, 482

Todd, Wingate, Cranial Capacity and Linear Dimention

in White and Negro, 637 n 2

Tortoise, 73, 662-4, tortoise-shell, 228

Town planning, 282

Toys, see Games and , toy carts similar to models fr

Anau and Ur, 39
Trans Bomb Geol Soc

, 6 'j<) n i

Tree goddess, 63-4, 393
Tree-guards, 165
Tree-worship, 63-6, 393
Trees, entrance of alien spirit into, 66 , of knowledge,

w isdom, or hfe, 64 , marriage of, 66 , on seals and
sealings, 389, 390, 393

Trefoil pattern, 54, 356-7, 515-17, 558 , on Indus and
Sumerian obje&, 104

Trellis-work in houses, 21

Trial pit and trench, 245, 247
Trident as attribute of divinity, 54-5
Trtonyx gangettcus>, 662-3
Trimiirtts of Siva, Brahma, Vishnu, 53
Triskillion, 390
Trtihla, see Trident

Tsountas and Manatt, The Mycenman Age, 70 n i

Tube of copper, 506
Tubular drill, see Drill

Turbinella pyrum, 666
Turkeilan, see Anau, Diflribution, Pumpelly
Turquoise, 32, 523, 525, 677, 678, -matrix and

eleflrum ornament, 521-2
Turner, A ^ , see Gulati and
Turner, Sir W , The Relations of the Dentary Arcades

in the Crania of Australians, 639 n 7
Turtles, 670, model, 352

Uap, see Stone money of the Caroline Islands

Ubaid, see A1 ‘Ubaid

Uilah, Mohammed Sana, archsologica] chemiil, analyses

of materials, 12, 30, 132, 269, 379, 484-8, 530,

574-5, 689, cap XXV and Appendix i

Umma, see Djokha
“ Unicorns” on seals, 68-9, 382-5 , objefl: in front of

“ unicorn ” as design on fillet, 527
Dniv Penn Anthrop Pubs, 514 n 3

Ur chariot, 554, gold fillets, 194, Indus seals fr

,

103—4,385-6, reading of Indus seal w cuneiform

inscription, 413 , toilet set cfd vv one fr Harappa,

104, see also Mesopotamia

Urns, funeral, 82, 85-9
U S Geol Sum Bull

, 541 n i

Utensils, see Household implements and

Vases w pointed base, 215, see also Goblets

Vase-like jars, type G(?), 301

Vases, tall, type I, 301

Vats, M S, VS Area, 11-14, 81, 84, 214

Vedic and Indus culture contrafted, 1 10-12

Vedic India, dicing an amusement of, 552

Vehicles, see Wheeled vehicles. Chariots, Carts, Sledges

,

Toy, 554-5
Ventilators, probable use of niches as, 276

Verandahs, 198, 202

Vessels, ilone, see Stone vessels

Virgin soil not reached m VS Area owing to inrush of

sub soil water, 214

Vitreous palle, chemical analysis and use, 574-6 , hiflory

and possible place of invention, 582

Vitrified pafte or clay, 32, 34, 530
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I tvipnnis hettgalensis (Lmnrck), 666

Vogel, Indian Serpent lore, 7502,7603
Votnc use of sell nopressioos possible, 397
Votoe objefl, possible use of ch; figure is, 550, see

E\ 1 otos

VS Arei, Block l, 21 v-i7 , 2, 217-22, 3, 222-p

,

4, 224-9, 5, 229-30, 6, 230, 7, 230-2

Wilundili, see Mihrlo
Waioscotiog of bitlirooms, 273-4
Wnmiiright, G A, 316 o 2

IFaltago sp , 66 p

Wills, <7/0; rortificitioos ,
of houses, 15-16 , rclicicd

bp ornioicfltil recesses, 21, pirt) wills, 283-p,
built 00 cellulir sjitleni, 243 , twice rebuilt,

231 , eoclosiog Great Bitli , of building of

sicrcd chiriflcr, 20 p I

Wird, Seal Cylinders of If eHerr jlsui, 66 n 6, 67 n 2,
'

4 . 347 n 3 , 389 n ». 39 ’ " -• 391 " 5^7 " 5

W'NiVck.'M, pWkw e>T> TkwwV,, \ \ >
Wi<lc mctil, see also Broken Mctil, 552 1

Water, seasonal \iriition of subsoil, 9, suppl) of

houses, 18-19, of Great Ihth, 24
Water-chutes, 139, 141, 244, 2 p6, 251, 279 '

Witer-jirs, 315
Water worship, 75-6

j

Wealth as shown bj use of burnt brick, 286
|

Weapons, see Copper and bron/c, 35-6 1

Weaving, see Spinning and 1

Wedge-shaped bricks, see Bricks x" , usualh cinplopcd .

for wells, 193
'

Weighing scales, 205
Weights, 36, 193, 461-4, spflciu of, at Molicnjo-daro

and HirappI, 589-9S
, As^priin spflcni, 593,

Bab) Ionian spflem, found at Susa, 593
Wells, 16, 142, ip8, 150, 160, 173, 179, 188, 202,

^33* 234, 243, 245, 2P7, couAruiflion of, at !

different periods, 269-70, coping of, 248, 253, i

270, diameters of, 269-70, in houses, 189,
|

for public use, 239

Weflern Asia and Aegean, see ^ygean , Mother Goddess

cults and figurines, 50, 57-8 , religious contafl

w Indus vallc), 76-8

V heat, 27, pccics, 586, ori( in of cultivation, 587,
found on floor of room, 172 , fr jerndet Na<r,

587 ,
fr li Area, 586

Wheeled vehicles, see also Chariots, po^ ibic Central

Asian oripin, 555
Wheels, toy, 55

p

Whctiloiic^, t6p
Whi<llcs, cli), in shape of birds, 551
Whitehead, Calalone of Coins in the Inhere Mitteti-,

130 n

Wild animals, tee \nimals, v ild

Wilson, A 1 , The Persian Gulf, 69 n t

Wilson, Sir I cslie, 13

Windlas,c5, po siblc use of, 270
Windows, 16, 275-6
Wire, 505
Woovl, lUppI) and u<c of, 133, 263-p
Woal^ a.s, eUess ti.W/tteil., 3,2.- 3,

Woollc), C L , xi'i' Hall and The Sj-erurs, po n 2,

109 n t, 265 n 3, 555 n t , ebev he'c quoted,

36 n 5, 70, 276 n 2, 3, po6 n 2, 569 n 5
Writing, see Script, etc, 39-42, external features of,

406-23 , tinifping principle underlping mcthoels of,

in Chalcolithic Age, 94 , aficclcd b; ma enals,

P07 , date of Indus writing, 41 p

Yakthi tree spirit, 65
kokha or Djokha (f ”) -eal impre uoas fr

,
3S0-1

Ycga, origin among pre- \r)an population, 54
Yogi, ittitudc of i'atuc, 4 (, 357 n i

, po-itton shovn
on'eal, 2:9, po^ure of pre \r)angov!cfd vv tiiat

of •viva, 53-p
kc-t, see Phallic cnblems

Zebu, 27-8
7jt' fr Pthr

,

325 n 1, 327 n 2, 33: n 5
Zoolair), see 'knimnls, sacred




